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ICOMOS PROCEDURE

The ICOMOS procedure is described in Annex 6 of
the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of
the World Heritage Convention. It is regulated by the
Policy for the implementation of the ICOMOS World
Heritage mandate (revised in November 2007), a
document which brings together a variety of
practices and decisions that have been previously
adopted by the Advisory Body in the context of its
work with the evaluation of nominations to the
World Heritage List, and other aspects of
implementation of the World Heritage Convention.
This document is available on the ICOMOS web
site:
(www.international.icomos.org).
This policy makes public the existing procedure, and
sets out how ICOMOS approaches its world heritage
remit in a fair and credible manner, in order to avoid
conflicts of interest.
The evaluation of nominations is coordinated by the
World Heritage Unit of the International Secretariat
of ICOMOS, in collaboration with the ICOMOS
World Heritage Working Group and the ICOMOS
World Heritage Panel.
The ICOMOS World Heritage Working Group
consists of officers of ICOMOS, the World Heritage
Unit and ICOMOS advisers. It meets three or four
times a year, and is responsible for the guidance and
orientation of work relating to the World Heritage.
The ICOMOS World Heritage Panel, which brings
together some thirty persons, is made up of members
of the ICOMOS Executive Committee and of experts
who are invited each year depending on the specific
types of heritage represented in the nominations
(rock art, 20th century heritage, industrial heritage,
etc.). TICCIH and DoCoMoMo are also invited to
participate in discussions relevant to their expertise
on a year by year basis. The high diversity of the
Panel represents the various professional,
geographical and cultural sensibilities present at the
international level. It prepares the ICOMOS
recommendations for each nomination.

For each nominated property, ICOMOS assesses:
•

Whether it bears testimony of an outstanding
universal value:
- whether it meets the criteria of the
Operational Guidelines;
- whether it meets the conditions of
authenticity and integrity;

•

Whether legal protection is adequate;

•

Whether the
satisfactory.

management

processes

are

All properties are given equal attention, and
ICOMOS also makes every effort to be as objective,
scientific and rigorous as possible.
A check box tool for the evaluations and a specific
morning session after the Panel meeting in
November 2008 were set up in order to reinforce
consistency of the evaluations and recommendations,
including requests for supplementary information to
be sent to State Parties.
A specific session with the advisers was organized in
January this year to check consistency of approach
on certain aspects throughout all evaluations.
This year, ICOMOS has continued the external
review process of the principles, methods and
procedures used in evaluating nominations: Stage 1
was concluded in January 2009 and Stage 2
commenced in April 2009.
1. Preparatory work
The preparatory work is done in several stages:
a. Initial study of dossiers: This first stage of the
work consists of the creation of an inventory of the
nomination dossier documents, a study of them to
identify the various issues relating to the property
and the choice of the various experts who will be
called on to study the dossier (ICOMOS advisers,
experts for mission, experts for consultations). A
compilation of all relevant comparative material
(Tentative Lists, properties already on the World
Heritage List, nomination dossiers, “filling the gaps”
ICOMOS study…) is prepared in order to assist the
work of the advisers on the specific item of
comparative analysis.

b. Consultations: Experts are consulted to obtain
their opinion about the comparative analysis and the
outstanding universal value of the nominated
properties with reference to the ten criteria set out in
the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of
the World Heritage Convention (January 2008),
§ 77.
For this purpose, ICOMOS calls on the following:
•

ICOMOS International Scientific Committees;

•

Individual ICOMOS members with special
expertise, identified after consultation with
International and National Committees;

•

Non-ICOMOS members with specific expertise,
identified after consultation within the ICOMOS
networks.

For the nominations to be considered by the World
Heritage Committee at its 33rd session, 95 experts
have been consulted for desk reviews in the
framework of consultation process.
c. Technical evaluation missions: ICOMOS, when
choosing its experts, as a rule calls on a person from
the region in which the nominated property is
located. The missions are required to study the
authenticity, integrity, factors affecting the property,
protection,
conservation
and
management
(Operational Guidelines, § 78).
Experts are sent a copy of the nomination (or only
relevant parts of it, when the dossier is extensive), a
note (with key questions) based on a preliminary
examination of the dossiers, documentation on the
Convention and detailed guidelines for evaluation
missions.
All experts have a duty of confidentiality. Their
opinion about the nomination does not necessarily
reflect that of the organisation; it is the ICOMOS
World Heritage Panel which, after acquainting itself
with all the information, analyses it and determines
the organisation's position.
Missions were sent to all the nominated properties
except in the case of nominations referred back for
which the Operational Guidelines do not stipulate
that at mission is necessary. (Note: The principle is
that properties are referred back because additional
information is necessary, and not because thorough
or substantial modifications are needed; the
deadlines set mean moreover that it is not possible to
organise missions, desk reviews or consideration by
the full ICOMOS World Heritage Panel for
properties referred back).

33 experts representing more than 25 countries took
part in field missions as part of the evaluation of the
29 nominated properties, which in turn represented
30 countries.
Technical evaluation missions were carried out
jointly with IUCN for the nomination of three mixed
properties. ICOMOS and IUCN have also exchanged
views concerning mixed properties on an informal
basis during the year and are developing stronger
coordination mechanisms for 2010.
ICOMOS received comments from the IUCN
concerning two cultural landscapes nominations.
This information has been taken into account by
ICOMOS in its recommendations, as indicated in the
reports.
2. Evaluations and recommendations
a. ICOMOS World Heritage Panel: Draft evaluations
and recommendations (in either English or French)
were prepared on the basis of the information
contained in the nomination dossiers, mission
reports, consultations and research and examined by
the ICOMOS World Heritage Panel at a meeting in
Paris from 28 to 30 November 2008.
b. Additional information request: Additional
information requests for some of the nominated
properties were sent to the State Parties by
31 January 2009, in accordance with the normal
procedure.
All
documents
received
by
28 February 2009 were examined by the World
Heritage Working Group at its meeting on 9-10
March 2009.
c. Finalisation of the evaluation volume and its
presentation to the World Heritage Committee:
Following these meetings, revised evaluations have
been prepared in both working languages, printed
and dispatched to the UNESCO World Heritage
Centre for distribution to members of the World
Heritage Committee for its 33rd session in June 2009.
Nominated
properties
and
ICOMOS
recommendations will be presented to the World
Heritage Committee by ICOMOS advisers in
PowerPoint form.
As an advisory body, ICOMOS makes a
recommendation based on an objective, rigorous and
scientific analysis. However, decisions are the
responsibility of the World Heritage Committee. The
process relies on the Committee members and their
knowledge of the nominations and the evaluations
published by the advisory organisations.

3. Dialogue with State Parties

Europe and
North America

ICOMOS makes every effort to maintain dialogue
with the State Parties throughout the nomination
evaluation process, i.e. following receipt of the
nominations, during and after the technical
evaluation mission, and following the meeting of the
ICOMOS World Heritage Panel. The information
requested relates to precise details or clarifications,
but does not invite a complete reformulation of the
nomination dossier.

Total: 28 nominations
21 countries
(15 new nominations,
7 minor modifications,
2 referred back,
1 deferred, and
3 extensions)
(25 cultural properties,
3 mixed properties)

Latin America
Caribbean

Total: 2 nominations
2 countries
(2 new nominations)
(2 cultural properties)

Arab States

Total: 6 nominations
2 countries
(6 minor modifications)
(6 cultural properties)

Africa

Total: 3 nominations
3 countries
(2 new nominations and
1 referred back)
(3 cultural properties)

ICOMOS also examines requests for "minor"
modifications to boundaries or to statements of
Outstanding Universal Value, and for changes of
criteria or name for some properties already
inscribed on the World Heritage List; the requests
were submitted by the State Parties concerned before
1st February this year. However ICOMOS received
for examination some of those requests well past this
deadline.

Asia-Pacific

Total: 8 nominations
6 countries
(4 new nominations,
1 referred back,
2 extensions, and
1 minor modification)
(7 cultural properties,
1 mixed property)

The number of requests for minor modifications has
increased from 2 requests in 2005 to 14 requests in
2009.

III

4. Referred back nominations and requests for
minor modifications
On 1st February preceding the World Heritage
Committee meeting, ICOMOS also receives
supplementary information on nominations referred
back during previous sessions of the Committee. As
indicated above, ICOMOS does not organise
technical evaluation missions for the evaluation of
this supplementary information. It was examined by
the World Heritage Working Group, which this year
met on 9-10 March 2009.

II

ANALYSIS OF NOMINATIONS

In 2009, ICOMOS was called on to evaluate
47 nominations.
They consisted of:
23 new nominations,
4 referred back nominations,
1 deferred nomination,
5 extensions, and
14 minor modifications
The geographical spread is as follows:

GENERAL REMARKS

1. Quality and complexity of nomination dossiers
Generally
speaking,
ICOMOS
notes
that
nominations are increasingly complex, sometimes to
the detriment of the dossiers’ clarity and coherence.
Certain nominations would benefit if more time were
taken over legal questions and over the finalisation
or adoption of plans and the carrying out of research,
before moving on to the evaluation process.
ICOMOS hopes that the publication of the Resource
Manual for the Preparation of Nominations, of
which the final version will be presented at the next
World Heritage Committee session in Seville, will
help the States Parties to improve the quality of
nomination dossiers.
ICOMOS wishes to point out that its role is to
evaluate the properties and not the nominations (i.e.
the dossiers). Similarly, it evaluates the protection,

conservation and management of the property at the
time of the nomination and not at some time in the
future after the adoption of the laws and management
plans. It is the duty of ICOMOS to indicate to the
Committee whether or not adequate protection and
management are in place prior to inscription. It
should be noted that in all cases, intelligent
protection, conservation and management measures
are of greater value than hypothetical plans.

cases
confirmed
or
assisted
the
recommendations adopted by ICOMOS.

2. ICOMOS evaluations

The examination of these requests involves
substantial work for ICOMOS in terms of examining
the initial nomination, progress reports on
conservation and earlier decisions of the World
Heritage Committee, research, consultations and
analysis. ICOMOS has carried out this work, which
was not provided for in the budget, within the time
available, but requests that this work should be paid
for.

In its recommendations, ICOMOS clearly
distinguishes between nominations which are
recommended to be referred back and those which
are deferred. For referred back nominations,
outstanding universal value has been demonstrated to
the satisfaction of ICOMOS; supplementary
information must be supplied to satisfy other
requirements of Operational Guidelines, but no
further technical evaluation mission will be required.
For deferred nominations, the very nature of the
information requested (a more thorough study, major
reconsideration of boundaries, or a request for a
substantial revision) means that a new mission and
consideration by the full ICOMOS World Heritage
Panel are necessary to evaluate the nomination again,
and to ensure that it has the consideration needed to
advance the nomination further.
The objective of ICOMOS is the conservation and
long-term protection and presentation of the cultural
heritage, whether or not it is of outstanding universal
value. In formulating its recommendations, ICOMOS
aims to be as helpful as possible to State Parties.
ICOMOS appreciates that it cannot please everyone.
Despite being under considerable pressure, not only
from State Parties, it must remain objective, rigorous
and scientific, and its first duty remains the
conservation of properties.
3. Strengthening of dialogue with State Parties
Two measures introduced in 2008 with a view to
improving and strengthening dialogue with the State
Parties have been maintained.
The ICOMOS World Heritage Panel meeting was
held at the end of November 2008 instead of during
January 2009, so that the letters requesting additional
information could be sent out earlier, leaving the
State Parties more time to reply.
Furthermore, the process of sending out requests for
additional information has been made on the same
systematic basis as last year. The quality of the
replies provided by the State Parties has in many

final

4. "Minor" modifications to boundaries
As indicated above, the number of such requests has
greatly increased. They originate either from
monitoring, the retrospective inventory or periodical
reports.

ICOMOS also notes that all modifications to the
boundaries of a property and its buffer zone are
proposed as "minor" modifications, even when they
constitute in fact substantial modifications to the
property, or even in some cases an extension of the
property. According to the Operational Guidelines,
proposals for major modifications, whether
extensions or reductions, constitute a new
nomination (paragraph 165). ICOMOS recommends
to the Committee that this provision should be
consistently and rigorously applied.
5. Serial nominations and extensions
The Operational Guidelines stipulate that for serial
properties, the component parts must be related and
the series as a whole must have outstanding
universal value (paragraph 137).
ICOMOS is aware that this is an active matter for
consideration by the World Heritage Committee.
This year, ICOMOS has examined 8 serial
nominations, including 99 monuments, ensembles
and sites. These require a more substantial
investment in terms of human and financial resources
at all levels of evaluation of the properties. Because
the number of serial nominations is growing, this
will have to be taken into account in future budgets.
Furthermore, ICOMOS notes that there are also
calendar pressures arising from the task of evaluating
these large and complex serial nominations and
suggests that the World Heritage Committee give
consideration to an extended timeframe for these.
A specific evaluation format has been set up in 2009
for the serial nominations and extensions. ICOMOS
has tried to make explicit for the Committee, the

questions it asks in relation to the nature of serial
nominations:

restorations or new constructions which may affect
the outstanding universal value of the property […].”

a) What is the justification for the serial approach?
b) How were the chosen sites selected? (How do
they each relate to the overall Outstanding Universal
Value of the property?)
c) Does the comparative analysis justify the selection
of sites?
d) Are the separate components of the property
functionally linked?
e) Is there an overall management framework for all
components?

7. Issue of calendar and timing

The answers to these questions have been integrated
in the evaluation format under relevant sections.
This year, ICOMOS evaluated 5 extensions to
properties already inscribed on the World Heritage
List.
In evaluating these extensions, ICOMOS examines
the attributes of the original nomination and
considers how these might be exemplified, extended,
complemented or amplified by the attributes of the
proposed extension, while bearing the same
outstanding universal value.
The assessment of criteria is carried out in relation to
the criteria used for the existing inscription and how
they might apply to the proposed extension. The
same criteria should be justified for the original
inscription and the proposed extension. For a small
extension, the proposed area might amplify some of
the attributes of the original nomination but not all of
them. Different or new attributes might also be
identified within the proposed extension but they
should bear the same values as those already
recognised as outstanding.

ICOMOS is working under increasing time pressure
due to the growing number of complex nominations
(serial properties and cultural landscapes).
Furthermore, in the past, supplementary information
received from States Parties was examined after the
meeting of the Bureau of the World Heritage
Committee, following the initial assessment process
for nominations. Today this examination encroaches
upon this assessment period.
8. Conclusion
All the evaluated cultural properties are remarkable
and deserving of protection and conservation. In
reaching its recommendations to the World Heritage
Committee, ICOMOS relies on the Operational
Guidelines and the direction of the World Heritage
Committee.
The opinion of ICOMOS is both independent and
institutional. The opinion of one of its members is
not binding on the organisation, and the evaluation
texts are each the work of many people, with several
stages of in-depth peer review. ICOMOS represents
cultural heritage experts throughout the five regions
and is working to protect the entire cultural heritage
of the world.
ICOMOS takes a professional view of the dossiers
reviewed,
and
when
appropriate
makes
recommendations for all the properties for which
nominations have been submitted to it, independently
of the outstanding regional or universal scope of
their values.

6. Development projects
Paris, April 2009
To address the growing need to identify development
projects within World Heritage properties during the
evaluation cycle, ICOMOS has introduced to its
letters sent to the States Parties a specific question to
bring to our attention any development projects that
are planned within the nominated property and in its
vicinity and to receive any information concerning
these potential projects. This has been introduced to
respond to growing concern by the World Heritage
Committee about such development plans and
projects. The Committee might wish to apply similar
provisions for nominations during their assessment
procedure as those stipulated by paragraph 172,
inviting the States Parties to inform the Committee of
“their intention to undertake or to authorize in an
area protected under the Convention major

STATE PARTY

ID
NUMBER

NAME OF THE
PROPERTY

FIELD MISSION

Tangible Spiritual Heritage
of St. Euphrosyne of Polotsk
Stoclet House
Cultural property of the
historic town of Jajce
Gold Route in Paraty and its
landscape
Cidade Velha, Historic
Centre of Ribeira Grande
Historic Monuments of
Mount Songshan
Mount Wutai
Historic town of GrandBassam
Lonjsko Polje Nature Park –
A Living Landscape and the
Floodplain Ecosystem of the
Central Sava Basin
Sites of Great Moravia:
Slavonic Fortified
Settlement at Mikulčice –
Church of St Margaret of
Antioch at Kopčany
The Architectural and Urban
Work of Le Corbusier

Lubica Pincikova
(Slovakia)
Janis Krastins (Latvia)
Todor Krestev (Bulgaria)

DATE

CULTURAL
PROPERTIES
New Nominations
Belarus

C 1316

Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina

C 1298
C 1294

Brazil

C 1308

Cape-Verde

C 1310

China

C 1305

China
Côte d’Ivoire

N/C 1279
C 1322

Croatia

N/C 1311

Czech Republic/Slovakia

C 1300

France/Argentina/
Belgium/Germany/
Japan/Switzerland

C 1321

Germany

C 1281

Iran

C 1315

Italy

C 1318

Peru
Republic of Korea

C 1269
C 1319

Republic of Moldova

N/C 1307

Spain

C 1312

Schwetzingen – A Prince
Elector’s Summer Residence
– Garden Design and
Freemasonic Allusions
Shushtar Historical
Hydraulic System. Bridges,
dams, canals, buildings and
watermills from ancient time
to present
Italia Langobardorum.
Places of power and worship
(568-774 A.D.)
Sacred City of Caral-Supe
Royal Tombs of the Joseon
Dynasty
The Cultural Landscape
Orheiul Vechi
Tower of Hercules

September 2008

Cécilia Calderon Puente
(Mexico)
Klessigué Sanogo (Mali)

September 2008
August/September
2008
August/September
2008
September 2008

Juliet Ramsay (Australia)

September 2008

Shintaro Sugio (Japan)
Souayibou Varissou
(Benin)
Luisa de Marco (Italy)

September 2008
September 2008
August 2008

Stefan Winghart
(Germany)

October 2008

Argentina: Ruben Garcia
Miranda (Uruguay)

September 2008

France/Belgium/Germany
/Switzerland: Marieke
Kuipers (Netherlands)

September 2008

France: Natalya Dushkina
(Russia)

September 2008

France: Margaretha
Ehrström (Finland)

August 2008

Japan: Sheridan Burke
(Australia)
Geza Hajos (Austria)

October 2008
August 2008

Pietro Laureano (Italy)

October 2008

Adriano Boschetti
(Switzerland)

September 2008

Angel Cabeza (Chile)
Wang Li Jun (China)

September 2008
September 2008

Luisa de Marco (Italy)

November 2008

Jonathan Coad
(United Kingdom)

October 2008

STATE PARTY
Spain, Mexico, Slovenia

ID
NUMBER
C 1313

NAME OF THE
PROPERTY
The Mercury and Silver
Binomial on the
Intercontinental Camino
Real. Almadén, Idrija and
San Luis Potosí
Farms and Villages in
Hälsingland
La Chaux-de-Fonds/Le
Locle, Watchmaking town
planning
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and
Canal

FIELD MISSION

DATE

Spain/Slovenia: Nikos
Belavilas (Greece)

September/October
2008

Mexico: Jaime Migone
(Chile)
Marie Louise Anker
(Norway)
Axel Föhl (Germany)

August 2008

Reinhold Castensson
(Sweden)

September 2008

Sweden

C 1282

Switzerland

C 1302

United Kingdom

C 1303

Extensions
France

C 203 bis

From the Great Saltworks of
Salins-les-Bains to the Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans,
the production of open-pan
salt (Extension to the Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans)

Adriaan Linters
(Belgium)

September 2008

Pakistan

C 138 bis

Michael Jansen
(Germany)

September 2008

Romania

598 bis

Elka Bakalova (Bulgaria)

September 2008

Slovakia

620 bis

Hanna Derer (Romania)

August 2008

Sri Lanka

C 450 bis

Mehrgarh, Rehman Dheri
and Harappa as an extension
to the Indus Valley
Civilization Sites (Extension
to the Archaeological Ruins
at Moenjodaro)
Church of the Resurrection
of Suceviţa Monastery
(Extension to the Churches
of Moldavia)
Levoča and the Work of
Master Paul in Spiš
(Extension to Spišský Hrad
and its Associated Cultural
Monuments)
Seruwila Mangala Raja
Maha Viharaya (Extension
of the Sacred City of Kandy)

Kai Weise (Nepal)

August 2008

Deferred property
Austria

C 931 bis

City of Graz – Historic
Centre and Schloss
Eggenberg

Joseph Stulc
(Czech Republic)

September 2008

Referred back
Properties
Burkina Faso

C 1225 rev

The ruins of Loropéni

September 2005

France

C 1153 rev

Israel

C 1105 rev

The Causses and the
Cévennes
The Triple-arch Gate at Dan

Kyrgyzstan

C 1230 rev

Nayondjoua Djanguenane
(Togo)
Henry Cleere
(United Kingdom)
John Hurd
(United Kingdom)
Yelena Korosh
(Kazakhstan)

Sulaiman-Too Sacred
Mountain

September 2008
September 2008

September 2005
September 2007
September 2006

I - NOMINATIONS OF MIXED PROPERTIES
TO THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST

A - Asia - Pacific

New Nominations

Background: This is a new nomination.

Mount Wutai (China)

Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Cultural Landscapes.

No 1279

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Location:

Literature consulted (selection):
Naquin, Susan, and Yu, Chun-fang, Pilgrims and Sacred Sites in
China, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1992.

Mount Wutai

Birnbaum, Raoul, Visions of Manjusri on Mount Wutai, in Lopez,
Donald (ed.), Religions of China in Practice, 1996.

Xinzhou City,
Shanxi Province,
People’s Republic of China

Technical Evaluation Mission: A joint ICOMOS/IUCN
mission visited the site from 8 to 13 September 2008.
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 13
October 2008 and the State Party responded with
supplementary information on 13 November 2008.
ICOMOS sent further letters to the State Party on 9
December 2008 and 21st January 2009. The State Party
responded on 2 March 2009 (51 pages). The responses are
included in the report below.

Brief description:
Mount Wutai with its five flat peaks is one of the four
sacred Buddhist mountains in China. Its fifty-three
monasteries, include the East Main Hall of Foguang
Temple, with life size clay sculptures, the highest ranking
timber building to survive from the Tang Dynasty, and the
Ming Dynasty Shuxiang Temple with a huge complex of
500 ‘suspension’ statues, representing Buddhist stories
woven into three dimensional pictures of mountains and
water.

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

Overall the temple buildings present a catalogue of the way
Buddhist architecture developed and influenced palace
building over a wide part of China.

2. THE PROPERTY

With the extensive library of books collected by Emperors
and scholars, the monasteries of Mount Wutai remain an
important repository of Buddhist culture, and attract
pilgrims from across Asia.

Mount Wutai, literally the five terrace mountain, is the
highest mountain in northern China and sits to the south of
the grasslands of Inner Mongolia. Its remarkable natural
shape with precipitous sides and five open rounded treeless
peaks, is closely linked to Buddhist beliefs: it is seen as
symbolising the five wisdoms of Manjusri. Many aspects
of its landscapes around the five peaks have been deified
and remain sacred for Buddhism. It is one of the four
sacred Buddhist Mountains of China, the others being
Mount Emei, Sichuan Province (inscribed on the World
Heritage List as a mixed site), Mount Jiuhua, Anhui
Province, and Mount Putuo, Zhejiang Province.

Description

The temples are inseparable from their mountain
landscape. With its high peaks, snow covered for much of
the year, thick forests of vertical pines, firs, poplar and
willow trees and lush grassland, the landscape has been
celebrated by artists since at least the Tang Dynasty –
including in the Dunhuang caves.
Category of property:

The mountain and its monasteries enjoyed Imperial
patronage particularly in the Tang and Qing dynasties
when it became the centre of Han Buddhism and attracted
monks from India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Burma, Vietnam,
Korea and Japan. Buddhist arts and culture from Mount
Wutai spread across south and East Asian countries.
Imperial patronage lasted a 1,000 years and through nine
Emperors who made 18 pilgrimages, commemorated in
stele and inscriptions, to pay tribute to the bodhisattvas.

In terms of categories of cultural property set out in
Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
serial nomination of two sites. In terms of the Operational
Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage
Convention (January 2008) paragraph 47, ICOMOS
considers that it is also a cultural landscape.
[Note: the property is nominated as a mixed cultural and natural
site. IUCN will assess the natural significances, while ICOMOS
assesses the cultural significances.]

The property is in the north-east of Shanxi Province some
230km from Taiyuan City and 150km from Xinzhou city.
It consists of two parts, the larger, Taihuai, covering
17,946ha and encompassing the five peaks and 40 temples,
and a much smaller outlier around 10km to the west, of
469ha within which is Foguang Temple. The temples are
centred on Taihuai Town, with temples, shops and
residential buildings radiating out from the centre of the
town.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

29 November 2001

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

Since the 1st century AD, and until the early 20th century,
temples have been constructed in Mount Wutai’s
landscape. Of the 360 that once existed in the Tang

17 January 2008
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•

Dynasty, 68 remain within 53 monasteries, reflecting not
only the evolution of Buddhism from the royal religious to
Manjusri culture, but also the evolution of Buddhist
building techniques over fifteen centuries.

Xiantong Temple was according to documentary evidence,
the first temple to be built on Mount Wutai in 68AD and
with the Baima Temple of Luoyang, claims to be one of
the earliest Buddhist Temples in China. It was added to or
rebuilt many times in the 5th, 7th, 14th, 16th and 18th
centuries. In the 14th century it became the largest temple
complex on the mountain. A century later the monastery
was split into three, parts becoming the Tayuan and
Pusading Temples (see below).

Most of the temple buildings have been rebuilt many times
and the majority of the remaining buildings date from the
Ming and Qing dynasties with the buildings of one temple
largely dating from the Republic of China.
Notable remaining early buildings are a 14th White Pagoda
at Tayuan temple heightened in the Ming dynasty (in the
main part of the property) and the East Main Hall of
Foguang Temple, built in 857AD (in the western outlier), a
unique testimony to Tang timber building techniques, one
of only four Tang buildings to survive, and the second
oldest building in Asia. Nanchan Temple, also built in the
Tang Dynasty in 782 AD, is the earliest wooden building
in Asia. This is to the south of the nominated area.

It is now the largest complex on Mount Wutai with 400
buildings, 700 coloured statues and 14 steles, all mainly
from the Ming and Qing dynasties. Its Amitabhayur
Buddha Hall is a rare example of decorative brick work.
The small Ming Dynasty Bronze Hall contains an array of
some 10,000 bronze Buddhist statues cast in 1606.

Mount Wutai has been a centre of pilgrimage since the
Emperors of the North and South Dynasties made visits to
the five terraces. Many pilgrims still make the long 75km,
four-day procession around all the monasteries. The
position of Mount Wutai near to the Mongolian grasslands,
has given it significance for Han, Mongolian and Tibetan
adherents.

•

The remaining buildings, which include 19 halls and 14
towers, are of the Ming and Qing dynasties.

The nominated areas contain the following significant
ensembles, (of temples, pagodas, statues and stele),
shrines, pilgrim tracks and landscape:

•

Pusading Temple

Also originally part of the Xiantong Temple, the buildings
were rebuilt in 1403, and further reconstructed in 1581,
1684 and in 1691, when the entire roof was covered in
yellow glazed tiles, a material reserved for imperial
buildings. Other structures used only by the emperors were
the stone stairs and banisters, marking its importance as a
royal Bodhimanda. From 1705, when Tibet was
incorporated into China in the Qing dynasty, the Temple
was occupied by Lamas, thus becoming a Tibetan
monastery.

Temples Taihuai area:
Xiantong Temple
Tayuan temple
Pusading Temple
Bishan Temple
Shuxiang Temple
Nanshan Temple
Longquan Temple
Jin’ge Temple

Most of the existing structures are those re-built in the
Qing dynasty. The Temple includes 121 halls and rooms,
and 8 steles. There are 2 ancient pine trees in the Courtyard
of the Mahavira Hall.

Temples: Foguang area:
•

Tayuan temple

Originally part of the Xiantong Temple, it was mostly
rebuilt in the early 15th century. The most significant part
of the temple is the towering White Pagoda, reconstructed
in the Yuan dynasty in 1301 by a Nepalese architect,
Anika, apparently around an 8th century octagonal pagoda,
and raised in the early Ming dynasty to a height of 66
metres. Now some 40 metres wide, its round belly sits on a
square pedestal. There were documented repairs in the 16th
and 17th centuries and in 1952-3.

The 44 monasteries contain some 68 temple buildings, 150
pagodas up to 13 stories in height, 146,000 Buddhist
statues, including 25 from the Tang Dynasty, 2,380.1
square metres of murals from the Tang Dynasty and later,
over a thousand engraved stele, and numerous shrines
dotted around the extensive mountain landscape.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Xiantong Temple

Foguang Temple

•

Landscape

Bishan Temple

Although built originally in the 5th century, for a long
period up until the Ming Dynasty the temple remained
dilapidated and consisted only of cave dwellings for ascetic
monks. It was largely rebuilt in the 15th century and again
in 1525, 1692 and 1818. Following further periods of
dilapidation, the temple was again rebuilt in 1906 and 1913
and then became a public rather than a hereditary
monastery.

These are considered separately:
Temples Taihuai area:
Within this zone there are 40 temples. The five major
Buddhist Temples associated with the five terraces and
peaks in the central area are the Xiantong, Pusading,
Tayuan, Luohou, and Shuxiang temples. Surrounding
theses are the Bishan, Yuanzhao, Jin’ge, Nanshan and
Longquan Temples.

The existing buildings, which consist of 108 halls and
rooms and 15 steles, date from the Ming and Qing
dynasties. However the Abstinence Altar Hall still contains
2

the blue stone altar from the Northern Wei period (4th-6th
century AD). This was where the monks were initiated into
monkhood.
•

Temples: Foguang area:
•

Foguang Temple

Foguang Temple was built during the 5th century AD and
gained its present scale during the late Sui and early Tang
dynasties, being partly rebuilt in 633. During the 12th
century several halls were rebuilt. The surviving early
structures are the East Hall built in 857, a Manjusri Hall
built in 1137, the Zushi pagoda from the northern Wei
period (c 600), and two Tang sutra pillars.

Shuxiang Temple

The original date for this temple is not known for certain. It
was probably built in the 4th century, then fairly soon
afterwards destroyed and then rebuilt. Following a long
period of dilapidation, it was reconstructed in the Tang
dynasty and again in the Yuan dynasty. In the late 15th
century, Master Tielinguo of the Zhenhai Temple rebuilt
the centre of the monastery with a five bay pavilion, the
Manjusri Hall, an ancestral hall with a distinctive girder
and beam structure, and monks’ abodes.

The 7 bay Tang east Hall is the largest and most intact of
the four Tang structures to have survived and demonstrates
the typical sophisticated girder and beam timber
techniques. Its influence can be seen in the Bulguksa
Temple in South Korea and Japanese buildings of the Nara
Period such as the Toshodai-ji temple. Within it are around
36 coloured clay statues of monks up to six feet high - also
constructed in the Tang Dynasty - and 60 square metres of
Tang murals with similar facial expression to those at
Dunhuang.

In 1496 the Manjusri Hall was decorated with the 500 huge
‘suspension’ statues of Manjusri (Bodhisattva of wisdom)
meeting arhats (people who have attained enlightenment)
in the mountains - 190 iron arhat statues and 310 gilded
clay arhat statues. With Buddhist stories woven into a
three dimensional pictures of mountains and water, these
statues are considered the masterpieces of arhat sculptures
on Mount Wutai. Complementing these statues are Ming
arhat murals portraying Buddhist figures with facial
expressions identical to those on late Tang murals at
Dunhuang.

The Ming Dynasty Manjusri Hall has a distinctive eaves
and overhanging gable roof and within 245 coloured
murals of arhats.
Landscape

There were further reconstructions in 1680, 1698 and 1749.
The beauty of the Wutai landscape with its temples has
attracted artists since at least Tang times. In the Dunhuang
Grottoes is a large landscape painting of Mount Wutai that
is almost a map in the detail it provides of all the temples
in their verdant surroundings.

Apart from the 15th century Manjusri Hall, the remaining
buildings, which include over 35 rooms, date from the
Qing dynasty. As well as the coloured statues, 7 stele
survive from the Ming and Qing dynasties
•

The five peaks of Wutai are integral to its association with
the five wisdoms of Manjusri. The tradition of pilgrimage
has reinforced the link between buildings and landscape
with pilgrim routes that take in all five peaks as well as the
key temples. Many of these routes have wide stone
pavements.

Nanshan Temple

First built in 1295, the temple was rebuilt in 1332,
renovated in 1541, reconstructed and enlarged in 1736-95,
and reconstructed again between 1877-1883 and 19121949. Except for the Mahavira Hall which dates from the
Ming Dynasty, all other structures are from the Qing
Dynasty or later. The temple contains large number of stele
and stone carvings.
•

History and development
According to the Records of Mount Qingliang, written by
Buddhist master Zhencheng in the Ming Dynasty, the first
temple built on Mount Wutai was created by the order of
the Han Emperor in AD 68. This was at the time when
India Buddhist masters visited China to promote
Buddhism. They considered that in terms of topography
Mount Wutai was identical to the Vulture Peak (Rajgir,
India), where Sakyamuni lectured on the Lotus sutra.

Longquan Temple

Apparently originally built in the Song Dynasty as a family
temple, it later became a Buddhist monastery. It was
rebuilt in 1522-1566 and expanded in the 20th century.
The extant buildings were all reconstructed during the
Republic of China.
•

During the North and South Dynasties, through the
patronage of Emperors who started the pilgrimages to the
five peaks, Mount Wutai flourished with over 200 temples
and monasteries.

Jin’ge Temple

The temple was originally built either in 627 or 766-779
and rebuilt in 1525 and 1558. In 1700, the statues of the
Great Buddha Hall were reconstructed and in 1760 two
halls were rebuilt. Apart from two column bases outside
the Avalokitesvara Hall dating from the Tang dynasty, the
remaining buildings are from the Ming and Qing dynasties.

From an early date a link was established between Mount
Wutai and the worship of Manjusri, a bodhisattva
associated with wisdom. A sutra dating from AD 418, the
Residence of Bodhisattva, Scroll 45, identifies Qingliang
Mountain as the dwelling place of Manjusri and this
mountain is usually taken as being Mount Wutai.

3

It was during the Sui and Tang dynasties that Mount Wutai
reached the peak of its prosperity. All the Tang Emperors
awarded imperial edicts for such matters as building,
exempting from taxation, drawing up maps or putting the
monks and nuns from the entire nation under the control of
the monasteries at Wutai, thus making it the centre of Han
Buddhism. The number of temples rose to 360 and
attracted monks from India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Burma,
Vietnam, Korea and Japan who then spread the Manjusri
faith all over south-east Asia.

of the sacred mountain over many centuries and the
persistent impact this has had on pilgrimage.

During the Song and Yuan Dynasties the number of
temples declined to around 70 but new halls were built
including the Manjusri Hall of Foguang Temple. Tibetan
Buddhism spread to Mount Wutai and coexisted
harmoniously with Han Buddhism.

All the temples and landscape associated with the sacred
Buddhist mountain are included in the nominated area. The
integrity of some of the temple ensembles was threatened
by uncontrolled development but this has been either
reversed or is being controlled. For the landscape, the
visual integrity relies on sustaining the beauty of the
mountain and its forests so that the inseparability of the
temples and the mountain can be appreciated together with
their religious associations.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity

Buddhism flourished once more in the Ming dynasties and
many temples were rebuilt, including the Great White
pagoda and a public Sukhavati monastery. The number of
temples increased once more to 104. The Qing Emperors
undertook many pilgrimages to Mount Wutai as part of
their policy to show ethnic solidarity with neighbouring
Mongolians, to strengthen the borders, and to foster social
stability. By this time there were 25 Tibetan lamaseries and
97 Han Buddhist communities working side by side.

Authenticity
The Temples demonstrate a long history of construction
and reconstruction. The exception is Foguang East Hall
which with its statues has remained largely
unreconstructed since the Tang Dynasty.

From the late Qing dynasty to the early years of the
Republic of China, Mount Wutai declined through social
instability. Since 1949 and the founding of the People’s
Republic of China, efforts have been directed at reviving
and protecting the buildings. There are now 68 temples on
the mountain: 21 outside and 47 inside the circle of the five
terraces; 7 Tibetan lamaseries and 40 Han Buddhist
monasteries; 5 nunneries and 1 public monastery.

In terms of authenticity, if the outstanding universal value
of the property is connected to the overall religious
landscape of the mountain which reflects its use and
evolution over almost two thousand years, the attributes
that reflect this value are the assembly of temples, the
specific buildings that reflect the interchange of cultures,
the relationship of buildings to the mountain landscape, the
beauty of the forested landscape to the northwest, the
pilgrim routes and the masterpieces within the temples. In
terms of authenticity all these attributes could be said to
clearly reflect this value.

Until the 1950s, the temples had as a backdrop to the
northwest the mountain slopes afforested with Wutai small
poplar, Chinese pine, spruce and small wild shrubs. In the
east was the Qingshui River and to the south arable land
worked in terraces to support the monks and local
residents. With the sudden increase in population in the
1950s, much of the forested land to the northwest was
cleared and turned into agricultural terraces, although
because of the comparatively high altitude the output was
low. In the 1990s with fewer people engaged in
agriculture, a large part of this arable land was abandoned,
causing soil erosion. At the end of 1990s, in order to
protect the ecological environment, and under a national
policy to return farmland to forest, the government has
started a five year programme of afforestation, planting
pines, including the local Chinese pine, and spruce,
supplemented by local small shrub.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met.

Comparative analysis
For the comparative analysis, Mount Wutai is considered
as one unit. The analysis in the nomination dossier is set
out in a chart and details all inscribed sites that are
associated with Buddhist religious heritage. The
conclusion drawn are that Mount Wutai has a long history,
has a building important in world history (Foguang East
Hall), bridges Han and Tibetan Buddhism, is the centre of
Manjusri worship, has unique status in art history, and is
the most typical royal bodhimanda in China.

In the past five years many residents living in Taihuai town
have been moved to a new Jingangku Township, 16 kms
away where new dwellings and tourist facilities have been
built. When the project is complete in 2020, 395
households will have been moved from six villages as well
as from the settlements of Dongzhuang and Guizicun and
36 hotels and 108 shops.

The conclusion that could also have been drawn is that
apart from Mount Emei Scenic Area, including Leshan
Giant Buddha Scenic Area (inscribed in 1996 on the basis
of criteria (iv), (vi) and (x)), there are no other Buddhist
sacred mountains inscribed on the World Heritage List.
Mount Emei has many similarities with Mount Wutai in
terms of its early Buddhist temples, the fusion between
architecture and landscape and the influence it has had
outside the area. Mount Wutai can however be seen to be
substantially different in the effects of imperial patronage
on its temples and pilgrimage traditions. Nevertheless at

Mount Wutai values
The values of Mount Wutai are related to the interaction
between the development of Buddhism and the landscape
4

mountain with Buddhist beliefs, the imperial patronage it
attracted, its tradition of pilgrimage and the resulting two
millennia of building activity on the mountain that has
delivered the assembly of temples that still exist today and
which demonstrate the development of Buddhist
architecture and its influence over a wide part of Asia.

the time of its inscription, Mount Emei was seen to be the
most outstanding of the Buddhist sacred mountains.
In the original nomination, no comparison was offered
with Mount Emei or with the other two Buddhist sacred
mountains, Mount Jiuhua, Anhui Province, and Mount
Putuo, Zhejiang Province. In response to a request done by
ICOMOS on 9 December 2008, the State Party submitted a
supplementary comparative analysis of the four Buddhist
Sacred mountains. This first of all set out why it was
erroneous to say that Mount Emei was the ‘most
outstanding’ and secondly provided evidence to show that
the four mountains are complementary to each other, each
focusing on a different Bodhisattva. Among the Four
Buddhist Sacred Mountains, Mount Wutai ranks alongside
Mount Emei as the first to witness the introduction of
Buddhism, thus providing equally striking evidence to the
development of Buddhism in China.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi) (and natural criterion (viii)).
Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Buddhist statues, murals, stone carvings, and
inscriptions of Mount Wutai represent a masterpiece of
human creative genius. Particularly mentioned are the
group of coloured clay statues in Foguang Temple which
are the only surviving collection of outstanding
representations of Tang sculpture, and the 500 Ming
suspension statues of Manjusri meeting 500 arhats in the
mountains in the Manjusri Hall of Shuxiang Temple

Overall the analysis demonstrates that in terms of Buddhist
sacred mountains with extensive complexes of temples, the
only meaningful comparators are those within China where
the high profile of the mountains has generated patronage
and pilgrimage. ICOMOS considers that Mount Wutai is
not more exceptional than the others, nor is Mount Emei
the most exceptional. Rather the four mountains are
complementary, each displaying different facets of the
history of Chinese architecture and the development of
Buddhism. Mount Wutai represents imperial patronage to a
greater degree and has much older buildings than the other
three.

ICOMOS considers that although the statues are of great
interest, it does not consider that criterion (i) can be
applied to the overall mountain landscape and its 68
temples.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for inscription on the World
Heritage List.

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Buddhist architecture, pagodas and statues fully
exhibit the evolution and localization of Buddhism in
China and the diffusion of Buddhist culture in East Asia
during a period of nearly two thousand years.

The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
•

•
•

•

•

The Buddhist building ensemble of Mount Wutai and
particularly Foguang Temple provide a catalogue of
architectural development in China since the Northern
Wei period;
The well-preserved 1,100 year old Tang Dynasty East
Main Hall of the Foguang Temple is a matchless
timber structure throughout the world;
The Tang Dynasty statues of Foguang Temple and the
Ming Dynasty ‘suspension’ statues in the Shuxiang
Temple represent human creative genius in the art of
sculpture;
The Buddhist murals of the Tang and Ming Dynasties
in the East Main Hall and Manjusri Hall of the
Foguang Temple, are outstanding manifestations of
human creative genius;
The Buddhist architecture, pagodas, sutra pillars,
sculptures, statues and stele inscriptions as a group
present a full picture of the localisation of Buddhism
in China, they influenced architecture in East Asia
and bear a unique testimony to extinct Chinese royal
religious civilisation and living Manjusri worship.

The choice of Mount Wutai as a place for Buddhist
temples represents the impact of Nepalese culture in
landscaping, while the White Pagoda, built by the Nepalese
Buddhist Anika in 1301 reflects the interchange of
Buddhist culture between Nepal and China. Mount Wutai
also reflects a fusion between Han and Tibetan Buddhist
architecture. In the Pusading Temples a stele bears a poem
composed by Emperor Qianlong of the Qing Dynasty in
four languages: Manchu, Mongolian, Chinese and Tibetan.
The Temples of Mount Wutai had a considerable influence
on the design of Buddhist temples across China.
ICOMOS considers that it is the overall religious temple
landscape, not just the architecture, statues and pagodas,
that reflects a profound interchange of ideas, in terms of
the way the mountain became a sacred Buddhist place,
endowed with temples that reflected ideas from Nepal and
Mongolia and which then influenced Buddhist temples
across China.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

ICOMOS considers that the outstanding universal value of
the property is linked to the association of the beautiful
5

on the harmony between man and nature. The mountain
has had far-reaching influence: mountains similar to Wutai
were named after it in Korea and Japan, and also in other
parts of China such as Gansu, Shanxi, Hebei and
Guandong provinces.

Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Buddhist temples, pagodas and statues bear a
unique testimony to the extinct Chinese royal religious
civilisation and the living Manjusri-worship civilisation.

ICOMOS supports this justification.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

The royal link dates back to the Northern Wei period (471499) and lasted a 1,000 years and through nine Emperors
who made 18 pilgrimages to pay tribute to the
bodhisattvas, commemorated in stele and inscriptions. The
link is also evident in the architectural structures of the
Pusading Temple limited to Royal use.

ICOMOS considers that the serial approach is justified.
ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (ii), (iii), (iv) and (vi) and that the Outstanding
universal Value has been demonstrated.

Mount Wutai is seen as the global centre for Buddhist
Manjusri worship. Since AD 581 statues of the five
manifestations of Manjusri have been sited on the five
terraces and the worship of Manjusri is still flourishing
today. Mount Wutai has also become one of the sacred
lands of Buddhism comparable to the Vulture Peak of
India.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
The population of Taihuai Town increased by 1,400 people
between 1986 and 2002 to a total of 7,700. The amount of
land use for residential purposes and hotels and shops also
increased. This is said to have impacted on the temples
‘whose damage is serious but whose recovery is possible’
through a policy of relocation.

ICOMOS considers that the property is an exceptional
testimony to the cultural tradition of religious mountains
that are developed with monasteries. It became the focus of
pilgrimages from across a wide area of Asia, a cultural
tradition that is still living.

Around 583 residents are being moved out of homes
around Taihuai Town to new settlements, known as
Jingangku Yishiju Tourist Service Centre, some 16km
away from the sacred site outside the buffer zone. This
process has begun and will continue over the next two
years. Although most of the people are willing to
cooperate, it has been reported that some residents have
resisted this re-settlement process petitioning Beijing on
the grounds that according to historical records, Taihuai
street, Yanglin street, Taiping street and Yingfang street
were formed during the Ming and Qing dynasties as
accommodation for people who built the temples and
serviced the monasteries. The justification for the move is
in terms of the value of the relationship between temples
and landscape in visual terms and ‘bring back the
landscape structure of the ….temples…’ as set out in the
Management Plan and has aimed to remove unauthorised
construction of tourist facilities. As well as the demolition
of houses, a significant number of hotels, inns, shops, and
other businesses (agriculture, manufacturing industry, etc.)
will also be removed. Up till now an area of 15,300 sq
metres has been recovered and landscaped. The whole
project covers 15 square kilometres and extends until 2013.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the East Main Hall of Foguang Temple is an
outstanding example of early timber architecture which
had far-reaching impacts on the devolvement of
architecture in the Korean peninsula and Japan. It also
reflects the prosperity of the Tang Dynasty when China
ranked first in the world.
ICOMOS considers that although the East Main Hall is an
exceptional survival, it is one building amongst several
hundreds on the overall mountain landscape. The criterion
cannot be said to be justified for this building alone.
Nevertheless it could be justified on the grounds that the
landscape and building ensemble as a whole illustrates the
exceptional effect of imperial patronage over a 1,000 years
in the way the mountain landscape was adorned with
buildings, statuary, paintings and stele to celebrate its
sanctity for Buddhists.

Residential premises have also increased rapidly within the
temples in the last decade as the number of monks and
nuns has doubled. Many of these new constructions are
badly planned.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

Unauthorised construction remains
management authorities are aware of.

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

a

threat

which

Tourism pressures
The Master Plan sets out a carrying capacity for the
National Park of 2.14 million visitor per year or 10,000 per
day. This is less than the current yearly maximum of 3.3
million. The Management Plan sets out measures to control

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Mount Wutai reflects perfectly the fusion between the
natural landscape and Buddhist culture, religious belief in
the natural landscape and Chinese philosophical thinking
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the impact of visitor through for instance travel
arrangements which limit the duration of stay.

Natural disasters
Forest fires are a major threat and will increase as the
amount of afforestation is increased. Over several years,
safety and fire prevention and control systems have been
established. These are based on fire monitoring systems,
emergency planning, maintenance and management
systems for fire fighting equipment, fire control education
and training rules on fire and electricity use. As well as
fire extinguishers, every temple has a water cistern and
fire hydrants.

In the resettlement area, called Jingangku Yishiju Tourist
Service Centre, not only will residential houses be
concentrated, but also tourist facilities such as parking lots,
shops, inns, hotels and interpretation. Thus all private
tourist parking will be removed from the temple area and
shuttle bus service will be provided to transport visitors
between the Tourist Centre and a small car park at the
property. This plan is partly implemented with eight buses
already in operation dropping visitors in the area where
buildings have been removed. The whole tourism and
exhibition centre should be completed by 2020.

Further improvements are planned such a lightning
protection, improved access for fire engines. In its
supplementary information the State Party also confirmed
specific measures for some temples such as Foguang,
Xiantong Temple and Shuxiang Temple. For the latter
those measures to limit the number of tourists and prohibit
incense burning in certain areas will be introduced from
January 2009, and the fire protection strip between the
temple and other parts of the hillside will be widened in
2010.

A chair lift for tourists is in place in the east of the
property. It is said that this will be removed once the
relocation of tourist facilities has taken place. Tourism
pressure could become an issue if the new arrangements
increase visitors. This is identified within the management
plan.
Landscape

Impact of climate change
The Management Plan identifies issues of insensitive
tourism structures in the landscape which are to be
relocated or removed and the need for major improvements
to the edges of rivers, paths, railings, and the need to
control rubbish.

Mount Wutai is in a cool comparatively wet area. If
climate change leads to increased rainfall, the amount of
impact on the buildings and landscape will tend to depend
on what time of year the extra rain falls. If in summer,
greatly increased humidity could have an adverse effect on
the timber structures; if in winter, it could lead to
landslides on the steep slopes.

Currently each of the five peaks has roads which can be
used by motorised traffic. There are plans to forbid vehicles
reaching the five terrace tops directly in order to preserve
the sacredness of the area. Bus terminals will be set up
1.5~2km from each terrace top from where visitors can
walk.

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are unplanned and uncontrolled change.

Further additional routes are planned as well as new roads
outside the property to rationalise visiting, through
dispersing visitors around the area. Environmentally
friendly buses will be encouraged.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

Environmental pressures

The boundaries of the two areas adequately encompass the
temples and the main peaks of the mountain with which
they are associated.

CONSERVATION

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

Environmental pollution is acknowledged as a threat. This
is related to brick kilns and mines. 14 mines were closed or
suspended in the area surrounding the temples in 2007 in
order to protect the temples from damage due to blasting
after temple walls suffered from cracks and other damage.
Three brick kilns had been closed and a brick field beyond
the buffer zone of the Foguang part of the property. The
revised Master Plan bans mining within the property and
the buffer zone.

The proposed buffer zone in the Taihuai area is currently
larger than the national park boundary and includes the
whole of the mountain envelope visible from the temples.
It is proposed to extend the National Park boundary to
merge with the buffer zone boundary.
The buffer zone for the Foguang temple is adequate to
protect its setting.

In Shanxi province overall there are many coalmines that
contribute to air pollution. Coal is also used as fuel in
houses. Cleaner energy is being introduced in the Park. 11
sewage stations have been established.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone are adequate.

The property area and the buffer zone are part of a large
‘yellow ochre region’ for which the government has a
program for the protection of steeply-sloped areas through
the replacement of agricultural terraces with forestry.

Ownership
The property is owned by the government.
2,633 people live in the nominated property and 15,806 in
the buffer zone. 1036 are said to be monks and nuns in the
nominated property and 2,536 in the buffer zone. The
residents are monks, farmers or engaged in tourism.
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ICOMOS suggests that protection should be put in place
for the overall cultural values of the landscape to
complement the protection for natural values.

Protection
Legal Protection
13 temples have been designated by the State Council as
Cultural Heritage under National Protection including
Foguang, Tayuan, Xiantong, Tayuan, Pusading and
Bishan. Mount Wutai has national protection as a national
park; it is also a forest park and national geopark. Seven
temples have provincial protection including Shuxiang,
Nanshan, Longquan, and Jin’ge, while 33 have country
protection.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection will be
adequate once the Foguang Temple part of the property is
protected.

The buffer zone for the main part of the property is
contiguous with the Park boundary and thus has protection
as part of the Park.

Mount Wutai has been the subject of Chinese writers and
historians since the Tang Dynasty. Its historical records
were published in the Ming Dynasty in an 8-volume work,
Records of Mount Wutai, which was republished in the
Qing Dynasty and again in 1989. There is also an extensive
collection of writings by visiting Buddhist masters from
India and Japan. In 1985 a specialist research institute,
Mount Wutai Studies Association, was established by
Shanxi Province and this publishes a journal on subjects
such as Buddhist history, stele, and poems.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research

Although the individual buildings have varying degrees of
protection and the Park is protected for its forestry,
ecosystems and geology, there is no formal protection for
the cultural aspects of the landscape – that is the overall
arrangement of temple ensembles, their relationship with
the landscape, and the cultural values of the landscape,
particularly its aesthetic qualities and historical
associations.

Scholars have been studying the architecture of the temples
since the 1930s when Liang Sicheng discovered Foguang
Temple.

The Foguang Temple part of the property is outside the
National Park. At the time of nomination, a conservation
area had been proposed for the area immediately around
the temple (which is protected) and around Foguang
village which is also in the nominated area, while a large
construction restricted area had been suggested but not yet
approved for just less than half the nominated area around
the temple and village. At that time, there was no
protection for the buffer zone. In response to a request for
clarification of how the remaining areas would be
protected, the State Party has agreed to extend the
boundary of the protected area to cover the nominated site
and to extend the boundary of the construction control area
so that it covers all of the buffer zone. This extended
protection has been approved by the State Administration
of Cultural Heritage of China (SACH) and will be
implemented after the approval by the local people's
government. The government of Xinzhou City has passed
an edict to implement the outline and adjust the protected
area of Foguang Temple. Interim protective measures have
been put in place until these new proposals have been
adopted.

In 1946 a Mount Wutai Monastery Management
Committee was established to look after the conservation
and management of the temples. Despite changes in the
governing bodies, this committee still exists and reports
systematically on the evolution of conservation and
management, historical records of repairs and protective
methods and measures.
Foguang Temple was first surveyed in 1937. In 1946, the
local government established the Management Committee
of Temples on Mount Wutai and their remit was for survey
and recording, as well as preservation and management.
An eight year survey was carried out by the Shanxi
Provincial Department of Culture in the 1980s. In the
intervening years several further inventories have been
assembled composed of textual records, photographs, slides
and images produced in different periods. A detailed
programme of architectural survey plans for Xiantong,
Tayuan and Pusading Temples was begun by Tsinghua
University in 2005.

Traditional Protection

Present state of conservation

Much of the landscape around Mount Wutai apart from the
areas, mainly to the north, which are being re-afforested, is
worked by farmers. Little information is provided on
controls for this farming. Clearly the farmers make a strong
contribution to part of the surroundings to the temples – in
areas that have been traditionally managed as farmland for
provisions for monks and residents.

Foguang Temple has not been repaired or conserved since
the 17th century. Lack of maintenance and water ingress
has led to extensive structural damage from falling rocks,
and rotting roofing, beams and pillars, which has affected
around 30% of the walls, decoration and sculptures. A
programme to conserve this building is now being put
together with external support. It will be essential that this
work is done very slowly and over several years in order to
conserve as much as possible of the Tang fabric.

Effectiveness of protection measures
ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place and
that which will be put in place shortly for part of the
Foguang Temple will be adequate.

There is clearly an urgent need to formulate a Conservation
plan for this building which stresses minimum
intervention, work based on the highest conservation
standards and a process of training staff to undertake for
on-going maintenance. This issue was raised with the State
Party. In response the State Party said that a design plan for
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the restoration of the East Hall of Foguang Temple is
scheduled to be completed by February 2009. This is being
undertaken by The Institute of Historic Building
Conservation of Shanxi Province, a highly rated
conservation institute. It will include the guidance that
intervention should be minimal. The plan will be submitted
to the State Administration of Cultural Heritage (SACH)
for approval. The plan, expert reviews and the review
result will be uploaded onto SACH’s websites for public
review. Based on public review results and given the
importance of the restoration project, SACH will organize
a second review by an expert committee. The restoration
project may only be started after the plan passes the second
review. The plan will be submitted to the World Heritage
Centre once it is finalised and approved.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

In 1983, the Mount Wutai Administration was established
to take charge of religion and cultural heritage. In 1989,
the People’s Government of Wutaishan Scenic area was
founded as part of the Administration to enhance the
protection of Mount Wutai through governmental
administrative functions. The local government has
recently established the Nominated Heritage Protection
Division of Mount Wutai (World Heritage Protection
Division after the inscription). This is incorporated into
the Mount Wutai Administration and supervises and
manages Foguang Temple as well.

Currently the statues at the Foguang Temple are displayed
behind an iron grille. It is understood that this is for
security reasons. It would clearly be desirable to remove
this cage, provided improved on-site surveillance could be
in place, linked to management of visitor numbers.

The Religion and Heritage Administration Bureau of
Mount Wutai National Park supervise religious activity
inside the Park. It is subordinate to the Shanxi Provincial
Administration of Religious Affairs whose responsibility it
is to protect the rights of religious groups and their
activities and venues. The Mount Wutai Buddhist
association, a civil group of representatives from the
temples, serves as a bridge between the administrative
agencies and devotees.

Since 2005, a programme to re-survey and re-appraise the
state of conservation of important temples within the
nominated property, and to revise and upgrade their
records, has been carried. To date 46.9% of the re-survey
has been completed. 172 heritage buildings are to be
surveyed in 2009, and 141 in 2010. It is estimated that the
thorough survey and mapping will be finished by the end
of 2010.

The Park has registered 44 Buddhist Temples under a
regulation of the State Council. This institutionalises the
management of the temples. At each of the temples an
administrative / management committee has been
established. These committees set down and implement
bylaws on such matters as fire protection, security, and
patrolling and heritage management.

Apart from Foguang Temple, the temples are in a
reasonable state of conservation, although attention needs
to be given to the appropriate use of traditional materials
and training for on-going maintenance techniques.

The areas outside the Park with national protection, apart
from Foguang Temple, are under the direct control of the
Shanxi Provincial Cultural Heritage Bureau. Those with
provincial protection by county level heritage
administrations.

Active Conservation measures
To address the natural degradation of timbers in temples,
those with national protection are put under yearly
preventative
maintenance
programmes.
Special
maintenance work has to be submitted in advance for
approval.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Maintenance

The following plans guide the management of the property:
Conservation and Management Plan for the nominated
World Heritage site (2005-2025) and the Master Plan of
the Mount Wutai National Park (1987 and amended in
2005). Both plans are implemented by the National Park.

Maintenance of most of the temples building – apart from
those under national protection – is the responsibility of
Heritage administration officers in collaboration with
temple workers.

The Conservation and Management Plan was completed in
2006 and will take precedence over the Master Plan. It runs
until 2025. This plan covers the whole property and aims
to overcome current management problems and involve
townships and other stakeholders. It sets out permanent
goals, long-term goals and strategies for management,
community partnership, visitor management, interpretation
and scientific research. The Plan identifies four main
zones: strict protection, ecological, visitor utilisation and
community utilisation and for each management goals and
targets.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
The current measures and the arrangements for drawing up
a conservation plan for the major conservation work at the
Foguang Temple are adequate.
ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures are
adequate.

The 1987 Master Plan provided four levels of protection:
1.
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Temple buildings which must be prepared to
preserve their integrity and authenticity

2.
3.
4.

Surroundings to temples – including the wider
landscape where destructive interventions are
banned
Entire boundaries of the National Park – where
farmland will be converted back into forests
Headwaters, forest and mountain landscape
within the range of vision.

ICOMOS considers that formal monitoring procedures
need to be put in place.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Mount Wutai has for centuries been the repository for and
focus of Buddhist culture attracting pilgrims from many
countries in Asia. Its buildings are a record of changing
architectural approaches to the creation of Buddhist
temples and are inseparable from the surrounding
landscape both in terms of visual perceptions and religious
meaning. Mount Wutai has evolved as a religious
landscape based on its five peaks which represent the five
wisdoms of Manjusri. ICOMOS considers that it is the
entity of Mount Wutai, with its peaks, and ensemble of
buildings spanning a thousand years, strategically placed in
the landscape, that gives it its value.

The Management Plan also has four zones:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Strict protection zone
Ecological coordination zone
Visitor utilisation zone
Community utilisation zone

which apply to different areas of the landscape and to
which constraints are applied. For instance, various visitor
activities are confined to designated visitor utilisation
zones.

Although there are several exceptional buildings, such as
Foguang Temple, and exceptional collections of statues
and stele, these are part of the overall storey of the way the
mountain has evolved and punctuate that progress.
ICOMOS considers that the ensemble of buildings and the
landscape need to be conserved, managed and sustained as
a whole.

Risk preparedness
The management plan includes the aim to put an
emergency relief plan in place for each heritage site to
address natural disasters. This would supplement existing
plans for addressing fire.
Involvement of the local communities

Mount Wutai as a whole is a religious cultural landscape
and its management needs to be carried out with the
greatest sensitivity to respect its fabric, associations and
on-going religious rites.

Very little involvement of local committees is mentioned
apart from fire fighting. However the Management Plan
emphasises multi-stakeholder cooperation and community
coordination.

Recommendations with respect to inscription

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

ICOMOS recommends that the nomination of Mount
Wutai, People’s Republic of China, be referred back to the
State Party to allow it to:

The main sources of income are entrance fees and tax
revenues. Salaries are the largest call on these resources.
Five professional staffs have been assigned to relevant posts
in the Nominated Heritage Protection Division of Mount
Wutai, including one architect, two engineers (part-time),
a geologist, and one management graduate.

•

Complete the protection of the Foguang Temple
part of the property.

ICOMOS further recommends that:

Professional and specialist expertise is provided to the Park
by staff from national and provincial agencies and also
from Tsinghua, Peking and Shanxi Universities. Experts
and scholars have been undertaking study tours for three
years to record aspects of temple heritage and religious
culture. The Research Society of Mount Wutai has been
established to take advantage of the resources of the
Shanxi Academy of Social Sciences and it will carry out
research into Buddhist history, and culture.
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate.
6. MONITORING
Currently there is no systematic monitoring of the physical
condition of temples, and other heritage properties, or of
changes in the environment and landscape surrounding the
temples, or of the maintenance frequency. A series of
monitoring indicators have been drawn up as part of the
Management Plan and will be implemented by the National
Park.
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•

Mount Wutai should be managed as a cultural
landscape;

•

More detailed monitoring indicators should be
developed for the buildings and the landscape;

•

The completed Conservation Plan for the
Foguang Temple should be submitted to the
World Heritage Centre for review by ICOMOS.

Map showing the boundaries of the nominated properties

Xiantong Temple

Mahavira Hall - Pusading Temple

Aerial view of Bishan Temple

Arhat statues - East Main Hall - Foguang Temple
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International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None

Lonjsko Polje Nature Park (Croatia)

Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

No 1311

29 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committees on Cultural Landscapes, on
Vernacular Architecture, and on Wood.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Lonjsko Polje Nature Park –
A living Landscape and the
Floodplain Ecosystem of the
Central Sava Basin
Location:

Literature consulted (selection):
Walter Berger: Baut dem Reich einen Wall. Das Buch vom
Entstehen der Militärgrenze wider die Türken, 1979.

Sisak-Moslavina and
Brod-Posavina Counties
Republic of Croatia

Jakob Amstadt: Die k.k. Militaergrenze 1522 - 1881 Dissertation,
University of Wurzburg, 1969.

Brief description:

Technical Evaluation Mission: A joint ICOMOS/IUCN
mission visited the site from 18 to 22 August 2008.

In the central Sava Basin, the landscape of planned linear
villages on the edge of the flood plains along the river
reflects the role of the area as part of the Military Frontier,
systematically colonised by the Habsburg Monarchy of
Austro-Hungary to defend Europe against the Ottoman
Empire, between 1692 and 1735.

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS has sent a letter to the State Party on
8 October 2008 on the following issues:
-

Behind the one or two storey wooden houses are orchards
and arable fields, then hay meadows and pasture for cattle
and beyond, forests. In return for military service the
borderers had certain common rights in the forest and
grassland for grazing, pasturing and collecting wood. The
farming system is now declining and this has led to the
decline of the original Croatian breeds of domesticated
animals: the Posavina horse is threatened, the Posavina
goose is endangered and the Podolje cow and Turopolje
pig are critically endangered.

The State Party responded with supplementary information
on 14 November 2008. On 27 February 2009, the State
Party submitted two National Park Bulletins (260 pages)
which contained the Management plan and its
implementation plan. These responses are included in the
report below.
Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

This part of the military frontier was united with civil
Croatia in 1882. The settlements were re-organised in the
19th century, new ones were built in the early 20th century
and some were abandoned in the last few years, and the
flood and drainage systems have been quite considerably
re-engineered to protect towns and villages; however, the
Park is seen as an area where mediaeval farming systems
and Habsburg forest management systems still persist.

2. THE PROPERTY
Description
The nominated property coincides with the boundaries of
the Lonjsko Polje Nature Park, an area of 51,136.42ha. It is
surrounded by a buffer zone of 130,360.00ha.

Category of property:

The southern part of the property was part of a long strip of
land in Austro-Hungary, along the borders of Turkey,
which had a peculiar military organisation, in order to
maintain a strong line of defence against possible invasions
of the Turks during the 17th and 18th centuries. By the close
of the 17th century there were three frontier “generalates”,
Carlstadt, Warasdin and Petrinia, in what was then CroatiaSlavonia, and the area was extended east into Transylvania
in the early 18th century. The social system underpinned
the military system, with farmers providing military
service in return for arable land and rights to common
grazing lands.

In terms of categories of cultural property set out in
Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
site.
In terms of the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention
(January 2008) paragraph 47, it is also a cultural
landscape.
[Note: the property is nominated as a mixed cultural and natural
site. IUCN will assess the natural significances, while ICOMOS
assesses the cultural significances.]

The Military Frontier extended to around 1,300km, of
which around 30km was in what is now Croatia and about
5km in the nominated property. The Sava River was the
territorial border between the Habsburg lands and the
Ottoman domain only downstream from the confluence of

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

Comparative analysis
How the settlement patterns of the military
border can still be discerned within the
contemporary settlement patterns.

1st February 2005
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buildings in each individual settlement is uneven and is
higher in the portion included in the nominated property
and in the buffer zone on the west bank.

the Una and Sava rivers. The southern part of the Park thus
includes portions of the Military Frontier while the
northern part was within Civil Croatia and not part of the
Military Frontier.

Vernacular Building Traditions

The Frontier system persisted into the late 19th century
when the military frontier lands of Croatia-Slavonia and
Transylvania were incorporated into Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Serbia and Romania.

The houses, with gables facing the street, sat on long
narrow plots with outhouses towards the back of the plot.
The one or two storey houses are newer than the
settlements with the oldest buildings dating from the 19th
century. The building material was oak from the local
woods. Walls are of horizontal planks, plastered on the
inside with hazel wattle and clay plaster. In two storey
houses there was a prominent covered external staircase.
These and the porches were often decorated with carvings.
Some two-storey houses had brick plinths and brick was
used for byres, ovens and summer kitchens.

The Park covers the flood plains of the central Sava River
Basin, some 75km downstream from Zagreb. Within the
plain, schemes for controlling the water and using it for
irrigation have been put in place since Roman times. More
recently major flood defence work has been initiated.
The 14 linear villages are along the eastern side of the Sava
River, which acts as the south-western boundary of the
nominated property. Around half were planned as part of
the military frontier, and sit on slightly rising terraces
above the meadows and grazing land, which is periodically
inundated. Behind the houses, or sometimes on the other
side of the river, are orchards, arable fields and further hay
meadows, in strips, and beyond these oak and ash woods.

The outbuildings consisted of byres, stables, wagon sheds,
pigsties and chicken coops. Pigsties were thatched with
reeds or sedges.
Around 700 traditional houses survive, many in a poor
condition (see below). In only 2 settlements have the
traditional houses been conserved to a large extent and in 5
others, parts have been preserved. In 5 settlements either
only a few individual structures remain or none have
survived.

The property consists of the following:
•
•
•
•

Military frontier system
Vernacular building traditions
Farmland and traditional farming practices
Woodland and traditional forestry practices

Farmland and traditional farming practices
The basic underpinnings of the farming system were the
rights farmers had on common land – both pasture and
forests.

These will be considered separately.
Military frontier system
The Frontier was deliberately settled with immigrants who
lived alongside local people who had been given the status
of free peasants (see History and development below). The
southern part of the nominated site was in the Frontier, as
were areas to both the east and west of the northern part of
the property. From 1767, the farmers were housed in
planned settlements quite different from the scattered
settlements they replaced. Because of the locations of the
settlements along the Sava River, houses were lined up
along one side of the road only but there is a mirror image
of the settlement on the other side of the river. Regulations
defined the size and shape of the plots and the position of
the dwellings. Their configurations are recorded on survey
maps of 1775 and 1858-62.

Each farmer had arable fields, orchards and meadows
individually and also had shares in common pasture land
and woodland. They kept grazing animals – cattle, horses
and pigs (mainly grazed in the woods) and all farmers
contributed to herding on the basis of the number of beasts
they owned. The breeds of animals are specific to the
region: Posavina horses, Podolje grey cattle, Turopolje and
Black Slavonian pigs and Posavina geese. In recent years
their numbers have fallen to critical levels.

Of the 14 settlements in the property, all are said to have a
similar spatial plan, although no plans are provided. Seven
can be said to reflect regulated planning and a further five
reflect aspects of regular planning. Most were founded at
the end of the 17th century or in the 18th century. One,
Bročice, was created at the end of the 19th century and two,
Sigetac and Trebež, in the early 20th century. The
settlements contain an average of around 100 houses and
had strictly defined areas.

66% of the Park is covered in forest – primarily oak and
ash. Farmers had rights for grazing and collecting timber
and firewood in the forests. The management of the forest
was set out in a 1769 Ordinance on Forests, an edict of
Empress Maria Theresa, which applied across the Empire.
This ordered an audit of the forests, prescribed rotational
felling and regeneration of the cleared stands, and forbade
the export of oak timber for shipbuilding. The majority of
practices are still followed.

The frontier area extended beyond the boundaries of
Park, with the result that the settlement system along
Sava River is not specific to its eastern bank (in
nominated area), but also is clearly recognisable in
buffer zone, and stretches almost to Zagreb, though
integrity of the urban fabric and particularly of

Ancient rules guide the farming year – these are customary
practices, not written down.
Woodland and traditional forestry practices

the
the
the
the
the
the

History and development
The comparatively peaceful life of this area was shattered
in the 16th century by the invasion of the Ottomans from
Turkey. The long frontier between the Habsburg Empire
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and the Turkish Empire was in 1553 fortified with forts
and split into two units: the Croatian Krajina and the Upper
Slavonian Krajina. The forts were manned by German and
Croatian infantry and cavalry. The nobility of Styria
financed the Upper Slavonian Frontier while Lower
Austria, Upper Austria, Carniola, Carinthia and Salzburg
financed the Croatian Frontier.

Since the 1940s the area has suffered from de-population.
Two settlements have disappeared in recent years and 12
had their lowest ever population levels in 1991. While
some have declined, those nearest urban centres have seen
an accelerating process of urbanisation. The nomination
dossier calls this a ‘transformation … characterised by
massive destruction and total loss of the historical
identity’.

In time, the expense of maintaining this border became a
cause for concern, as did its effectiveness. In the 1630s
under the Vlach Statute, it was agreed to give land and
privileges to immigrants such as Vlachs, Serbs and
Uskoks, in the Croatian part of the Frontier, and also to
existing populations, who became free peasants rather than
serfs, in return for their military service.

In the last six to eight years, and particularly during the
Homeland War, there has been a large migration away
from the villages, with the subsequent loss of farming
activities and particularly grazing animals.
Lonjsko Polje Nature Park - A living Landscape and the
Floodplain Ecosystem of the Central Sava Basin values

In 1683 the Military Frontier was seen to be successful and
was extended eastwards into Slavonia, Srem, Bačka,
Banat, Pomorišje, and Transylvania. In the 18th century the
Frontier became even more mixed with Germans,
Magyars, Czechs, Slovaks, Ukrainians, and others
migrating there. In 1767 the structure of the settlements
was formalised and the villages were “laid out straight” by
the shifting of smaller surrounding hamlets into a single
village along the road or water course. The laid-out village
became a planning pattern, not only in the area of the
Military Frontier, but more generally in the area of Civil
Croatia. Villages conceived in this way were planned along
important communications routes.

The cultural values of the property are associated with the
relationship of the structure of the planned settlements, and
their associated agricultural practices, to their function as
part of the Military Frontier.
3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity

A string of chardaks or sentry/lookout posts ran the whole
length of the Military Frontier. In the area along the Una
River (the border region with Bosnia) the chardaks were
being built as early as the end of the 15th and in the first
half of the 16th century. After the war and the
establishment of a new frontier with the Ottoman Empire
on the principles of the peace settlement reached in 1699 in
Karlowitz (Sremski Karlovci), strings of new chardaks
were built on the new frontier line. They were particularly
densely settled along the “dry border”, as it was called,
from Petrova Gora to Novi on the Una. The earliest
preserved plans of the first type of chardak come from
1713, and the first lists of Slavonian chardaks are recorded
in the archives in 1701.

A conspicuous part of the peculiar linear settlement system
is included in the buffer zone, both south and north of
Sisak. It is also unclear how far the system extends across
the extensive former Military Frontier area to the east
outside Croatia and to the west inside Croatia.
Currently is does not appear that all the attributes that
might carry outstanding universal value are included in the
nominated area and thus integrity has not been justified.
Authenticity
The attributes that might reflect potential outstanding
universal value are the linear settlements and their
associated wooden houses, field patterns and farming and
forestry processes, and traditional knowledge associated
with the management of pastures, water meadows and
forests.

The description, location and names of the 23 chardaks
along the Sava are to be found on a military topographic
map of 1780.
Although the Ottomans were expelled from the area in the
18th century, it was not until 1869 that demilitarisation
began when the Banatian Frontier was incorporated into
the Kingdom of Hungary, while part of the Croatian
Frontier was incorporated into Croatia-Slavonia. The rest
of the Croatian and Slavonian Frontiers were incorporated
into Croatian-Slavonian crownland in 1882.

Although all these attributes are present, the strength of
their presence and their vulnerability is variable.
ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have not been met.

Comparative analysis

After the demobilisation of the Military Frontier the
chardaks lost their raison d’etre and today are only
sporadically preserved. A chardak has been reconstructed
along the Sava, at its original location in the village of
Stitar. This site is not within the nominated property.

The comparative analysis in the nomination concentrates
on comparisons with cultural landscapes already inscribed
on the World Heritage List. The conclusion drawn is that
there is no other property on the List that demonstrates
human interaction with inundation.

The railway from Novska to Sisal and Zagreb was opened
in 1888 and this brought a new wave of immigrants. Some
new settlements were created such as Trebež in the early
20th century.

On the issues of properties associated with defence, the
analysis considers the Villages with fortified churches of
Transylvania (Romania), the Frontiers of the Roman
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Empire (Germany-United Kingdom) and Kaiping Diaolou
and Villages in China (and could have considered the
tower houses of Upper Svaneti in Georgia) and concluded
that in no other example does defence rely on strategic use
of human populations. However there is no specific
analysis of colonisation systems for instance as part of the
Roman Empire, or of China.

concentration of vernacular buildings, demonstrating
exceptional aesthetic achievements.
ICOMOS considers that it is certainly the case that part of
property is part of what was an extensive military frontier
between the Habsburgs and the Ottomans and that this
frontier illustrates a significant stage in history. However
the portion nominated has not been justified in terms of
how it represents the whole, nor has sufficient evidence
been put forward to show how the landscape reflects the
specific planning of the 18th century. The latter half of the
justification for this criterion would be better suited to
criterion (v).

ICOMOS agrees that landscapes that reflect strategic use
of settlements for defence are not currently represented on
the List. But no case has been made for this property being
the best exemplar of a colonised defensive border. No
overall analysis has been provided of the whole Military
Frontier and what now survives along its former length.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
demonstrated.

The nomination contained no details of comparisons with
similar sites at a national and regional level.
Supplementary material submitted by the State Party on 14
November 2008 draws comparison with six rural
landscapes, four in Croatia, one in Bosnia Herzegovina and
one in Romania. These are very disparate and do not relate
to the key attributes of the nominated property in terms of
either inundation or defence.

Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment especially when it has
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis so far
provided does not justify consideration of this property for
the World Heritage List.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the nominated property demonstrates a long and
continuous tradition of living with floods, of which the
modern flood defences are the latest manifestation.
Elsewhere in the nomination it is said that the property
forms the largest unregulated flood plain in Europe.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value

ICOMOS considers that although the water management of
the flood plain dates back to Roman times, and although
mention is made of embankments being constructed at
various stages from the 16th century, there seems to have
been little systematic study of the history of water
management.

The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
The Lonjsko Polje Nature Park is:
•

•
•

The only area that authentically represents the
unique borderland organisation based on strategic
use of the local population in defending the
Habsburg lands from the Ottoman Empire;
The only complete, living mediaeval pasturing
system with indigenous breeds of cattle, pigs and
horses;
An outstanding example of how people adjusted to
living with floods, reflected in the spatial
organisation of the landscape and the vernacular
wooden architecture.

ICOMOS considers that it is relevant to consider the
information put forward for criterion (iv) about mediaeval
common pasturing, and an exceptional concentration of
vernacular buildings. The survival of mediaeval common
pasturing is interesting but not unique – it survives for
instance in Cumbria, south of the border between Scotland
and England where a similar tenancy system prevailed.
The concentration of vernacular buildings is likewise not
unique. What is of interest in the landscape is the way the
planning of settlements reflects the planning put in place as
part of the Military Border. However much more evidence
would be needed to substantiate it and to show that it is
clearly differentiated from other linear settlements.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(iv) and (v) (and natural criteria (ix) and (x)).

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been justified at this
stage.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the property’s landscape uniquely represents the
specific political and economic system of the Military
Frontier between the Habsburg Monarchy and the Ottoman
Empire; it also preserves a unique example of mediaeval
common pasturing, once typical of the whole of Central
Europe in the 19th century; and an exceptional

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
Major threats may come from infrastructure development
projects that are included in the Spatial Plan for Sisak14

Moslavina County, currently under review. These include
improvement and development of the communication
network (roads, railways and waterways) within the
county, along the European Union trans-national
communication corridors. The projects that could impact
on the nominated property and its buffer zone are:

unfortunate possibility is urgently needed to avoid the
disappearance of the traditional pasturing system.
Lack of maintenance
Many of the wooden houses need urgent consolidation and
maintenance work and several are already at the collapse
stage. In recent years, several wooden traditional houses
and service structures have been replaced by modern
buildings erected with alien materials and unsympathetic
forms. This negative trend has been reduced, through joint
work of the Park Service and the Directorate for Cultural
Heritage of the Ministry of Culture. The Park has bought
and rehabilitated a few wooden houses that today host the
Park headquarters and two visitor centres, while the
Ministries of Culture and of Tourism have prepared a
handbook that provides technical solutions for the
maintenance, rehabilitation and adaptation of buildings for
rural accommodation for visitors. A certain number of
privately owned wooden houses and related buildings have
undergone recent repair works and this has improved
perceptions of the value of traditional architecture among
local inhabitants.

•
The proposed new high-speed railway that will
connect Sisak with Kutina, passing through the nominated
property near Stružec and Osekovo;
•
The upgrading of an existing road connecting
Sisak, Popovaća and Kutina, also to accommodate the
transportation of oil products from the refinery;
•
The upgrading of the transportation class of the
Sava River. This upgrading is part of the transport
development strategy of Croatia, following a multilateral
European Agreement on Main Inland Waterways of
International Importance (AGN-UN/ECE/ITC). By this
Agreement, the Drava River from its confluence to Osijek
E-80-08, the Sava River to Sisak E-80-12 and future
Danube–Sava canal E-80-10 gained the status of
international waterways in the Republic of Croatia. Also,
by this Agreement, river ports in Vukovar, Osijek and
Sisak were included in the “network of ports for
international transport”;

Tourism pressures
The beginning of the tourist accommodation activity in the
wooden houses has led to modifications of farm buildings,
which have been adapted as dwellings, while the main
house has been kept for bed & breakfast activity. This
change of function may allow the main buildings to
survive without losing their residential function and their
character.

•
The construction of two hydroelectric stations in
Jasenovac and in Mačkovac.
All these projects would appear to have the capacity to
impact adversely on the value of the landscape structures
and processes that are being nominated.

Environmental pressures

Natural gas bore-holes in the buffer zone are mentioned in
the nomination dossier on page 61 - but no further details
are available.

In the last 20 years, profound changes have occurred in the
farming landscape due to the abandonment of traditional
agricultural production. This was particularly marked in
the Homeland War when land was deserted and trees begin
to colonise pasture land. The number of animals has now
fallen to a dangerously low level, insufficient to maintain
the pastures or graze the forests.

The rural character of the area is interrupted by a large oil
refinery in Sisak, owned by INA (Croatian National Petrol
Company), which is in the buffer zone. The oil refinery,
one of the largest in Croatia, is undergoing a restructuring
and modernisation programme which is to be completed by
2010. Due to the high environmental risks that are
connected with this kind of plant, further details are needed
on emergency response in case of accidents. Similar
concerns apply to the Petrokemija factory in Kutina.

Today there are only 2,650 large grazing animals for the
whole Park. This is made up of 2,000 horses and only
around 30 cows and 45 pigs. The Podolian cattle and the
Turopolje pig are therefore both critically endangered. A
few hundred Drava geese survive and these are also
endangered.

Development in villages nearest to urban areas has brought
about a drastic change in the characters of these
settlements. There has also been more demolition of
traditional buildings, particularly outbuildings. Because of
the lack of adequate control - acknowledged in the
nomination dossier - there has been highly inappropriate
development in some of the historical settings.

There are thus nowhere near enough horses and cattle to
graze the 10,000 ha of pasture. Similarly, the forest grazing
far surpasses the number of pigs. It is estimated that today
there are only 50% of the minimum number of animals
needed to keep open the pastures.
Even though the overall landscape still gives a satisfactory
appearance, the settlements, wooden houses and farm
structures are threatened by abandonment, lack of
maintenance, demolition and uncontrolled relocation.

Land Ownership
The rules for the disposal of state-owned land allow only
three disposal models: sale, lease and concession. All
necessitate open-competition procedures, since the land is
publicly owned. Therefore there is a risk that private
individuals or companies may acquire land, depriving the
farmers and breeders of the right to use the pastures,
previously common land. A solution that avoids this

Natural disasters
Flooding is and has been for many centuries the dominant
natural process in the nominated area. Various flood
defence measures have been put in place.
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A fire protection plan has been developed for the Park and
there are 2 professional brigades and 11 voluntary fire
services.

Protection

Impact of climate change

The nomination dossier provides only limited description
of the rationale of the legal framework and of provisions of
law for the protection of cultural heritage. Since the
Homeland War, the legislation has been through a review
process.
The legal protection of cultural heritage is essentially a
responsibility of the State, although counties and
municipalities are charged with general responsibility for
heritage through the development of spatial plans.

Legal Protection

Any increase in river levels or volumes of water as a result
of climate change would clearly have an impact on the
settlements.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are from infrastructure development, the decline in the
intensity of farming, the lack of conservation and
maintenance of the wooden vernacular buildings.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

The nominated property is protected under the Croatian
provisions of law as a Nature Park (established in 1990).
The status of Nature Park grants the property one of the
highest level of protection in Croatia.

AND

An additional layer of protection is provided for cultural
heritage by the Law for the Protection and Preservation of
Cultural property (1999). Three villages (Krapje, Čigoč,
and Suvoj), are granted formal protection status, while
similar status is planned for the other eleven villages in the
nominated property. Besides, a number of individual
properties are formally protected as having cultural
interest.

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The boundaries of the nominated property coincide with
the boundaries of the Lonjsko Polje Nature Park (LPNP),
established in 1990. To the south these align with the
international border with Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Park boundaries were defined for nature conservation
reasons and not for cultural conservation. As stated above,
part of the Park was not included in the Military Frontier.
Further, the settlement and agricultural systems that are
characteristic of the Military border extend beyond the
boundaries of the National Park, particularly on the east
bank of the Sava River, and those located upstream of the
confluence with the Una River. Not only were these
included in the Military Frontier, they were also part of the
same Border regiment.

The legislation foresees three different types of protection:
Grade A Protection zone, where only strict conservation is
allowed (this grade applies only to selected highly rated
individual properties); Grade B Protection zone, which
permits more flexible conservation measures; and Grade C
protection zone, which covers areas in contact with
properties of cultural interest and provides for ambience
protection measures. For the villages within the Park only
Grades B and C protection zones have been created. In the
buffer zone, two rural villages are officially protected: Bok
Palanjecki and Stara Subocka.

The buffer zone comprises the flat alluvial plain of the
Sava River south of Zagreb up to the boundary with
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Geographically, it is delimited
north-east and south-west by two hill-chains, while the
southern limit is the international border. The northern
boundary has no specific geographic delimitation. The hillchains, although forming a visual boundary, are not
included in the buffer zone and this could weaken its
effectiveness, as the area is close to Zagreb and subject to
pressure.

Conservation afforded by Spatial Plans has been applied to
the villages of Mlaka, Košutarica and Trebež, where most
of the urban fabric has been retained. This means that
within protected areas, conservation work needs prior
consent, and approval is needed for new constructions.
It is planned to provide protection for natural values at the
highest level (national value) for most of the landscape of
the river villages in the Park, the villages to the north-west
and those on the eastern bank of the Sava River (Sunja
area). This zone is put as a proposal in territorial plans at
all levels: county spatial plan (2001 – currently under
review), spatial plans of the municipality of Sisak (2002)
and Sunja (2004) and in Spatial Plan for the Park (2008).
The protection would include the human processes
associated with natural values. The current status of this
proposal is unclear.

The boundaries of the buffer zone for the most part
coincide with existing roads. This results in the splitting of
villages and settlement located along these roads which
could create problems in management over time.
ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone have not been justified in relation
to potential outstanding universal value.

In their supplementary information received on 14
November 2008, the State Party provided information on
the intention to proclaim central Posavina as a cultural
landscape under the Law for the Protection of Cultural
Goods, based on a study of the cultural features of the
Park.

Ownership
The whole of the Park is State owned apart from small
allotments near the houses.

The buffer zone includes a number of protected areas
according to the Nature Protection Act. Nevertheless, not
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all the buffer zone is provided with specific protection
status. Currently the buffer zone protection measures may
derive from the provisions of the County Spatial Plan and
from the management plans of the specifically protected
areas. It is not known whether these management plans are
in force or under development, nor is it clear whether
special protection proposals in the County Spatial Plan are
for the whole of the buffer zone.

network would require maintenance work and some roads
are in urgent need of renovating the road surface.
On the other hand, the conservation of private traditional
wooden buildings is rather uneven. Several houses are still
in use, generally inhabited by elderly people. A
considerable number of houses have been abandoned and
several more are in urgent need of conservation works.
Nevertheless, many houses have been repaired and
rehabilitated, while many others have undergone partial
repair/maintenance works and are not yet in use, waiting
for further conservation interventions that will be probably
completed when new subsidies are available for the
owners.

Traditional Protection
Traditional management is crucial to the continuation of
the cultural landscape and its territorial structures. This
concerns indigenous livestock rearing, grazing of the
pastures, maintenance of hay meadows, the traditional uses
of the forests, and vernacular building techniques.

Active Conservation measures

Effectiveness of protection measures

The Park Service is running a breeding programme for the
preservation of indigenous livestock for the Turopolje pig.
The farmers may receive young beasts from the Park for
breeding, and over time repay the ‘loan’ with beasts they
have bred. There are also measures to promote local
products (honey, cheese, etc).

The legal protection of the property is geared more towards
natural rather than cultural values. Nevertheless the
proposal to provide the landscape with national protection
would allow the cultural processes associated with nature
to be given overall basic protection. This would need to be
strengthened by formal protection status for those villages
not so far protected. And it would be desirable for village
to have at least Grade B protection as Grade C provides for
ambience protection only.

An integrated programme for the rehabilitation of wooden
buildings has been set up by the State in order to promote
their conservation, repair and re-use. The Ministry of
Culture and the Ministry of Tourism have developed a
handbook for the appropriate rehabilitation of the wooden
houses which is being used by all the persons that carry out
works on these buildings. Nevertheless, implementing
active conservation measures on a regular basis on wooden
houses remains problematic, since the planning of the
interventions depends on the will and financial ability of
the owner. The State provides funds to help owners to bear
the additional costs of conservation works, but subsidies
cannot cover the whole amount, and not all the owners are
able to contribute.

Furthermore the protection of both cultural and natural
values needs to be included within Spatial Plans, as
currently proposals within those Spatial Plans (see above)
appear to have the potential to impact adversely on the
property.
ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place for
cultural heritage is less than is needed to protect the
cultural assets of the property. ICOMOS considers that the
protective measures for cultural heritage need to be
strengthened, particularly in the buffer zone, through
formal protection of villages and policies in the County
Spatial Plans.

Conservation works appear to be carried out by skilled
personnel with a good knowledge of wooden structures,
although there is a scarcity of such people.
Maintenance

Conservation

Maintenance of the landscape and timber buildings is the
responsibility of the farmers/owners – with support as
outlined above. The main difficulty is the reducing
numbers of people and their limited ability to keep open
the pastures and maintain the wooden buildings.

Inventories, recording, research
Since its designation as Nature Park, the property has been
systematically studied and inventories have been made of
both immovable and movable heritage in the nominated
property and its buffer zone, such as traditional livestock
rearing, traditional crops and products, and vernacular
buildings.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
Overall the effectiveness of the conservation measures is
fragile in the face of limited resources.

The 800 wooden houses in the nominated property (but not
outbuildings or new buildings) were surveyed by the
Conservation Office of the Ministry of Culture in 2000-2.
A brief synthesis of this extensive inventory work is
provided in the nomination.

ICOMOS considers that the support measures in place for
conservation need time to make a real impact, particularly
for the vernacular buildings; and meanwhile these
buildings remain very vulnerable.

Present state of conservation
The fields, meadows and pastures are regularly used and
therefore maintained. In the villages, the public buildings
and spaces are generally in good order, while the road
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Cultural Heritage), the State Institute for Nature Protection,
the Ministry for Environment Protection, Spatial Planning
and Construction, the Ministry of Tourism, the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fishery and Rural Development. The Ministry
of Agriculture, Fishery and Rural Development has a
programme for the support of protected breeds and the
marketing of agricultural products.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

The Public Park Service is the key management body.
Established in 1996, it is governed by a Managing Council
of five members, and it is run by the director of the Park.
For cultural resources, the Park Service has closely
collaborated with the Conservation office of the
Department for the Conservation of Cultural Heritage,
based in Zagreb. The Ministry of Culture has recently
established a Conservation office in Sisak that will take
over the responsibility of the conservation, protection and
management of the cultural heritage in the region, and
therefore also in the nominated property.

Annual work programmes address preservation of natural
resources, scientific research and monitoring (indigenous
breeds, fauna, habitats, traditional products) surveillance,
education and promotion. Additionally, the following
programmes have been carried out:
•

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

•

The Management Plan was submitted in draft form and it
was stated that when the Management Plan has been
adopted, it will become the primary management
instrument. In February 2009, the State Party submitted
two National Park Bulletins (Vol 10/ 1 and 2, 2008) which
reproduced the Management plan and its implementation
plan as approved documents.

•

Marketing of agricultural and food products,
incentives for rearing indigenous breeds, project
for allocating subsidies for promotional
presentation of agricultural heritage;
Promotion of the heritage of Lonjsko Polje and
the Moslavina vineyards route;
Development of a GIS system.

Several interpretation and educational programmes have
been developed around some of the heritage assets of the
Park, namely the White Stork in Čigoč, the architectural
heritage of Krapje, the spoonbill, the Posavac horse, and
amphibians in Lonjsko Polje.

According to the Nature Protection Act – NPA (2003 and
subsequent amendments), for National and Nature Parks it
is compulsory to elaborate physical plans and management
plans. These are worked out by the managing institutions
of the parks, and establish the basic organisation of the
development and protection of the environment in areas
with special natural, cultural or other characteristics. For
national and nature parks, the physical plans are adopted
by the Parliament. This plan identifies five areas subject to
different protection and land use measures: zone 1 –special
protection; zone 2 – traditional management; zone 3 –
management of agricultural activity; zone 4 – development
of settlements; zone 5 – riparian areas. These measures and
provisions address the main and most common issues
regarding land use.

Programmes are lacking on key aspects of cultural heritage
such as the role of the military frontier in shaping the
territory and its economy, the functioning of the cultural
landscape, the flooding dynamics and their evolution over
time, the structure of the settlements, the still living
traditional knowledge, etc.

In zone four, which is crucial for the retention of the
landscape character, the areas for the development of the
settlement are determined on the base of the settlement
area and borders. The plan foresees the possibility for the
settlement to increase/reduce/relocate its development area
up to 10% of the actual size of the settlement. Detailed
regulations are provided for the control of building
activity. Shape, size, materials of new constructions and
ancillary structures should be in accordance with the
ambience of the area in which the new building will be
located. In particular, buildings for residential or mixed use
should be located and designed to respect the traditional
shape, proportions and relationships among built structures
and curtilages. No multi-residence buildings may be built
in the rural settlements within the Park, unless this is
provided for by the spatial plan of the town or
municipality.

Risk preparedness

Promotional and interpretation materials require further
development in order to cover at best these fundamental
elements associated with the potential outstanding
universal value.
Tourism in Lonjsko Polje is in its infancy. Visitors per year
are estimated to be around 90,000. In 2000, a Tourism
Masterplan for Posavina and Lonjsko Polje was developed.

The apparent lack of risk preparedness for emergencies
associated with industrial installations in the buffer zone is
a cause for concern.
Involvement of the local communities
Local communities are closely involved in the
management of the nominated property, since they directly
deal with the use of the land. Continuous dialogue has been
established by the Park Service with farmers and breeders
to collaborate in the proper management of the park
territory in the full respect of all its values and resources.
Formal involvement in management and protection issues,
takes place through two committees: the Lonjsko Polje
Stakeholder Committee and the Central Posavina
Stakeholder Committee. The first deals primarily with
local matters while the latter considers matters relevant to
the Central Sava River basin, such as flood prevention.

Activities within the Park are currently programmed by the
Park Public Service in cooperation with the institutional
bodies that have responsibilities over the nominated
property. These are: the Ministry of Culture (Dept. for
Nature Conservation, Dept. for the Conservation of
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Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

ICOMOS considers that monitoring indicators need to be
defined for buildings, for the overall patterns of the
settlements and landscape, and for the health of the
farming traditions and communities.

Financial resources are supplied, in their major part, by the
central government, and modest amounts (5-10%) come
also from other source of funding. A considerable bulk of
the financial resources has been provided over the last five
years by European Union programmes, such as the Life
programme, through which almost one million euros has
been given to develop strategic projects.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The Military Frontier between the Habsburg and Ottoman
domains, within which farmers provided military service in
return for arable land and common grazing, had a profound
impact on settlement patterns, through the deliberate
planning of linear villages, primarily in the 18th century,
and the establishment of defined common pastures.

Conservation of cultural heritage has been funded by the
Ministry of Culture budget with some 6 millions kunas
(almost one million euros) over the last decade.
The Public Service of the Park has 13 posts filled out of 38
planned by the establishing ordinance - as listed in the
Management plan. Particularly problematic is the lack of
specialist professional staff. In order to facilitate proper
protection, conservation and management programmes, at
least one person expert in cultural heritage should be
permanently dedicated to the nominated property. There is
a need for cooperation between the staff of the Park and
the staff of the newly established Sisak conservation office
(outside the nominated property). It would also be
appropriate for a member of the Council of the Park to
have cultural heritage interests and expertise.

The area of the former frontier in Croatia is part inside and
part outside the nominated property. The frontier also
extended a significant distance to the east within what is
now Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Romania.
Without further justification it is not clear how part of the
Park can be said to reflect the whole military frontier.
Although the villages along the frontier were planned in
linear fashion, it is not clear how much of the original
planning survives. What has also not been demonstrated is
how the linear villages of the Frontier are different from
the linear villages of the hinterland and indeed of a wide
part of the region. Similar land-use and planning and with
better preserved examples can be found in Hungary and
Romania.

Trying to address the decline in farming, seriously
exacerbated during the Homeland War, and to revive the
fortunes of the rural communities, is a massive task and
one that will take considerable recourses to reverse the
downward trends.

The vernacular buildings and common grazing systems are
of interest, but their value lies in their association with the
planned frontier. The particular characteristics of the
system of flooding and inundation have not been shown to
be outstanding.

Effectiveness of current management
ICOMOS considers that the overall system for
management and support could be adequate once the
Management Plan has been implemented, and with further
resources for implementation. ICOMOS suggests that
attention should be given to providing an expert in cultural
heritage dedicated to the property, to develop further
programmes related to potential outstanding universal
value of the landscape, and to improving interpretation and
risk preparedness.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that Lonjsko Polje Nature Park - A
Living Landscape and the Floodplain Ecosystem of the
Central Sava Basin, Croatia, should not be inscribed on the
World Heritage List.

ICOMOS considers that the overall system for
management will be adequate once the Management Plan
has been implemented. ICOMOS recommends that
consideration should be given to providing an expert in
cultural heritage dedicated to the property, to develop the
management of key attributes of the landscape, and to
improve interpretation and risk preparedness.
6. MONITORING
The nomination dossier admits that the monitoring of
cultural assets is inadequate. For instance, although
buildings were recorded in 2002, no further monitoring has
taken place.
Indicators are also needed for settlements and for the
overall health of the farming traditions and communities
upon which the landscape values depend.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Aerial view of a street

Lonjsko Polje floodplain

Group of buildings on the river bank

Traditional house

1. BASIC DATA

Orheiul Vechi (Republic of Moldova)

Included in the Tentative List:

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None

No 1307

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Location:

30 November 2007

Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:
The Cultural Landscape
Orheiul Vechi

25 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its International
Scientific Committees on Cultural Landscapes and on
Vernacular Architecture.

Orhei District,
Trebujeni Municipality,
Republic of Moldova

Literature consulted (selection):

Brief description:

Nesterov, Tamara, Orheiul Vechi, 2003.

Within a gorge created by the River Răut, on the edge of
the Eastern Moldovan plateau, are seven promontories
above a long stretch of high calcareous cliffs, chosen for
millennium as location for human and religious
settlements. Archaeological sites attest to the way this area
has been settled starting in the Palaeolithic times and
persisting between the Neolithic and the 17th century.

Postică, Gheorghe, Orheiul Vechi, 2007.

Technical Evaluation Mission: A joint ICOMOS/IUCN
mission visited the site from 10 to 13 November 2008.
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on
13th October 2008 to ask it to provide a more amplified
analysis which sets the nominated property into its national
and international context, through comparing it to other
properties not inscribed on the World Heritage List.

On the promontories are archaeological remains of
fortified settlements of the Geto-Dacian civilisation
developed between the 4th-3rd century BC that reflects
contact with the Greek world. From the late ancient period
through to the mediaeval period the area was inhabited by
local settled and migratory tribes. At the beginning of the
14th century, when the areas was part of the Tartar
Mongolian kingdom, a town grew up. Between the 15th and
16th centuries a fortified Moldovan town of Orhei took its
place and a complex of mediaeval rock-hewn monasteries
was created in the high river cliffs. The town was
abandoned in the 16th century but remains of its walls and
ditches still shape the landscape.

The State party did not provide additional material on this
issue.
Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
2. THE PROPERTY
Description

The archaeological remains as whole are said to reflect the
strategic importance of the gorge as the crossroads of
communication routes between east-west and north-south
of south-eastern Europe.

The site occupies seven promontories in the valley of the
River Răut. The gorge of the Răut river, which cuts
through the Sarmatian limestone plateau, crosses the
surface of the site from north-west to south-east in a
meandering route of some 15km in length. The nominated
property is 9km from north-west to south-east, and
between 1.5 – 4.0km from south-west to north-east.

In the valley nearby, three villages of Trebujeni, Butuceni
and Morovaia reflect vernacular building traditions of the
area.

The valley became inhabited and partially urbanised during
the Palaeolithic and Neolithic ages and settlement persisted
in the gorge from the Neolithic through until the 18th
century when the Moldovan town of Orhei was abandoned,
but settlement continued in the valley villages nearby.
Given the large size of the site, two separate settlements
often functioned simultaneously in several different
historical phases.

Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural property set out in
Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
site.
In terms of the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention
(January 2008) paragraph 47, it is also nominated as a
cultural landscape.

The site presents a sequence of archaeological remains
which bears witness to the presence in the area of different
civilizations, from the Palaeolithic and Neolithic
settlements to the Geto-Dacian remains, to the TatarMongol Golden Horde ruins, up to the Moldavian Town of
Orheiul Vechi, covering a span of time of 20,000 years, in
a natural context of peculiar geomorphologic formations
which are seen to have great beauty.

[Note: the property is nominated as a mixed cultural and natural
site. IUCN will assess the natural significances, while ICOMOS
assesses the cultural significances.]
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The Orheiul Vechi site has been extensively excavated
over around 60 years and displays numerous
archaeological remains that testify to the long use of the
area.

Butuceni
On the naturally fortified promontory of Butuceni, the site
is a multi-layered archaeological site, which contains traces
of human habitation from the Early Iron Age, the medieval
and modern periods.

Overall the nominated site consists of:
-

20 archaeological sites
Rock-hewn monasteries
Three villages

-

20 archaeological sites:

The main remains are a fortified centre of the ThracianGeto-Dacian culture which comprise 5 earth vallums and
the remains of a citadel and covers four main historic
phases between the 9th and 2nd century BC. Five earth
vallums and the line of the wooden palisade are visible on
the surface.

These
include
two
multi-layered
stratigraphic
archaeological complexes of considerable size, Orheiul
Vechi and Butuceni, and thirteen multi-layered sites of
smaller size:

Maşcăuţi-Dealul cel Mare site
400m west of the village of Maşcăuţi, on the terrace of the
river Răut, it represents a Geto-Dacian fortress from the
period of the 4th-3rd centuries BC.

Trebujeni-Potârca,
Trebujeni-Scoc,
Trebujeni-Gura
Ivancea, Trebujeni-Selitra, Trebujeni-Selitra I, TrebujeniSelitra II, Trebujeni-Selitra III, Trebujeni-Fântâna Joiei,
Trebujeni-Piscul Ciobanului, Trebujeni-Valea Ţigancii,
Trebujeni-Sat,
Brăneşti-Cariere,
Maşcăuţi-Poiana
Ciucului.

Trebujeni-Village site
Near Trebujeni village on the lower terrace of the river
Răut, it represents traces of settlements from the Getic
period, 4th-3rd centuries BC, and late medieval times, the
16th-18th centuries.

As well as five sites which comprise a single cultural level:

Trebujeni-Lutărie site

Furceni-Cot, Furceni-Ivancea, Maşcăuţi-Dealul cel Mare,
Trebujeni-Lutărie and Morovaia.
Only part of the archaeological remains has been
excavated.

North-eastern edge of Trebujeni, on the upper terrace of
the river Răut, it represents a settlement from the Neolithic
(3rd millennium BC).

Orheiul Vechi

Trebujeni-Valea Ţigancii site

The remains are found on the Peştera promontory between
the villages of Trebujeni and Butuceni, in a compact area
measuring 2,000 x 700 m. The promontory formed a
natural fortification which has been adapted and used by
people in different historical periods. The site is protected
on three sides (north, east and south) by the waters of the
Răut River and the steep cliffs of Sarmatian limestone,
while the “entrance” from the west is now blocked by the
remains of earth fortifications and ditches.

1.7km north-east of the village of Trebujeni, it represents a
multi-layered stratified settlement, made up of three
cultural levels: the period of the 3rd millennium BC, a
Cucuteni-Tripolye settlement, the late stage; 3rd-4th
centuries – a Sântana de Mureş-Cerneahov settlement; and
6th-7th centuries – an early medieval settlement.
Trebujeni-Scoc site
1.4km north of the village of Trebujeni, at the edge of the
promontory of Scoc, it is a multi-layered stratified site,
which contains remains from the late Palaeolithic, about
25-26 thousand years old; the 4th-3rd centuries BC – a
Geto-Dacian settlement; 3rd-4th centuries – Sântana de
Mureş-Cerneahov settlement; 6th-7th, 8th-9th, 10th-11th
centuries – early medieval settlement and 15th-16th
centuries – late medieval settlement.

Archaeological evidence has have been found for
settlements from the Palaeolithic through to the 17th
century – although not continuously.
The substantial remains which occupy the whole of the
promontory are those of the medieval oriental town of the
Golden Hoard, named Şehr al-Cedid (the New Town),
dating from the 1330s-1360s and the Moldavian medieval
town of Orhei, dating from the end of the 14th to the middle
of the 16th centuries. A rural market town/village of
Peştera, then succeeded the abandoned town and the
promontory was completely abandoned sometime in the
17th century.

Trebujeni-Fântâna Joiei site
2.5km north-east of the village of Trebujeni, it represents a
multi-layered stratified site made up of seven cultural
horizons: 9th-8th centuries BC – early Thracian settlement
of Saharna-Solonceni type; 4th-3rd centuries BC – GetoDacian settlement; 2nd-1st centuries BC – a PoieneştiLucaşeuca settlement; 3rd-4th centuries – a Sântana de
Mureş-Cerneahov settlement; 10th-12th centuries – early
medieval settlement; 14th century – early medieval
settlement and 17th century – late medieval settlement.

Most of the remains are preserved underground but some
features are displayed on the surface such as the town walls
of Orhei, remains of monumental stone buildings from the
14th century town, and remains of a 15th century church.
Finds from the site reflect trade from the east.
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Trebujeni-Selitra I site

Furceni-Ivancea site

3.5km north of the village of Trebujeni, it represents an
unfortified settlement made up of 6 cultural levels: Getic
culture, 4th-3rd centuries BC, Poieneşti-Lucaşeuca culture,
2nd-1st centuries BC, Sântana de Mureş-Cerneahov culture,
3rd-4th centuries, the early medieval culture of the 10th-11th
centuries and the Moldavian culture of the 16th-17th
centuries.

1km south-east of the village of Furceni, on the plateau to
the left of the Ivancea river gorge, it represents a GetoDacian settlement from the period of the 4th-3rd centuries
BC.
Brăneşti-Cariere site
North-east of the village of Brăneşti, on the left bank of the
river Ivancea, it represents a settlement with archaeological
remains from the 5th-7th centuries, 14th century and 17th18th centuries.

Trebujeni-Selitra II site
4.2km north of the village of Trebujeni, it represents an
unfortified settlement made up of three culturalchronological levels: Getic culture - 4th-3rd centuries BC,
Sântana de Mureş-Cerneahov culture - 3rd-4th centuries,
and the Moldavian culture - 16th century.

Morovaia-Sat site
Near the village of Morovaia, it represents a settlement
from the 18th-19th centuries.

Trebujeni-Selitra III site
3.2km north of the village of Trebujeni, it represents an
unfortified settlement with five cultural levels: 4th-3rd
centuries BC – Geto-Dacian settlement; 3rd-4th centuries –
a settlement of the Sântana de Mureş-Cerneahov culture;
the early medieval culture of the 5th-7th centuries; the early
medieval culture of the 8th-9th centuries and the early
medieval culture of the 10th-11th centuries.

Rock-hewn monasteries:

There are some 350 rock-hewn complexes in the wider
region, of which six are within the nominated area. On the
basis of inscriptions and archaeology, they appear to date
from between the 14th and 19th centuries.
Some of the larger complexes functioned as churches
between the 17th and 18th centuries. The smaller ones are
said to be cells of ascetic monks.

Trebujeni-Selitra site
2.3km north-west of the village of Trebujeni, it represents
a Geto-Dacian fortress with an earthen vallum and an
adjacent ditch from the 4th-3rd centuries BC, located on the
eastern bank of the gorge of Selitra at its opening towards
the river Răut.

The main complexes are as follows:
-

Butaceni: with 255 chambers

-

Monastery of Parcalab Bosie – with 10 rooms
and still used as a church

-

Trebujeni Cariera with 25 rooms

-

Hermitage of Mascauti with 20 rooms

-

Pesterile Ciucului Hermitage with 29 rooms.
This still functions as a church.

Trebujeni-Potârca site
1.4km north-west of the village of Trebujeni, on the
surface of a spur in the northern part of the promontory of
Potârca. At present the site’s surface is covered by
woodland. It is a naturally fortified place, with the southern
part protected by two impressive earth vallums with
adjacent ditches. The fortress dates back to the period of
the 5th-2nd centuries BC and belongs to the Geto-Dacian
culture. Medieval remains from the 10th-12th and 15th-16th
centuries are found sporadically in some sectors of the
settlement.

The majority of these caves are not used, and many are
diffiucult to access. However starting in 1996, Christian
use of the churches resumed after an interval of some 50
years. The church of the Monastery of Parcalab Bosie, has
been re-opened to visitors and believers and is now served
by a monk living inside, in one of the niches once carved
in the rock for this purpose.

Trebujeni-Gura Ivancei site
1.7km north-west of the village of Trebujeni, on the right
bank of the Răut, it represents a multi-layered stratified
site, made up of the cultural remains of a Geto-Dacian
settlement of the 4th-3rd centuries BC and of early medieval
settlements of the 10th-12th centuries.

-

Three villages:

There are three villages in the property: Trebujeni,
Butaceni and Morovaia.

Furceni-Cot site

The style of their vernacular buildings evolved during the
17th and 18th centuries and reached its apogee in the mid
20th century. The houses are enclosed within stone walls
and consist of several buildings around a yard. Many of the
houses are constructed of the locally available Sarmatian
limestone. Traditionally this was laid try. More recently,
clay or cement mortar has been used. A few buildings have
been faced with thin slabs of stone applied to a cement
screed. The houses had a distinctive porch supported by
carved stone pillars. In the three villages until the mid 20th

1.5km east of the village of Furceni, on the surface of the
promontory of Cot, on the right bank of the Răut, formed
at the crossroads with the right-hand tributary, the river
Ivancea. It represents an earthen fortress attributed to the
Geto-Dacian culture of the 4th-3rd centuries BC.
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century many stonemasons worked stones that were
exported around the area.

manifest in some way an exceptional testimony to one or
more aspects of cultural history.

Within, the bedrooms and public rooms were heated by a
type of hypocaust system.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

Almost all the traditional thatched roofs have been
replaced with concrete plates with asbestos fibres.
However many of the traditional building and architectural
elements have been retained.

Integrity and Authenticity

VALUE,

Integrity
The integrity of the site is very difficult to ascertain as it is
not clear how the boundaries were established in terms of
their relationship to the disposition of archaeological sites,
villages and rock-hewn caves.

The layout of the villages of Trebujeni, Morovaia and
Butuceni has been preserved almost intact. The settlements
grew in a linear way, along the river, with the households
near the central streets and the orchards behind the house.

Authenticity
Trebujeni is the largest villages in the nominated area and
includes an expansion dating from the soviet period. This
however has not damaged the structure of the older village
that is still recognisable from above. Morovaia and
Butuceni maintain their rural character and are still well
preserved.

There is no doubt of the authenticity of the archaeological
sites. Only part of the archaeological remains has been
excavated and most of the sites have been reburied to
ensure their conservation. Sites that have not been
excavated are likely to conserve their information
potential, although the agricultural activity may have
disturbed part of the remains.

The rural landscape around the villages is cultivated by
farmers living in the villages. They practise mixed
agriculture, growing wheat, corn, barley and sunflowers
and also cultivating vines and fruit trees, and keeping
horned cattle, sheep, pigs and horses. The local people also
exploit the fish and crayfish in the river.

The authenticity of the vernacular buildings has to a degree
been compromised by changes in materials and the growth
of the settlements.
The authenticity of the landscape has not been
demonstrated in terms of how it relates to the landscape
that existed pre-collectivisation. Agricultural activity may
hardly be considered traditional, since the actual situation –
where, i.e., farming is again practiced with the help of
animals - is the result of the collapse of the collective
system and of the impoverishment of the locals and not the
continuation of a tradition. Therefore this particular
condition is likely to disappear as soon as the economic
conditions of the farmers improve. Also agricultural
products do not offer the variety of crops that may be
found in traditional farming.

The layout of the fields and orchards, at least of those in
the immediate vicinity of the villages, maintains a small
size and a pattern. The fields outside the villages are of
larger size. The overall pattern reflects a re-introduction of
small scale farms after the dismantlement of collective
farms. Currently there appears to be quite a low proportion
of traditional crops.
Underground caves which result form mining in the buffer
zone are used as wine production areas.
Overall the landscape and villages are seen to reflect a way
of life that was once widespread in the regions of SouthEastern Europe, and now survives only in this part of
Moldova.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have not been met.

Comparative analysis

History and development

The property is compared to some of the cultural
landscapes that have been inscribed on the World heritage
List for a combination of criteria (v) and (vii). These are
Cliff of Bandiagara (Land of the Dogons) (inscribed in
1989), Mali, Göreme National Park and the Rock Sites of
Cappadocia (inscribed in 1985), Turkey, Fertö /
Neusiedlersee Cultural Landscape (inscribed in 2001),
Austria/Hungary, Madriu-Perafita-Claror Valley (inscribed
in 2004), Andorra, Pyrénées – Mont Perdu (inscribed in
1997), Spain/France and Upper Svaneti (inscribed in
1996), Georgia.

The history identified by the archaeological sites is
included in the Description. No overall assessment of what
the investigation have revealed for the overall settlement
history of the valley is provided.
A detailed history of the villages or the hermitages is not
provided.
Prompted by damage to the sites from the extraction of
stone, the archaeological community in the 1940s and
1950s first begun systematic investigations which have
continued to the present day.

The comparisons made are largely quantitative rather than
qualitative. The conclusion drawn in each case is that in
terms of size, range of sites, epochs, the property does not
have a comparator on the List. However the sites chosen
are not necessarily the most meaningful.

The Cultural Landscape Orheiul Vechi values
The values of the property are related to the evaluation of
the archaeological evidence, rock-cut chambers and
villages in terms of how, as an ensemble, they might
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There are other sites that could have been selected for
comparison, both already inscribed in the List (such as the
Rock-Hewn Churches of Ivanovo (inscribed in 1979),
Bulgaria; The Sassi and the Park of the Rupestrian
Churches of Matera (inscribed in 1993) or Syracuse and
the Rocky Necropolis of Pantalica (inscribed in 2005),
Italy or on the tentative lists of State Parties (such as the
rock carved complex in Basarabi, Romania; VardziaKhertvisi, Georgia).

Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment especially when it has
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the property is an outstanding example of traditional
land-use and an agricultural way of life which is
representative of the agrarian culture of south-eastern
Europe. It is also offers a model of organic and continuous
interaction between man and nature from the dawn of
civilisation to the present. Archaeological evidence for
multiple prehistoric, ancient and mediaeval settlements
represents an exceptional interaction between man and the
environment since the beginning of the Palaeolithic epoch
to the present.

No comparisons are given with other similar sites in the
same geo-cultural region that are not inscribed on the List.
Further comparisons are needed with other sites in
Moldova, since along the Nistru river may be found sites
with similar geo-morphological features and cultural
heritage (such as Tipova monastery), and in the wider geocultural region.
ICOMOS sent a request to the State Party on this issue on
13th October 2008 which remains unanswered.

ICOMOS considers that although a very detailed inventory
has been given of the archaeological sites, and there are
clearly a large number in a comparatively small area –
which has proved attractive to settlers over many
thousands of years, the particular characteristics of the
settlements, as revealed by investigation, that may have
made them an exceptional sequence, have not been set out.

However what also needs refining is the nature of the
significance of the nominated property as a basis for
comparison – see Conclusion.
ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis has not
justified consideration of this property for the World
Heritage List.

Similarly although the villages do offer vernacular
buildings that still reflect traditional styles of building, the
justification for them being an exceptional example of a
rural landscape has not been demonstrated.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

ICOMOS does not consider that the criterion and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been justified.

- The area presents the historic and natural characteristics
of the Republic of Moldova;
- The site represents a unique complex of natural,
archaeological testimony, resulting from the combination
of the natural environment and several subsequent
civilizations;
- The site presents an extraordinary sequence of
archaeological remains which bears witness to the
presence in the area of different civilizations, from the
Palaeolithic and Neolithic settlements to the GetoDacian remains, to the Tatar-Mongol Golden Horde
ruins, up to the Moldavian Town of Orheiul Vechi,
covering a span of time of 20.000 years, in a natural
context of extraordinary beauty of peculiar
geomorphologic formations;
- The site is a spectacular pastoral and agricultural
landscape where the structure of the villages, the rural
architecture and the patterns of the fields and orchards in
the villages and their immediate surroundings “reflects a
way of life that was once widespread in the regions of
South- Eastern Europe, now surviving only in this part of
Moldova”.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
The property does not appear prone to immediate threats,
such as industrial and urban development or sprawl.
Tourism pressures
Intensive exploitation by the tourism industry is not
currently an issue.
Environmental pressures
The threats coming from agricultural activities outlined in
the nomination dossier seems to have reduced due to the
modification and reduction that agricultural practice has
undergone in the last decades. Nevertheless restrictions on
the land use (as planned for a number of areas included in
the nominated property) and on the farming methods are
needed.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed

Natural disasters

The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criterion
(v) (and natural criterion (vii)).

No predicted disasters are considered to be a threat.
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Impact of climate change

Protection

Any increase in sudden storms could affect the slopes of
the gorges, as could dramatic increases in the volume of
water flowing along the river.

Legal Protection
At the moment, the legal protection of the nominated
property does not cover its entire territory. The status of
formal legal protection exists only for the Orheiul Vechi
Museum Complex and for some protected areas, which,
however, are not clearly mapped in any of the maps
provided with the nomination dossier.

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are lack of restrictions on land-use.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

AND

A law for the protection of the entire territory by
establishing the Orheiul Vechi Natural and Cultural
reserve, whose boundaries correspond to those of the
nominated property, has been passed in first reading by the
Parliament and should soon pass the second reading. The
draft law, has however not been made available. It is
understood that it does not contain any direct provisions
for the establishment of a management structure or plan.

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The rationale underlying the definition of the boundaries of
the property has not been clearly described in the
nomination dossier. The identified boundaries are based on
physical limits, such as roads; administrative limits, such
as those of municipalities, or those of certain private
property, or boundaries of protected areas according to the
law in force. However, no detailed description has been
provided of the elements that have been assumed as limits
of the site.

The nomination dossier provides only a list of laws and
other normative provisions regarding the protection of
cultural and natural heritage as well as planning matters.
Further information on the legislation for the protection of
cultural and natural heritage was provided orally during the
technical evaluation mission. At a general level, it has been
understood that the State provides for the legal tools while
their implementation is a responsibility of local
administration. For instance, the proposal for designating a
property to be listed as a national monument should be
submitted to the Ministry by the municipalities. Also the
protection of cultural property should be implemented by
local administration.

The buffer zone includes a one-km-wide strip of land that
circumscribes the nominated property and takes in a few
archaeological sites, part of the villages of Branesti and
Mascauti, and some agricultural land. The boundaries of
the buffer zone have been defined according to the
provisions of Moldovan laws, which prescribe that buffer
zones of protected areas should have a defined width
(between 500m and 2km, circa).
While this may be functional for natural protected areas,
this approach does not reflect the rationale for buffer zones
of cultural sites, particularly in landscape areas where the
visual boundaries usually relate to natural features. The
actual boundaries of the buffer zone cut out part of the
villages of Branesti and Mascauti, and this will not
contribute to the effective management of site. In short, the
identified buffer zone appears to be too limited and it has
not been justified with specific regards to the attributes of
the nominated site, or to provide any improvement to its
protection, or to help sustainable development for the area.

The most updated body of legal provisions is the one
concerning the protection of the environment, while the
laws regarding the protection of cultural heritage are older
and not organized into an overall framework.
An additional layer of protection may be provided in the
future by the creation of a larger National Park that would
stretch until the Nistru River and include the nominated
property as a ‘special reserve zone’.
Traditional Protection

Therefore is would be beneficial for the site that the buffer
zone be redefined to reflect visual aspects of the landscape
and the numerous archaeological sites scattered in the
surrounding area that are related to the ones included in the
nominated property.

The village houses are maintained by their owners and to a
degree this involves tradition materials and methods. Such
approaches are however not systematised in any way.
Effectiveness of protection measures

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone need further clarification.

Until the Orheiul Vechi Natural
created as a legal entity, the
nominated property is weak.
structured framework needs to
protection by the owners.

Ownership
The nominated property includes state, private and
communally owned property. The State property includes
the Orheiul Vechi Museum complex, forests, rocky regions
and steppe meadows and other property administered by
the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. Some of the arable
lands and the villages are privately owned, while other
parts of the arable land and the pastures are communally
owned.

and Cultural Reserve is
legal protection of the
Within the villages a
support the traditional

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is not
yet adequate and traditional protection for the houses needs
to be structured and encouraged.
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Conservation

Active Conservation measures

Inventories, recording, research

Various conservation projects have been carried out by
different NGOs on heritage resources but the most relevant
ones are the construction of a new Museum and
conservation works on two rural households, one in
Butuceni and one in Morovaia, which were carried out by
the Archaeological Research Centre with grants from
several foreign sponsors.

Since its designation as Museum Complex (1968), the
property has been systematically studied and inventories
have been made of the immovable and movable heritage
located within the nominated property as well as in its
buffer zone.
For cultural heritage, the major efforts in the last few years
have concentrated on the archaeological resources.
Research in this field has been aimed at consolidating and
revising the previous studies, which were conducted
separately according to the subdivision in periods of
archaeology (Palaeolithic, Neolithic, etc.) and resulted in
problems with denomination and location of the sites (in
many cases the same site was given different names
according to the researcher that had excavated it).
Currently, the documentation of the archaeological sites is
organised on cards. It would clearly be desirable to create a
GIS database.

Maintenance
See state of conservation above.
Effectiveness of conservation measures
The conservation approaches in place need to be enhanced
and formalised to address the work of consolidating
archaeological remains, improving paths to caves,
conserving public open spaces and structuring traditional
work on village houses.
ICOMOS considers that there is a lack of organised
conservation and maintenance and this is not in the short or
medium term interests of the property.

Systematic research and survey has also been carried out
on the rural architecture. In particular, around five hundred
buildings have been surveyed and inventoried. Also the
traditional crafts have been studied and documented. There
is apparently a lack of information on agricultural methods,
crops and transformation products. Unfortunately, the
documentation collected has not been organised into a
database.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

The creation of a GIS system of the nominated property
and its buffer zone, would be desirable.

including

The protection and management of the site is mainly a
responsibility and an objective of the Ministry of Culture
and does not involve other Ministries that could be useful
to include in the elaboration of the strategy for the site,
such as Agriculture, Economic Development or
Infrastructure. Also inclusion of local authorities is not
clear or their role is not clearly defined.

Present state of conservation
At present, the overall conditions of the property are quite
good. However, parts of the heritage resources require
urgent maintenance intervention; these are the
archaeological remains excavated and exposed to the
atmospheric agents and the abandoned rural buildings. The
archaeological findings are exhibited in the Museum,
which is hosted in a newly constructed building and is well
and clearly organised. The trails to reach the cave
complexes are in urgent need of repair and upgrading for
safe access of the visitors.

At a general level, a clear picture of the future of the
nominated property has not yet been developed, neither
have the challenges, responses and priorities been
identified.
Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

The fields and the meadows are used and therefore
maintained. In the villages, the roads are not asphalted and
appear in need of some maintenance work to improve the
drainage of the rainwater and their practicability. The only
public ‘buildings’ in Morovaia and Butuceni consist of the
well-shelters and the local shop and appear to have
reasonable maintenance. In Trebujeni the public spaces
appear abandoned and are not regularly maintained, and
there are some large buildings that do not seem to have
been used for a long time.

The nomination contains valid elements for the elaboration
of a management strategy and plan but they lack a clear
vision for the future of the site and clear general objectives.
The only existing management structure is the one of the
Orheiul Vechi Museum Complex, clearly insufficient, in
term both of number of personnel and of professionalisms
involved, to deal with the challenges posed by the
management of a living cultural landscape. The State Party
is currently defining the structure and the possible tasks for
a new management body and the functioning of the entire
management system.

In general, the conservation conditions of private
traditional buildings are rather uneven. The houses that are
still in use appear to be maintained, some of which are
particularly well cared for in all their buildings components
and details. This is especially the case for second houses,
while the ones still owned and used by farmers undergo a
more ‘functional’ level of maintenance.

The consolidation of the management system is, however,
subordinated to the approval of the Law for the
establishment of the Natural and Cultural Museum
Reserve, which should be soon submitted to the
Parliament. After approval, the Parliament has sixty days
to issue the regulations that provide for the management
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body for the site. Therefore the next few months will be
crucial for the correct development of the administrative
and management entity responsible for the reserve.

how training for heritage conservation might be put in
place.
ICOMOS considers that there is an urgent need to define a
management system for the property and to improve the
resources available for management.

No presentation and interpretation programme has been
developed. However, small booklets on the area describing
heritage resources and illustrating the rural built heritage of
the property have been prepared.

6. MONITORING

Though the number of visitors is not high, no
comprehensive tourism strategy has yet been developed.
There is no clear idea of which kind of tourists it would be
preferable to attract to the site or which kind of experience
may be offered to them. This lack of vision may result in
future threats and is already creating some problems today
(free-climbers on the rocky cliffs and rock hewn
complexes).

A range of monitoring indicators has been developed for
the archaeological remains and rock-carved complexes.
These are carried out by specialists in the relevant area
appointed by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. The
monitoring is variously done on a monthly, thrice yearly,
twice yearly and annual basis depending on the heritage
features.

Risk preparedness

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring arrangements are
adequate.

Currently there is no systematic risk preparedness.
Involvement of the local communities

7. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of evidence from the technical evaluation
mission, the nomination appears to be a state issue more
than a local one. The delegation did not meet any
representatives of the Orhei District administration.
Involvement of local administrations is one of the major
challenges, due to the daily issues that absorb most of their
time.

The nominated area is clearly seen as an opportunity to
develop a framework for the protection and sustainable
development of the area, drawing together the management
and conservation of both cultural and natural heritage in a
way that could become a pilot programme for Moldovan
heritage more generally.
ICOMOS considers that although it would strongly support
such an initiative, it does not consider that the property has
demonstrated outstanding universal value as a cultural
landscape, partly evolving and partly relict. The layers of
archaeological evidence are impressive in their number and
density but have not provided evidence to show that the
valley developed in a way that could be seen as
exceptional. A great deal of information has clearly been
amassed for individual archaeological periods and sites,
but the significance of the findings, either individually or
as an ensemble, has not been demonstrated. This is perhaps
hampered by the lack of an overall GIS database for the
property and particularly for the archaeological sites. No
adequate comparative analysis has been provided to
demonstrate how the property might be distinguished from
other similar sites in the region and further afield.

Although there are a few entrepreneurs who seem aware of
the chances that would be offered to the site by inscription,
they represent a small fraction of the local population. The
majority of the inhabitants have to deal with everyday
problems of subsistence that may deprive them of the
chances to take part in participation processes, where
activated.
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
At present, the available resources for the protection and
management of the site appear not sufficient even to
properly manage the Museum Complex, even though the
Museum itself is well organised and offers a good
impression to visitors.
The working group for the nomination includes several
experts in different fields: they may provide the base
expertise for the management of the site. It will be for
permanent staff to be engaged with the setting up of the
management system for the reserve. This will need
financial investment by the State.

Although the rural houses of the three villages are
extremely interesting examples of a rapidly fading legacy
of vernacular buildings of south-eastern Europe, what
remains, and particularly taking account of their landscape
settings, cannot be said to be an exceptional testimony of a
rural mixed farming culture.

There is no postgraduate course in heritage conservation in
Moldova. This may create some problems in finding
heritage conservation professionals with the appropriate
level of knowledge and expertise.

The property is clearly of great significance at a national
level and support is needed to translate the aim of
sustainable development of the landscape and communities
into a reality. However currently there is no clear vision for
the area, nor adequate protection, active management and
local support and involvement that could turn a vision into
reality.

Effectiveness of current management
Much more work is needed to define a vision for the
property with associated clear objectives and to define and
put in place a management body for the site and a
workable management system. Such a system will need to
be supported by improved resources and give attention to
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Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the
nomination of the Cultural Landscape Orheiul Vechi,
Republic of Moldova, to the World Heritage List be
deferred in order to allow the State Party to:
• Establish whether the property, within a more confined
site within the gorges, has the capacity to demonstrate
outstanding universal value through:
-

Carrying out further analysis of the results
of archaeological excavations of sites, and
of the carved monasteries and churches to
establish their individual and overall
significance;

-

Providing further comparative analysis to
establish how the archaeological sites and
carved monasteries and churches, as an
entity, relate to other sites in their geocultural region and on the World Heritage
List.

ICOMOS considers that any revised nomination, which
should be accompanied by arrangements for adequate
protection, documentation and management, would need to
be considered by a mission to the site.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Morova Gorge

Promontory Butuceni from the west

The remains of bath number 2 at Şehr al-Cedid

Butuceni - traditional house, 19th-20th centuries

II - NOMINATIONS OF CULTURAL PROPERTIES
TO THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST

A - Africa

New Nominations

The Bureau of the World Heritage Committee in its 16th
session (Paris, 1992) adopted the following decision:

Cidade Velha (Cape Verde)

“The Bureau considered that in spite of its indisputable
historic value, the property did not meet the criteria for
inscription on the World Heritage List.”

No 1310

The current dossier is a new nomination different from the
previous one.
Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Cidade Velha,
historic centre of
Ribeira Grande

Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committees on Historic Towns and Villages, on
the Intangible Cultural Heritage, on Shared Built Heritage,
and on Fortifications and Military Heritage.

Location:

Literature consulted (selection):

Ribeira Grande
municipality,
Island of Santiago,
Republic of Cape Verde

Pereira D., Marcos cronológicos da Cidade Velha, Praia, ICVL,
1988.
Wieczorek J.-P., Programme de sauvegarde du site de Cidade
Velha, Paris UNESCO 1990.

Brief description:

Pires F., Da Cidade da Ribeira Grande à Cidade Velha em Cabo
Verde, Univercidade de Cabo Verde ed., 2007.

The town of Ribeira Grande, which was later renamed
Cidade Velha, was established on the island of Santiago,
on the Cape Verde peninsula, by the Portuguese, starting in
the late 15th century. It was the first colonial town to be
built by Europeans in the tropics, as a base for their trade
with sub-Saharan Africa. It rapidly found itself at the heart
of the triangular exchanges between Europe, Africa, and
the New World, playing a central role in the organisation
of the Atlantic slave trade of more recent times. A staging
post of colonial power and an essential Atlantic port of
call, it was an early centre for experimentation in the field
of colonial agriculture and for the acclimatisation of plants
between continents. A political and religious centre for
Portuguese colonisation, Cidade Velha was also the cradle
of the first Creole society and the starting point for the
dissemination of its culture to the Americas.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 15–18 September 2008.
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 9
December 2008 requesting it to:
1. Extend the buffer zone towards the maritime space.
2. Publish the Decree-Law for the extension of the
protection to the entire property.
3. Reinforce the justification for criterion (ii) as it
pertains to the agricultural history of Cape Verde.
4. Specify the organisation in charge of implementing the
management plan.
5. Specify the number and competencies of the Proim-Tur
agency personnel.

Category of property:

The State Party sent a detailed memo (20 pages) dated 27
February 2009 answering each question. The analysis of
this documentation is included in the present evaluation.

In terms of categories of cultural properties, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
group of buildings.

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List: 7 May 2004

2. THE PROPERTY

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None

Description

Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

The town of Ribeira Grande, which was not renamed
Cidade Velha until the end of the 18th century, is located at
a point where the mouth of a sharp valley cutting into the
volcanic plateau opens into the sea. It is in the south of the
island of Santiago, on a part of the coast that is well
sheltered from the prevailing winds. The Cape Verde
islands tend to be arid, and long periods of drought are a
regular feature of the climate.

28 January 2008

Background: The property was proposed for inscription on
the World Heritage List in 1992. ICOMOS noted ‘the
historical importance of Cidade Velha/Ribeira Grande, the
first European city to be established under the tropics.’
However, it considered that the existing ensemble could
not be inscribed on the World Heritage List for three
reasons. First, the historic monuments had either been
excessively restored or were in a state of advanced
disrepair. Secondly, the historic monuments are in
scattered locations in a modern town of mediocre
architectural quality. Finally, there was no management
plan for the site. The ICOMOS recommendation was that
‘the property should not be recommended for inscription
on the World Heritage List.’

The freshwater coastal river, which gave the town its
original name, explains both the existence of this seaside
oasis and the attraction of this port of call for European
seafarers, even though the river bed is often dry.
Cidade Velha is today a modest village, about a dozen
kilometres from Praia, the present-day capital of the
archipelago of the Republic of Cape Verde.
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The town already had 500 stone houses in the mid-16th
century, and there were considerably more at the start of
the 17th century; some were large and belonged to slave
merchants, traders, and ship-owners. A rare handful of old
houses are still to be seen. Today’s village has only 200
relatively recently built houses, constructed using stones
reclaimed from the old town; most of these are typical of
Cape Verde – single-storeyed, rectangular in plan, and with
one central entrance and two side windows. In some cases
the houses are aligned, and each has an entrance patio
surrounded by walls. There are good examples of
homogeneous traditional architectural ensembles in
Carrera and Banana Streets, close to the centre, and Direita
Street in the São Sebastião quarter.

The site has remains, some of which are impressive,
scattered amongst the housing of people of modest income,
which is often recent in origin.
The town was established starting from the low bank of a
bay that is open to the ocean, between two promontories of
the volcanic plateau. The town developed along the
seashore and in the valley, beginning from low-lying areas
and the most accessible slopes.
The original core of the town is on the left bank of the
coastal river, at its mouth; it corresponds with the presentday central quarter, between the seafront and Pillory
Square. In the 16th century the town spread out on both
banks. In the following century it progressively occupied
all the available space, reaching its maximum extent. This
gave rise to the quarters of São Bras in the west, São
Sebastião in the south-east, next to the cathedral, and São
Pedro situated upstream on the river.

The current urban plots and the street network have many
boundary walls, which in some cases are extremely thick
and contain vestiges of historic structures. They include
small cobbled alleyways and stone stairs, and benches in
stone. This gives a mineral dimension to the urban base,
and many trees provide shade and introduce a second
landscape stage, dominated by vegetation.

Centring on Pillory Square, the street layout and the
toponymy have been retained in the present-day urban
centre. The urban fabric has been constituted from
regularly sized plots of around 130m2.

The agricultural spaces of the coastal river valley have
conserved small-scale growing of sugar cane, today used to
make ‘grog,’ the rum of Cape Verde. There is a distillery
equipped with an old cane press. More generally, practical
knowhow and knowledge has been perpetuated in the
relationships of the Cape Verde people with the natural
environment, which is harsh and short of water. Cidade
Velha bears witness to this tendency over a long time
scale.

The pillory is a marble column in the Manueline style. Set
in the centre of the square of the same name, it is the oldest
complete monument of the town (early 16th century),
symbolising simultaneously municipal power and the
punishment reserved for recalcitrant slaves.
In the 15th century the outermost defences of the bay,
which constitutes a naturally sheltered port, consisted of
several forts and bastions: on the Presidio beach (only
vestiges remain); on the promontories projecting into the
sea, São Verissimo to the east (substantial remains), and
São Bras to the west. The ensemble was completed by a
wall between the town and the sea.

In addition to its historical significance, the intangible
dimension of the property is represented by Creole culture,
of which Cidade Velha is certainly the earliest fully
expressed example. The Creole language was first formed
from Portuguese and a mixture of African languages.
Initially a means of communication between master and
slave, it spread out from Cape Verde to become the
language of the African slaves and people of mixed race of
the Caribbean and Brazil, and more widely of the
Americas, adapting to each specific situation. This culture,
both syncretic and new, transmitted beliefs and legends,
prayers and rites, songs and dances, such as the batuque of
Cape Verde.

The defensive system was considerably strengthened
during the 16th century by the royal fortress of São Felipe
on the eastern promontory of the cliff, at a height of 120
metres (restored). The coastal forts were strengthened and
others were added: São António, São João dos Cavaleiros,
and São Lourenço. The military facilities were completed
by strategic observation posts at high points (vestiges) and
a crenellated enceinte wall (vestiges). The military
structures can still be clearly traced in the terrain.

Underwater investigations have revealed a substantial
heritage of wrecks a short distance from the shore.

In the 17th century the religious architecture included a
dozen churches and chapels and a convent. Today, two
buildings have been restored: the church of Nossa Senhora
do Rosário, dating from the late 15th century, in the
Manueline style, which has a bell tower with a Gothic
vault, and the Chapel of the Convent of São Francisco,
built in the 17th century. Most of the other religious
monuments are in ruins or consist only of archaeological
remains. This is the case in particular of the cathedral, built
starting in the mid-16th century: the walls, which are still
standing, show that it was very imposing, sited on a hill
that was originally a short way outside the town.
Ambitious in both dimensions and architecture, this
church, like many other of the town’s monuments, required
the importation of stone from quarries in Portugal.

ICOMOS considers that the agricultural area which
replaced an earlier urban establishment, upstream on the
coastal river, is at the present time a space the heritage
value of which has not been well identified.
In its reply dated 27 February 2009 to the question of the
heritage and landscapes pertaining to the agricultural
history of Cape Verde, the State Party provided important
details about the wealth of the rural history of Cape Verde,
especially its role in the experimentation of colonial land
management and acclimatisation lands for numerous plant
species transiting between newly discovered lands and
Europe.

The same applies to the public buildings of the town, the
presence of which is still attested at the end of the 18th
century, such as the hospital and the college. Some
monuments, such as the bishop’s palace next to the
cathedral, the hospital, and the college, have totally
disappeared.

History and development
The island of Santiago was discovered around 1460 and
claimed for the Crown of Portugal. There was no human
presence on the island. Exploration of the islands of the
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archipelago led to the development of the port of call of
Ribeira Grande in the years that followed. As early as 1466
it was granted a royal charter entitling its inhabitants to
practise the slave trade. It became an essential port of call
for Portuguese sea traffic, first towards the coasts of Africa
and later on to the Cape. Construction of the first defensive
structures, the town hall, and the first church began at the
end of the 15th century (see Description).

the elite classes left the town, and Praia was preferred as a
commercial port of call. Political and administrative
functions were transferred to Praia in the second half of the
18th and at the beginning of the 19th century. The lack of
building materials and the proximity of the two towns
resulted in the demolition of a great number of the best
constructed buildings, for the benefit of the new capital. It
was then that Ribeira Grande became Cidade Velha, the
‘old town.’

Ribeira Grande was an ideal location, isolated and well
placed for the organisation of the triangular transatlantic
traffic, particularly trade in African slaves, of which the
Portuguese theoretically had a monopoly under the Treaty
of Tordesillas (1494). The ancient pillory monument
provides direct evidence of the links with violence
established by the system of slavery.

However, a residual settlement survived in the middle of
the ruins of the Portuguese colonial town into the 19th
century, and was then partially reconstructed in the second
half of the 20th century. It has a certain local importance,
and has developed traditional housing which is typical of
Cape Verde.

In the 16th century the town developed rapidly, favoured
by an exceptional maritime position, its intercontinental
geographical location, and the Azores current. Ribeira
Grande bears witness to the first successes of European
navigation on the high seas. It was a major crossroads for a
Portuguese trade that rapidly became globalised. The fleets
leaving for or arriving from Guinea, the Indian Ocean,
India, Siam, Brazil, the Antilles, and, of course, Europe
came together there, to exchange merchandise, plants,
men, and information.

An initial restoration campaign was carried out in the early
1960s, involving the royal fortress, the church of Nossa
Senhora do Rosário, and the Pillory Monument. In 1992
ICOMOS described the scientific level of this campaign as
mediocre.
In the 1970s the State Party again looked at Cidade Velha,
with a view to assessing the property and raising
awareness. An initial UNESCO mission took place in
1978. This was, however, not taken further because of a
lack of human and financial resources.

Ribeira Grande was granted the status of a royal town and
became the first bishopric of Cape Verde and the African
coasts in 1533, institutionalising its role as a place of
transit, exchange, and a variety of contacts between several
African peoples, as well as between African slaves and free
European men. The slaves were given the rudiments of
European culture and evangelised before being shipped to
Europe or the Americas.

A second programme of consolidation of vestiges and
restoration was undertaken in 1999–2003. It is continuing,
with the help of international cooperation, particularly in
the urban ensemble.
Values of Cidade Velha, historic centre of Ribeira Grande
Ribeira Grande was the first European town to be built in
the tropics, from the end of the 15th century onwards. It
was created as a port of call following the first oceanic
discoveries that were made possible by technical progress
in ocean navigation and the advances of the Portuguese
towards the coasts of Africa, the Indian Ocean, and the
New World of America.

Despite its limited area, Cidade Velha is an important place
in the history of agronomy, forming as it did a centre of
transit and acclimatisation for many plant species. In the
16th and 17th centuries in particular it was an experimental
garden and a conservatory for seeds and plants from all the
continents which were sent on to other countries as they
were required. The dry but relatively hot climate over
which the trade winds blew, in a pivotal position between
temperate and tropical zones, offered favourable conditions
for a very diverse vegetation, so long as fresh water was
available. Among the plants concerned were sugar cane,
bananas, the East African coconut, American maize, citrus
fruits and figs from Europe, cotton, etc.

The town then developed as a major route centre for
Portuguese maritime commerce on an international scale,
particularly from the end of the 15th century to the 17th
century. It was the first colonial town to be created as a
result of oceanic trade. Ribeira Grande was also a colonial
capital and the first archbishopric of Western Africa.
The town set up a market for slaves from western Africa, a
Portuguese monopoly over a long period, where slaves
were prepared for their role of working under the planters
of Brazil and the Antilles. Pillory Square, at the heart of
the old town, reflects the harshness of human relations at
the time of slavery.

For a century and a half the geostrategic importance of the
town was based on its role as a major port of call and on
the importance of its slave market. It concentrated
considerable wealth in a particularly limited space,
defended by a complex system of forts and walls. It
attracted the attentions of many seafarers – for example,
England’s Sir Francis Drake sacked the town in 1585. The
defensive system was strengthened by the royal fortress of
São Felipe, completed in 1593, one of the strongest of its
time.

The social and religious dimension of this stay in Cape
Verde, together with the mingling of Africans of various
origins and the development of a racially mixed
population, gave rise to the first true Creole culture, with a
specific oral language, traditional legends, syncretic ritual
practices, songs, and dances. Starting from Ribeira Grande,
this culture was disseminated by the slaves throughout the
Atlantic area.

From the 17th century onwards, however, the new
European maritime powers successfully challenged the
oceanic commercial hegemony of Portugal and Spain.
Jacques Cassard, a corsair from Nantes, attacked and laid
waste to Ribeira Grande in 1712 on behalf of Louis XIV,
but already by that time it was no longer the rich and
powerful maritime citadel of earlier centuries. The decline
of the town became more pronounced in the 18th century;

The territory of Ribeira Grande was an important place for
agricultural experimentation and the organisation of
colonial agriculture, as well as being a garden for the
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Authenticity

acclimatisation and transit of many plant between all the
continents.

There is no doubt about the authenticity of the monumental
ruins and archaeological remains of Ribeira Grande.

The historic value of Ribeira Grande/Cidade Velha is
undeniable, as it brings together in a single place a high
density of important events in human and cultural
interchange over a very great distance. However, compared
with this historic wealth the monumental heritage is only
partial. This is because of the organised destruction of the
town in order to reuse its building materials, and because
of the volcanic insular context with limited natural
resources.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

In the context of the deterioration of monumental integrity,
restoration/reconstruction works have been carried out in
two separate phases. The first, which took place in the
early 1960s for the church of Nossa Senhora do Rosário,
Pillory Square, and São Felipe fort, was carried out with a
degree of respect for authenticity which has been judged to
be mediocre, but it must be admitted that this did save the
monuments from definitive ruin. The second phase, which
began in 1999, mainly concerned the chapel of the São
Francisco monastery and once again the fortress, and the
conditions were far better in terms of authenticity. Many
wall elements of the ruins of the other monuments were
consolidated.

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity

The authenticity of the traditional housing is threatened by
the inappropriate use of new materials, such as concrete or
sheet metal, and by the appearance of unattractive upper
floors.

Integrity
The integrity of the urban fabric is represented by the main
street system which stems from the central Pillory Square.
The location of the monuments can generally be easily
identified. The toponymy of the place-names has also been
conserved.

The natural hilly environment has not been changed by
man. The presence of substantial vegetation at the mouth
of the river, on a dried up mountainous slope, permits an
understanding of the reasons for the location of the town.

The integrity of the monumental ensemble has been
affected by the abandonment of the town from the end of
the 18th century onwards and by the demolitions carried
out in order to reuse the stones for building the new capital,
Praia. This is the result of history, insularity, and the
volcanic nature of the ground. Monumental integrity thus
has a residual dimension. Two churches and the fortress
have been restored, and the street system has been partly
re-established.

The authenticity of the housing has been adversely affected
by new constructions and by the transformation of houses
that have occurred over the last few years. An awareness of
this situation, its control, and the measures now being
introduced are moves in the right direction. This is a
crucial challenge for the conservation of the property and
the expression of its value.
ICOMOS considers that the authenticity of the property
has improved as regards the monumental ensemble,
particularly as a result of recent works, and that
authenticity is beneficial for the urban, maritime, and rural
landscapes.

The current urban ensemble is therefore mixed, with the
monumental remains of the old town hemmed in by the
contemporary town. It is the proliferation of unregulated
housing over a long period and the construction of
additional storeys as a result of overpopulation, and a
pauperisation that is not conducive to the maintenance and
quality of the buildings, rather than the traditional stone
housing, which is probably little different from ordinary
people's houses in the 16th–17th centuries, which
adversely affect the integrity of the urban landscape. The
State Party has shown its awareness of the problem with
control measures and a rehabilitation programme.

However, ICOMOS considers that the situation regarding
the integrity and authenticity of the property is fragile and
constitutes a key challenge for its conservation and the
expression of its value.
ICOMOS considers that the situation with regard to
authenticity–integrity is acceptable overall, whilst
highlighting its fragility and the need for a continuous
rehabilitation policy.

ICOMOS considers that the integrity of the property,
which was judged to be insufficient in 1992, has not yet
been completely re-established, but that 1. it is better
understood and better explained in its historical and
geographical context, 2. a better balance has been struck
through an approach based on the heritage of the Cape
Verde house, and 3. it has been inserted by the State Party
into a recently developed policy of housing control and a
long-term programme for the rehabilitation of the urban
landscape.

Comparative analysis
The comparative analysis considers towns and colonial
trading centres with a history similar to that of Ribeira
Grande, particularly as regards the history of slavery and
colonial and commercial functions. Fourteen port sites
have been considered, most of which are already on the
World Heritage List: six are in Western Africa – the Island
of Gorée (Senegal), Elmina Fort on James Island and the
associated sites (Gambia), and the royal palaces of
Abomey (Benin); four are in Latin America – the port, the
fortresses, and the monumental ensemble of Cartagena de
Indias (Colombia), the colonial town of San Domingo
(Dominican Republic), the historic centre of Salvador de
Bahia (Brazil), and the historic town of Ouro Preto
(Brazil)); and four are in West Africa – the ruins of Kilwa

ICOMOS considers that the integrity of the property and
the expression of its value have been considerably
strengthened by extending the buffer zone to include
Cidade Velha Bay, which was reported by the State Party
in its reply dated 27 February 2009 following a decision by
the Council of Ministers on 26 February 2009.
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Kisiwani and Songo Mnara (United Republic of Tanzania),
the Stone Town of Zanzibar (United Republic of
Tanzania), and the island of Mozambique (Mozambique).

culture. From there, it spread to Brazil and the
Caribbean.
–

The comparison is based on foundation and history,
administrative and colonial role, economic and geopolitical
impact, architecture and urban planning, cultural history,
and intangible heritage.
The comparison shows that the site of Ribeira Grande was
developed earlier than any other on the Atlantic; the
situation on the shores of the Indian Ocean is more
complex, because of an earlier Arab presence and a longestablished practice of slave trading. The continuity of the
Portuguese presence is also a key aspect of the property, as
are the diversity of its commercial and economic roles, its
transcontinental role in the field of agronomy, and the
importance of its role in the Portuguese colonial
administration.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi).
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Ribeira Grande was the first European town to be built
south of the Sahara. It bears witness to a deliberately
planned trading centre on the Atlantic route expressly for
the slave trade. Its intercontinental maritime and
commercial role was considerable from the late 14th
century to the 16th century, and then declined, but
continued nonetheless until the mid-19th century. In a
restricted area Ribeira Grande offers at the same time an
urban and commercial organisation, a port, military and
religious architecture, and an area for agricultural
experimentation and the acclimatisation of plants from the
various continents, playing an active part in their
dissemination across the world.

While the monumental heritage in general, and particularly
with regard to slavery, is less well conserved than in other
sites, such as Gorée, the slave trade dates back earlier and
lasted longer, from the 15th century to the middle of the
19th century, and its scale was greater.
The importance of the secure port of call of Ribeira
Grande, on routes to both Africa and the Americas, is
unique, and is illustrated in particular by its role in
agronomic experiments and as a plant conservatory.
The intermingling of the various African cultures under
European domination, through slavery, gave birth to the
first Creole culture.

ICOMOS considers that, despite the incomplete urban and
architectural heritage, the monuments, the remains that
survive, and the maritime and agri-urban landscapes of
Ribeira Grande bear witness to its considerable role in the
development of European colonial domination in Africa
and America, the development of the black slave trade, the
genesis and organisation of the first intercontinental
maritime interchanges, and the acclimatisation and
dissemination of many plant species between the various
continents via maritime trade.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for the World Heritage List.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
–

The foundation of Ribeira Grande marks a decisive
step in European expansion, at the end of the 15th
century, towards Africa and the Atlantic area.

–

The port of Ribeira Grande, with its isolated situation,
which remained secure over a long period, became an
essential platform over a long period for the more
recent Atlantic slave trade. The slaves came from
various regions of western Africa, and it was there
that they were prepared for their existence as slaves
on colonial plantations.

–

In the 16th and 17th centuries Ribeira Grande was a
key port of call for Portuguese colonisation and its
administration.

–

It was also an exceptional route centre for
international maritime trade, between the routes of
Africa and the Cape, Brazil, and the Caribbean.
Ribeira Grande provides an early image of
transcontinental geopolitical visions.

–

A place of concentration of slaves that was favourable
to inhuman practices, Ribeira Grande was also
exceptional in terms of the encounter between
Europeans and Africans, from which stemmed the
first Creole society and the first fully fledged Creole

The valley of Ribeira Grande experimented with new
forms of colonial agriculture, on the boundary
between the temperate and tropical climates. It
became a platform for the acclimatisation and
dissemination of plant species across the world.

ICOMOS also considers that in its reply dated 27 February
2009 the State Party has provided an extension to the
buffer zone and historical additions that strengthen the
integrity and the outstanding value of the property in the
light of criterion (ii).
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the urban and maritime site and the landscape of
Ribeira Grande bear remarkable witness to the history of
slavery and its relationship of domination. Through its role
as an early experiment in the exploitation of a colonial
territory, through the encounter between African and
European cultures, and through the encounter between
different human groups of western Africa, Ribeira Grande
was the cradle of the first mixed-race society and of an
accomplished Creole culture, through its many religious
and artistic forms of expression. Creole culture then spread
across the Atlantic, adapting to the different colonial
contexts of the Caribbean and America.
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ICOMOS considers that Ribeira Grande provides an
important testimony to the history of slavery during the
modern era, notably in its maritime organisation and the
experiments with slave management for agricultural
development. The intermingling of human races and the
meeting between African and European cultures gave rise
to the first developed Creole society.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (ii), (iii), and (vi) and that the Outstanding
Universal Value has been demonstrated.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

Population growth has created urban development pressure
and over recent years there has been private building which
has been carried out in an unregulated manner. Ruins and
archaeological levels have been built over, and in several
quarters there has been an adverse impact on the urban
landscape (see Integrity).

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the monuments and urban ensemble of Ribeira Grande
are an outstanding illustration of a decisive stage in the
history of transatlantic navigation and the colonisation of
new lands. Its remarkable military, civil, and religious
monuments in particular illustrate the fact that the town
became a decentralised platform for Portuguese colonial
domination, a major port stronghold, and the main centre
of its slave trade from the end of the 15th century until the
17th century.

A property development trend is beginning to be
perceptible which could ultimately have a considerable
impact. Wealthy residents from the nearby capital city
Praia could be tempted to buy houses from the poorest
inhabitants of Cidade Velha and convert them into second
homes. This could adversely affect the historic urban site
and its significance, and encourage the departure of the
existing population.
Tourism pressures

ICOMOS considers that the points raised concerning urban
planning and the town's monuments are more closely
related to the previous criteria than to criterion (iv).
Furthermore, although the urban planning and the
monuments of Ribeira Grande are at an early stage of the
timeline of European colonisation, and although they have
some notable architectural aspects, they are not sufficiently
unique or in an appropriate state of conservation and
authenticity/integrity to justify outstanding universal
architectural and urban value.

For the moment there is no real pressure linked to
frequentation by tourists. However, the municipality is
sometimes subjected to pressure from the developers of
tourism facilities who have little respect for the heritage.
The most unsuitable projects have been rejected up to now
(e.g. a hotel complex in the historic centre, changes to the
beach).
Environmental pressures, natural disasters and climate
change

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

The property is subjected to endemic drought, which has
become more intense over the last few years because of the
climate change that has been affecting the Sahel countries
as a whole. Because of the drought, the river is usually dry,
and this is compounded by drinking water intakes at the
river's source.

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

The dry soil is fragile, and is easily destroyed by erosion,
and the monsoon rain can cause mudslides and flooding.
The balance of local agriculture seems to be under threat
and close to a breaking point which would have serious
social consequences and impact on food production. As
water is in short supply, its management is a political
priority for the municipality.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Ribeira Grande was at the origin of European slavery
practices and took part in its systematic commercial
organisation for several centuries. It is therefore directly
associated with the symbols and history of this inhuman
exploitation of African peoples and its considerable
cultural and economic consequences.

Ultimately, the rising sea level could have an impact on the
lower part of the town.

The expressions of Creole culture at Ribeira Grande and in
Cape Verde were born as a result of the gathering together
of the slaves by the merchants and the first mixed-race
society which resulted. Its forms are related in particular to
art, social and religious customs, beliefs, the
pharmacopoeia, and the art of cooking.

ICOMOS considers that there are two main threats to the
property: 1. the effects of drought and lack of water for
agriculture, and 2. insufficiently controlled development of
private urban construction.

Ribeira Grande is an important initial link in an intangible
heritage which is shared by Africa, the Americas, and
Europe.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

ICOMOS considers that, in association with criteria (ii)
and (iii), this criterion has been justified.

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The nominated property has a land surface area of 209.1ha.
It is occupied by about 1300 people.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

The proposed buffer zone has a land surface area of
1795.6ha. It is occupied by around 9500 people.
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ICOMOS considers that the maritime space immediately
offshore of the property is an important element in its
value, as it was once a port around which were organised
not only commercial activity and urban development but
also the defensive system. Furthermore, the underwater
archaeological finds already made and those that could be
made over the coming years play an important role in the
value of the property and in its authenticity.

The IIPC (Cape Verde Cultural Heritage Investigation
Institute), with Spanish cooperation, is considering a
redefinition of the underwater heritage space and its legal
protection for all the island's coastal areas.

In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
extended the buffer zone towards the maritime space.

ICOMOS considers it necessary to recognise a maritime
zone which is specific to the property or to its buffer zone
and to its archaeological heritage, because of its own geohistoric value, while wishing that its protection should be
organised in close conjunction with the current project of
the IIPC for underwater protection.

The application of rules relating to national heritage listing
are the responsibility of the employees of the state institute
IIPC and the technical services of the municipality.

ICOMOS considers that to complete this decision a
definitive map of the property and the buffer zone should
be supplied and its maritime surface area to be defined.

In its replay dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
indicates that the appraisal of specific measures for the
protection of the buffer zone is under way, within the
wider context of a project for underwater protection of the
island’s coast.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
zone are adequate and that the extension of the buffer zone
of the property to the maritime space from the old port and
the site’s coastal facade is also appropriate.

Traditional protection

Ownership

The relations between the inhabitants with both their
housing and gardens and with their immediate urban
environment are essential elements of protection.

The historic monuments, the street network, and the
maritime area (80m from the shoreline), together with the
state public service buildings (health, schools), are the
public property of the state.

Effectiveness of protection measures

The other land and real estate parts of the property are
municipal property, church property, and private property.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection of the
property, understood as an urban ensemble and a landscape
site, is relatively recent. This is an important process that
needs to be carried through.

Protection

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection of the property
is being put in place and that it needs to be carried through.

Legal protection
Cidade Velha is the only architectural ensemble listed as
National Heritage of Cape Verde (Decree-law
121/III/1990). The initial protection of the historic centre is
currently (2008) being extended to the whole of the valley,
with a perimeter identical with that of the nominated
property.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research
Substantial archives exist relating to the history of Ribeira
Grande.

A peripheral zone for the protection of the environment of
the property is associated with the decree currently being
promulgated; it corresponds with the buffer zone of the
nominated property.

The Rehabilitation and Architectural Transformation Plan
(2001–2008), drawn up in cooperation with Portugal, has
made it possible to carry out detailed mapping and create a
database of the buildings of Cidade Velha. The database is
now being managed and developed by the IIPC.

In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
announced two decrees issued by the Council of Ministers:
–

The extension of the protective provisions for the
historic centre to the entire land buffer zone.

–

The individual listing of the main monuments and
remains in Cidade Velha as ‘National Cultural
Heritage’ – ten religious, nine military, and two civil
monuments or sites.

Archaeological research has been carried out in certain
locations inside the property, particularly in the cathedral,
in cooperation with the United Kingdom.
A study aimed at assessing the situation concerning
sustainable and equitable tourism development has been
carried out in cooperation with Spain (2007).
A plan for the underwater archaeological studies and the
protection of the underwater heritage is currently being
prepared, in cooperation with Spain.

The State Party also announced that the 1990 Law will be
revised in 2009.
ICOMOS wishes to be informed of the publication of these
decrees and the progress made on the new national heritage
protection law.

Present state
measures

of

conservation,

active

conservation

At the outset the general state of conservation was one of
substantial degradation of the monuments and their urban
environment. Very considerable efforts have been made,
particularly with the help of international cooperation, to
carry out a series of monument restorations and the
rehabilitation/restructuring of public spaces in the urban

Housing development control began in 2005. It includes a
procedure for the authorisation of works on existing housing,
and two non ædificandi zones inside the buffer zone, on
either side of the urban site, to protect its visual integrity.
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Proim-Tur is the private agency that has won the contract
for the management of the main monuments and the
promotion of tourism. This covers the management of four
major monuments and of the integrated tourism circuit. It
is also a service provider (hotels, catering). It is required to
carry out the obligations set out in a convention.

fabric. These efforts, which have been under way since
1999, have been based on a prior study of the elements of
the historic town.
The conservation effort is also being redirected towards
traditional stone housing, both for some historic houses
and more generally for the typical Cape Verdean house.

In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
announced the creation of a Management Committee for
the Cidade Velha Site in accordance with a decree issued
by the Council of Ministers on 26 February 2009. It
includes the IIPC Research Institute (automatic chair), the
Municipality of Ribeira Grande, the Site Commission, and
three expert panel members to be appointed. The
Committee is responsible for monitoring the conservation
and management of the site, compiling regular reports, and
issuing opinions and recommendations on the application
of the management plan for the site. The Committee relies
for its work on a Consultative Commission which includes
broad representation of all the stakeholders, services, and
administrations concerned by the site’s management.

The preliminary studies, the town plan, and the planning
regulations constitute the scientific and regulatory basis for
the conservation measures. They form an essential part of
the management plan.
Maintenance
The routine maintenance of the monuments indicated in its
contract is carried out by the Proim-Tur agency (see
Management).
The other monuments and the street system are maintained
by the municipal services.
Effectiveness of conservation measures
ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures taken
over the last ten years have been effective. They mark a
clear improvement in the quality of the works, particularly
thanks to the preliminary studies. These measures are now
being continued with considerable dynamism and are
backed up by international cooperation. They should result
in the satisfactory functioning of the institutional bodies
and in the establishment of a set of best practices in
conjunction with the inhabitants, which must be carefully
monitored by the State Party.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
The Management Plan is recent, and is just being
introduced. The plan is in effect a tool for studying the
urban fabric and its components, an instrument for
managing housing development, and a provider of
assistance to private citizens (which will be done by means
of a projected set of illustrated urban planning regulations).
This will define volumes, materials, and the treatment of
the facades, floors, roofs, etc. Some of the rules will be
applicable to the built structure in the buffer zone,
particularly for volumes and materials.

ICOMOS considers that substantial progress has been
made in the conservation situation of the property over the
last ten years or so, and that it is now in the process of
reaching a satisfactory level.

The Town Plan and the Planning Regulations will play a
central role in the management and conservation of the
property and in the gradual restoration of urban
authenticity. These documents extend and complete the
Architectural
Rehabilitation
and
Architectural
Transformation Plan (2001–2008), which began with an
urban planning study and was then followed by the setting
up of several projects to regenerate the urban fabric.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

The state institute in charge of the heritage (IIPC) monitors
public monument restoration work and supervises the
programme for the rehabilitation of the urban fabric. Over
a long period it has been alone in exercising the functions
of heritage property monitoring and management.

These actions are now being combined with the municipal
plans currently being introduced: the Strategic Sustainable
Development Plan, the Municipal Master Plan, and the
Municipal Environmental Plan.
Tourism development is being guided by a recent
international study (2007), which may be assimilated to a
Plan for Sustainable and Equitable Plan. It is now being
implemented, through the Proim-Tur contract in particular.

The recent creation of a fully constituted municipality at
Ribeira Grande/Cidade Velha provides essential support
for the management process, making possible a broaderbased approach to questions affecting the historic town as a
living heritage.

The management plan for the future of the property has
moved forward during the preparation of the nomination
dossier and the setting up of its bodies. It sets out mediumterm objectives (2008–2012), the achievement of which
conforms with the various earlier plans and programmes,
under the responsibility of the different institutional
players in charge of management. Its priorities are:

In order to coordinate actions between the municipality and
the IIPC, a Joint Cabinet has been created, in charge of
granting building permits and works permits and more
generally of the urban management plan.
In order to involve the population in the management of
the property and encourage ordinary people's awareness of
its value, a participative management committee is to be
brought into the decision-making process.
International cooperation provides an important
partnership in terms of skills and material aid for the
implementation of the various plans and programmes.
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–

the conservation of architectural values,

–

the strengthening of
enhancement of the site,

–

the improvement of the living conditions of the
inhabitants,

–

raising awareness of the intangible heritage.

the

management

and

ICOMOS considers that the recent creation of the
Management Committee for the Cidade Velha Site is a
positive move towards the coordinated management of the
property. Its articulation with the other structures already
announced must, however, be specified, as must the
practical methods for its operation.

Risk preparedness
This point is not explicitly dealt with in the nomination
dossier.
Involvement of the local communities
This is provided for through the Participative Management
Committee.
Resources,
formation

including

staffing

levels,

expertise

ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate. Furthermore, ICOMOS recommends
that particular attention be paid to the competencies and
training of the personnel directly in charge of the property
and to the implementation of the management bodies
announced.

and

The Ministry of Culture has given a commitment that it
will provide permanent annual financing for the
conservation of the property.
The nominated property has received substantial
international aid grants which have allowed the carrying
out of the preliminary studies and the financing of the first
major restoration/conservation works. This has made it
possible to involve various forms of university-level
expertise
(architects,
archaeologists,
sustainable
development, etc.); training worksites have also been
established. The town now has builders who are well
trained in restoring traditional housing whilst complying
with current best practices in the field of conservation.

6. MONITORING
The monitoring of the property is included in the Urbanism
Monitoring Plan and its database. It seems that the
monumental ensemble will now remain virtually
unchanged over the coming years, and no major work will
be required, following the recent restorations.
The monitoring is carried out by the personnel in charge of
the maintenance, as is the monitoring of the street system.
The main monitoring indicator for the coming years is the
percentage of houses requiring an architectural intervention
for restoration or for restoring authenticity. This percentage
is 55%, but in most cases the interventions are considered
to be minor.

The municipality provides the financing for the general
maintenance (seventeen people), as does the Proim-Tur
agency for the monuments under its responsibility.
The IIPC has one full-time architect for monitoring the
property. The Ministry of Culture can make some of its
personnel available on a temporary basis.

ICOMOS considers that the various urban and architectural
monitoring indicators should be defined, in accordance
with international standards, including levels of importance
and degrees of urgency for the works to be carried out.

In its reply dated 28 February 2009, the State Party
presented the current arrangements for visitors to the site.
ICOMOS considers that it is necessary to improve the
competencies of the personnel in charge of visitor
arrangements and tours by the presence of guides who are
well trained in the history of the property and the
presentation of its values to a diverse range of audiences
(schoolchildren, Cape Verdeans, foreign tourists, etc), to
complete the signage, and to continue to develop the
production of appropriate documents.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS recognises the outstanding universal value of
Ribeira Grande and congratulates the State Party for the
efforts made to restore the authenticity and the
conservation of the property made over the past twenty
years, as well as the understanding of the group values of
Cidade Velha. Nonetheless, the protection of the property
and the implementation of the authorities in charge of its
management form an ongoing process that needs to be
carried through.

ICOMOS considers it necessary that the municipal
personnel in charge of maintenance should be given
continuous training in the technical conservation of the
property and be instructed in its regulatory protection.
Effectiveness of current management

Recommendations with respect to inscription

ICOMOS considers that the elements presented under the
heading ‘Management Plan’ constitute the general
guidelines and targets for the future management of the
property, and a general indicative timetable of when they
will be completed. Associated with the various sector plans
(conservation, management, tourism, archaeology, etc.)
and the regulations (building permits, planning
regulations), they form a credible management plan for the
property.

ICOMOS recommends that the nomination of Cidade
Velha, historic centre of Ribeira Grande, Cape Verde, be
referred back to the State Party to allow it to:

The organisation of management and the exercise of the
authority needed for its application are the responsibility
for the moment of the IIPC and the new municipal
structure. The functioning of several of the bodies is still in
the set-up and start-up phases. The cooperation
organisations created for this purpose, such as the Joint
Cabinet and the participative management committee, are
moving in the right direction.
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–

Publish the Decree-Laws recently drawn up by the
Council of Ministers for the extension of the existing
protection to the whole of the land property
nominated for inscription, for the creation of the
Management Committee for the Cidade Velha Site,
and for the individual national heritage listing of the
21 monuments and archaeological sites within the
property;

–

Confirm the progress made on the methods to protect
the maritime buffer zone and provide the definitive
map of the property and its buffer zone; and specify
the surface area of the maritime extension;

–

Specify the articulation between the Management
Committee for the Cidade Velha Site and the other
structures already announced and the practical
methods for its operation;

–

Pay particular attention to controlling urban
development and private construction, in particular by
specifying and strengthening the powers of the Joint
Cabinet in charge of building permits;

–

Define the various indicators for urban and
architectural monitoring in accordance with
international standards, with levels of importance and
urgency for the work to be performed.

ICOMOS also recommends that the State Party give
consideration to the following:
–

Pay particular attention to the competencies and
training of the personnel directly in charge of the
property, both for visitors and forconservation and
maintenance;

–

Increase the signage within the property so as to
improve the presentation of its outstanding universal
value and continue efforts to produce quality
documentation;

–

Preserve in the future management of the property the
relationship between the city and the rural and natural
space of the valley, in order to conserve the spirit and,
if possible, the evidence of the rich agricultural
history of Cidade Velha.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

View of the mouth of the valley from the sea

View of the bay of Cidade Velha from the cliff top

Pillory Square

Fortress of São Felipe

Technical Evaluation Mission: 13–20 September 2008

Grand-Bassam (Côte d’Ivoire)

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: The State Party sent a supplementary file (10
pages) dated 25 February 2009 which is taken into account
in this evaluation.

No 1322

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Historic town of
Grand-Bassam
Location:

2. THE PROPERTY
Description
The nominated property consists of a portion of the coastal
barrier of Grand-Bassam, forming a continuous strip a little
over 2km long and 400m wide. The property comprises the
historic colonial town, extended to include a portion of
around 200m of the lagoon, including the Pont de la
Victoire bridge. The nominated property is completed by
the lighthouse located on the other side of the lagoon, on
high ground on the peninsula between the lagoon and the
River Comoé.

Grand-Bassam
Department,
Southern Comoé region,
Republic of Côte d’Ivoire

Brief description:
The town of Grand-Bassam is an example of a colonial
town built at the end of the 19th century and during the
first half of the 20th century, using a planning concept
based on the specialisation of quarters for commerce,
administration, housing for Europeans, and housing for
Africans.

The boundaries of the nominated property run to the north
of the Ouladine lagoon and the coastal boundary of the
Petit-Paris quarter, to the west of the colonial cemetery, to
the south by the beach and the Atlantic Ocean, and to the
east of the traditional N’zima village opposite the mouth of
the River Comoé.

Its colonial architecture features soberly designed and
functional buildings, appropriate for the climatic
conditions, which take account of hygienic considerations.

The urban, architectural, and landscape characteristics of
Grand-Bassam are linked with its foundation and its
development during the French colonial period. GrandBassam was the first capital of Côte d’Ivoire. It also had a
wharf which has now disappeared (see History) and a large
commercial quarter, and its buildings reflect the significant
presence of the French Catholic Church and the
organisation of medical and educational facilities.

Grand-Bassam was the colonial capital, the largest port,
and the legal centre of Côte d’Ivoire; it bears witness to the
complex relationships that developed between Europeans
and Africans, and subsequently to the popular movement
in favour of independence.
Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural properties, as defined in
Article 1 of the World Heritage Convention of 1972, this is
a group of buildings.

The historic colonial town is divided into three zones: from
east to west the commercial quarter (1), the administrative
quarter (2), and the residential area (3). They reflect the
colonial urban planning layout based on Fort Nemours
which has today disappeared. It is a grid layout, with one
homogeneity for the commercial zone and another for all
the administrative and residential areas. The main road
network inside the property is around a dozen kilometres in
length, of which one-third is asphalted, the other streets
being cobbled or of stabilised earth; the pavements and
verges of the streets in the administrative and residential
quarters are usually turfed.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List: 29 November 2006
International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None.
Date received by
World Heritage Centre:

1 February 2008

Twenty buildings, including the lighthouse, are protected
buildings on the National Cultural Heritage List. Most are
situated in the administrative and residential quarters. Five
buildings are also listed as ‘outstanding buildings’ because
of their architectural qualities or their historical
significance:

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committees on Historic Towns and Villages,
20th Century Heritage, and Shared Built Heritage.
Literature consulted (selection):
Atger, Paul, La France en Côte d’Ivoire de 1843 à 1893, Dakar
1962.
Ministère des Affaires culturelles, L’Architecture coloniale en
Côte d’Ivoire, Abidjan 1985.
Direction et contrôle des grands travaux, Mise en valeur de la ville
historique de Grand-Bassam, Abidjan 1990.
Fondation Borremans, Grand-Bassam, Atlas d’un patrimoine en
détresse, Lomé 2004.
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–

the former Governor’s Palace, which is today the
National Costume Museum;

–

the former Courthouse;

–

the former Treasury Building, today the Bishop’s
Palace;

–

the former Post Office, today the Heritage Centre;

–

the Ganamet House, in zone (1).

The historic commercial quarter (1) is the oldest part of
Grand-Bassam; its urban plan dates from the second half of
the 19th century. To the east it connects with the African
N’zima village through the Rue Abissa and the Place
Abissa. Built in a sandy area of around 15 hectares, it has a
close grid layout with plots that are usually square in
shape. For many years this area was the centre of colonial
commerce in Côte d’Ivoire, which resulted in the
construction of typical large houses, with a warehouse on
the ground floor and private residential accommodation on
one or two floors above. Around ten buildings in this
quarter have been accorded the status of ‘noteworthy
buildings’ and the Ganamet House is listed as
‘outstanding.’ The houses concerned mostly date from the
1920–30 period. This area contains 118 main buildings and
38 ancillary buildings, together with two monuments
(Grolo and Sider).

the town, and in particular the N’zima village (zone 4),
which is typical of African buildings in this region,
constructed of wood and plant material. Whilst it had a
completely different morphology and structure, the N’zima
village was just as important in the colonial period as it is
today. It was the home of the Ivorians who worked in the
European zone.
The N’zima of Grand-Bassam are a people belonging to
the Akans group. They are made up of clans that share a
major cultural event: the ceremony of Abissa or
Koumdoum. This is both a sacred dance and a ritual
celebration which lasts for a week, in the autumn, when the
palm seeds mature and fall to the ground. A small part of
the original c 40m2 sacred wood survives in the heart of the
village.
ICOMOS recommends that the State Party should give
further consideration to how all or part of the N’zima
village (the sacred wood and the central square), an
essential element of the urban and colonial history of
Grand-Bassam, could be included within the boundaries of
the property, in spite of having a road system and land
ownership structure which is very different from that of the
colonial town.

Today, this quarter has lost its original commercial
function. It is mostly given over to urban housing for poor
people. The lagoon front has two hotels and several
restaurants.
This quarter has no public green space or urban planting,
except at the edge of the beach and the administrative
quarter. This area has a shrub barrier as protection against
the Atlantic Ocean.

History and development

The administrative quarter (2) and the residential area
extending beyond it to the west (3) were planned from
1909 onwards, for the construction of the public services
and administration buildings of the colony. The plots here
are large, rectangular, and spacious, including a large
number of gardens with trees. The average built area is
only 30% of the total area of the plot. The road network
branches out from the Boulevard Treich-Laplène, a central
thoroughfare running parallel to the axis of the lagoon,
along which are sited the main public buildings.
Plantations in the form of lines of trees remain along part
of the avenues and the lagoon front, particularly in the area
near the bridge. The ensemble bears witness to
considerations of hygiene, and a vision of colonial urban
space as vast, spacious, and with buildings surrounded by
greenery.

At a time of colonial rivalry between the French and the
British in the mid-19th century, the French signed in 1842
the first protectorate treaty with Attékeblé, the king of the
Grand-Bassam region and of the Abouré populations. He
authorised the French to build a defensive work, Fort
Nemours, on the coastal barrier at the entrance to the river
(1843). The fort housed a trading post and a small hospital.
In subsequent years, other treaties bolstered the French
presence, which then became exclusive, alongside the local
population of fishermen and shopkeepers.
Feeling themselves to be shut in, the Abourés and their
allies the Tchama made war against the French from 1849
to 1853. Fort Nemours was besieged; an expeditionary
corps under the orders of Faidherbe was sent out, and this
finally led to the strengthening of the French presence.

The built structure of the administrative quarter is richly
endowed with colonial public buildings, such as the
Governor’s Palace (1893), the Post Office and the Customs
House (1894), the Courthouse (1911), the Prefecture, the
church and the presbytery, the town hall, and the Treasury
House, together with the premises of former French private
companies, etc. These buildings are generally aligned, two
metres from the street; in most cases they have a long
central block surrounded by verandas and galleries, with
huge slatted shutters for temperature control. The boundary
walls are often in reinforced concrete and feature
geometrical motifs. The very sober and basically functional
appearance of the veranda facades produces a colonial
style that is specific to Grand-Bassam.

Despite an initial deadly outbreak of yellow fever which
decimated the Europeans (1862), merchants begin to set up
operations close to the fort. They included Arthur Verdier,
an emblematic figure of this period. Verdier became the
first Résident (French governor) of the Côte d'Or (the first
French name given to Côte d’Ivoire), in 1870–80. He
opposed the influence of the British, successfully launched
coffee-growing, encouraged the setting up of factoreries
(trading posts), and set up an educational establishment.
At the end of the 1880s, French influence was gradually
extended into the interior of the country, at a time when the
Treaty of Berlin determined how Africa would be divided
up between the European nations (1885).

Slightly more dense than the administrative zone, the
residential quarter (3) features typical colonial long town
houses with galleries that create an ingenious form of
natural ventilation. This quarter also includes some
colonial public buildings: an officers’ mess, a hospital, and
a regional school.

Grand-Bassam was the capital of the Résidence of French
settlements in the region, and then the capital of the
Colonie de Côte d’Ivoire from 1893 onwards. It thus
became a major centre of colonial presence in this region.
In addition to the first commercial establishments, built in
wood around Fort Nemours, the first public buildings
appeared, providing the first signs of colonial urbanism
(see Description). A large French administration was

The buffer zone completely surrounds the property
nominated for inscription on the World Heritage List. It
includes all the elements that are immediately adjacent to
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The issue of the conservation and restoration of GrandBassam was considered by the Ivorian public authorities at
the end of the 1970s. The restoration of the Governor’s
Palace and its conversion into the National Costume
Museum dates from this period. The museum was
completed in 1981.

established at Grand-Bassam. Internal commercial
transport took place via the three rivers which flowed into
the lagoons of the Grand-Bassam region. Canals were dug
between the lagoons, forming a waterway network more
than 300km in length.
A large African population was thus drawn towards the
town that was being built, coming from the interior of the
country, from other French colonies, and also from
countries such as Congo and Sierra Leone. In 1899, a
disastrous epidemic of yellow fever wiped out threequarters of the population. The contaminated houses were
burnt down. Grand-Bassam was for this reason considered
to be unhealthy and short of space for more substantial
development. Although its function as a colonial capital
was challenged, a function which it was to progressively
lose, it remained the economic capital of Côte d’Ivoire.

It was not, however, until the 1990s that further efforts
were made to increase public awareness: around twenty
buildings in Grand-Bassam were inscribed on the national
cultural heritage list, and a second key project was carried
out with the conversion of the former Post Office and
Customs building into a Cultural Heritage Centre (2003).
Mention should also be made of the recent conversion of
two markets into a cultural centre and a library, and the
restoration of the Bishop’s Palace and the former Officers’
Mess.
A certain number of private houses have also been restored
by their owners, who in most cases live in them.

However, the real international economic flowering of the
town was hindered by the question of the ocean barrier,
which made it difficult to load and unload vessels anchored
in the waters of the gulf. The construction of a first wharf
177m long, completed in 1901, resolved the question, and
a very sharp increase in trade resulted. The wharf was
however damaged by the tidal waves of 1910 and 1911.
Construction of a second wharf was begun, but it was
overwhelmed from 1923 onwards, when the first wharf
became unusable because of damage caused by the ocean.
The port infrastructure was completed by a wharf on the
lagoon. Grand-Bassam became one of the largest ports in
Africa for timber. In 1928, the Pont de la Victoire bridge
was opened.

The question of maintaining the built structure and
conserving the urban ensemble is today of key importance,
both for the town and its inhabitants, and for the
representatives of the various administrations concerned.
Historic town of Grand-Bassam values
Grand-Bassam is an example of a well conserved colonial
town in tropical Africa, with no major alterations, largely
as a result of the loss of its administrative and economic
functions after World War II.
Its urban fabric illustrates the various phases in the
development of the economic and political aims of the
colonising power. They are reflected in the particularly
distinct organisation of the urban territory, with its
commercial quarter, administrative and political quarter,
European residential zone, and African village.

The construction and urban development of the three
quarters continued vigorously before and after World War
I. The whole of the coastal zone had been taken over by
urban development by the start of the 1920s.
The colonial power for Côte d’Ivoire decided to build a
third wharf, but further west at Port-Bouët (1931), close to
Abidjan, the new Résidence of Côte d’Ivoire (1934). This
extremely efficient infrastructure breached the economic
pre-eminence of Grand-Bassam, the decline of which
continued inexorably until World War II.

The town bears witness to the social domination
relationships resulting from colonisation in the form of the
geographical juxtaposition of the European quarters and
the African village. It also bears witness to the origins of
the democratic and anti-colonial movement in Côte
d’Ivoire, which was to lead to the country’s independence.

After World War II, Grand-Bassam specialised in handling
timber and it was also a port of call for ocean liners, but its
port activities came to an end in 1951 when the wharf was
decommissioned. Damaged by the ocean, it was finally
destroyed by the tidal wave of 1965. The merchants left the
town in the early 1950s, moving to Abidjan where a deepwater port had just been opened.

The town is a very clear example of an attempt to adapt
European conceptions of hygiene to tropical Africa in the
early 20th century, in a place affected by recurrent yellow
fever. This led to a form of official and residential urban
planning that is characterised in particular by open spaces,
where rows of trees and gardens play a key role, together
with original building layouts to protect against the heat.
The town has a typical and specific colonial architecture,
for both public and private buildings, illustrated by the
long house with verandas and galleries. This is a sober and
functional colonial style.

Grand-Bassam is exemplary as an expression of the
complex colonial relations between Africans and
Europeans. It was at Grand-Bassam that the anti-colonialist
combatants of the Rassemblement Démocratique Africain
were imprisoned in 1949, and it was also where their trial
took place, together with the celebrated women’s march
organised to demand their release. The colonial judiciary
function was transferred to Abidjan in 1954.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

When independence was gained in 1960, Grand-Bassam
became the centre of an administrative area. Today it is a
major tourist and cultural destination in Côte d’Ivoire,
particularly for the inhabitants of Abidjan. The coastal
barrier has, moreover, become closed off to the east of the
town, preventing the River Comoé from flowing directly
into the ocean.

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity
The integrity of the historic site, in the sense of a colonial
town whose apogee came in 1920–30, should be
considered mainly from the urban, architectural, and
environmental viewpoints. The military dimension of
Grand-Bassam, which played an essential role in the
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establishment of the colony in the 19th century, was no
longer an element of the property following the early
disappearance of Fort Nemours (1910). The port
dimension, which made possible the economic
development and wealth of the town in the 20th century,
was symbolised by the successive wharves of GrandBassam, but these were finally destroyed by the assaults of
the ocean in 1965; only the lighthouse remains.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have only partially been met. The integrity of
the property would be strengthened by the inclusion of all
or part of the N’zima village. While the public and private
buildings usually have a good degree of authenticity, their
integrity is sometimes poor or under threat from
abandonment or lack of maintenance. The integrity and
authenticity of the property is under threat in the areas next
to the beaches.

The integrity of the property as a historic colonial town
should, however, be completed by all or part of the N’zima
village in order to ensure that its significance and value are
fully represented.

Comparative analysis
The State Party makes a comparison with two colonial
cities which are relatively close both geographically and
historically, and both of which developed as a result of
French colonisation in the 19th and 20th centuries: SaintLouis du Sénégal, inscribed on the World Heritage List
since 2000 (criteria (ii), (iv)) and Grand-Lahou in Côte
d’Ivoire.

The integrity of the urban fabric is good, since the initial
town development plan has been conserved, particularly its
division into quarters, and the built heritage has not been
greatly altered. A significant proportion of the rows of
plants and turfed pavements has been conserved. The same
applies to the gardens of the buildings in the administrative
and residential quarters. The urban landscape broadly
corresponds to what it was at the apogee of the colonial
town.

The former comparison concerns two colonial towns with
similar functions as historic colonial capitals. The towns
were also once economic capitals, a role that diminished as
they were supplanted by ports better adapted to modern
ships, a fact which has thus contributed to their
preservation. However, in terms of both town planning and
architectural styles, Saint-Louis and Grand-Bassam are
profoundly different.

Conversely, the architectural integrity of the buildings is
often mediocre or poor, particularly in the commercial
quarter where many houses have been abandoned. Certain
noteworthy buildings such as the Ganamet House, the Aka
House, and the Hôtel de France are in a very poor
condition.

Saint-Louis has a homogeneous square plan, arranged
around a large central square. The architecture includes
private houses with patios and large public buildings
influenced by styles in metropolitan France, such as
Modern Art and Neo-Classicism. Grand-Bassam has a
clear architectural specificity, particularly because of the
characteristic sober functionalism of the houses with
verandas and galleries. At Saint-Louis, the functions of
administration, housing, and commerce are mixed up
inside the town, with no quarters specifically dedicated to
them.

The environment next to the lagoons and beaches has been
altered by the presence of a large number of tourism
facilities.
ICOMOS considers that the integrity of the urban fabric
and its environment is good, but that the architectural
integrity is under threat in many cases, by reason of
abandonment and lack of maintenance, and the integrity of
the urban landscape is under threat from the pressure for
property linked to beach tourism.
Authenticity

Grand-Lahou was a town that was similar to GrandBassam, and at one time they were in competition to
become the capital of the French settlements in Côte
d’Ivoire. It was built on the Ivorian coastal barrier and was
subject to the same constraints, with the adoption of the
same construction options. However, the decision to
reconstruct the town behind the lagoon (1975) led to the
abandonment of the historic site, which has since then been
partially swallowed up by the advance of the ocean.

The authenticity of the buildings is generally good,
although some individual repair interventions have failed
to conform with the original materials or forms.
The general authenticity of the historic town of GrandBassam has been conserved overall, even though the built
structure is sometimes in poor condition, and in some cases
in ruins.
Some public buildings have been well conserved,
respecting the original volumes and facades, and some
streets seem to retained complete authenticity and integrity,
particularly the Rue Lieutenant Welfe.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative study provided is
relevant but minimal, consisting of only two French
colonial settlements in West Africa. ICOMOS considers
that it is essential to carry out a comparison broadened to
other towns, ports, and trading posts created in Africa by
other colonial powers.

However, the authenticity of some important buildings at
Grand-Bassam has been adversely affected by alterations
which do not fully or sufficiently respect the heritage, as at
the Treich-Laplène House and the Ketouré House.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis should
be completed so that the inscription of the property on the
World Heritage List can be considered.

Furthermore, the expression of the authenticity of the
property is adversely impacted near the beaches by a
proliferation of constructions linked to tourism activities
(See Threats).

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the States Party
to be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
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–

–

–

ICOMOS considers that the arguments presented are
persuasive, but stresses on the one hand the lack of any
direct vestiges of the ports, which have been washed away
by the sea (with the exception of the lighthouse), and on
the other hand the political and economic importance
assumed by Grand-Bassam during the colonial period
inside what was known at the time as the AOF (Afrique
occidentale française) until independence.

The architecture has specific characteristics which
clearly indicate functional adaptation to the climate: a
long, narrow rectangular plan, rooms with a double
outlook, the presence of large verandas with large
slatted shutters and galleries, and natural ventilation
obtained by openings and by wall ducts. This results
in a style which is both sober and functional in the
administrative and residential quarter. The
commercial quarter is characterised more by
decorative diversity and an eclectic style.

ICOMOS considers that the expression of universal value
for this criterion involves the inclusion in the nominated
property of all or part of the N’zima village.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

The point of departure for many explorations, the
town was at the origin of the modern relationship of
the coast with its hinterland, up to the loop of the
Niger and Sudan. Through a large foreign presence
and its role as a colonial capital, the town established
the country's largest port outlet.

–

It was one of the major structural features which
helped determine the constitution of Côte d’Ivoire and
made a decisive contribution to the territorial
organisation of West Africa in the colonial period
(Afrique Occidentale Française).

–

The town bears cultural witness to the colonial
presence, with its combination of economic harshness
(exploitation of people) and socio-educational
expertise (presence of churches dedicated to
evangelisation and of schools).

–

The African N’zima village and the continuing
existence of its specific cultural tradition of Abissa
serve as a reminder of the importance of the African
part of the colonial town.

–

The town is a major site in Ivorian national history,
because of its role in the colonial period. Through the
‘Women's March’ of December 1949 in particular,
and the trial of the independentist militants in March
1950, it is a place which bears witness to the
decolonisation of Africa.

–

Europeans in the same ensemble, but is also a remarkable
example of a cohabitation that was simultaneously
harmonious and conflictual.

The town is a remarkable example of a colonial plan
based on the functional and social separation of the
different quarters: commercial, administrative,
residential, and indigenous. Its grid layout features a
significant plant landscaping dimension which gives it
the appearance of a planned park.

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history;
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the historic town of Grand-Bassam presents a
remarkable urban and architectural ensemble, which is
representative of the colonial society of Côte d’Ivoire from
the end of the 19th century until World War II. The
ensemble is remarkable for its plan, divided into separate
quarters with precise and complementary functions. Its
colonial town planning includes wide tree-lined streets,
functional houses which are remarkably well adapted to
tropical conditions, and vast gardens. The various facets of
its urban landscape express not only cohabitation between
the colonial and African populations, but also an encounter
between different civilisations in its commercial quarter.
The urban and architectural ensembles which express these
values are particularly clear and homogeneous.
ICOMOS considers that the elements presented to justify
this criterion are important and should be taken into
account, but that in the present state of the comparative
study it is not yet possible to decide whether Outstanding
Universal Value has been demonstrated or not.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

It is a town which is a melting pot of peoples and
cultures, with a strong symbolic presence in postcolonial literature and in the imagination of the
peoples of Africa.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been demonstrated at
this stage.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(iii) and (iv).

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.

Development pressures
Urban development pressure is clearly present on the
northern edge of the property, along the lagoon, with the
construction of new buildings for residential or tourism
purposes. To the south, the beaches of the Atlantic coast
and the surrounding area are occupied by many tourism
facilities.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Grand-Bassam bears exceptionally clear and complete
witness to a colonial tradition of cohabitation between
Europeans and Africans. Through its town planning
involving division into quarters, its urban landscapes, its
monuments, and its symbolic places, the town presents all
the elements of the complete functioning of the colonial
system from 1880 to the post-World War II period. It bears
witness to the very different lifestyles of Africans and

Social pressure clearly exists in the former commercial
quarter, characterised by illegal occupations of abandoned
buildings and warehouses. In the case of residential
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Natural disasters, impact of climate change

buildings rented out by the owners in the normal way,
there is a clear tendency towards overcrowding, combined
with a general lack of maintenance.

Tidal waves are relatively frequent at Grand-Bassam,
affecting the coastal barrier, and they have played a major
role in the history of the town (see History). The most
recent tidal wave, in August 2007, at certain points
penetrated by up to 200 metres into the interior, i.e. to the
middle of the coastal barrier. The effects and frequency of
tidal waves will probably be increased by climate change.

Pauperisation of the quarter is in progress. One of its
consequences is the appearance of uncontrolled tipping of
waste, which contributes to deterioration of the
environment and contamination of the lagoon water.
ICOMOS considers that better control of housing use is
necessary, together with measures to encourage regular
housing maintenance.

Erosion is carrying away the sand of the Atlantic beaches.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are numerous, and are linked both to human activities in all
their forms as well as to the fragile natural conditions of
the coastal barrier. The threats are in general not
irreversible, and ICOMOS recommends that the State Party
should take appropriate management measures to control
the threats and reduce their impact.

ICOMOS considers that control of construction linked with
the development of tourism is essential.
Economic development pressures
The economic environment is represented by a large sand
extraction operation in the lagoon and the discovery of an
oilfield off the shore of Grand-Bassam.
ICOMOS considers it necessary to ensure that sand
extraction does not change the lagoon's hydrogeological
balances, and that a possible oil rush does not suddenly
change the housing in the property and its buffer zone as a
result of insufficiently controlled reuse of old housing and
possible new construction.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The nominated property consists of the colonial historic
town located on the coastal barrier (98ha) and the
lighthouse and its immediate surrounding area on the other
side of the lagoon (0.4ha), making a total of 98.4ha.

Tourism pressures
There is a considerable amount of seaside tourism by the
inhabitants of Abidjan, a large town situated nearby, on the
beaches of the coastal barrier close to the historic town.
This has led to the development of tourist facilities and to
pollution which is insufficiently controlled.

The buffer zone has a total area of 320.4ha. It has two
parts, the main one around the historic town and the other
around the lighthouse.
There are 5000 inhabitants in the area covered by the
nominated property.

Hotels and restaurants have been built, and demand for
seaside and tourism constructions could grow over the
coming years.

ICOMOS considers that, based on the analysis of the
property and its value, all or part of the N’zima village
should be included in the property, even though the
conservation and management of the village are of a
different nature to those of the colonial town.

For the moment these pressures do not have too great a
direct impact on the property and its conservation. They
could, however, prove a threat if no management measures
are taken to cater for and provide facilities for tourists, and
for the controlled increase in accommodation capacities.

ICOMOS considers that the two buffer zones should be
merged into one, by an extension to the north and northwest along the coastal river.

ICOMOS considers it is essential to ensure that tourism
development is controlled, as regards both daytime
facilities and the construction of accommodation
infrastructures.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property should be changed to include all or part of the
N’zima village, so that there is only one buffer zone.

Environmental pressures
Through the lagoon, waste water from the town of Abidjan
and its industrial zone reaches Grand-Bassam and is
threatening the town's ecological and hydrogeological
balance.

Ownership
The nominated property area is divided into several types
of property, with a total of 350 lots, 280 of which have a
title deed:

The closing of the coastal barrier near the River Comoé, to
the east of the property, has resulted in a lower rate of
renewal of the lagoon water and a change in salinity.
Combined with pollution caused by human activities, the
result is a proliferation of aquatic plants (water hyacinths
and water lettuces) and a significant reduction in water
quality.
ICOMOS considers it essential to take measures to
improve water quality and to manage waste, which is
having an impact on the property.

–

the public street domain, consisting of the streets,
squares, the bridge, etc.;

–

the private domain of the state and the Municipality,
consisting of the corresponding buildings and the
associated land (50 public title deeds);

–

180 private title deeds.

ICOMOS requests that the State Party should confirm
whether the 70 land lots without title deeds correspond in
fact to the public street domain.
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Protection

Traditional protection

Legal protection

At all administrative levels, and whatever the philosophical
sensibility or socio-cultural origin of the staff, concern to
preserve the property in its essence and in relation to its
historic past is predominant.

The main laws and decrees which govern the property are:
–

the Cultural Heritage Protection Law (87-806), and
the organisational decree of the Culture Ministry
(2007-467);

–

the Urban Planning Law (65-253) and the Building
Permits law (65-248), together with the Building
Permits Decree (77-941 and 92-378);

On many occasions, private citizens aware of the value of
the property have come forward spontaneously to draw
attention to illegal constructions or unsuitable conversions
of properties forming part of the historic town. They, too,
are playing an effective role in protecting the property.

–

the Environment Code law (96-766).

Effectiveness of protection measures
The implementation of the legal protection measures relating
to the property is the responsibility of the Culture and
Francophone Affairs Ministry.

The organic laws are backed up by complementary decrees
and orders which are specific to the property:
–

the list of protected historic monuments of GrandBassam (91-23);

–

the organisation of the conservation, restoration, and
enhancement of the architectural heritage of GrandBassam (2001-n°39);

–

the creation of the Cultural Heritage Centre (Maison
du patrimoine culturel) at Grand-Bassam (2003-n°04);

The architectural protection decree and the Prefectural
Commission in charge of examining and following up
building permit files for the historic town of Grand-Bassam
should greatly improve the effectiveness of the protection.
All the protection measures should be effectively backed
up by collective awareness, leading to interventions to
protect the property against illegal alterations.

Twenty-seven buildings inside the perimeter of the
property are considered to be ‘remarkable buildings.’

ICOMOS considers that the legal measures and bodies for
preservation should be completed and confirmed,
particularly
the
Building
Permits
Commission.
Furthermore, all the buildings of the property which are
registered by the State Party as ‘outstanding’ or
‘remarkable’ should be inscribed on the National Cultural
Heritage List.

Finally, around one hundred buildings located in the three
zones are deemed to be ‘ordinary’ heritage edifices, i.e.
their characteristics are repetitive and relatively common in
the urban fabric, but their maintenance and protection are
considered necessary to ensure the continuity of the urban
landscape.
Several texts to protect the property and several public
institutions intended to complement those which already
exist have been announced by the State Party, in particular:

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research

–

the draft decree for a protection perimeter of the
architectural heritage of Grand-Bassam;

The most recent inventory documents and studies are as
follows:

–

the draft prefectural order for the creation of the
commission in charge of examining and following up
building permit applications on the site of the historic
town of Grand-Bassam.

–

The local conservation databases of the Cultural
Heritage Centre (Maison du patrimoine culturel);

–

Grand-Bassam, Atlas d’un patrimoine en détresse,
2004;

–

Etude de la mise en valeur de Grand-Bassam, 1990;

–

Architecture coloniale de Côte d’Ivoire, 1985.

In the supplementary documentation dated 25 February
2009, the State Party indicated that the prefectural order for
the creation, powers, organisation, and operation of the
commission in charge of examining and following up
building permit applications on the site of the historic town
of Grand-Bassam has been published and is now available.
It was not annexed to the documentation sent.

In addition to the Cultural Heritage Centre in GrandBassam, the documents, inventories, and archives relating
to the property are conserved at the Cultural Heritage
Directorate in Abidjan and the Support Mission for
conducting municipal operations, also in Abidjan.

The decision about strengthening the role, function, and
powers of the Cultural Heritage Centre of Grand-Bassam is
pending.

Present state of conservation and maintenance
Most of the urban components of the town are well
conserved and the original fabric of the property is largely
in place (see Integrity/Authenticity). The same is true for
the trees and other planting: almost 50% of the rows of
trees have been conserved, and the gardens have abundant
vegetation including many long-established trees.

ICOMOS considers that all the buildings of the nominated
property that are listed as ‘outstanding’ or ‘remarkable’ by
the State Party should be protected by inscription on the
National Cultural Heritage List.
ICOMOS considers that the additional protection measures
(Building Permits Commission and powers of the Heritage
Centre) need to be confirmed by supplying the official
documents justifying their publication.

Nevertheless, some buildings have deteriorated
substantially because of a lack of maintenance, and
sometimes because of abandonment. Some are almost
ruins, while others have been hastily repaired or altered,
adversely affecting their value. In some cases references
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have been made to ‘distressed heritage’ concerning GrandBassam. It seems quite clear that this term refers to the
former commercial quarter and its state of progressive
pauperisation (see Threats).

regularity of these actions must be confirmed over the
coming years. For the purpose of restoring private
buildings, effective institutional operation, based on
practical recommendations and encouragements, must be
confirmed.

The administrative and residential quarters, however, are in
much better condition, and contain a significant number of
buildings which have been maintained, and in some cases
restored, respecting the original architecture. Some historic
buildings such as the Costumes Museum (formerly the
Governor's Palace), the Bishop's Palace (formerly the
Treasury Building), and the Cultural Heritage Centre
(formerly the Post Office and Customs House) have been
rehabilitated and restored in exemplary fashion.

ICOMOS considers it necessary to make the Conservation
and Management Plan more practical and operational by
completing it with a detailed inventory of the works, and a
timetable of the priority actions, to be carried out.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

Of the 124 buildings registered on the heritage inventory
(see Description), the State Party estimates that:
–

30 (24%) are in a good condition, requiring no works
at all;

–

60 (48.5%) are in an average condition, requiring
enhancement works;

–

19 (15.5%) are in poor condition, requiring major
repairs;

–

15 (12%) are in ruins and need to be rebuilt or
demolished.

including

An important step in managing the heritage and the
associated data was taken in 2003 by the opening of the
Cultural Heritage Centre (Maison du patrimoine culturel)
at Grand-Bassam by the Culture Ministry.
A Site Steering and Management Committee was created
by the Ministry (July 2007) as the management plan body.
It will carry out a mission of general guidance and
monitoring of the site. It will validate action plans and
assess the annual activity report. It will be supported by the
Local Consultative Committee which brings together a
dozen organisations, in particular the Town Council, the
General Council of Grand-Bassam, the Prefecture, the
representatives of the devolved state services including the
Maison du patrimoine, the representatives of craftspeople,
hoteliers, and the representatives of local communities.
Finally, the Operational Management Agency will be the
body that implements the plan in the field, adopting the
model of a private structure with its own resources.

The street network is generally well conserved and in a
satisfactory condition thanks to appropriate public
maintenance, although there may be some small-scale
drainage or public-health problems.
Active conservation measures
The five scheduled buildings on the National Cultural
Heritage List that have been identified as outstanding
buildings (see Description) should all be restored to their
identical design, particularly the Ganamet House.

There is a local commission responsible for investigating
building permit applications.

The 27 ‘remarkable buildings,’ of which 15 are included in
the National Cultural Heritage List, must be preserved as a
matter of priority.

ICOMOS considers that the Local Consultative Committee
should be more closely associated with the Site Guidance
and Management Committee, and that it should participate
in decision-making, so as to be fully involved in the
management of the property.

The conservation and management plan runs for the period
2008–18. Priority conservation and enhancement works
have been taken into consideration. These include the
study and restoration of outstanding buildings and the
conservation of landscapes, streets, public spaces, and
sewerage. The estimated cost of the priority actions is 20
million euros. They are mentioned as forming the first part
of a Rehabilitation Plan for Grand-Bassam.

ICOMOS considers that having the Operational
Management Agency operate as a private entity and
leaving it to rely on resources it generates through its
activities is not an appropriate way to deal with the very
important problems of the conservation of the property, as
they exist today. A significant proportion of its resources
and personnel must be guaranteed on a long-term basis by
the State Party.

In the supplementary documentation dated 25 February
2009, the State Party included a table listing the tasks
performed by the Municipality in favour of the property’s
conservation.

ICOMOS considers that the fields of action and the terms
and conditions of practical cooperation between the
Cultural Heritage Centre and the Operational Management
Agency must be specified in more detail.

ICOMOS considers it necessary to include in the
conservation and management plan a timetable for the
priority actions and an inventory of the works to be carried
out.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Effectiveness of conservation measures

In 2007 the property was covered by twelve plans and
programmes registered and approved at national level.
They included in particular:

ICOMOS considers that the conservation of the urban
network and its street system is at an acceptable level;
measures relating to sewerage, refuse processing and water
control must, however, be strengthened.

–

Some remarkable public actions have taken place in the
restoration and conservation of the built structure, but the
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the layout plans of the town, and particularly the
‘Layout Plan of the Historic Town of Grand-Bassam’
and the ‘Historic Town Zoning Plan’;

–

the heritage plans for buildings inscribed on the
national cultural heritage list and buildings of heritage
interest;

–

the road plans and the plans of plantations and
vegetation;

The Cultural Heritage Centre in charge of the cultural
management of the site has 13 employees: 3 curators, 2
technicians and 1 assistant for the museum; 2 archivists; 2
cultural action advisors and one facilitator; 2 caretakers.

–

the development area map;

ICOMOS would like to know the composition of the
current staff and of the future staff of the Operational
Management Agency of the property.

–

the plan of cultural and tourism facilities.

Effectiveness of current management

In connection with the ‘Conservation and Management
Plan (2008–12)’, the Committee has drawn up a list of
general objectives for the management of the site, with a
view to having its value recognised at international level.

The State Party itself takes a fairly severe view of the
management of the property as carried out up to now, and
in some cases the criticism is perhaps excessive
(Management Plan, pp. 35–37). It indicates among other
things the lack of a true site management plan up to the
present, and the somewhat inefficient functioning of the
local commission in charge of issuing building permits, the
lack of a tourism development plan, particularly for the
management of the beaches, the lack of development of
local craft activity, and insufficient documentation about
the property.

Grand-Bassam caters for large numbers of tourists,
particularly because of its seaside tourism potential. Its
beaches and restaurants are very popular. Its hotels and its
guest houses have a permanent accommodation capacity of
around 750 people, but many of the tourists come for the
day or weekend from Abidjan, and a large proportion are
young people. At the weekend, around 2000 people spend
the night in the town.

The rehabilitation of some public buildings has indeed
been carried out in past years, as a result of specific
projects for which rehabilitation financing was obtained.
The priority measures announced for future management
are rather vague and are a statement of intent; as things
stand today, their financing does not seem to be
guaranteed, in either the public or the private sector.

ICOMOS recommends the inclusion in the management
plan of a guide to best practices in restoration and
conservation aimed at private owners, and incentive
measures to encourage the application of such practices.
Risk preparedness
This point is not explicitly dealt with in the nomination
dossier. The general objectives of the management plan
indicate in a few words the need to develop the oceanic
coastal shores, but without referring to the nature of the
works to be considered, or the means which could be made
available for this purpose.

Recognition of the conservation and maintenance needs of
the property has at present reached the stage of a general
inventory. As things stand today, there is no precise
rehabilitation plan or implementation timetable.
The street network and sewer system are managed by the
Municipality. There seem, however, to be management
difficulties, particularly with regard to refuse collection
and water cleanness.

Involvement of the local communities
Quite a large number of the inhabitants of Grand-Bassam
seem to be aware of the heritage value of the historic town,
and are indeed quite proud of it. However, while the
nomination file briefly refers to the representatives of local
or professional communities on the management bodies,
efforts should be made to encourage their effective
participation.

Some environmental problems, such as the quality of the
lagoon water and the protection of the coastal barrier
against the ocean, seem not to have been properly dealt
with up to now.
In view of the scale of the problems encountered, it is
necessary for the State Party to obtain international aid for
the implementation of the conservation and management
plan and for the rehabilitation of the plan.

The Municipality is involved in street cleaning and
sewerage and through its participation in the Building
Permits Committee. The supplementary documentation
dated 25 February 2009 stipulates which tasks are the
responsibility of the Municipality.

ICOMOS considers that the practical management
elements already in place must be strengthened to make
them more effective, particularly the local Building
Permits Commission, which has an essential role to play in
the future conservation of the property.

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training
Based on the land and the built structure of the town,
rehabilitation investments would be divided up on the basis
of 30% for the public authorities and 70% for the private
sector. Owners are encouraged to direct their built structure
rehabilitation investments towards tourist accommodation
if they do not take care of the buildings themselves.

ICOMOS considers that special attention should be paid to
strengthening and setting up a conservation and
management plan which is detailed, documented, and
practical.
ICOMOS considers it essential to consolidate national
public and private financing and to encourage international
financing.

The management of the scheduled sites and monuments
can be assisted by various staff trained locally by the
Cultural Action Training School and by the various
universities and higher education establishments of Côte
d’Ivoire. A number of African international programmes
and resource centres in Africa and Europe can also
contribute by supplying competent staff.

ICOMOS requests confirmation that the Operational
Management Agency for the property has indeed been set
up, and that its material and human resources have been
guaranteed.
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6. MONITORING
Monitoring of the conservation of the property is the
responsibility of the Cultural Heritage Centre of GrandBassam, which is under the supervision of the Cultural
Heritage Directory of the Culture Ministry. The Directorate
is also responsible for monitoring the application of laws
and regulations. It is empowered to issue administrative
orders.

–

Extend the buffer zone so as to make it into a single
area;

–

Complete the comparative analysis by considering
colonial urban planning more widely, primarily and in
general on the African continent, at comparable
periods;

–

Complete and confirm the legal measures and the
bodies in charge of the preservation of the property,
particularly the Building Permits Commission and the
powers of the Cultural Heritage Centre;

–

In order to guarantee the conservation of the property,
strengthen the practical and operational dimension of
the Conservation and Management Plan by adding a
detailed inventory of the works to be carried out and a
timetable of priority actions;

–

Confirm the setting up of the Operational
Management Agency of the property and guarantee its
material and human resources;

–

In addition to the current monitoring indicator (1),
define operational indicators corresponding to precise,
periodic, and quantified monitoring actions, by
considering international standards in this area; and
ensure that skilled personnel are present to implement
these actions.

The key indicators set out in the nomination dossier are as
follows:
1.

an assessment of the percentage of buildings in each
zone which require repairs, on the basis of indices
(good, average, poor, or in ruins);

2.

the estimated number of years required for the
conservation programme;

3.

the degree of movement of a building relative to the
reference building, the Governor's Palace.

In practice, the actions taken give rise to quarterly
inspection reports.
ICOMOS considers that the proposed indicators are too
general, and that they do not correspond to precise,
practical, and quantified monitoring actions.
ICOMOS considers that the Cultural Heritage Centre is
very important for the conservation of the property.
However, ICOMOS considers that its present staff is
qualified for the cultural management of the site but not for
the technical monitoring of its state of conservation.

ICOMOS considers that any revised nomination with
revised boundaries would need to be considered by a
mission to the site.

ICOMOS considers that the property monitoring
programme and the material and human resources made
available for this purpose must be significantly
strengthened.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS today recognises the very high value of the town
of Grand-Bassam, particularly in the context of West
Africa. However, both the current definition of the
property, without the N'zima village, and the shortcomings
of the comparative study, limited to two similar nearby
sites, mean that it is not possible to perceive clearly its
overall value, particularly with a view to making a
judgement about the possible Outstanding Universal Value
of the property, as required for inscription on the World
Heritage List. Furthermore, as the State Party has to
contend with considerable conservation problems, several
aspects of the management plan and of monitoring are not
at present at an adequate level.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the
nomination of Grand-Bassam, Côte d’Ivoire, to the World
Heritage List be deferred in order to allow the State Party
to:
–

Reconsider the question of whether all or part of the
N’zima village (sacred wood and central square)
should be included in the nominated property, in order
to fully express its value;
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Aerial view of the coastal barrier

Aerial view of the commercial area

View of a street in the commercial area

Former governor’s palace
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New Nominations

Shahar, Meir, The Shaolin monastery: history, religion and the
Chinese martial arts, 2008.

Mount Songshan (China)

Xu, Wenbin, Sichuan Han dai shi que: Stone que: towers of Han
dynasty in Sichuan province, 1992.

No 1305

Technical Evaluation Mission: 12-16 September 2008

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Location:

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 9
October 2008 on the coordinates, on how the overall
nomination of the five sacred mountains will be related to
the current nomination and on ancient trees. The State
Party replied on 13 November 2008 (24 pages) and the
responses are included in the report.

Historic Monuments of
Mount Songshan
Dengfeng, Zhengzhou City,
Henan Province,
People’s Republic of China

ICOMOS sent another letter to the State Party on 19
December 2008 to clarify the information already supplied,
in particular how ‘Mount Songshan gave birth to the
concepts of “Central State” … and “Central Plain”’.

Brief description:
Eight clusters of buildings around the lower slopes of
Mount Songshan, and adjacent to Dengfeng city, include
three Han Que gates remains of the oldest Chinese state
religious buildings, the tower of Songyue temple the oldest
Buddhist pagoda in China, the Zhongyue Temple one of
the earliest Taoist temples, the Shaolin Temple with its
stone pagoda forest and association with martial arts, the
Songyang Academy with perhaps the oldest extant cypress
trees, the Huishan Temple, and, slightly set apart to the
south-east, the Zhougong Sundial Platform and Dengfeng
Observatory.

The State Party responded on 2nd March 2009 with further
supplementary information amounting to 36 pages. This
included different justification for the criteria and a change
to the overall justification for the nomination from the idea
of Mount Songshan and religious sacrifice being the
underpinning of the sites to links to Dengfeng city and the
idea of its association with the centre of heaven and earth.
This information requested two changes to the nomination:
the name should be changed from Historic Monuments of
Mount Songshan to Historic Monuments of Dengfeng in
“the Center of Heaven and Earth”; and the Observatory, a
component part of the serial nomination, should be
described as Zhougong Sundial Platform and Dengfeng
Observatory.

Many of the buildings were built under the patronage of
Chinese Emperors who through nine dynasties offered
sacrifices to Songshan as the central sacred mountain of
China. The buildings reflect the power and influence of the
mountain as a centre of mountain worship, as a
manifestation of the perceived centre of heaven and earth,
and as the birthplace of Chan (Zen) Buddhism.

This second supplementary information is almost a new
nomination in the way it changes the focus of the serial
sites and provides an overall justification which contradicts
to some extent what was included in the original
nomination and was then strengthened in the first
supplementary information provided. ICOMOS considers
that more time, than was available to it at a late stage in the
nomination process, is needed to assess adequately this
new information through expert review.

Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural property set out in
Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
serial nomination of eight groups of buildings.
1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
29 November 2001
2. THE PROPERTY

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

Description
In the central plain of China, Mount Songshan, the central
sacred mountain, rises to 1,500 metres. The six main peaks
of Mount Songshan stretch for 64km between the cities of
Luoyang and Zhengzhou. The slopes rise steeply from the
valley and are thickly clad with trees.

21 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Cultural Landscapes. ICOMOS
consulted also the International Astronomical Union on the
observatory and IUCN on the ancient trees.

Clustered around the lower slopes of Mount Shaoshi and
Mount Taishan, are a collection of ritual, scientific and
educational buildings that reflect the power, influence and
attraction of Mount Songshan as a centre of mountain
worship, as a marker for the perceived centre of heaven
and earth in nearby Dengfeng city, as the centre of oriental
Confucian culture, and as the birthplace of Chan (Zen)
Buddhism.

Literature consulted (selection):
Chang, Chia-t`ai, Shaolin Temple, 1983.
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Eight clusters of buildings are spread over a large area
covering some 40 square kilometres. They include three
Han Que gates, remains of the oldest Chinese state
religious buildings, the tower of Songyue temple the oldest
Buddhist pagoda in China, the Zhongyue Temple one of
the earliest Taoist temples, the Shaolin Temple with its
stone pagoda forest and association with martial arts, the
Songyang Academy with perhaps the oldest extant cypress
trees, the Huishan Temple, and, slightly set apart to the
south-east, the Zhougong Sundial Platform and Dengfeng
Observatory.

sacrifices to the mountain with vivid depictions of the
festivities associated with rituals.
The establishment of the first capital in Dengfeng (known
as Yángchéng), in the first pre-imperial dynasty in China,
laid the foundation for the formation of ideas that
Dengfeng was the “center of Heaven and Earth. Dengfeng
remained as the capital city during the first three dynasties.
In the 11th century BC, Zhougong measured the shadow
cast by the sun to seek the centre of earth and confirmed
Dengfeng’s position. The city also became a cultural centre
and even after the capital was moved it attracted buildings,
such as temples, academy and the Observatory, because of
its association with the centre of heaven and earth as
manifest in the physical symbol of Mount Songshan.

Mount Songshan is symbolically referenced in the layout
of some sites through the axial alignments of monuments
to the mountain peaks, through inscriptions on steles and
temple headboards, through pictorial stone engravings, in
murals and also through literature, poetry, and songs.

In architectural terms, the Buddhist pagodas of the
Songyue and Shaolin Temples have come to be seen as
models, copied within China and further afield.

Songshan was revered as a holy mountain where immortals
lived, and where emperors offered sacrifices to heaven and
earth, to communicate with gods, and to pray for the
stability of their country. By no later than the early
Western Zhou Dynasty (11 century BC-771BC), sacrifices
had begun to be offered to the mountain. From then on, and
reinforced by Emperor Xuandi of the Han Dynasty
designating Mount Songshan as “the Central Sacred
Mountain” in 61 BC, emperors continuously offered
sacrifices. Between King Wu of the Zhou Dynasty and the
end of the Qing Dynasty in AD 1911, 68 emperors are
recorded as having visited or offered sacrifice to Mount
Songshan.

Within some of the sites are a collection of ancient trees,
including around fifty that are considered to be over 2,000
years old, and a few that are reputed to have an age as high
as 4,000 years.
Although the concept of Mount Songshan and Dengfeng
being ‘the birthplace of Chinese civilisation’ underpinned
the imperial patronage and the development of temples and
other buildings, neither the city nor the mountain itself
form part of the nominated property. At a later date the
mountain may be nominated as part of an extension of
Mount Taishan to encompass the five sacred mountains,
(as indicated on the current Tentative List of China).

The mountain became the central mountain within the five
sacred mountains of China, closely linked to the concept of
the centre of the world, which has influenced the mentality,
philosophies and practices of the country’s rulers and their
subjects for more than 2,000 years.

The property consists of 367 structures within the
following eight sites:
•
•
•
•
•

Mount Songshan is now also associated with Buddhism
through the Shaolin Temple, the birthplace of Chan
Buddhism.
The nominated buildings were initially constructed over a
span of eighteen centuries between 118 AD and 20th
century. The Tishi, Shaoshi and Qimu Gates have survived
since Han times while Zhongyue Temple and Songyang
Academy, initially built in Jin Dynasty were reconstructed
over succeeding centuries, lastly in the Qing Dynasty. The
Zhougong Sundial Platform was constructed in the 8th
century while the Dengfeng observatory was built between
the 13th and 16th centuries.

•
•
•

Taishi Que Gates and Zhongyue Temple
Shaoshi Que Gates
Qimu Que Gates
Songyue Temple Pagoda
Architectural Complex of Shaolin Temple
(Kernel Compound, Chuzu Temple, Pagoda
Forest)
Huishan Temple
Songyang Academy of Classical Learning
Zhougong Sundial Platform and Dengfeng
Observatory

These will be considered separately:
Taishi Que Gates and Zhongyue Temple

Many of the buildings were constructed as a result of
imperial patronage, using top designers and craftsmen and
following the best building standards and forms, that could
only be used in the highest status structures in the
hierarchical system.

The Taishi Que Gate (Que gates are those erected in front
of a tomb or temple) was originally one of a pair of
buildings at the foot of Huangghai peak of Mount Taishi
that flanked the entrance to Taishi temple, used for
sacrifices to the mountain. Built in 118 AD the gate is of
grey stone but in imitation of a wooden structure, and
carved in low relief on all four sides with vivid and
dramatic images of beasts, spirits, and trees, that were
perceived to have the power to ward off evil spirits.
Although much weathered, one inscription which remains
legible contains a eulogy to the central sacred mountain.
The gate is protected by a shelter building.

Collectively the nominated buildings are said to reflect the
power and influence the mountain had in constitutional,
religious, ceremonial, educational and astronomical terms.
The religious buildings are said to demonstrate the way the
simple worship of nature was transformed into a force that
legitimised imperial power, under the guidance of
Confucian thought. The three Han Que gates provide
physical evidence of buildings associated with imperial
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Thirty-four ancient stone Han Que Gates remain in China,
of which three are at Mount Songshan; the remaining ones
were erected for private tombs.

Songyue Temple Pagoda
The large cream coloured brick pagoda is a dodecagonal
structure with a roof of 15 overlapping eaves. Constructed
on open ground, with Mount Taishi in the background and
in the foreground streams and lush woods, it is visible from
many directions.

The Zhongyue temple replaced the Taishi temple at the end
of the original track from the Taishi Que gate, a simple
narrow earth route flanked by cypress trees. The Zhongyue
Temple has been rebuilt many times but its layout can be
attributed to the Jin Dynasty while its buildings relate to its
last reconstruction in the Qing Dynasty in what is known
as the ‘official architectural style’ of that dynasty. Some
buildings were reconstructed in the 20th century. There are
39 buildings, arranged in multiple courtyards along a
central axis, many decorated with carvings and glazed tiles.
The Junji Hall, a place for offing sacrifices to the God of
Zhongyue is the largest building on any of the sacred
mountains.

The pagoda was built between 508 and 511 for an Emperor
of the northern Wei dynasty on the site of his temporary
palace. The rest of the temple and palace do not survive.
The design of the pagoda with its parabolic contour and
advance tubular form is considered to be very innovative
and became of model for many later pagodas. Its
decoration of flame patterns and lions reflects influence
from regions further to the west.
The pagoda is now surrounded by brick and timber
buildings from the Qing dynasty.

The layout of the temple is recorded in a stele map carved
in 1200 and a second one carved in 1547. The number of
courtyards on the central axis, the form and location of the
sacrificing stage, and the site of the main halls in this
overall plan seemed to have influence the layout of temples
on the other four sacred mountains.

In the temple precincts are ancient trees, such as ginkgo,
maidenhair, scholar and juniper, that are said to date from
the Han dynasty.
Architectural Complex of Shaolin Temple
Compound, Chuzu Temple, Pagoda Forest)

Around the temple are forty-three ancient trees considered
to be between 2,200 and 4,000 years old, and 330
cypresses planted between the Han and Qing dynasties.

(Kernel

This very large complex on the north side of Mount
Shaoshi presents a dramatic picture of red walls and green
glazed tile roofs set amongst dense trees.

Stele record building of the temples and the sacrificial
addresses of Emperors, while others depict the sacred
mountains or extol their virtues in poetry.

The Chuzu Temple was built to commemorate the first
Patriarch of the Chan sect of Buddhism in 1125. Despite
being repaired many times, the apron walls, sixteen
octagonal columns, eight adorned with lively relief
carvings of flowers, flying deities, Buddhas, peacocks and
cranes, and the long relief behind the sacred platform, with
landscape and figures showing the beauty of a mountain
forest, all date from the Song Dynasty.

Two stone statues figures 1.2 metre high date from 118 AD
and are the oldest surviving stone statues figures in China.
Four even larger iron statues some 2.5 metres high date
from 1054 AD.
Shaoshi Que Gates
This pair of Han dynasty Que gates, constructed in 123 AD
flanked the approach to the now demolished temple of
Mount Shaoshi. They are similar in form and materials to
the Taishi Que gate and likewise decorated in low relief
with around 60 pictures surviving. These include two
young women on galloping horses, part of a circus show,
and an ancient game of football, known as cuju. The
sculptures are in urgent need of conservation – see below.
A new shelter building is proposed for these gates – see
below.

The Kernel Compound contains two small brick pagodas
from the Song Dynasty. The remaining buildings date from
the Ming and Qing dynasties. The large Ming Thousand
Buddha Hall is decorated with an extensive mural
depicting 495 arhats against mountains, clouds and flowing
water.
The pagoda forest is a compound of stone or brick
pagodas, each one built to commemorate an eminent monk.
The name forest reflects the number and density of these
structures, which with their crisply carved tapered tops
resemble a forest of trees. In the ‘forest’ and nearby are a
total of 241 pagodas, some rising to ten stories and many
elaborately carved, erected during seven dynasties between
the Tang and Qing, over almost 13 centuries (520-1803),
As a group the pagodas reflect the evolution in style of
tomb pagodas and the gradual fusion between the Chan
sect and other cultures.

Qimu Que Gates
This pair of Han Que gates flanked the path to Qimu
temple which no longer survives. They were built in
123 AD in a similar style and materials to the Taishi gate.
On their surfaces, 60 images have survived that depict
cockfights, shows by troupes visiting from the Roman
Empire, texts recording the curbing of a flood, and a prayer
for rain to fall on the mountain. The gates are protected by
a shelter building.

The overall composition of the Shaolin temple was seen as
how a large temple should be, and was followed by Zen
temples in other places.

In the supplementary information provided by the State
Party it is said that the three sets of Que gates are related to
rituals associated with sacrifices offered to the imperial
family of the Xia Dynasty in the Han Dynasty.

Numerous cypress pines (known as the Chinese Arborvitae or Cupressus arborvitae) grow amongst the pagodas
and some are causing damage to the pagoda structures. A
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Chinese wingnut tree is considered to be around 2,000
years old.

Guo Shoujing (1231-1316AD) and Wang Xun to measure
the solstices in order to establish an accurate calendar. A
contemporary text records that Guo Shoujing chose
Dengfeng as one of the two most significant sites for
astronomical observation, for Dengfeng was regarded the
centre of Heaven and Earth.

Huishan Temple
In beautiful scenery below the Jicui peak of Mount Taishi,
the wooden Huishan Temple was built in the Yuan dynasty
(12th century), from buildings constructed as a temporary
China imperial palace in the Northern Wei dynasty (5th
century AD). Eight structures survive on the central axis,
including screen wall, main gate, and the east and west
wings of the main hall, built on a large platform.

Using their measurements and calculations, Guo Shoujing
compiled in AD 1271 the Shou Shi Calendar, the most
advanced calendar in the world at the time, and only five
seconds different from calendars produced today from
modern scientific analysis.

The Huishan Temple ranked as one of the four main
temples of Mount Songshan along with Shaolin, Songyue
and Fawang (not included in the nominated area).
Although repaired frequently in the Ming and Qing
dynasties, the main elements of its timber structure have
survived.

The Gaocheng observatory is built of grey brick and is
designed as a huge quadrant. It retains all the features for
its historic function – the bar for the sun’s shadow and the
water runnels that provided the water film for reflecting the
shadow. At the foot of the platform is the dial laid out in
blue stones.

Songyang Academy of Classical Learning

To the south is the earlier 8th century Tang Dynasty
Zhougong sundial platform. It is said that Nangong Yue
built the monument to identify the spot where Zhougong
measured the center of Heaven and Earth.

At the foot of the Junji peak of Mount Taishi, and aligned
to it, the Songyang Academy of Classical learning is on the
site of the Songyang Temple built in the Northern Wei
dynasty (5th century). The Academy was created in the
later Tang Dynasty and by the Song Dynasty was
considered as one of the four great academies of classical
learning in China disseminating Confucian theories and
culture. It is claimed that the academy contributed
substantially to the dissemination of Confucianism into
other parts of China through the Songyang doctrines.

Nearby is the Zhougong temple dating from the Ming
Dynasty.
History and development
Evidence for human occupation around the mountain dates
back to Palaeolithic time with rich finds in, for instance,
the Zhiji cave. During the Neolithic period, the mountain
had one of the most advanced cultures in China, as
demonstrated by finds related to the Longshan culture at
Wangchenggang in Dengfeng. This evolved into the
beginnings of what are seen as the earliest States in China
and the Xia, Shang and Zhou dynasties – some of whose
capitals, including Dengfeng, were around Mount
Songshan. One of the two capitals of the Xia dynasty was
at Wangchenggang.

The surviving buildings date from the Qing Dynasty (17th
century). The simple buildings of grey bricks and tiled
roofs, arranged around five courtyards, are in typical
Henan style. They enclose over 100 rooms. There is no
doubt that the first built academy of Mount Songshan set
up an example for all following private academies. Since it
was privately owned, the Songyang Academy could not
match the other official academies in terms of scale and
size of buildings.

From the 6th century BC, Mount Songshan came to be seen
as the central sacred mountain near the centre of heaven
and earth. As the place where immortals were seen to
reside, Emperors made sacrifices praying for the stability
and prosperity of their country. An inscription records
Emperor Wu offering sacrifices there after conquering the
Shang Dynasty. From the Qin and Han Dynasties onwards,
Emperors regularly visited the mountain for this purpose.

The Academy is located on the foothills of Mount Taishi
surrounded by a landscape with low forests. Its layout is in
an axial alignment to a mountain peak. Within the grounds
are two ‘General’ cypress trees reputed to be 4,500 years
old and the oldest trees so far identified in China. The rank
of General was conferred on these two trees by a Han
Emperor.
At the south-western side of the academy gate stands a
Tang Tablet, erected in AD 744 in the Tang Dynasty (618907); it is the largest stele in Henan Province and famous
in Chinese handwriting history.

During the first few centuries after Buddhism was
introduced into China in the Han Dynasty, many Buddhist
temples were established around Mount Songshan,
including Songyue, Shaolin and Huishan, and the Chan
sect was spread from the Shaolin temple. The Region also
played an important role in the development of Taoism.

Zhougong Sundial Platform and Dengfeng Observatory
The Observatory built in the Yuan Dynasty (13th century)
is located some 15 km south-east of Dengfeng town on the
outskirts of Gaocheng town beneath Gaocheng mountain.

The Buddhist temples as well as being associated with the
dissemination of Buddhism are said to have had their
historical significance heightened by their proximity to one
of the later capital city of Luoyang and beautiful landscape.

It is purported to have been built under the orders of Kubla
Khan, who selected twenty seven sites to undertake
nationwide astronomical observations. Only the
Observatory in Songshan and another in Beijing were built
in brick. The Observatory was designed by astronomers

Gradually Mount Songshan evolved from being a place for
simple mountain worship to a place that was seen as a
sacred mountain in the national consciousness, reinforced
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by imperial patronage and manifest in elaborate religious
buildings. The relationship of the monuments with Mt.
Songshan is evidenced in ancient texts such as the Rites of
Zhou, Zhoushu, the Book of Zhou and in History Records,
by Sima Qian, Western Han Dynasty, 1st century BC.

sacred mountain, although this is not included in the
boundaries. In the supplementary information provided, the
emphasis has changed to the proximity to Dengfeng, as the
centre of heaven and earth, as being the key link.
Within each individual site, sufficient attributes remain to
reflect their original layout, even though in most sites
many of the individual buildings have been subject to
several periods of re-building. The key structures that carry
the value are those such as the Han Que gates, directly
related to the idea of sacrifice to the mountain and those
that relate to the perception of the mountain as the centre of
Heaven and Earth.

In the Tang Dynasty, Empress Wu decreed that the god of
Mount Songshan to be the ‘Emperor of Central Heaven’
whilst Emperor Xuanzong nominated the god as ‘King of
Central Heaven’ and expanded the Zhongyue temple.
The veracity of the sacred concept of ‘the Centre of
Heaven and Earth’ is evidenced in murals, stone
engravings, and stele inscriptions, as well as in the bronze
ware inscription by Tianwang Gui, and manuscripts, such
as Historical Records and Zuo Zhuan.

Authenticity
Authenticity is related to the way the attributes truthfully
reflect the values considered to be outstanding and
universal. Individually, there is no concern over the
authenticity of the individual elements in terms of their
materials, religious associations, and spatial layout.
However for the overall assembly of monuments of Mount
Songshan, the shared values of the group of monuments
have not been fully determined – see below.

In the Song and Jin dynasties there was further imperial
support that led to rapid development of religions and
temples and also the creation of the Academy of Classical
Learning. The Yuan dynasty saw the creation of 44
pagodas and the building of the Observatory. In the Ming
Dynasty the religious structures reached their greatest
extent and prosperity and nine halls and 143 pagodas still
survive form this period.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been not been fully demonstrated.

During the Qing Dynasty, buildings were renovated or
rebuilt and there are now more Qing structures than from
any other dynasty, including 34 temple buildings.
Construction came to an end during the Republic of China.

Comparative analysis

For around 2,000 years the process of building and
rebuilding temples continued, even though the capitals of
the dynasties since the 3rd century BC had not been around
Mount Songshan. Sixty-eight rulers visited the mountain,
or sent their deputies to offer sacrifices, and men of letters,
scholars and eminent monks were attracted to live in the
religious establishments and in some cases commissioned
buildings.

The comparative analysis of the nomination dossier
compares individual elements of the property with other
sites, rather than comparing the whole ensemble.

Mount Songshan is now seen as the central of five sacred
mountains of China - the most well known being Tianshan
mountain in the east, already inscribed on the World
Heritage List.

The Songyue Pagoda is said to be the earliest of its kind in
China and therefore to have no comparators.

The Han Que gates are compared with 34 other surviving
Han gates constructed between AD 36 and AD 220. The
nominated ones are seen to be the earliest of their kind
surviving in front of a temple of national importance.

Historic Monuments of Mount Songshan values

The Chuzu Temple is the only surviving Song wooden
temple to have been built in the Song Dynasty near the
capital city.

The values of the Historic monuments of Mount Songshan
relate to their association with the mountain as a sacred and
religious place.

The Pagoda Forest of the Shaolin Temple is compared to
15 other surviving well preserved pagoda forests and is
seen to have by far the largest number of pagodas.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

In the original nomination, no details were provided for the
Beijing sundial, nor comparisons made with the Ulugh-Beg
observatory in Samarkand or observatories in Korea. These
were provided in the supplementary information. It is said
that the observatory played a similar historical role and
made a similar contribution to astronomical science and
astronomical architecture as Chom-song-dae built in the 7th
century in Cheongju, Korea, Ulugh-Beg Observatory built
in 1430 in Uzbekistan, Beijing Ancient Observatory in the
period of Zhengtong in the Ming Dynasty (around the year
1442), Kassel Observatory built in 1560 in Germany, the
Greenwich Royal Observatory built in 1675 in Great
Britain, and the Jantar Mantar Observatory built in 1724 in
Delhi,

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity
Serial nomination:
Integrity is related to whether all the elements necessary to
represent outstanding universal value are present within the
boundaries. As discussed below, as a serial nomination
there needs to be a social, cultural or economic link
between the individual elements of the nomination. In the
original nomination this element was the proximity of the
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The Songyang Academy is said to be one of the four oldest
in China.

earth, that does not mean that everything associated with
Dengfeng can be said to exhibit outstanding universal
value. The concept of heaven and earth is an idea: the issue
is how far the nominated sites can demonstrate an idea.

In the initial supplementary information provided by the
State Party, Mount Songshan is compared to the other
sacred mountains in China and is seen to be the only one
with a collection of historic buildings of diverse
architectural styles and cultural connections, built by the
government or by the private sector. It is acknowledged
that Mount Taishan is much better known than Mount
Songshan, largely because of later literature. However it is
suggested that only on Mount Songshan can the history of
Buddhist architecture be discerned, through the Shaolin
Temple, Songyue pagoda and Huishan Temple. It is further
suggested that Mount Songshan gives a more complete
picture of ritual and sacrificial buildings than any of the
other sacred mountains.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis has not
shown that individually any of the components (apart from
possibly the Observatory) could be said to have
outstanding universal value – although all are exceptional
in some way. There is some overlap and confusion
between the justifications in the original nomination and
the supplementary information.
There is a need to harmonise the overall information
submitted to provide one coherent rational justification for
the strong cultural links between the component parts of
the serial nomination.

Although it is acknowledged that elsewhere in China there
are substantial buildings associated with sacrificial rituals,
these date from the Ming Dynasty. Mount Songshan thus
provides much earlier evidence back to the Han Dynasty.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis has not
so far justified consideration of the property for the World
Heritage List.

Comparisons with other sacred mountains outside China
indicate that Mount Songshan is differentiated by its
multiple faiths. Within China it is compared to Mount
Wudang which has exquisite buildings of the Ming
Dynasty built under imperial patronage. Mount Songshan
does not have buildings of this imposing size or grandeur
but it is seen to have buildings which in various ways were
influential – such as in the diffusion of the Chan sect.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
•

In the original nomination the association was between the
various buildings and the sacred mountain. The later
temple buildings could be said to be a continuation and
reflection of the mountain’s central role in the development
of religious ceremonies. A strong case had not however
been made for linking the Academy and the Observatory to
the mountain in terms of patronage or siting.

•
•

In the second supplementary information provided, the
emphasis has changed from links between the nominated
sites and the sacred mountain to the links between the sites
and Dengfeng as the centre of heaven and earth, and the
name was changed to reflect this. The assembly of
buildings is said to reflect the power of Dengfeng as a
cultural centre, related to the memory of it as one of the
earliest capitals of China and as being the centre of heaven
and earth. Thus the temples and the academy are a
reflection of Dengfeng’s role as a cultural centre and the
observatory is related to the astronomical measurement
confirming Dengfeng’s role as the centre of heaven and
earth.

•
•
•

•

China has had many capitals of which eight are
acknowledged as great ones (not including Dengfeng) and
several have connotations with the notion of ‘centre’ such
as Xi’an described as ‘the city sitting straight under the
sun’, or ‘the center of heaven’ in literature; Beijing
Forbidden City, the supreme imperial palace in the Ming
and Qing Dynasties, was also regarded as the centre of
world; Zhumadian, the neighbourhood city of Dengfeng in
Henan province also once proclaimed itself as the ‘the
centre of Henan Province’ and ‘the centre of the world’.

The Historic Monuments of Mount Songshan are a
group of buildings that maintain a strong affinity
with the mountain and are the best examples of
ancient buildings for ritual, religious, scientific and
technological and educational activities;
As the first of their kind, the ritual buildings of the
three Han Gates had a profound and far-reaching
influence on the culture of East Asia;
The Songyue Temple Pagoda, the architectural
complex of the Shaolin Temple and the Huishan
Temple reflect the development of Buddhist
architecture in China and set an example for later
constructions over Asia;
The Songyue Temple Pagoda and the Shaolin
Temple Pagoda Forest are classic elements of
world architectural history;
The murals in the Shaolin Temple display the
history and significance of Shaolin Martial art;
The Songyang Academy of Classical Learning is
heir to the vanished academy culture and a
testimony to the role of Mount Songshan as the
centre of Confucian culture;
The Observatory is China’s oldest surviving
astronomical observatory and demonstrates
brilliant achievement of early astronomical history.

Serial nomination:
ICOMOS considers that the justification includes a set of
reasons, many of which apply to only a part of the
nominated property. No one reason encompasses the whole
property.
Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (vi).

Although undoubtedly Dengfeng has for many centuries
been associated with the idea of the centre of heaven and
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Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.

Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Mount Songshan is one of the birthplaces of Chinese
civilisation. The architectural complexes around it are
masterpieces of ritual, religious, scientific/technological
and educational buildings and their components. As the
earliest and finest examples of different architectural
structures, they represent outstanding human genius and
are masterpieces of the world’s architectural history.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the ritual and Confucian buildings provide excellent
evidence of two now vanished cultural traditions, the
ancient sacrificial culture and the traditional academy
education. The ancient cult of offering sacrifices was
transformed by the Emperors into a national religion with
ceremonies that confirmed imperial power. The three Han
gates are testaments to this culture. The Academy of
Learning was one of the four most famous academies of
the Song dynasty and fostered renowned scholars and
philosophers.

ICOMOS considers that the element that has not been
considered in this justification is creativity: how the
various structures are witness to human genius in their
creativity. Although the Han gates, the Songyue Pagoda
and the observatory are distinguished by being the earliest
of their types of structures in China, and influential, they
are not exceptional creative expressions of architecture or
technology.

ICOMOS considers that the ritual practices associated with
the Han gates were in turn fostered by the over-arching
belief in the centrality and sacredness of Mount Songshan.
The culture was that of sacred mountains and sacrifices
rather than just sacrifice. This prompted the development
of the whole area around Songshan and was a culture that
survived for more than 1,500 years. In this sense, ICOMOS
considers that this criterion could be justified but not
necessarily for the whole nominated property. However the
supplementary information suggested the Han Que gates
were associated with the worship of the royal family and
not the mountain. Therefore the original assertion cannot
be justified.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the buildings of Mount Songshan have profoundly
influenced the architecture of ritual, religious, scientific,
technological and educational buildings. In particular the
sacrificial and Buddhist buildings have influenced not only
the rules and systems of religious buildings, but also
cultural traditions; neo-Confucianism originating from the
Academy played an important role in the rulers’ autocratic
control over people’s thinking, while astronomical
observation bear testimony not only to the formation,
promotion and application of astronomical theory but also
the planning, construction, and development of
astronomical structures. It is also suggested that as a
physical place of the centre of heaven and earth, Dengfeng
has unmatchable status compared to observation spots in
any other capital cities through all dynasties.

ICOMOS does not consider that this criterion has been
justified.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the historic monuments of Mount Songshan are all
outstanding examples of brick and stone, or masterpieces
of wooden structures, in terms of architectural design and
construction technology.
ICOMOS considers that although the Han Que gates, the
Songyue Temple pagoda with its advanced tubular
structure, the pagodas of the Shaolin Temple, the
Observatory and the wooden buildings of the Chuzu
Temple Hall, Huishan Hall and Zhongyue Temple are all
outstanding structures, it is more difficult to link them to
one or more significant stages in human history in terms of
what their form manifests. The supplementary information
suggests that the component sites witnessed significant
events taking place during the shifts of dominant cultures
in ancient China but does not provide any specific
examples.

ICOMOS considers that the sacrificial buildings have
certainly come to influence the development of ritual
buildings in China, such as on the other sacred mountains;
and that the Buddhist buildings do exhibit an remarkable
interchange of ideas between the Indian subcontinent,
China and south-east Asia, but do not consider that the
educational building (the Academy) had a profound
influence in architectural, educational or technological
terms, or reflected an exceptional interchange of ideas.
Rather that Academy was part of a wider movement. The
Observatory was clearly of great importance as a centre of
astronomical knowledge and could justify consideration as
a single nomination with further comparative study.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
for the ensemble of monuments as a whole.

In terms of the uniqueness of Dengfeng, ICOMOS does not
consider that Dengfeng can be seen as a general area to
satisfy this criterion.

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has only been
justified for part of the nominated property.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the concentration of monuments reflects the fact that
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Mount Songshan was one of the birthplaces of Chinese
civilisation, based upon the sacred concept of the ‘Centre
of Heaven and Earth’ in Chinese history. Additionally the
Shaolin Temple, the Pagoda forest, mural paintings and
stele inscriptions were directly responsible for diffusing the
Chan sect and martial art culture in China.

Shaolin complex constructed for the spectacular display
performances conducted at 9 am every day for visitors.
The estimated visitor capacity for the whole property is
approximately 10,000 people per day. If the visiting tourist
numbers exceeds the bearing capacity of the monuments, a
redirecting plan will be implemented.

The supplementary information suggests that core essence
of the nominated sites lies in their association with the
“center of Heaven and Earth”, which is located in
Dengfeng.

Damage by tourist foot impact is generally not apparent.
The paved nature of the sites provides protection. The
Pagoda Forest retains its natural ground surface but has
compacted gravel to protect against visitor foot impact
erosion in its central area.

ICOMOS considers that the concentration of sacred
structures does reflect the strong and persistent tradition of
the sacred mountain at the centre of heaven and earth
which sustained imperial sacrifices and patronage over
1500 years and became of outstanding significance in
Chinese culture. The Buddhist structures came to have a
symbiotic relationship with the sacred mountain, but the
sacred mountain is absent from the nomination.

One area where the effects of large numbers of visitors
could become problematic is through the impact of body
heat on the murals. It would be desirable to plan to
safeguard the murals by controlling visitor numbers.
Facilities for visitors are in place including parking areas a
short distance from the monuments. Electronic peoplemovers convey visitors through the Shaolin Complex along
routes where visitors can view groups of monks training in
martial arts, or undertaking meditation.

In terms of the association with Dengfeng, it has not been
shown that it structures the response in terms of the way
buildings and their siting evolved. It is for example said
that the Buddhist temples were revered for their association
with beautiful scenery and their proximity to Luoyang.

Environmental pressures
The landscape surroundings of some of the monuments are
farmed and are thus under the control of individual owners.
There is no immediate concern for the impact of intensive
methods of land management.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
At this stage, ICOMOS does not consider that the
justification for a serial nomination in terms of all sites
being linked to a coherent shared value has been
demonstrated.

Around the Observatory, several kilometres outside the
buffer zone, are coal mines. In order to prevent subsidence,
it has been agreed that the mines should leave huge
“columns” of coal especially on the side facing the location
of the monuments, and should add reinforcement if
necessary to prevent collapse.

In conclusion, ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria
and the Outstanding Universal Value have been
demonstrated at this stage.

Natural disasters
4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

In terms of natural disasters, geologically the site is
unlikely to experience earthquakes. Wild landscape fires
are not considered an issue due to current adequate rainfall.
Flooding and silt damage to the Pagoda Forest has been
experienced and the potential danger brought by
floodwater has been effectively controlled through
dredging, building dams and increasing the spillways to the
north of Pagoda Forest. Early warning systems for extreme
weather conditions are in place but management for
disasters is a future issue to be addressed.

Development pressures
The present road in front of the Zhongyue Temple now
functions as the main road connecting Dengfeng County
with the highway, which potentially leads to the traffic
problem and threats to the monuments. The proposed
solution is to build another road further south to take most
of the traffic. The proposal was approved by the central
government authority in 2008 and is already partly
completed.

Impact of climate change

In recent times uncontrolled building activity has had a
negative impact on the surroundings of some of the sites.
In some cases buildings have been removed and others
renovated to mitigate the impact.

The property is sited within a warm-wet monsoon climate
zone with four seasons of which winter is very cold and
summer warm and wet. Climate change if it made the
climate more extreme in terms of higher snowfall or more
rain in summer, would have a detrimental effect on the
buildings, particularly the roofs, and could also increase
the risk of flooding to the Pagoda Forest.

Tourism pressures
Currently visitation is not excessive with most monuments
receiving an average of 100 visitors per day. Shaolin
temple complex has much higher visitation due to the
international interest in the Chan Sect. However, this
appears to be well managed with the entrance to the

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are
over-visiting
and
unregulated
incremental
development.
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5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

Traditional Protection

AND

To complement the overall responsibility of the Dengfeng
Municipal government, the various local communities have
set up ‘village conventions’ to ensure property protection
from a daily management perspective. Local volunteer
guides are trained so that they can participate in the
management and supervision of the monuments.

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The plans provided with the nomination are of a small
scale and do not show the layout of the complexes.
Plans from the Master Plan made available to the mission
expert enabled greater understanding of the layout of the
major features, other minor heritage features located in the
nominated areas and planning for visitor management.
Areas of archaeological sensitivity have been plotted on
plans in the Master Plan document.

Effectiveness of protection measures
The protection in place for the individual sites is adequate,
but needs strengthening for the surrounding landscape
setting that provides the overall context for the monuments.

The boundaries of the nominated property are adequate for
their protection, as are the buffer zones. However the
current boundaries do not adequately relate to the interrelationship between the individual sites and between the
sites and the mountain upon which many rely for their
significance.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate for the nominated property but further protection
is needed for the landscape areas of the buffer zone.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone are adequate for protection but
should be reconsidered in relation to their relationship to
each other and the mountain.

Inventories, recording, research

Conservation

The key aspects of the eight monuments have all been
inventoried. The inventories include former temples and
pagodas (now ruins) that could provide further heritage
information.

Ownership

Protection

The archival system is of the highest order with hard files
on every object, including monitoring records in a modern
compact repository. The items are cross-referenced
according to sites and types. An electronic database also
retains records. The archival repository is within a building
at the Songyang Academy.

Legal Protection

Present state of conservation

The nominated monuments are either protected as national
monuments by the State Government or as provincial
monuments as Henan Province protected sites. Only the
Kernel compound is protected at provincial level.

The Que Gates each have a protective shelter building.
Taishi Que Gate has a solid simple historic building in
sound condition that currently achieves the protective
purpose. Chimu Que Gate has a simple modern building
reflecting a traditional style, while the Shaoshi Que Gate
has an older building with evidence of disrepair. The stone
sculptures of this gate are in urgent need of conservation.

The land and buildings in the property are owned by the
government.

The property if inscribed would be subject to the Measures
on the Protection and Management of World Cultural
Heritage adopted on 2006. This sets out overall
responsibility at State level for World Heritage but puts
responsibilities on provinces to establish protection plans
and management systems.

A new modern stylised shelter building is planned for
Shaoshi Que Gate. The form and fabric of the structure
with large expanses of glass will be highly reflective and
could be intrusive.

The Master Plan- see below – sets out construction-control
zones around the nominated sites which correspond to the
buffer zones. However it is not clear that the ‘natural
environment’ in some of the buffer zones is protected. It is
said that this ‘should be classified as mountain forest zone
in the urban master plan in order to avoid development’.

The conservation of the pagodas in the Pagoda Forest is
variable with many needing conservation. Conservation
management measures are in place to deal with tree root
damage to some of the pagodas. Trees (small cypresses)
with roots impacting on the pagodas have been identified
and are scheduled for removal as noted in the Master Plan.

The nominated area lies partly within the Songshan
National Park (National Forest Park and a National and
World Geological Park) although this is not mentioned in
the nomination. Within the park are the observatory,
Shaolin Temple, Songyue Pagoda, and Zhongyue temple
complex as well as Shaoshi Shan - area's tallest peak at
1,512 meters above sea level. The protection offered by the
national park is not elaborated.

Subsidence of stone structures is a concern and buildings
likely to be affected are monitored carefully.
Water damage is present in the eastern walls of the
Observatory. Measures are in place to create a small fall to
the flat roof to reduce water penetration within the walls.
The Observatory is near to some power plants and it is
believed that NO3, a by-product of the power plants, has
been causing some fabric damage. Closing agreements are
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in place for the power plants, to be effective in 2008. NO3
effects to the observatory wall are being monitored and are
expected to reduce with the closure of the power plants.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
Overall a satisfactory system is in place for dealing with
conservation, but work does need to move forward on the
implementation of the conservation plans for stone reliefs
of the Shaoshi Que Gates and the pagodas of the Pagoda
forest

An aluminium factory mentioned in the nomination dossier
is some distance from the sites and apparently has
negligible impact. The coal mining noted in the dossier is
some distance from the Observatory’s buffer zone and was
reported to have ceased operation.

ICOMOS considers that conservation measures and plans
for the buildings are adequate. Further details are needed
on the conservation of the natural areas in the buffer zone
and for the outstanding collection of historic trees in the
grounds of the various sites.

The conservation issues of the significant painted murals at
Shaolin Temple have been analysed and conservation
treatment was undertaken in the 1980s and 1990s by
Dunhuang Academy. Monitoring is conducted by the
Administrative Bureau of Cultural Relics with the
assistance of colleges and universities.

Management

Few details are given for the conservation of the collection
of historic trees within several of the sites.

Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

The Observatory has landscaped surrounds to the buildings
that are within a town urban landscape setting that does not
diminish the value of the monument. The other monuments
all have either natural forest or farmlands in their settings.
The forested areas are mainly regrowth or new growth. The
forested settings do not impact on visual integrity.

It is the responsibility of the Zhengzhou Municipal
People’s Government to lead the conservation and
management of the historic monuments of Mount
Songshan while the Dengfeng Municipal People’s
Government is fully responsible for the conservation and
management work. In 2007 the Zhengzhou Municipal
People’s Government established Zhengzhou Municipal
Preservation and Management Office of Historic
Monuments of Mount Songshan. The Dengfeng Municipal
Administration of Cultural Heritage was established in
1990 to protect and manage the opening up of the historic
monuments. Beneath the administration are preservation
offices for each of the monuments.

Active Conservation measures
Research into environment control for historic interiors is
said to be planned. As for Shaolin mural, the crucial
problems include flaking/scaling of paint layer by
contraction of binding materials, dehydration and
separation of renders, lacunae of renders, cracks in walls,
and soot & smoke deposits by lighting butter lamps and
burning incense.

including

Thirty-six qualified specialist staff, the cultural property
preservation officers, are responsible for the daily
conservation and management. An extensive program of
training exists for all levels of personnel involved in
management of the monuments.

After conservation treatment to the murals in 1980s and
1990s by Dunhuang Academy (a renowned institution in
the field internationally), the status quo of the murals is
good and under monitoring. The local administrative
bureau of cultural relics also invites colleges and
universities to participate in the monitoring.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
The Master Plan (Regulations for the Conservation and
Management of Historic monuments of Mount Songshan in
Zhengzhou City) approved in 2007 documents policies for
protection and management of the nominated sites as well
as directions for visitor capacity, circulation, facilities and
the ongoing needs of the religious communities.

The conservation work is under the overarching guidance
of the administrative Committee of Cultural Heritage
Protection of Dengfeng Municipal People’s Government.
Conservation plans and works are undertaken by experts.
Specific conservation plans are referred to in the booklet
Introduction to the Conservation and Administration of the
Historic Monuments of Mount Songshan provided during
the evaluation mission.

The proposal described in the nomination dossier to
construct three cultural exhibition areas appears excessive
and runs the risk of fragmenting the area physically,
visually and conceptually, as well as intruding into the
relationship of the monuments with their landscape
settings. It would be preferable if one exhibition centre
could be considered perhaps alongside the boulevard in the
town area.

The sites needing conservation works, such as some of the
pagodas in the Pagoda Forest and the carvings on the Han
gates, have conservation programs in place.
No details are provided for the conservation of the
landscape setting of the sites.

Risk preparedness

Maintenance

A link to the meteorological system provides early
warnings on extremes of weather. Lightening conductors
are discretely located throughout the sites.

Systems for regular maintenance of the monuments are in
place.
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A very sensitive smoke detector system is installed in the
temple buildings. A warning alarm is activated if visitors
venture too close to the ancient trees.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The original nomination and the first supplementary
information received stressed the link between some of the
nominated sites and the unique development of mountain
worship and suggested that the value of the ensemble
manifests the power and influence the mountain had in
constitutional, religious and ceremonial, terms and how the
simple worship of nature was transformed into a force that
legitimised imperial power, under the guidance of
Confucian thought.

Measures to protect against extremes of weather arising
from climate change need to be considered so that plans of
protective action and disaster management arising from
weather extremes such as wild fires and hail storms are in
place.
Involvement of the local communities
Local communities such as local villagers appear to be
fully involved in the nomination, and ongoing future of the
monuments. Volunteer guides (retired public servants) play
an important and active role in monitoring and guiding at
the monuments.

The exclusion of Mount Songshan from the boundary, even
though it was the inspiration for the development of the
property, appeared to relate to the premise that although
the eight monument ensembles relate to Mount Songshan
as the birthplace of Chinese cultural civilisation, they are
distinctive entities reflecting different cultural periods and
dates.

Local communities can use appropriate parts of the
monuments for events under a booking arrangement.
Religious leaders are all deeply knowledgeable about the
heritage features of their temples and are responsible for
the ongoing religious functions that are part of the heritage
significance of the places.

However in the second supplementary information
received the link between the nominated sites and
Dengfeng is brought to the fore and less attention is drawn
to the association with mountain worship. It is suggested
that the idea of Dengfeng being the centre of heaven and
earth was the motivation for the construction of the various
sites.

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
Funding for conservation work is primarily from the State
Administration of Cultural Heritage (SACH) which
receives a percentage of revenue from tourism. SACH
considers proposals for conservation works and funds them
according to a priority allocation. Funding also comes from
religious donations by people on religious visits and
donations from individuals.

This has unfortunately led to confusion as there is not a
coherent approach between the original nomination and the
later material provided. The second supplementary
information in effect creates a new nomination based on
new justification which could not be scrutinised through
expert review at that late stage.

Effectiveness of current management

ICOMOS considers that, in line with the original
justification, a case could be made for demonstrating a
unifying value for part of the group of sites in terms of
their association with the mountain as a visual as well as
spiritual presence. Many of the buildings are aligned to
peaks on the mountain, and their construction reflects
perceptions of the mountain as one of the centres for the
development of the Chinese state, as the physical
manifestation of the centre of heaven and earth and as
where the ancient cult of offering sacrifices to the
mountain was transformed by the Emperors into a national
religion with ceremonies that confirmed imperial power.

Serial nomination:
The Master Plan applies overall to all the components of
the serial nomination and provides an effective overarching framework for the management.
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate.
6. MONITORING

Some of the sites relate more closely than others to the
ritual and spiritual values of the mountain. The association
does not easily apply to the Academy or the Observatory.
To demonstrate the association and link the sites would
need part of the mountain to be included in the nominated
areas. ICOMOS appreciates the size and scale of the
mountain and its multiplicity of peaks. The buildings
nominated relate to one part of the mountain and a few
peaks rather than the whole mountain range. The area has
already been designated as a national park and this park
covers the main sites within the nomination as well as
more of the wider landscape.

Monitoring of all timber structures and sensitive features is
undertaken annually. A range of indicators have been
developed. These include state of vegetation but not the
overall visual integrity of the current buffer zones.
The Zhenzhou Municipal Administration of Cultural
Heritage with the Dengfeng Municipal Peoples’
Government undertakes the monitoring reports and submits
them to the SACH.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring arrangements are
adequate for the nominated property but that monitoring
needs to be developed for the landscape elements of the
buffer zone.

In terms of associating all the sites with Dengfeng and the
centre of heaven and earth, this appears to have been put
forward as a way of including all the sites, rather than only
those with links to mountain worship. ICOMOS considers
that this is a new justification which would need to be
reviewed as a new nomination.
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ICOMOS considers that the Observatory, as a scientific
instrument and place associated with the development of
scientific thought deserves consideration as a single
nomination. It would however need to be supported by a
more detailed comparative analysis.
Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the
nomination of the Historic Monuments of Mount
Songshan, People’s Republic of China, to the World
Heritage List be deferred in order to allow the State party
to:
•

Consider further the relationship between some of
the nominated sites and the central sacred
mountain, Mount Songshan and;

•

Consider how a nomination of some of the selected
sites together with part of the mountain might
reflect their value as an ensemble that manifests the
power and influence the mountain had in
constitutional, religious and ceremonial terms and
how the simple worship of nature was transformed
into a force that legitimised imperial power, under
the guidance of Confucian thought;

•

Consider nominating the Observatory on its own as
a site associated with technological development
and the development of scientific ideas.

ICOMOS suggests that the collection of ancient trees are a
key quality of the area and deserve greater recognition,
survey and research to establish their cultural value as part
of any future nominated ensemble.
ICOMOS considers that any revised nomination with
revised boundaries or revised justification would need to
be considered by a mission to the site.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated properties

Zhongyue Temple

Qimu Que Gates

Pagoda Forest - Shaolin Temple

The Observatory

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 11
December 2008 requesting it to:

Shushtar Hydraulic System (Iran)

1. Complete the comparative analysis taking into account
similar properties in the region.

No 1315

2. Provide details about the definition criteria for the
buffer zone and its boundaries.
3. State the surface areas of the property and of the buffer
zone.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Shushtar Historical Hydraulic
System. Bridges, dams, canals,
buildings and watermills
from ancient times to present
Location:

4. State whether the buffer zone is included in the
property’s up and downstream catchment areas, and if not,
state the current water management rules for these
catchment areas that ensure the property’s long-term
viability.

Khuzestan Province
Islamic Republic of Iran

The State Party replied on 24 February 2009 with a
detailed letter and three additional documents (30 pages)
referring to the comparative analysis, the selection criteria
for the buffer zone, and the hydraulic management of the
property. The analysis of this documentation is included in
the present evaluation.

Brief description:
The Shushtar multifunctional hydraulic system dates back
to ancient times, finding its roots in Mesopotamian and
Elamite knowhow. It involved the creation of two main
water diversion canals on the river Kârun: one, the Dâriun
canal, starting from a monumental bridge-dam, now in
ruins, and the other, the Gargar canal, starting from a dam
water intake still in use. The Gargar canal is a veritable
artificial river, still surviving, which for many centuries
provided water supply to the city, operated a series of
mills, irrigated vast farming zones, and provided facilities
for fish farming, river transport, and the city’s defence.
Several of these hydraulic functions are still in use.

Date of ICOMOS approval of
this report:

2. THE PROPERTY
Description
The Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System (SHHS)
comprises a vast ensemble of flow control structures,
canals, some of which are dug into the rock, and numerous
water uses, which form a perfectly coherent ensemble. Its
installation required major civil engineering works, based
on the design of a global water system established in
ancient times. It provided the material bases for the
economic and social development of a human community
for many centuries from irrigated agriculture, fish farming,
water mills, town water supply, the role of the ditches in
the town’s defence system, and navigation. The Gargar
canal hydraulic system is still in use; only remains of the
older Dâriun system are left, but it was partially rebuilt in
the 20th century to maintain its function for irrigation.

Category of the property:
In terms of the category of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention 1972, it
is a group of buildings.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the tentative list:

9 August 2007

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
No
Date received by
The World Heritage Centre:

10 March 2009

The initial project involved controlling the powerful river
Kârun with the Shâdorvân weir-dam which raised and
stabilised the water level by forming an impounding
reservoir. It was then possible to divert a significant part of
the river’s water to the Dâriun canal via tunnels, and to the
Gargar canal, under the control of the monumental Mizân
water intake at the exit from a bend in the river Kârun.

30 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Archaeological Heritage
Management.

The Gargar forms a veritable artificial river, diverted from
the main Kârun River, the main section of which below the
weir-dam changes its name to become the river Shoteit.
The Gargar canal first crosses the rocky bank adjacent to
the city of Shushtar. After a further flow control dam, it
continues downstream via a series of tunnels that operate
mills and supply water to the city. The site forms a
spectacular cliff and the water falls in cascades into the
downstream basin. The Gargar canal then enters the plain
south of the city, at the foot of the mountains, where for
almost two millennia its water enabled the planting of
orchards and fertile farmland called the Mianâb (literally
‘The Paradise’), which covers approximately 40,000ha.
After several dozen kilometres (not part of the property

Literature consulted (selection):
Farshad, M., The history of engineering in Iran, Guiesh, Teheran,
1983.
“Shushtar New Town, Iran”, Mimar (17), Concept Media,
Singapore, 1985. p. 49-53.
Lousis-Viollet, P. Water Engineering in Ancient Civilizations,
IAHR International Association of Hydraulic Engineering and
Research, Madrid, 2007.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 14–20 October 2008.
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nominated for inclusion), the Gargar rejoins the river
Dujayl, of which the Shoteit is also a tributary.

In the centre-west of the property, there is an old section of
the Dâriun canal which includes significant remains of the
historical hydraulic system, notably the Raghat canal
junction that connected it to the Gargar canal. It was the
final component in the city’s defensive water belt. This
zone includes the following monumental elements:

The nominated property forms a continuous territory along
the various waterways, the river itself, and the canals. It
extends to the north and to the west at the centre and the
south of the city of Shushtar. Today it includes an
ensemble of remarkable sites, hydraulic structures, and
monuments, the description of which proceeds in order
from upstream to downstream along the two branches. It
includes the following elements.

11. The remains of the Khâk dam;
12. The Lashkar bridge-dam as well as the nearby
Emâmzâdeh Abdollâh temple, an Iranian historic
monument, and the triple-arched Shâh Ali bridge;

In the north-eastern section of the property, from its intake
on the river Kârum and following the urban section of the
Gargar canal, there are:

13. The remains of the Sharâbdâr dam.
ICOMOS notes that there is no element with a direct link
to the irrigated agriculture in the property nominated for
inscription, only in the buffer zone, where it has undergone
significant transformation for operational and economic
reasons.

1. The Mizân water intake dam (Band-e), which feeds the
Gargar canal, advancing into the heart of a bend on the
river Kârun;
2. The Kolâh-Farangi tower at the entrance to the
peninsula between the river and the Gargar canal, where
the water level is measured;

ICOMOS considers that the name of the property is
somewhat complicated and that it could be simplified to:
‘The Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System.’

3. The Gargar canal itself, its city banks, and the city’s
water supply system involving a series of tunnels that help
cool the houses in a region with extremely hot summers;

History and development

4. The Gargar bridge-dam (Polband-e), which is the
starting point for several tunnels at differing levels; its
superstructure was converted into a modern road in the
heart of the city (1940).

The first confirmed water irrigation systems from canals in
the region date back to the Elamite civilisation (Chogha
Zanbil region), notably in the 13th century BCE. They
were probably influenced by the large-scale irrigation work
undertaken in Mesopotamia by the Sumerians from the 4th
millennium BCE.

5. The site of fourteen mills and waterfalls downstream
from the tunnels bored into the cliff, the outfall basin
between the cliffs; some mills using traditional equipment
are still in operation. Contemporary installations have been
added (a hydroelectric power plant and pumping station).

Darius the Great, the Achaemenid king from the start of
the 5th century BCE, had the Elamite irrigation systems
repaired, and he is attributed with the creation of the
Dâriun canal, to the west of the current site of Shushtar.
Archaeological remains near the canal would tend to
confirm this. Darius and the Achaemenid kings are also
known for their hydraulic works, notably in Egypt.

In the central section of the Gargar canal, south of the city,
there are:
6. The remains of the Borj-e ‘Ayâr bridge-dam and the
archaeological site of the Sâbe‘in (Sabean) sanctuary.

The construction of the large Shâdorvân weir dammed and
provided a passage across the river Kârun. This audacious
construction was performed by the second Sassanid
emperor, Shapur, in the middle of the 3rd century CE.

The following are located at the southern extremity of the
property, on the Gargar canal:
7. The remains of the Khodâ-âfarin bridge-dam and the
Mâhi-bâzân fish-farming ponds.

The presence of Roman prisoners on the dam site,
including the Emperor Valerian, is referred to in a 12th
century Persian source. It also indicates that the builder of
Shâdorvân may well have been the engineer and architect
Andimeshk, who was of Roman origin. Roman civil
engineering influence would seem to be borne out by
certain aspects of the hydraulic system installed at the time.
It is also probable that the hydraulic works in Petra carried
out by the Nabateans in the 1st century CE influenced the
project to divert a river in a rocky site using a dam and
boring a tunnel.

The following are located in the north-west, on the banks
of the river Shoteit:
8. Salâsel Castle was the control and decision-making
centre for the operation of the entire hydraulic system. It
now consists only of ruins and an archaeological site near
the Shâdorvân weir. The underground hydraulic sections
are well preserved, including a vast water reservoir and the
castle’s cooling system.
9. The Dâriun canal intake tunnel, in a basement near the
castle. Today this is an accessible heritage site, since a new
water intake feeds the downstream reconstructed section of
the old canal; the site also has three old single-arch
bridges.

With the addition of the monumental Mizân water intake
upstream from Shâdorvân and the Gargar canal, the
hydraulic ensemble as then reworked and extended was
designed to supply water to the new city of Tustar, later
called Chouster or Shushtar, and to irrigate the vast semidesert plain to the south, along the last of the mountain
foothills, for the systematic development of agriculture,
notably the planting of orchards.

10. The remains of the Shâdorvân bridge-dam, which
controlled the water intake on the Dâriun canal, still called
the Grand Weir. Damaged on several occasions by
floodwaters, it was been repeatedly repaired and restored,
until it was finally abandoned (date unknown, but before
the 20th century).

Arab-Muslim sources attest to the reputation of the
Shâdorvân civil structure, termed Great Weir and Wonder
of the World. Although there is no material evidence for
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the more ancient periods, it is acceptable to think that this
is a tradition dating back to the Persian origins of the
construction. The structure and the hydraulic system
together left an impression on visitors throughout the
centuries, right through to the Europeans in the 19th
century.

the Gargar canal (site 3). Still in use, it continues to fulfil
the role of town water supply (4, 5) and irrigation for the
plain downstream from Shushtar (6, 7). The agricultural
zone, with its modernised functions, is outside the
nominated property, but a small part close to the city is
inside the buffer zone.

During the Islamic period, the various Iranian dynasties
carefully maintained the Shushtar Hydraulic System as an
essential component in the country’s development. They
carried out significant maintenance work, and sometimes
additional work, such as during the Safavid (1500–1700)
and then the Qadjar (1779–1925) dynasties for the Gargar
bridge-dam and the Shâdorvân Grand Weir. The mill,
bridge-dam, and tunnel region was developed from the
origins of the system through to at least the 15th century,
and then again in the 19th and 20th centuries.

Further downstream, a modern water intake feeds a
renovated section of the hydraulic system, on the remains
of the old Dâriun canal (9), but mainly in the buffer zone;
it resulted in the old underground intake being drained (8).
Among the historic structures, the Mizân dam intake (1)
and the nearby Gargar bridge-dam (4), with its tunnels, are
still in use; they have retained their original function, at the
cost of more or less extensive modifications (see
Authenticity). The other structures are today monumental
testimonies or sometimes mere archaeological remains,
notably the Shâdorvân weir-dam, which was the
masterpiece of the project in ancient times (10). The road
function was sometimes maintained by a modern structure
built alongside the ancient one (6 and 10).

Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System values
In its current form the Shushtar Historic Hydraulic System
dates from the 3rd century CE, when the Shâdorvân Grand
Weir and Mizân water intake were built and the Gargar
canal dug. However, the site’s first hydraulic installations
most probably date back to the reign of Darius the Great, in
the 5th century BCE, who in turn inherited the irrigation
traditions of the Elamites and Mesopotamians who
preceded them.

The integrity of the monumental elements and the remains
in terms of their location is satisfactory. It has not been
changed by urban development in the region of the
nominated property.
ICOMOS recognises the integrity of the location of the
Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System, as well as the
importance of its monuments, its archaeological remains,
and its landscapes which render possible an understanding
of this historical hydraulic ensemble.

Shushtar is a homogeneous ensemble of highly diversified
and complementary hydraulic functions, ranging from the
construction of a dam to control a powerful river’s flow to
the creation of a veritable artificial watercourse, from the
construction of a new town to the irrigation of a vast and at
the time semi-desert plain, from the installation of mills to
providing the possibility of river transport through to the
Persian Gulf, from the construction of a bridge on the river
Kârun to a hydraulic defence system for the town. This
system has remained functional for eighteen centuries, and
it is still in use today.

In its reply to the request from ICOMOS dated 10
December 2008, regarding the inclusion of the upstream
catchment area in the conservation of the integrity of the
property, the State Party provided a summary note about
the regional climatic and hydrological conditions with
regard to the water flow in the river Kârun. The State Party
highlights the fact that the inhabitants of the foothills of the
Zagros Mountains have for centuries provided continuous
careful management of the hydraulic aspects. However,
both human ignorance and natural disasters can seriously
damage a structure like the Shushtar Hydraulic System. A
series of measures, set out in the note, is therefore
recommended by the State Party in the management plan
and for monitoring the property.

It is one of the most complete examples of an integrated
hydraulic system, with numerous functions, that predates
the industrial era. It reflects harmony in the relationship
between man and nature through regional development that
has remained functional ever since.
The creation of the Persian Sassanid Empire, Shushtar is
one of the few very great, large-scale irrigation and
regional development projects in the ancient history of
China, Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Middle East, and the
Greco-Roman world. In terms of its sources of inspiration,
it is linked most closely to the latter three. It became a
reference of civil engineering in ancient times, and was
especially recognised at the peak of the Arab-Muslim
civilisation.

ICOMOS considers that these sixteen measures for the
proper hydraulic management of the property contribute
significantly to maintaining its integrity. Particular
attention should be paid to the hydraulic management of
the river Kârun and its affluents, upstream from Shushtar,
notably the management of the weir-dams, and any future
work.

Shushtar was carefully maintained and repaired throughout
the Islamic period by the various Iranian dynasties.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

Authenticity
In addition to changes due to the passage of time or
sometimes abandonment, the component parts of the
property have undergone alteration to their original built
structure in several important places. Particular attention
should be paid to the concrete platform on the top of the
Mizân dam (1), added to make vehicular traffic possible.
The Gargar bridge-dam (4), which was partially
reconstructed and heightened in the 19th and 20th
centuries, now carries a modern traffic route, in the heart of
the city and used by dense traffic. The mill site (5)
downstream from the dam underwent significant alteration

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity
The hydraulic functional integrity is maintained through
the use of the Mizân water intake (site 1 in the file – see
Description) which diverts part of the river Kârun to feed
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by local industry in the 20th century – a hydroelectric
power plant and a pumping station in particular. Built on
the rock, these buildings lower the authenticity of the
hydraulic landscape but without altering it irreversibly and
remain compatible with its prime functions. The Dâriun
canal (9) was rebuilt for the purposes of modern irrigation
and its tunnel outfall under the castle was abandoned (8).

(Dezful, Amir, Shahrestan, Khajoo, and Siosepol). Dezful
is the closest to the nominated property.

Otherwise, the maintenance of the structures over the
centuries has been carried out with due respect for the
initial constructions, with similar materials and binders and
using construction traditions that have persisted throughout
its long history. Nonetheless, most of the hydraulic
structures have not been maintained for many years, in
some cases since ancient times, nor have they been
restored using modern technical techniques, which
contributes to their authenticity as remains, although they
no longer have any functional purpose.

- Large irrigation systems, including canal ensembles in
Urartu and in China.

- The earlier large bridges of the ancient world
(Mesopotamia, Urartu, Pont du Gard).
- The hydraulic tunnels associated with dams in Iran,
Mesopotamia, and Petra,

- Water mills dating from antiquity in Iran and the Roman
Empire.
In its reply dated 24 February 2009, the State Party
provides a comparative analysis extended to include three
other important hydraulic properties in Iran: Duruntash
(Khuzestan), Pulvar (Fars), and the Ispahan water supply
system.

The territory of the nominated property is in places
affected by modern buildings that change its authenticity
(5, 9); this may also be in order to maintain an ancient road
function, as already stated (6, 10). In the case of the
buildings, the State Party has indicated that solutions to
restore the authenticity are under examination. These may
at times be minor issues, such as electrical power masts.

ICOMOS considers that it is necessary to compare
hydraulic systems that extend beyond the components parts
of the property, notably those already inscribed on the
World Heritage List. That of Dujiangyan (China) has a
similar function (Mount Qingcheng and Dujiangyan
Irrigation System, 2000, criteria (ii), (iv), (vi)). Started in
the 3rd century BCE, it still regulates the waters of the
river Minjiang and distributes them to the fertile lands of
the Chengdu Plain. Its structure is, however, not the same,
nor are the technical solutions implemented since they are
specific to Chinese civilisation. There are also other
potential comparisons drawn from ancient times and
located in the Middle East. For example, the Aflaj
Irrigation Systems of Oman (2006, criterion (v)); this is,
however, an exceptional system for water capture at the
foot of a mountain and then distributing it to a network of
oases. Moreover, although this irrigation system is
probably very old, the exact dating of the aflaj is uncertain.
Other similar hydraulic systems dating from ancient times
have existed in the arid regions of the Middle East, from
ancient Persia to North Africa. The Qanat in Bam (Bam
and its Cultural Landscape, Iran, 2004-2007, criteria (ii),
(iii), (iv), (v)) are underground systems that are similar to
the previous system. The Nabatean irrigation networks in
the Negev Desert (Incense Route – Desert Cities in the
Negev, Israel 2005, criteria (iii), (v)) also include
remarkable hydraulic engineering elements, in this instance
based on the multiplication of small dams and reservoirs
dug into the rock.

In many cases, constructions in the buffer zone adversely
affect the expression of its authenticity. The State Party is
aware of this difficulty and has stated that it is actively
seeking appropriate solutions that are acceptable to the
local community.
ICOMOS notes, with a repeated logic that has its own
legitimacy, that it is the structures or sites still in active use
that have undergone the most extensive modifications to
their authenticity, especially those starting in the 20th
century, such as the bridge-dams (1 and 4), the Dâriun
canal (9), and the mill site (5). ICOMOS urges the
inception of research and authenticity value restoration
programmes, notably for these major property components,
which are essential for its understanding.
ICOMOS considers that the site’s hydraulic integrity is
satisfactory, even though some of the ancient structures are
now in ruins. ICOMOS considers that the authenticity,
which is in general good, needs to be strengthened in
several of the most significant places and in the landscape
close to the property.

- Ancient and medieval dams in Iran and in the ancient
world (Mesopotamia, Middle East, Roman Empire, and
Spain).

ICOMOS considers that the Shushtar Historical Hydraulic
System appears to be comparable with the best hydraulic
engineering achievements of antiquity, by diverting a river
and creating an artificial river, and by a remarkable and
diversified ensemble of technical structures. It is a very
complete overall system, endowed with all the functions
associated with the simultaneous control of water and the
land. In this respect, it is exceptional. It is one of the most
extensive still conserved, and it is one of the rare hydraulic
systems of ancient times still in use. It also provides an
important example of the meeting of hydraulic techniques
linked to Mesopotamian antiquity, and more broadly to the
Middle East and those of the Roman world.

- Bridge-dams for irrigation purposes; there are many of
these in Iran where they are a particular feature of land
management in ancient and medieval times. Some are
exceptionally well preserved masterpieces, still in use

ICOMOS considers that among the many hydraulic
systems dating from the ancient and medieval periods,
Shushtar is one of the most complete and one of the most
important.

Comparative analysis
The State Party has provided a detailed comparative
analysis for the various topics linked to the nature of the
property and its history, first within Iran and then within
the context of ancient and medieval times in the Middle
East, Persia and Europe. The approach is made
simultaneously in terms of the property’s history and
heritage; it mainly concerns:
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The Shâdorvân Grand Weir, damming the river Kârun, was
considered a technical masterpiece by the Persians, the
Arab-Muslims, and their many visitors throughout the
centuries. Today, it is reduced to a ruined state, along with
many of the dams for the water-flow control system.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for the World Heritage List.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

– In its present form, the Shushtar Historical
Hydraulic System dates back to the 3rd century CE,
but it was probably originally undertaken by Darius the
Great, the Achaeminid king in the early 5th century
BCE. It is one of the very rare large-scale complete
hydraulic systems as old as this.
– It is a homogenous hydraulic system designed in a
global and definitive manner in the 3rd century CE. It
is rich in terms of its civil engineering structures
(bridge-dams, weirs, tunnels, canal dug in the rock), its
functional buildings (control castle, water level control
tower), and the diversity of uses (urban water supply,
irrigation, fish farming, river transport, and defence
system).
– It is testimony to the heritage and conjunction of
skills from earlier times, Elamite and Mesopotamian; it
was probably influenced by the Petra dam and tunnel
and by Roman civil engineering.
– The Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System, as an
ensemble and especially the Shâdorvân Grand Weir
(bridge-dam), was considered a Wonder of the World
not only by the Persians but also by the Arab-Muslims
at the peak of their civilisation.
– The Gargar canal is a veritable artificial
watercourse that made possible the building of a new
city and the irrigation of a vast and at the time semidesert plain.
– The Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System is in an
urban and rural landscape environment specific to the
expression of its value.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System provides an
example of the development of hydraulic systems and town
planning dating back almost 2000 years. The result is
harmonious and very complete.
It is a technical ensemble and a unique installation in both
the Far East and the West.
ICOMOS considers that the Shushtar Historical Hydraulic
System is a synthesis of diverse techniques brought
together to form a remarkably complete and large-scale
ensemble. It has benefited from the ancient expertise of the
Elamites and Mesopotamians in canal irrigation, as well as
the more recent Nabatean expertise in dams and tunnels.
The Romans also influenced its construction, notably the
Grand Weir. Its many visitors marvelled at it, and were in
turn inspired. It testifies to the exchange of considerable
influences throughout antiquity and the Islamic period in
the area of hydraulics and their applications.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment especially when it has
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change.

Criteria under which the inscription is proposed

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System is an
exceptionally
accomplished
example of
human
establishment and land-use in Iran, found in other great
civilisations in antiquity, in Mesopotamia, and in the
Roman Empire. During periods of peace there were very
significant multinational and multicultural exchanges that
continued into the Islamic period.

The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(i), (ii), and (v).
Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.
Shushtar is considered by the State Party to be of
outstanding universal value as a masterpiece of human
creative genius and a ‘Wonder of the World,’ which is how
it has long been internationally recognised. It has been
admired by visitors from the world over throughout the
centuries, for its overall elegance as well as for the
technical performance of its impressive civil engineering
structures and its highly diverse use as a hydraulic system.

Unlike many other hydraulic systems, Shushtar is still in
use and it is a living heritage in harmonious relationship
with nature and its urban environment.
ICOMOS considers that Shushtar is a unique and
exceptionally complete example of hydraulic techniques
developed during ancient times, to aid the settlement of
semi-desert lands. By diverting a river flowing down the
mountains, using large-scale civil engineering structures
and the creation of canals, it made multiple uses for the
water possible across a vast territory: urban water supply,
agricultural irrigation, fish farming, mills, transport,
defence system, etc. It testifies to a technical culture dating
back eighteen centuries serving the sustainable
development of a human society, in harmony with its
natural environment.

ICOMOS considers that the Shushtar Historical Hydraulic
System is testimony to a remarkably accomplished and
early overall vision of the possibilities afforded by
diversion canals and large weir-dams for land
development. It was designed and completed in the 3rd
century CE as a global system, in terms of both its civil
engineering and its diverse hydraulic applications. It was a
unique and exceptional ensemble in terms of its technical
diversity and its completeness which testifies to the human
creative genius. It is preserved today in an urban and rural
landscape environment specific to the expression of its
value.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
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ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (i), (ii), and (v) and that the outstanding universal
value has been demonstrated.

Kârun’s high water, and so place greater demands on the
robustness of the hydraulic system.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are urban pressure from non-compliant construction and
the effects of traffic, and the river Kârun’s upstream
hydraulic management.

There is no evidence of earthquakes in the past, but it is a
risk that could potentially affect the region.

Development pressures
The development of automobile traffic directly affects the
Mizân (1) and Gargar (4) dams, which are also used as
bridges. There are plans to limit traffic. A road has been
built in the city on the western bank of the canal (3).

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

The increasing road traffic is also contributing to the
deteriorating urban atmosphere and its acidity.

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
According to the maps, which clearly define the
boundaries of the property, the surface area is comprised of
strips of land bordering the various watercourses and
which include the thirteen remarkable civil structures,
monuments, and sites. They measure between 100m and
800m wide, giving an average of 200m for a total length
close to 10km. The surface area of the property is c 240
hectares. The population is 410.

The very friable sandstone of the canal banks is affected
long-term by chemical pollution in the air and water.
The surroundings of the property (buffer zone) have often
been altered by rapid urban growth in the second half of
the 20th century, in the form of constructions that are
inappropriate in terms of their form and the materials used,
and more rarely in the property itself. Modern bridges have
also been built over the canals and roads near the property,
made necessary by urban growth. An overall review is in
progress within the context of the town plan that should
lead to a gradual corrective programme and control over
new construction.

However, according to the maps that define the buffer zone
boundaries, it is a territory that broadly encircles the
property, except to the east of the city and adjacent to the
rich ensemble at the start of the Gargar canal (1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5), where it is sometimes reduced to just 150m. Its
total surface area is c 1600ha. It is 8.5km along its north–
south axis, and 3.6km at its widest east–west point. Two
sub-zones are considered in the buffer zone: the urban
section and the rural section, each with its own specific
conservation measures.

Tourism pressures
Tourism generally does not pose a problem for the
property; quite the contrary, it is a factor contributing to its
recognition and its enhancement. Some graffiti and
uncontrolled waste disposal show that visitors and passersby are not always aware of the property’s value. The
monuments and the historical sites such as the tower (2),
the mill area (5), or the castle area (8), are generally open
to the public; controlled visits to these spaces are to be
introduced.

The population in the urban buffer zone is around 150,000,
and it is 1400 in the rural buffer zone.
The property also has a landscape control zone that
surrounds the city of Shushtar, with a radius of c 12km.
In its reply dated 24 February 2009, the State Party
provides a detailed note about the reasons governing the
choice of boundaries for the buffer zone: on the one hand,
to define a coherent territory providing complete continuity
of meaning and landscape with the property; and on the
other as a function of the requirements for its conservation
and the control of urban and farming development. The
management criteria for the buffer zone are also recalled
(see Protection).

Environmental pressures
The river Kârun has already reduced the Shâdorvân weirdam (10) to a ruined state; its currents can be violent
during periods of high water, and they tend to be increased
by its water-flow management because of the
contemporary dams upstream from Shushtar. The Mizân
water intake dam (1) and its dyke, through to the KolâhFarangi tower (2) included, are particularly exposed to
erosion by the river over time. Monitoring measures are in
place.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the property
nominated for inscription and of the buffer zone are
satisfactory.

At times, plants may colonise the dam structures and some
species can alter the canal’s natural banks.
More particularly, in the urban zone of the Gargar canal
and in the mill zone, a veritable gorge downstream from
the Gargar dam, the natural cliffs reveal areas subject to
erosion which could collapse. On the other hand, their
reinforcement using visible modern means would alter the
site’s authenticity. It is intended to study this issue as part
of the conservation plan.

Ownership
The Islamic Republic of Iran owns the property nominated
for inscription with the exception of the private dwellings
included in the property and the Mâhi-bâzân ponds (site 7).
The main bodies responsible for representing the public
ownership are the Iran Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and
Tourism Organisation (ICHHTO), the Municipality of
Shushtar, and religious organisations. Depending on the
relevant issue, other State bodies may be called upon to
exercise this right.

Natural disasters, impact of climate change
Thanks to the effectiveness of the Mizân water intake dam
over the millennia, the Gargar canal has not caused any
known major natural catastrophe along its course. Climate
change could increase the level and frequency of the river
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The following also contribute to this documentary fund
and guide the action plans:

The buffer zone mainly belongs to private owners; some
parts are public.

– A programme for development and territorial
control under the town plan,

Protection

– A programme for research and study of the
property’s components,

Legal protection
In accordance with the Conservation of Monument and
National Sites Act (1930), the protection of monuments
inscribed on the National Heritage List falls to ICHHTO.

– A programme for the development of tourism.
Present state of conservation

The thirteen monumental elements or remarkable sites of
the nominated property are inscribed on the National
Heritage List.

Based on the situation of the property’s current integrity
and authenticity (see above), the State Party has developed,
through its study programme, a good knowledge of the
state of conservation of each of the property’s civil
structures, monuments, and sites, and has formulated the
appropriate diagnostics.

The property and its buffer zone also come under a series
of the State Party’s general laws (Civil Code, Islamic Penal
Code, National Economy Act, Public Land Development
Act, National Security Decree, and Five-Year
Development Plan). It also falls under texts specifically
dealing with the protection of cultural heritage:
–

Prevention of unauthorised excavations (1980),

–

Land acquisition, construction, and areas for the
protection of historic property (1969),

–

Organisation of Iranian heritage services (1979).

Active conservation measures and maintenance
The municipal services and ICHHTO jointly provide the
standard and hydraulic maintenance of the property.
Specialist companies may be called upon for certain work.
Under the management plan, ICHHTO is responsible for
the conservation control plan (SHHS Plan). Particular
attention is paid to the condition of the civil structures and
their restoration planned in accordance with acceptable
authenticity criteria.

In agreement with the local authorities, the protection
measures applying to the property have been summarised
in the form of a document outlining the legal constraints
and conditions for works. In particular, this document
reveals that any public or private body or any individual
with a project concerning the property or its buffer zone
and liable to affect its historic and heritage values must
inform ICHHTO and obtain its authorisation, in addition to
and overriding that of the usual services. This concerns all
projects for construction or changes to urban infrastructure,
transport, and any agricultural project that risks affecting
the property and/or its landscapes. In particular, it enables
ICHHTO to intervene on existing structures affecting the
authenticity of the property and its landscapes. The
document concerns the various levels: the property itself,
the urban buffer zone, the rural buffer zone, and the
landscape zone.

Effectiveness of the conservation measures
The knowledge and control databases are in place and
work efficiently. Conservation and gradual authenticity
rehabilitation issues are appropriately raised. However,
given the scope and the size of the difficulties encountered,
the conservation will require significant work in the years
ahead.
ICOMOS considers that the issue of the property’s
conservation is suitably raised; however, given its scope,
the conservation and authenticity restoration plan for the
structures and the functional sites will require major work
in the years ahead, which it is appropriate to encourage. In
particular, the archaeological remains should be
consolidated and their stability ensured. In addition, this
conservation plan does not appear to be a totally complete
and approved document, but rather an ongoing process. It
should be finalised and approved.

Effectiveness of protection measures
ICOMOS considers that all the legal and regulatory
measures in place are adequate for providing effective
protection of the property.

ICOMOS also considers it necessary to establish
monitoring and a detailed inventory of the underground
hydraulic networks, and then to initiate an archaeological
study of them in relation to the urban structures and
dwellings. It would also be important to restore certain of
the town’s houses in relation to the property and its
landscapes and to encourage owners to do this.

ICOMOS considers that the protective measures for the
property are adequate.

Conservation

ICOMOS considers that the issue of the conservation of
the property is appropriately raised. However, particular
attention needs to be paid to consolidating the
archaeological remains, monitoring and studying the
underground elements, and renovating the old houses
linked to the property and its landscapes.

Inventories, recording, research
The current inventory and research tools are the database
for the Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System, under the
responsibility of ICHHTO, along with various heritage
documents, such as photographs, maps, and archives. The
database itself is a research programme and the supporting
element for the conservation control plan (called the SHHS
Plan). The database and the documents are held by
ICHHTO and by the Shushtar Governorate.

ICOMOS considers that the conservation plan for the
property should be finalised and approved by the
property’s management authorities.
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Risk preparedness

Management
including

The analysis of threats has been carried out in detail and
for each component of the property.

All the plans and programmes concerning the property
nominated for inscription must be approved by the
ICHHTO Technical High Council, in Teheran. The High
Council is also responsible for supervising their
implementation. It has the final say on all major operations
and it allocates the financial resources needed for their
implementation.

There is no specific plan linked to potential risks
threatening the property, other than the general civil
protection plans applicable to the city of Shushtar and the
Kârun Basin.

Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

Involvement of local communities
The local population is involved through representatives of
municipalities on the various management bodies.

At the executive level, ICHHTO appoints a director in
charge of the database and the implementation of the
Conservation Plan. This executive body is called the SHHS
Base for short. It is responsible for all technical aspects of
the conservation and management of research, tourism, and
education.

The local population still seems to be insufficiently
informed and insufficiently aware of the property’s value.
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training
ICHHTO is directly involved in the management of the
property and guarantees an annual budget, which was
significantly increased between the years 2002–2003 and
2006.

The architectural and urban questions are under the control
of the High Council for Architecture and Town Planning. It
must also approve the programmes and plans for the
property in liaison with the city’s master plan.

The Khuzestân water and electricity organisation also
made significant contributions to the maintenance of the
hydraulic system between 2001 and 2005.

At the regional and local levels, the property management
includes:

The Municipality of Shushtar guarantees an annual budget,
which was significantly increased in 2007.

– A Steering Committee responsible for approving
the technical decisions. It is comprised of specialists
and professionals from various backgrounds,
commensurate with the complexity of the property.
– A Local Supervisory Council for the hydraulic
system in charge of its regular supervision; it includes
representatives of ICHHTO and the regional and local
authorities (the governorate and municipality in
particular}.

The executive management body for the Shushtar
Historical Hydraulic System (SHHS Base) employs
outright, in addition to its director, five architects, three
archaeologists, two engineers, sixteen architect’s
technicians and workers skilled in traditional practices, two
guides, twelve guards, and five clerical and other staff
members.

– At the local level, there is a strong tradition and
strong local motivation to participate in protecting the
property.

Traditional masons and tradesmen are also available in
sufficient number for the restoration work, under the
supervision of the SHHS Base staff.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Various professional training, meeting, and internship
possibilities are available in Iran or through international
organisations. Some of these have a direct link with the
Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System’s conservation.

The management plan mainly comprises the conservation
plan combined with the SHHS database, plus aspects of the
tourism and educational development plan.

Effectiveness of the current management
ICOMOS considers that the current management system is
effective.

The plan is presented with planning element-by-element
for the various components of the property in accordance
with a completion schedule (2008–2022).

ICOMOS recommends improving the property’s
interpretation for the local population and visitors.

The plan reveals a set of precise measures which, in
addition to conservation and research, concerns the
presentation of the site and its tourism development
(lighting, signage, visitor pathways).

ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is appropriate. Nonetheless, the management plan,
especially its conservation section, must be approved by
the State Party authorities and the partners in the
management. ICOMOS also recommends boosting the
water quality monitoring measures and improving the
interpretation of and information on the property and the
involvement of the local population.

The management plan must be compatible and developed
in conjunction with the city of Shushtar’s Master Plan.
Management of the property is also governed by:
– The hydraulic management plan of the upstream
dam on the Kârun, affecting the water level and
currents;

6. MONITORING

– The wastewater network extension plan.

The local council for the supervision of the hydraulic
system meets monthly under the chairmanship of the
Governor of Khuzestân Province. It examines the property
monitoring reports compiled by the SHHS Base executive

ICOMOS considers it necessary to improve supervision of
the water quality and to confirm that the management of
the catchment area ensures the long-term conservation of
the property.
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–

body staff. These are performed in accordance with the
following topics and frequencies:
– Water control level, water quality, with the
assistance of the Environmental Protection Agency of
the Meteorological Office: weekly;

Criterion (i): The Shushtar Hydraulic System is testimony
to a remarkably accomplished and early overall vision of
the possibilities afforded by diversion canals and large
weir-dams for land development. It was designed and
completed in the 3rd century CE for sustainable operation
and is still in use today. It is a unique and exceptional
ensemble in terms of its technical diversity and its
completeness that testifies to the human creative genius.

– Monitoring the state of conservation: fortnightly
and monthly;
– Geological and geophysical monitoring: annually;
– Tourism: daily presence of guides and guards;
annual visitor number statistics;

Criterion (ii): The Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System is
a synthesis of diverse techniques brought together to form
a remarkably complete and large-scale ensemble. It has
benefited from the ancient expertise of the Elamites and
Mesopotamians in canal irrigation, and then that of the
Nabateans; Roman technicians also influenced its
construction. Its many visitors marvelled at it and were in
turn inspired. It testifies to the exchange of considerable
influences in hydraulic engineering and its application
throughout antiquity and the Islamic period under the
various Iranian dynasties.

– With the municipality, supervising constructions
liable to affect the property and the property’s urban
landscape: every three days.
– Ongoing documentation work, mapping and
photographing the property to expand the database.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the property is
appropriate.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Criterion (v): Shushtar is a unique and exceptionally
complete example of hydraulic techniques developed
during ancient times to aid the occupation of semi-desert
lands. By diverting a river flowing down the mountains,
using large-scale civil engineering structures and the
creation of canals, it made possible multiple uses for the
water across a vast territory: urban water supply,
agricultural irrigation, fish farming, mills, transport,
defence system, etc. It testifies to a technical culture dating
back eighteen centuries serving the sustainable
development of a human society, in harmony with its
natural and urban environment.

ICOMOS recognises the outstanding universal value of the
Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System.

Recommendations with respect to the inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the Shushtar Historical
Hydraulic System, Bridges, dams, canals, buildings and
watermills from ancient times to present, Islamic Republic
of Iran, be inscribed on the World Heritage List on the basis
of criteria (i), (ii), and (v).

The integrity of the hydraulic footprint is good, but its
functional integrity compared with the original model is
only partial and reduced, notably for the dams; it remains
good for irrigation and water supply. The authenticity of
elements reduced to archaeological remains is certain, but
has been affected by 20th century works and materials so
far as the civil structures and sites still in use are
concerned. Efforts directed to the restoration of
authenticity must be pursued.

Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
The Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System demonstrates
outstanding universal value:
–

In its present form, it dates from the 3rd century
CE, probably on older bases from the 5th century
BCE. It is complete, with numerous functions,
and large-scale, making it exceptional.

–

It is a homogeneous hydraulic system, designed
globally and completed in the 3rd century CE. It
is as rich in its diversity of civil engineering
structures and its constructions as in the diversity
of its uses (urban water supply, mills, irrigation,
river transport, and defensive system).

–

–

–

The Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System sits in
an urban and rural landscape specific to the
expression of its value.

The components of the management plan are satisfactory,
but they need to be improved in terms of the interpretation
of the sites and the involvement of the local population.

ICOMOS recommends that the State
consideration to the following points:

It testifies to the heritage and the synthesis of
earlier Elamite and Mesopotamian knowhow; it
was probably influenced by the Petra dam and
tunnel and by Roman civil engineering.
The Shushtar hydraulic system, in its ensemble
and most particularly the Shâdorvân Grand Weir
(bridge-dam), has been considered a Wonder of
the World not only by the Persians but also by the
Arab-Muslins at the peak of their civilisation.
The Gargar canal is a veritable artificial
watercourse
which
made
possible
the
construction of a new town and the irrigation of a
vast plain, at the time semi-desert.
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Party

give

–

Examine the future possibilities of combining
irrigation and agricultural development with the
expression of the universal value of the property,
notably with regard to its dimension as an
exceptional example of sustainable development;

–

Finalise, approve, and ensure the correct application
of the conservation and authenticity restoration plan
for the property’s civil structures, monuments and
functional sites;

–

Pay particular attention to consolidating the
archaeological remains, monitoring and studying the
underground elements, and renovating the old houses
linked to the property and its landscapes;

–

Strengthen water quality control and pay particular
attention to the hydraulic management of the river
Kârun and its affluents upstream from Shushtar,
especially the management of the weir-dams, and any
future work;

–

Improve the interpretation of the property and the
information and involvement of the local population;

–

Eventually simplify the name of the property to ‘The
Shushtar Historical Hydraulic System.’
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Band-e Mizân dam

Watermills and waterfalls area

The Khodâ-âfarin dam-bridge

Polband-e Shâdorvân Bridge-dam

2. The justification for excluding guardian mountains, and
especially one of those associated with Heolleung Cluster,
from buffer zones.

Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty
(Republic of Korea)

3. The need to provide further information on the
restoration of the topography and landscape of
Seosamreung Cluster, together with a timetable of the
works.

No 1319

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Location:

4. The need to provide assurances concerning:
The removal of the Shooting Range and Sports
Training Center at Taereung Cluster (in, respectively, 2008
and 2014);
The removal of the Korean National University
of Art at Uireung Cluster (in 2012); and
The improvement of the environment for the
buildings west of Seooreung Cluster (in 2012).

Royal Tombs of the
Joseon Dynasty
Seoul Metropolitan City,
Gyeonggi-do and
Gangwon-do
Republic of Korea

ICOMOS received a response (20 pages) from the State
Party on 27 February 2009, in which all the matters raised
in the letter of 6 January 2009 were satisfactorily
addressed. The responses are included in the report below.

Brief description:
The Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910),
located in the Republic of Korea, are comprised of 40
tombs. The tombs, some of which are single mounds and
some of which form tomb clusters, are spread among 18
different sites. Constructed over five centuries, they
convey the monarchy’s world view and understanding of
topography, and demonstrate Confucian principles,
especially those associated with ancestral rites.

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
2. THE PROPERTY
Description

Category of property:

During the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910) 119 tombs were
constructed within the Republic of Korea. Each tomb is
designated neung, won or myo depending on the royal
status. Of these, 40 were royal tombs for Joseon Dynasty
kings and their consorts (and there are a further 2 located
in DPR Korea). These occur as single mounds or in
clusters. The earliest royal tomb was constructed in 1408
and the last royal tomb was constructed in 1966. A list of
the 18 royal tomb sites in the Republic of Korea, including
the names of the royal tombs contained within each site, is
as follows (all tombs listed in order of burial):

In terms of categories of cultural properties set out in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
serial nomination of 40 monuments.
1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

16 January 2006

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None

Region: Gyeonggi-do:
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:



31 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.
Literature consulted (selection):



Lee, Chang-Hwan, “Preservation and Maintenance for Cultural
Landscape of Royal Tombs Area Pivoting on Seoul in the Joseon
Dynasty”, 2007 ICOMOS Asia and the Pacific Regional Meeting:
Heritage and metropolis in Asia and the Pacific, p. 97-11, Seoul,
ICOMOS-Korea, 2007.






National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage, Royal Tombs of
the Joseon Dynasty: Legacies of Elegance.

Donggureung Cluster (E1): 9 royal tombs Geonwolleung,
Hyeolleung,
Mongneung,
Hwireung, Sungneung, Sureung, Hyereung,
Wolleung and Gyeongneung
Hongyureung Cluster (E2): 2 royal tombs Hongneung and Yureung
Sareung Cluster (E3): 1 royal tomb - Sareung
Gwangneung Cluster (E4): 1 royal tomb Gwangneung
Yeongneung Cluster (E5): 2 royal tombs Yeongneung and Yeongneung
Jangneung Cluster (E6): 1 royal tomb Jangneung

Region: Seoul:

Technical Evaluation Mission: 21-29 September 2008
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 6
January 2009 on the following:



1. The rationale for the inclusion of certain elements in the
buffer zone, rather than in the property area.
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Seolleung Cluster (M1): 2 royal tombs Seolleung and Jeongneung
Heolleung Cluster (M2): 2 royal tombs Heolleung and Illeung
Taereung Cluster (M3): 2 royal tombs Taereung and Gangneung




Jeongneung Cluster (M4): 1 royal tomb Jeongneung
Uireung Cluster (M5): 1 royal tomb - Uireung

worship road, links the main gate to the shrine and is
shared by the living and the dead, while the sindo, the
spirit road, links the shrine to the burial mound and is used
solely by the dead.

Region: Gangwon-do:








The layout described above generally follows the layout
prescribed as part of the Confucian ritual system. However,
variation is found in the number and placement of burial
mounds within a site, and this is categorised as follows:

Seooreung Cluster (W1): 5 royal tombs Changneung,
Myeongneung,
Inreung,
Hongneung and Gyeongneung
Seosamreung Cluster (W2): 3 royal tombs Huireung, Hyoreung and Yereung
Olleung Cluster (W3): 1 royal tomb - Olleung
Paju Samreung Cluster (W4): 3 royal tombs Gongneung, Sulleung and Yeongneung
Jangneung Cluster (W5): 1 royal tomb Jangneung
Jangneung Cluster (W6): 1 royal tomb Jangneung
Yungneung Cluster (W7): 2 royal tombs Geolleung and Yungneung








Tombs with a single mound
Tombs with twin mounds
Tombs with three parallel mounds
Tombs with a joint burial mound for the king and
queen
Tombs with double mounds on separate hills
Tombs with vertically placed double mounds

In addition to the burial mounds, associated buildings are
an integral part of the royal tombs: the T-shaped wooden
shrine (jeongjagak), where ancestral tablets are kept and
royal ancestral rites performed; the stele shed, which
protects the tomb stele; the royal kitchen, where food for
the royal ancestral rites is prepared; the guards’ house,
located southeast of the T-shaped shrine and facing the
kitchen; the red-spiked gate (hongsalmun), which marks
the beginning of the worship road at the southern end of
the tomb era, signifying entry to the sacred realm; and the
tomb keeper’s house (jaesil), where ritual equipment is
kept and overall preparations are made for royal ancestral
rites.

The tombs were built to honour the memory of ancestors,
to show respect for their achievements, to assert royal
authority, to protect ancestral spirits from evil and to
provide protection from vandalism. A royal tomb was a
sacred place where the deceased could “live” in the
afterlife amidst dynasty-protecting ancestral spirits.
There are three keys to understanding the royal tombs: the
topography of the site and the layout of the tomb; the types
of burial mounds, the sites’ associated structures and the
nature and aesthetic qualities of site-specific stone objects;
and the rites associated with the burials as well as extant
documents that verify the construction process.

Royal tombs are adorned on the outside with a range of
stone objects, including ceremonial artefacts and figures of
people and animals that are placed around, and in front of,
the grave mound. All serve the purpose of wishing the
interred a peaceful afterlife.

During the Joseon Dynasty, sites were chosen according to
pungsu (fengshui in Chinese) principles. Accordingly,
outstanding natural sites were chosen, which were mainly
along two mountain chains stretching to the north and
south of the Han River that flows through present-day
Seoul. The burial mounds, the “heart” of a royal burial
ground, were usually placed in the middle of a hillside.
Protected from the back, they face outward (to the south)
toward water and, ideally, toward layers of mountain
ridges in the far distance.

Around the burial mound, on the upper platform (sanggye),
a 12-angled retaining stone protects and decorates the
mound. A stone fence, slightly further out, encircles the
mound, and outside of this fence pairs of stone sheep and
tigers face outward, their backs to the mound. Further out,
a low wall shelters the components on three sides. At the
open side, and in front of the mound, there is a stone table
on which spirits can play. And to the right and the left of
the table are stone watch pillars.

The burial chamber was located at the point where
propitious energies are said to be concentrated and it was
fortified with a dirt covering, creating the mound. With a
low, curving wall and knoll at the back, energy is further
directed toward the burial chamber.

In the middle platform (junggye), a four- or eight-sided
stone lantern is found in the middle with two civil servants
and their horses, both in stone, nearby. In the lower
platform (hagye), two military officials and their horses, in
stone, are found.

In addition to the burial area, royal tombs consist of a
ceremonial area and an entrance area, and each area has a
different function and symbolic meaning. The burial area is
the sacred place of the dead and it contains an open, grassy
area, the burial mound and a spirit road that descends to a
T-shaped shrine. The shrine is the centre of the ceremonial
area and it is here that ancestral rites are conducted to
symbolise the meeting of the living and the dead. The
shrine is linked by a worship road to a red-spiked gate, the
main entrance to the royal graveyard. The entrance area,
itself, lies beyond the gate and it contains the forbidden
stream with a stone bridge, the house of the tomb keeper
and additional buildings used for ceremonial preparations.
The separation of the living and the dead is further
symbolised by the nature of the roads: the chamdo, the

The ancestral rites associated with the royal tombs are
considered sacrosanct. They were practiced until the late
Joseon period and into the short period of the Daehan
Empire (late 19th-early 20th century). Under Japanese
colonial rule and during the Korean War, they were
stopped, but revived afterwards (1966) as a means to
preserve the ritual practices associated with the Joseon
Dynasty. Sites were chosen for their proximity to the
capital, Seoul, which reflects the need for kings to have
close access to their fathers’ graves in order to pay due
respect and honour.
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In the Joseon Dynasty there were two categories of rites:
funeral rites (hyungnye) and auspicious rites (gillye). The
royal tomb was constructed during the process of
hyungnye. The rules for performing these ceremonies are
called The Five Rites, which are detailed in two books: the
“Five Rites” chapter of Sejong Sillok (Annals of King
Sejong) and Gukjo Oryeui (Five Rites of the State, which
was published during the reign of King Seongjong). When
conducting the funeral of his father, the new king followed
the procedures specified in the books.





In addition to the two books, palace scholars produced
three different kinds of documents to mark the sacredness
of the royal ancestry and magnify the departed king’s
legacy: sillok (annals); uigwe (records of state events); and
neungji (tomb records).



In Phase 2, Emergence of Joseon principles, the
Joseon Dynasty adopted its own funeral system
based on The Five Rites of the State (state
protocol and etiquette).
In Phase 3, Emphasis on geomancy principles,
some simplification of tombs occurs, i.e.
balustrades replace screens and stone chambers
are replaced by those with plaster walls.
In Phase 4, Emergence of realism, the practice of
having stone figures of scholars occupy a
platform higher than the one for stone figures of
soldiers is discontinued and stone figures are
reduced to life-size.
In Phase 5, Transformation to reflect the change
in royal title from king to emperor, there is an
increase in the number of stone figures and they
are placed in new positions at the front of the
platforms used for ancestral rites.

History and development
In addition to the five development stages, stone objects, in
particular, underwent slight changes in size and shape,
although the object types and their layout remained
unchanged. Four phases of stone objects have been
identified.

The place of tombs, and especially royal tombs, is central
to understanding Korean culture. As expressed in the
nomination dossier, royal tombs are the final resting places
for the royal family, and, as such, the tombs not only
indicate the status of the family but become carefully
constructed complexes for ancestral worship.



The dolmen, the oldest known tomb in the Korean
Peninsula, was built from the Stone Age to the Bronze
Age. During the Three Kingdoms Period, construction
principles were defined for tombs and it was the Silla
Kingdom, in particular, that developed the tomb system
unique to Korea: a wide hole in the ground, lined with
wood, filled with stones and covered by earth (the mound).
After the Silla conquered the other kingdoms (with the
help of the Chinese), what is called the Unified Silla Period
emerged and it was within this period that Korean royal
tombs developed unique characteristics, such as stone
tigers in four directions, stone tables in front of the burial
mound and stone objects with unique features. Royal
tombs were built not only on flat land, but on mountains as
well.







During the Goryeo Kingdom (918-1392), royal tombs
continued to be built using Unified Silla principles, but
they were built between mountain ridges with west to east
flowing streams. They included new features as well, such
as the watch stone pillar, stone lantern, T-shaped shrine
and stele shed. Additionally, stone tigers, lions and sheep
surrounded the burial mound.

First Phase: Early 15th century to middle 15th
century. Examples: Geonwolleung of King Taejo
(1408) and Changneung of King Yejong (1470).
Characteristics: Royal tombs built on hills; stone
horses.
Second Phase: Late 15th century to late 16th
century. Examples: Seolleung of King
Seongjong (1495) and Gangneung of King
Myeongjong (1567). Characteristic: Stone
objects increase in size.
Third Phase: Early 17th century to early 18th
century. Examples: Mongneung of King Seonjo
(1630) and Uireung of King Gyeongjong (1724).
Characteristic: Stone objects become smaller in
later years.
Fourth Phase: Middle 18th century to early 20th
century. Examples: Wolleung of King Yeongjo
(1776) and Yureung of Emperor Sunjong (1926).
Characteristic: Two platforms replace the usual
three.

Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty Values

Construction during the Joseon Dynasty has a degree of
consistency, although there are some variations reflecting
the wishes of the king or his descendants. Compared to
royal tombs built during the Goryeo Dynasty, royal tombs
constructed during the Joseon Dynasty were built on hills
and divided into three areas, with the upper/burial area
having upper, middle and lower platforms.

The values of the Royal Tombs of Joseon are linked to the
overall layout of the tomb, and, more specifically, to the
three areas of the tomb - the burial area, the ceremonial
area and the entrance area; the three platforms of the burial
area; and all the associated constructions and objects. The
setting and vistas are linked as well as they demonstrate the
importance of pungsu in determining the location and
orientation of the tombs. Within the tomb, the natural order
is embraced through the type and positioning of forests,
trees, shrubs and plants.

There are five development phases of the Royal Joseon
Tombs:

The values are also linked to the continuance of ancestral
rites.



In Phase 1, Continuation of Goryeo Kingdom
principles, changes are seen in the design of
stone lanterns and the use of octagonal stone
pillars.
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3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRIT Y AND AUTHENTICITY

The integrity of the sites is significantly enhanced by the
perpetuation of traditional ancestral rites.

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity

Authenticity

Integrity

Over time, elements of the sites have been repaired,
restored and reconstructed. The burial areas have seen the
least intervention, while the ceremonial and entrance areas
have seen the most, and largely because the use of wood as
a building material. The original function has been
continued at all sites and a sacred atmosphere has been
largely maintained, especially at the less urban sites.

Serial nomination:
As a serial nomination, the sites convey a complete
understanding of the setting, layout and composition of the
Joseon royal tombs.

Regarding form and design, only a few entrances have
been changed (Seolleung and Heolleung, for example),
and, in the 1970s, the form and location of Yeongneung’s
jaesil, chamdo and geumcheongyo were altered. Regarding
materials, most repairs have been done using the same
materials as the original ones, although, in the 1980s,
cement was used to repair cracks in stone elements (a wall
at Yureung, the chambo of Illeung and stone works at
Hyoreung and Sulleung, for example). Traditional
technology has been largely followed, except for
replacement materials for the chamdo at Yeongneung,
Uireung and Hongneung, for example.

As individual sites, there are minor exceptions: part of the
jaesil site of Yeongneung Cluster (E5) is not included in
the property area; part of the jaesil site of Jangneung
Cluster (Yeongwol Jangneung) (E6) is in the buffer zone;
the yeonji and geumcheongyo of Hyoreung (Seosamreung
Cluster) (W2) are not included in the property area; and the
yeonji of Jangneung Cluster (W5) is not included in the
property area.
There are two other minor exceptions: The guardian
temples of Jangneung (E6) and Yungneung (W7) are either
in the buffer zone (Jangneung’s guardian temple) or
outside the buffer zone (Yungneung’s guardian temple),
rather than in the property areas.

Overall, the Royal Tombs of Joseon have marked
authenticity.

Given these exclusions, ICOMOS sought clarification from
the State Party as to the reason(s) why these seven sites
have been included in buffer zones (or, in the case of one
of the sites, outside a buffer zone), but not in the property
areas. In addition, ICOMOS sought clarification from the
State Party as to whether or not these sites could be
incorporated into the property areas in the future and a
letter was sent to the State Party on 6 January 2009
regarding these exclusions. In response to the letter from
ICOMOS, the State Party replied on 27 February 2009 as
follows:

In conclusion, ICOMOS considers that the conditions of
integrity and authenticity have been met, and especially in
light of the clarification from the State Party as to the
inclusion/exclusion of the aforementioned seven sites from
the property areas.

Comparative analysis
The Royal Tombs of Joseon are compared with royal tomb
architecture from other Confucian cultures: China, Japan
and Vietnam. Compared with Chinese royal tombs, one of
the most important differences is that the Joseon royal
tombs are dominated by the natural environment whereas
the Chinese royal tombs are dominated by man-made
constructions. As well, the Imperial Tombs of the Ming
and Qing Dynasties (inscribed in the World Heritage List
in 2000, 2003 and 2004 on the basis of criteria (i), (ii), (iii),
(iv) and (vi)), have ceased to function as sites of ancestral
worship, while in Korea the Royal Family Organization
holds regular memorial services.

- The jaesil site of Yeongneung Cluster (E5) is scheduled
to be included in the property area in 2009.
- The jaesil site of Jangneung Cluster (Yeongwol
Jangneung) (E6) is already included in the property area,
but the boundaries are unclearly marked on maps.
Modifications have now been made to the maps.
- The yeonji and geumcheongyo of Hyoreung
(Seosamreung Cluster) (W2), in light of their significance
and relevance to the royal tombs, have been included in the
property area as of 18 December 2008.
- The yeonji of Jangneung Cluster (W5), in light of its
significance and relevance to the royal tombs, has been
included in the property area as of 18 December 2008.
- The guardian temples of Jangneung (E6) and Yungneung
(W7) are adequately protected as the buildings and their
significant artefacts and relics have been designated as
cultural heritage at either the state, provincial or municipal
level and are managed as separate designated cultural
heritage areas. In addition, the temples have been
privatized as religious facilities

Compared with Japanese royal tombs, the Joseon royal
tombs have a longer, more continuous history. In Japan,
from the 3rd to 7th centuries A.D., various types of burial
mounds (mausoleums) were constructed (the variance was
in plan), but, after the 7th century, the royal tombs became
significantly smaller and hemispherical in shape. As well,
with the practice of Buddhism, stone pagodas replaced
burial mounds. It was only at the end of the 19th century,
when emperors again ruled the nation, that royal
mausoleums reappeared in Japan.

Certainly, urban development has affected the sight lines
of some of the sites (Seolleung, Heolleung and Uireung),
but it appears that urban construction is visible only near
the top of certain tombs. Strict legislation now ensures that
development within the buffer zones is controlled.

The most meaningful comparison with Vietnamese royal
tombs is with those built during the Nguyen Dynasty,
which ruled Vietnam from the late 19th century to 1945.
Seven royal tombs were constructed during this period on
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the outskirts of Hue and in many ways they are patterned
after Chinese royal tombs.

ancestral worship, of the beliefs and practices of the
Korean people both historically and today.

All of these royal tombs have burial mounds in common,
but what most sets the Royal Tombs of Joseon apart is the
consistent demonstration of the culture’s own view of
nature and the universe. As a result, the structures
surrounding the burial mounds developed in different and
distinctive ways.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii), (iii), (iv) and (vi).
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;

Within the Korean Peninsula, two sets of royal tombs have
been inscribed on the World Heritage List: Royal Tombs
of Silla Kingdom (57 B.C.-935 A.D.), which are included
under Gyeongju Historic Areas, Republic of Korea (2000,
criteria (ii) and (iii)), and the Koguryo Tombs (37 B.C.-688
A.D.), which are included under the Complex of Koguryo
Tombs (DPR Korea) (2004, criteria (i), (ii), (iii) et (iv))
and the Capital Cities and Tombs of the Ancient Koguryo
Kingdom (China) (2004, criteria (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v)).
The royal tumuli of the Silla Kingdom were generally built
on flatland, while the royal tombs of the Koguryo Dynasty
were built in mountainous terrain.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that elements of Confucian principles, Buddhism, Taoism
and indigenous ideas were all taken into account in the
location, layout and design of the tombs.
Given the history of the development of the Royal Tombs
of Joseon, ICOMOS queries whether the royal tombs
demonstrate an interchange of human values or an
assimilation of human values. The evolution of Korean
royal tombs is framed by a tomb system that is unique to
Korea, and by the Unified Silla Period (pre-918), Korean
royal tombs developed unique characteristics. In addition,
the developed royal tombs appear to have had little or no
influence on relevant tomb architecture within Asia.

The Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty are a later series
of royal tombs that together with the earlier two series
helps to complete the Korean Peninsula’s long history of
royal tomb construction. And, unlike the locations of the
earlier series, the Joseon royal tombs are located on the
sides of hills, looking toward mountains in the distance or
valley floors below.

Similarly, considering the Royal Tombs of Joseon within
the context of Asian philosophy and religion, there is
marked assimilation of human values, as expressed in
Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism, but little evidence
of an exchange of human values.

Serial nomination:
ICOMOS considers that the State Party has demonstrated a
systematic and detailed rationale for including all the royal
tombs of the Joseon Dynasty within its national boundary.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
demonstrated.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for inscription on the World
Heritage List.

Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared;
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that, compared to other Confucian cultures, the integrated
approach to nature and the universe in the Joseon period
created a unique and important funeral tradition associated
with the royal tombs. By adopting the principles of pungsu
and maintaining the natural environment, a distinctive
sacred place was created for the practice of ancestral
rituals.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value for the following
reasons:
•
•
•
•

Development of royal tombs under Confucianism
and East Asia philosophies;
Unique funeral culture respecting nature;
Construction and record-keeping traditions
reflecting important phases in human history;
Continuity of the Confucian tradition of ancestral
worship.

ICOMOS considers that the Royal Tombs of Joseon bear a
unique testimony to a cultural tradition of ancestral rites
that has been practiced continuously from the beginning of
the Joseon period to the early 20th century and, again, from
1966.
ICOMOS considers
demonstrated.

Serial nomination:
As a series, the royal tombs convey the history and world
view of the Joseon Dynasty over more than five centuries
(1392-1910). Considered as individual royal tombs, the
properties speak to various phases of royal tomb
development within the dynasty. However, considered as a
cohesive whole, the development of the royal tombs over
time, and their cumulative stories and associations, offers a
compelling view, within the context of royalty and

that

this

criterion

has

been

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history;
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that within the Joseon period there are period-specific
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differences, as reflected in the spatial layout, architectural
design and usage, as well as in the scale of stone objects.

Yeongneung Cluster, for example, suffers from excessive
moss growth.

ICOMOS considers that the Royal Tombs of Joseon, as a
comprehensive series, are an outstanding example of a
unique type of royal tomb architecture that responds to its
setting and reveals, through its buildings, structures and
related elements, the tradition and practice of ancestral
rites.

Natural disasters

ICOMOS considers
demonstrated.

With global warming, there will be effects on flora and
fauna, and, as previously mentioned, white ants are already
a problem. It is anticipated that wooden and stone
structures will be affected as well.

that

this

criterion

has

The greatest natural disaster risk is from fires. Torrential
downpours pose little risk.
Impact of climate change

been

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance;

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are pressures from development, the environment and
tourism as well as such natural disasters as fire.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that state ancestral rites were held on a regular basis during
the Joseon period, and except for periods of political
turmoil, they have been conducted on the day of state
ancestral worship every year by the Royal Family
Organization and by the worshipping society for each
tomb. As well, the Joseon Dynasty maintained a system
called Jongmyo (Royal Ancestral Shrine) for the display
and worship of ancestral tablets

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

that

this

criterion

has

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The property and buffer zone boundaries are clearly
marked on maps, but are hard to decipher on site. For the
18 clusters (40 tombs), the property covers an area of
1756.9 ha with a buffer zone covering an area of
4251.7 ha. The combined area is 6008.6 ha.

ICOMOS considers that the Royal Tombs of Joseon are
directly associated with a living tradition of ancestral rites
within the context of Confucianism.
ICOMOS considers
demonstrated.

CONSERVATION

The boundaries of the property support the values of the
property, especially since five of the sites, which were
originally included in buffer zones (or thought to be in a
buffer zone) (part of the jaesil site of Yeongneung Cluster
(E5), part of the jaesil site of Jangneung Cluster
(Yeongwol Jangneung) (E6), the yeonji and geumcheongyo
of Hyoreung (Seosamreung Cluster) (W2) and the yeonji of
Jangneung Cluster) (W5)), are now in property areas. In
addition, adequate justification has been provided for why
the guardian temples of Jangneung Cluster (E6) and
Yungneung Cluster (W7) have not been included in the
property areas.

been

ICOMOS considers that the serial approach is justified.
ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (iii), (iv) and (vi) and that the Outstanding
Universal Value has been demonstrated.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

The extent of the buffer zones varies. Within Seoul, the
five clusters have buffer zones extending 100 metres from
the property, and these are under the control of the city’s
Cultural Heritage Protection Ordinance. In the
metropolitan area (Gyeonggi-do and Gangwon-do), the 13
clusters have buffer zones extending 500 metres from the
property, and these are under the province’s Cultural
Heritage Protection Ordinance.

Development pressures
The effects of urban development are one of the major
factors affecting the property, especially sight lines from
the sites and water flow into the sites for feeding ponds.
Progress has been made to control some of the adverse
effects, such as building height restrictions in the
Seolleung buffer zone and the expansion of the buffer
zones around Seosamreung Cluster and Taereung Cluster.

For reasons of distance, i.e. beyond 500 metres from the
property areas, most buffer zones do not include the
guardian mountains facing royal tombs. In the case of
Heolleung Cluster (M2), for example, and in response to a
specific query from ICOMOS, the State Party has
explained in its letter of 27 February 2009 that the facing
guardian mountain, Mt. Illeungsan, is 1.5 kilometers away
from the property area. The State Party has further
explained that the Mt. Illeungsan area is under district
government protection through its designation as an ecopark and greenbelt.

Tourism pressures
Tourism has an impact on sites in the more urbanised
areas, especially the entrance areas. Visitation is especially
heavy in the months of April, May and October, although
some tombs remain off-limits to ordinary people.
Environmental pressures
Acid rain, foreign plant species and aggressive moss pose
problems, while white ants damage structures in wood and
wild boars attack people and damage structures.

In conclusion, ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of
the property areas and buffer zones are adequate.
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Ownership

Present state of conservation

The property has been state-owned since 1945. Most of the
buffer zones are privately held, but the government has
purchased (some) private lands around entrance roads to
enhance site values and management. In addition, for
Taereung Cluster, there has been a land transfer agreement
between private owner(s) and the Cultural Heritage
Administration (CHA), and a land transfer agreement is
underway for Seosamreung Cluster.

The present state of conservation is good, except for the
jeongjagak (T-shaped shrine) and suragan (royal kitchen)
at Heolleung Cluster, which are currently being conserved.
The incorrect restoration of structures at Yeongneung
Cluster in the 1970s will be rectified by 2011.
Commitments have been made regarding the removal of
the Shooting Range and Sports Training Center at
Taereung (M3) (in, respectively, 2008 and 2014) and the
removal of the Korean National University of Art at
Uireung (M5) (2012). There has also been a commitment
to improve the environment for the buildings west of
Seooreung (W1) (2012). Additional information received
from the State Party on 27 February 2009 included
assurances/plans (and completed measures) for the timely
removal of these non-conforming facilities. However, in its
supplementary information (Appendix 7), the State Party
refers to the possible relocation and improvement of
military facilities at Olleung (W3) and the relocation of
military facilities at Jangneung (W6). Both situations will
need to be further investigated in the future.

Protection
Legal Protection
In 1970, all 18 clusters (40 tombs) were designated
national historical sites under the Cultural Heritage
Protection Act (CHPA) (revised 2000). Under this
legislation and the National Land Planning and Utilization
Act (NLPUA), development within the property is
prohibited to ensure the protection of the historical and
cultural landscape.

Active conservation measures
Within the buffer zones, development must be approved by
the Cultural Heritage Committee (NCHC), and the head of
the Cultural Heritage Administration (CHA) has the right
to demand that measures are taken to conserve the
landscape. Guidelines are in effect for six of the clusters
(Donggureung Cluster, Hongyureung Cluster, Sareung
Cluster, Jangneung Cluster (W5), Jangneung Cluster (W6)
and Yungneung Cluster), and similar guidelines are
expected for the other royal tombs. In urban areas,
planning rules of the local government apply, but, it
appears, final approval must come from the national level.

As well, active steps have been taken to investigate and
ameliorate the effects of acid rain. Stone objects, in
particular, have suffered from water erosion and moss.
However, conservation work relating to stone remains is in
the research and experimental stage.
The conservation of wooden elements follows best practice
within East Asia and the international community. In
compliance with CHA practice, it appears that certain
treatments are carried out every five years, roof
conservation every ten years and major conservation,
according to conditions, every 20 years. Heolleung Cluster
is currently being conserved.

Traditional Protection
The Royal Tombs Management Offices are under the
CHA. The Ancestral Worship Society, set up by the Royal
Family Organization, plays an important role in the
protection of royal ancestral rites.

Maintenance
Daily maintenance is carried out by the Maintenance Team
under CHA.

Effectiveness of protection measures
Effectiveness of conservation measures
Protective measures are effective; moreover, gaps have
been identified, and measures have been taken, or planned,
to ameliorate such gaps.

The property as a whole is well-maintained and
appropriately conserved.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate, but urges the State Party to produce guidelines
for appropriate development in the remaining 12 buffer
zones.

In conclusion, ICOMOS considers that the overall
conservation of the property is good.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

Conservation

including

Inventories, recording, research
The management system is highly centralised and wellorganised. At the top is the Cultural Heritage
Administration (CHA) (Royal Palaces and Tombs
Management Division).

The property has been registered and recorded in the royal
archives. As well, historical records, as mentioned
previously, cover site selection, the form of royal tombs
and the repair of royal tombs.

Five groups advise the division: Cultural Heritage
Committee; Scientific Advisory Committee; Royal Family
Association; Maintenance Team; and Local Government
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Cultural Heritage Division (for Jangneung Management
Office (Gangwon-do) only).

categories: conservation; management; and promotion.
There are both internal and external training opportunities.

Directly under the CHA (Royal Palaces and Tombs
Management Division) are five official offices: Eastern
Region Management Office; Central Region Management
Office; Western Region Management Office; King Sejong
Shrine Office; and Sareung Management Office
(Traditional Plant Nursery). Relevant royal tombs are
directly under these offices. However, as mentioned above,
Jangneung Management Office (Gangwon-do) is directly
under the Local Government Cultural Heritage Division,
and as such, reports through the division to CHA.

Effectiveness of current management
The current management system and policy framework
appear to be effective.
However, ICOMOS recommends that a tourism
management plan be formulated and implemented
immediately and that site interpretation be more engaging.
ICOMOS considers that both the management system and
general policy framework are adequate. However,
ICOMOS recommends that a tourism management plan be
developed and implemented immediately and that future
site interpretation be improved to be more engaging.

Serial nomination:
The organizational structure and associated responsibilities
and processes indicate that there is an overall management
framework for all components.

6. MONITORING

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Great importance is attached to property monitoring.
Should the sites be inscribed in the World Heritage List,
the State Party advises that systematic monitoring will
occur every two years. Currently, there is a checklist based
on authenticity, conservation and management. Each area
has appropriate indicators.

A Management Plan for the Royal Tombs of the Joseon
Dynasty was formulated in September 2007. The goal of
this plan is to conserve and manage the royal tombs in a
more systematic and scientific manner. It appears that the
main contribution of the plan is to affirm pre-existing good
practice.

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the site is
appropriate.

The sites lack a comprehensive tourism plan. ICOMOS
considers that this is necessary in order to protect site
values.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Site interpretation exists at all sites open to the public, but
the signage system currently lacks uniformity from site to
site. Although there are a number of interpretation
initiatives, the significance of the royal tombs needs to be
more forcefully expressed.

Primarily centred around Seoul, the Royal Tombs of
Joseon are located on mountain sides in conformity with
pungsu principles. The tombs, which are understated in
design and human in scale, are complexes of burial
mounds and associated buildings, structures and elements,
including a range of stone objects, such as stone lanterns,
animals and human figures. The various parts of the
complex are placed within a strict ceremonial hierarchy, in
which worshippers move through increasingly sacred
spaces to pay respect to the most honoured of ancestors,
the kings of the Joseon Dynasty.

Risk preparedness
The CHA has compiled a Manual for Disasters in Cultural
Heritage and a Practical Manual for Fire Prevention and
Recovery.
Involvement of the local communities

Recommendations with respect to inscription

The private Royal Family Organization, in particular, has
made significant contributions to maintaining the
intangible values of the royal tombs. In addition to carrying
out research on rituals and ritual education, the
organisation has established an ancestral society at each
royal tomb. The ancestral societies help in efforts to
conserve the royal tombs and conduct ceremonies on the
days specified for royal ancestral rites.

ICOMOS recommends that the Royal Tombs of the Joseon
Dynasty, Republic of Korea, be inscribed on the World
Heritage List on the basis of criteria (iii), (iv) and (vi).
Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
The natural surroundings of the Royal Tombs of the Joseon
Dynasty, shaped by the principles of pungsu, create a
delicate setting for the living tradition of ancestral worship
and its associated rites.

Wider community involvement is seen in the “One
Heritage One Guardian” voluntary programme, which has
encouraged
community
involvement
with
site
maintenance.

The royal tombs, with their hierarchical ordering of areas
from the profane to the sacred, and their distinctive
structures and objects, are an ensemble that resonates with
the historic past of the Joseon Dynasty.

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
All financial resources for conserving and managing the
Joseon Royal tombs come from the budget of the national
government. The budget is divided into three main
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Criterion (iii): Within the context of Confucian cultures,
the integrated approach of the Royal Tombs of Joseon to
nature and the universe has resulted in a distinctive and
significant funeral tradition. Through the application of
pungsu principles and the retention of the natural
landscape, a memorable type of sacred place has been
created for the practice of ancestral rituals.
Criterion (iv): The Royal Tombs of Joseon are an
outstanding example of a type of architectural ensemble
and landscape that illustrates a significant stage in the
development of burial mounds within the context of
Korean and East Asian tombs. The royal tombs, in their
response to settings and in their unique (and regularized)
configuration of buildings, structures and related elements,
manifest and reinforce the centuries old tradition and living
practice of ancestral worship through a prescribed series of
rituals.
Criterion (vi): The Royal Tombs of Joseon are directly
associated with a living tradition of ancestral worship
through the performance of prescribed rites. During the
Joseon period, state ancestral rites were held regularly, and
except for periods of political turmoil in the last century,
they have been conducted on an annual basis by the Royal
Family Organization and the worshipping society for each
royal tomb.
As a series, the Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty retain
their overall integrity and authenticity. Unrelated facilities
are being relocated in some sites under the leadership of
the Cultural Heritage Administration (CHA).
Extensive legal protection, including traditional protection,
exists, and an integrated management system is able to
ensure consistency from property to property, including
implementing and maintaining efficient measures in
conservation
initiatives
and
on-going
property
maintenance.
Furthermore, ICOMOS recommends that the State Party:
- Produce guidelines for appropriate development in the
remaining 12 buffer zones;
- Develop and implement a tourism management plan;
- Improve future site interpretation to be more engaging.
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Map showing the location of the nominated properties

Aerial photo of Gangneung

Sareung – Landscape surrounding a Royal Tomb

Yereung – T-shaped shrine

Jeongneung – stone lantern

Extensions

The “Archaeological Ruins at Harappa” were proposed for
inscription on the World Heritage List in 1979. The 4th
session of the World Heritage Committee (UNESCO,
1980) decided not to inscribe the site on the World
Heritage List.

Mehrgarh, Rehman Dheri,
and Harappa (Pakistan)
No 138 bis

Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committees on Archaeological Heritage
Management and on Earthen Architectural Heritage.
Literature consulted (selection):

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Mehrgarh, Rehman Dheri, and
Harappa as an extension to
the Indus Valley Civilization Sites
Location:

Jarrige, Jean-Francois, “Excavations at Mehrgarh – Pakistan”, in
South Asian Archaeology 1975, Lohuizen-de Leeuw, J. E. (ed.),
p. 76-87, E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1979.

Mehrgarh: Bolan District,
Baluchistan Province;
Rehman Dheri: Dera Ismail
Khan District, North West
Frontier Province;
Harappa: Sahiwal District,
Punjab Province,
Islamic Republic of Pakistan

Jarrige, Jean-Francois, “Chronology of the Earlier Periods of the
Greater Indus as seen from Mehrgarh, Pakistan”, in South Asia
Archaeology 1981, Allchin, Bridget (ed.), p. 21-28, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1984.
Jarrige, Jean-Francois, and Lechevallier, Monique, “Excavation at
Mehrgarh, Baluchistan: their Significance in the Prehistorical
Context of the Indo-Pakistani Borderlands”, in South Asian
Archaeology 1977, Taddei, Maurizio (ed.), p. 463-536, Istituto
Universitario Orientale, Seminario di Studi Asiatici, Naples, 1979.

Brief description:

Lechevallier, Monique & Quivron, Gonzaque, “Results of the
Recent Excavations at the Neolithic Site of Mehrgarh, Pakistan”,
in South Asian Archaeology 1883, Schotsmans, Janine, and
Taddei, Maurizio (eds.), p. 69-90, Istituto Universitario Orientale,
Dipartimento di Studi Asiatici, Naples, 1985.

The three archaeological sites, each from different periods,
and collectively dating from the 8th millennium to 1500
BCE, provide further understanding of the development of
civilisation in the Indus Valley through their urban plans
and economies.

Durrani, F.A., “Rehman Dheri and the Birth of Civilization in
Pakistan”, Bulletin of the Institute of Archaeology 18, p. 191-207,
University College, London, 1981.

The Indus Valley civilisation is recognised as one of the
four most important early civilisations, all based on river
valleys (the others are the Nile, the Tigris-Euphrates, and
the Yellow Rivers). The Archaeological Ruins at
Moenjodaro site, inscribed on the World Heritage List in
1980, represents one significant period in the history of the
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2. THE PROPERTY
Description

14 February 2007

The three sites that make up this proposal for extension are
all classic tells, which take the form of mounds composed
of successive layers built up over the many centuries of
occupation of these human settlements. As such and
according to the State Party they provide a more complete
understanding of the evolution of the Indus Valley
civilisation over thousands of years, from domestication of

Background: The nomination of Mehrgarh, Rehman Dheri
and Harappa is a proposal for an extension to the
Archaeological Ruins at Moenjodaro, inscribed on the
World Heritage List at the 4th session of the World
Heritage Committee (UNESCO, 1980), on the basis of
criteria (ii) and (iii).
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crops and animals (Mehrgarh) to early urban forms
(Rehman Dheri) and developed cities with characteristics
not found at Moenjodaro (Harappa).

History and development
The Indus Valley civilisation flourished in the basin of the
Indus River from the 33rd to the 14th centuries BCE
(although its origins can be traced much further back, to
the 8th millennium BCE), and its extensive remains are to
be found in modern day Pakistan (in Baluchistan, Punjab,
and the North West Frontier Province) and India (Gujarat,
Haryana, and Rajasthan). Evidence of the civilization has
also been found in Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, and Iran.

Study of the sites reveals an extensive range of memorable
features dating from the 8th millennium BCE to 1500 BCE.
The excavated features include structural remains,
artefacts, and extensive landscaping around the sites.
Mehrgarh is located in the Kachi Plain, next to the west
bank of the Bolan River, and covers an area of some
250ha. The site is composed of a number of low mounds in
which most of the elements are deeply buried, although in
places in situ structures are being eroded on the surface.
These exposed and excavated remains reveal settlements
with compartmentalised mud-brick structures. Some of
these spaces were used for residential purposes, while
some of the others, which are sometimes called ‘cells,’
were used for the storage of grain. Narrow lanes separate
the structures, and one settlement has open spaces between
structures that hold human remains.

The Harappan period (named after the first major site to be
excavated) is estimated to have begun in the late 4th
millennium BCE, and to have survived until the 14th
century BCE. Its mature phase lasted from c 2600 to 1900
BCE.
The history of the huge city of Moenjodaro began in the 3rd
millennium BCE and so it falls into the mature Harappan
period. The acropolis, set on high embankments, the
ramparts, and the lower town, which is laid out according
to strict rules, provide evidence of an early system of town
planning. The three sites are proposed as extensions to the
Moenjodaro site. Each of them is a classic archaeological
tell site, i.e. an artificial mound created by generations of
superimposed mud-brick structures.

Rehman Dheri is located in the Gomal Plain and covers an
area of some 22 ha. The site consists of a mound in which
excavation has revealed a large walled rectangular area
with a gridiron network of streets and lanes dividing the
settlement into regular blocks. Walls marking individual
buildings and street frontages are visible in damp
conditions. Small-scale industrial areas can also be
identified.

The Mehrgarh excavations reveal a unique and probably
almost continuous period of successive settlements from
possibly the 7th–6th millennium BCE to the 8th–7th century
BCE.

Harappa is located south of the dry bed of the Ravi River,
and covers an area of about 150 ha. The nominated area is
composed of at least eight low mounds and two cemeteries.
The site’s unique town-plan is most obvious in the later 3rd
millennium BCE: at least four self-contained walled
centres, each on its own raised mound, have been
identified. Three main parts of the site are identified. The
citadel, which is part of the main city, has mud-brick
fortification walls. The granary complex includes a local
type of granary and a series of working platforms of brick
and workmen’s quarters. Numerous Harappan and postHarappan cemeteries lie to the south of the Citadel.

Based on Neolithic evidence, mound MR3 was the first
part of the site occupied, and during the NeolithicChalcolithic period there was an occupancy shift to mound
MR4. After a series of such shifts and by 2600 BCE, the
settlement had relocated to Naushero, some 6 km to the
south. During this period, the settlement was transformed
from a cluster of small mud-brick storage units with
evidence of the domestication of cattle and barley to a
substantial Bronze Age village with a distinctive craft
zone.
Following its abandonment some time in the 1st
millennium BCE, alluvial silts covered the site until it was
revealed by a flash flood in the 1970s. Between 1974 and
1986, the French Archaeological Mission to Pakistan
excavated the site. The excavated archaeological sequence
is over 11 m in depth.

It should be noted, however, that there are other associated
remains, which are buried deep beneath nearby agricultural
land and the modern village of the same name. There are
more recent, and arguably historical, structures scattered
across the nominated area.
The extent of the Indus Valley civilisation is illustrated by
the diverse locations of Moenjodaro and the three sites that
make up the proposed extension. They are spread over
some 500 km of the Indus and its tributaries.

Rehman Dheri spans a period of over 1,400 years
beginning in c 3300 BCE. It is generally accepted that the
settlement had a formal plan from its earliest phases and
that subsequent phases replicated that plan over time.
Unfortunately, the excavated areas of this site are too
limited to demonstrate or confirm changes in layout and
distribution of activities throughout the site.

Extension:
The ruins of the huge city of Moenjodaro – built entirely of
unbaked brick in the 3rd millennium B.C. – lie in the Indus
valley. The acropolis, set on high embankments, the
ramparts, and the lower town, which is laid out according
to strict rules, provide evidence of an early system of town
planning.

The site was abandoned by the middle of the 3rd
millennium B.C. The archaeological sequence is over 4.5m
in depth.
Harappa spans the period between the 4th and 2nd millennia
BCE. The earliest occupancy evidence, that of a small
agricultural settlement, has been found at the foot of the
north-west corner of mound AB. By the 3rd millennium
BCE, all of mound AB and much of mound E mound were
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also settled. The site continued to expand and eventually
covered over 1,000 ha during the Mature Harappan period
between 2600 and 1900 BCE. It is during this latter period
that the site’s unique town-plan is most obvious: at least
four self-contained walled centres, each on its own raised
mounds. Cemetery H signals the final transformation of
this urban civilisation into a mix of mobile cultures with
little socio-economic integration. The property was
abandoned in the 2nd millennium BCE.

Authenticity
All three nominated sites have substantial archaeological
deposits, structures, and artifacts of undoubted
authenticity.
Mehrgarh and Rehman Dheri
Given the relatively low level of intervention and
disturbance to the Mehrgarh and Rehman Dheri sites, no
issues concerning their authenticity have been identified.

Mehrgarh, Rehman Dheri, and Harappa as an extension to
the Indus Valley Civilisation Sites values

Harappa
The values of the property are linked to the overall layout
of brick structures and related spaces and the specific
layout and probable use of individual structures and spaces
in each of the sites. Values of the property are also linked
to associated artifacts, whether excavated and displayed,
stored off-site, or buried on-site.
3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

As noted above, the Harappa site has undergone
considerable site disturbance, and there are modern
reconstructions of brick structures at the site, such as the
recent reconstruction of a Bronze Age city wall and gate
above the buried originals. Most of the exposed brick
structures have been built using marked modern bricks and
there is no documentation of the reconstruction process.

VALUE,
The overall authenticity of the site is inevitably affected by
the more recent buildings and other structures on the
archaeological site. Some of these, such as a Gupta period
temple and a partially conserved mosque, are disused,
whilst others, such as a saint’s tomb on top of mound AB
and a graveyard east of mound AB, still play a living role
in modern society.

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity
Integrity, in relation to an archaeological site, is assessed
according to the extent and intactness of the archaeological
deposits, remnant structures and associated artefacts, and
the inclusion of all aspects of potential outstanding
universal value in the property boundary.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity are met for Rehman Dheri and partly met for
Mehrgarh. These conditions are less applicable in the case
of Harappa because of certain reconstructions of ancient
structures and because the boundary of the property does
not include the full extent of the archaeological site.

Mehrgarh
The relentless effects of the Bolan River have undermined
the north-east part of the archaeological site, although a
vast archaeological resource still survives relatively intact
at this site. ICOMOS considers that the site is much larger
than the current boundaries.

Comparative analysis
The nomination for the original inscription of the
Archaeological Ruins at Moenjodaro does not include any
comparative analysis.

ICOMOS does have some concern about the impact of
flooding on Mehrgarh, and so it is important that the State
Party should demonstrate that the impact has had minimal
impact on site integrity.

In the comparative analysis provided by the State Party, the
three sites are examined within the framework of the sites
of the Indus Valley civilisation within Pakistan against
Moenjodaro, Harappa itself, and the newly discovered site
of Ganweriwala, all of which are claimed to represent the
height of this civilisation. Because of its early date and the
formative nature of its culture, Mehrgarh is said to be
unique in the region. Rehman Dheri is compared with
Amri, Harappa, Kot Diji, and Kalibangan (India) because
of its significance in the emergence of urban planning and
cultural convergence in the Indus civilisation. Harappa is
comparable with Moenjodaro and Kalibangan by virtue of
the fact that they illustrate the flowering of that civilisation
in their material culture.

Rehman Dheri
The archaeological site appears to be intact.
Harappa
The site has suffered from the past removal of
archaeological materials. Most of the burnt bricks of the
Mature and Late Harappan periods were used for the
construction of the Lahore–Multan railway, and only a
very few brick structures survive (eg the granary outside
mound AB). Also removed from the site, and spread
throughout the British Empire, are a number of artifacts.
An on-site museum is planned to display a collection of
representative materials.

The comparisons with Moenjodaro are important because
the three archaeological sites are proposed as an extension
of the inscription of the Archaeological Ruins at
Moenjodaro. Relevant comparisons are made between all
four sites, in regard to urban development and the nature of
local economies.

The boundary of Harappa does not include the full extent
of the archaeological site, this latter including an area
under the existing village.
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This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Mehrgarh contains unique evidence demonstrating the
first adoption of a sedentary lifestyle within South Asia
and the indigenous domestication of plants and animals.
Rehman Dheri represents an exceptional interchange of
human values evidenced by the character of its urban form,
the earliest example of formal social and spatial planning
in South Asia. Harappa provides outstanding evidence for
the transformation of scattered proto-urban forms and
cultures within the Indus Valley into a sizeable Bronze
Age geo-cultural entity unified by a common script and
ideological system.

Specific links with Moenjodaro are mentioned for only one
of the three sites. The last phase of Mehrgarh is linked
through pottery types and various kinds of seals with
Moenjodaro. There is insufficient archaeological evidence
at this stage to establish specific links between Moenjodaro
and Rehman Dheri or Harappa.
Comparisons for the property within Pakistan and India
appear to reflect the limited state of research within the
Indus Valley, in general, and Pakistan, in particular. In
fact, it is very difficult to establish where the urban Indus
Civilisation finally arose as so few sites have been
archaeologically explored (out of more than 1,500 sites
identified to date, it appears that not more than 3% have
been explored). Given this, it is hard to unequivocally
determine, without further research, the relative importance
of the three sites, and whether Mehrgarh is “the first” (the
earliest and a unique site), Rehman Dheri “the earliest”
(the first urban site), and Harappa the transformative site as
stated by the State Party.

ICOMOS considers that further research and comparative
analysis is needed to demonstrate this statement.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
demonstrated.
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis does not
justify consideration of this property in its present form for
the World Heritage List, as an extension to Moenjodaro.
ICOMOS encourages the State Party to research further
each of the three properties in the context of demonstrating
their outstanding contribution to the Indus Civilisation.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Mehrgarh provides a unique and exceptional testimony
to a cultural tradition of the Indus Valley civilisation
illustrating a very significant stage in human history, the
advent of a sedentary lifestyle, and consequently it is a key
site for understanding the sequential development of
complex societies in the Indus Valley and the eventual
emergence of urban forms. Rehman Dheri provides a
unique and exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition of
Indus Valley civilisation illustrating a very significant
stage in human history, the beginnings of urban life in the
Indus Valley. This urban landscape was to presage later
masterpieces of Bronze Age town planning throughout the
Indus Valley. Although the town planning of the
archaeological site of Harappa shares the same macromorphology of Moenjodaro and other Bronze Age Indus
sites, it has a unique micro-morphology. Both aspects
demonstrate the civilisation’s exceptional success in
integrating regions into a huge cultural and economic
system while preserving its unique character.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The proposed extension is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
•
•
•

The sites have archaeological and scientific
importance internationally.
This importance is based on each site’s cultural
history and each site’s origin, town planning and
archaeological heritage.
Taken with Moenjodaro these sites show the
development of the Indus Valley civilisation from
its protohistoric origins (Mehrgarh) through
successive formative stages (Rehman Dheri and
Harappa) to fully developed cities and their
subsequent decline (Harappa and Moenjodaro).

ICOMOS considers that further research and comparative
analysis is needed to demonstrate this statement.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
demonstrated.

Extension:
The site of Moenjodaro was inscribed on the basis of
criteria (ii) and (iii) for the following reasons: “it exercised
a considerable influence on the ulterior developments of
urbanization on the Indian peninsula” and “it is the most
ancient and best preserved urban ruin on the Indian subcontinent dating back to the beginning of the 3rd century
B.C.”

ICOMOS does not consider that the serial approach has
been justified.
ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been demonstrated at
this stage.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The extension is nominated on the basis of the same
criteria as the one used for the inscription of Moenjodaro:
cultural criteria (ii) and (iii).

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

There are few development pressures at Mehrgarh and
Rehman Dheri, as most of the archaeology is below ground
and the sites are not largely protected from grazing
animals. There are some problems due to encroachment by

Development pressures
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neighbouring settlement planning (farmers) at Rehman
Dheri.

Natural disasters
There is danger of flash flooding at Mehrgarh.

For Harappa, the associated village of the same name is
located at the eastern side of mound AB, and is a major
pressure affecting the protection and conservation of the
site. The unbuilt area between the village and the site,
which is not in the buffer zone, is used as a dump area, and
is full of thousands of plastic bags.

Impact of climate change
There appears to be no specific impact of climate change.
However, the existing problems caused by repeated
flooding at Mehrgarh and salinity at Harappa are likely to
become more acute as the impacts of climate change
increase.

ICOMOS recommends that the unbuilt area between the
archaeological site and the village of Harappa be declared
a non-dumping zone by the State Party and returned to its
natural state.

ICOMOS recommends that the State Party formulate and
implement an emergency programme for the better
preservation of the property, especially in the event of
natural disasters.

Tourism pressures
There are no visitor facilities at Mehrgarh and Rehman
Dheri, and both are vulnerable to foot and vehicle traffic.
Harappa is able to accommodate visitors at the current
levels, especially since there are concrete footpaths, fences,
and guardians. There are concerns about the use of
concrete for these purposes.

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are development pressures, environmental pressures
(particularly access by grazing animals) and, in the case of
Mehrgarh, repeated flooding.

Environmental pressures

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

AND

As exposed archaeological sites, they are at risk from ongoing disturbance by rain, water, and wind.

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

Mehrgarh

Although maps were included in the nomination dossier,
they are not at standard, not at the same scale and are
difficult to interpret. Geographical coordinates could not be
checked on site, and ICOMOS notes that the existing maps
do not capture the actual site boundaries accurately.
Standard maps along with isohyptic lines at 50 cm height
should be provided.

There are no fences; there is one guardian.

Mehrgarh

High water action and flooding associated with the Bolan
River are eroding the north-eastern part of the site,
especially mounds MR3 and MR4.

The boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
seem arbitrary, based on simple geometry rather than the
natural features of the site. Also, the north-eastern
boundary of the site interfaces with the Bolan River
inconsistently and there appears to be no buffer zone to this
part of the site boundary. Further, on the map supplied
with the nomination dossier, the meaning of the colouring
of the buffer zone to the south of MR3 and MR4 is unclear.
ICOMOS considers that the site is much larger than that
shown on the map.

Irrigation agriculture has had considerable impact on the
sites and there appears to be no systematic desalinisation
programme and no restrictions against irrigation
agriculture.

Rehman Dheri
There are no fences; there is at least one guardian.
Exposed buildings and structures on the surface are being
eroded by the elements. No measures are in place against
such erosion.

Rehman Dheri

Harappa

The rationale for the boundaries of the nominated property
and buffer zone is not clear, especially given the simplified
nature of the map.

Fences (barbed wire) are found around some excavated
areas, but not around the site itself. Four guardians further
protect the site.

Harappa

Salinity due to capillary action is a major problem here (as
at Moenjodaro).

Again, the rationale for the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone is not clear, especially given the
scale of the map. However, it is clear that there is no buffer
zone on the north-eastern side of the property. ICOMOS
also considers that some of the values of the property are
probably located within the buffer zone and therefore that
the property boundary should be reconsidered.

The three sites all require protection from grazing animals
and ICOMOS strongly recommends that the State Party
fence the property (all three sites) to prevent a variety of
intrusions, including grazing animals and farming
activities.
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Conservation

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone are not adequate in some areas,
and all require reconsideration and accurate mapping.

Inventories, recording, research
Archival materials associated with the sites, by tradition,
remain with the excavators. There is no standardised
system – and no coordination with Moenjodaro.

Ownership
Mehrgarh

Present state of conservation

There appears to be conflicting information as to the
ownership of the site. The site is described as privately
owned, but registered as a Protected Antiquity under the
Antiquities Act, 1975 by the Department of Archaeology
and Museums in one source and described as owned by the
Government in another source.

All three sites show the effects of erosion from rain, water
and wind. The Department of Archaeology and Museums
follows the Conservation Manual of Sir John Marshall,
first published in 1923 and continuously updated.
Harappa

Rehman Dheri

As noted earlier, most of the remaining brick structures at
Harappa have been reconstructed. The consistency of
approaches taken to reconstruction and the documentation
of the original fabric and reconstructions have not been
adequate and should be addressed to the fullest possible
extent through the implementation of the Management
Plan.

The site is privately owned, but registered as a Protected
Antiquity under the Antiquities Act, 1975 by the
Department of Archaeology and Museums.
Harappa
Ownership is unclear, although there is mention of one
privately owned piece of land within the property that is a
cemetery. The site is registered as a Protected Antiquity
under the Antiquities Act, 1975 by the Department of
Archaeology and Museums.

Mehrgarh
No structural conservation has been taking place. Most of
the former mud brick structures have disappeared. A
protection wall in the north-east part of the site against the
Bolan River seems to be ineffective.

Protection

Rehman Dheri

Legal Protection

There have been no protection activities especially in the
former excavation areas.

Each of the three sites is registered as a Protected Antiquity
under the Antiquities Act, 1975 by the Department of
Archaeology and Museums.

Active conservation measures

Traditional Protection

Eucalyptus trees are being planted as holophytes (at all
three sites) primarily at Harappa.

Traditional Protection is not relevant for the nominated
property.

Mehrgarh
Some measures against rain erosion have been
implemented at the foot of MR3. The western bank of the
Bolan River remains primarily unprotected owing to lack
of resources.

Effectiveness of protection measures
Given the problem with grazing animals and with human
activities like removing earth and looting, the protective
measures appear to be ineffective. ICOMOS considers that
all the sites need to be appropriately fenced.

Rehman Dheri
There are no conservation activities.

The State Party should be encouraged to ensure that the
protection of the archaeological resources – such as
controlling excavations and the registration of artefacts,
regulating new development (including reconstructions and
facilities), and preventing looting – is effective for the
three sites.

Harappa
For protection against rain, experiments are in progress
using cappings of mud and straw, a practice that could
confuse future bio-archaeological analyses. In addition,
some elements have been reburied and reconstructions
have been built above ground. ICOMOS considers that this
approach should be used with great caution in future, since
it requires very high standards of documentation and
reconstruction methods. The existing reconstructions
should also be accurately presented to visitors.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate. The communities adjacent to the sites should be
encouraged to participate in the protection and care of the
sites.
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Maintenance

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Site maintenance is carried out by the Department of
Archaeology and Museums. It would appear that site
maintenance is not an issue at two of the sites (Mehrgarh
and Rehman Dheri), whereas it is at Harappa.

Mehrgarh
A Master Plan to address conservation, tourism
development and an associated museum was produced in
2004–5, and is yet to be fully implemented. There are no
visitor facilities at Mehrgarh, and no marking of features or
information signs.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
Unfortunately, conservation measures have met with
limited success up to the present. Monitoring recording has
not been reported.

Rehman Dheri

Current documentation practices should be reviewed and
steps taken to ensure that sites are documented
comprehensively and systematically. Furthermore, a full
survey of the underground extent of Harappa should be
undertaken using non-excavation techniques. Conservation
practices at Harappa should be reviewed and intensive onsite training in materials and techniques should be offered.

A draft Management Plan was produced in 2006 and is in
the course of being implemented. There are no visitor
facilities at Rehman Dheri. There are several basic
information boards describing the site and its values. There
is one site information board.

ICOMOS considers that the state of conservation of the
three sites is variable and is vulnerable without
strengthened management and conservation expertise.

There is a Site Management Plan and a Revised Scheme
for the Preservation and Presentation of Harappa Remains
and Development of a new Museum dated 2001. This is
somewhat limited in its application. Basic tourist facilities
and amenities are provided at Harappa, and there are
information boards on site.

Harappa

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

Risk preparedness

including

There appears to be no explicit risk preparedness planning
at any of the sites.

The Secretary of Culture has overall responsibility for the
sites and, in particular, must ensure that the site managers
comply with their statutory obligations, are accountable for
the expenditure of public funds, and produce work of high
scientific quality. In addition, there is an Archaeological
Advisory Committee, formulated under the Antiquities
Act.

Involvement of the local communities
According to the State Party, local people have great
emotional attachment to Mehrgarh and Rehman Dheri,
with an accompanying determination to protect the sites.
There is no mention of community involvement in the
management and conservation of Harappa. There appears
to be considerable tension between the authorities and the
villagers, influenced by the location of AB mound
immediately to the west of the village.

The strategic and operational management of the sites is
the responsibility of the Director General, Department of
Archaeology and Museums, Government of Pakistan,
Islamabad.
Mehrgarh

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training

The site is managed through the Director of the Southern
Circle of Archaeology, Hyderabad, and through the Deputy
Director and staff of the Sub-Regional Office of
Archaeology, Quetta.

Funding for site initiatives appears to be lacking. Expertise
in archaeological excavations is only partially provided by
local experts, while expertise in conservation appears to be
provided by local practitioners, who require additional
support in order to ensure that a good state of conservation
is achieved and maintained.

Rehman Dheri
The site is managed through the Director of the Northern
Circle of Archaeology, Lahore, and through the Deputy
Director and staff of the Sub-Regional Office of
Archaeology, Peshawar.

Effectiveness of current management
ICOMOS notes that existing site problems are related to
both management inadequacies and to a lack of resources,
both human and financial. Management plans exist for all
three sites, but they remain only partially implemented. A
number of conservation and presentation projects remain to
be implemented because of the general lack of funding.

Harappa
The site is managed through the Director of the Northern
Circle of Archaeology, Lahore, and through the Curator
and staff of the Archaeological Museum, Harappa.

As a serial nomination and as extensions to the
Moenjodaro World Heritage site, an overall Master Plan
for all four sites, or at the least a coordinating plan to
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harmonise the provisions of the existing site plans would
be needed.
ICOMOS notes that at this stage there is no overall
management framework encompassing all components of
the serial nomination.
ICOMOS considers that the management system has not
been fully implemented and that secured funding has not
been demonstrated. ICOMOS recommends that the State
Party formulate and implement realistic management plans
that respond to the specific values and issues of each of the
three sites.
6. MONITORING
The Circle directors and their staff carry out periodic and
surprise site inspections. Similarly, the Director General,
his Archaeological Engineer, and other ministerial
personnel visit the sites to check the state of preservation
and inspect the quality and quantity of development works
in progress. As mentioned above there are no records about
monitoring activities of any of the sites.
However, there is no current site monitoring at Mehrgarh.
The last excavation took place c 2000 and after this no
records were made. No information is given about
monitoring at Rehman Dheri or Harappa, and the ICOMOS
mission was not able to obtain any information.
ICOMOS considers that site monitoring is not adequate.
7. CONCLUSIONS
As an extension to the Archaeological Ruins at
Moenjodaro, each of the nominated sites should clearly
demonstrate its specific contribution, through extensive
research and comparative analyses, to the development of
urbanism within the context of the Indus Valley. Although
each of the sites can be seen to express different phases in
the urbanisation process, it remains unclear whether these
sites are the best and most representative of their type. The
current state of research makes these assertions difficult to
substantiate, especially through comparative analysis.
Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the extension of the
Archaeological Ruins at Moenjodaro to include Mehrgarh,
Rehman Dheri, and Harappa and become the Indus Valley
Civilisation Sites, Pakistan, should not be approved.
ICOMOS suggests that the State Party could consider
resubmitting Mehrgarh and Rehman Dheri as new
nominations following additional research and comparative
analyses.
In relation to Harappa, ICOMOS suggests that the State
Party could consider resubmitting the site as an extension
to the Archaeological Ruins at Moenjodaro following the
strengthening of the management and conservation of the
site, review of the property boundary and buffer zone, and
further research to more firmly establish the specific links
between the two archaeological sites.
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Mehrgarh
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Harappa, Great granary

Harappa
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No 450 bis

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:

Location:

Technical Evaluation Mission: 25 to 31 August 2008
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: None
Sacred City of Kandy and
Sacred Buddhist Relic
Temples of Sri Lanka –
(1) The Temple of the Tooth
Relic in the Sacred City of
Kandy and
(2) Seruwila Mangala Raja
Maha Viharaya

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
2. THE PROPERTY
Description
Seruwila Mangala Raja Maha Viharaya is considered to be
one of the 16 holiest places (solosmasthana) in Sri Lanka. It
is thought to have been constructed in the 2nd century B.C.

Seruwila Divisional Secretary
(Region), Eastern Province,
Sri Lanka

The property consists of an ancient monastic complex, laid
out according to established types based on geography, and
includes a stupa, associated stone platform, entrances,
Bodhighara (Bodhi-tree, or Bo-tree shrine), pond and the
remains of a chapter house, residences for monks and baths.
Archaeological remains in the monastic area (zone) have not
been excavated.

Brief description:
Seruwila Mangala Raja Maha Viharaya, constructed in the
2nd century B.C., is considered one of the 16 holiest places
(solosmasthana) in Sri Lanka. It is comprised of a main
stupa, remains of ancient facilities related to the stupa,
such as a Bodhighara (Bodhi-tree [or Bo-tree] shrine), and
a monastic area (zone).

According to the Pali Chronicles and relevant inscriptions,
the temple enshrines the frontal bone relic of the Lord
Buddha. As a relic temple, the site has been, although not
continuously, an important Buddhist place of worship from
the pre-Christian era.

As a relic temple and a pilgrimage site, it is associated with
the Temple of the Tooth Relic in the Sacred City of Kandy,
the major pilgrimage site in Sri Lanka and the religious
capital of Buddhism (inscribed as a World Heritage Site in
1988).

The temple is located near the arm of the Mahaweli River
that flows east into the Ullackalie Lagoon, which is directly
linked to the Indian Ocean. To the north of the property is
Trincomalee Bay, to the east are wetlands, to the south are
natural forests and to the west are the flood plains of the
Mahaweli River, all of which are natural boundaries. The
nearest major city is the port of Trincomalee, which is
northeast of the property.

Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural properties set out in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
monument.

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None

The temple is part of an ancient pilgrimage route, which
includes, to the west (and upstream), the Temple of the
Tooth in Kandy. The Mahaweli River is the physical link
and the relic tooth was believed to have been brought to
Kandy by way of Lanka Patuna, the place where the
Ullackalie Lagoon and the Indian Ocean are linked, and the
Mahaweli River.

Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

The temple is located 190 km northeast of the inscribed
World Heritage property of the Sacred City of Kandy.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

30 June 2006

29 January 2008

Background: The nomination of Seruwila Mangala Raja
Maha Viharaya is a proposal for an extension to the Sacred
City of Kandy, inscribed on the World Heritage List at the
12th session of the World Heritage Committee (Brazil,
1988), on the basis of criteria (iv) and (vi).

Extension
Seruwila is proposed as an extension to the Sacred City of
Kandy, a historical seat of royal power from the late 16th
century to the early 19th century and part of the Cultural
Triangle of Sri Lanka. It is the country’s centre of
Buddhism and a sacred place for millions of people.

Literature consulted (selection):
Enriquez, C. M., Ceylon Past and Present, London: Hurst &
Blackett, 1884 (reprint, New Delhi: Asian Educational Services:
1999).

Located in a small valley and around an artificial lake,
Kandy’s monumental remains include the Royal Palace,
with its Audience Hall, The Temple of the Tooth, the
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Palace of Sri Wickrama, the Queen’s apartments and
bathing house, among other buildings and monumental
groups.

structures. The values of the site are also linked to a
diverse number of related artefacts, statues and inscriptions
on stone.

History and development

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

The history of Sri Lanka is recounted in chronicles from
the 3rd century B.C. to the early 19th century. In addition to
recording the trials and tribulations of kings, they describe
the establishment of royal centers and monastic
institutions. It is within this context that the history and
development of Seruwila should be seen.

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity
Within the property, which contains some 21.04 hectares,
are the primary elements: the stupa and its associated
platform and entrances, the remains of ancient facilities
directly related to the stupa and the monastic area. It is
probable that the property contains all relevant
archaeological remains. In addition, the ‘Processional Path’
(‘Perahara Mawatha’) is included within the property (the
property boundary extends beyond the path by 50 meters).

The construction of the stupa at Seruwila is said to be the
result of a strategic reconciliation between King
Kavantissa, who reigned during the 2nd century B.C., and
the kinglets of Seru and Soma. Kavantissa, concerned
about invasion from north of Seru, used the excuse of
building a stupa, as prophesied by the Lord Buddha, for
arriving there with a powerful force. Given the ostensive
purpose of his visit, he was received with due honour and
given assistance in the building of the stupa. More
importantly, from a secular point of view, the event helped
Kavantissa unify the country to the south of the Mahaweli
and Kelani Rivers and establish his capital at Mahagama.

The stupa has been fully restored (probably conjectural
restoration) and the ancient structures surrounding it have
been restored as much as possible based on conjectural
restoration. The archaeological remains of the monastic
area have not been restored.
Authenticity

Seruwila is also linked with the production and distribution
of metallic resources, as a connection point between the
resource areas to the south of the stupa and the port area to
the northeast, and through it to external markets in
Southeast Asia and East India.

According to the nomination dossier, research carried out
at the site since the 1920s has demonstrated that the site is
the Tissamaha vihara, which is known today as the
Seruwila Mangala Raja Maha Viharaya. By tradition, the
stupa is said to contain the frontal bone relic of the
Buddha.

According to the State Party, from the time of Kavantissa
to the 10th century, there are several stone inscriptions,
which attest to the age of the property. Although literary
evidence records the veneration of the stupa as late as the
17th century, the property appears to have been largely
abandoned between the 14th and early 20th centuries, when
it was rediscovered by a monk.

As mentioned under Integrity, the stupa was restored (in
the 1920s), probably based on conjecture. The principal of
conjectural restoration is based on restoring parts of the
archaeological remains for which clear evidence is found.
On the other hand, although the associated structures and
archaeological remains are also restored (and based, it
appears, on conjecture), there is a clear distinction between
original elements and restored elements.

In the 1920s, the stupa and its surroundings were revived
under Ven. Dambagasare Sumedhankara Thero, with
assistance from donors and the Archaeological Survey
Department (Ceylon). By 1931, the restoration of the stupa
and some of the associated ancient structures was
completed.

The site, especially near the stupa and the archaeological
remains of ancient facilities, conveys a sense of sacredness
although the placement of modern toilets on the main axes
undermines this aspect of the property.

In the 1970s, the Department of Town and Country
Planning created a development plan for the site, which
included a new town with pilgrims’ rest houses and market
areas. The plan acknowledged the sacred nature of the site
and had the objective of attracting more pilgrims.

The current ‘Processional Path’ (‘Perahara Mawatha’) has
been in use since 1931. The original route alignment is
unknown, although the tradition goes back to the 2nd
century B.C.

Sacred City of Kandy and Sacred Buddhist Relic Temples of
Sri Lanka – (1) The Temple of the Tooth Relic in the Sacred
City of Kandy and (2) Seruwila Mangala Raja Maha
Viharaya values

The Image House, which is considered acceptable in
design, but not necessarily in scale, is located immediately
south of the property, just outside the property boundary.
However, it is an integral part of the contemporary temple
complex as are its associated, low-scale buildings.

The values of the extension are linked to its association
with other relic temples (including those among the 16
holiest places [solosmasthana]) and to the individual
structures and spaces within the property that relate
directly to the relic temple and its historical and current
monastic functions, including the stupa and such
associated structures as the Bodhighara (Bodhi-tree shrine)
and the foundations and other elements of various

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met, although there are concerns
about the placement, design and scale of recent buildings
and structures within the property and buffer zone.
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As important as it is, it is not sufficient to say, as mentioned
in the nomination dossier, that the specific link between
Seruwila and the Sacred City of Kandy is that the history
of both sites reflects the belief that the possession and
worship of relics of the Buddha bestows power and brings
unity among people.

Comparative analysis
The nomination for the original inscription of the Sacred
City of Kandy does not include any comparative analysis.
Two other World Heritage Sites, the Sacred City of
Anuradhapura (1982) and the Ancient City of Polonnaruwa
(1982), are identified in the nomination dossier as having
similar stupa structures, and the Ancient City of Sigiriya
(1982) and the Golden Temple of Dambulla (1991) are
mentioned as having stupa structures in a ruined state.

ICOMOS recommends that further comparative analysis be
carried out to establish whether or not there is a very
specific rationale for proposing Seruwila as an extension to
the Sacred City of Kandy. ICOMOS further recommends
that the importance of Seruwila as an exemplar of a type of
architecture be demonstrated through the comparative
method.

Anuradhapura, founded in the 4th century B.C., was the
capitol and sacred Buddhist city until the 9th century, when
it was deserted in favour of Polonnaruwa, which became
the capitol city until the end of the 13th century. Both cities,
as capitols, were distinguished by various monuments,
including palaces and stupas. Anuradhapura had stupas of
colossal size, placed on circular foundations and
surrounded by a ring of monolithic columns. Dagoba
Thuparama, which was built by King Tissa in the 3rd
century B.C. to house the clavicle of Buddha, is an
example of a colossal stupa.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis does not
justify consideration of the property for inscription in the
World Heritage List as an extension to the Sacred City of
Kandy.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The State Party justifies the proposed extension in terms of
Outstanding Universal Value as follows:

Polonnaruwa had at least one stupa of enormous size,
Rankot Vihara, and it is the only one specifically
mentioned in the comparative analysis of the nomination
dossier. In its plan and dimensions (175 meters in diameter
and 55 meters in height), it is described as reminiscent of
the dagobas of Anuradhapura.



The property bears a unique and exceptional
testimony to a living religious tradition in which relic
worship and Buddhist pilgrimage act as a binding
force for communities.

Several Anuradhapura stupas (Mirisawetiya Vihara,
Ruwanvelisaya, Abhayagiri Vihara, Jetavanaramaya and
Sela Cetiya) and Sri Maha Bodhiya, in addition to Dagoba
Thuparama, are among what are called the 16 holiest
places. The 16 holiest places do not appear to include
places of veneration in Polonnaruwa.



As an extension to the Sacred City of Kandy, and a
site of antiquity with links to the outside world, the
property reinforces and reiterates the practice of relic
enshrinement and worship.

Although Seruwila, as mentioned under Description, is
considered to be one of the 16 holiest places
(solosmasthana) in Sri Lanka and is depicted as such in
mural paintings, it is sometimes argued that the composition
of the 16 holiest places varies among the source texts and
that the list of places is not established and well known in all
periods. As well, imagery of the 16 holiest places
(solosmasthana) becomes a feature of Sri Lankan Buddhist
temple paintings only from the mid-18th century. However,
whether or not there is doubt about the inclusion of Seruwila
as one of the holiest places, the Temple of the Tooth in the
Sacred City of Kandy is not considered one of the 16 holiest
places.

Kandy’s values as a World Heritage property are
manifested by its 18th century buildings and complexes,
which include the Royal Palace and the Temple of the
Tooth, a type of traditional ensemble established in the 4th
century (criterion (iv)); and its association with the growth
and practice of Buddhism (criterion (vi)).

Justification for the inscription of the original nomination:

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated as an extension of the Sacred
City of Kandy on the shared basis of cultural criteria (iv)
and (vi).
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

As Seruwila is proposed as an extension to the Sacred City
of Kandy, the connections between the places are unclear
other than the fact that both properties have relics of the
Buddha. Only Seruwila is cited as one of the 16 holiest
places. Only Seruwila houses its relic in a stupa.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the monastic complex of Seruwila expresses the
traditional principles of Sri Lankan religious architecture
of the 2nd century B.C. and illustrates a significant stage in
the evolution of Buddhist philosophy in Sri Lanka.

The comparative analysis offered by the State Party does
little to justify why the extension includes Seruwila, rather
than another relic temple. As discussed at the beginning of
this section, the State Party compares Seruwila with other
stupas, not with other relic temples. Similarly, Seruwila is
simply presented as one of the 16 holiest places and there is
little attempt to consider the relevance of this designation to
the proposed extension, and especially from a comparative
point of view.

ICOMOS notes that the inscription of the Sacred Site of
Kandy according to criterion (iv) is based on the traditional
royal palace and temple ensemble first developed in the 4th
century. This seems to suggest that Seruwila, as a 2nd
century B.C. monastic ensemble, possibly reflects a
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different tradition and, if so, this needs to be explained.
The Seruwila complex pre-dates the tradition represented
by the Sacred City of Kandy, and among other royal
complexes, such as Anuradhapura and Polonnaruva, which
are also World Heritage properties.

with a building currently used by security forces. No time
table has been included in the nomination dossier.
ICOMOS is concerned about the design and siting of new
developments within the property. ICOMOS is also
concerned about the location of security forces within the
property.

As a result, ICOMOS considers that it is not clear whether
the property reinforces or expands the general
understanding of the relic temple within a monastic
complex. ICOMOS also considers that the specific
relationship between the two relic temples of Seruwila and
Kandy is not sufficiently demonstrated.

Tourism pressures
There has been little tourism pressure to date because of
long-term civil unrest in the region. Until January 2007,
the property was under the control of LTTE, the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam (Tamil Tigers), which made access
to the property difficult for pilgrims. However, it is
expected that tourism could increase in the future.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
demonstrated.
Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

Neglect
Archaeological remains in the western part of the property
have not been restored, although excessive site vegetation
is removed by the Department of Archaeology.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Seruwila is a highly and continuously venerated relic
worship site, and that its location facilitated connectivity
with local and overseas Buddhist pilgrims and metaltrading merchants. It is stated that this tradition connected
Sri Lanka with the outside world and helped to spread
Buddhism from pre-Christian times. It is further stated that
both Kandy and Seruwila have been instrumental in
keeping beliefs associated with Buddhism alive.

Environmental pressures
There appear to be few environmental pressures.
Natural disasters
There appears to be no imminent threat of any natural
disasters.

ICOMOS considers that Seruwila is directly and tangibly
associated with the practice of Buddhism, but also notes
that this practice has not been continuous given its
abandonment for a number of centuries. ICOMOS also
considers that the links with maritime trade have not been
sufficiently substantiated.

Impact of climate change
There appears to be no specific impact of climate change.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are internal development pressures and, possibly, future
tourism pressures. ICOMOS is concerned about the design
and placement of tourism facilities within the nominated
area and the buffer zone.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
at this stage.
In conclusion, ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria
and the Outstanding Universal Value have been
demonstrated.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

The boundaries of the property (21.04 hectares) and the
buffer zone (126.67 hectares) are clearly identified and
marked on maps. All attributes that express values of the
property are included within the boundaries of the
property. For example, the encircling road of the property
(set back 50 meters from the property boundary) is the
‘Perahara Mawatha,’ or ‘Processional Path’. All land
within the property is part of an Archaeology Reserve.

Development pressures
Some development has taken place within the property to
meet the needs of both the religious community and
pilgrims (chief priest’s quarters, monks’ living quarters,
pilgrims’ rest houses and a building being used as the
dhamma school). There are plans to change the buildings
to more appropriate ones. Of particular concern is the
location of two public toilets, one built on the main axis
from the stupa to the image house and one being built on
the axis toward the east side. The location of the toilets
adversely affects the sacredness of the property.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone are adequate.

Ownership

In the buffer zone, there are various facilities, such as the
image house and the library, preaching hall and monks’
residence. All are being renovated, with the exception of
the monks’ residence, which is being demolished along

The land and buildings in the property are owned by the
Government of Sri Lanka and the Temple Authorities.
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Protection

Conservation

Legal Protection

Inventories, recording, research

Various acts and ordinances are applicable to Seruwila,
including the following:

There are three phases of conservation (1920-32, 1970-84
and 2007-), and in each of these phases the Department of
Archaeology has been involved and conservation works
have been carried out within the framework of
contemporary
principles
by
qualified
experts.
Unfortunately, there are no records for the first phase of
restoration (1920-32). However, for the second phase of
restoration (1970-1984), there are architectural drawings
and surveys carried out by the Department of Archaeology
in 1973 and 1982.


Antiquities Ordinance of 1900, including its
amendments (1940, 1955, 1956 and 1998). Note that 84
acres of Crown land was declared an Archaeology Reserve
by the Ceylon Government Gazette Notification No. 13394
of 16th November 1962.

Buddhist Temporalities Ordinance of 1931. Note
that 1000 acres of land were granted to the temple under
Gazette Notification No. 14918 of 7th of August 1970.
Where areas overlap with the Archaeology Reserve,
Protected Monuments come under the Antiquities
Ordinance.

Town and Country Planning Ordinance (TCPO)
of 1946 (now changed to the National Physical Planning
Department (NPPD)). The site is declared as a Sacred Area
under this ordinance. Any proposals must be approved by
the Department of Archaeology and the Temple
Authorities.

When possible, a comprehensive inventory should be
carried out in the monastic area. This section of the
property has yet to be excavated and conserved.
Present state of conservation
The property appears to be in good condition.
Conservation work has been carried out using traditional
materials and techniques. Conjectural restoration has been
used through various phases, with such work in the later
phases being clearly identified as new work. Maintenance
work on the stupa is linked to festivals, at which time the
structure is white-washed to protect the inner core of brick
and clay. Little conservation work has been carried out
since 1983.

In addition, further protection is planned under the Urban
Development Authority Act of 1978 as a Special Zone.
The buffer zone is somewhat ambiguous as it includes land
assigned under separate legal instruments. Some of the
buffer zone is part of the aforementioned Archaeology
Reserve, while some 404.69 hectares, including land in
what is called the outer buffer zone, is under the Temple
Authorities. The buffer zone is largely defined by a road
established by the Management and Advisory Committee.

There have been three stages of conservation work at the
site. These are:
•

Traditional Protection

•

Traditional protection is offered through the Stupa
Development Society, which is managed by the Seruwila
Temple Authorities. As owners of 404.69 hectares, the
society focuses on the day-to-day functioning of the
pilgrimage site, its associated rituals and the planning of
the annual procession. The society is also involved with
on-going maintenance activities, such as the white-washing
of the stupa.

•

In phase 1 (1921-32), the stupa was restored by
the Department of Archaeology.
In phase 2 (1970-84), the pond (1970s), northern
entrance (1973), western entrance (1979),
Bodhighara (1980), stupa terrace (1981) and
awasa (monks’ residence) (1983) were restored
(again, conjectural restoration) by the
Department of Archaeology.
In phase 3 (2007- ), work continues under the
Department of Archaeology.

In addition to the conservation of structures, there have
been attempts to landscape the site. One approach has been
to simply clear the site of aggressive vegetation that may
impact monuments and archaeological remains. The other
approach has been to introduce a more garden-like
landscape, a form of beautification that could be
detrimental to the character of the property.

Effectiveness of protection measures
According to the State Party, adequate legal provision is in
place and there are experienced institutions to effectively
manage such heritage sites as Seruwila.
ICOMOS suggests that there be specific provisions to
guide development immediately outside the property, i.e.,
the area between Allai Tank to the west, Toppur village to
the north, the nature reserve and Ullackalie Lagoon to the
east and scattered settlement and Highway N15 to the
south, as these areas could be under development pressure.

Active Conservation measures

ICOMOS considers that the protective measures for the
property are adequate except for provisions to guide the
development of the area immediately outside the property.
ICOMOS also strongly recommends that an integrated plan
for the entire property, including the placement of tourism
facilities, be developed.

Maintenance

As noted under Present state of conservation, there is
ongoing (and regular) maintenance work on the stupa, and
there is a current phase of conservation work (phase 3
[2007-]).

Day-to-day maintenance falls under the purview of the
regional office of the Department of Archaeology, which is
located at Vilgamvehera. As well, the Chief Incumbent
Thero and the Stupa Development Society assist in the
maintenance of the property. The stupa is regularly white92

washed to prevent the ingress of water to the inner core of
brick and clay.

It appears that all these agencies are working together
successfully in numerous World Heritage properties as
each agency has specific responsibilities and duties. The
final responsibility for such sites, however, remains with
the Department of Archaeology. Should Seruwila be
inscribed, the involvement of the CCF and UDA would
improve its management, monitoring and funding.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
The conservation measures appear to be effective, although
the State Party is urged to consistently document all
conservation and restoration projects, recording carefully
the addition and/or replacement of building and structural
fabric. Conjectural restorations, in particular, must be fully
documented.

The Management and Advisory Committee for Proposed
World Heritage Site will become the Seruwila Heritage
Foundation by act of parliament (along similar lines to the
Sigiriya Heritage Foundation) should the property be
inscribed. In this role, the committee (foundation) would
coordinate all the various stakeholders and involved
authorities.

ICOMOS considers that the structures are in good
condition, but recommends that a consistent restoration
approach, based on documentation rather than conjecture,
be established. Furthermore, a comprehensive inventory
should be undertaken in the monastic area in conjunction
with an excavation and conservation programme.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
To date, there is no management plan. Site interpretation
and presentation have been neglected due in part to the
isolation of the site and low visitor numbers.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

Risk preparedness
There appears to be no provision for risk preparedness.

Currently, the management of the site is based on the legal
authority given to the relevant government agencies. There
is no formal management plan, although the management
structure being formed for Seruwila is based on those for
other World Heritage sites managed by the State Party.

Involvement of the local communities
Community involvement occurs during preparations for,
and participation in religious festivals, events which bring
together Sinhalese, Tamils and Moslems. In addition, the
community donates time as a means to gain merit.

The current management role of the relevant government
agencies is as follows:

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training


Department of Archaeology: approval of
conservation and development works.

Stupa Development Society (managed by
Seruwila Temple Authorities): daily functioning of the
pilgrimage site, the rituals and annual procession planning.

National Physical Planning Department:
infrastructure development and construction of facilities
(approval required by the Department of Archaeology with
concurrence by the Seruwila Temple Authority).

Management and Advisory Committee for
Proposed World Heritage Site: coordinate preliminary
works.

Seruwila Sacred Area Development Society: past
involvement with various works, such as the construction
of the new Image House, toilets and the water supply.

Staffing levels and expertise appear to be adequate. Fund
sources have been identified as: government funds through
the Department of Archaeology; funds raised by the Stupa
Development Society; and funds raised by the
Management and Advisory Committee for Proposed World
Heritage Site of Seruwila Mangala Raja Maha Vihara.
Effectiveness of current management
The current management system, which appears to be in a
formative stage, seems to be effective, especially given
current property conditions. However, it is unclear how the
management of the site, as an extension of the Sacred City
of Kandy, would be coordinated with that of Kandy, and
the Temple of the Tooth, in particular.

The State Party proposes the following management
arrangements should the extension be approved by the
World Heritage Committee:

ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate. However, ICOMOS recommends that
a Value-Centered Management Plan be prepared for the
site and that the institutional framework and the linkages
between the various authorities be clearly defined.
ICOMOS further recommends that a separate cultural
tourism management plan be considered in anticipation of
increased numbers of visitors.


Central Cultural Fund (CCF). This fund can
receive funds from donor institutions and agencies in Sri
Lanka and abroad and utilise such funds for heritage
conservation and management activities. Should Seruwila
be inscribed as a World Heritage property, this fund will
become involved in the management of the site under the
direction of the Department of Archaeology.

Urban Development Authority (UDA). Initial
discussions have been held to designate the site as a
Special Area under the Urban Development Authority Act
of 1978 (and amendments). This would allow the UDA to
control development, including demolitions and
expropriation.

6. MONITORING
The site is monitored through the regional office of the
Department of Archaeology as well as the National
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Physical Planning Department and the Sri Lanka Wildlife
Conservation Society.
The Department of Archaeology monitors the site every
three months to observe possible damage from natural
weathering, vandalism or wild animals. However, the State
Party has not included specific indicators for monitoring
the condition of the property.
ICOMOS considers that, although the property is regularly
monitored, the State Party should develop specific
indicators, including the frequency of the monitoring.
7. CONCLUSIONS
As an extension, it should have been demonstrated how the
attributes of the proposed extension might exemplify,
extend, complement or amplify those of the original
nomination, while bearing the same outstanding universal
value.
As an extension to the Sacred City of Kandy it has not
been adequately demonstrated why the property, Seruwila
Mangala Raja Maha Viharaya, has been chosen and not
one or more of the other Buddhist relic temples. Similarly,
it has not been demonstrated why the identification of
Seruwila as one of the 16 holiest places has relevance for
the proposed extension since the Sacred City of Kandy is
not included as one of these places. In addition, it has not
been demonstrated that Seruwila is an outstanding example
of a type of architecture, i.e. the stupa.
The evaluation process would have benefited from having
a more comprehensive dossier that was clearly written and
well-organized.
Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the extension of the Sacred
City of Kandy to include Seruwila Mangala Raja Maha
Viharaya and become the Sacred City of Kandy and Sacred
Buddhist Relic Temples of Sri Lanka – (1) The Temple of
the Tooth Relic in the Sacred City of Kandy and (2)
Seruwila Mangala Raja Maha Viharaya, Sri Lanka, should
not be approved.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

View of the Stupa and the new Image House

View of the entrance with the Stupa on the background

Remains of the Bo-Tree shrine

Remains of the ancient Image House
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not been urbanised and the religious building is today
surrounded by a park.

The Heritage of St Euphrosyne of
Polotsk (Belarus)

The present building includes the remaining parts of the
11th century Byzantine building, along with elements of
renovations and additions (such as the chapel on the
western side) carried out during the Renaissance and the
early 17th century. However, its appearance is mainly that
of an overall reconstruction carried out in the mid-18th
century under European Baroque influence.

No 1316

Today, it is a church with a basilical floor plan of three
naves on a north–south axis with a rectangular base
measuring c 67m by 40m. Its facade is decorated with
engaged Corinthian pilasters and there are two square
towers with Baroque steeples and ornamental openings.
The exterior walls are whitewashed. There are two tiers of
bays with round arches in the walls of the side aisles and
the nave. The building has a new saddleback, half-span
roof; there are small lanterns crowning the side chapels on
the eastern and western sides. The interior is covered with
groined vaulting and the elevation is decorated with
multiple pilasters and engaged Corinthian columns. The
walls are white and the capitals are gilded. The interior
walls are decorated with 18th, 19th, and 20th century
murals.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Tangible Spiritual Heritage
of St Euphrosyne of Polotsk
Location:

Vitebsk Region,
City of Polotsk
Belarus

Brief description:
The city of Polotsk has two religious monuments dating
from the 11th and 12th centuries: St Sophia Cathedral,
located on the site of a fortress at the confluence of the
Polota and Dvina rivers, and the Saviour Transfiguration
Church, in a monastery 2km to the north-east. Linked with
the life and cult of St Euphrosyne, these two churches are
evidence of Byzantine architecture in the Middle Ages in
the north of Eastern Europe. They underwent extensive
restoration in the 18th century, in styles influenced by
Western European Baroque religious architecture.

The remains of the earlier Byzantine Cathedral are
enclosed within the new church. Its floor plan was roughly
a 40m square with five naves on an east–west axis. The
eastern chevet is now a side chapel. Niches have been set
in the present interior walls to reveal the original 11th
century stone and brick masonry, partially surviving up to
a height of 12m, along with certain parts of the medieval
murals (58 fragments covering a total of 20m2). The
remains of the pillar bases and the cross-walls have been
beneath the current timber floor in an archaeological crypt.

Category of property:
In terms of the category of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, these are
monuments.

The Saviour Transfiguration Church was built in the
enclosure of a convent founded in the mid-12th century by
St Euphrosyne on the banks of the river Polota, 2km to the
north-east of the castle. The archaeological remains of the
burial chapel of the bishops of Polotsk that pre-dated the
convent lie immediately adjacent to the church. The site
also includes several churches and convent buildings added
in the 18th and 20th centuries.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

30 January 2004

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
No
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

31 January 2008

The Transfiguration Church forms a c 10m x 15m
rectangle with a square projecting portico at the centre of
its western facade and a semi-circular apse at the chevet.
The interior is divided into three naves separated by
octagonal pillars. The exterior walls are decorated with
engaged columns painted in white. Two tiers of round
arched windows open along the side walls. The nave has a
triple-pitched copper roof with a triangular pediment on the
facade. In the centre a slender drum supports a curved
dome. The choir has a curved copper roof. The original
domes are no longer visible but they have been retained
under the present roof supported by raised walls, as are the
two tiers of arches that decorated the roofs.

Background: This is a new nomination.
Literature consulted (selection):
Grabar A., L’art du moyen-âge en Europe orientale, ‘L’art dans le
monde’ Collection, Paris, Albin Michel, 1968.

Technical Evaluation Mission:

2–6 September 2008

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party:
None
Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

2. THE PROPERTY

The interior is covered with groined vaulting. The entire
interior surfaces are decorated with murals depicting
various scenes of the life of Christ, representations of
martyr and healer saints, as well as numerous images of
female saints and venerable women. These 12th century
paintings came to light under the obliterating 19th century
uniform whitewash which survives in some places.

Description
The Heritage of St Euphrosyne of Polotsk includes two
monuments: St Sophia Cathedral and the Saviour
Transfiguration Church.
St Sophia Cathedral is located on the site of Polotsk Castle,
fortified at the end of the 10th and early 11th centuries at
the confluence of the Polota and Dvina rivers. The area has
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The Uniate Church took over the Archdiocese of Polotsk
and in 1618–20 the Cathedral underwent restoration and a
major restructuring on the model of the new St Peter’s
Basilica in Rome. The axis of the building was changed to
north–south, whilst a tripartite narthex provided access to
the church. The architect was the German master mason
Andreas Kromer.

A small reserved chapel in the south-west, considered to
have been the private oratory of St Euphrosyne, is also
decorated with later figurative paintings.

History and development
The city of Polotsk, the name of which is derived from the
river Polota, is first mentioned in 862. It is one of the
oldest Slav cities in the east. In the 10th century it became
a centre of political power, then an independent
principality, and eventually an important religious centre
during the reign of Prince Vseslav Bryachislavich in the
second half of the 11th century.

In 1701 the conflict between Peter the Great and the Uniate
Church saw the church converted for use as a gunpowder
store. The powder exploded in 1710 and destroyed the
building. The Cathedral was rebuilt from 1738 to 1750 by
the Baltic architect Jan Christoph Glaubitz, as part of the
Latinisation programme adopted by the Uniate Church in
1720. Both the interior and the exterior took on the
appearance of a Western Baroque church, albeit with a
regional touch (Vilnius Baroque).

The fortified castle was built in the 11th century by the
Polotsk princes as a symbol of their power, on a new site
away from the old town on a promontory close to the
confluence of the Polota and Dvina rivers. It was the
subject of an archaeological excavation in the 20th century.

Work was carried out several times in the 17th and 18th
centuries on the Saviour Transfiguration Church, although
it was no longer used for worship. In 1800–03 a NeoClassical facade was added to the building. Having been
transformed into a sort of temple from classical antiquity,
the church was used for theatrical productions organised by
the Jesuits. However, the Jesuits had no time to repair the
damage caused during the Napoleonic Wars since they
were expelled from the Russian Empire in 1820.

Following the conversion of the Polotsk princes to
Byzantine Christianity the St Sophia Cathedral was erected
between 1044 and 1066. Its name is an allusion to the
architectural and spiritual model of Constantinople. Master
masons came from the Balkan provinces of the Byzantine
Empire to build the Cathedral. It was originally a basilica
with five naves and a trilobate chevet covered with five
hemispherical cupolas. Two further domes were added in
the 12th and 13th centuries. A square tower at the northeast corner housed a flight of stairs leading to the upper
choir.

The convent then passed to the Orthodox Eparchy and the
church was restored from 1833 to 1835. The 12th century
Byzantine frescoes were completely covered with
whitewash.
The Uniate Church decided to revert to the Orthodox rites
in 1839, and so the interior sculptures and paintings of the
Cathedral were changed.

From the 11th to the 14th centuries the Cathedral came to
symbolise the independence of the principality and its
dependencies: here, princes were crowned, declarations of
war and peace were proclaimed, and foreign ambassadors
were received. It also served to store the princely treasure
and official archives.

Archaeological and historical studies were carried out
between 1893 and 1914 prior to a restoration campaign for
the Cathedral, during which old openings and parts of the
original building were rediscovered. The Saviour
Transfiguration Church was also studied at this time. The
relics of St Euphrosyne were transferred there in 1910.

In the 12th century the spiritual and religious work of St
Euphrosyne (1102–73) made its mark on Polotsk and its
region. The daughter of Prince Vseslav Charodei and
cousin of the Emperor Manuel Comnenus, she founded a
large convent for women near Polotsk and built several
churches in the Principality. The Saviour Transfiguration
Church was built within the monastery’s walls on her
orders by the architect Ioann around 1161. Designed to be
her tomb, the inspiration for the iconographic programme
of the interior murals was the story of her life. She died in
the Holy Land and part of her remains and relics were
brought back to Kiev and later to Polotsk (1910).

The cessation of worship in the 1920s enabled
archaeologists and historians to study the Cathedral. The
convent was used by the army from 1924 to 1941.
During World War II the Cathedral was briefly reopened
for worship. After 1945 it was used for housing and then as
a warehouse. The restoration that started in 1969 converted
it into a concert venue and then a museum of the history of
architecture. A new organ was installed in 1983. The
Cathedral was reopened for religious worship in 1992.

The Principality of Polotsk became part of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania in 1307 and a major commercial hub
between the Baltic Sea and the continental lands of Eastern
Europe.

The Saviour Transfiguration Church was used for parish
services after 1960. The abandoned monastery reverted to
monastic life in 1989. The murals were restored in the
1990s.

The Bishop of Polotsk was appointed Archbishop in 1411
and St Sophia became an archicathedral of the Orthodox
Patriarchate of Kiev, but its spiritual influence nevertheless
stagnated. The Cathedral was ravaged by fire in 1447.

Tangible Spiritual Heritage of St Euphrosyne of Polotsk
values
St Sophia Cathedral and the Saviour Transfiguration Church
are two important historic monuments of medieval religious
heritage in Eastern Europe, and also record the memory of
the first Orthodox saint to be recognised by all Christian
churches.

During the Livonian War (1558–82) the Cathedral was
again damaged and worship was suspended there for
several decades. The Orthodox nuns also abandoned the
convent. After the war the Jesuits were given the
monastery in exchange for founding a college in Polotsk.
They turned it into a residence and repaired the church,
probably giving it its current roof.
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3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

improved once the necessary restorations have been
completed.

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity

Authenticity

Integrity

The medieval structural foundations and a certain number
of the mural elements of St Sophia are authentic, in terms
of the original 11th century structure. They are preserved
under the floor and in the thickness of some of the walls.
The plan of the church, its architectonic components, and
its interior and exterior decorative elements have, however,
been profoundly changed during the course of the various
restorations and reconstructions that the building has
undergone throughout its history (see Description –
History). The architectural appearance of the Cathedral as
it stands today is that of the European Baroque order,
without any relationship with its original Byzantine style.

From the point of view of functional integrity the two
monuments have recently recovered their original religious
use. Over the centuries up until the 1990s they experienced
the major upheavals and changes of the region’s spiritual
and political history to which they bear witness.
St Euphrosyne appears to be the guiding thread for the
property nominated for inscription. She is the city’s patron
saint and an important figure in Belarus and Christian
history, but her direct material work within the nominated
property mainly concerns the Saviour Transfiguration
Church.

The Saviour Transfiguration Church retains its interior
architectural structures and its interior painted decoration
from the 12th century. They are authentic, but the raising
of the interior floor by 80–85cm and the 19th century
whitewash undermine the expression of this authenticity.
Restoration is necessary.

According to the nomination dossier the floor plan of the
fortified castle has been retained with very little change
since St Sophia Cathedral was erected in the 11th century.
The quality of the landscape and the immediate
environment is today protected as a park. Despite the
reconstruction of the urban fabric after 1945, the building
has retained its dominant position and its place in the city’s
outer-urban landscape. It is, however, adversely impacted
by the presence of a nearby contemporary hospital.

The church’s exterior structures, roofs, facings, and
decorations, on the other hand, underwent substantial
modification during the work carried out by the Jesuits.
This was clearly designed to conceal the original Byzantine
church; it has definitively altered its exterior, giving it the
appearance of a building with Baroque and Neo-Classical
characteristics.

The Saviour Transfiguration Church is today located
within the context of a living monastery which alone can
give it its full meaning and which should in principle be
included in such a property. However, the suspension of
convent life for several centuries and conversion of its
buildings for various civil purposes have had a heavy
impact on the built-up area adjoining the church in terms of
both location and architectural characteristics.

ICOMOS considers that the authenticity of St Sophia
Cathedral as a medieval Byzantine monument is reduced to
a few remains. Its current authenticity mainly refers to the
18th century reconstruction and later modifications under
the influence of the European Baroque.

The perceived integrity of the buildings is acceptable in
terms of the presence of two stylistically homogeneous and
recently restored buildings in the context of their return to
their initial spiritual functions. However, the histories of
these two buildings are marked by numerous
transformations, periods of abandonment, restructuring,
and restoration, and the perceived integrity mainly relates
to structures that are general in character dating from the
18th century, in one of the variants of the European
Baroque style. Within this historical context, the
architectural integrity of St Sophia has been profoundly
altered, and that of the Saviour Transfiguration Church
markedly less, while still providing visible elements in
various styles and from different periods.

The interior of the Saviour Transfiguration Church is an
authentic monument in Byzantine style, but its
architectural envelope and its roof are testimony to the
Jesuit influence from the 17th to the 19th centuries.
ICOMOS considers that, while the interior murals and
structure of the Saviour Transfiguration Church have a
certain degree of authenticity, the property’s overall level
of integrity and authenticity are clearly insufficient as a
testimony of 11th and 12th century religious architecture.

Comparative analysis
By virtue of its early Byzantine appearance, St Sophia
Cathedral of Polotsk resembles two slightly earlier
churches already inscribed on the World Heritage List as
part of an ensemble: in Kiev (Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral
and Related Monastic Buildings, Kiev-Pechersk Lavra,
Ukraine, 1990–2005, criteria (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)), and in
Novgorod (Historic Monuments of Novgorod and
Surroundings, Russian Federation, 1992, criteria (ii), (iv),
(vi)). The comparison with the spiritual and architectural
model of St Sophia in Constantinople (Historic Areas of
Istanbul, Turkey, 1985, criteria (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)) is also
put forward.

Overall, the Saviour Transfiguration Church still retains its
original internal structure and painted decoration, including
its medieval domes. However, the external appearance of
the original building is completely hidden behind the
exterior transformations and new roofs added by the Jesuits
in the 17th and 18th centuries. The murals are no
everywhere clearly visible, as they are still covered in
many places by 19th century whitewash; they are in places
in a relatively poor state, especially in the lower parts of
the building.
ICOMOS considers that the elements that favour the
integrity of the property are relatively superficial in
relation to their true architectural and landscape meaning.
The integrity of the interior structures is good, but not very
visible. The integrity of the painted decoration of the
Saviour Transfiguration Church will be significantly

The Saviour Transfiguration Church indicates that this
particular type of sanctuary was developed in Polotsk. The
same type of spatial composition and proportions were
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used later in Smolensk and Novgorod (Russia), Chernigov
(Ukraine), and Vitebsk (Belarus).

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii), (iv), and (vi).

ICOMOS considers that the two Cathedrals of St Sophia in
Kiev and Novgorod have a high degree of authenticity and
integrity as 11th century religious monuments of Byzantine
inspiration, which is not the case for St Sophia in Polotsk.
The former two cathedrals are well preserved in an
environment that contributes to the expression of their
authenticity and value, and they include world-renowned
murals, mosaics, and icons dating from the 11th century. It
is difficult to compare the nominated properties with the
masterpiece in Istanbul, especially because of the differing
periods (6th century) and architectural design. This does
not, however, negate the role of spiritual inspiration and
religious guidance played by the Byzantine metropolis in
Eastern Europe, notably in the 11th and 12th centuries, and
in Polotsk in particular.

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that in the 11th and 12th centuries the country of today’s
Belarus entered European history by adopting Christianity
and a written language, benefiting from Byzantine culture
and the impact of the Latinised West. Through the
construction of churches, the development of iconographic
programmes, and the copying of missals Polotsk appears to
be the tangible site of this spiritual heritage. Its monuments
and paintings went on to exert cultural and spiritual
influence throughout the region.

A more detailed comparative study of the 11th–12th
century murals and mosaics in Mediterranean and Eastern
Europe and the Middle East would have been necessary to
gain a good understanding of the value of those inside the
Saviour Transfiguration Church. Whilst some places are
referred to, such as Sveti Pantelejmon in Nerezi
(Macedonia) and the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem
(Palestinian Territory), others could also have been
mentioned, such as the Monasteries of Daphni, Hosios
Loukas, and Nea Moni of Chios (Greece), etc.

ICOMOS considers that St Sophia Cathedral in Polotsk has
been profoundly modified on several occasions in terms of
both its structure and its architecture. The medieval
elements now only exist as building remains which can no
longer be considered as integral and authentic testimony of
the cultural exchanges that occurred in the 11th century.
The same applies to the exterior appearance of the Saviour
Transfiguration Church, which today illustrates a mixture
of the Baroque and Neo-Classical within an environment
that is relatively unauthentic. Only the interior of this
church provides direct testimony of the art of wall
decoration with religious motifs in the 12th century and of
the Byzantine influences in this region of north-east
Europe.

It is probable that the Saviour Transfiguration Church
historically played a precursory role and served as a
regional model; nonetheless, its present exterior condition
can no longer testify to this because the medieval
structures are hidden by the restorations of the 17th to 19th
centuries.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis does not
justify consideration of this property for the World
Heritage List.

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building or architectural ensemble or landscape which
illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the complex of Polotsk monuments is an exceptional
illustration of the spiritual ideas of Eastern Europe in the
period of Christianity’s growth. Founded in the 11th
century, St Sophia Cathedral in Polotsk is based on the
same plan as the St Sophia Cathedrals in Constantinople,
Kiev, and Novgorod. This first building in stone marks the
beginning of the Polotsk school of architecture, of which
the Saviour Transfiguration Church is the only remaining
example. Its layout influenced the art of building in stone
in Smolensk, Novgorod, and Grodno. The frescoes present
an original style of mural painting within Byzantine art.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
–

As patron and spiritual protector of Belarus, St
Euphrosyne of Polotsk was the first woman in Eastern
Slavonia to be canonised by the Orthodox Church and
the only saint recognised by all Christian
communions.

–

In the 11th century Prince Vseslav had the first stone
building erected in Belarus, in the city of Polotsk. St
Sophia Cathedral was to become the symbol of the
Principality of Polotsk’s political independence.

–

–

ICOMOS considers that, given the restructuring and
reconstruction of the two churches as already discussed, it
is not possible to view them as an outstanding example,
with sufficient integrity and authenticity, of an
architectural ensemble that testifies to the development of
Byzantine Christian spirituality in the 11th and 12th
centuries in this region of north-east Europe.

One of the first convents was established alongside,
and the Saviour Transfiguration Church was erected
within its confines, a masterpiece of the Polotsk
school of architecture, the frescoes of which are a
unique testimony of Kievan Russia of the 12th
century.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

Through the worship that developed several centuries
after her death, the saint is recognised for having
woven material and spiritual links between
Constantinople, Jerusalem, Kiev, and Polotsk.

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
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Tourism pressures

artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

The annual number of visitors to the museum and the
convent is around 150,000, It does not exceed the capacity
of the two nominated sites.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that St Euphrosyne is an important character in the history
of the country, from the birth of its identity to the time the
Principality of Polotsk reached its height in the 11th and
12th centuries. She is a symbol of the expansion of
medieval Christianity in the Russian lands, and her
saintliness has been recognised by all the Christian
churches. She promoted cultural exchange with Byzantium
and the Holy Lands to which she went on pilgrimage and
where she died. Buried in Jerusalem, her remains were
transferred first to Kiev and then to Polotsk in 1910.

According to experts, the number of tourists visiting the
Saviour Transfiguration Church should be reduced in order
to conserve the frescoes.
Environmental pressures
There is a potential risk of accidental chemical pollution
for the city (population 83,000), and therefore also for the
nominated property.
There is a moderate risk of flooding for the monastery.

St Sophia in Polotsk, as the cathedral of an independent
medieval principality, and the monastery of St Euphrosyne
then played a major symbolic role in the history of Belarus.

Natural disasters
The nomination states that the rise in temperature is a risk
factor, but without specifying how.

ICOMOS considers that the property nominated for
inscription does have significant historical symbolism and
living traditions with respect to the territorial and spiritual
origins of Belarus. The founding acts of St Euphrosyne are
the origin of a communal religious life respected
throughout the entire region and they reveal a style of life
and thought inscribed in the buildings’ history.
Nonetheless, the factors of the property’s integrity and
authenticity do not allow for the full expression of these
values.

ICOMOS considers that the risk analysis in the nomination
dossier is inadequate and that it does not allow the risks to
be clearly identified. It intimates that some risks are
potentially high for the property (road development and the
chemical industry complex in particular) but without any
precise geographic location or any impact study. The effect
of pollution on the nominated property appears not to have
been fully assessed or regularly monitored.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are chemical pollution (water, air, and soil) due to the
neighbouring industries, road development projects near
the property, and the inadequate scientific level of the risk
analysis.

ICOMOS considers that, despite the property’s undeniable
historical and symbolic values, this criterion has not been
justified.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been justified.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

AND

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

Development pressures

The property nominated for inscription comprises two
separate monuments:

The ambitious plan to build an expressway in the historic
centre, near the property nominated for inscription, may
cause ground vibrations, noise, and atmospheric pollution.

St Sophia Cathedral and its surrounding park forming a
surface area of 2.8ha. The boundaries of the nominated site
follow the property boundaries on three sides and an
arbitrary line for the remainder.

Air pollution from the complex of heavy chemical
industries in Polotsk, which are apparently not far from St
Sophia Cathedral and its buffer zone, is reported but not
properly analysed in the nomination in terms of potential
risks to the property. The exact location of the source of
this pollution in relation to the nominated property and the
nature and level of this pollution are also not detailed.

ICOMOS considers that the entire castle site should be part
of the property nominated for inscription even if a part not
included up until now is altered by a hospital (the
management plan provides for the hospital to be moved).
The Saviour Transfiguration Church and its immediate
environment form a surface area of 0.3ha, marked by
boundaries that appear to be more or less arbitrary.

The water and the riverbed of the Dvina, which skirts the
St Sophia property to the south and passes through the
buffer zone, also appear to be polluted by the chemical
industries.

The boundaries of the Saviour Transfiguration Church
should include the entire convent of which it is historically
part, even though the convent buildings suffer from a lack
of authenticity.

A large part of the urban area contained within the two
buffer zones is affected by economic activity, road and rail
traffic, and multi-storey apartment buildings. They form
67% of the buffer zone for St Sophia, and 35% of the
buffer zone for the Saviour Transfiguration Church.

Similarly, there are two separate buffer zones:
For St Sophia Cathedral, the buffer zone covers 218ha. It
includes the confluence of the two rivers, c 1.5km of the
Dvina and the Polota along a meander. It is essentially
defined by the borders of the urban districts and by several
natural borders, such as the riverbanks, in places.
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For the Saviour Transfiguration Church, the buffer zone
covers 40ha. It is bordered by the river Polota to the east,
and follows the boundaries of surrounding blocks of land
and elsewhere up to the railway line in the south and
includes the cemetery and built-up areas.

Effectiveness of protection measures

In general, the boundaries of the property nominated for
inscription should be shown as precisely as possible on a
survey map or on a small-scale map.

The Minister for Culture coordinates restoration and
development of protected/registered sites.

At the national level, protection regulations come under the
President of the Republic, the Council of Ministers, and the
Minister for Culture.

In Polotsk, three buffer zones have been established: the
historic centre including St Sophia Cathedral; St Euphrosyne
Convent including the Saviour Transfiguration Church; and
the location of the former Belchista Convent (which has no
links with the nominated property). A special regulation is in
force regarding building and protection of the landscape and
the archaeological heritage.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the property
nominated for inscription should be extended and that the
buffer zones should be linked together to reassert the
historical and symbolic tie between the two monuments.

At the local level, protection for the two monuments
comprising the property is provided by the National
Historical and Cultural Reserve-Museum of Polotsk in
conjunction with the Municipal Executive Committee.

Ownership
St Sophia Cathedral belongs to the State, as does the land
on which it is located.
The Saviour Transfiguration Church belongs to the State
on land owned by the Eparchy of Polotsk of the Belarus
Orthodox Church.

ICOMOS considers that the protective measures for the
property are adequate.

Conservation

Protection

Inventories, archives, research

Legal protection

Several scientific studies and inventories have been carried
out since the 19th century on both buildings.

The two monuments have the status of Historical and
Cultural Property and are inscribed on the National List of
Historical and Cultural Properties of the Republic of
Belarus; they are classified as Category 0, the highest,
under Council of Ministers’ Regulation No 578 of 14 May
2007.

From 1993 to 2007 several reports were compiled in
advance of the restoration of the structures and murals,
notably a monograph on the paintings in the Saviour
Transfiguration Church. An historical and archaeological
symposium on Polotsk was held in October 2007.

The territory of the Cathedral buffer zone lies within the
Historic Centre of Polotsk, which is registered as Category
2 under the same Regulation.

Present state of conservation
The medieval structures of St Sophia Cathedral are in part
preserved under later reconstructions. The ensemble is
stabilised and in a good state of conservation. Overall, the
church mainly corresponds to the 18th century
reconstruction and is in a good state of conservation.

The Executive Committee of the City of Polotsk approved
the boundaries of the historic centre in 2002 (Decision No
487).
The territory of the buffer zone of the Saviour
Transfiguration Church is in part located within the
territory of the historic and cultural property of the
Convent of the Saviour and St Euphrosyne, which is
registered on the National List of Cultural and Historic
Monuments of Belarus as Category 3.

The Saviour Transfiguration Church is also in good overall
condition; its old murals have been in part revealed and
restored.
Active conservation measures
A series of measures have been taken at St Sophia
Cathedral as part of its conservation and its development as
a museum. These include scientific archaeological and
architectural research on the building; archaeological
research on the castle site; restoration of the monument;
conservation and partial restoration of the frescoes by
experts from the Belarus Ministry of Culture; definition of
a policy for the use of the monument; maintaining
appropriate temperature and humidity levels; an acoustic
study for the organ design; moving a glass entrance for
visitors in the exhibition area; lighting; replacement of
window glazing; and the creation of ‘archaeological
windows’ in the walls to reveal the medieval masonry.

The Executive Committee of the City of Polotsk approved
the boundaries of the convent in 2003 (Decision No 258).
The properties nominated for inscription and their buffer
zones are located within the buffer zone of the National
Historical and Cultural Reserve-Museum of Polotsk, as
defined in the Council of Ministers’ Regulation No 158 of
1990 and No 1557 of 2004.
Traditional protection
The presence of the community of nuns occupying the
monastery ensures the maintenance of the spiritual values
and significance of the Saviour Transfiguration Church and
its environment with regard to the many visitors, which
contributes to its protection.

The following work has been performed at the Saviour
Transfiguration Church: cleaning and strengthening of the
murals; thermal insulation of the medieval brick
foundations; restoration of the altar rail in the 12th century
style; copper replacement of the roof and dome; painting
the exterior walls.
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The following are planned for the future: revealing the
blocked arches and their restoration; restoration of the
vaulting; physical-chemical studies prior to the complete
restoration of the murals; completion of mural cleaning and
restoration; restoration of the floor; work on the stucco;
installation of doors; beautifying the surroundings.

Coordination of the Protection of Historic and Cultural
Heritage was established by the City of Polotsk, as the
coordinating body not only for the property nominated for
inscription, but also for all the city’s cultural properties.
Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

The project to install a floor in the Saviour Transfiguration
Church may, however, result in the destruction and loss of
a 12th century fresco.

The management plan for the nominated property is briefly
presented in the nomination, along with a set of plans and
measures, existing or under development (pp. 71–72).
These are mainly decisions linked to the recent Urban
Bureau for the Coordination of the Protection of Historic
and Cultural Heritage:

ICOMOS considers that, for the Cathedral in particular, the
conservation rating of the nominated property is at times
confused with actions relating to its enhancement.
ICOMOS considers that a precise programme of
conservation measures for the Cathedral and a timetable
for the application of planned measures for the two
components of the property, as a part of its management
plan, are lacking.
Maintenance

–

Regulation plan for the protection of the historic and
cultural heritage of Polotsk (2007);

–

Draft model for the conservation of the cultural
heritage of Polotsk, defining the main priorities,
criteria, and directions for protection (June 2008).

The measures are complemented by and are part of the
following planning elements:

The nuns take care of maintenance at the Saviour
Transfiguration Church under the scientific supervision of
the Reserve-Museum management.

–

The Regional Tourism Development Plan (Vitebsk)
for 2006–2010;

The Cathedral is maintained by the museum staff, who
carry out frequent checks.

–

ICOMOS considers it necessary to implement a
maintenance programme for the landscaped areas around
the Cathedral.

The Decree by the President of the Republic of
Belarus regarding the development programme for the
City of Polotsk for 2008–2012 (in preparation);

–

A detailed urban plan for the central part of the City
of Polotsk in preparation).

Effectiveness of conservation measures

The two monuments are presented to visitors in a variety of
documents, postcards, brochures, and books, along with
educational books for children.

ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures for the
nominated property applied up until now were essential.
The State Party must be congratulated. However, to take
matters further and ensure a better expression of the
elements of the property’s authenticity, notably the murals
in the Saviour Transfiguration Church, a scientific research
and restoration programme combined with an
implementation schedule is essential for the management
plan.

In the Cathedral, the museum displays a model of the
medieval church and explains the architectural techniques
and the history of styles from the 11th to the 18th
centuries.
At the Saviour Transfiguration Church there is a working
model in an elementary state and a reconstitution of all the
murals.

ICOMOS considers that the State Party should be
congratulated for the conservation measures implemented
for the property to date. However, a plan and a timetable
for future restoration work, notably for the murals, are
essential.

Risk preparedness
This point is not explicitly addressed in the submission.
Involvement of the local communities
The local communities
Municipality of Polotsk.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

are

involved

through

the

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

including

Finance comes from several levels:

The management structures and processes for the property
involve representatives of the Ministry of Culture of the
Republic of Belarus, the Department of Culture of the
Executive Committee of the Vitebsk Region, the National
Historical and Cultural Reserve-Museum of Polotsk, the
Executive Committee of the Municipality of Polotsk, and
the Polotsk Eparchy of the Belarus Orthodox Church.
Scientific coordination for the management of the two
monuments that comprise the property appears up until
now to have been provided by the Reserve-Museum
organisation in agreement with the other stakeholders,
especially the Municipal Committee for the management
of the buffer zone. In 2007 the Urban Bureau for the
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–

At the National level, restoration work is financed by
the Ministry for Culture: in 2002, USD 100,000 for
the facade of St Sophia; in 1991-2006, USD 500,000
to clean and strengthen the frescoes in the Saviour
Transfiguration Church; USD 1,300,000 in 2006–07
for the restoration of that church; in 2007, USD
468,500 to clean and restore the frescoes in the same
building; through to 2010, the restoration of the
paintings is planned under a budget of USD 750,000.

–

At the Regional level, the restoration, conservation,
and maintenance of monuments converted into
museums were financed by the Department of Culture
of the Regional Executive Committee of Vitebsk:

A laboratory provides ecological and hydrochemical
monitoring, under the management of the Regional
services.

USD 210,000 for St Sophia from 2005 to 2007, and
annually 10% of the subsidy budget from the
Department of Culture and the National Historical and
Cultural Reserve-Museum of Polotsk.
–

At the local level, the Reserve-Museum and the
Polotsk Eparchy work with the Municipal Executive
Committee.

–

At the international level, Polotsk has since 2004 been
a participant in the Dvina Daugava Panorama
international tourism project supervised by the
Swedish Institute of Cultural Tourism.

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the property is
satisfactory.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS acknowledges the very important historical role
linked with the cult and memory of St Euphrosyne in
Polotsk. She has an incontestable place in the history of
Orthodox Christianity and in the formation of the cultural
identity of Belarus. The creation of St Sophia Cathedral in
the 11th century and the foundation of the monastery of St
Euphrosyne in the 12th century are testimony to the
Christianisation of north-east Europe, under Byzantine
cultural and spiritual influence, at the same time as in Kiev
and Novgorod.

Various restoration projects have involved numerous
restoration professionals from national or regional
structures, along with academics specialised in the
historical or architectural areas concerned.
Restoration work at St Sophia Cathedral is currently
carried out by a team of four people.
Effectiveness of current management

Furthermore, the two churches nominated are in a good
state of conservation, and the State Party is to be
congratulated for the effort made to achieve this, taking
account of the lengthy period of history that was ill
disposed towards the conservation of this type of heritage.

ICOMOS considers that there is a management plan being
implemented, even though the role allotted to each of the
entities participating in the management structure is not
always clearly defined.

Nonetheless, ICOMOS considers that the two monuments
presented within this nomination provide only limited
testimony for St Sophia Cathedral and incomplete
testimony for the Saviour Transfiguration Church of 11th
and 12th century Byzantine religious architecture in northeast Europe. Because of the extensive transformations
carried out in the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries, these two
monuments do not present the conditions of integrity and
authenticity required to express outstanding universal
value.

ICOMOS regrets the lack of precision regarding staffing
and the actual qualification levels of those involved in the
restoration and conservation of the property.
ICOMOS considers that the management plan is
inadequate. In addition to the fact that its description in the
nomination is far too summary, there is no real
conservation plan for each of the property’s components
nor any schedule for its implementation.
ICOMOS reiterates that the management plan should take
account of and propose solutions for the threats to the
buffer zones of the nominated property, and in particular
from the road projects and chemical pollution.

Recommendation with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the Tangible Spiritual Heritage
of St Euphrosyne of Polotsk, Belarus, should not be
inscribed on the World Heritage List.

ICOMOS considers that the contents of the management
plan should be set out in detail in terms of both
conservation of the property and the management of the
threats to the buffer zone, and that the timetable for its
implementation should be announced without delay.

6. MONITORING
Indicators to assess the state of conservation are:
–

The conditions of temperature and humidity;

–

The state of the materials;

–

The state of the structure’s components;

–

The state of the paintings.

The indicators are regularly monitored by the restorers of
the National Historical and Cultural Reserve-Museum of
Polotsk and an annual report is compiled.
The number of visitors is monitored by the members of the
Department of Research and Promotion of the ReserveMuseum, and an annual report is compiled.
The convent is monitored by the property manager, in
compliance with the legislation on the protection of
historic and cultural heritage.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

St Sophia Cathedral

Saviour Transfiguration Church and St Euphrosyne Convent

12th century domes under the 17th century roof - Saviour Transfiguration Church

Mural painting

Freytag, A. Le jardin du Palais Stoclet à Bruxelles, le « chef
d’œuvre inconnu » de Josef Hoffmann, Demeures Historiques &
jardins, 2008, #1, p. 2–22.

Stoclet House (Belgium)

Technical Evaluation Mission: 23–24 September 2008.

No 1298

Additional information requested and received by the State
Party: Two letters were sent to the State Party on 9
December 2008 and 30 January 2009 about the following
points:

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Stoclet House
Location:

1. Confirmation of the creation of a wider and continuous
buffer zone along the Avenue Tervueren, including the
neighbouring buildings, particularly to the west of the
property.

Brussels-Capital Region
Belgium

2. Confirmation that the legal and regulatory provisions in
force ensure the prevention of any project for the
construction of a high-rise building inside the buffer zone.

Brief description:
The Stoclet House was commissioned by the banker and
art collector Adolphe Stoclet from one of the leading lights
of the Vienna Secession artistic movement, the architect
Josef Hoffmann. Built between 1905 and 1911, the austere
geometric forms of its architecture and interior decoration
signify a radical change of direction in Art Nouveau in one
of its most emblematic centres. Both in its forms and
volumes and in its concepts, this is a seminal monument
which foreshadows Art Deco and the Modern Movement
in architecture. From the outset it had a resounding
international influence.

3. Providing details about public interventions in the event
of an accident.
4. Providing details about the arrangements for the public
surveillance of the property.
5. Providing details of the application conditions of the
order of 9 November 2006 about the scheduling of the
furniture of the property under Belgian law.
6. Providing details about possibilities for visiting the
property.

Category of property:

7. Providing details about the cooperation of the owners for
the nomination.

In terms of categories of cultural properties, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
monument.

The State Party sent a reply (6 pages), complete with its
arguments, dated 26 February 2009, including in an annex
a map of the new proposed buffer zone. An analysis of this
documentation is included in this evaluation.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

31 December 1998

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the nomination:
No
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

2. THE PROPERTY
Description

28 January 2008

The property consists of the Stoclet House building and the
garden that is closely associated with it. The two together
form a private property, the clearly defined physical
boundaries of which have not changed. Its highly visible
location on Avenue Tervueren, at the time one of the most
prestigious streets in Brussels, meant that immediately
after it was built it assumed the status of a manifesto, in the
midst of a set of recent villas belonging to the grande
bourgeoisie of Belgium.

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on 20th century heritage.
Literature consulted (selection):
Sekler, E.-F., “The Stoclet House by Josef Hoffmann”, in
Wittkower, R. (ed.), Essays in the History of Architecture,
London, 1967.

Josef Hoffmann, who designed the House and its garden in
the spirit of the Vienna Secession (Wiener Werkstätte), was
one of the most eminent figures in this group (see History).

Baroni, D. & d’Auria, A., Josef Hoffmann e la Wiener Werkstätte,
Milan, 1981.
Sekler, E.-F., Josef Hoffmann, l’œuvre architecturale, BrusselsLiege, 1986.

Deliberate stylisation, as part of a critical re-examination
of Art Nouveau, led him to use rectangular and square
surfaces, symbolising balance, with clearly marked edges.
His quest for purity led him to use a polychromy based on
bright or dark contrasting tones and white and black
surfaces.

Archives d’architecture moderne, Vienne-Bruxelles ou la fortune
du Palais Stoclet, Brussels, 1987.
Kurrent, Fr. & Stroebel, A., Das Palais Stoclet in Brüssel von
Josef Hoffmann mit den berühmten Fries von Gustav Klimt,
Salzburg, 1991.

The continuity of the architectural idiom is also to be found
in the decoration, both interior and exterior, and in the
layout of the garden. The exaltation of simple and
primitive forms and their harmonious balance underline a
sophisticated elegance which is reflected in the smallest

Leuthauser, G. & Gossel, P., Architecture in the 20th Century,
Cologne, 2005.
Noever, P. (éd.), Le désir de la beauté, la Wiener Werkstätte et le
Palais Stoclet, Brussels, 2006.
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Technical innovation is one of the options adopted within
the House, but it remains discreet and harmonious with the
whole and is sometimes invisible, as in the system for the
integrated vacuum cleaning of the floors (which was highly
innovative for the time).

detail and is continued in the furniture. The furniture,
which is in perfect stylistic harmony with its architectural
environment, was designed by Hoffmann himself and by a
large number of Vienna Secession artists.
The interior and exterior elements of the House, together
with its garden, form a complete work of great coherence.
Hoffmann's conceptual and formal approach led him to
conceal the lines of constructive force, contrary to Art
Nouveau practice, and to give pride of place to surfaces
and claddings. This gives an almost timeless and intangible
character to the building.

The ground floor entrance leads into the vestibule, with an
adjoining cloakroom. To the left opens out the great hall, a
central space with columns, which is the essential hub of
society life in the House. The hall is extended by a small
drawing room and a fountain in the part that projects out
towards the street; to the south it provides access to the
terrace, and to the east to the main staircase and to the
music room. The staircase leads to a mezzanine gallery
above the music room; on the other side it opens out
towards the hexagonal ‘barbarian’ drawing room. The hall
also leads into the office of M. Stoclet and his smoking
room, in one of the parts projecting out next to the terrace;
in the other is the main dining room. The western part is
extended by a small dining room, the office, and the
kitchens, which themselves are linked to the western wing.

The building permit was subject to somewhat strict urban
planning rules, such as the frontage line being 12m from
the boulevard. The siting of the house was designed to
make the best use of the space and the orientation of the
ground, rather than the natural slope (as dictated by the
dominant criteria of the time). The building has two main
reception and living levels; a second storey is given over to
guest bedrooms and functional rooms; a western wing is
devoted to annexes and quarters for domestic staff.
Dominating the House is a tower made up of an
accumulation of rectangular forms, vertically prolonging
the service stairs, at the meeting point between the main
building and the annexes.

Upstairs are the master bedroom, the bathroom, the print
collection room, the boudoir and bedroom of Mme.
Stoclet, the children's bedrooms, and a small music room.
The interior is noteworthy for the quality of its decoration
and furniture, which are always in refined agreement and
display a calculated harmony of volumes, surfaces,
colours, and materials. Each room has its own personality,
forming a whole which is aesthetically homogeneous, with
architectural choices appropriate for its function. The
decoration still appears astounding today for its modernity,
the richness of its materials, and the quality of its
workmanship.

The street facade to the north is intended to be austere and
protective of private life with its small apertures and
functional in the organisation of the apertures and the open
space in front of the building. The bay windows of the rear
facade open up widely on the light and space of the garden,
its pond, and the length of the central avenue. The facades
are atypical, with cubic volumes that interpenetrate one
another, and with smooth surfaces clad with white marble
and outlined with bronze framing.

In the midst of a very rich ensemble, certain works and
objects are particularly noteworthy:

The main living building has an elongated rectangular
shape, 60m long and between 13.5 m and 20 m deep. It is
extended to the west by the wing of annexes, which are in
line with the plot boundaries. A second axis, at right-angles
to the first, is that of the great hall; it is prolonged by the
terrace and then the main prospect of the garden, including
the pond and the avenue; it is underlined by the rotunda on
the street side and two symmetrical projections on the
other side, at ground floor level, making the terrace a
transitional space between the exterior and the natural
elements.
The decoration of the interior of the House is exceptionally
rich by comparison with the exterior. Designed by
Hoffmann in perfect symbiosis with the architecture, it is
also closely associated with it. The walls are covered with
marble or decorated panels, the floors are of the highest
quality, with marquetry composed of rare woods and
marble tiles with rectangular motifs and vivid colours. The
carpets, the ironwork, the stained glass windows, and the
light fittings were designed down to the last detail in the
Secession style, so as to be perfectly integrated into the
lines and volumes of the mansion. The dimensional
relationships between the parts and the whole are carefully
studied. The furniture intimately participates in this
theatricality by its forms and its polychromy, by the
particularly careful choice of materials, and by the quality
of the finishing.
In an interior space with a timeless atmosphere, with
decorative elements often inspired by mythical antiquity,
the electric lighting, the light fittings, and the chandeliers
remind us that we are at the start of the 20th century.
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–

The entrance doors herald a journey through the
aesthetic and cultural universes of the Secession and
of Adolphe Stoclet.

–

The vestibule features a nude mosaic inspired by
classical antiquity, the work of Leopold Forstner, who
also made the great mosaics of the dining room from
designs drawn by Gustav Klimt and the bathroom
decorations.

–

Two sculptures of women by Richard Luksch, in
enamelled ceramics, are today in the drawing room;
they were also inspired by Klimt.

–

The marquetry desk by Koloman Moser is a gift from
the artists and craftsmen of the Secession, by one of
its founder members. Moser was also responsible for
the glassware and tableware, and the marquetry of the
boudoir.

–

Carl Otto Czeschka provided decorative plaques
portraying Dionysiac celebrations for the small
drawing room and a low relief in the dressing room.

–

The decorative ensembles of the music room, the
great hall, and the dining room are all remarkable. In
the dining room, the atmosphere generated by the
friezes and mosaics of Gustav Klimt gives rise to a
bewildering evocation of the pomp of Vienna, Siena,
Byzantium, and ancient Egypt.

–

The statuettes and ceramics of Michael Powolny still
appear remarkable today, and are a hallmark of the
Secession.

–

In the children's bedroom, Ludwig H. Jungnickel
painted a fresco of animals, and the children's
bathroom tiles are by Wiener Keramik and Berthold
Löffler.

Purkersdorf Sanatorium. The Stoclet project, on which no
restrictions would be imposed, came at just the right time:
Hoffmann was able to gather around him the most
outstanding creative members of the Viennese artistic
movement. He was able to advance and take further his
stylistic research, moving even farther away from the
initial influences of Art Nouveau and the Arts and Crafts
movement, towards an exaltation of simple and
geometrical forms, an austere primitive ideal, and total
integration of the different art forms to serve the project.
The same idiom is in evidence in the exterior and interior
architecture, in the decoration and the furniture, and in the
gardens and the approaches.

Rationalist refinement and technical innovation are two
concepts reflected in the design of the Stoclet House. Some
parts of the mansion demonstrate a high degree of
functionality, which was an integral part of the aesthetics
of the Secession movement: the ponds, the cloakroom, and
the kitchen and its equipment in particular.

Designed in 1905, the House was built without interruption
from 1906 to 1911.

Designed by Hoffmann himself, the garden is closely
linked with the House; it gives the appearance of a visual
and aesthetic extension of the mansion, following the same
geometrical principles and having the same proportions.

The Stoclet family occupied the mansion continuously as
its private residence until 2002, when the Baroness Annie
Stoclet died. Since then the House has been managed by
the real estate company ‘Suzanne and Adolphe Stoclet’
(SAS), the directors of which are the descendants of the
founder and heirs of the House. Today the building is only
permanently lived in by two caretakers.

History and development
Adolphe Stoclet (1871–1949) came from a family of
bankers. His first career was as a railway engineer. He then
married Suzanne Stevens, daughter of the art critic Arthur
Stevens. Stoclet was an eminent art lover and collector.

The House has not undergone any major change in its
history. There have been minor alterations of a functional
or technical nature, and maintenance work has been carried
out to preserve its integrity. The main changes made are as
follows:

When working on the construction of a railway in Austria,
he became fascinated by the Vienna Secession movement,
its innovative spirit, and its avant-garde works. His
meeting with Josef Hoffmann (1870–1956) was a decisive
one. The architectural and decorative work of Hoffmann,
and more generally the creativity of the Secession group,
seemed in Stoclet’s view to perfectly define what a
bourgeois family residence should be, in phase with its
time in aesthetic and moral terms, and also in its modernity
and functionality.
Called back to Belgium on the death of his father, Stoclet
succeeded him at the head of the Société Générale, a major
Belgian bank. He then decided to establish his family
residence in Brussels, calling in Hoffmann and his
Secession colleagues so that the group's artistic and
architectural principles could be applied unhindered.
The specification was entirely functional. In addition to
housing the family, the residence was to provide a setting
for a large art collection; it was to permit musicians and
artists to give private concerts; it was also to offer the best
possible conditions for welcoming distinguished guests
and friends. Hoffmann and the artists of the Secession were
given a free hand, but they had numerous meetings with
Stoclet, for whom the construction of the residence was the
accomplishment of a work of art in which he was
participating both aesthetically and intellectually.

–

The German occupation authorities removed the
bronze elements from the roof during World War I.
These were afterwards replaced by the owners in
conformity with the initial plans.

–

The entrance porch leading into the street was
enlarged in 1954 when the garden was extended by
the purchase of an adjacent plot.

–

Terrace waterproofing works were carried out in the
late 1980s.

–

In the 2000s, the tiling of the entrance porch threshold
was replaced, and the door and window frames of the
west and then the south facades were repainted; the
wooden garden shed was rebuilt according to
Hoffmann's plans and new boilers were installed.

–

The electrical wiring was brought into compliance
with standards in 1950, and again in 2006.

No change has been made to the interior of the building,
apart from the restoration of some items of furniture and
the replacement of some furnishing fabrics, in conformity
with the originals. Some carpets and light fittings have
been placed in the attic, where they await restoration.
Stoclet House Values

At the time of the commission Hoffmann was at the
pinnacle of his art. Not only was his own architectural
work already widely acclaimed, it was he who had
designed from the outset the exhibitions of the Secession,
of which he was one of the co-founders. He was also a
teacher, which allowed him to have a significant influence
on the new generation of artists from Vienna and more
widely from Central Europe. In the critical spirit of the
Secession, which aimed to renew the principles of an Art
Nouveau movement that was increasingly influential at the
time, Hoffmann had already designed several remarkable
villas and residences; he was just completing the

Ever since its creation, the Stoclet House has been
recognised as one of the most accomplished and
homogeneous works of the Vienna Secession. It bears
witness to the movement's influence and the dissemination
of its ideas in Europe at the start of the 20th century. It
embodies a conceptual and stylistic renewal of Art
Nouveau, foreshadowing Art Deco and the Modern
Movement in architecture.
Under the supervision of the architect and interior designer
Josef Hoffmann, a large number of artists belonging to the
Vienna Secession movement, including Koloman Moser
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and Gustav Klimt, contributed to the decorations and
furnishings of the House. The Stoclet House is an
outstanding repository of their works, ideas, and
craftsmanship, in an ensemble designed and devised to
accommodate them, so that they could be appreciated and
loved. The artists worked towards the creation of a ‘total
work of art,’ (Gesamtkunstwerk), in which are embodied
simultaneously all the architectural, decorative, and
functional dimensions of a private residence, with the aim
of integrating them into a coherent and harmonious whole,
which includes every detail down to the flower beds in the
garden.

20th century in art, thought, and society. Other artists also
illustrate the European development of this school, in
France, in Italy, and in Barcelona, where the works of
Gaudí and of Catalan Modernism (Palau de la Música
Catalana and Hospital de Sant Pau) have been inscribed on
the List (1984–2005 and 1997).
In a second stage, there was a reaction against the
proliferation of plant forms and sinuous curves, with the
development of a critical form of Art Nouveau, based on
geometrical and planar forms: this was reflected in
particular in the Vienna Secession, but also in the work of
Scotland's Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Belgium's Henri
Van de Velde, and North America's Frank Lloyd Wright.
The Stoclet House is a remarkable and particularly
complete example of this breakaway movement inside Art
Nouveau, which influenced the development of new
schools in the inter-war period: Art Deco and architectural
Modernism.

The Stoclet House constitutes a monument of outstanding
aesthetic quality and richness, intended as an ideal
expression of art forms embodying the imagination of the
Vienna Secession movement.
The Stoclet House is a unique edifice that is very well
known by specialists for its architecture and for the works
of art it contains, and which has inspired many architects
both in Belgium and in other countries.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

Up to now there has been very little representation of this
movement on the World Heritage List.
The House was an international commission with a very
high profile, because of its location in Brussels, one of the
major centres of Art Nouveau in Europe, and its execution
by artists of the Vienna Secession, which was also
emblematic of the early 20th century in Europe.

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity

As the commission imposed no aesthetic or financial
limitations, Hoffmann succeeded in consummately
expressing his architectural and decorative conceptions. He
reflected the ideas of his time, which he enlivened and
developed in the Secession movement, but also through
contact with the man who trained him, the Viennese
architect Otto Wagner. He adopted the construction
principles of his master, using brick masonry covered by
surfaces made of thin plates of marble or granite, or the use
of a decorative motif to enliven a flat facade. Wagner had
already treated entire buildings from the exterior to the
interior, and had even supplied the furniture.

Integrity
The Stoclet House has great integrity in its external
architecture, its interior architecture and decoration, its
furniture, and its garden. All the elements necessary for the
expression of this value are included in the nominated
property.
It has not undergone any major alterations (See History).
The buildings around the House and its urban environment
have undergone few modifications. The only new building
of any size in its vicinity has been designed in a way which
allows for its presence in terms of the landscape integrity
of the nominated property.

The concepts that harked back to ancient times of the
architects who founded the Secession movement (and in
particular Hoffmann and his friend Josef Maria Olbrich)
stem from a Nietzschean interpretation of pre-classical
Greek art, which reconciles reason and feeling in existence.
This is one of the philosophical and moral roots of the
‘total art’ of Hoffmann. It underlies the decorative
inspiration of the Stoclet House. In 1898 in his Secession
Building, Olbrich had already given an interpretation of
these themes and of the architectural renewal advocated by
the movement. Open to many exhibitions and events
organised by the Secession, and more broadly to Viennese
cultural and intellectual influences, which at the time were
brimming over with vitality, the Secession Building served
as a veritable laboratory, whose architectural and aesthetic
culmination is embodied in an exceptional way in the
Stoclet House.

Authenticity
The Stoclet House and all its elements are authentic.
ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met.

Comparative analysis
The Stoclet House should first be seen in the context of the
long historical tradition of patrician villas and aristocratic
town houses to which it belongs. It may be compared with
them because of its decorative richness, the quality of the
materials and furniture, its aesthetic refinement, and its
stylistic homogeneity. A certain number of such buildings
are already inscribed on the World Heritage List,
particularly for the Roman and Renaissance periods.

The principle of the Gesamtkunstwerk is not specific to
Wagner and the Secession, or even to Vienna. It is at the
heart of other Art Nouveau projects, particularly those of
the Belgian architect Henri van de Velde, who was a
staunch advocate of this idea. The Stoclet House is a
particularly consummate and refined version of this
concept which at the time was rapidly gaining favour.

In the case of more contemporary buildings, comparisons
may be drawn with the major residential buildings of the
architect Victor Horta in Brussels – the Hotel Tassel, the
Hotel Solvay, the Hotel van Eetvelde, and the house and
workshop of Horta – which were inscribed on the World
Heritage List in 2000. Horta was one of the founders of the
organic style at the heart of Art Nouveau, providing a
brilliant illustration of the transition from the 19th to the

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for the World Heritage List.
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refinement, embracing all the dimensions of the residence,
from architecture to decoration, from interior volumes to
furniture, from the organisation of the garden to the objects
and other works of art. The materials employed are of the
highest quality and they have been used with remarkable
craftsmanship.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
–

–

–

–

–

The Stoclet House is a true work of anticipation and
an important milestone in the history of modern
European architecture, at the start of the 20th century.
Stemming from a critical approach to Art Nouveau, it
foreshadows Art Deco and modernising trends in
architecture.

Hoffmann systematically favours geometrically rectangular
and square forms, parallel lines, and simple and firmly
stated volumes. Their harmonious composition in all
scales, combined with a set of works of art and decoration
having an organic relationship with this ideal, leads to a
new kind of work, which is an expression of modernity at
the start of the 20th century.

It is the masterpiece of the architect and interior
designer Josef Hoffmann, one of the founders of the
Wiener Werkstätte (the Vienna Secession) and its
workshops. Its aesthetic refinement and the richness
of its decorations make it unique-.

The personalities of the man who commissioned the
House, Adolphe Stoclet – an engineer, banker, sponsor of
the arts and well informed collector – and of his wife made
possible a programme that was exceptionally receptive to
the aesthetic and moral values of its time. The Stoclet
House is one of the most consummate architectural and
aesthetic works of the Wiener Werkstätte. It is conserved to
an outstanding level of authenticity.

The House is the result of a highly elaborate
integrated construction concept, encompassing
everything from the architecture to the garden, from
the organisation of interior volumes to decorative
principles, from the works of art to the furniture and
the tableware. It is an archetype of the
Gesamtkunstwerk of the Vienna schools and of its
dissemination in Europe.

ICOMOS approves of the arguments presented to justify
criterion (i).
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

Under the leadership of Hoffmann, the realisation of
the aesthetic programme of the House mobilised some
of the greatest names in the Secession movement,
with the realisation of complete works, elements or
items of furniture: Koloman Moser, Gustav Klimt,
Carl Otto Czeschka, Richard Lüksch, Michael
Powolny, Ludwig Heinrich Jungnickel, Urgan Janke,
Edouard Wimmer, etc., and also of Belgian artists
linked to the Secession group such as Georges Minne
and Fernand Khnopff.

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the House provides remarkable testimony to the
cultural history of the 20th century, through an
architectural realisation which is particularly complete and
consummate. It is a symbol, and for many people a real
icon, of the critical renewal of the architectural and
decorative thought of this period, particularly as expressed
by the Vienna Secession movement and its followers in
Europe.

The House expresses a conception of the lifestyle of
modern man, according to the ideal of the Secession
and of Adolphe Stoclet. It is impregnated with ancient
values in a veritable monument to the love of art,
while allying them with the functional values and the
technical innovations of the early 20th century.

At the end of the 19th century, particularly in Brussels, Art
Nouveau had resolutely turned its back on eclecticism,
which at the time was dominant, and the latest Romantic
and neo-Renaissance tendencies. The Stoclet House,
however, sets out a radically different programme in its
aesthetic and cultural quest for modernity. Drawing on the
values of the Vienna Secession according to which it was
built, it abandons the contrived plant-inspired forms of Art
Nouveau and its highlighting of structural lines, to use
exclusively the purity of rectangular forms, to underline
regular surfaces and parallel lines, to use simple volume
and to combine them in a harmonious way.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(i) and (ii).
Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Stoclet House is exceptional in many ways:
through its aesthetic and conceptual programme, through
its architectural vocabulary, through the originality and
quality of its decoration, and through the impact it has had
on architects and artists since its creation.

The interest of the House is acknowledged all over the
world. It directly influenced the birth of Art Deco and the
Modern Movement in architecture. Even today it appears
extremely modern and timeless. It is a remarkable
illustration of the birth of constructive and decorative
modernity, and is frequently presented today as an example
in schools of architecture all over the world.

It constitutes a symbol of constructive and aesthetic
modernity, in accordance with the values set out by the
Wiener Werkstätte. It is the masterpiece of its designer and
builder, the architect Josef Hoffmann, one of the founders
of the movement.

ICOMOS approves of the arguments presented to
demonstrate criterion (ii).

The House is the most consummate embodiment of the
concept of Gesamtkunstwerk, for which it mobilised some
of the most important figures of the Viennese Secession
movement, including Moser and Klimt. The harmony of
the artistic vocabulary attains exceptional aesthetic

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
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The buffer zone area is 22.71ha. There are 1477
inhabitants in the buffer zone (2007).

ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (i) and (ii), and that the Outstanding Universal
Value has been demonstrated.

Following the request made by ICOMOS on 9 December
2008, the State Party proposed in its reply of 26 February
2009 a new buffer zone, enlarged to include the buildings
in the Avenue Tervueren, to the west of the property.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and the boundaries of its new buffer zone are
adequate.

Some urban development pressure is inevitable in a major
metropolis. The measures taken with regard to the buffer
zone and the status of the House as a protected monument
are ways of controlling and regulating this threat.

Ownership

Following the request made by ICOMOS dated 9
December 2008, the State Party confirmed in its reply of
26 February 2009 that the various urban regulations
currently in force provide effective protection against any
plan for a high-rise building or a building whose
architecture is inappropriate inside the buffer zone.

The House and its garden are the property of the real estate
company ‘Suzanne and Adolphe Stoclet’ (SAS), formed by
the descendants and heirs of the founders, of whom there
are seven. The furniture and art objects are their personal
property.

Tourism pressures
There is no pressure from tourism. The building is not
open to visitors and the owners have no plans to change
this situation.

Protection

Theft and vandalism risks

The Stoclet House is a protected monument, under Royal
Order of 30 March 1976.

Legal protection

The property is permanently occupied by the caretakers.
Cameras and automatic alarm systems have been installed.
These measures were strengthened in 2007.

Furthermore, the garden has been designated a protected
site by order of the Government of the Region of BrusselsCapital of 13 October 2006, and the furniture by order of
the same government dated 9 November 2006, as integral
parts of the Stoclet House.

Environmental pressures
These consist mainly of the exhaust gases from vehicles on
the very busy Avenue de Tervueren. In the long term this
could accelerate the corrosion of some exterior metal
elements.

The legal framework which coordinates the protection of
the property and its buffer zone is the Brussels Code of
Land Use Planning of 13 May 2004, and more particularly
Section 5, relating to "Protection of heritage property."

Natural disasters and impact of climate change

The coordinated provisions of the protection and the Code
make it compulsory in particular for the owners of
scheduled properties to maintain the building. Use of the
property and works carried out are regulated by a system of
authorisation and monitoring. They provide a means of
taking legal action in the courts and replacement of an
owner who fails to meet his obligations.

The new boilers are fitted with a fire detection device. The
electrical wiring has recently been brought up to current
standards (see History). No mention is made of any
possible impact from climate change.
ICOMOS considers that the main threat to the property is
urban development.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

Following ICOMOS’s request on 30 January 2009, the
State Party provided in its reply dated 26 February 2009
details of the order of 9 November 2006, which involves
the scheduling of some of the furniture, and defines the
legal relationship linking it to the property itself, and the
conditions of application of this order under Belgian law.

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The House and its garden have a total surface area of
0.86ha. There are two inhabitants.

Buffer zone:

The buffer zone comprises:

The provisions of the Land Use Planning Code set out the
form of the planning permit application and how it is
investigated.

–

–

–

The plot of land and urban area in which the Stoclet
House stands, and the street at right-angles to the
main avenue immediately west of the property,
including the facades.

Under the Land Use Planning code, the property and its
buffer zone are covered by various regional and municipal
plans:

The prospect of Avenue Tervueren, over a distance of
slightly over 500 m to the west of the property and
about 900 m to the east. The facades are all included
in the buffer zone, except at the western ends.
A public park.
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–

The Regional Development Plan contains
implications concerning the House zone.

no

–

According to the Regional Land Allocation Plan the
Avenue de Tervueren is a ‘structuring element,’ the
built frontage of which is a ‘zone of historic cultural
interest for reasons of aesthetics or embellishment.’ It

The plan provides for three phases for the building:

is a residential zone with restricted public and
economic infrastructures.
ICOMOS considers confirmation that the urban plans and
urban planning regulations applying to the initial buffer
zone apply to the whole of the extended buffer zone to be
necessary.

–

Phase 1, the assessment phase (2007–08), produced a
detailed report on the House. From this it emerged
that no emergency or major works are needed over the
next few years.

–

Phase 2 sets out the details and the timetable of
actions to be carried out between now and 2014.
These consist mainly of maintenance and
waterproofing actions and partial repairs and
restorations aimed at preventing deterioration.

–

Phase 3 is the control and monitoring of the quality of
the works carried out under the management plan.

Traditional protection
This consists of the maintenance of the building by its
successive owners (See Maintenance).
Effectiveness of protection measures
ICOMOS considers that the legal protection measures in
place are satisfactory. Going beyond the letter of the texts,
they include a genuine capacity for negotiation. There was
a recent example of this when a proposal to raise the height
of a nearby recent building was revised and modified to
prevent visual impact on the nominated property.

It is also necessary to plan the works to be carried out on
the interior of the building; this has not yet been done.
Maintenance
The building has been protected and maintained very
regularly and with very great respect for the buildings and
works of art by the founders and then by their descendants.
This is demonstrated by the excellent state of conservation
and of integrity/authenticity. The current owners, the direct
descendants of Suzanne and Adolphe Stoclet, intend to
continue in the same spirit.

ICOMOS considers that the existing legal protection is
adequate.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research

Effectiveness of conservation measures

The plans and documents relating to the construction of the
House are conserved at the Monuments and Sites
Directorate. A detailed inventory has been drawn up for the
building, the garden, the decoration, and the furniture for
the purposes of the protection procedures (2006).

ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures are
good and effective.
ICOMOS considers, however, that it would be necessary to
extend the management plan to include the assessment and
the planning of works in the interior and on the garden.

Following on from this, an assessment report on the
conservation of the property is currently being produced
under Phase 1 of the management plan (2007–2008).

ICOMOS considers that the conservation of the property is
satisfactory.

Many studies, articles, and works by architects and art
historians have been published since the construction of the
House.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

Present state of conservation
The state of conservation of the House is satisfactory (see
History and Integrity/Authenticity).

including

The Monuments and Sites Directorate investigates
applications for works affecting protected monuments and
sites. The decision of the Royal Commission for
Monuments and Sites is required; its decisions are binding
on the administration and private individuals.

Active conservation measures
The management plan consists of a conservation plan,
drawn up jointly by the owners and the Monuments and
Sites Directorate for the Brussels-Capital Region. The plan
was signed and approved in 2007. Running from 2007 to
2014, it includes two phases: the first phase is in progress
and the other is a medium-term phase.

The Directorate monitors the correct execution of the
works, as part of the management plan, in collaboration
with the architect of the SAS company and the owners
themselves. It allocates one of its architects to the
monitoring of the property.

Its main objective is to pass the property to future
generations in the best possible state of conservation.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

From the owners' viewpoint the House is a private
residence of high artistic and cultural value, and no
conversions or alterations are planned.

The management plan is the same as the property
conservation plan.

From the administration's viewpoint, the legal frameworks
in place make it possible to monitor and provide scientific
assistance to the owners in their conservation actions,
particularly since the adoption of the protection orders. The
administration today considers that it has a full and
thorough knowledge of the property.

ICOMOS considers that the plan should be extended to
include the garden.
There are no plans for public visits. The State Party
confirmed in its reply of 26 February 2009 that this has
always been the case, as the House is the private property
of the Stoclet family and there were no plans to change this
situation. Musical events are occasionally organised by the
owners.
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–

Yearning for Beauty, the Wiener Werkstätte and the
Stoclet House, in 2006;

The Royal Commission of Monuments and Sites is a
college of experts consisting of 18 members appointed by
the regional government. They are chosen from the best
specialists in Brussels and Belgium working in the various
scientific and professional aspects of the heritage and its
conservation.

–

Les années Sécession, Vienne – Bruxelles, in 2007.

Effectiveness of current management

Knowledge about the House and its collections is
disseminated through specialised publications and by the
organisation of exhibitions, such as:

The Region provides aid for publications and exhibitions.
It requires high scientific and artistic standards in both
cases.

ICOMOS considers that the current management of the
property is effective.
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate, but it recommends that it should be
extended to include the evaluation and planning of interior
conservation works and for the garden.

Risk preparedness
The permanent presence of caretakers and a video
surveillance system ensure a good level of prevention of
risks, particularly theft and vandalism.
The civil protection of the property is the responsibility of
the town authorities and the Brussels-Capital Region.
There is, however, no mention of any priority of
intervention or of any particular public surveillance.

6. MONITORING
Everyday monitoring is carried out by the two caretakers.
An architect from the Monuments and Sites Directorate is
designated to monitor the property. His mission is not
exclusive but it is permanent. He advises the owner's
architect and ensures that the dossiers are followed up.

In its reply on 26 January 2009 to the letter sent by
ICOMOS on 9 December 2008, the State Party provided
an overview of the system for prevention and intervention
by the Brussels-Capital public organisation (SIAMU) in
the event of fire or any other serious damage.

General monitoring of the facades, for example, is carried
out by visual observations and photographs on an annual
basis, as is the case for most of the built, decorative, and
landscape elements.

The State Party also outlined the mechanisms for the
monitoring and public surveillance of private properties in
the context of the relevant laws and regulations (see
Protection): the role of the architect of the Monuments and
Sites Directorate and the powers of the Land Use
administration and of commune officers.

The monitoring is generally planned on an annual basis for
the following main themes:
–

maintenance of the character of the exterior and the
interior,

–

conservation of the House as a Gesamtkunstwerk,

–

-implementation of the management plan (every
second year),

Involvement of the local communities

–

The intervention of the Region of Brussels-Capital in the
management process is essential.

conformity of the works carried out with respect to
the application and quality of the materials,

–

assessment of safety devices (every fifth year),

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training

–

allocation of budgets,

The management plan includes the drawing up of costings.

–

integrity of site and urban development in the buffer
zone (every second year).

ICOMOS considers it necessary that there should be an
emergency intervention plan in the event of a serious
incident, and that initiatives should be taken to raise the
awareness of and train the firemen who might be required
to intervene in such circumstances.

The Government of the Brussels-Capital Region is
planning financial aid of at least 40% of the total cost of
restoration works, concerning agreed actions for the
protected monuments and sites. Regional aid may be over
40% and even up to 80% of the cost of the works;
however, in practice this aid averages 50%.

Each thematic dossier is held and updated by the
Monuments and Sites Division.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the property is
satisfactory.

In 2007 the total amount of public aid for projects relating
to the Stoclet House was close to 100,000 euros.

7. CONCLUSIONS

For its part, the company that owns the House has
guaranteed an intervention budget for the management
plan (2007–2014) of 1.3 million euros.

ICOMOS recognises the Outstanding Universal Value of
the Stoclet House.

The company that owns the House employs two permanent
caretakers and one architect.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the Stoclet House, Belgium, be
inscribed on the World Heritage List on the basis of criteria
(i) and (ii).

The Monuments and Sites Directorate of Brussels-Capital
has a permanent staff of 71, who are able to make
professional contributions to the management plan. Three
of these are engineers and architects and there are 25
historians, art historians, and archaeologists.
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ICOMOS recommends that
consideration to the following:

Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
The Stoclet House demonstrates Outstanding Universal
Value:
–

It is an outstanding testimony to the creative genius of
the Wiener Werkstätte. It was designed and built in
Brussels from 1905 to 1911 by one of the founders of
the movement, the Austrian architect Josef Hoffmann,
of whose work it is the masterpiece.

–

The Vienna Secession movement bears witness to a
profound conceptual and stylistic renewal of Art
Nouveau. Ever since its creation the Stoclet House
has been and remains one of the most consummate
and emblematic realisations of this artistic movement,
characterising the aesthetic research and renewal of
architecture and decoration in the west at the start of
the 20th century.

–

Its decoration was the work of a very large number of
artists from the Wiener Werkstätte, including
Koloman Moser, Gustav Klimt, Frantz Metzner,
Richard Luksch, and Michael Powolny. They worked
under the guidance of Hoffmann to achieve a
Gesamtkunstwerk (‘total work of art’), which is
expressed simultaneously in every dimension –
interior and exterior architecture, decoration,
furniture, functional objects, and the gardens and their
flower beds.

–

From its creation the House inspired many architects
in Belgium and other countries. It heralded Art Deco
and the Modern Movement in architecture. It bears
witness to the influence of the Vienna Secession, and
the dissemination of its ideas in Europe at the start of
the 20th century.

–

It bears witness to a monument of outstanding
aesthetic quality and richness, intended as an ideal
expression of the arts. A veritable icon of the birth of
modernism and its quest for values, its state of
preservation and conservation are remarkable.

Criterion (i): Created under the supervision of the architect
and interior designer Josef Hoffmann, the Stoclet House is
a masterpiece of the creative genius of the Vienna
Secession through its aesthetic and conceptual programme
of Gesamtkunstwerk, through its architectural vocabulary,
through its originality, and through the exceptional quality
of its decoration, of its furniture, of its works of art and of
its garden. It is a remarkably well conserved symbol of
constructive and aesthetic modernity in the west at the start
of the 20th century.
Criterion (ii): Drawing on the values of the Vienna
Secession and its many artists, including Koloman Moser
and Gustav Klimt, the Stoclet House was recognised from
the beginning as one of the most representative and refined
works of this school. Created in Brussels, a key location
for Art Nouveau, it exercised a considerable influence on
modernism in architecture and on the birth of Art Deco.
The authenticity and integrity of the Stoclet House are
remarkable.
The management of conservation meets the most
demanding criteria and international standards. The
detailed programming of the works that have already been
carried out would benefit from being extended to include
work in the interior and in the garden.
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the

State

Party

give

–

Extending the management plan to include the
assessment and programming of work on the interior
and on the garden;

–

Confirming that the urban plans and town planning
regulations that apply to the initial buffer zone apply to
the whole of the extended buffer zone;

–

Putting in place an emergency intervention plan to
apply in the event of a serious incident, and initiatives
to raise the awareness of and train firemen required to
intervene in such circumstances.

Map showing the revised boundaries of the nominated property

Aerial view of Stoclet House

General view of the main façade

The garden

Interior view

2. THE PROPERTY
Description

Jajce (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

The town of Jajce is situated in central Bosnia and
Herzegovina, 160 km north-west of Sarajevo. For centuries
the town has been a crossroads between the interior of the
country and the Mediterranean.

No 1294

The southern and south-eastern boundaries of the fortified
town, situated on the southern slope of a hill, consist of the
Rivers Pliva and Vrbas, at the confluence of which there is
a 20m high waterfall. The perimeter of the medieval town,
covers an area of 11.2ha, is about 1300m.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Cultural property of the historic
town of Jajce
Location:

Canton of Central Bosnia,
Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina

It consists of three zones:

Brief description:
The historic town of Jajce, built on the side of a hill,
consists of three parts: the citadel and the medieval core
residential area, surrounded by fortifications; the St Mary’s
Church and St Luke’s Tower quarter with its bell tower,
cemetery, catacombs and defensive tower; and the external
quarters to the south-west of the plateau, around the market
square and its peasant houses. In all, seventeen buildings
constitute the major architectural elements of the historic
town.

–

the citadel, with the amphitheatre-shaped residential
zone below it, surrounded by a wall;

–

the south-west part of the plateau, with St Mary’s
Church and St Luke’s bell-tower, the cemetery and
the catacombs, and a defensive tower;

–

the outlying quarters, built by peasants, clustered
around the market square.

The Mithraeum (Temple of Mithras), partly hollowed out
of the rock, remains as a vestige of the Roman period; it
has been dated back to the 4th century CE. The remains are
protected by a modern building, which was renovated in
1952.

Category of property:

For the Middle Ages, the following are noteworthy:

In terms of categories of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
group of buildings. In the terms of the Operational
Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage
Convention (January 2008), it is also an inhabited historic
town.

–

The ruins of St Mary’s Church are flanked by St
Luke’s bell-tower. The bell-tower has three upper
levels of triple round-headed arches, and is the only
Romanesque building in the area. The walls of the
church, which has a single nave the roof of which has
disappeared, consist of bare masonry with some rare
vestiges of painted decoration. The nave was modified
in the 15th century and has Gothic openings, the
tracery of which has disappeared. After 1527 the
church became a mosque, and new windows were
created in the walls.

–

The catacombs are hollowed out of the rock, on a
layout similar to that of the church. They are oriented
south-west, forming an underground crypt.

–

The fortress in the north-west corner of the urban area
dates from the 13th and 14th centuries, but it was
modified in the 16th century and subsequently. It is an
irregular four-sided masonry structure, with two
corner bastions. Above the entrance is an historiated
(elaborately decorated) bas-relief in a Gothic
tympanum.

–

The gate tower known as the Bell Tower is situated
between the upper town and the lower town. Dating
from the mid-15th century, it is squat and has a
hipped roof. During the Ottoman period it was
equipped with a clock mechanism and a bell.

–

The urban enceinte has curtain walls that are partly
crenellated, including five bastions and three fortified
gates. The structure was considerably modified after
1717: the wall thickness was increased at that time to
4.70m, and some parapets were rebuilt at the end of
the 19th century.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List: 10 March 2006
International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

22 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Historic Towns and Villages.
Literature consulted (selection):
Vogt-Göknill, U., Turquie ottomane, Collection “Architecture
universelle”, Fribourg, Office du Livre, 1965.
Hoare, Marko Attila, The History of Bosnia: From the Middle
Ages to the Present Day, London, Saqi, 2007.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 31 August - 6 September
2008.
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: None
Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
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–

The five towers of the wall are:

–

There are several ancient cemeteries, including the
Varošnice Cemetery, which contains tombs from the
first half of the 17th century. Covering an area of 9ha,
it is one of the most extensive in the country, with
around a thousand Muslim tombstones made of
limestone.

–

Amongst the drinking fountains that existed before
the water supply system was set up, the Hafizadića
drinking fountain dates from 1845–46. It was moved
from one side of the street to the other in 1946, in
unchanged form. A drinking fountain with an
inscription was erected against the southern wall of
the Sinan Bey Mosque by one of the Turkish
commanders of the citadel.

–

On the Pliva River, some ten wooden water mills with
horizontal wheels operated until 1933. They were
rebuilt in 1984 by referring to existing documentation
on this type of structure.

–

The six residential buildings are: Omer-Bey’s House
(second half of the 17th century), the Burića House
(second half of the 18th century, in ruins), the Kršlak
family house (late 18th century), Dizdar’s House
(built on the foundations of a fortified building), and
the Kršlak-Kapetanovića House. The lower levels are
in stone, which compensates for the unevenness of the
ground, and the upper levels are timber-framed and
overhang the ground floor.

The Great Tabiya, which has an octagonal base and
was built on the remains of a medieval square tower.
The Džikovac Tower, with a rectangular base, which
dates from the 17th–18th centuries.
The square Papaz Tower was built with large stones,
and dates from the Middle Ages.
The most remarkable tower is the Šamića Tabiya, a
bastion of the 18th–19th centuries built on the
remains of an older rectangular tower.
The Medvjed Tower is a round tower with very thick
walls, dating from the 15th century.
–

The Dark Gate is a simple vaulted passage in the wall
close to the Great Tabiya, with a historiated relief on
the outer side. The Banja-Luka or Papaz Gate is a
vaulted passage in the wall which gradually widens
from the north towards the south, and is flanked by a
tower; the figure of an Ottoman soldier is engraved on
the outer wall surface. The Travnička Gate is the
southern entrance to the town. It has a massive
rectangular ground plan which is typical of Turkish
gate towers around the year 1700. Its three levels are
covered with a hipped roof. There are two floors with
rectangular bays above the vaulted passage.

For the Ottoman period:
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Dizdar’s Mosque, or the Women’s Mosque, has no
minaret. A simple quadrilateral structure covered by a
dome under a tent-like hipped roof, it was built in
1812–13.

For the Austro-Hungarian period:
–

The Parish Church of the Assumption, which dated
from 1886 and its tower from 1893, was completely
destroyed in 1992–95; reconstruction began in 2000.

Sinan-Bey’s Mosque, or the Okića Mosque, dates
from c 1689. Covered by an ellipsoid dome under a
tent-like hipped roof, it has a wooden minaret.
Following severe damage in 1993 it has been rebuilt
in identical form.

–

The monastery building is Neo-Classical or Eclectic
in style, and is similar to many contemporary
buildings constructed in Central Europe.

–

The Hadadan Mosque does not belong to any mosque
type found elsewhere in the country, and externally
does not resemble a mosque. With a simple sloping
roof, it has large arched window openings for letting
in light. The interior and the roof were badly damaged
during the 1992–95 war.

–

The Pharmacy Building, or Ćelebića House, built
around 1900, represents an original solution for the
treatment of the crossing of two streets. The base of
the building is an irregular pentagon and the building
is entirely made of local travertine.

–

The Zavnobih Villa, or Tito’s Villa, was totally
destroyed during the war, and the wall sections still
standing are directly threatened by atmospheric agents
and pollution.

–

The Finance Building, the Primary School, and the
Saračeva House form an architectural ensemble dating
from the late 19th century. It was the only ensemble
in the Eclectic pseudo-Moorish idiom. The buildings
are in ruins.

Ibrahim-Bey’s Mosque, or the Pijavička Mosque,
dates back to before 1692. Rectangular in plan, it has
a timber porch with eight wooden pillars. The porch
contains tombs with tombstones. The roof shingles
have been replaced by metal sheet. The mosque once
had an octagonal wooden minaret.
The Čaršisjka Mosque, or Sultana Esma’s Mosque,
was built in 1749–50 according to the inscription on
the portal. There are covered sofas and a stone
minaret. This was among the last domed mosques to
be built in Bosnia and Herzegovina. It was completely
destroyed in 1993 and is currently being rebuilt.
The Šamića Mosque, or Hajji Muharem’s Mosque,
was rebuilt in 1849 (the previous edifice dated from
the 18th century). Pulled down in 1992–95, only part
of the walls with the prayer niche (mihrab) survive.
The Hammam was destroyed in a fire at the end of the
18th century. When the foundations were dug for a
residential building shortly before 1914, remains of a
public bath were found with the preserved room
layout.

Buildings in the period between the two World Wars and
in the 1940s at first continued the architectural style of the
Austro-Hungarian period, although they were of inferior
quality. Buildings from the post-World War II period
reflect the Soviet socialist realism idiom. Many of these
buildings were severely damaged during the 1992–95 war.

The Musafirhana (hostelry) was built at the start of
the 19th century. Reduced to rubble in 1992, its
fragments were removed to an unknown place.
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influences from Central Europe, the
Mediterranean, and the Ottoman Empire.

To the south-west there is a natural geomorphologic
reserve of travertine.

Balkans,

the

It testifies to the integration of a town in its natural
environment.

History and development
The town of Jajce developed in the context of the medieval
feudal system of the inner Balkans, from a fortress built at
the summit of a dominant hill. The fortress took as its site
an ancient Roman building upon the remains of which it
was built. The defensive site at that time played a
significant role in the prevailing feudal system and was
supplemented with an initial urban development, in the
14th century, below the fortress towards the river. It is
possible that the urban development began with a
movement of population following an outbreak of the
Black Death. At that time St Mary’s Church and St Luke’s
Tower were built next to the catacombs.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity
The spatial unity and the urban composition of Jajce are set
into a geographical framework in which human settlement
has adapted itself to natural constraints. The founding
elements of the town remain perceptible today, particularly
in the overall street pattern and in the main visual axes by
means of which it is associated with the landscapes of its
natural environment. The medieval town is an example of a
decentralised town which has retained its overall urban
conception and the testimony of its key components; the
changing nature of the town and the continuity of its
historic strata are obvious. These rather general and
sometimes vague points are the main arguments in favour
of the integrity of the town, according to the State Party.

On the death of the potentate Hrvoje Vukčič (1416), Ban
of Croatia and Grand Duke of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the
Bosnian entity asserted its existence as an independent
kingdom and Jajce became one of its main political and
military centres. The royal court was transferred to Jajce
between 1450 and 1463, thus becoming the capital of
Bosnia for a few years. The town was then at its apogee.
The walls, flanked by towers, went down to the Vrbas and
Pliva Rivers. The Franciscan monastery and St Catherine’s
Church were located in the extension of the town. A new
urban centre was created in the valley. St Mary’s Church
and St Luke’s Tower were restored.

The architectural proportions of the medieval town have
been conserved in the historic centre, but by components
which have often been substantially altered or are of
limited authenticity. For decades, in the 19th and 20th
centuries, inappropriate constructions took up a place in
the various strata of the historic centre of Jajce, as a result
of urbanisation and economic transformations that were
uncontrolled in terms of their heritage impact.

While the Ottomans took control of most of Bosnia, ending
the feudal regime in 1463, Jajce was retaken by the
Hungarians, who governed it from 1464 to 1527. The
defensive system was extended and strengthened.

The town then suffered greatly from the war of 1992–95.
Many major buildings, such as the Sultana Esma’s Mosque
and the main Orthodox and Catholic churches, were
reduced to ruins.

After the definitive Ottoman conquest in 1528, the town
was extensively rebuilt and altered; it acquired its modern
urban plan at this time, and a general physiognomy that is
still largely present at the beginning of the 21st century.
The towers of the enceinte were transformed into bastions
and the thickness of the walls was increased from 2m to
3m. To the north, Fort Tabiya, Dźikovac’s Tower, and the
Šabića Tabiya were built. The internal medieval walls were
razed and St Mary’s Church became a mosque. The whole
society was reorganised in social and economic terms. The
town reflects these changes: the market and its shops were
covered with domes which, with the minarets of the
mosques, punctuate the urban landscape. The houses are in
peripheral areas and, as with other public and religious
buildings, are built on Oriental models.

The restorations that, according to the State Party, have
been under way since 2000, are aimed at reconstituting the
destroyed elements and restoring the monumental
components of the town and its urban fabric. This task is a
long way from completion.
ICOMOS considers that the integrity of the urban plan and
of its relationship with its natural environment have been
conserved overall. Their visibility has, however, been
reduced by the deterioration of the integrity of the
townscape and the individual architectural integrity of
many of the buildings. These alterations have given rise to
an excessively high density of buildings which are
inappropriate or have been restored in an inappropriate
way. The alterations have taken place not only as a result
of the widespread destruction caused by the war of 1992–
95, but also of a long period of urban development in the
20th century when little respect was shown for the heritage
and historic values of the town. Unfortunately, the integrity
of Jajce has become largely imperceptible and has been
severely altered.

The Ottoman period ended in 1878 with the installation of
Austro-Hungarian rule. Some religious buildings and
groups of civil buildings were added, without significantly
changing the urban fabric.
The town had 400 houses in 1620 and 600 in around 1750.
In 1943 the anti-Fascist National Liberation Council met in
Jajce to establish the foundations of the future Yugoslavian
Republic.

Authenticity

In 1992, the town was bombarded and then underwent a
devastating period of warfare lasting three years.

It is the authenticity of a highly composite urban ensemble,
which brings together seventeen main buildings,
chronologically spread from the 4th to the 20th century,
that is under consideration. Many architectural elements
have undergone alterations affecting their integrity or have

Cultural property of the Historic Town of Jajce values
The town of Jajce bears witness to almost a millennium of
history and architectural heritage representing a synthesis of
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the property, or about its urban planning value as compared
with similar towns.

been overhastily restored. This has resulted in a substantial
reduction in the authenticity of the group of buildings as a
whole, with large disparities between different component
parts of the property.

The only town inscribed on the World Heritage List which
has a similar history and urban situation is the Old Bridge
Area of the Old City of Mostar (Bosnia and Herzegovina,
2005). This is also a multicultural Bosnian town that was
severely damaged by the war of 1992–95, but the
inscription of which was deliberately limited to include a
small area (7.6ha) and, in a very exceptional manner, on
the basis of a single criterion (vi).

For some of the various monuments included in the
property the authenticity has been preserved overall: this is
the case essentially of the catacombs and the Mithraeum,
and to a lesser extent of St Mary’s Church, St Luke’s
Tower, and the Medvjed Tower.
The Citadel and large sections of the fortress walls have
retained fairly good authenticity, but for disparate historic
periods and styles. Some of the restorations could be
criticised.

The Old City of Dubrovnik (1979 and 1994, criteria (i),
(iii), (iv)) and Historic Cairo (1979, criteria (i), (v), (vi))
may initially be seen as comparable ancient urban centres,
but only with regard to certain points. Either they have not
been damaged so severely, or the adverse effects on their
authenticity-integrity are not of the same type.

The other components have retained their basic
authenticity, despite attacks on their physical integrity,
such as Kapitanovič’s House, the damaged roof of which
has temporarily been covered with a protective metal sheet,
which is a reversible solution. Substantial works would,
however, be required to restore them to an acceptable
degree of integrity and authenticity.

The other towns mentioned by the State Party in Bosnia
and Herzegovina are Stolac, Počitelj, Bihać, and Sarajevo.
ICOMOS considers that other urban centres in the Balkans,
which are more similar and closer in terms of history and
urban conception, could have usefully been compared with
the historic town of Jajce, such as the Natural and CulturoHistorical Region of Kotor (Montenegro, 1979, criteria (i),
(ii), (iii), (iv)) and the Historic Centres of Berat and
Gjirokastra (Albania, 2005 and 2008, criteria (iii), (iv)).
The degree of integrity-authenticity and the density of the
original urban layout are considerably greater in these two
cases.

The authenticity of sites that have undergone restoration
works from the 1950s onwards is variable, and depends on
the quality of the specific interventions. For example,
whilst the recent restoration of Omer Bey’s House is fully
acceptable from a methodological and technical viewpoint,
the result of some works on the fortress walls shows that
cement mortar has been used in some places, and a lack of
marking to indicate where the intervention took place
(Papaz Tower).

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis does not
justify consideration of this property for the World
Heritage List

There are examples of structures which are inappropriate
and/or illegal, in some cases in the immediate vicinity of a
national monument (e.g. a new building has been joined to
the Medvjed Tower and others to the Travnik Gate and
Omer Bey’s House). These arbitrary constructions and
uncontrolled alterations have already compromised the
authenticity of the urban structure of the Varoš quarter, the
zone to the north of the fortress walls, and the zone of the
monastery and the Franciscan church. The residential
buildings and the public buildings in the town centre, built
in the 1970s, are also inappropriate in relation to the
historic urban structure. The reinforcement of the bed of
the Pliva River may be considered to adversely impact the
authenticity of the river landscape.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

ICOMOS considers that the authenticity of the historic
centre of Jajce has been adversely affected, both from a
general viewpoint and as shown in the analysis of the
individual components of the property. Urban
development, particularly in the 20th century, destruction
during the war, and reconstructions over the last few years
have had a powerful obliterating effect. Works of a good
standard which have restored the authenticity of
components of the property and its townscapes are a rarity.

–

The historic town of Jajce bears exceptional witness to
the integration of a town in its natural environment;

–

The historic town of Jajce bears witness to a
millennium of history and architectural heritage which
amount to a synthesis of the influences of Central
Europe, the Balkans, the Mediterranean, and Ottoman
civilisation.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated for inscription on the World
Heritage List on the basis of criteria (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), and
(vi).
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have not been met.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Jajce bears witness over a millennium to a human
lifestyle at the meeting point between the Mediterranean,
Central European, Balkan, and Ottoman civilisations:
Roman housing and the Mithraeum, the political capital of
Bosnia in the 14th and 15th centuries, and the Ottoman
town with a Muslim tradition follow in succession.

Comparative analysis
Despite the considerable amount of information provided,
the nomination dossier does not make it possible for
meaningful conclusions to be drawn about the comparative
monumental and architectural qualities of components of
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become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change.

ICOMOS considers that a large number of towns in this
region bear witness, to varying degrees and subject to local
historic and heritage variants, to multicultural urban and
architectural values, over the period from antiquity to the
contemporary era and covering medieval feudalism and the
presence of the Ottoman civilisation. The state of
conservation, authenticity, and integrity of the heritage at
Jajce do not fully justify this criterion, although certain
Roman remains (the Mithraeum and the catacombs)
deserve special mention.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Jajce has maintained for the six centuries of its urban
history a close connection with the waterfall at the
confluence of the two rivers, sculpting the travertine rock.
ICOMOS considers that, while the town’s natural site is
picturesque, the quality of the urban fabric integrated in its
environment is mediocre compared with that of Stolac
(inscribed on the Tentative List of Bosnia and
Herzegovina), Vidoški, Trebinje, or Počitelj, not to
mention that of Mostar (inscribed on the World Heritage
List) or even Sarajevo (examined by ICOMOS in 1999,
when a recommendation was made that this property
should not be inscribed).

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Jajce constitutes one of the rare tangible testimonies to
the medieval kingdom of Bosnia superimposed on Roman
culture. The traditions of this period survive in the
pilgrimage to the nearby church of St John and in the
market and the annual fair. The cult of Mithras was very
deeply rooted.

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the royal town of Jajce is a unique combination of
natural, architectural, and historic heritage to which its
inhabitants and the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina
are greatly attached, as it represents a significant part of
their identity. It is said to symbolise both for them and for
visitors a multicultural way of life.

ICOMOS considers that the presence of a medieval town
built on Roman remains is too common an occurrence to
justify outstanding value in its own right. The facts
invoked concerning the historic role of Jajce in the late
Middle Ages are attested; but they must first be set into the
complex and changing context of a period of regional
transition from European feudalism to the modern Ottoman
world. Secondly they have left behind no major and/or
unique vestige of heritage. Lastly, the cultural traditions
mentioned (pilgrimage, fair) are relatively common and are
present elsewhere in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

ICOMOS considers that, despite the fact that Jajce was
indeed the political capital of medieval Bosnia for a few
years, and the town where in 1943 the idea of the Republic
of Yugoslavia was first put forward, Jajce today no longer
symbolises a multicultural way of life, and it seems that it
is not greatly representative of such a concept for foreign
visitors.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the historic zone of Jajce bears witness to a unique and
extraordinary combination of architectural and natural
heritage. The waterfall, the mills, and the various buildings
reflect several centuries of architecture integrated with
natural surroundings. This wealth is also reflected by
religious buildings of a wide variety of confessions,
ranging from the Roman era to the 20th century.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been demonstrated.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
The war of 1992–95 seriously damaged or destroyed some
70% of the town’s built structure. These destructions
ushered in emergency reconstruction measures in the
period just after the war, which was also the case in a large
number of other European towns that were severely
damaged after intense warfare. At Jajce, however, the
measures carried out between 1996 and 2004 were
governed by no overall plan or rules ensuring heritage
conservation. They have not made possible a convincing
restoration of the integrity and authenticity of the heritage
of Jajce. The works carried out were largely chaotic and
uncontrolled, giving rise to additional cultural losses. A
different policy, laying greater emphasis on care for the
town’s heritage, was introduced from 2004–05 onwards, in
conjunction with the plan to nominate the property for the
World Heritage List.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion is not justified
because of the general state of conservation and of
authenticity-integrity of the buildings presented, which
furthermore do not embody any particularities compared
with other towns in Bosnia and Herzegovina and more
generally in the Balkans.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment, especially when it has
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The war and the post-war migrations caused a substantial
decline in the population of Jajce (from 45,000 inhabitants
in the commune before the war to 27,349 after the war,
with corresponding figures of 3000 and 1136 for the
nominated property). There is a large number of partially
destroyed houses, which are today uninhabited and
abandoned. The decline in population has been
accompanied by significant changes in the composition of
the population: the new inhabitants are a displaced
population which has little interest in the cultural values of
the property, and this has not been conducive to a policy
favouring the restoration of authenticity and heritage
conservation. Inappropriate and unauthorised building
work has tended to proliferate, together with uncontrolled
constructions.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The nominated zone has the same boundaries as the
property scheduled as national heritage in 2004. It covers
all the important elements of the property, except for the
vestiges of the Mithraeum, located in the west of the area,
in the buffer zone.
The boundaries of the Varoš quarter with the Franciscan
monastery zone and the zone to the north of the fortress are
not well chosen, as the new buildings have a strong
negative impact on the authenticity of the ancient
monuments. Similarly, the geomorphologic reserve should
be excluded from the nominated zone.

Factors linked to industrial development are also at work.
Industry in Jajce is primarily linked to the exploitation of
natural resources (the transformation of ores and a
chemical industry, hydraulic power, and wood production).
The undesirable effects of chemical pollutants from the
Electrobosna plant should be noted, as should the use of
the water of the Pliva River, which excessively modifies its
flow. These phenomena, which are inadequately
controlled, adversely affect the quality of the environment.
The new land use and urban development plans state that
the industrial zone will be modernised, and that production
processes may be made more ecologically sound.

The buffer zone should be correspondingly reduced.
ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and the buffer zone should be revised to make
them more appropriate, thereby excluding spaces which
have been altered too substantially or which are not of the
specified kind (natural zone).

Ownership
According to an inventory drawn up in 2006, 5% of the
property belongs to the State Party or the local authority,
5% to religious communities, and 90% to private owners
(individuals or companies).

During the 1970s the risk of the property being split by a
road project was overcome by the construction of a bypass
and a tunnel under the fortress.
Tourism pressures

Protection

In the 1970s Jajce was one of the leading destinations for
tourism in Yugoslavia, with 350,000 visitors a year. Since
the war, this number has considerably diminished, but a
relaunch of tourism is planned. Several hotels are planned
outside the buffer zone. The new Tourist hotel recently
built in a contemporary style close to the citadel may be
considered to be a bad example, which should not be
repeated. Some buildings, such as the Hammam, have been
converted into hotels, with heritage elements preserved in
the interior design.

Legal protection
The legal protection of the property is carried out at several
levels by the following main legislative standards.
At Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina level: The
federal regulatory texts often summarise and bring up to
date earlier laws and orders, there being a total of around
sixty texts and decisions by the State Party concerning the
property, of which the main and most recent ones are:

Environmental pressures, natural disasters, and impact of
climate change
Natural factors are mainly linked to the action of the river
on its banks (flooding, bank erosion). Over the last few
years, the public authorities have turned their attention to
correcting the bed of the Pliva River, and above all to the
risk that its course could be affected by underground
caverns, which could compromise the continuing existence
of the waterfall, one of the key tourist attractions of Jajce.
A project by the Federal Ministry for Land Use is under
way (see Conservation).
Natural factors also include the negative effects of the
climate on ruined buildings, which are conducive to rapid
deterioration, particularly in the case of badly damaged
roofs. The increasing pace of consolidations, restorations,
and reconstruction is gradually overcoming the
consequences of these climatic effects.
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–

The Act on the Protection and Use of the Cultural,
Historic and Natural Heritage (1994).

–

The General Framework Agreements for Peace in
Bosnia and Herzegovina (1995), including the
constitution of the Commission for the Preservation of
National Monuments.

–

The Regional Plan of the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina acknowledges the international value of
Jajce and its monuments (2002).

–

The
National
Commission
for
Monument
Preservation recognises most of the town’s historic
monuments at the highest level (Mithraeum,
catacombs, fortress, St Mary’s Church, and St Luke’s
Tower) (2003).

–

The Environmental Protection Act (2003).

–

The
National
Commission
for
Monument
Preservation has granted the status of National
Monument to the historic centre of Jajce and regulates
its protection zones (2004).

–

The Application Act for the Decisions of the
Commission for National Monument Preservation
(date unknown).

Conservation

–

The Territorial Planning and Land Use Act, which
provides for the ‘protection of the built and natural
heritage’ at all organisational levels and ‘protection
zones’ in the urban plan (2006).

–

A Pliva River landscape protection act has been
announced.

Despite the destruction during the most recent war of part
of the documentation about Jajce’s historic heritage,
information does exist about all the national monuments.
For some of them (e.g. the Mosque of Sultana Esma,
Burič’s House, Kršlak’s House, etc) there is a full set of
documentation with plans, facades, cross-sections,
photographs, and sketches. In some other cases (e.g. the
Dizdar and Sinan Bey mosques) there are photographs of
the earlier condition and working drawings. There are
several publications by the Monument Protection Institute
relating to the property and the monuments it contains.
There is also a sufficient amount of photographic
documentation about the various periods of existence of
the property and some of its elements and ensembles which
are in a lower category.

Inventories, recording, research

At the Canton of Middle Bosnia level:
–

The Cultural, Historic and Natural Heritage Protection
and Use Act (1985).

At Jajce Municipality level:
–

Application of territorial planning and building
regulations, in connection with an town plan that is in
preparation.

The Land Use Act provides for the creation of a Single
National Inventory as part of an information system which
also includes data about the built and natural heritage. The
Agency created by the Municipality is planning to establish
a GIS (Geographical Information System) database.

Traditional protection
Two facts may be mentioned that are partially
contradictory: on the one hand the large-scale renewal of
the town’s population has greatly reduced attachment to
the historic heritage, but on the other hand the population
is attached to the conservation of the waterfall and the
urban landscapes of the river.

Present state of conservation
The current state of overall conservation of the property is
mixed, as a result of the destruction and damage caused by
the war.

Effectiveness of protection measures

Generally speaking, it should be emphasised that, after the
devastating effects of the war and the mistakes of the postwar period, the process of deterioration has now been
halted. At the same time, some defects in the normative
protection system and the management system are
hindering the effectiveness of the conservation efforts
being made.

Despite its complexity, the existing legislative model
relating to the cultural heritage represents a satisfactory
normative basis for the development of the legal protection
of the property, with priority being given to the national
monuments.
The legislative texts set out above establish legal protection
at the highest level by the status of National Monument,
applied both to individual elements and to groups of sites..
Inside the property, areas are identified with three degrees
of protection (I, II, III), each of which has a different
regime, constituting the basis for stricter control on
interventions inside the property, from 2004 onwards.

Active conservation measures
Restorations are as a matter of principle based on reliable
data, conserved in the inventories of the Institute, which is
supposed to be the only entity carrying out all
conservations interventions, financed by the federal and
state budget.

Up to the present, however, the stipulated protection zones
have not been backed up by a detailed
protection/conservation plan, as part of the Municipal
Regulation Plan. This is provided for in the text of 2004,
but has not yet been drawn up for Jajce. Mention may be
made, for example, of two wholly inappropriate new
buildings, constructed between 2006 and 2007, i.e. after
the coming into force of the protection regimes (2004), in
the immediate vicinity of national monuments (Travnik
Gate and Medvjed Tower).

Since 2000 a systematic reconstruction programme has
operating, alongside the protection and valorisation of the
cultural properties of Jajce. A Swedish cultural heritage
organisation has restored three Ottoman houses, the bell
tower, and sections of the enceinte wall.
The British Council participated in 2006 in the
organisation of a regional colloquium on the cultural
heritage and in the ‘Route of Kings’ project.

The proposed buffer zone is not covered by any specific
legal protection. This could be provided through the future
detailed protection-conservation plan.

The restoration of the roof of the Travnik Gate and the
entrance to the catacombs have been undertaken with the
help of The Netherlands.

Risk preparedness

The water mills and the roof of St Luke’s Tower were
rebuilt thanks to the intervention of the Federal Ministry of
Culture and Sport and the Institute for Monument
Protection of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In 2007 the first
phase of the rehabilitation of the Sultana Esma mosque
was scheduled. The project to transform St Mary’s Church
into a multimedia centre is under way. The rehabilitation of
the citadel walls is being partly financed by the ministry.

It is to be hoped that the management plan and the future
regulation plan will give more concrete expression to riskpreparedness regimes and lay greater emphasis on their
importance.
ICOMOS considers that the legal protection could be
adapted to the preservation of the property, but that,
despite the many existing official texts, their application is
only partial and is inadequate.

At local level the municipality has financed the
illumination of the catacombs, and has drawn up plans for
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a global project for the illumination of the historic centre
and the waterfall.

execution of the works by means of its Federal
Inspectorate.

The management plan provides for an action plan with a
conservation programme for the most important
monuments in the property. A programme was adopted on
25 August 2008 concerning conservation works for 26
architectural elements.

–

In order to control river water flow and prevent the
diminution of waterfall volume, the Federal Ministry of
Land Use is currently working on the implementation of a
project of preventive concreting of the bed of the river.
This is, however, encountering some opposition from the
local population, who fear that the appearance of the river
banks and the course of the river will be modified.

At the level of the Municipality of Jajce:
The Municipality is responsible for drawing up all
development plans and urban plans, including the Detailed
Safeguard Plan.

ICOMOS considers that, despite the many efforts made,
the protection of the property is only partial, and is not
sufficiently effective in its practical application.

–

including

The nomination dossier does not provide a clear overview
of the management system for the property, which is rather
complex in its present state. There are several management
levels, each with its own actors, as follows:

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
The management plan essentially consists of a compilation
of regulatory protection measures, conservation initiatives,
and the various plans which apply to the property. The
coordinating authority for the implementation of these
measures is the Municipality, except as regards the river
and the associated landscapes. It has in particular decided
to create an agency for the implementation of the
management plan for the property (2007). The
conservation, development, and urban plans which together
act as the management plan for the property are primarily:

At the level of the Government of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina:
–

The Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina, by the
act of recognising the property and its components as
National Monuments.

–

The Ministry of Civil Affairs, which is responsible for
cultural activities and their coordination with other
public activities.

–

The Commission for the Preservation of National
Monuments, set up under the terms of Annex 8 of the
General Framework Agreements for Peace, is a
central actor at State Party level.

–

The National Commission for UNESCO, engaged for
the nomination of the property, is responsible for
contacts with UNESCO in the context of this
nomination.

At the regional level in the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina:
–

–

The Municipality Agency is responsible for
implementing the Management Plan for the property
(instituted on 27 March 2007).

It is also worth noting the influence of some nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) in the fields of
cultural heritage and environmental matters, and of some
religious institutions and private owners of buildings inside
the property.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

The Federal Ministry of Culture and Sport with its
Institute for the Protection of the Cultural, Historic
and Natural Heritage. The Institute registers National
Monuments, keeps an inventory of such monuments,
creates intervention projects, financed by the federal
budget and the state budget, and presents expert
recommendations concerning ongoing projects and
constructions to the Ministry of Land Use.

The Government of the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which under the terms of the act on the
application of the Commission’s decisions, is required
to take the necessary measures (in the legal, scientific,
administrative, and financial fields) to ensure the
protection of the National Monuments.
The Federal Ministry of Land Use, an important actor
at Federal level. The ministry is responsible for
carrying out the measures relating to the property
planned by the government, including drawing up the
detailed safeguard plan which the property currently
lacks. It delivers authorisations for projects and
permits for building and interventions of various types
inside the property boundaries, and monitors the

–

The General Plan of Jajce (1968), which sets out the
long-term basis for the town’s development.

–

The Jajce regulation plans, which set out the road plan
and the Pliva River regulation scheme (1973 and
1988).

–

The Land Use and Urban Planning Plan for the
commune of Jajce (announced, date not specified).

–

The territorial plan of the Canton of Middle Bosnia
(date not specified).

–

The detailed conservation plan, forming part of the
town’s regulation plan, which is in preparation. It will
cover the nominated area and its buffer zone.

–

The general plan of Jajce, which is currently being
revised (it is to be harmonised together with the
detailed conservation plan once the latter is
completed).

–

The preparation of a regulation plan for the Pliva
River area (to be carried out at a later stage).

Involvement of the local communities
The populations that have migrated into the town since the
end of the war have a poor awareness of the local historic
heritage. In some cases, private owners have refused to
follow the instructions given by the Municipality.
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Some groups of inhabitants are not prepared to accept
certain development or conversion projects. Thus, for
example, the Muslim and Christian communities are
opposed to the conversion of St Mary’s church/mosque
into a multimedia centre by the Government.

However, the part of the dossier concerning monitoring is
merely a general methodological presentation of the
DPSIR protocol, in the form of a table of fields and
indexes. No results and no decisions are indicated
concerning the actual monitoring of the property by this
method, or even by any other more modest method.

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

ICOMOS considers that the method adopted could make
high-quality monitoring possible, but that up to now it only
amounts to a declaration of intent since no effective
implementation whatsoever has yet begun.

Since 2000 substantial funds have been devoted at various
levels to the restoration of the historic town. The funds
have come from national institutions and from foreign
sponsors.
The overall financing comes from various sources: federal
budget (this accounts for the largest proportion), state and
municipal budgets, donations by owners and foreign
sponsors (primarily the British Council, the Japanese
International Cooperation Agency (Jica), the Swedish
organisation CHwB, the Embassy of the United States of
America). The total budget allocated to conservation
interventions inside the property amounts to 300,000 euros
a year (compared with a total of 2 million euros for the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina).

ICOMOS recognises that the historic town of Jajce
constitutes an example of age-old and multicultural human
settlement of a certain importance in the Balkans. Its
historic role for Bosnia and Herzegovina is indisputable,
and certain elements of its heritage deserve regional
recognition at the highest level.

In the various institutions that play a part in the
management of the property there are qualified personnel
(archaeologists,
historians,
architects,
monument
conservation specialists), but the number of such personnel
and their precise missions are not specified in the dossier.

The authorities of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
are to be congratulated for the determination and courage
they have shown and the efforts they have made, primarily
since 2004, to enable the town of Jajce to regain its
identity, which had been damaged by the recent war.

Effectiveness of current management

However, the diversified heritage varies in value, its state
of conservation is often mediocre, and its integrityauthenticity is generally insufficient and has been
adversely affected for many reasons unconnected with the
war of 1992–95. Even today the heritage remains under
threat, and the implementation of a coordinated
management, conservation, and monitoring plan for the
historic town should be encouraged.

7. CONCLUSIONS

It has to be said that the current management, although it
has made possible the restoration of several monuments,
has not been able to prevent illegal constructions inside the
protected area nor a certain number of building works that
are not in keeping with the heritage.
However, the restoration of the authenticity and integrity
of the site has improved, mainly since 2004.
For the time being the management plan is a set of plans
and measures, many of which are statements of intent
rather than effective measures. It cannot be said that a
management plan is being implemented, but merely that a
set of measures are being taken by public or private actors
with a low degree of coordination between them.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the Cultural property of the
historic town of Jajce, Bosnia and Herzegovina, should not
be inscribed on the World Heritage List.

Since 2007 the agency of the Municipality has been set up
as the coordinator and head of implementation of the
management plan, but in practice its authority seems to be
limited and its human and material resources seem
inadequate.
In conclusion, ICOMOS considers that the management
plan is not sufficiently integrated or sufficiently
operational, and that what is lacking is a real coordination
authority for the conservation and management of the
property which is sufficiently high-ranking to ensure that
both national and local measures can be applied.

6. MONITORING
The indicators proposed for the monitoring of the elements
constituting the property fall into four categories: cultural
and historic heritage, urban planning and architecture,
environment, and economy and society. The DPSIR
international monitoring system (Driving forces,
Pressures, State of conservation, Impact and Responses),
has been adopted.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property
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2. THE PROPERTY

Brief description:

Description

The fortified settlement at Mikulčice, an archaeological
site and the standing Church of St Margaret of Antioch at
Kopčany, on opposite banks of the River Morava,
represent the early mediaeval Moravian state which
flourished briefly for around a hundred years in the 9-10th
century and came to be known later as Great Moravia.
Between the spheres of influence of the much larger
Carolingian and Byzantine empires, Great Moravia unified
the Slavonic tribes of the central Transdanubian region.

The property consists of two sites on either side of the
River Morava, which forms the border between the Czech
and Slovak Republics. The properties are put forward to
represent the state of Great Moravia, a Slavic empire in
Central Europe which flourished between 833 and the early
10th century. Its core territory covered both sides of the
Morava River, in present-day Slovakia, the Czech Republic
and Austria.
Evidence for the Moravian State comes mainly from later
chroniclers and extensive archaeological excavations. The
Church of St Margaret is said to be the only extant
Moravian building.

The legacy if this short-lived Slav state is said to be seen in
three successor states in Central and Eastern Europe,
Přemyslid Bohemia, Piast Poland and Arpad Hungary,
which together influenced the modern division of this part
of Europe.

Forty-one fortified castles associated with Moravia are
known from later historians or from archaeological
evidence in Hungary, Austria, Ukraine as well as the Czech
and Slovak Republics. 30 out of the 41 castles were on the
territory of present-day Slovakia. The only castles which
are mentioned in written texts are Nitra, Devin (today in
Bratislava), Bratislava, Uzhhorod (Ukraine) and Staré
Město. The castles were large hill-forts with palisades or
stone walls.

Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural property set out in
Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
Trans-boundary serial nomination of two sites.
1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

The precise site of Moravia’s capital is not known but the
fortified town of Mikulčice is one of the candidates.
However, the early rulers would have almost certainly have
had several royal estates in different places around their
realm.

6 July 2001
(Czech Republic)
30 January 2007
(Slovak Republic)

The Empire reached its greatest extent under King
Svatopluk I (871-894). Early in the following century,
weakened by frequent wars with the Frankish Empire,
Great Moravia was overrun by Magyar invaders. Its lands
were divided between Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, and the
Holy Roman Empire.

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

28 November 2007

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Archaeological Heritage
Management.
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The two components of the property will be considered
separately:
•
•

wooden “cult” structure, a foundry and a forge, and the
fortifications.
The large number of churches is said to distinguish
Mikulčice from other Great Moravian fortified settlements.
The churches were discovered in the earliest excavations.
However the attribution of some of them is now
questioned. Although built of mortared stone, this was
robbed after the settlement was abandoned and the
excavated evidence is in the form of ‘negative’ trenches.
The churches varied in size and complexity from a simple
rectangular shape with apse to a triple-aisled basilica with
apse. Evidence for non-figurative mural paintings was
discovered in two churches. Several were associated with
large graveyards of up to 600 graves. So far it has not been
possible to say whether the churches existed concurrently
or were built sequentially.

Slavonic Fortified Settlement at Mikulčice
Church of St Margaret of Antioch at Kopčany

Slavonic Fortified Settlement at Mikulčice
The former fortified settlement lies in the alluvial plain of
the river, 3 kilometres southeast of the village of
Mikulčice, about halfway between Mikulčice and the
Slovak village Kopčany. Results of over 50 years of
archaeological investigations show that it is among the
most important sites of the Great Moravian Empire and a
possible place for the Moravian capital.
The settlement was on a river island. It had a fortified core
of about 10 hectares, within which was a fortified castle
and a preurbium. The castle has a well-preserved
peripheral mound, whereas the outer fortification has been
proven archaeologically and is hardly visible.

Church of St Margaret of Antioch at Kopčany
The church is sited on a sand dune to the south of the river.
A burial ground and settlement are in the northern part of
the dune. The existence of the settlement at this site is seen
to be related to the protection of the access road to the
main Mikulčice fortified settlement. Information on the
internal structure of the settlement is so far only of a
general nature.

It is said that the function of the acropolis as the Prince’s
castle is obvious. The castle appears to include a
concentration of church buildings and important residential
and production buildings, although it has proved difficult
to reconstruct the pattern and layout of the buildings and
speculation about courts that served as residential and
economic units are said to be merely working hypotheses.
No such unit has so far been uncovered in its entirety. Next
to the Castle are the largest church (see below) and a burial
ground with evidence of a rich assemblage of iron-bound
coffins. Above churches I and II a museum building was
constructed in the 1960s.

Near the church is a masonry tomb with graves of
members of the Great Moravian elite. Evidence from
geophysical research suggests that there was a large
building to the south of the church.
The church is a small single-nave building, some 11.9 x
5.21 metres, with an irregularly rectangular barrel-vaulted
presbytery. The nave is open to the rafters of a new roof.
The walls are of thin sandstone slabs from local quarries.
The church has two original windows with triangular
keystones in the northern wall of the nave. The northern
and eastern façades of the church have been restored. No
restoration so far has been undertaken on the southern and
western façades, which are covered by recent layers of
plaster. The original entry to the nave in the western façade
has been restored.

The preurbium between the castle and the fortifications
was purely residential with no sacred buildings or burial
grounds. Evidence has been obtained for urban-type
wooden houses.
Outside the fortified area, was the suburbium, a populated
area of about 30 hectares, which contained houses,
churches and further burial grounds. The suburbium was
between the tributaries of the River and as these have
moved over time much evidence has disappeared and the
internal structure remains unclear. Questions remain as to
whether the individual settlements were fortified and
whether there were feudal lord’s residences next to the
churches. Although evidence of iron foundries and forges
suggest that a manufacturing area might have existed in the
northern suburbium, it is not clear whether a certain
proportion of the area was for agricultural production.

The floor has been removed for archaeological
investigation which uncovered an underground tomb near
the southern wall of the narthex and numerous graves with
a wealth of grave goods – although these are not dated.
The church is surrounded by a churchyard with graves
from the 9th to 17th/18th centuries. The location of graves in
the 11th–13th centuries is indicated by rough gravestones.
The overall size of the burial ground is unknown. The
graveyard is currently laid to grass.

Beyond the surburbium – and with no defining landmark in
between – were further populated areas of scattered
settlements and burial grounds, which extended to the
Slovak side of the river and St Margaret’s church.

Evidence for the dating of the church and thus its
association with Moravia is not provided.
The nominated territory includes remnants of a facility for
catching wild ducks, established in 1736 by Franz of
Lorraine for the Imperial Court in Vienna. The duckery
consists of an artificial lake and gamekeeper’s cottage.
This area may have archaeological potential – as yet
unverified.

The central part of the overall fortified settlement is now a
meadow, surrounded by a compact belt of floodplain
forest, which also covers a part of the former settled area of
the suburbium.
The most significant excavated remains are more than 10
churches, five in the preurbium and five in the suburbium,
a stone-built palace, wooden bridges, three gateways, a
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the Amber route from the Baltic to the Mediterranean. It is
not known today whether the Mikulčice-Kopčany
agglomeration was the main centre of the Great Moravian
state: written sources only refer to the “Old City of
Rostislav” or “Rostislav’s unspeakable fortress”.

History and development
Reliable evidence is scarce for the early homeland of the
Slavs which has been postulated in many countries.
Information on the history of the Slavs in the state of
Moravia comes from documentary sources - much written
after its demise and to a certain extent intermingled with
the history of Bavaria - and also from archaeological
evidence in Mikulčice and other fortified centres of the
former state. The name of the Moravians first occurred in
written sources in 822.

In 885 Methodius died and the primacy of the Slavonic
liturgy ended when Pope Stephen V banned it in Moravia,
and Methodius’ disciples were driven out of the country.
Nine years later Svatopluk also died in 894 and the
Moravian Empire began to disintegrate. It was finally
destroyed in 906, when Moravian troops were crushed by
Hungarian nomadic peoples in a battle somewhere near
Nitra in today’s Slovakia, a destruction that permanently
separated the Western Slavs from the Southern Slavonic
tribes.

Moravia and its fortified settlements developed alongside
Bohemia (Prague, Budeč and Libice), the Union of the
eastern Slavs (Oldenburg/Starigard, now in Germany), the
early state of Poland (Gniezno, Ostrów Lednicki and
Poznań and later Krakow) and a further state of the eastern
Slavs centred on Kiev (and Staraya Ladoga and
Novgorod).

It is suggested that Moravia provided inspiration for the
early state and administrative institutions of the Czech,
Polish and Hungarian states, which are, in essence, its
successors.

The territory of Moravia spread over the lower valley of
the River Morava, the south-western part of which is now
in Slovakia and the Danubian regions of what is now
Austria and western Hungary. To the east was the powerful
East Frankish Empire from where Christianity spread to
Great Moravia.

The term Great Moravia was first used by Constantine VII
Porphyrogenitos in his work De Administrando Imperio of
around 950 AD.
After the collapse of the Moravian State, MikulčiceKopčany was not immediately abandoned and there is
evidence for settlement until the 13th century in Mikulčice
and the 15th century near St Margaret’s church, although
after the fall of Moravia, the two sites became parts of two
different states.

The Moravian state was formed when in 833 Prince
Mojmír, ruling in the region of the lower valley of the
River Moravia in today’s Czech Republic, a principality of
Bavaria, succeeded in dominating Prince Pribina with his
seat at a fortified settlement in Nitra in today’s Slovakia.
Mojmir’s successor, Ratislav, was also given his power by
Ludwig from Bavaria but subsequently sought to shake off
Bavarian influence and that of the Eastern Frankish
kingdom in both political and religious matters. He
requested the Pope to give Moravia a Bishop and when this
request was declined turned to the Eastern Catholic church.
Emperor Michael III met this request and two brothers
Cyril (Constantine) and Methodius of Thessaloniki were
sent as missionaries to Moravia in 863. They developed the
Glagolitic script and the Slavonic alphabet, translated
religious texts and the bible into the Old Slavonic language
and paved the way for a Bishopric. The Slavonic script
encouraged the development of Slavic literature and the
translation of the civil code which became the first Slavic
law code. There is no evidence that the two brothers visited
Mikulčice or Kopčany (although they are known to have
visited Pohansko, an excavated site in the south-east of the
Czech Republic).

Archaeological research
Almost all the information about the Moravian state comes
from archaeological research at Mikulčice and many other
fortified sites within its former boundaries.
At Mikulčice the first archaeological investigations were
undertaken in 1954. These were followed by 38 seasons of
field research. Most of the material from these extensive
excavations is still awaiting systematic processing and
publication. Such work will need to deal in particular with
the differing quality of fieldwork undertaken between 1954
and 1992.
Whilst the documentation for each site is impressive, it
would have been beneficial to see more visual material
relating particularly to the remains of the fortified core of
Mikulčice, particularly its spatial layout, the church of St.
Margaret and excavations and/or surveys indicating the
archaeological potential of all the sites (other than a sample
from the inventory of portable finds).

The Moravian Empire seemed to have reached its
maximum size and influence under the reign of Rastislav’s
successor, Prince Svatopluk (870–894) who gained
territory outside the Frankish State, probably encompassing
Cracow. Sources referring to eastward expansion to
Zemplín and the Tisza Valley are however incomplete and
scarce. Legend suggests that he also annexed Bohemia to
Moravia, possibly in a non-military manner, to build a
political alliance with a powerful neighbour. It is suggested
that Svatopluk was able (like other Christian rulers at that
time) to combine the spread of Christianity with territorial
expansion.

A severe fire recently destroyed most of the archives
associated with the property.
Sites of Great Moravia: Slavonic Fortified Settlement at
Mikulčice – Church of St Margaret of Antioch at Kopčany
values
The values of the property are related to its association
with the empire of Great Moravia and the ability of its
fabric to demonstrate that connection and the way the
empire is considered to have influenced the political shape
of its successor states.

The wealth of Moravia was built on trade, in amongst other
things, salt, leather, silver, oils, and spices, connected to
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3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

they were places of power and influence. It is also
suggested that, unlike some other centres, their remains
have been well preserved, as they declined gradually in
importance until they were abandoned in the 13th century,
and thus have been well researched.

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity

The other important Moravian centres were Staré Město Uherské Hradiště, Nitra, Olomouc, Břeclav-Pohansko (in
Moravia) and Bratislava or Devín in Slovakia. Located
close to Great Moravia’s centres is also Zalavár in the
valley of the River Zala near Balaton Lake in Hungary.

Integrity relates to whether all the attributes that carry
outstanding universal value are within the boundaries and
on whether these attributes are in themselves intact.
ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the two sites
encompass the key archaeological evidence in Mikulčice
and the church and archaeological evidence of its
surrounding settlements at Kopčany. The overall
landscape, although much changed from how it would have
looked at the time of the Moravian State, provides open
surroundings for the archaeological sites which allow their
relationship to be understood.

Staré Město – Uherské Hradiště is said to be larger than
Mikulčice-Kopčany but only partly fortified and its extent
is unknown as it is under later buildings. It has been
researched for around 150 years. Tradition associates the
nearby monastery of Velehrad with late mediaeval written
references to this name. Graves have been ‘identified as
(probably) belonging to the ruling family of Great Moravia
or important church officials’.

There is clearly ongoing work to be done to maintain the
integrity of the sites but current work programmes for this
are clearly included in the dossier.

For Nitra, the evidence so far gathered is much less than for
Mikulčice-Kopčany or Staré Město, as the early levels lie
under more recent development. It is however clear that
Nitra belonged to the central agglomerations of Great
Moravia. It is also one of only two centres (Nitrava and
Devín, Dowina) where Moravia is referred to in written
sources.

Visual integrity is guaranteed by controls in place for the
building and settlements of the surrounding towns and
villages, where the height of buildings is limited to two
stories (ground floor and first floor).

Rescue excavations at Olomouc are revealing more of the
city and its functions but the finds and the investigations
await further processing.

Authenticity
There is no doubt about the authenticity of the
archaeological or built fabric in terms of it all relating to
the property. However, there are some difficulties – as
acknowledged in the nomination – with the interpretation
of the archaeological evidence. The precise use of some of
the structures excavated is not always agreed. This
uncertainty appears to relate to the differing qualities of
fieldwork between 1954 and 1992.

At Zalavár excavations have been undertaken since the
1940s. It is said that its historical importance with sacred
buildings - including a church still standing and burial
grounds – and the state of preservation is similar to the
Mikulčice-Kopčany agglomeration. Cyril and Methodius
briefly visited the place in 867.
Although Břeclav-Pohansko is said to be the largest and
probably best investigated of the Great Moravian fortified
sites, it is not believed to have the same political and
religious importance as Mikulčice-Kopčany. Pohansko was
also a major centre of Moravia and appears in Carolingian,
Byzantine, and Germanic references. Saints Cyril and
Methodius are both known to have visited the site and
historical records document at least five major military
campaigns launched by the Germanic kingdoms against
their Moravian rivals at Pohansko. Like Mikulčice there is
an acropolis, or inner fortified area, where it is said that the
royal or leading lineage lived alongside its stone church,
although this use is still debated.

ICOMOS considers that although there are some doubts
over the authenticity of the interpretations of the evidence
from the archaeological excavations, overall the condition
of authenticity is adequate and the condition of integrity
has been met.

Comparative analysis
Mikulčice and Kopčany are nominated to represent the
achievements of the Moravian State, in cultural and
religious terms, and the influence it had on the structures of
its successor states in Eastern Europe. It is logical to
nominate these two sites together as a serial nomination, as
they are now considered to be part of one Moravian
fortified settlement.

Another two fortified settlements, Devín and Bratislava are
also mentioned, but are much smaller than MikulčiceKopčany.

The comparative analysis thus needs to consider why
Mikulčice and Kopčany, rather than any of the other
known fortified centres of Moravia, could be said to carry
this representation.

In summary, what these comparisons show is that none of
the sites can be said definitively to be the capital of
Moravia. Several appear to have been associated with
powerful families: Mikulčice, Staré Město – Uherské
Hradiště which is said to ‘probably belonging to the ruling
family’, Zalavár which is said to be of similar importance
to Mikulčice, and Pohansko where there may have been a
palace for members of a royal lineage.

The analysis suggests that although Mikulčice and
Kopčany cannot be said to be the capital of Moravia and
they have no documented connection with Cyril and
Methodius, the excavations, particularly the number of
churches and the wealth of grave artefacts, suggest that
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•

In all these sites, there are considerable remains although
part of Staré Město – Uherské is under later buildings and
further work is planned at Pohansko. The key difference
between Mikulčice and the other settlements of similar size
and significance is said to be the fact that it was abandoned
and thus not built over with later development – although
that is also true for Břeclav-Pohansko.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi).

The very detailed comparative analysis also provides
comparisons with agglomerations in Bohemia (Prague
Castle, Budeč, Libice and Cidlinou), Poland (Gniezno,
Ostrów Lednicki, Poznań, and Krakow), Russia (Kiev – the
first State of the Eastern Slavs, Ladoga, Novgorod),
Germany (Starigard-Oldenburg, Haithabu), Sweden (Birka,
Jelling) and Bulgaria (Pliska).

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.
This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the property provides outstanding evidence of
early mediaeval state formation which demonstrates the
mixing of cultural influences of the Byzantine Empire with
those of the Western Slavs in Central Europe.

The conclusions drawn are that although certain
settlements can compare with Mikulčice-Kopčany in terms
of importance as urban centres and seats of ruling dynasties
in early mediaeval states, particularly Prague, Krakow,
Gniezno, Kiev and Novgorod, Mikulčice-Kopčany is the
one place that can be seen as a whole as there has been
little later development, and it is also distinguished by the
thoroughness of its excavations and its museum type
facilities.

ICOMOS considers that it has not been demonstrated how
the property manifests tangible results of the interchange of
ideas between Byzantium and Slavonic culture which
represent a development in architecture, monumental arts,
etc.

ICOMOS agrees that Mikulčice-Kopčany can be viewed
without being overlain with later development. However,
ICOMOS considers that it has not been demonstrated why
Mikulčice-Kopčany can be said to represent the Moravian
State, and how it can be said to represent the influence that
state has had on its successor states and thus ultimately on
the boundaries of Eastern Europe.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.
This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the property offers exclusive evidence of the
culture and structure of an important extinct Western Slav
state, which influenced the political and economic situation
in central/eastern Europe over an entire century. When it was
destroyed, its traditions continued to flourish in other early
mediaeval states which proved to be more stable.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis does not
justify consideration of this property for the World
Heritage List.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the States Parties
to be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

ICOMOS considers that although the evidence for Moravia
from Mikulčice-Kopčany is important, it is not exclusive,
and remains to a degree contested. What has not been
justified is how the fabric of the property demonstrates the
way its influence continued to flourish in later states.

The Sites of Great Moravia property:
•

•

•

Includes in the Church of St Margaret at Kopčany
the only identified Great Moravian building which
still stands.

Provides, as one of the few archaeological sites not
subsequently built over, outstanding evidence of
the culture of an important extinct state of the
Western Slavs, which strongly influenced the
political and economic situation in Central/Eastern
Europe over an entire century.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

Influenced after its destruction, through its
traditions, other early mediaeval states, which
proved to be more stable.

This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the property is an outstanding example of the
development of the first urban formations in the Western
Slav region. As the Mikulčice fortified settlements escaped
major interventions in later periods, it is an example par
excellence of central settlement of an early mediaeval society
with evidence of both ecclesiastical and secular buildings
and related fortifications. As the finds are processed, they are
providing evidence for social, economic and political urban
structures. St Margaret’s Church at Kopčany is an
outstanding example of an ecclesiastical building still
standing from this period.

Represents a concentrated source of information
about the economic and political roles of Great
Moravian centres and Slavonic culture, in the
process of stabilisation of early mediaeval states in
Central Europe.
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ICOMOS considers that although the evidence for the
property is extensive, it has not been demonstrated how the
physical fabric of the settlements illustrate significant
stages in history.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
ICOMOS considers that the serial approach of nominating
the two sites as one property is justified.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been justified.

Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment especially when it has
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
In order to connect the two sites, which are divided by the
River Moravia, a bridge is planned, roughly along the line
of a Great Moravian trunk road. It is proposed to limit the
use of the bridge to pedestrians and cyclists. The current
plans envisage pylons with a height of 22 metres. The
potential impact of such a bridge would need careful visual
analysis.

This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the property is an outstanding example of an
extinct early mediaeval settlement of Western Slavs,
including its landscape setting. It provides evidence for the
history of a short-lived but highly advanced early
mediaeval state from the unification of the Slavonic tribes
of the central Transdanubian region in the early 9th century
until the beginning of the 10th century, when it was
destroyed by the invasion of nomadic tribes from the
south-eastern regions of Europe and from Asia.

As stated below under Management, plans to reconstruct
element of the property to enhance understanding of
tourists might impact on its authenticity.

ICOMOS considers that what has not been demonstrated is
how the spatial landscape of the property can be said to be
exceptional.

The nomination dossier reports the activities of the Mir
lignite mine at the edge of Mikulčice village. No extension
of the mine is foreseen.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

The approaches to the small sports aerodrome near Holič in
Slovakia impact slightly but any increase in activity will be
monitored for adverse impact.

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

Tourism pressures
Visitor numbers are currently low. Around 12,000 paying
visitors visit the Mikulčice site and many other enjoy the
surroundings without paying; and around 3,000 visit St
Margaret’s church, where there is no charge. Although an
increase in numbers is foreseen, these are considered to be
manageable.

This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the property is directly associated with the
Christianisation of the nations of early mediaeval Central
Europe and the development of a specific Old Slavonic
alphabet (Glagolitic script) under the guidance of the
Byzantine Empire. The Mikulčice-Kopčany agglomeration
represents the traditions of the cultural legacy of
Byzantium, mediated by Saints Cyril and Methodius,
whose missionary, literary and legal work in the Old
Slavonic language influenced and accelerated cultural and
social development in wide regions of Central Europe, and
subsequently Southern and Eastern Europe. This tradition
has remained alive until the present day.

Environmental pressures
The property is far from industrial agglomerations and is
not threatened by emissions or air pollution. Neither of the
individual sites are vulnerable to flooding of the river
Morava, which was regulated in the last decades.
Natural disasters

ICOMOS considers that although Saints Cyril and
Methodius clearly had a pronounced influence on Moravia,
there is no direct evidence of their specific association with
Mikulčice-Kopčany. Further, it was the disciples of Cyril
and Methodius, who fled to Bulgaria after they had been
expelled from Moravia, who developed the Cyrillic script
(on the basis of the Glagolitic script) which eventually
spread throughout most of the Slavic world to become the
standard alphabet in the Orthodox Slavic countries, and
paved the way for the spread of Christianity throughout
Eastern Europe.

The property is situated in a moderate climatic zone and
serious disturbances by climatic phenomenon or by
earthquakes can be excluded.
Impact of climate change
The property could be damaged by very dry weather that
could lower the water table and negate the value of the
current meadow and tree cover. Similarly extreme rainfall
could have an impact in terms of waterlogged ground. The
risk appears to be slight.

It is difficult to justify the specific influence of MikulčiceKopčany on the Christianisation of Central Europe.
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of Monuments and Historic Sites by the Ministry of
Culture of the Slovak Republic. It will thus enjoy the
highest national protection level being listed as a National
Cultural Monument. The administrative process for the
conservation area has been already launched, which means,
that the site is already protected.

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are from reconstruction which needs to be carefully
considered.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

AND

The Ministry of Culture of the Slovak Republic is
responsible for the protection at the national level. The
professional guarantor is the Monuments Board of the
Slovak Republic. At the regional level, responsibility is the
task the regional Monuments Board in Trnava, the
Kopčany community and the Municipal Museum in
Kopčany.

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The boundaries of the property generally encompass the
known archaeological sites.
Buffer Zone
The buffer zones are generally determined on the basis of
various parameters such as topographical relief, the
hydrography, the protected areas of nature and wildlife and
by the widest extension of the supposed archaeological
evidence.

Traditional Protection

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and its buffer zone are adequate.

In summary, the legal protection measures will be adequate
once the Slovak part has full legal protection.

This is not applicable to the property.
Effectiveness of protection measures

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place will
be adequate once the Slovak site has been designated.

Ownership
Czech part: The majority of the property is held by public
owners such as the Masaryk Museum at Hodonín (5%), the
Region of South Moravia (37%), the Archaeological
Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences (4%), the
Czech Republics Forests State Agency (28%), the River
Morava Water Management State Agency (5%), and the
Forest Agro Company (13%). 8% belongs to private
owners. The Czech Republic intends to acquire the
privately owned land.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research
The property has been the subject of over 50 years of
intensive excavation and research. Detailed inventories
exist for most of the excavated areas and the recorded
finds.
Present state of conservation

Slovak part: The church of St. Margaret of Antioch is
owned by the Roman Catholic Vicarage of Kopčany. The
area surrounding the church is owned by a number of
different parties such as the Roman Catholic Vicarage of
Kopčany (24%), the Slovak Water Supplies Management
Company (19%), and the Slovak Land Fund (4.5%). 52.5%
is owned by individual private owners. Slovakia intends to
acquire the privately owned land.

The excavated features have been re-buried. The churches
and buildings of Mikulčice are marked out with modern
outlines, apart from the original preserved masonry of
church Nr. 2 which is sheltered by a museum building. The
archaeological layers not excavated in the years between
1950 and 1990 are generally covered with meadows and
forest. Further major excavations are not planned and there
will be only minimal interventions to prove former
research.

Protection

The archaeological sites in the property are protected
against ploughing as arable agriculture is not allowed.
This ban also extends to the buffer zone of Mikulčice. The
buffer zone of St. Margaret’s church, until now leased by
the Catholic Vicarage as farmland, will soon revert to
grassland.

Legal Protection
Czech part: The Czech part of the Mikulčice-Kopčany
agglomeration enjoys the highest national protection level
as a National Cultural Monument.
The Regional Authority in Brno is responsible for heritage
protection at the local and regional levels, and the Ministry
of Culture of the Czech Republic is responsible for the
protection at the national level. The professional guarantor
of national heritage is the National Institute for the
Protection and the Conservation of Monuments and Sites,
which is directly subordinated to the Ministry of Culture.

Overall the entire area of the property has been stabilised
on a long-term basis.
Active Conservation measures
At present these mainly consist of regular maintenance of
the vegetation.

Slovak part: The nominated area represents the most
valuable and important part of an archaeological
conservation area (Pamiatková zóna Kopčany), which will
be designated under the Act No. 49/2002 on the protection
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Maintenance

based Task Group was set up to begin to coordinate
management matters.

The property is subject to satisfactory maintenance
regimes.

The Management Plan is presented as work in progress as
it will be refined as collaboration progresses. It envisages
for instance on the Slovak side, the establishment of a new
archaeological research facility which has not previously
existed.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
Overall the conservation measures in place are adequate to
protect the archaeological and built evidence.

The initial coordination of the implementation of the
Management Plan was the responsibility of the
Jihomoravský kraj (Southern Moravia Regional Authority).
As the founder of Masaryk Museum, it is endowed with the
necessary competencies. The Plan sets out arrangements
from the beginning of 2008 when a new executive steering
group would be established. The members of the Steering
Group will represent the Regional Authority of the South
Moravian Region, Masaryk Museum at Hodonín,
Archaeological Institute of the Czech Academy of Science
– Field Station at Mikulčice, Regional Authority of the
Trnava Region and Municipal Museum at Kopčany.
Depending on the matters arising during its work, the
Steering Group is able to invite other professionals or
representatives of entities concerned (i.e. owners of
properties within the nominated property or buffer zones).

ICOMOS considers that the conservation of the property
and its buffer zone is adequate.
Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

Czech part: The site of Mikulčice is managed and
administered by several organisations that each has
responsibility for different aspects of work.
A field office of the Archaeological Institute of the
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic in Brno is
located at the site, and is responsible for archaeological
surveys and supervision of experts. The Regional office of
South Moravia in Brno, Section of Preservation of
Historical Heritage is responsible for the on-going
maintenance and repairs of the buildings and relics of
buildings above the ground level, archaeological survey
and research and maintenance and upkeep of greenery
growing on the site.

The Masaryk Museum in Hodonín, belonging to the South
Moravian Region, manages the care and presentation of the
site, including the museum work.

The Management Plan includes the need to set out
appropriate policies and projects to sustain the sites, to
raise awareness of the values, and to improve visitor
facilities. It sets out principles to over-arch the
management approaches and general objectives covering
conservation, management of change, accessibility, and
presentation. It also has a section on general proposals for
urban design, landscaping, transport, and interpretation. It
also contains specific proposals for adapting the visitor
centre and curtailing the field station of the Archaeological
Institute of the Czech Republic Academy of Sciences, representing the outlines of excavated churches and
reconstructing certain elements, such as log houses, a cult
centre and wooden bridges.

The settlement of Mikulčice is also part of National Nature
Reservation “Mikulcicky luh” and the Dolni Morava
(Lower Moravia) UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. The work
connected with nature and landscape preservation is
organised by the Region of South Moravia.

The reconstruction proposals do, in ICOMOS’s view, need
careful re-appraisal. They appear to be proposed directly
above the archaeological evidence and it is not clear that
sufficient evidence exists for reconstructions to be
accurate.

Slovak part: The church of St Margaret is likewise
managed by several different organisations. The
Monument Board of the Slovak Republic is responsible for
restoration work, archaeological surveys and historic
building research. The Monument Board also has overall
responsibility for providing scientific advice. The Kopčany
community manages the care and presentation of the site
with advice from the Monument Board.

Risk preparedness

Forest Agro s.r.o. is responsible for forestry aspects of the
nominated site, based on Forest Economic plans.

A severe fire in 2007 destroyed most of the museum and
laboratory facilities at Mikulčice causing a severe loss of
documentation. No specific risk preparedness regime has
subsequently been put in place for the property or its
associated finds and archives.
Involvement of the local communities

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

On the Slovak side, the local community is involved in the
presentation of St Margaret’s church.

As part of preparation for the nomination, a study of the
Archaeological Park of Mikulčice-Kopčany was prepared
by the Faculty of Architecture of the Slovak Technical
University in Bratislava, the first joint Czech-Slovak
document to be produced for the property. This paved the
way for the production of a joint Management Plan which
was submitted with the nomination. In 2005 a broadly

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
Czech part: For on-going maintenance and conservation,
all the various bodies involved appear to have adequate
funding. For an upgrading of the museum and exhibitions,
funding has been put in place. For further improvement
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said to demonstrate that the structures of the city, or its
religious influence, are exceptional enough to justify
outstanding universal value.

projects, funds are to be applied for from the European
Union and other donors.
Slovak part: Funds for on-going maintenance and
conservation have been allocated by the Municipality and
the Trnava Region. The Roman Catholic vicarage of
Kopčany also contributes and it is anticipated that grants
will be applied for from national and European Union
sources.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the Sites of Great Moravia:
Slavonic Fortified Settlement at Mikulčice – Church of St
Margaret of Antioch at Kopčany, Czech Republic and
Slovak Republic, should not be inscribed on the World
Heritage List.

In both parts of the property there is ample access to well
trained professional staff.
Effectiveness of current management
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate taking account of the new structures
that are proposed or just implemented to draw together
management for the two component parts of the property.
The first outline Management Plan is a very good
conceptual document. Further careful consideration should
however be given to future reconstruction projects
envisaged in the Management Plan and their potential
impact on the value of the property.
ICOMOS considers that the management regime is
adequate.
6. MONITORING
Key indicators have been identified which recognise the
special characteristics of this archaeological property.
Detailed multi-media monitoring records will be deposited
and kept as part of the overall documentation of the
property.
ICOMOS considers that the proposed monitoring regime is
adequate.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The Mikulčice-Kopčany settlement is a significant site in
the historical development of modern central European
nations, representing one of the political centres of the 9th
century Great Moravian state. The value of the property is
largely reflected in archaeological evidence, rather than by
the remains of standing masonry (with the exception of St.
Margaret’s church, which is small but seemingly intact).
Although the Moravian state was comparatively shortlived, it was formative in the political and cultural map of
Central/Eastern Europe. Mikulčice-Kopčany is one of
several urban settlements within the Moravian State that
have been excavated and contribute to understanding of its
power and influence. So far it has not proved possible to
locate the capital of the state nor to determine precisely
where the two Byzantine missionaries Cyril and Methodius
worked.
Although the remains of Mikulčice-Kopčany are easier to
understand than those of other sites that may have been
overlain by later development, some of the attributions of
the excavated material remain contentious, and it is one of
several sites that have probable royal connections. What
remains in visible form from the excavations cannot be
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated properties

Aerial view of the Mikulčice - Kopčany agglomeration from the south

Mikulčice - aerial view of the palace and churches IV and V

Church VI - uncovered in 1960

Kopčany - Church of St Margaret - view from the southwest
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work over his entire career between the 1910s and the
1960s and cover seven of the eight different functional
types of building with which he was associated:
–

the artist's residence and studio

–

the individual house

–

the standardised house

–

the apartment block

–

religious architecture

–

large standardised buildings

–

town-planning projects.
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Technical Evaluation Mission: 20–23 August 2008 / 2–12
September 2008 / 3–6, 8–9, 11 September 2008 / 22–26
September 2008 / 22–26 October 2008.

The nominated sites are located in six countries and three
continents. They have been chosen to represent the whole
of Le Corbusier’s output, and to be exemplars of his
creative genius. Each site is seen to have a supra-national
dimension and together they are said to provide, in terms
of architecture and urban planning, a complete and
coherent answer of global dimensions to the challenges of
the new world of the 20th century.

Additional information requested and received from the
States Parties: ICOMOS sent letters to the States Parties
on 16 October 2008, 23 October 2008, and 19 December
2008. The first letter raised the issue of the basis of the
selection of the sites that comprise the serial nomination
and the extent of additional sites to be nominated in future
years, if the property is inscribed. The second and third
letters were related to two new projects planned within the
nominated area of the site of Chapel of Notre-Dame-duHaut, Ronchamp.

It is anticipated that the eighth category, public buildings,
will be covered in a future extension of sites from the
United States of America and Russia, where it is said that
the achievements of Le Corbusier, for various reasons, are
not yet protected under national legislation.

Information amounting to 140 pages was received from the
States Parties on 27 February 2009 in relation to
management, new projects at Ronchamp, alterations to the
boundaries of the museum in Tokyo, future proposals for
restoration and better protection of a number of sites in the

Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural property set out in
Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
serial nomination of 13 monuments and 9 sites.
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thought and expanded the international influence of his
work.

serial nomination. Considerable extra material on the
description and justification for Firminy-Vert was also
submitted.

3) International recognition (1928–40). In 1930 Le
Corbusier opted for French nationality and married. His
reputation led to public commissions: the Centrosoyuz
building (Moscow, 1928), the Cité de refuge de l’Armée
du Salut (Paris, 1929), the Pavillon Suisse at the Cité
Universitaire (Paris, 1930), and the Immeuble Clarté
condominium (Geneva, 1930). He gave lectures outside
France and published new books on architecture, including
the first volumes in the series of his complete works. His
unsuccessful participation in the competition for the design
of the League of Nations centre resulted in him assuming
the role of spokesman for modernism against academicism.
In 1928 he founded the CIAM (International Congresses of
Modern Architecture), and in 1933 drew up the Athens
Charter town-planning manifesto (living, working,
recreation, circulation). Many town planning projects that
were never constructed but were nonetheless influential
date from this period. World War II interrupted Le
Corbusier’s work in association with his cousin.

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

2. THE PROPERTY
History and development
Charles-Édouard Jeanneret-Gris, better known as Le
Corbusier (a pseudonym he used from 1920 onwards), was
born at La Chaux-de-Fonds in Switzerland in 1887 and
died at Roquebrune-Cap-Martin in France in 1965. Selftaught after his studies at the art school of his native town,
he was an architect and town planner, an architectural
theoretician, and a writer on subjects including town
planning, painting, the decorative arts, furniture, and landuse planning (he wrote some forty books), and was also a
painter, sculptor, and creator of furniture and tapestries.
His career can be divided into four phases:
1) Initiation (1887–1917). When only 17 years old, Le
Corbusier worked with the architect René Chapallaz
(1881–1975) on the design of the Villa Fallet at La Chauxde-Fonds in 1906–1907. The next ten years were devoted
to travel in Central Europe, Greece, and Turkey, together
with spells in Paris, Vienna, and Berlin, where he met
architects including Tony Garnier and Josef Hoffmann, and
was active in the workshops of Auguste Perret and Peter
Behrens. In the construction of the Maison Schwob (1916)
he applied the DOM-INO principle, a concrete
construction system consisting of a simple framework of
posts supporting the floors, based on cubic foundations, the
framework of which permits the free composition of
facades and plans.

4) Large standardised buildings (1944–65). In 1944 Le
Corbusier chaired the Urbanism Commission of the Front
national des architectes, a body which originated from the
Resistance movement. In 1945 he was awarded the
commission for an apartment block (Unité d’habitation)
for Marseille, La Cité radieuse, which was completed in
1952 and the prototype of a series: the apartments are
provided with collective facilities (a ‘street’ with shops, a
school, a gymnasium, and amenities in the roof area).
During the period of reconstruction, he drew up plans for
La Rochelle-La Pallice, for Saint-Dié and for the extension
of Saint-Gaudens. None of these plans was realised as a
result in some cases of opposition from residents and local
authorities. It was at Chandigarh in India that his theories
were confronted with reality, from 1950 until his death,
with the construction of the new capital of the Punjab and
particularly three major buildings – the Palace of Justice
(1952), the Secretariat (1953), and the Palace of the
Assembly (1955).

2) The development of a new architectural language
(1917–28). After moving to Paris, Le Corbusier met in
1918 the painter Amédée Ozenfant (1886–1966) who
initiated him into Purism. He applied the aesthetic
principles of Purism, combined with the DOM-INO
system, in the Ozenfant residence and studio (Paris, 1922).
He began to write articles and books about architecture,
setting out his conception of a new architectural language.
In 1922 he opened a workshop and formed an association
with his cousin Pierre; together they designed and built a
series of individual houses and artist’s residences in and
around Paris, and also outside France, including the
Maison La Roche and the Maison Jeanneret (Paris), the
Maison Guiette (Antwerp), the house of their parents on
Lake Geneva, the Villa Savoye (Poissy), and the Maison
Cook (Boulogne-Billancourt). They designed the
theoretical project of the Maison Citrohan (a reference to
the name of the car manufacturer André Citroën), designed
as a machine for living, by analogy with industrial
production. Their ideas were put into practice in the Pessac
houses (1924–27) and the Weissenhof houses (Stuttgart,
1927). Le Corbusier then published The Five Points of
Modern Architecture (pilotis or columns, roof garden, free
plan, strip windows, free facade), the founding text of
architectural modernism. The Utopian project of a city of
three million inhabitants was presented at the Salon
d’Automne in 1922, and the ‘Voisin’ plan for Paris in
1925, sparking off controversy and debate. More than 200
trainees worked successively in Le Corbusier’s workshop
from 1922 up to his death, in addition to several
collaborators, who helped disseminate the architect’s

In demand all over the world for his designs, conferences,
and consultations, he sometimes neglected the follow-up of
his projects. During this period, he built the House of Dr
Curutchet in Argentina (1949), the Musée National des
Beaux-Arts de l’Occident in Tokyo (1957), two houses, the
Palais des Filateurs (Millowners Building) and the Town
Museum at Ahmedabad (1951), the Carpenter Center for
Visual Arts at Harvard, Cambridge (1961), and an
exhibition pavilion in Zürich.
In France, he built a factory at Saint-Dié (1946–50) and the
two Maisons Jaoul at Neuilly (1951), which illustrate a
new movement known as Brutalism. Religious buildings
date from this period: the Notre-Dame-du-Haut Chapel at
Ronchamp (1950), the Sainte-Marie-de-la-Tourette
Monastery near Lyon (1953), and the design of the Church
of Firminy, which was built after the architect’s death.
Also at Firminy, he built the Maison de la Culture and the
Stadium (1956).
Le Corbusier created sculptures from 1946 onwards, and
tapestry patterns from 1948 onwards.
A new system of proportions and measurements, the
Modulor, was developed after 1945; applied to the Unité
d’habitation in Marseille, its theory was set out in 1950.
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After the death of his wife in 1957, Le Corbusier made
many designs, including a computer centre for Olivetti, the
Palais des Congrès in Strasbourg, the French Embassy in
Brasilia, and the Venice Hospital in 1965.

1953

Couvent Sainte-Marie-de-la-Tourette, Eveuxsur-Arbresle, France

Several construction projects underway when Le Corbusier
died in 1965 were completed by collaborators, and other
projects were constructed, such as the Pavillon de Zürich in
Switzerland (1963–67) and the Church of Firminy, which
was completed in 2006.

1946
1954–59

Large standardised buildings
Manufacture à Saint-Dié, Saint-Dié, France
National Museum of Western Art, Main
Building, Tokyo, Japan

Town planning
1953–65

Today, most of the buildings he designed have retained
their original function. Some are now devoted to the
memory of his work.

Site Le Corbusier de Firminy-Vert, Firminy,
France

The city of Chandigarh (India) was originally part of the
nomination in this category and was withdrawn at a late
stage.

Description of the Serial Nomination

Selection of the serial nomination

The 22 properties covered by the serial nomination are
based on the following typology:

The nominated sites have been chosen to represent the
whole of Le Corbusier’s output, and to reflect the way his
work developed. The sites are also chosen to demonstrate
his creativity in seven of the eight functional categories
within which his work has been defined.

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

artist’s residence and studio
individual house
standardised house
apartment block
religious architecture
large standardised buildings
town planning.

The seven categories are considered separately:
The artist's residence and studio
1926
1926

The artist's residence and studio
1926
1926

Two studios have been selected as being archetypical of
the seven that Le Corbusier worked on between 1922 and
1928. The studio function gave Le Corbusier the
opportunity to design double-height spaces. He also coined
the phrase ‘an architectural walk’. This recognised the
fourth dimension, time, which he saw as merging visual
and sensory perceptions of place. Three of the studios not
chosen are near the Maison Guiette.

Maison Guiette, Antwerp, Belgium
Maison Cook, Boulogne-Billancourt, France

The individual house
1912
1916
1923
1923
1928
1949
1951

Maison Jeanneret-Perret, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland
Maison Schwob, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland
Maisons La Roche et Jeanneret, Paris, France
Petite Maison au bord du lac Léman, Corseaux,
Switzerland
Villa Savoye et maison du gardien type CIAM,
Poissy, France
Maison du Docteur Curutchet, La Plata,
Argentina
Maisons Jaoul, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

The Maison Guiette, Antwerp, Belgium, was built in 1926
on a long narrow plot, typical of the urban grain of
Belgium. Together with its neighbouring WeissenhofSiedlung villas, it was considered to be amongst the first
innovative expressions of a new architectural language,
where Le Corbusier applied his five points of architecture.
The Maison Guiette is thus seen to reveal an emblematic
phase in the development of the Modern Movement in
Belgium, where it is Le Corbusier's only building. Maison
Guiette is still lived in as a house and there is no public
access.

The standardised house
1924
1927
1951

Cité Frugès, Pessac, France
Maisons du Weissenhof-Siedlung, Stuttgart,
Germany
Cabanon de Le Corbusier, Roquebrune-CapMartin, France

The Maison Cook, Boulogne-Billancourt, France, is in an
area of Boulogne-Billancourt where many modern
architects tried out the new architectural language in the
1920s. It is near to three other commissions of Le
Corbusier, although very little remains of these. As with
the Maison Guiette, Le Corbusier applied the five points.
He considered the Maison Cook as his first cubic house.
The studio residence was built in 1926 for an American
artist/journalist. The interior was restored in 2002–4.
Currently there is no public access but this is planned by
the owners for 2012.

The apartment block
1929
1930
1930
1931
1945

Cité de refuge de l’Armée du Salut, Paris,
France
Immeuble Clarté, Geneva, Switzerland
Pavillon Suisse à la Cité universitaire, Paris,
France
Immeuble locatif Porte Molitor,
Appartement L.C., Paris, France
Unité d’habitation, Marseille, France

The individual house
1912

Religious architecture
1950

Maison Guiette, Antwerp, Belgium
Maison Cook, Boulogne-Billancourt, France

1916

Chapelle Notre-Dame-du-Haut, Ronchamp,
France

1923
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Maison Jeanneret-Perret, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland
Maison Schwob, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland
Maisons La Roche et Jeanneret, Paris, France

1923

Petite Maison au bord du lac Léman, Corseaux,
Switzerland
Villa Savoye et maison du gardien type CIAM,
Poissy, France
Maison du Docteur Curutchet, La Plata,
Argentina
Maisons Jaoul, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

of its inhabitants in a minimalist way, as a small ‘machine
to live in’. In 1931 one side was clad with zinc-coated
sheets; subsequently in the 1950s when the house was
repaired, the southern elevation was clad with aluminium
sheets. The house was lived in by the family until 1972,
when it was acquired by the Foundation Corbusier which
restored it in 1975. It is now a museum.

In the 1920s, Modern Movement architects were
constrained to use commissions for houses from wealthy
clients (often family and friends) as test beds for their
ideas, because of the radical nature of their schemes. The
villas that remain from this period have come to be seen as
emblematic of the pure form of the Modern Movement. Le
Corbusier built twenty such houses, some displaying his
work in as yet unfinished form. Some are now degraded
and one has no protection. The nominated sites are the
most representative of those surviving that display the
fullness of his work from this period.

The Villa Savoye, Poissy, France, is an exact counterpart
of the proposal for minimum housing made by Le
Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret at the second congress of
the CIAM (Congrès internationaux d’architecture
moderne) in Frankfurt in 1929. Raised on piles, the villa
sits in a large meadow originally surrounded by trees and
overlooking the River Seine. It demonstrates all of Le
Corbusier's five points: piles, long horizontal windows,
freely designed facade, roof terrace, and fluid interior
spaces unencumbered by load-bearing walls. It is seen as
emblematic of his work at this date and demonstrates what
might be called 'radical purism'.

1928
1949
1951

The Maison Jeanneret-Perret, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland, was the first building to be completed by Le
Corbusier when he was still known as Charles-Edouard
Jeanneret. Also called the White House, this small house in
the form of a compact cube with a hipped roof displays
neo-classical details in contrast to later work. It was built
in six months in 1912 for his parents. Set on sloping
ground against a forest, it has broad views over the town. It
allowed the architect to test all his architectural ideas when
built and with the modifications made up to 1919 when the
house was sold. It was restored between 2004 and 2005.

The flat roof caused problems from an early date. By the
end of World War II the house had fallen into ruin. In 1965
it was saved from destruction by a public campaign. Since
then there have been three restoration programmes. The
exterior is now painted white, although originally it may
have been tinted in several colours.
Nearby is a small guard house built contemporaneously
and this reflects the standard plan for minimum housing
displayed at the CIAM exhibition. Le Corbusier saw the
two houses as reflecting a 'certain common bond between
the dwelling of the rich person and that of the poor.' The
two houses belong to the French State and the Villa
Savoye is open to the public.

The Maison Schwob, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, is a
three-storey house built in 1916 with the plan of the main
block in the shape of a Greek cross. It is now known as the
Turkish Villa. Its main facade was constructed around a
minimal concrete frame faced with large, prefabricated,
concrete slabs, Le Corbusier’s DOM-INO system. In order
to cut down on the cost of construction, the completed
house varied in significant details (such as the construction
of the main windows) from the designs of Le Corbusier
(who was still then known by his original name). It was
restored in 1957–58 and again in 1987. It is now used as
offices.

The Maison du Docteur Curutchet, La Plata, Argentina, is
set on a narrow plot on an avenue that forms one of the
monumental axes of La Plata. The three-storey building,
built in 1949, provided domestic space and consulting
rooms for the doctor. The house demonstrates the five
points and also includes curved walls, a ramp between the
different levels of the two distinct blocks, and elements
reflecting adaptation to the local environment such as
brise-soleil. Le Corbusier did not visit the site and oversaw
the work through letters. This created difficulties and
towards the end of 1951, he was replaced by Simón Ungar,
who completed the work introducing some modifications.
The house was lived in for only a short time and then
declined for almost thirty years. It was restored in 1987
and is now rented by the Order of Architects of the
Province of Buenos Aires, which uses it for cultural events.
It is open to visitors.

The Maisons La Roche et Jeanneret, Paris, France, are a
pair of semi-detached houses built at the same time in 1923
at right-angles to one another. The normal domestic
arrangements are turned upside down, with the garden on
the roof, living rooms on the top floor, and bedrooms
beneath. Their construction reveals the full potential of the
DOM-INO system, with fenestration running the length of
the frontages. Within, the plans were open and fluid and
the surfaces decorated with a range of strong colours,
punctuated by black and complemented by white, which
underlined the sequences of the ‘architectural walk’. Since
1968 the two houses have belonged to, and been the centre
of, the Foundation Corbusier. They have been the subject
of many restorations in the intervening years. It is
envisaged that in the next phase of restoration the original
colours will be restored and some managed public access
arranged.

The Maisons Jaoul, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, are two
small family houses, built in 1951, adjoining at rightangles, with one fronting the street and entrances off a
shared patio. Their accommodation is conventionally laid
out with living rooms on the ground floor, and a garage
below ground level. Three load-bearing brick walls support
brick ‘Catalan’ vaults and concrete beams. The bricks and
concrete beams are left exposed on the exterior, making
these buildings an early example of Brutalist architecture
of the 1950s. The houses were restored in 1991. They are
privately owned and not open to the public.

The Petite Maison au bord du lac Léman, Corseaux,
Switzerland, is a small, narrow one-storey house, built for
the architect’s mother in 1923. Constructed partly of
roughcast breeze blocks, the front facing the lake and the
Alps beyond has a window running its whole length.
Within, the space is organised to meet precisely the needs

The standardised house
1924
133

Cité Frugès, Pessac, France

1927
1951

Maisons du Weissenhof-Siedlung, Stuttgart,
Germany
Cabanon de Le Corbusier, Roquebrune-CapMartin, France

minimum standardised dwelling. Both the walls and the
furniture were constructed of prefabricated pieces.
The apartment block
1929

In response to the idea that architecture counters social
chaos, many modern architects sought to design
standardised housing for healthy living. Le Corbusier
worked on many proposals between the two World Wars,
but only seven were realised.

1930
1930
1931

The Cité Frugès, Pessac, France, was the result of a
commission from the Bordeaux industrialist, Henry
Frugès, for a garden city in Pessac, comprising 130–150
houses with shops. The aim was to show the relevance of
prefabrication and of a certain form of standardisation. At
Cité Frugès de Pessac, Le Corbusier started with a basic
module of 5 square metres and developed four different
ways of grouping them and many individual variations.
One of the most striking features of the Cité Frugès was
the use of polychromy on the exterior facades in order to,
in Le Corbusier's own words, ‘sculpt the space through the
physical quality of colour – bring forward some volumes
while making others recede. In short, compose with colour
in the same way as we have composed with form. This is
how architecture is transformed into urbanism.’ After
many technical and financial difficulties, the work was
completed in 1926, but the houses remained empty until
1929. Their new owners immediately began modifying
them. The city was damaged by bombs in World War II
and suffered from lack of maintenance until 1973, when
restoration work was started. After many years of research
and a combination of public and private interventions, a
coherent management framework was put in place in 1998.
One house is now a museum and the rest are lived in;
around half retain their original colours.

1945

Cité de refuge de l’Armée du Salut, Paris,
France
Immeuble Clarté, Geneva, Switzerland
Pavillon Suisse à la Cité universitaire, Paris,
France
Immeuble locatif Porte Molitor,
Appartement L.C., Paris, France
Unité d’habitation, Marseille, France

Convinced of the urgency to answer the question of how to
house the greatest number, Le Corbusier designed and built
ten apartment blocks for clients with varied social profiles
– social housing, emergency housing, residences for
students, and residences for the upper middle-class. He
brought original thinking based on the idea that to achieve
a successful collective apartment block, each individual
cell had to be perfectly designed.
His huge apartment block, Unité d’habitation, Marseille,
built in 1945, was seen as the culmination of four decades
of thinking and became a model that was copied around the
world. Ultimately this form of mass housing was to gain a
notoriety that was without precedent.
The Cité de refuge de l’Armée du Salut, Paris, France, was
the result of the third collaboration between Le Corbusier
and the Salvation Army. The refuge, built in 1929 and
partly financed by donors, provided dormitory
accommodation, canteen, and workshops for underprivileged people. It could accommodate around 600
people and was a demonstration on a large scale of the
DOM-INO principle and Le Corbusier's first attempt at
vertical housing. The long southern frontage (75m) floods
light into the building. The workshops in the basement are
lit by a garden at the rear, below street level. There was a
solarium on the roof. The stairwells were painted in bright
polychrome. The building was enlarged in 1978 by a wing
known as the Centre of Hope and this is not included in the
nominated area. The overall building still fulfils its original
function.

The Maisons du Weissenhof-Siedlung, Stuttgart, Germany,
were constructed as part of an estate of working class
housing created for the Deutscher Werkbund exhibition of
1927. Its 33 buildings comprising 63 dwellings were
designed by seventeen architects, under the artistic
direction of Mies van der Rohe. The exhibition was seen as
the first architectural manifestation of what was to become
known as the International Style. Although the estate was
said to be a blueprint for future workers’ housing, the
budget was far beyond the reach of most workers.

The Immeuble Clarté, Geneva, Switzerland, constructed in
1930, is a nine-storey block of 50 apartments, constructed
for rental as middle-class housing. It is seen as Le
Corbusier’s most important work in Switzerland. The
apartments have balconies – for the 1st, 3rd, and 5th floors
on the south side and for the 2nd, 4th, and 6th floors on the
north side. In order to maintain the unity of the elevations,
tenants were obliged to have standard curtains. The
construction was based on ‘dry’ construction around metal
frames. Threatened with abandonment in 1970, the block
was purchased and repaired by two architects between
1975 and 1977.

Le Corbusier built three houses at the edge of the city. The
house at Bruckmannweg is in strictly cubist form, on piles
and with a roof terrace. The pair of symmetrical semidetached houses at Rathenaustrasse were conceived on the
model of the 'transformable house' with great flexibility in
the interior spaces. Sliding doors and bed cupboards
allowed the bedroom space to be incorporated into the
living space during the day.
At the end of the exhibition the houses were let to tenants
and the semi-detached ones were considerably modified.
Parts of the estate were bombed in World War II, but Le
Corbusier's buildings survived. In the 1980s the houses
were restored and many of the main alterations were
reversed. In 2002 the Municipality acquired the semidetached houses and they now house a museum.

The Pavillon Suisse à la Cité universitaire, Paris, France,
was constructed in 1930 as a hall of residence at the
University City, which had been founded for foreign
students. The Pavillon was endowed by the Swiss
community. Like other halls it provided cheap minimal
housing for the students. The four-storey main building is
raised on piles – not slender like the Villa Savoye, but
robust with a figure-of-eight cross-section to withstand
wind. Adjoining the main block at four points there is a
curved building sitting on the ground, the stairs lit by large
areas of glass blocks. It accommodated the public spaces.

The Cabanon, Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, France, is a very
small cottage at the edge of the sea, extending to no more
than 15m2 and lit solely by two windows. Built in 1951, Le
Corbusier used it for holidays. It was laid out to reflect the
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The whole hall was conceived as an industrial unit as
opposed to the artisanal quality of the Villa Savoye. It
tested the idea of a ‘house box’ constructed as ‘bottles in a
wine rack’.

models. Sited on a steep slope, it has three above-ground
storeys and two below ground, and provides a church and
domestic buildings for the monastic community, including
104 cells.

In 1953 the south front was remodelled by Pierre Jeanneret
to provide blinds and double glazing and to blank out the
lower part of the glazing. Le Corbusier re-designed the
interior polychromy in 1957 in sharper colours.
Restoration has been carried out in stages since 1976.

Large standardised buildings

The Immeuble locatif Porte Molitor apartments, Paris,
France, were constructed for middle-class clients in 1931
on an exceptional site on the Bois de Boulogne. Restricted
by the restrained pale stone buildings of the neighbourhood
which it adjoins, the building, with its narrow 13m
frontage of iron, concrete, and glass bricks, does not set out
to shock. On the top floors Le Corbusier built a studio
apartment for himself which was his Paris base until his
death. While Le Corbusier was still alive, the building
suffered from water ingress.

Throughout his practice Le Corbusier searched to define
systems and standards, not only for materials and house
types but also for a variety of types of activities and
businesses, such as museums and factories, where
standardised plans could be varied to suit individual needs.

1946
1954–59

The Manufacture à Saint-Dié, Saint-Dié, France, is the
only factory to be built by Le Corbusier. He was invited in
1946 to design a new factory for a hosiery business, the old
one having been partially destroyed in World War II.
Completed in 1950, the factory was based entirely on
modular lines. Consisting of three storeys raised on piles, it
resembles externally an apartment block with windows
shielded by sun-screens. The factory was designed as a
‘green’ factory where workers could experience ‘harmony’
as opposed to the unsatisfactory working conditions of old
‘black’ factories. It is the only example of his work where
the new building adjoins existing structures, in this case
the remains of the old factory. The building is still in use as
a textile factory. Windows and some structural elements
are in need of restoration.

After World War II, with Europe's housing problems worse
than ever, Le Corbusier put his urban theories into practice
with the construction in 1945 of the Unité d'habitation,
Marseille, France, a synthesis of four decades of his
thinking on collective living. Seventeen storeys high and
designed to house 1,600 people, the Unité incorporates
various types of apartment, as well as shops and communal
rooms, all connected by raised 'streets.' It is now a popular
address for Marseille's middle-class professionals. The
Unité was designed as a prototype intended for mass
production.

The National Museum of Western Art, Main Building,
Tokyo, Japan, was built in 1954–59 to house the Matsukata
collection, 370 works of art restored to Japan after World
War II. The two-storey building on piles has a flat roof,
ramps between floors, and plenty of natural light. The
Tokyo museum is one of three realisations of the concept
of the 'museum of unlimited growth' (the other two are in
Chandigarh and Ahmedabad, India) developed by Le
Corbusier which featured growth portals where new wings
could be added. It is the only one characterised by a spiral
circulation route within a rectangular plan. To the west, set
back from the main façade, was an auditorium building,
part of Le Corbusier’s designs but not realised until 1964–
65. This has since been demolished, to be replaced in 1979
by a large new extension which wraps round the building
to the north and west. A second extension has also been
added. Neither is linked to the growth portals. The terrace,
stairs, and forecourt have been largely reconstructed, but
still maintain their original form and function. These were
originally excluded from the nominated area but are now to
be included (see below).

Religious architecture
1950
1953

Manufacture à Saint-Dié, Saint-Dié, France
National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo,
Japan

Chapelle Notre-Dame-du-Haut, Ronchamp,
France
Couvent Sainte-Marie-de-la-Tourette, Eveuxsur-Arbresle, France

In the first half of the 20th century, avant-garde
architectural innovation tended to be associated with
housing, and especially housing for the greatest number.
Only after World War II, when the Modern Movement had
become dominant, did religious architecture come to be
associated with modernity. The work of Le Corbusier –
one project, two churches, and a third posthumous one was observed and commented on around the world and
encouraged other modern architects to work in this field.
The Chapelle Notre-Dame-du-Haut, Ronchamp, France, is
quite unlike any other of Le Corbusier’s work in terms of
its sculptural quality – the billowing roof, inspired by a
crab carapace, surmounting thick, curved walls pierced
with tiny windows that bring patterns of light into the
interior.

A restoration programme for the museum is being
developed.

The enthusiasm of Le Corbusier for the dramatic site on
Ronchamp hill, which had housed a church since at least
the 13th century, and the freedom the commission gave him
all contributed to create the ideal conditions for his work,
which combined all his talents as architect, painter,
sculptor, and engineer. As well as the church, Le Corbusier
also built two other low buildings, a house for the
guardian, and a house for pilgrims which included a
restaurant and two dormitories. The work was completed
in 1950.

Town planning
1953–65

Site Le Corbusier de Firminy-Vert, Firminy,
France

The ideas and practice of Le Corbusier on planning were
fundamental to the international debate on the future of the
city which flourished between the two World Wars, during
the decade of rebuilding following World War II and at the
time of the creation of new cities during the 1960s.
Following his abortive plan for Saint-Dié, commissioned
by the Ministry of Reconstruction after the destruction of
much of the city in World War II but universally rejected

The Couvent Sainte-Marie-de-la-Tourette, Éveux-surArbresle, France, was inspired directly by Cistercian
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Although the nomination sets out to represent Le
Corbusier’s oeuvre, it omits what might be considered
significant structures, such as the Centrosoyuz office
building in Moscow and his work in countries such as
India, the USA, and Tunisia. The States Parties have
suggested that the serial nomination could be extended in
the future to cover more of the architect’s buildings. This
raises questions about how many buildings might be
needed to ‘represent’ the creativity and influence of one
architect. It also raises the issue of selection and criteria for
selection. Given the large number of sites that could
ultimately be included, and the precedent that this might
create for future nominations, ICOMOS is concerned that
the series should possibly be more selective. This is
discussed under Comparative analysis below.

by all sections of society in the city (although his factory –
see above – was built), the partly realised scheme for
Firminy-Vert and Le Corbusier’s mainly realised plan for
Chandigarh are milestones in the development of his
thinking.
Le Corbusier was a friend of the Mayor of Firminy, a small
industrial and mining town in the Loire valley. The Mayor
developed plans to modernise the city through the creation
of a new area of residences and parks. These plans were
inspired by Le Corbusier’s ideas but designed by other
architects. The scheme was realised in part between 1953
and 1965 when the city was renamed Firminy-Vert to
signal its move away from what had been called its ‘black’
past. The new quarter covers about 50ha to the south-west
of the city. Le Corbusier was involved in several individual
buildings to varying degrees. The House of Culture (1955–
69) was designed and mainly built by Le Corbusier; the
Municipal Stadium (1955–68) and l’Unité d’habitation
(1959–67) were designed by Le Corbusier and building
started for both before his death in 1965 and was continued
afterwards by his collaborators. The Church of Saint-Pierre
(1960–65 and 1968–2006) was designed by Le Corbusier
(only as sketches) and built entirely after his death by his
successor. The Swimming Pool (1966–69) was designed in
the spirit of Le Corbusier by other architects.

The issue of integrity is fundamentally linked to the way
the nominated sites are seen to express outstanding
universal value and the way this is justified. As set out
below, this justification is linked to the selection of sites.
Thus integrity of the whole serial nomination in relation to
how well the nominated sites can be said to reflect the
oeuvre and influence of Le Corbusier cannot be said to
have been demonstrated.
Integrity of specific sites

VALUE,

For each individual site, integrity relates to the
completeness of what has been nominated in relation to
how the site displays its values. For most of the sites, the
integrity is good. The sites where there is some loss of
integrity are as follows:

Within the nomination dossier, authenticity and integrity
are dealt with under a single heading rather than two and
the two concepts are not clearly distinguished.

La Tourette Monastery: not all attributes significant for
expressing the values of the property have been included in
the property boundary, such as the monastic cemetery (in
the south-west direction), the main entrance alley, and the
planning axis (Allée Cavalière).

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY
Integrity and authenticity

Integrity

Cité Frugès, Pessac: new buildings on the site of three
destroyed standardised houses by Le Corbusier within the
nominated property are inconsistent with the architect’s
concepts.

As a world-wide serial nomination, integrity refers to
whether the component parts of the nomination sufficiently
cover the attributes needed to demonstrate outstanding
universal value. Integrity thus relates to the ability of the
22 selected sites to represent the ‘whole of Le Corbusier’s
creative work’. The overall conceptual interpretation needs
examination to see how far this has been achieved.

Villa Savoye and the adjacent guard’s house: integrity is
partly compromised by the Lycée and sports fields built on
three sides of the original meadow that surrounded the villa
in the 1950s. High trees form a visual barrier between the
Lycée to the west and the villa, but the upper parts of the
new building are visible from the terrace of the villa. A
sports field now lies immediately behind the villa on the side
facing the River Seine.

The title of the nomination suggests that the property
encompasses both the architectural and the town-planning
oeuvre of Le Corbusier. The representation of both of these
elements thus needs to be reflected in the sites chosen. In
this respect, the omission of both the urban planning
schemes and the public buildings at Chandigarh is a
serious gap – even if a future nomination of sites in India is
anticipated – and the inclusion of less significant and
partially realised schemes at Saint-Dié and Firminy-Vert
impacts on the integrity of the series in respect of its ability
to reflect the town-planning aspects of the architect’s work.

Identifying common values between the nominated sites in
terms of their association with Le Corbusier’s ideas has in
a few instances meant that the full values of the sites are
not reflected. This is the case for Ronchamp, where Le
Corbusier’s structure overlaid a centuries-old pilgrimage
site. The integrity of the site relates to a wider area than the
one nominated and should take in the pilgrim path and
gate. A major project for a new visitor centre and nunnery
near the chapel (see below) presents risks to the integrity of
the site through irreversible interventions that could impact
on the values of the site (including its spiritual value).

Within the categories of building presented, another
question is how many buildings are needed to represent the
definitive contribution of Le Corbusier to each of the
categories. For example, the 'standardised house’ could be
said to be more strongly represented with only the
Weissenhof houses and not Pessac or Cabanon.

Integrity of context and setting is an issue for the Maisons
du Weissenhof-Siedlung, Stuttgart. Owing to war-time
destruction and post-war reconstruction, the collective
integrity of the model settlement is affected by the loss of ten
houses out of twenty-one.

There is also concern that the significance of some works
that are now included in the series is less meaningful for
the evolution of 20th century architecture in comparison
with works of other Modern Movement architects.
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A third problematic category is the buildings substantially
built or substantially altered after the architect’s death. For
example, the Church of Saint-Pierre has a long and
complicated building history and there is insufficient
documentary evidence for the authorship and clear
attribution of this structure to Le Corbusier’s oeuvre.

On a positive note, the completion of the Church of SaintPierre in Firminy in 2006 has reinforced the structural and
visual integrity for Le Corbusier’s urban concept.
There is an overall need to provide much stronger
management for the settings of many of the properties in
order to ensure high buildings or other new constructions
do not impact adversely on the setting.

The issue of authenticity for the plan and structure of some
individual buildings is also problematic, because many
have been restored and partly reconstructed in recent years,
after previous stages of neglect or disfigurement. In some
cases changes have been reversed, in other cases they have
not. However, comparing the nominated houses to other
inscribed 20th century houses (the Masters’ houses of
Kandinsky/Klee at Dessau (Germany), the Villa Tugendhat
at Brno (Czech Republic), Rietveld Schröder House in
Utrecht (The Netherlands)) reveals that these also share the
partly diminished levels of authenticity.

ICOMOS considers that the integrity of the whole series
has not been justified and the integrity of some but not all
of the individual sites has been met.
Authenticity
Authenticity of the whole serial property relates to the
ability of the sites as a group to display the values put
forward. Authenticity of the individual sites relates to their
ability to exhibit their initial design and conception in
terms of their built form, setting, and use.

Although many of the nominated sites are still used for
their original purposes, which contributes to their
authenticity, in some cases, such consistent use can exert
an adverse impact on interior details and lead to more
fundamental changes. For example, the exterior of the
Maison Schwob is close to the original and still contains the
reliefs by Léon Perrin, but the interior is a mixture of
original details and new elements to the design of Andrée
Putman which make it difficult to appreciate its original
conception.

The key issue is how far the series as a whole can be said
to represent Le Corbusier’s genius, as manifest in the seven
functional categories of his work. As set out below under
Comparative analysis, the series represents milestones in
the development of the architect’s oeuvre, and although it
contains some works of genius and influence, for which he
has come to be known the world over, other properties
merely highlight the way his work developed over time.
In terms of whether the group of sites as a whole can be
said to reflect Le Corbusier’s creative genius, this is
problematic in one other respect. Many of the architectural
and town planning works attributed to him are the result of
collaboration with others (in addition to his cousin and
practice partner Pierre Jeanneret), who were often involved
as supervisors on the construction site. In other cases the
buildings were significantly modified from their original
designs, either at the time they were built or later. For
example, in the case of the Weissenhof-Siedlung at
Stuttgart, Le Corbusier’s contribution was only one in an
essentially collective demonstration of the New Building
or Modern Movement in architecture in which fifteen other
architects played an equally important role in the other
related buildings. Other examples of this problem are
discussed below.

Authenticity of materials is an issue raised in the nomination
dossier. Modern architecture is technically difficult to
maintain in some specific details such as single glass panes
in finely profiled steel frames because of steel corrosion or
the cracking of large sheets of glass. New windows have
been inserted in many of the buildings (often with doubleglazed panes and sometimes new profiles) although most of
these are close to the original details. The exterior cladding
of many of the buildings has caused problems of moisture
and dampness and in some instances, such as Maison
Guiette, the new surface is finished with white plaster
which is slightly different from the original. The Villa
Savoye suffered a roof collapse because of structural
problems and modifications had to be made to keep the
overall form.
In a number of buildings, evidence for their original
exterior colours is lacking, such as the Villa Savoye.

Authenticity of individual sites:
For each individual site, authenticity relates to how well
the attributes of the site can be said to reflect the overall
outstanding universal value of the series. For most of the
sites, the authenticity is good. The sites where there is
some problem with authenticity are the following.

In the case of the Immeuble Clarté, Geneva, the building is
currently undergoing restoration to repair defective details
and to reverse previous damaging interventions.
Uncertainty about the details and final appearance, in
particular the original transparency of the elongated window
strips that provided the name Clarté, hinders a final
judgment about authenticity of the exterior.

In the case of Firminy-Vert, which is proposed in order to
represent Le Corbusier’s town-planning work, the overall
scheme was not designed by him, and of the five buildings
within the town associated with Le Corbusier, only one,
the House of Culture, was designed and mainly built by the
architect.

ICOMOS considers that the authenticity of the overall
series has not been fully demonstrated, and that the
authenticity has been demonstrated for only some of the
individual sites.

In terms of reflecting Le Corbusier’s creative work,
authenticity is also an issue for those individual houses
where there was significant input from others such as
Maison du Docteur Curutchet, or where the original
designs were significantly modified either when they were
built or subsequently, such as the Maison Schwob and the
Cité Frugès.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity for the series have not been fully justified; and
for individual sites, the conditions of authenticity and
integrity have only been partly met.
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For the artist's residence and studio (atelier houses) there
are questions about the selection of sites for the
nomination. For instance, the world-wide significance of
the Maison Guiette, Antwerp, atelier house is questionable
because it was not as important for Le Corbusier’s own
architectural development or for the evolution of 20th
century architecture in general. This is apparent when
compared to the atelier house that he had built for Amédée
Ozenfant earlier in Paris and which introduced his Purist
style, although that house is not included in the nomination
because of later changes. Walter Gropius’s masters’ houses
(Meisterhäuser) at Dessau are already inscribed in the World
Heritage List and there are more important atelier houses in
the world of a very similar quality to the Maison Guiette, but
not designed by Le Corbusier.

Comparative analysis
The nomination proposes sites as exemplars of seven of the
eight functional categories of Le Corbusier’s work. The
eighth category, public buildings, is not represented.
Overall the series is also said to reflect the way Le
Corbusier provided, in terms of architecture and town
planning, a complete and coherent answer of global
dimensions to the challenges of the new world of the 20th
century.
The comparative analysis needs to determine first whether
such a combination of value and attributes is already
represented on the World Heritage List; and secondly
whether a comparable series might be nominated in the
future. As a serial nomination, it also needs to justify the
selection of sites.

Few comparisons are offered for apartment blocks.
ICOMOS considers that the world-wide cultural significance
and authenticity of the Unité d’habitation, Marseille, is
recognised. ICOMOS considers, however, that the
significance and authenticity of the Condominium Clarté
are disputable, although this apartment block marked a shift
in Le Corbusier’s concepts on urban living. Others had
created similar high-rise transparent apartment blocks, such
as Jan Duiker and Willem van Tijen in the Netherlands and
Mosei Ginzburg in Russia (Narkomfin and other buildings)
and this list could be extended with many other examples.

Comparison with inscribed sites:
The nominated sites are compared by the States Parties to
existing inscribed sites, but this is done for individual
categories, such as houses and town planning, rather than
for the series as a whole. What this analysis does reveal is
the difficulty in separating the categories: there is overlap
between, for instance, individual houses and standardised
houses.
For the individual houses, some of the nominated sites are
compared to inscribed 20th century buildings such as
Rietveld Schröderhuis (Rietveld Schröder House) (2000,
(i), (ii)), the Bauhaus and its Sites in Weimar and Dessau,
(1996, (ii), (iv), (vi)), and the Tugendhat Villa in Brno
(2001), (ii), (iv)). It is said that the architectural and urban
work of Le Corbusier is differentiated from these other
sites by the fact that the whole of the series can be seen to
define exploitable ‘standards’ on an international scale and
not simply to reflect the search for sublime, perfect, or
singular works.

This type of housing unit and its reflection of the idea of
social housing which became a major issue for the 20th
century is not currently well represented on the List, the
Berlin Modernism Housing Estates being the single
example, inscribed in the World Heritage List in 2008.
In terms of standardised houses, where again few
comparators are offered, ICOMOS considers that Le
Corbusier’s houses for the Weissenhof-Siedlung in Stuttgart,
cannot be separated easily from the other model houses of
1927.

ICOMOS considers that there are similarities between the
approach of Le Corbusier in defining standards that could
be applied widely, and the work of the Bauhaus, which
aimed to revolutionise architectural and aesthetic concepts
and practices. Similarly, Mies van der Rohe’s Tugendhat
Villa was seen not just as an isolated creation, but was part
of the overall Modern Movement and the diffusion of ideas
on the use of industrial materials. It was not copied directly
but it inspired other architects. Like Le Corbusier’s
buildings, it had a profound impact around the world.
However, ICOMOS does not consider that the inclusion of
these individual buildings on the World Heritage List
precludes other examples of the Modern Movement being
considered that might be seen as crucial to the influence of
the movement.

For religious buildings, there are no comparisons given.
However, it is stated that the sculptural Ronchamp
contributes to a new abstract architectural language which,
it is suggested, influenced the Sydney Opera by Jørn Utzon
in 1957. ICOMOS agrees that Ronchamp is incomparable.
For town planning, the nominated sites are compared to the
university campuses of Caracas (Ciudad Universitaria de
Caracas, Venezuela, 2000, (i), (iv)) and Mexico City
(Central University City Campus of the Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), Mexico, 2007,
(i), (ii), (iv)). These are seen to meld European ideas with
South American cultures and are highly specific to their
locations. In a similar way it is said that Chandigarh
(withdrawn from the nomination) profited from an
interchange of national and international cultures, but that
nevertheless it should be seen as an exemplary assertion or
proclamation of modern town planning. Other sites
considered are the White City of Tel-Aviv – the Modern
Movement, Israel (2003, (ii), (iv)), Brasilia, Brasil (1987,
(i), (iv)), and Le Havre, the City Rebuilt by Auguste Perret,
France (2005, (ii) and (iv)), and these are acknowledged to
be key exemplars of the Modern Movement.

In terms of the selection of individual houses, the Maison
Blanche and the Petite Maison have a personal bond because
they were built for Jeanneret’s family. The compact, flatroofed Petite Maison and its nicely framed ‘lake-views’ have
had much more impact than the Maison Blanche in the
typological development of free-standing houses, and Le
Corbusier himself did not regard the Maison Blanche as one
of his masterpieces. The analysis acknowledges the
exceptional quality of the Villa Savoye: it represents a built
proclamation which is an icon of modern architecture. It
was not copied, but was used as inexhaustible source of
inspiration for several generations of architects around the
whole world.

ICOMOS considers that Chandigarh is the highpoint of Le
Corbusier's work on town planning and, although there are
other examples of Modern Movement town planning
inscribed on the World Heritage List, its specific
international approach is not currently represented on the
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not justify how the ideas and influences of the Modern
Movement could be manifest through a selection of a
series of 22 (or possibly 30) buildings by Le Corbusier
rather than through a smaller number of his individual
buildings, considered one by one, or by buildings from
other architects.

List. Conversely, ICOMOS considers that the comparisons
do not justify the inclusion of Firminy-Vert.
The comparative analysis offers very little in the way of
comparison with other potential serial nominations related
to the Modern Movement building. Mention is made of
some sites in tentative lists. These include the masterpieces
of Frank Lloyd Wright (United States of America). These
are considered to lack the international and standardised
dimensions of Le Corbusier’s work. However, this analysis
is slight.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis suggests
that there are three buildings within the nominated series
that stand out as being incomparable: the Unité
d’habitation, Marseille, the Villa Savoye, and the
Ronchamp chapel.

In the original nomination dossier there was no in-depth
comparative analysis which might allow understanding of
how the individual sites were chosen and what other sites
might be considered in the future. Supplementary
information provided by the States Parties sets out in
tabular form which sites were considered and rejected and
which might be considered in the future. The sites
excluded were those considered not to be exceptional or to
be lacking adequate protection, authenticity, or
conservation. Thus of the two other museums of unlimited
growth, the one in Ahmedabad, India, was seen to be
exceptional, but not to have adequate protection.
It can be questioned whether the works designed in Le
Corbusier’s formative years such as the Maison JeanneretPerret and the Maison Schwob (before he decided to call
himself Le Corbusier) can be considered essential for the
representation of his oeuvre, as he himself had deliberately
left his houses at La Chaux-de-Fonds out when he
published his Oeuvre Complète. A further question arises
at the other end of his professional career as to whether
projects completed after his death, such as the Church of
Saint-Pierre, part of Firminy-Vert, could be considered as
essential for the series or not. What is also missing is an
understanding of the rationale for the categories, as these
overlap in places. For instance, the town-planning of
Firminy-Vert includes five buildings, although in the
supplementary material provided it is made clear that the
church in the town does not merit inclusion as an
individual building.

The Unité d’habitation, Marseille as a manifestation
of concept, was – for better or worse – hugely
influential in shaping apartments in towns and cities
around the world.

–

The iconic Purist Villa Savoye, although not directly
copied, was nevertheless a piece of architecture that
came to be seen as inspirational in the same way as
Mies van der Rohe’s Tugendhat Villa.

–

The Ronchamp chapel can only be described as
outstanding as a sculptural piece of architecture that
achieved a dynamic synthesis between art,
architecture, and landscape. It has no parallel, but it
did prove inspirational in encouraging other Modern
Movement architects to design religious buildings.

The National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo, is said to
have been hugely inspirational in terms of impact on
Japanese post-war architectural development. However, for
it to be considered further in this way, it would be
necessary to understand more fully this influence and
whether it extended beyond Japan.
ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis does not
justify consideration of the serial property for the World
Heritage List, but does justify consideration of three
individual buildings as reflecting different aspects of the
influence of the Modern Movement.

The supplementary material suggests that the current
selection is not a complete one and that the following sites
will be considered for nomination as an extension to the
first series. These include examples of the eighth category,
public buildings:

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
According to the States Parties, the architectural and urban
work of Le Corbusier has outstanding universal value as a
fundamental contribution to architecture and to the modern
town planning of the 20th century for the following
reasons:

The individual house
1926–28
1928–31
1956
1956

–

Villa Stein et de Monzie, Garches, France
Villa Baizeau, Carthage, Tunisia
Villa Sarabhaï, Ahmedabad, India
Villa Shodan, Ahmedabad, India

–

The contribution of Le Corbusier has transformed the
shape of architecture and cities of the whole world.

–

The theory and practice of Le Corbusier has brought
new and fundamental answers to architecture and the
town planning of the 20th century.

–

Because of its exceptional transnational character, Le
Corbusier's work has been influential on a global
scale.

–

Le Corbusier is recognised by historians as one of the
five major founders of modern architecture.

–

The capacity of Le Corbusier to address the great
issues such as housing the greatest number in an
original way.

Town-planning
1952–68

Town plan of Chandigarh and main buildings,
India

Public buildings
1929–35
1954
1960–63

Le Centrosoyuz, Moscow, Russia
Millowners Building, Ahmedabad, India
Carpenter Center for Visual Arts, Cambridge,
USA

The comparative analysis demonstrates that there is room
on the World Heritage List for buildings or town planning
that are exceptional representatives of the influence and
creative genius of the Modern Movement. However it does
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–

This force of Le Corbusier’s buildings reflects his
technical curiosity, which pushes materials or new
systems of construction to the limits.

–

By his writings and his achievements, Le Corbusier
has contributed to the establishment of new
architectural rules of simple and pure forms.

–

Le Corbusier was amongst the first architects to
propose the concept to integrate the fourth dimension
in the design of space, that of time.

ICOMOS considers that it is the property that needs to
manifest the interchange of ideas rather than the architect.
Le Corbusier was undoubtedly one of the key figures of the
Modern Movement and probably its most influential
spokesperson. Within the framework of the World Heritage
Convention, the key issue is how his buildings demonstrate
these ideas in an exceptional way and reflect the way that
the ideas have since been adopted around the world.
ICOMOS considers that some of Le Corbusier’s key
buildings could justify this criterion, as exemplifying in an
exceptional way the key aspects of his work that had the
most lasting influence. These are the Villa Savoye and the
Unité d’habitation, Marseille. The National Museum of
Western Art in Japan might also have the potential to
demonstrate substantial influence.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property as a whole is nominated on the basis of
cultural criteria (i), (ii), and (vi).
Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.

ICOMOS does not consider that all 22 nominated sites and
possible others which might be nominated later can be said
to demonstrate as a series an outstanding interchange of
ideas, as they cannot as a group be seen as demonstrating
the Modern Movement in an exceptional way. The
buildings are interesting essays that allow us to understand
the architect and how his thinking developed, but they
cannot be said to have reached the threshold of
exceptionality required for inclusion in the World Heritage
List.

This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that all of Le Corbusier’s work has the force of the
avant-garde to an exceptional degree in the way he
combined space, form, colour, and technique, and related
them all to the way people live. Most of his works are seen
as manifestos of a new way of thinking which have been
absorbed into the mainstream within two decades.
According to the States Parties, the works have a lucidly
creative spark which prefigures solutions adopted the
world over.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
for the whole series, but could be individually justified for
two parts and possibly a third.

The work is nominated so as to reflect seven different
types of building or responses. In some instances, such as
at Ronchamp, the outcome was a spectacularly beautiful
building that has become a memorable image around the
world. Other works such as the Jaoul Houses are less
sculptural in their statements, where form and function are
pruned to a bare minimum.

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.
This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the fundamental thought of Le Corbusier
attained a global dimension. The tangible imprint of his
thought shattered ideas about dwellings, cities and grand
projects. The architecture and modern town planning of Le
Corbusier have influenced almost every country in the
world.

ICOMOS considers that some of the properties nominated,
such as the Villa Savoye and Ronchamp, justify criterion
(i) as works of creative genius, but hesitates to consider
that the wide range of buildings nominated can collectively
manifest this creativity to the same required level.
Criterion (i) is generally used sparingly for those properties
that undoubtedly manifest themselves as being
masterpieces of human creative genius. ICOMOS does not
consider that the application of Le Corbusier’s principles
across such a wide canvas can be said to deliver in all the
nominated properties outstanding creativity.

ICOMOS considers that Le Corbusier’s ideas have
undoubtedly had world-wide influence, alongside those of
other proponents of the Modern Movement. The key issue
is how far this influence was generated by his writings or
by his buildings, and which buildings manifest and
demonstrate that influence to an outstanding degree.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
for the whole series but could be individually justified for
two parts.

ICOMOS considers that the Villa Savoye and the Unité
d’habitation, Marseille, and possibly the National Museum
of Western Art manifest Le Corbusier’s fundamental
thoughts or ideas that became most widespread to an
outstanding level. The remaining sites can be perceived as
stepping stones on the way (some of his early houses) or as
weaker manifestations (such as the Unité at Firminy in
comparison to the Unité d’habitation in Marseille), or
incomplete creations (buildings completed by others after
his death or his only partly realised town planning
schemes).

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town planning or landscape design.
This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the architectural and urban design work of Le
Corbusier is evidence of the birth of a major current in
architecture and town planning which ultimately became
the Modern Movement (or movements). The contribution
of Le Corbusier was fundamental to this movement. He is
recognised as being emblematic of modernity, and its most
dynamic and most publicised spokesperson. His work
continues to be a landmark in the contemporary reflection
on architecture and city.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
for the whole series but could be justified for two parts and
possibly a third.
ICOMOS considers that the serial approach and the
selection of the series have not been justified.
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distance away from the Chapel than is currently projected.
ICOMOS communicated these continuing concerns about
the proposal to the State Party in a letter sent on 19
December 2008. However, in the supplementary information
provided by the State Party, it is indicated that the revised
plans were approved by the French Ministry of Culture on 5
February 2009.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been demonstrated for
the series at this stage.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
There are no generic factors facing all elements of the
nomination. The factors are specific to individual sites.

At the Villa Savoye, Poissy, France, an extension of the
A104 road to connect Roissy and Saint-Quentin-enYvelines will pass within 800m of the Villa, in a small
valley to the west, before crossing the Seine to the northwest by a 800m viaduct. An impact assessment has
concluded that there should be no visual impact on the
villa, or on views from the villa which look more towards
the Plaine de Carrières than the Vallée de Villennes where
the viaduct will be sited.

Development pressures
Supplementary information provided by the States Parties
has tabulated all development threats.
The most substantial and imminent proposed development
is at Ronchamp where there are designs by the architect
Renzo Piano for two major projects constructed within the
Bourlémont hill on which the Chapelle Notre-Dame-duHaut stands, and thus within the nominated site. These will
provide a new entrance facility with auditorium/exhibition
space, a new nunnery for nine nuns, and an oratory for thirty
people at the western edge of the hill. There will also be a
new paved road for cars. These projects are commissioned
by the proprietor association with the aim of improving the
reception facilities for visitors and reinforcing the spiritual
atmosphere around the whole site by providing
accommodation for pilgrims.

A new visitor reception building is being considered for
the villa but it is acknowledged that it could be difficult to
construct a new building without creating a ‘tension’ with
the work of Le Corbusier. Such a project needs to be
considered in principle before the design stage, as the
surroundings of the villa have already been compromised
by a lycée and a sports field.
The Cité de refuge de l’Armée du Salut, Paris is just to the
south of a large development zone on the Left Bank (Zone
d'Aménagement Concerté Paris Rive Gauche (ZAC PRG)).
The aim is to transform and regenerate an old industrial,
harbour and railway area and create a habitat link between
two banks of the Seine. The surroundings of the refuge will
be transformed as the degraded district is improved. There
is a commitment to make use of recognised heritage
buildings.

Currently the site is only equipped with very basic facilities,
and proceeding on foot uphill towards the chapel is part of
the spiritual experience, taking in the scenic qualities of the
place and the overwhelming effect of Le Corbusier’s
creation.
Large new buildings in such close proximity, even if they
are subterranean to a considerable extent and designed by a
distinguished architect, will create a tension with the delicate
atmosphere of the Chapel and its surroundings simply
because of their presence and the activities that will take
place there. The architectural language of the proposed units
is defined by orthogonality, repetition, flat roofs, and a
combination of steel, glass, zinc, and wood.

A sports stadium located opposite the Pavillon Suisse à la
Cité universitaire, Paris, France, that existed in 1925 is to
be completely redeveloped to double the number of
spectators to 20,000. The demolition of the current
installations is planned for the end of 2009. It is stated that
the setting of the Pavillon will be respected in terms of the
height of the new building and uses of the spaces at ground
level.

The proposals were given permission in March 2008 (after
the nomination dossier was submitted) and this permission
remains valid for two years.

At the Maison Guiette, Antwerp, Belgium, there are
proposals for the extension of a tram line and associated
park and ride car park and access road. This will impact on
the park next to the house. A study is being undertaken to
minimise the impacts.

There have been many objections to the scheme on the
grounds that there is not room on this sensitive site for more
than one architectural statement, that the interventions will
be ‘felt’ even if not seen, and that the proposed structures
should be located much further away from the Chapel. In
response to these concerns, the owners asked the architect to
make modifications to the plans and have requested that
these modified plans be considered in place of the earlier
ones. The Ministry of Culture obtained the assurance of the
owners that no work will start on the approved plans until
the revised plans have been considered.

The principal threat to the Maison du Docteur Curutchet,
La Plata, Argentina, is the pressure of the dynamic urban
context. Many of traditional houses have been replaced
with new high buildings, especially downtown. A further
danger is the lack of engaged owners. The Curutchet
descendants are the owners of the house, but they seem to
lack a strong awareness or interest in the building’s
heritage significance. The present tenant, the Association
of Architects of Buenos Aires Province, rents the house for
two years at a time and thus has no security of tenure and
is not encouraged to maintain the building.

Revised proposals were submitted in November 2008. The
modifications reduce the overall area of new development
from 1,500m2 to 1,000m2. They also reduce built surfaces,
regroup functions, and better integrate the buildings into
the slope of the ground. For instance, the cells are recessed
into the hill with light wells above.

Although there are no immediate risks to the Petite Maison
au bord du lac Léman, Corseaux, Switzerland, the site
could be threatened by future development in the vicinity.

ICOMOS considers that the modified plans, although scaled
down from the original, and with some vertical elements
removed, would still impact adversely on the integrity of the
site, and that the proposed buildings need to be at a greater

There is a risk that there will be insufficient money to
complete the full restoration of Le condominium Clarté,
Geneva, and there are concerns about the forced sale of
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d’habitation, Marseille; Cabanon de Le Corbusier;
Monastery of Sainte-Marie-de-la-Tourette; Ronchamp
Chapel; Maisons La Roche et Jeanneret; Villa Savoye,
Maison Cook, Maisons Jaoul, and Saint-Dié Manufacture.

some units (partly forced by bankruptcy), without any
conservation constraints being in place.
Tourism pressures
The existence of architectural guidebooks, websites, and
guided tours indicate that there is already great professional,
educational, and tourist interest in visiting the architectural
achievements of Le Corbusier. The numbers of visitors are
increasing, but the tourism pressure varies from site to site.
This depends on the accessibility of the interiors for the
general public, and not all properties are open to visitors, and
some only very occasionally. For instance, the Maison
Cook, the Maisons Jaoul, and the Cité de refuge de
l’Armée du Salut are only open on Monuments Day.

b. Boundaries of the buffer zone defined on the basis of
ZPPAUP protection zone (Zone de protection du
patrimoine architectural, urbain et paysager): FirminyVert, Cité Frugès.

Public buildings are the Villa Savoye (open to the public
since 1997), the apartment of Le Corbusier and the
Maisons La Roche and Jeanneret, both owned by the Le
Corbusier Foundation. The Pavillon Suisse is also open
daily and the interiors that can be visited are the entrance
hall, the salon, and the studio preserved in its original state.

ICOMOS considers that it would be very desirable to
establish ZPPAUP protection for all sites.

The first type does not respect topography and is in places
inflexible as a means of protection, cutting across
buildings, road networks, parks, etc. The second type of
buffer zone is drawn in relation to the topography and other
features of the environment in which each site is located.

L’Unité d’habitation, Marseille: The plot (outside the
building) with adjacent garden is not protected as a
historical monument and is only partly included in the
500m zone of protection. ICOMOS therefore considers that
the boundaries provide insufficient levels of protection.
Since 2005 research has been carried out to identify the
necessary classification.

There is a need for the number of visitors to be monitored
and managed and for there to be shared approaches to the
servicing of visitors, as part of the overall management
system. At the Villa Savoye the increase in visitor numbers
has meant that certain parts of the house have to be repainted
more frequently. Some type of visitor control is needed and
a need for a new building to help with this process has been
identified, although its siting is problematic.

Cabanon de Le Corbusier, Cap-Martin: The building and
plot are protected, but the Cabanon 2 (the atelier) does not
appear to be included within the boundary. ICOMOS
therefore considers that the boundaries provide insufficient
levels of protection.

Currently, tourism management seems to be a matter for
individual sites. At Ronchamp there is clearly a view that the
community could benefit from increased numbers of
visitors, but there is not yet in place a plan for sustainable
conservation of the whole site in combination with spatial
and infrastructural development, and the promotion of
cultural tourism.

Firminy-Vert: The site consists of two areas – the central
zone (Centre civique) with the Stadium, House of Culture,
and Church of Saint-Pierre, and the zone of the Unité
d’habitation. The central zone corresponds to the initial Le
Corbusier project. The area for the Unité d’habitation
covers only the building with no surrounding plot, and
ICOMOS considers that this needs to be extended.

There is a need for a visitor management plan to be
included in the overall comprehensive management plan
for the whole property (which is still to be prepared) to
address issues of access and visitor management.

Monastery of Sainte-Marie-de-la-Tourette: The site does
not include all elements related to the value of the site: the
monastic cemetery (south-west corner), the main entrance
alley, and the planning axis (Allée Cavalière) are excluded.
ICOMOS considers that the delineation of the boundaries
needs to be reconsidered in order to provide sufficient
levels of protection.

Environmental pressures
No adverse environmental factors have been identified.
Impact of climate change

The site of the Manufacture à Saint-Dié includes all
elements related to the value of this industrial property,
including several old industrial buildings, although these
are not protected and their status is therefore unclear.
ICOMOS considers that the extent of the boundaries is
satisfactory.

No implications of climate change have been identified.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are development pressures. There is currently no overall
coordinated response to these types of pressures across the
property – see below.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

The Cité Frugès includes 51 elements of four different
types of standardised housing, but also three buildings that
have been redeveloped and have nothing in common with
the architect’s principles. ICOMOS considers that, as this
site is proposed to reflect housing rather than urban
planning, the boundaries could be altered to exclude
buildings not associated with Le Corbusier.

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
France

The demarcation of the site of the Ronchamp Chapel is
unclear owing to differences between the maps and the
delineation of protected areas. This should be addressed,
along with a stronger justification for the exclusion of the
western part of one protected area, now cut in two, and the
exclusion of the old farmhouse, at present in use as a porter’s
lodge.

Generally speaking, the boundaries of each of the
nominated sites in France follow those of existing
protected zones or areas. Each of the six nominated sites
has buffer zones. These are of two types:
a. Boundaries defined by 500m zone(s) of protection
around designated Historic Monument(s): l’Unité
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The 500m buffer zone around each of the built structures
within the nominated area is inadequate for a site where the
landscape is of such crucial importance. For instance, the
historical and visual relationship between the Chapel on the
hill and the church of St Mary’s in the village (1877, not
protected) is almost ignored, and the circle around the
Chapel even intersects the graveyard at the foot of the hill
from where the historic pilgrim’s path starts. ZPPAUP
protection is urgently needed based on an assessment of the
visual and spiritual attributes of the site.

would be desirable to cover the currently sparsely
developed neighbouring plots.

It is recommended that the boundaries of the site and its
buffer zone should be revised as a matter of urgency to
provide coherent spatial and environmental protection.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the Maisons du
Weissenhof-Siedlung and their buffer zone are well
considered and clearly defined. This zoning has proven to be
effective for the control of development on the former Messe
site opposite the Weissenhof-Siedlung .

Belgium
The circular buffer zone around the Maison Guiette has a
radius of 100m and, as with other sites, ICOMOS
considers that it should be reconfigured to respect
topography.
Germany

In the supplementary information provided by the State
Party, it is indicated that procedures to put in place a
management plan for the site (see below) will include an
appraisal of the buffer zone in order to take account of views
from the chapel.

Argentina
The boundary of Maison du Docteur Curutchet only
includes the house and not the adjoining buildings. A
buffer zone has been proposed to include a small square in
front of the house and the rest of the block, but it has not
been approved. The proposed buffer zone has not
considered the views to and from the house to the park and
avenues which were part of the concept for the house.
ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
area and the buffer zone needs to be revised and approved.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated site
should be reconsidered, as do the boundaries of the buffer
zone to ensure that both respect topography, protected areas
and views.
The nominated area of the Villa Savoye and the guardian’s
house covers the plot of land on which the two buildings
stand (1038ha) and a 500m buffer zone. In the
supplementary information provided by the State Party, it is
stated that modification of the buffer zone beyond the
500m in order to allow the restoration of views towards the
Seine would need the agreement of the town of Poissy.

Japan
In the original nomination dossier for the National
Museum of Western Art, Main Building, Tokyo, the
nominated site was only the building and not its adjoining
terrace, stairs, and forecourt, which have been
reconstructed. The supplementary information received
from the State Party indicated that agreement had been
reached to extend the site to include these and thus respect
the whole ensemble.

ICOMOS considers that the boundary of the buffer zone
needs to be extended to encompass important views.
In the supplementary information provided by the State
Party about Firminy-Vert, it is indicated that consideration
is being given to increasing the size of the buffer zone, in
order to better protect the landscape around the site and to
establish a link between the centre of the town and the
suburbs.

The buffer zone extends to the north, west and south of the
site, but only a short way to the east, where potential
development, such as at the Ueno Railway station, could
impact on the property. However, in supplementary
information provided by the State Party it is stated that the
East Japan Railway Company (JR) has confirmed that it
has no current plans and is not undertaking any
development projects in the area of JR Ueno Station and
the adjacent railway land, and if JR embarks on any
development projects in the future, it is to notify and
consult relevant stakeholders.

ICOMOS considers that the proposed reconsideration of
this buffer zone is warranted.
Switzerland
The four sites in Switzerland all have buffer zones of 100m
radius and are given protection as the settings of protected
monuments. These do not respect local topography.
ICOMOS considers that it would be very desirable to
establish buffer zones that relate to the context of the sites in
planning and spatial terms.

The buffer zone is defined according to administrative
boundaries rather than visual considerations. ICOMOS
considers that, notwithstanding the assurances of JR, a
visual analysis is needed upon which to base a revised
buffer zone which reflects fully the context and setting of
the Museum.

At the Maison Jeanneret-Perret, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
ICOMOS considers that for the buffer zone a wider and
more logical demarcation would be desirable to strengthen
the visual relation with the Villa Fallet below and the view
over the valley.

ICOMOS considers that although the boundaries of some
sites are adequate, others need to be reconsidered. In
particular, many of the buffer zones need to be
reconsidered in order to respond to the topography of each
site, and to ensure that all associated elements are included.

The Maison Schwob is now located on the border of two
different local planning zones, one allowing mid-density
and the other allowing a higher degree of density on the
opposite side of the street. ICOMOS considers that the
boundaries of the buffer zone and the protection it provides
need to be rationalised.

Ownership

ICOMOS considers that further protection for the landward
side of the site of the Petite Maison au bord du lac Léman

Most of the nominated properties are privately owned.
Three belong to the Foundation Le Corbusier (Maisons La
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The Cabanon de Le Corbusier, Roquebrune Cap-Martin, is
protected according to the Historic Monuments Act
(classement) for the nominated property and buffer zone.

Roche and Jeanneret in Paris, House on Lake Geneva, Le
Corbusier’s apartment in Paris).
The Villa Savoye at Poissy, the Weissenhof houses in
Stuttgart, the Cabanon at Roquebrune, the Museum in
Tokyo, and elements of the site at Firminy belong to the
respective States Parties or to public authorities.

Firminy-Vert is protected according to the Historic
Monuments Act (classement), including the House of
Culture and Stadium, the Unité d’habitation (facades,
pilotis, upper terrace with a kindergarten), and the Church
of Saint-Pierre.

Protection

The Monastery of Sainte-Marie-de-la-Tourette is protected
according to the Historic Monuments Act (classement). The
land surrounding the monastery is only protected up to the
500m zone of protection.

Legal protection
France
The exterior of the Maison Cook is protected according to
the Historic Monuments Act (inscription), including the
facade and the roof. The protection includes a buffer zone of
500m. The supplementary information provided by the State
Party indicates that there are proposals to extend protection
to the interior.

The Manufacture à Saint-Dié is protected according to the
Historic Monuments Act (classement), including the
facades, upper terrace including structural concrete
elements, the bureau, and the buffer zone.
The Cité Frugès, Pessac, is protected according to the
Historic Monuments Act (classement). In the supplementary
material provided by the State Party it is indicated that the
regional department of cultural affairs will set up a
committee of experts at the beginning of 2009, in
collaboration with the Foundation Le Corbusier, whose
task will be to propose a list of individual buildings to be
protected.

The Maisons La Roche and Jeanneret are both protected
according to the Historic Monuments Act (classement),
including the exterior and interiors. The protection includes
a buffer zone of 500m.
The Villa Savoye and the guardian’s house are both
protected according to the Historic Monuments Act
(classement), including the exteriors and interiors. The
protection includes the surrounding garden and a buffer zone
of 500m. The areas facing the River Seine are protected as
Sites et Monuments Naturels by the decision of the Ministry
of Environment.

At Ronchamp, the Chapelle Notre-Dame-du-Haut, the
pilgrims’ house and concrete tables, chaplain’s house,
commemorative pyramid, cave, and campanile are all listed
and nationally protected as historic monuments. Each of the
monuments is surrounded by a 500m zone of protection
which acts as the buffer zone. No indication has been
provided of specific land-use plans (or other measures of
spatial/environmental planning) existing or envisaged, that
reinforce the protection of visual, functional, cultural,
historical, and scenic relations between the hill and the key
sites for pilgrimage, or the surrounding panorama of the
‘four horizons’.

The exteriors of the two Maisons Jaoul, including the
facades and the roof, are protected according to the Historic
Monuments Act (inscription). The protection includes a
buffer zone of 500m. The interiors are not protected, but in
the supplementary information provided by the State Party it
is indicated that inscription would provide the opportunity to
extend protection to the interiors.

In general it is recommended for all the nominated sites in
France that the monuments now registered only as inscrit
should be protected as classé in order to provide protection
for interiors as well as exteriors. In some instances outlined
above, the protected area does not sufficiently respect the
context and setting of the buildings.

The exterior of the Cité de refuge de l’Armée du Salut is
protected according to the Historic Monuments Act
(inscription), including the facades and the roof. In the
interior the entrance hall and the staircases are protected.
The protection includes a buffer zone of 500m.
The Pavillon Suisse à la Cité Universitaire is protected
according to the Historic Monuments Act (classement). The
protection includes a buffer zone of 500m. The Cité
Universitaire is also a protected site.

Switzerland
The Maison Jeanneret-Perret, with its garden and interior,
is protected as a historic monument under the Cantonal law
of Neuchâtel. The property is also protected under the
Federal law on the protection of nature and landscape.

The exterior (facade and roof) and the public spaces of the
Immeuble locatif à la Porte Molitor-Appartement Le
Corbusier are protected according to the Historic
Monuments Act (inscription). The apartment of Le
Corbusier is protected (classement). The protection includes
a buffer zone of 500m. In the supplementary information
provided by the State Party it is indicated that protection of
the interior will be considered.

The Maison Schwob is protected as a historic monument
under the Cantonal law of Neuchâtel, except for some rooms
in the upper floors, which have been refurbished to the
design of Andrée Putman.
The Petite Maison au bord du lac Léman, with its garden
and interior, is protected as a historic monument under the
Cantonal law of Vaud and is also protected under the Federal
law on the protection of nature and landscape.

The Unité d’habitation, Marseille, is protected according to
the Historic Monuments Act (classement) for the facade,
upper terrace, and entrance porch, parts of the inner
communications, entrance hall, elevators’ lobby, and
apartments 643 and 50 (with its total original design and
buffer zone). In the supplementary information provided by
the State Party it is indicated that protection will be
reviewed.

The Condominium Clarté, Geneva, is protected as a
historic monument under the Cantonal law of Geneva and
also the Cantonal law on the protection of nature and
landscape. The nomination dossier indicates that the
property will also be protected by Federal law, but it this
has not yet been applied.
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Belgium

of service infrastructure. However, in all cases these issues
are being addressed or are part of future plans.

The Maison Guiette is protected as a historic monument
and monitored by the administration of the Flemish
Community, both for its exterior and its interior.

The state of conservation varies from site to site, but is
generally fair to good for those with recent restorations that
are all documented. Sites undergoing restoration are the
Condominium Clarté and the Maison La Roche; sites with
planned restoration are the Maison Cook, restoration of the
basement in 2012, and Guard’s House, Villa Savoye. Sites
where restoration is needed are the Cité de refuge de
l’Armée du Salut and the Pavillon Suisse à la Cité
universitaire. In the supplementary information provided by
the State Party it is indicated that inscription would provide
the opportunity to accelerate programmes for restoration
work at these last two sites.

Germany
The Weissenhof-Siedlung, Stuttgart, are protected as historic
monuments of special value and as parts of an ensemble
(Sachgesamtheit) of special value, together with the eleven
other remaining houses of the Weissenhof-Siedlung , under
the law of Baden-Württemberg. At the local level, a
protective land-use plan controls spatial and functional
developments in the settlement in such a way that the special
site values (buildings, views, green, etc.) will remain
recognisable or reinforced.

Active conservation measures

Argentina

In most of the sites, conservation measures are appropriate
and are based on long-standing conservation experience
and methodology. Conservation work is programmed and
entrusted to specialists with high levels of skill and
expertise.

Maison du Docteur Curutchet is protected as a National
Monument. Only part of the buffer zone is protected as a
national monument.
Japan

Conservation treatment is combined with regular
maintenance, including the involvement of inhabitants,
local communities, and public associations.

The National Museum of Modern Art, Main Building,
Tokyo, is protected as an Important Cultural Property,
Class A. In the supplementary information provided by the
State Party, it is stated that procedures have been initiated
under the Law of Cultural Property to extend this
protection to cover the enlarged site (to include terrace,
stairs, and forecourt). Final registration is expected in late
July 2009. The buffer zone is mainly protected as ‘park’
under urban design legislation.

In the case of the Condominium Clarté there is uncertainty
over whether conservation guidelines for the occupants of
the apartments and other units will be implemented.
For the National Museum of Western Art, Japan, more
details are needed as to how the aim to ‘return the building
to a more original condition in order to highlight Le
Corbusier’s work’ will be translated into action.

Effectiveness of protection measures
th

Materials pathology research is under way concerning
buildings from the Brutalist phase, using bare concrete.
Some restoration projects are useful in providing an
experimental laboratory.

Given the importance of detail and setting for these 20
century buildings, it is crucial that their protection should
be sufficiently encompassing and sensitive to allow for
protection of interiors, exteriors, context and setting. In
only a few cases does ICOMOS consider that this complete
protection is in place.

ICOMOS considers that generally the state of conservation
is fair to good, and several restoration projects are ongoing or planned. However these would benefit from a
coherent approach to conservation on matters such as
intervention, materials, and replacement of features as part
of the overall management system.

ICOMOS considers that the protective measures for the
property are incomplete.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research

Management

The work of Le Corbusier has been a subject of university
research and scientific publications over more than half a
century.

Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

For serial nominations within one country, the Operational
Guidelines, paragraph 114, specifies that ‘a management
system or mechanisms for ensuring the co-ordinated
management of the separate components is essential and
should be documented in the nomination’.

The personal archives of Le Corbusier (35,000 plans and
500,000 written documents, in addition to thousands of
photographs) are an exceptionally useful source. The
Bibliothèque de la Ville de La Chaux-de-Fonds holds
papers relating to the early work of the architect – before
1917, while the Foundation mostly holds documents for
after 1917.

For transnational serial nominations, (paragraph 135), ‘it is
highly recommended that the States Parties concerned
establish a joint management committee or similar body to
oversee the management of the whole of a transnational
property’.

Present state of conservation
Site visits during ICOMOS evaluation missions revealed
some conservation problems related to corroded or rotten
window frames; water penetration of roof terraces
(especially in Saint-Dié, La Tourette); and some problems
of control over interior residential spaces; and management

A paper on serial nominations (WHC-08/32.COM/10B) to
the 32nd session of the Committee underlined these points
and set out that for effective management, the following
needed to be in place:
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put in place at a much earlier stage and certainly before the
nomination was submitted.

–
An agreed concept of management as a
coordinated system based on common principles and
management objectives (e.g. to share common vision
and practices of conservation, development of tourism
with a similar approach, share the same environmental
management approach, the same idea of sustainable
development).

The Operational Guidelines, paragraph 114, set out clearly
the need for an overall structure as follows: ‘In the case of
serial properties, a management system or mechanisms for
ensuring the co-ordinated management of the separate
components are essential and should be documented in the
nomination.’ Such a system needs to provide coordination
at many levels, including through departments, agencies,
and institutions responsible for presentation, education,
and research as well as management, conservation, and
planning.

– Effective arrangements for bilateral and multilateral
collaboration for the joint control, protection,
management and monitoring of the state of conservation
of the components forming the serial property, scientific
development and knowledge management via the
institutions that are linked to the proposed properties
(e.g. cooperation of educational and research entities,
interpretation centres and museums linked to the
properties).

In order to manage the nominated 22 sites as a single entity
in any meaningful way, there would need to be in place a
much more complex management system than is currently
planned, which could encompass amongst other things an
urgently needed agreed approach to conservation,
restoration, use of materials, reversing previous
interventions, and establishing limits of change (see
below). Such a system would require much greater
collaborative efforts and resources than are currently being
envisaged.

The structured overall management of the 22 nominated
sites in six countries is lacking. In the nomination file there
is a proposal for the establishment of a Permanent
Conference. The aim of the conference would be to take into
consideration both the individual monuments and the whole
serial property.
The supplementary information provided by the States
Parties gave details of a meeting of a group of international
experts, elected by the participating States Parties
convened with the Le Corbusier Foundation on 2 February
2009. This meeting agreed to establish an International
Conference as a tool for international coordination in order
to develop common approaches to protection, conservation
and management as well as to diffuse good practice. The
Conference will be made up of a delegation for each State
Party and will have a rotating Presidency. The Le
Corbusier Foundation will act as the secretariat. The
Conference will meet annually and will be funded by
participating States Parties. It is intended to bring this
Conference into being four months after the serial
transnational property is inscribed on the World Heritage
List.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
There are more or less no specific management structures
for any of the nominated sites, and in some, such as
Maison du Docteur Curutchet, there is also little or no
involvement of the owners. There appears to be little
involvement of municipal authorities in many of the sites
and no memoranda of understanding between the various
stakeholders involved in the properties.
As a result there is no overall agreed approach to
conservation, restoration, use of materials, reversing
previous interventions, or establishing the limits of change.
Given the very difficult choices that have to be made in
dealing with many of these buildings, in relation to
replacing materials, repairing structures that are defective
in some way, deciding on how to update interiors, or
reacting to development proposals in their settings, all of
which might impact on authenticity and/or integrity, there
is an urgent need to provide stronger overall guidance. It is
therefore very important to develop an overall management
plan/approach as well as clear statements about how agreed
overall approaches are respected for each site.

For the sites in France the supplementary information
provided by the State Party gives details of the establishment
by the Ministry of Culture and Communication of a national
follow-up committee, with representatives of the state on
national, regional, and departmental levels invited by the Le
Corbusier Foundation. The object of the committee is to
ensure a common strategy at the national level, to ensure
an exchange of information, and to identify problems. A
first meeting took place on 10 June 2008.

The exception is the National Museum of Western Art,
Japan, where a plan has been prepared and submitted. This
focuses heavily on research and is somewhat limited in
policies and principles. It is a matter of concern that the
plan does not mention how the potential outstanding
universal value will be sustained. A revised version is in
progress. The revision is expected to include conservation
principles. However, there is no memorandum of
understanding between the various levels of authority
involved in the management and use of the building.

Since 2003 the Le Corbusier Foundation has tried to build
closer contacts between owners of Le Corbusier’s buildings.
The Foundation also has a large archive concerning recent
world-wide correspondence with private property owners
and governmental organisations. The nomination process has
strengthened the exchange of information between partners
involved. In the supplementary information provided by the
States Parties, the intention to employ a full-time architect is
indicated as well as planned improvements to the
Foundation’s data collection to form an observatory.

At Firminy-Vert a specific plan of management is under
development, and a steering committee will be created to
implement the plan, while for Ronchamp the
supplementary information provided by the State Party
details the intention to create a management plan which
will include defining a buffer zone and protected views and
visitor management issues.

The establishment of the International Committee and the
French National Committee, both in collaboration with the
Le Corbusier Foundation, are very helpful first steps.
However, given the extreme complexities of managing 22
sites in six countries on three continents as a single property,
ICOMOS is concerned that management structures were not
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universal value and not the architect, and the name of the
property was changed accordingly.

Elsewhere management is in the hands of owners and the
system is not documented. In Belgium/Flanders, France,
Germany/Baden-Württemberg, and the Cantons of
Switzerland the general rule is that the private owners of
legally protected historic buildings have primary
responsibility for maintenance and conservation, while the
national or regional authorities have overall control and are
obliged to ask for permission for intended alterations.

Le Corbusier was one of the most important architects in
the 20th century and all of his works, projects, ideas,
publications, and discussions contributed to establish the
principles of modern architecture.
Le Corbusier was, without any doubt, an exceptional
creative genius whose works and ideas had – and still have –
an immense impact on the evolution of 20th century
architecture and town planning throughout the world. He
was the first architect to build worldwide on four continents.
Sixty-five buildings have survived in eleven countries.

Involvement of the local communities
Almost no involvement of local communities is mentioned
in the nomination dossier.
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

The issue is whether his works within their very varied
socio-cultural and geographical contexts should speak for
themselves, or whether Le Corbusier himself is the trigger
for understanding the value of his buildings.

Very little information is provided on this.
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
overall serial property is inadequate. Consideration must be
given to putting in place a shared management approach
across all sites and strengthening management agreements
at individual properties.

Although Le Corbusier’s principles and concepts of rigid
functional zoning and a narrow conception of urban
housing were widely applied, he nevertheless assimilated
much from the surroundings in which he worked. In some
instances, such as in Germany, his buildings need to be
appreciated as part of a wider group of buildings by
distinguished architects.

6. MONITORING
Developing monitoring indicators is said to be a priority in
the nomination dossier. It is suggested that photographs are
used for monitoring and various other indicators are listed
such as authorisations of work, number of inhabitants in
the buffer zone, statement of new publications concerning
the building, visitor numbers etc, but no indication is given
as to who carries out the monitoring.

Although the relationship between the buildings and
urbanism is mentioned in the title, this is not explored in
the nomination. In effect the only link between the
component parts of the nomination is the architect. This is
stressed by the inclusion of his family houses, which in the
view of ICOMOS, do not exhibit the qualities required to
justify outstanding universal value.

ICOMOS considers that the current monitoring
arrangements are still under development and are not
adequate to monitor changes in the buildings or in their
contexts and settings; and that detailed indicators need to
be developed.

The buildings are not nominated for their links with
patrons, societies, or with other 20th century buildings or
for geocultural factors but solely for their link with the
architect. They cannot as a group be said to reflect a
particular moment in history, nor can they be said to reflect
interchanges of ideas between areas or cultures in a
specific sense. They perhaps can be said to stand for an
international style of architecture that is rootless and can be
applied anywhere in the world. However, closer
examination of Le Corbusier’s work reveals very difficult
negotiations with clients and authorities, both of which had
a profound impact on his work. Despite his profound
influence, his buildings cannot be said to be divorced from
the societies within which they were sited.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This nomination raises the issue as to whether the nature of
20th century architecture justifies it being nominated in a
way that is different from architecture of other centuries. In
other words, whether the context in which these architects
worked was different enough to override socio-cultural
considerations that existed for architects in other centuries,
who anchored their work in a defined geographical,
cultural, and sociological context. The World Heritage
Committee has expressed concern that there might be a
shift in emphasis for 20th century architecture which would
in effect allow the inscription of architects rather than
buildings which reflect societies (and exhibit masterpiece
qualities, or demonstrate important interchanges, etc).

ICOMOS considers that the choice of the nominated
properties, based on a constructed typological and
chronological framework and reflecting the whole wide
range of Le Corbusier's work through his life, has led to
the inclusion of properties which cannot be said to be
outstanding in their own right. Moreover, this has deflected
rigorous analysis of why certain properties might be
considered to be either works of genius or works that had
enormous and exceptional influence.

When the Sydney Opera House was inscribed in the World
Heritage List in 2007, the question was specifically asked
by the World Heritage Committee about whether ICOMOS
was recommending the inscription of the architect or the
building. It was confirmed that the recommendation was
for inscription of the building, a property which reaches the
threshold of outstanding universal value, and meets the
conditions of authenticity, integrity, protection,
management, and conservation. The case of the Rietveld
Schröderhuis (Rietveld Schröder House) can also be
recalled, where the World Heritage Committee insisted that
it was the building that was justified for its outstanding

Whereas identifying examples that pair typologies with a
spread of work throughout the life of an architect might be
valid in terms of architectural history, it is not an approach
that is conducive to identifying exceptional properties in
the context of the World Heritage Convention.
A serial nomination should be based on functional links
between the properties. The Operational Guidelines,
paragraph 137, sets out that:
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ICOMOS would like to recall that the Committee is
reviewing the approach to serial nomination (WHC08/32.COM/10B). It acknowledges the need to enhance the
guidance on the policies and procedures linked to the
nomination and management of serial national and
transnational properties and has asked that an expert
meeting address, amongst other matters, clarification of the
ultimate objectives of promoting serial national and
transnational nominations as an approach under the
Convention.

Serial properties will include component parts related
because they belong to:
a) the same historico – cultural group;
b) the same type of property which is characteristic of
the geographical zone.
In this nomination the only link is the architect, since it is
not possible to see the overall group of properties as being
anchored in a geocultural context as is the case with the
Gaudí buildings (or even Palladio’s villas).

ICOMOS considers that while such a review is being
carried through, nominations being considered should be
evaluated in accordance with the current guidelines.

Recalling that the World Heritage Convention is a
property-based convention, ICOMOS considers that the
works of Le Corbusier must speak for themselves. The
scope of the nomination needs to be interrogated to
consider which buildings might be nominated as
outstanding individual masterpieces, manifesting most
strongly the aspects of Le Corbusier’s architecture that was
most widely influential.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the
nomination of the architectural and urban work of Le
Corbusier, France, Argentina, Belgium, Germany, Japan,
Switzerland, to the World Heritage List be deferred in
order to allow the States Parties to:

Le Corbusier’s influence arose from his creation of
exploitable standards but also through the way he used
those standards in one or two exceptional buildings that
caught the public imagination and have come to be seen as
emblematic of his work. Such is the case with Villa
Savoye, the ultimate ice-cool, sophisticated, streamlined
machine for living in – out of reach for most people but
completely aspirational. It is also the case with the Unité
d’habitation, Marseille, a profound attempt to provide well
structured houses for large numbers of people, which came
to be seen as heralding a new urban form, and which
defined urban morphology for decades in ways that were
ultimately derided. As well as these standard or
standardised buildings, Le Corbusier also allowed himself
free reign with sculptural forms at Ronchamp and created a
building that was unrelated to anything else, became
instantly memorable in a spiritual way that is quite lacking
from many of his other projects, and was hugely influential
in widening the scope of the Modern Movement.
These three examples would seem to justify consideration
of inclusion in the World Heritage List on their own. They
do not form a group or small series as they do not manifest
the same influences or satisfy the same criteria.

–

Reconsider the basis of the nomination in order to
focus attention primarily on the buildings and urban
plans rather than their architect;

–

Consider nomination of a limited selection of
individual buildings, rather than a large global serial
nomination, that could be said to be outstanding in
terms of architectural form and their influence or
inspiration as part of the Modern Movement;

–

Improve the delineation of buffer zones in relation to
topography and visual parameters, and provide
adequate protection;

–

Put in place management systems and/or management
plans to give greater guidance to owners and to draw
local authorities and local communities into the
management processes.

ICOMOS would also like to encourage the States Parties to
continue work on the global coordination mechanism
between the sites associated with Le Corbusier, as being
beneficial whether or not these sites are inscribed on the
World Heritage List.

A fourth, the National Museum of Western Art, Japan,
might also merit consideration as an individual nomination
following further research to allow better understanding of
the degree and extent of the influence it has had.

ICOMOS considers that any revised nomination with
revised boundaries would need to be considered by a
mission to the site.

If any of these buildings were to be nominated
individually, it would be essential for their value to be
specifically articulated and for their settings to be more
clearly delineated, evaluated, and protected. For example,
the Villa Savoye needs to be more closely related to its
landscape and views over the River Seine that existed at
the time it was built, and these need protection from
adverse development. Similarly, Ronchamp chapel must be
linked to the hill and landscape in which it sits and the
traditions of pilgrimage that they inspire. As noted above,
ICOMOS has communicated its concerns to the State Party
about the current proposals for new interventions within
the hill, and their potential impact on the wider ensemble
of chapel, hill, and forest landscape.
ICOMOS considers that there could be other buildings and
urban plans designed by Le Corbusier that might justify
outstanding universal value that are not part of the current
nomination and have thus not been assessed.
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Map showing the location of the nominated properties

Villa Savoye - north-western and south-western façades - France

Guiette House - ground floor living room after restoration, 1998 - Belgium

Weissenhof-Siedlung Houses - general view, 2005 - Germany

Clarté Building - interior view of a duplex apartment - Switzerland

Unité d’Habitation in Marseille - view of east and south façades - France

Chapel of Notre-Dame-du-Haut - view of east and south façades - France

National Museum of Western Art - main façade and exhibition courtyard - Japan

Firminy-Vert - aerial site view, 2006 - France

Technical Evaluation Mission: 27–30 August 2008.

Schwetzingen (Germany)

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: None

No 1281

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

2. THE PROPERTY
Official name as proposed
the State Party:
Schwetzingen: A Prince
Elector’s summer residence,
garden design, and
Freemasonic allusions

Description

Location:

The main access, from the town is east–west in orientation.
Approaching the castle, the approach avenue is lined with
villas and houses as well as the outbuildings of the castle.
These buildings are part of the same construction
programme as the Elector’s castle and bear a certain
similarity in style.

The 18th century literature dating from the property’s
period of construction describes Schwetzingen as the
‘German Versailles.’ It is located 18km south of
Mannheim and 12km west of Heidelberg.

State of Baden-Württemberg,
Administrative Region of
Karlsruhe, European
Metropolitan Region of
Rhein-Neckar, Germany

Brief description:

Karl-Theodor Avenue leads to an extended square in front
of the castle entrance and then to the main courtyard. The
latter is accessed via a bridge over the Leimbach River.
Two single-storey guardrooms flank the entrance.

In the mid-18th century, the Elector Palatine built a palatial
complex in Schwetzingen as his summer residence. This
ensemble includes a palace, a garden, and a village of
outbuildings opening on to the current town. It is the
counterpart of the State residence in Mannheim.

On the town side, the Palace has a very open U-shaped
plan bordering the main courtyard on three sides.

The summer residence and its garden express the transition
from absolutism to the Age of the Enlightenment and the
emergence of new values. Several years later, a second
garden in the English style was added to the initial garden.
The ensemble is simultaneously testimony to a spirit of
geometrical organisation, Baroque ornamentation, and preRomantic elements. It includes numerous themed follies,
characteristic of the period, as well as an extensive
collection of statuary.

The castle forms the heart of the Palace. It lies on the
visual axis beyond the main courtyard and in the centre of
the surrounding buildings. It corresponds to the old 16th
and 17th century castle, which was considerably modified
in the 18th century so as to integrate it into the new
ensemble. It forms the nodal point of the east–west axis,
between the town and the gardens. It is almost square in
plan around a small central courtyard that opens on the axis
on the main courtyard. It dominates the ensemble with its
four storeys and the two partially symmetrical towers that
frame the entrance to the central courtyard. The interior
decoration, which was reorganised in the 18th century,
includes paintings and stucco work. The tapestries and the
Biedermeier furniture on the first floor were installed in the
early 19th century.

Category of property:
In terms of the category of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, it is a
group of buildings.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

On the town side, the castle is flanked by two symmetrical
L-shaped wings that border the main courtyard. They have
two storeys and have gabled side entrances raised slightly
above the main roof. The southern branch is considerably
longer and has a second large wing, turned towards the
town and parallel with the return of the first wing along the
main courtyard. A third, smaller wing is oriented towards
the garden where it is connected to the old orangeries in a
circular arc.
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Background: This is a new nomination.

These different elements, which considerably extend the
building around the original castle, correspond to the 18th
century extension and embellishments.

Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Cultural Landscapes.
Literature consulted (selection):

The openings in all the buildings are rectangular, with the
exception of those in the old orangeries. The roofs are in
the Mansard style and covered in slate. The exterior
facades are rendered in a pale ochre colour whilst the
rustication of the older parts is revealed beneath the colour.

Fagiolo, M., Architettura e Massoneria, Firenze, Convivio, 1988.
Curl, J.S., Art and architecture of Freemasonry: an introductory
study, Woodstock, N.Y., Overlook Press, 1993.
Enge, T. O., L’architecture des jardins en Europe, 1450–1800,
Paris, Taschen, 1994.

The west facade of the central core is flanked by fairly
massive corner towers standing out slightly from the main
structure. The castle facades facing the garden are rendered
in pink.

Mosser, M., Histoire des jardins de la Renaissance à nos jours,
Paris, Flammarion, 2002.
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Byzantine art, the inspiration for the dome. The
western portico is of classical western design. In
addition to its rich Islamic decoration, the mosque
contains Arabic inscriptions, some of which are
translated into German,

On the garden side there are two crescent-shaped buildings
(1748–50), which were initially planned as an orangery
and partly surrounding the large circular parterre planted
with trees. They are single-storeyed with semi-circular
arched French windows.
–

To the north-west stands the theatre, opened in 1753,
which is also used for opera. It is in the Italian style, with a
horseshoe-plan auditorium with two levels of balconies.
The dominant blue-grey decoration is Neo-Classical. The
machinery was improved in the 19th century.
As seen from the Palace, the garden is visually structured
by a main westward perspective that is an exact
prolongation of the avenue leading from the town to the
castle. It ends at a large pool.

The garden has in all 280 various statues, which are now
copies. The statuary is very varied: it includes sculptures
specially made for Schwetzingen, such as that of Pan
playing the flute, and others from Lunéville Castle in
Lorraine.

The garden includes several very different sections:
–

–

The first and oldest garden faces and is on the axis of
the castle. It was designed in the mid-18th century by
the Elector Karl-Theodor as an essential component
of his summer residence. It is a symmetrical and
rigorously geometrical garden in the French style. It is
formed around the Arion Fountain in the centre of the
large circular parterre. The components of the central
parterre are Baroque in style; it is traversed by two
large tree-lined avenues in the form of a cross, and
two smaller diagonals within the parterres. The Baths
is structured by the Zirkelbauten, and the vinecovered pergolas. Statues, stone urns, and obelisks are
disposed at regular intervals. This first Baroque style
garden is extended to the north by the rectangular
orangery garden and to the south by the nursery and
the orchard, also rectangular in plan.

History and development
A baronial castle stood here in the 14th century; a small
enclosure with a keep located on an island in the Leimbach
River. It was converted into a residential palace in the 16th
century.
Ravaged after the Thirty Years’ War, it was rebuilt. In
1689, during the Palatinate War, a fire again ruined the
castle. Prince-Elector Johann Wilhelm immediately began
rebuilding, and it was completed in 1701. From 1711 to
1713, the construction of the commons on the town side
gave the Palace the appearance of a U-shaped complex
around a main courtyard.

The second garden, which was created later, is
arranged in landscaped groves in the English style. It
extends the first garden to the west and north-west,
with broad avenues and ‘natural’ canals. The groves
have themes that are generally illustrated by a more or
less large building, statuary, and a planting
arrangement. The groves are more geometrical in their
organisation along the axial avenue. The pool closes
the main perspective by crossing it at right-angles.
The English garden includes an arboretum. It is
surrounded, more particularly to the west, beyond the
main pond, and to the north, by wooded areas, pools,
and canals.

In the reign of Karl Philip (1716–42) the Palace was
already a summer residence. The gardens were redesigned
and an orangery was installed at their edge.
During the reign of the Elector Karl-Theodor (1742–99) a
direct road connected Mannheim to Schwetzingen. The
Elector chose Mannheim as his main residence in 1747 and
Schwetzingen Palace was completely reorganised as an
additional summer residence. It includes a village modelled
on that at Versailles. He replaced the old orangery with
two crescent-shaped buildings and built a theatre on the
north and reception rooms on the south. The gardens were
redesigned in two stages, first an axial geometric garden by
the Frenchman Nicolas de Pigage, then around 1780 an
English garden by Friedrich Ludwig von Sckell was added,
the latter encircling the former (see Description).

The gardens include buildings of ancient or exotic
inspiration, in particular:
–

The Temple of Apollo, which is circular in the form
of an arcaded pavilion; a dome sits atop of twelve
Corinthian columns;

–

The Temple of Mercury, a central-plan structure, with
rusticated facing on an artificial rock;

–

The Temple of Minerva (1766–73), of Roman type,
rectangular and with Corinthian columns;

–

The Temple of Botany, circular in plan, on a podium
and roofed with a slate cupola;

–

The Baths (1768–72) is a square single-storey
building, inspired by the Petit Trianon at Versailles.
The central salon has an octagonal dome that projects
above the roof; it is decorated with Neo-Classical
paintings and it has its own garden, separated from the
rest of the gardens by a timber trellis, with a fountain
with birds spurting water. A grotto houses a statue.

The Schwetzingen architects and landscapists, and KarlTheodor himself, are presented as being directly inspired
by the ideals of freemasonry in their design of the Palace
ensemble. On the one hand this is related to the geometric
organisation of the first garden, its main cross-shaped
structure and highly stressed northern angular point of the
garden recalling a compass. On the other hand, the temples
of Minerva and the Mosque illustrate the spirit of religious
tolerance.
In 1803, as part of Napoleon’s political reorganisation of
the Rhineland region, the Palatinate was annexed to the
Baden region and ceased to exist as an autonomous
principality. Schwetzingen became a garrison town and no
more than a seat of local power, even if in 1833 the town
enjoyed its own specific status.

The Mosque (1774), which is surmounted by a dome
and flanked by two minarets connected by a quartercircle wall and two circular towers to which is
attached an extended cloister divided into pavilions
with oval domes and surrounded by a ‘Turkish’
garden; the style evokes Ottoman architecture and
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The gardens, laid out in two stages, illustrate the main
artistic influences and the movement of ideas of the
Enlightenment. The first is geometrical, French in
inspiration, with parterres and decorative Baroque themes.
The second is inspired by English gardens with their small
copses and is testimony to pre-Romanticism. A large
amount of statuary and numerous themed follies give
individual characters to the various parts of the gardens.

During the first half of the 19th century the garden was
maintained for the House of Baden by the master gardener
Johann Michael Zeyher, who reorganised many elements
of the garden in accordance with the taste of his time.
There was a tendency to eliminate the Baroque elements
and return to a more natural appearance, along with a
marked interest in botany and plant species.
The castle then entered a period of partial abandonment,
only to be rediscovered in the early 20th century, mainly
after World War I.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

The castle was opened to the public in 1918. The rooms
were refurnished and given new names that do not
correspond with their original purpose.

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity

The question of restoring the castle garden in the Baroque
spirit of its creators was only raised properly from 1930
onwards, as part of a programme of pruning, cleaning, and
replanting the parterres.

The complex formed by the summer residence of the
Prince-Elector is in every respect similar in appearance to
what it was at the very beginning of the 19th century. The
buildings, the perspectives that organise the space, and the
structure and composition of the gardens conform with
what they were at that time.

Although most of the castle buildings seem to have
escaped bombing in World War II, the gardens appear to
have suffered during this period (a point not addressed in
the nomination dossier).

The gardens underwent two major reorganisations, first in
the 1930s and then at the end of World War II, between
1950 and the 1970s. They have in particular regained the
wealth and complexity of their initial organisation, which
had been carried out in two periods in accordance with two
different styles in the 18th century.

The post-World War II period saw the start of a project for
the in-depth restoration of the castle and the re-composition
of the gardens, in line with the dual creation of the 18th
century. The regeneration of the gardens has been made
possible mainly because of the quality of the conserved
documentation. In the 1970s the statues were replaced with
copies and the gardens regained a structure similar to their
original appearance.

The integrity of the central part of the castle should be
viewed within the context of its 18th century restructuring,
which retained some surviving older elements, displaying
rather disparate styles on some of the facades (the east
entrance in particular).

Work on the castle structures was finally carried out from
1975 to 1982 and restoration of the interior from 1984 to
1991.

The integrity of the landscaped environment of the Palace
residence disappears relatively quickly on the town side,
beyond the buildings immediately bordering the avenue.
The perspective is cut on the east by the railway line. The
secondary axis in the northerly direction, which is part of
the nominated property, has been altered by high buildings.

ICOMOS considers that the freemasonry influences in the
structure of the gardens at Schwetzingen are uncertain in
terms of the material testimonies. It was very frequent for
the garden of an 18th century residence to be arranged
around two unequal orthogonal axes, in the form of a
cross; two promenades forming an angle emphasised by
planting and a central triangular area were not uncommon.
The historical testimonies are, for their part, relatively
hypothetical, not least the Elector’s ties with freemasonry.
As for the spirit of religious tolerance at that time, it
belongs more broadly to the movement of ideas in the Age
of the Enlightenment.

Its integrity as a palace design that is dictated by the ideas
of freemasonry is arguable.
ICOMOS considers that the material integrity of the
property has been suitably restored and regenerated,
notably in respect of the gardens. The integrity of the
buildings is adequate so far as the layout of the buildings,
the composition of the residence, and the overall quality of
the conservation of the buildings and their interiors are
concerned. However, it is to a certain extent limited
because of the mixed architectural nature of the castle and
the landscape surrounding the easterly and northerly axial
perspectives.

Schwetzingen: A Prince-Elector’s Summer Residence,
garden design, and Freemasonic allusions values
The Schwetzingen Palace ensemble is a complete example
of a summer residence of a Prince-Elector within the
German Rhineland. Designed in the 18th century and
based on a geometrical vision arranged along the main
axis, the ensemble includes the main three characteristic
components of a princely residence.

Authenticity
The buildings, starting with the castle residence and its
crescent-shaped pavilions, are among the most authentic
examples. For the gardens, the 18th century fountains, the
structures throughout the park (‘follies’), most of which
were erected in the 18th century, and the garden walls and
gates are worthy of special mention.

In the centre, the castle was based on the restructuring of
earlier elements, significantly enlarged by the addition of
symmetrical wings facing the town on one side and the
garden on the other.
The ‘town’ consists of an axial avenue bordered by
buildings and castle outbuildings erected within the same
construction programme.

The restoration work has involved the Palace interior
decoration, including the Baroque theatre and the
furnishings of the park follies, as well as the technical
components of the canal. The Temple of Mercury and the
iron arches of the pergola of the grand parterre combine
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both conservation and restoration, and it is difficult to
distinguish the restored parts of some of the painted
facades, notably those of the orangeries.

Dessau-Wörlitz (Germany, 2000), the Royal Domain of
Drottningholm (Sweden, 1991), the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew (UK, 2003), the Palaces and Parks of
Potsdam and Berlin (Germany, 1990), the Palace and
Gardens of Schönbrunn (Austria, 1996), and the Palace and
Park of Versailles (France, 1979).

Almost all the many statues, vases, and sculpted
decorations in the park were replaced with copies between
1965 and 1995, because of accelerating climate-induced
damage. Most of the originals are on display in the new
orangery.

The aim is to demonstrate the way in which Schwetzingen
is remarkable and/or unique. This reveals, in particular, the
integrity of the link between town, castle, and garden,
arranged along a transecting east–west axis. There are few
such ensembles among the properties inscribed, with the
notable exceptions of Caserta and Versailles, which was,
moreover, the model for Schwetzingen.

The question of the authenticity of the planting in the
Baroque garden and the English garden is a different
matter. Originally designed and created by Nicolas de
Pigage and Johann Ludwig Petri between 1733 and 1780,
the plots were covered in vegetation, simplified or altered
in the 19th and 20th centuries. The layout of the English
garden, conceived in 1780 by Friedrich Ludwig von Sckell,
is obscured with the parasitic vegetation that now covers it.
During the first half of the 19th century the botanical
designs of Johann Michael Zeyher prevailed mainly at the
expense of the Baroque structure and its refinements.

The concept of a summer residence is also analysed, to
reveal its specific characteristics. In particular the Palace
and the parks of Herrenhausen in Hanover and in
Salzdahlum in Lower Saxony, both in Germany, with what
are considered to be similar functions, are cited. The
residence of Schwetzingen appears to be one of the most
typical and most complete, in terms of its diversified
gardens richly decorated with a rare ensemble of follies
and a considerable collection of outdoor statuary.
Schwetzingen is also put forward as one of the most
authentic Palace ensembles.

In the second half of the 20th century it was necessary to
prune the avenues and copses, as some trees were on the
point of dying. The harmony between the original design
and the English parts disappeared at that time.
In the 20th century, following the rediscovery of Baroque
art, the extensive regeneration of this ensemble, profoundly
altered from its original design, appears to be a complex
issue. The documentation provided in the nomination in
support of this question, with a direct bearing on its
authenticity, is uneven: for example, it is impossible to get
a precise idea of the real state of the garden at the end of
World War II, as it seems to have again been profoundly
altered.

The comparative analysis continues with a study of the
particular elements specific to the property. The Baths
building is compared to the Petit Trianon at Versailles and
to Sans-Souci in Potsdam. The Italian-style theatre and the
mosque building are also analysed.
ICOMOS considers that, in general terms, the comparative
analysis is clear and coherent within the list of examples
put forward. Its analyses are, however, somewhat rapid and
schematic, and some of the comparisons seem unbalanced
and forced, notably with reference to the greatest European
royal or imperial residences of the 17th and 18th centuries
– Versailles, Schönbrunn, and Sans-Souci. Further,
important ensembles in terms of gardens in Central
Europe, such as the Wilhelmsöhe domain in Kassel
(Germany) or that of Lednice-Valtice (Czech Republic)
(Inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1996) would have
been worth mentioning.

In the 1970s, following several restoration campaigns since
the 1950s, a definitive renovation-regeneration plan was
implemented, based on the 18th century documentation.
This plan to return to the original authenticity seems to
have been completed, and since then has been extended by
various restoration actions, such as the replacement of the
damaged statues with copies.
ICOMOS considers that the requirements regarding the
material integrity of the property are generally fulfilled, but
that the conditions of authenticity only partially so, and
that they are need to be discussed with regard to the
reconstruction-regeneration of the garden.

The comparative analysis with regard to the role of
freemasonry in the design of Schwetzingen is extremely
limited and not very convincing. It would undoubtedly
have been more correct to have examined the intellectual
influence of the ideas of freemasons, from both a broader
and more general perspective, on architects and their
clients in the 18th century, within the vast intellectual and
aesthetic ensemble created by the movement of the Age of
the Enlightenment. From this point of view, in terms of
palatial ensembles with gardens of great value, it is
Dessau-Wörlitz that should be used in Germany as a
clearly established and widely accepted reference. For
referencing Baroque gardens within the Germanic sphere,
Brühl provides a reference of exceptional calibre.

Comparative analysis
The idea in the introduction to the comparative study is to
nominate a first property for the World Heritage List to
illustrate the intellectual and material influence of
freemasonry, which is so far not represented. The Arkadia
Lupia gardens in Poland and the Dessau-Wörlitz gardens
(Germany, 2000) are briefly referred to in this respect in
the conclusion.

Looked at from these points of view, Schwetzingen
appears to be a relatively complete palace ensemble that
has retained its main three components: the ‘town,’ the
built Palace ensemble, and the gardens, all arranged along
a major east–west axis and a minor axis at right-angles. Its
interest from this point of view is rather important. The
landscape approach organised around this axis rapidly
comes up against two limitations. The urban development
directly associated with the castle does not seem

The State Party has compiled a list of the properties that it
considers to be comparable as Palace residences and
gardens and which are already on the World Heritage List:
the Aranjuez Cultural Landscape (Spain, inscribed in
2001), the Castles of Augustusburg and Falkenlüst at Brühl
(Germany, 1984), the 18th Century Royal Palace at Caserta
with the Park, the Aqueduct of Vanvitelli, and the San
Leucio Complex (Italy, 1997), the Garden Kingdom of
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Criteria under which inscription is proposed

exceptional: it is modest in scope and it is closely
surrounded by disparate elements. For its part, the built
Palace ensemble, while certainly very vast, provides
neither homogeneous architectural quality nor any great
originality, with the exception of the facades of the old
orangery, with its fine proportions, in two crescent-shaped
wings around a circular garden.

The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(i), (iii), (iv), and (vi).
Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Schwetzingen is a masterpiece of human creative
genius. The gardens illustrate a transition towards a
European society directed to both art and nature; they are
one of the most complete examples of the garden art of
18th century Europe.

The notion of Schwetzingen as an exceptional Baroque
princely residence is only partially true. It is above all true
for the first garden and some of the associated built
components; however, the predominant architecture of the
buildings is, from this point of view, relatively poor and
not totally authentic in so far as the central castle is
concerned.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative study does not
make it possible to fully establish this criterion. The
architectural, decorative, and landscape elements that make
up the property are remarkable but not necessarily
exceptional. They form a complete high-quality ensemble
that is a good illustration of the architectural and landscape
concepts of the Age of Enlightenment. The gardens, in
particular, testify to the diversity and the evolution of the
use of nature within the context of a princely residence, but
merely by repeating models established elsewhere, without
attaining outstanding universal value.

The garden is worthy in terms of its wealth. By virtue of
the completion of two successive projects by the Elector
Karl-Theodor the garden presents different concepts of the
18th century pleasure garden and it is testimony to
changing ideas under the impetus of the Age of the
Enlightenment. Furthermore, it has a fine range of specific
garden buildings which illustrate the taste of the period, as
well as a wealth of statuary. The Schwetzingen gardens are
of great value in terms of the evidence they provide of
princely residences in 18th century Europe. This value is,
however, limited by the constituent elements being of
somewhat unequal value, by the considerable but not
unique outdoor statuary, and finally by the issue of its
authenticity discussed above.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.

ICOMOS considers that the Schwetzingen Palace
ensemble is of great importance, notably its gardens, but
that the comparative analysis does not allow consideration
to be given to the inscription of this property on the World
Heritage List.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Schwetzingen bears unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition, that of freemasonry.
ICOMOS considers that the justification of this criterion is
based on many assumptions and hypotheses. It lacks any
proof of the direct link between the design of the garden
and masonic activities. Further, no proof is given that KarlTheodor was a member of a masonic lodge. At the 2006
Conference in Schwetzingen numerous researchers
expressed reservations about this interpretation,
considering it to be a single element within far too vast an
intellectual context.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
–

–

The Schwetzingen Palace ensemble presents the three
main components of an 18th century princely
residence, disposed rationally along a main axis: at
the centre the castle, on one side the town and its
avenue, and on the other the garden. One of the rare
characteristics of Schwetzingen is its interpenetration
with the town.

From the point of view of criterion (iii), Schwetzingen
testifies, among many other examples, to the evolution of
ideas for the construction and landscaping of gardens in
princely residences under the influence of the
Enlightenment movement, as well as the lifestyles of the
European aristocracy in relation with an idealised nature.

The property is unique because of the exceptional
conservation of its Baroque gardens, its Palace, and
the developed landscape.

–

The castle and its gardens form a particularly lively
image of the tastes of the period, with an appreciable
number of fake ruins, statues, and exotic pavilions,
such as the Temple of Minerva, the Temple of Apollo,
the Baths, the Botany Temple, the Roman Fort, the
Temple of Mercury, and the Turkish Mosque, which
create picturesque and varied settings.

–

Despite the changes made to the residence in the 20th
and 21st centuries, the restorations have conserved the
Baroque gardens.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the importance of the
rare or exotic plant species in the garden has not been
studied, with a potential use of the orangery or the Temple
of Botany buildings. The importance of the systematic
collection of plants in the 18th century is indicative of the
mode of thought of this period, and it could provide a
historical articulation consistent with the management of
the Johann Michael Zeyher gardens in the 19th century.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
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Palace and between 360,000 and 580,000 for the gardens).
The Palace interior can only be visited by guided tour.

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

The use of the Palace, notably the theatre, for cultural
events or receptions is under the control of the
Municipality and the Regional Government of BadenWürttemberg.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Schwetzingen is an outstanding example of an
architectural ensemble used as a summer residence by an
18th century prince north of the Alps.

Environmental pressures
No threat has been recorded.

ICOMOS considers that the construction and use of
Schwetzingen as a summer residence is evidence of a
frequent practice by senior aristocrats at this time in
Europe. The construction of palace ensembles including
sophisticated buildings and elaborate gardens was a fairly
widespread phenomenon, first under the influence of
Versailles, then following the architectural and aesthetic
developments contributed by the Age of the
Enlightenment, from the Baroque garden to the English
garden, from a spirit of geometry to pre-Romanticism. The
nominated property presents a complete series of garden
layouts in the 18th century, following a thorough
restoration-regeneration programme. On the other hand,
the overall architectural and decorative quality of the castle
and its outbuildings does not achieve outstanding universal
value.

Natural disasters
A low seismic risk is indicated, but so far the property has
never been affected.
The risk of flooding is also negligible as the Rhine and the
Neckar are sufficiently distant from the Leimbach, which
is controlled by locks as it passes through Schwetzingen.
So far as fire risks are concerned, regular monitoring is
carried out by independent experts.
Impact of climate change
This is not measurable at present at the regional level.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

ICOMOS considers that there is no major risk to the
property. Attention to improved control of urban
development and the tourism and cultural uses of the
property should, however, be maintained.

Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Schwetzingen is directly and tangibly associated with
the ideas and beliefs of freemasonry, where its historical
importance in the history of ideas in Europe is better
illustrated better than anywhere else.

The boundaries of the nominated property correspond with
the Palace, its gardens, urban extensions, and all the
gardens as they were at around 1800. The northern avenue
is included, corresponding to the northern axis of the
property and cutting into the urban fabric. To the east, the
property extends up to the railway line, including the
avenue on the main axis of the Palace, the esplanade in
front of the castle, and the adjacent buildings contemporary
with the Palace ensemble.

ICOMOS considers that the connection between
Schwetzingen and masonic activities and philosophy in
Europe has not been sufficiently demonstrated.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

The surface area of the nominated property is 78.23ha; it
includes a population of 722 (2006).
The buffer zone includes the historic parts of the city to the
east and north-east of the gardens, as well as the fields and
a wooded zone to the west, once part of the Palace
property.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value of the property have been
demonstrated.

The surface area of the buffer zone is 324.54ha; it has a
population of 4026 (2006).

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

ICOMOS considers that the property could be extended to
include the facades of all the buildings bordering the two
avenues.

Development pressures
The State Party believes that overall there is no activity
within the environment of the property that may affect its
integrity or its authenticity.

ICOMOS considers that buffer zone is inadequate to
protect the character and atmosphere of the gardens,
especially to the south. The north avenue is obliterated by
20th century buildings that are both inappropriate and too
high. To the west, the hunting park should be included, as
it also includes traces of its Baroque past and was
physically connected to the park of the castle.

Nonetheless, urban pressure does exist, as demonstrated in
several of the inappropriate buildings in the vicinity of the
secondary northerly axis of the property.
Tourism pressures
In 2006, 1600 guided tours took place inside the Palace
and 173 in the gardens. The number of visitors remains
acceptable (between 30,000 and 40,000 per year for the
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There is a considerable number of scientific publications
about the Palace, the gardens, and the history of the
property.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the property
nominated for inscription and the buffer zone could be
extended. The facades along the avenues could be added to
the nominated property and the buffer zone extended to the
east and the west.

Present state of conservation
Both the Palace and the gardens and the buildings they
encompass are in an excellent state of conservation. Since
the 1920s they have undergone scientifically based
restorations.

Ownership
The Palace and the garden belong to the government of the
Baden-Württemberg Region. The ministry in charge of its
ownership is the Ministry of Finance, and that in charge of
its legal protection is the Ministry of Trade and Industry.

Active conservation measures
From 1964 to 2004 there were several campaigns for the
maintenance, restoration, and reconstruction identical to
the original for the various parts of the gardens and for the
buildings.

Protection

The many sculptures in the park have been replaced with
copies to protect the originals.

Legal protection
The Palace and the gardens are statutorily protected as a
Historic Monument of Special Significance (Section 12 of
the Protection of Monuments Act of Baden-Württemberg).
The Palace and the gardens and part of the town come
under the protection of Section 19 of that Act.

The restoration of the ‘Baroque embroidery’ parterres was
based on scientific research renowned for its quality.

The buffer zone is protected by its status as a zone
surrounding a historic monument (Section 13, § 3 of the
same Act). Additional protection is afforded in the
construction development plans based on the Federal
Building Code.

The domain undergoes continuous maintenance and
surveillance by the Palace ensemble staff and by the
specialist municipal services.

The protection measures detailed in the management plan
provide lasting control over urban pressure in the vicinity
of the property.

The current conservation measures are effective.

Period techniques and materials are used for the gardens.
Maintenance

Effectiveness of conservation measures

ICOMOS considers that the state of conservation and the
measures guaranteeing it are satisfactory.

The area of the Palace and gardens and that bordering it to
the west are designated as a Landscape Conservation Area
(Section 29 of the Nature Conservation Act of BadenWürttemberg).

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

Traditional protection
The interest in the property and the knowledge of its values
on the part of the local and regional population are
demonstrated by the number of visitors to the Palace and
the castle and the importance of the cultural events held
there.

including

At the regional level, the Ministry for Trade and Industry
of Baden-Württemberg, based in Stuttgart, is responsible
for the legal protection of the property.
The State Bureau for the Conservation of Monuments was
decentralised to Esslingen in 2005. Its competency extends
to art, architecture, and the conservation of archaeological
remains.

Effectiveness of protection measures
A series of provincial and local laws guarantee the
protection of the property. Despite the complexity of the
network of responsibilities (ministry, regional government,
province, and Municipality), the protection is effective.

Financial support is provided by the Department of
Conservation of Monuments of the Government
Praesidium in Karlsruhe.

ICOMOS considers that the protective measures for the
property are adequate.

A State agency for public property and construction, under
the Ministry for Finance of Baden-Württemberg, includes a
Bureau of Inspection to which a Castle and Gardens
Department reports. It works with the provincial
information services for cultural monuments. A Buildings
Department reports to this Bureau of Inspection.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research

At the same time, a department in charge of provincial
properties, castles, and gardens around Heidelberg and
Mannheim, based in the latter city, is responsible for
Schwetzingen. It is here that the Bureau of Administration
and Construction of the Schwetzingen Palace, which
provides everyday management for the property, is located.

Since the detailed inventory compiled in 1795, which was
used as the basis for the restoration-regeneration of the
gardens in the 1970s, those responsible for the
management of Schwetzingen have developed and
nurtured a long tradition of documenting and studying the
Palace ensemble.

The town of Schwetzingen is responsible for the
maintenance of the nominated property and for the buffer
zone. An Executive Committee reports to the Mayor, the
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The personnel involved directly in the conservation of the
property belong to the regional services in charge of the
Palace ensemble and the city. They cover the full range of
professional skills required for the application of the
conservation section of the management plan.

Department of Culture and Sports, and the Municipal
Works Bureau.
All these administrative structures are brought together in
the Committee for the Administration of the Schwetzingen
[World Heritage] Property, an interdepartmental authority
set up to coordinate and manage the property.

Numerous specialist professionals and academics can be
called upon within the region of Baden-Württemberg to
meet specific needs.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Effectiveness of current management

The management plan brings together and coordinates all
the existing plans issued by the authorities in charge of the
property and its immediate environment. Its object is to
provide a common, interagency, and cooperative vision of
the management systems that have already been in place
for many years, and to identify the main thrusts and
priorities for medium- and long-term management.
Established and approved in 2006; it was created for the
coming ten years. It was publicised by means of the
Schwetzingen website.

The current management is satisfactory.
ICOMOS considers that the management system operates
satisfactorily despite its apparent complexity and numerous
potential levels of involvement.
ICOMOS considers that a notable effort has been made to
integrate the many existing plans and various partner
authorities into a global management plan. Nonetheless,
the real power of the recently established interagency
authority, the Committee for the Administration of the
Schwetzingen Property, is, for the time being, relative
theoretical.

In particular, the management plan includes a specific
section devoted to the conservation of the gardens and the
management of planting for which the Administration
Bureau for the Palace ensemble is responsible.

ICOMOS considers that management system for the
property is adequate.

The management plan ties in with municipal programmes
for the conservation of cultural heritage, the management
of the town’s heritage buildings, the sustainable
development of the town, and the presentation and
promotion of the property and tourism.

6. MONITORING

The southern part of the crescent-shaped pavilion houses a
model and an exhibition about the history of the gardens.

An annual inspection of the exterior condition of the
buildings and of the gardens is carried out by the Karlsruhe
Regional Council.

A quarterly magazine, Schlösser Baden-Württemberg
Magazine, regularly devotes a section to Schwetzingen.

An annual inspection of the conservation of monuments is
performed by the Agency of Baden-Württemberg State.

The castle is on the Castles Road and the Mozart Network.

The monitoring indicators and the observation criteria
conform with the highest international standards in the
fields of architecture and the management of historical
gardens.

A music festival is held each year in Schwetzingen.
Risk preparedness

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the property is
satisfactory.

The Palace ensemble is under constant fire surveillance.
In the event of an accident, the Palace ensemble is taken
into account in the public safety action plans, at the level of
coordination between the Agency for the administration of
the Palace and its outbuildings, the Municipality, and the
decentralised regional authorities.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS considers that the Palace ensemble of
Schwetzingen represents a complete example of a summer
residence of a Prince-Elector within the Germanic
Rhineland region. Designed in the 18th century and based
on a geometrical vision arranged along its main axis, the
ensemble includes the three main characteristic
components of a princely residence: the central castle, an
urban extension of its outbuildings, and an ensemble of
gardens. The latter, in both Baroque and English style, are
the most interesting part of the ensemble; they include a
rich endowment of follies and extensive statuary. All the
gardens were restored and regenerated in the 20th century;
they are well maintained and are an important contribution
to the history of gardens in Europe, among many other
examples.

Involvement of the local communities
The municipal administration is a long-standing and
important partner in the management and cultural use of
the Palace ensemble.
The local inhabitants are frequent visitors to the gardens
and participate in the cultural events, the annual music
festival in particular.
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training
The State of Baden-Württemberg and the city provide an
annual budget of 2,000,000 euros for the administration of
the Palace, 800,000 euros for building maintenance, and
700,000 euros for cultural activities.

The ensemble clearly illustrates the architectural and
landscaping concepts of the Age of the Enlightenment. The
gardens in particular testify to the diversity and evolution
of the ideas of how nature was used within the context of
an aristocratic residence, but by repeating models

A total of 104 million euros has been allocated since 1960
for the restoration of the Palace ensemble, in particular for
the restoration-regeneration of the gardens.
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established elsewhere. Despite its interest, the Palace
ensemble taken as a whole does not achieve the level of
outstanding universal value.
ICOMOS also considers that the nomination presented
suffers from several major weaknesses:
The leitmotiv of Masonic influence announced in the title
is in fact poorly backed up, and it is based more on an
affirmation than on the results to be expected from
thorough historical and artistic research. An approach
within the intellectual and aesthetic context of the 18th
century would have been more convincing.
The issue of the plant species and botanical ideas that
governed the design of the park, when set against the
background of the rapid development of the natural
sciences in the 18th century, more particularly in the
context of gardens, is ignored. As a result the link with the
management of the park in the 19th century simply appears
to be a break with both its nature and its past.
The question of the substantial restoration-regeneration of
a garden complex, after a century and a half of a different
type of horticultural development and planting
management, raises the substantive issue of authenticity,
which is only partly addressed.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that Schwetzingen, a Prince
Elector’s Summer Residence, garden design and
Freemasonic allusions, Germany, should not be inscribed
on the World Heritage List.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Aerial view of the palace

Circular parterre - with the palace entrance to the right

View from the palace down the garden’s central axis

The palace - West elevation of the main part of the building

Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

Italia Langobardorum (Italy)

31 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination for inscription.

No 1318

Literature consulted (selection):
Menis, G.C., Rizzi, A. (dir.), Friaul lebt. 2000 Jahre Kultur im
Herzen Europa, Vienna/Fribourg/Kassel, Herder, 1978, p.53-58.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:

Location:

Diacono, P., Storia dei Longobardi, Vicenza, ed. L. Capo, 1992.
Palol P. de, Ripoll Lopez G., Les Goths. Ostrogoths et Wisigoths
en Occident, Ve–VIIIe siècle, Paris, Seuil, 1990.

Italia Langobardorum.
Places of power and
worship (558–774 A.D.)

Technical Evaluation Mission: 23–27 September and 6–8
October 2008.

Cividale del Friuli
(Friuli Venezia Giulia,
Province of Udine);
Brescia (Lombardy,
Province of Brescia);
Castelseprio– Torba
(Lombardy,
Province of Varese)
Spoleto (Umbria,
Province of Perugia);
Campello sul Clitunno
(Umbria,
Province of Perugia);
Benevento (Campanie,
Province of Benevento);
Monte Sant’Angelo
(Apulia,
Province of Foggia)
Italy

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: A letter was sent to the State Party on 17
December 2008 asking it to justify the series approach for
the nomination, to explain in greater detail the way in
which the properties were selected, and to expand the
comparative analysis.
The State Party provided additional documentation (60
pages) on 28 February 2009, the analysis of which is
included in the present evaluation.
Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

2. THE PROPERTY
Description
Seven towns retain various types of monuments dating
from the 6th to the 8th centuries, corresponding to the
reign of the Lombard kings who had a series of buildings
erected reflecting their rise to power.

Brief description

Cividale del Friuli: The city walls correspond to the
medieval town.

The Lombard elite who ruled a vast territory on the Italian
peninsula from the end of the 6th century to the 8th century
had prestigious buildings (palaces and residences, churches
and basilicas) erected to assert their authority and power,
both civilian and religious. Presenting similarities in both
ornamentation and style, seven towns retain significant
monuments from this period: in Cividale del Friuli the
Oratory of Santa Maria in Valle and the Episcopal
complex; in Brescia the Convent of San Salvatore-Santa
Giulia; in Castelseprio the Torba fortifications and the San
Giovanni Evangelista complex, as well as a church foris
portas; in Spoleto the San Salvatore Basilica and the
Temple of Clitunno; in Campello sul Clitunno the
Corinthian Tempietto; in Benevento the church of Santa
Sofia and its neighbouring cloister; and in Monte
Sant’Angelo the San Michele Sanctuary, considered by the
Lombard kings as the national sanctuary.

The Oratory of Santa Maria in Valle, the so-called
Tempietto Longobardo, is a square building with a single
nave, covered with groined arches. It is extended by a
barrel-vaulted choir from which it is separated by an
architrave supported on two columns. The ensemble is
richly decorated with stuccowork, frescoes, and mosaics.
Its construction is attributed to the royal couple Astolf
(749–56) and Giseltrude.
The Episcopal complex includes the San Giovanni
Baptistery (structures discovered in an archaeological
excavation), the Church of Santa Maria, and the Palace.
The Tegurio, a small octagonal building that surrounded
the finely sculpted baptismal font, the only Lombard
sculpture based on religious themes, has been deposited in
the Duomo Museum. The remains of the Episcopal palace
were built over in the 16th century by the Palazzo dei
Provveditori Veneti on plans by Andrea Palladio (the
current National Museum of Archaeology).

Category of property:
In terms of the category of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
serial nomination of seven groups of buildings.

Brescia: The Convent of San Salvatore–Santa Giulia is an
architectural palimpsest that includes the women’s convent
built by Duke Desiderius and his wife, Ansa, in 753. The
Church of San Salvatore has three naves and a transept
with three apses. The naves are separated by arcades
supported by columns, some of which were rescued from
Byzantine monuments. The stuccowork decoration and
paintings covered the ensemble and the crypt, some
elements of which remain. The marble tiling covers several
tombs of privileged members of society, one that of Ansa.

1. IDENTIFICATION
Included in the Tentative List:

1 June 2006

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
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adopted the worship of Saint Michael and transformed the
original buildings with new decoration, whilst retaining the
Lombard bases.

Three additional cloisters were erected in the 15th and 16th
centuries, in addition to the Romanesque church of Santa
Maria in Solario, the 15th century choir, and the Church of
Santa Giulia in the 16th century. The convent will house
the town’s museum.

It should be added that in the buffer zones of Cividale del
Friuli, Brescia, and Benevento there are several in situ
archaeological remains of buildings dating from the
Lombard period, a detailed description of which is
contained in the nomination dossier, and that objects from
the same period are displayed in the local museums.

Castelseprio: The fortified high place from the end of the
Roman Empire, built against the Germanic invaders, was
reused by the Lombards. Totally destroyed in 1287 by the
Visconti, the castrum has not been occupied since. The
Torba Tower, located on the summit of the site, is used as a
women’s convent. On its first and second levels it has
mural paintings that evoke the iconographic themes of the
stuccowork in the Cividale Tempietto.

History and development
The Lombard migration from Central Europe to Italy
started in the 5th century. They then established a series of
some thirty duchies and counties; the largest of these that
are included in the nominated property are those of Spoleto
and Benevento. The first Lombard kings settled at the very
end of the 6th century in Monza and Milan, and then in
Pavia in the 7th century. They came up against the
presence of the Byzantine Empire, which retained control
over part of central and Adriatic Italy under the regional
supervision of Ravenna, which kept the Lombard presence
split into two zones of influence, one in the north and one
in the south of the peninsula.

The Church of Santa Maria is a private aristocratic
building decorated with paintings representing Christ’s
childhood. Other symbolic elements are painted in a style
inherited from Hellenistic art. The choir’s triple apse is
paved with marble.
The Wideramn epitaph is the best example of the written
funeral culture of the Lombards.
Spoleto: The Basilica of San Salvatore no doubt originally
had funerary functions; it has a triple-nave basilical floor
plan with a tripartite chevet. The semi-circular central apse
is separated from the nave by a chancel and flanked by two
apses with groined arches. The central bay preceding the
choir is covered with an octagonal vault. Doric columns in
the nave and Corinthian in the chevet support a richly
decorated entablature. The painted and stucco decoration
has been lost. The facade alternated by pillars and divided
into two orders by a cornice still retains three portals
decorated with classical motifs.

In the 7th century the Lombard presence in Italy stabilised.
Nonetheless, the society remained for a long time divided
between the local population of Latin culture and an
exclusively Lombard political and military aristocracy.
Thanks in particular to the Lombards’ adoption of
Christianity, this society tended to unify, despite the issue
of Arianism delaying and limiting the integration process
for some time.

The Temple of Campello sul Clitunno is of Romanesque
type and reuses sculpted ornamentation recycled from
ancient buildings in a synthesis such that Palladio mistook
it for a building dating from Roman times. It is a small
sacellum in the form of a tetrastyle Corinthian temple with
two porticos in antis. It is one of the rare examples of
epigraphic monuments of the early Middle Ages. The
inscription in Roman capitals is a dedication to God. The
interior painted decoration is remarkable and close to the
frescoes of Santa Maria Antiqua in Rome.

According to the rare written documents that survive it
would seem that the Lombard elite in Italy had prestigious
buildings erected on their arrival – palaces, residences,
churches, and basilicas. In the footsteps of their Roman
predecessors, they asserted their position and their
authority. Having adopted Christianity they concentrated in
the 7th and 8th centuries more especially on the creation of
monasteries and churches. It was typical to found
monasteries in particular at that time, and they also served
as a refuge for noble families and a guarantee of their
power. This was the peak of Lombard culture in Italy.

Benevento: The Church of Santa Sofia was erected by the
dux Arechi II of Benevento around 760 as a personal
chapel and national sanctuary. The dedication refers
explicitly to the Cathedral of Saint Sophia in
Constantinople. Based around a central plan, it combines a
central hexagon surrounded by a colonnade, the elements
of which are recycled from ancient monuments, and a
concentric decagon ending in a chevet with three apses.
The two smaller apses partially retain paintings
representing the life of Christ.

The Lombards took Ravenna in the 8th century and
dominated almost the entire peninsula, excluding the Papal
States, which were more or less unified under the authority
of a king, and Naples. The social life of the Lombard
duchies was at that time marked by an aristocracy that had
become Latinised and an autochthonal civilian and
religious society that cooperated with the established order.
Some authors refer to a Romano-Lombard society.
Even so, the Lombards, masters of most of the peninsula,
remained in conflict with Rome, to which they laid almost
permanent siege, and the Papal power. Summoned by the
Pope, the Carolingians took control of the northern
territories of Italy in 774 and 776, but the Lombard duchies
of Benevento and Salerno in the south remained
independent until the Norman conquest in the 11th century.

Annexed to the church is a women’s convent in
Romanesque style that reuses numerous elements from the
original Lombard cloister. Today it houses the Museo del
Sannio.
Monte Sant’Angelo: A national sanctuary of the Lombards
as early as the 7th century, it still remains an important site
of the cult of the Archangel Michael in the west. It lies on
the Holy Places route, coinciding with the old Trajan Way
in southern Italy that has acquired the name of Via sacra
Langobardorum. The Lombards rebuilt and enlarged the
sanctuary below the worship grotto. After the Lombard
dynasty, the Normans, Swabians, and the House of Anjou

The iron crown of Lombardy was worn by the Emperors
until Charles V, and thereafter by Napoleon I, as it
symbolises Italian sovereignty.
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Sources testify to the construction industry being organised
into corporations of specialised workers. Without any
specific artistic tradition of their own, the Lombards used
the skills of local tradesmen, which explains the composite
nature of their artistic style across the peninsula. In
Lombardy the Merovingian influence is noticeable, while
Byzantine and Syriac influences dominate in Friuli.
However, despite these differences, the common origin of
the Lombard princes and elite facilitated inter-regional
exchanges and the expression of shared cultural traits.

The Monastery of San Salvatore–Santa Giulia in Brescia
has Lombard foundations on Roman bases. The church,
which is very well preserved, probably dates from the 8th
century; the crypt is from a later period. The Baroque
additions were removed in the 1950s to reveal the
medieval structures.

After 650, the Lombards of Benevento incorporated into
their territory the Duchy of Gargano, where the worship of
the Archangel Michael had taken hold in the 4th century in
memory of the close relations between the GrecoByzantine world and Apulia. Having converted to
Christianity, the Lombards placed particular importance on
the worship of this saint in whom they found certain
characteristic attributes of the pagan god Wotan,
considered by the Germanic peoples as the supreme god,
the god of war, psychopomp, and protector of heroes and
warriors.

The 7th century structures of the Tempietto del Clitunno
are well preserved.

In Castelseprio the Church of Santa Maria, parts of the
ruined Church of San Giovanni, and paintings in the Torba
Tower have been preserved in excellent condition.

The Church of San Salvatore in Spoleto dates from the 7th
century.
In Benevento, the Church of Santa Sofia dates from the 8th
century. It was enlarged in the 12th century, and again after
an earthquake in 1668. In 1951–57 the modern elements
were demolished and the 8th century structures rebuilt on
the basis of elements discovered in an archaeological
excavation. The 1950s additions are clearly visible. A glass
and steel structure was added in the 1990s to the 12th
century cloister to house the museum.

Italia Langobardorum. Places of power and worship (558–
774 A.D.) values

Only the entrance to the underground sanctuary of Monte
Sant’Angelo has been retained from the Lombard era, as
the church was rebuilt in the 13th century.

After their arrival in Italy the Lombards played a political
and religious transitional role between the ancient world and
the Middle Ages that was to be fundamental on the Italian
peninsula. It was a crucial period in the history of the
foundation of Europe since on the one hand it set in place
regional political entities that are often at the root of today’s
nations, and on the other hand it ensured the long-term
conversion of the elite and the population to Christianity.

Funerary furniture is an important aspect of Lombard
culture in the 6th and 7th centuries. It has been preserved
and is displayed in the museums at the properties (Cividale
del Friuli, Brescia, and Benevento), or located in the
immediate vicinity (Spoleto).
Serial Nomination:

The process of cultural integration took place over a period
of around two hundred years through the meeting between a
local heritage handed down from ancient Rome and the
specific values of the Lombard elite who had converted to
Christianity starting in the 7th century. This was then
enriched by the contribution of cultural elements from the
Eastern Mediterranean, at the time dominated by the
Byzantine Empire which was at that time present in Italy,
notably in Ravenna.

With regard to the series presented as a homogeneous
group under the title of: Italia Langobardorum. Places of
power and worship, the question of integrity needs to be
viewed from several angles:
The artistic homogeneity of the components between
themselves is relative, revealing relatively diverse
architectural and artistic influences, depending on the
locality. This diversity is, moreover, one of the features of
Lombard buildings in Italy, their art frequently being
qualified as a complex transition between the ancient
Roman world, Byzantine art, and the European early
Middle Ages. Furthermore, in its reply dated 28 February
2009 the State Party highlights the chronological proximity
of the properties forming the series: they correspond to the
apogee of the Lombards in Italy from the end of the 7th
century to the second third of the 8th century.

This meeting of cultures produced a fertile monumental and
artistic culture, resulting in unique and original buildings,
decoration, and artefacts.
The worship of St Michael spread right across medieval
Europe and has continued to this day in many places.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

The heritage elements of the series are worthy of being
presented in terms of their architectural and decorative
qualities and their overall authenticity. However, the
sources quoted and the bibliography only refer to Italian
publications despite there apparently being a difference of
opinion with other researchers in Europe on the dating of
late Lombard elements, the most numerous in the series,
underestimating the Carolingian contribution in the second
half of the 8th century.

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity
The Tempietto Longobardo, the monastery of San
Giovanni, the cathedral, and the old patriarchal palace in
Cividale del Friuli are testimony to the foundations of the
Lombard period, built on late Roman ruins. The Tempietto
is the best preserved 8th century building. The
neighbouring buildings show various alterations since
modern times, but the Lombard structures are easily
identifiable from an architectural and functional point of
view.

Given the subject and its scope in terms of the breadth of
the nomination, i.e. the whole of Italy, and its historical
meaning, the essential locations of the Lombard presence
in Italy are not represented, especially the successive
capitals of the Lombard kings (Monza, Milan, and Pavia).
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ICOMOS considers that the integrity, in the sense of the
group submitted as a series, is more the sum of a certain
number of places combining remains linked to Lombard
presence, as broadly as possible in the current Italian space
and having a certain heritage quality, rather than a
homogeneous ensemble corresponding to the title proposed
for the property.

painted decoration, stuccowork, sculpture, epigraphy, and
urbanism and compares them with the rare contemporary
monuments in Italy, France (Merovingian remains in
Saint-Denis, the Jouarre crypt) and in the Near East
(Omayyad castles).
No series of this type has been inscribed on the World
Heritage List so far. Only isolated monuments, of
architectural stature and similar religious meaning, have
already been inscribed on the List, such as the Collegiate
Church, Castle, and Old Town of Quedlinburg (Germany,
1994), the Monastic Island of Reichenau (Germany, 2000),
the Abbey and Altenmünster of Lorsch (Germany, 1991),
the Benedictine Convent of St John at Müstair
(Switzerland, 1983), and Mont-Saint-Michel (France,
1979).

In its reply dated 28 February 2009 to the question of the
justification for the series, the State Party indicated that the
seven sites chosen underwent rigorous selection from
among all the Lombard monuments and remains in Italy.
The objective was to select the best preserved and the most
representative of the diversity of Lombard architecture and
decorative art at their height (end of the 7th and 8th
centuries). It is a reference typology from the dual points
of view of art and of conservation.

The nominated properties seem comparable with Norman
architecture in Great Britain (11th century) and in Sicily
(12th century), and the architecture of Emperor Frederick
II in Italy (13th century).

ICOMOS considers that in its reply to the justification for
the series and in the additional material for the comparative
study, the State Party does not mention why the other
Italian Lombard sites have been excluded, notably the
former capitals of Monza, Milan, and Pavia, even though
they are indicated in the description of this property in the
Tentative List for Italy.

In its reply dated 28 February 2009, the State Party
considers that the comparative study with the other
Lombard sites in Europe makes little sense because
monumentalism and urbanism only began for them with
their installation in Italy. The document continues with a
review of the description of the specific values of each of
the sites making up the series.

ICOMOS considers that the justification for the series of
site nominated, the rationale linking them, and possibly the
list of sites need to be reviewed.
ICOMOS considers that the composition of the series
needs to be analysed in the light of European
historiography and not just Italian. It must take into
account the possible differences between specialists on
dating and artistic influence.

ICOMOS considers that it is necessary to make
comparisons with groups put into context against the
nominated property, and that individual or mere
typological comparisons are not sufficient, in particular to
justify the potential value of the nomination for series
inscription. The reply from the State Party provides
nothing new in terms of the comparative study, either for
the other Lombard sites in Italy or for the essential
historical question of cultural properties providing
testimony to the transition from ancient times to the
Middle Ages. This was a transition to which the Lombards,
of course, made an important contribution, but so did the
Visigoths in Spain and the Franks in France. This issue is
not entirely new to the World Heritage List, for example,
for Europe, the Monuments of Oviedo and the Kingdom of
the Asturias (Spain, 1985 and 1998, criteria (i), (ii), iv)),
for a slightly later period. This transition is also present in
the Middle East: the Ancient City of Damascus, (Syria,
1979, criteria (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vi)), and Hatra (Iraq, 1985,
criteria (ii), (iii), (iv), (vi)). Examples can also be found in
the Byzantine world. Similarly for the old capitals of the
Lombard kingdom in Italy, for which the document in the
tentative list for Italy indicated that work would go in this
direction, but was finally not pursued. ICOMOS regrets the
change in direction that has occurred in the submission
finally presented and which penalises it.

Authenticity
Overall, the nomination for inscription demonstrates that
the various properties are authentic.
In Monte Sant’Angelo the authenticity is preserved in its
use, the function and spirit of the church as a place of
pilgrimage still visited today.
An important aspect of the authenticity is provided by the
historical topography: in Cividale del Friuli, Brescia, and
Benevento, the Lombard elements form the core of the
towns and are clearly visible in the urban fabric.
The old town of Castelseprio has been left in ruins ever
since its destruction in 1287.
San Salvatore and the Tempietto del Clitunno were built
outside the town of Spoleto on the Via Flaminia and are
located in a green zone alongside the town.
ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity in
relation to the series presented are not suitably met, but
that the conditions of authenticity are met.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis is
inadequate at present, both for justifying the series of
nominated properties and for establishing its potential
outstanding universal value.

Comparative analysis
For the State Party there is no comparison for all the
Lombard sites nominated for inscription within the
Lombard culture itself, as it is only represented for the
centuries predating their presence in Italy through funerary
furniture and jewellery.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis does not
currently allow consideration being given to the inscription
of this property on the World Heritage List.

The comparative analysis details the various elements of
the nominated properties, building techniques, architecture,
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duchies of the Lombard kingdom. They are undeniably
perceived in scientific circles as having great artistic and
cultural value.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

ICOMOS nonetheless considers that the insufficient
justification for the nominated series and the insufficient
comparative analysis does not make it possible to establish
this criterion at present.

After their arrival in Italy, the Lombards played a
fundamental role between the ancient world and the
medieval world, a crucial period for European history.
Through the blend of cultures that occurred in Italy, they
transmitted to the Carolingians the culture of the ancient
world through a series of unique and exceptional
monuments, a synthesis of cultures, notably by promoting
the worship of St Michael in the west. The small number
of monuments remaining from this period makes this a
unique group.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
at this stage.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the nominated monuments are an extraordinary
example of architectural synthesis between the GrecoRoman and the Paleochristian worlds which served as a
basis for the Carolingian ‘Renaissance.’ The symbolically
laden Romanesque elements are recycled and integrated in
the new structures. The rich and varied ornamentation
reflects this cultural syncretism.

The sites comprising the property are considered to
represent the quintessence of the Lombard heritage in Italy
in terms of their architectural, cultural, and historical value.
Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi).
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated series illustrates the
Lombards’ diversified syncretic attempts in terms of their
architecture and decorative art, forming a significant period
in the transition between ancient Rome, Byzantine
influences, and the affirmation of the European medieval
world.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the nominated Lombard groups are fundamental to
understanding the process of integration between the
Germanic-Barbarian culture and the Byzantine tradition.
They illustrate exhaustively the evolution of ancient
tradition and the fragmentation of culture in the early
Middle Ages. Thanks to the Lombards, the worship of St
Michael spread throughout the west where it had a
profound impact, as evidenced in the famous Mont-SaintMichel (France).

ICOMOS nonetheless considers that the insufficient
justification for the nominated series and the inadequate
comparative analysis do not make it possible to establish
this criterion at present.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
at this stage.
Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

ICOMOS considers that the Lombard monuments are an
exemplary testimony to the cultural synthesis that occurred
in the 6th to the 8th centuries between the ancient world
and the Christian world. They influenced Carolingian and
medieval architecture.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Lombards made a major contribution to European
culture through the foundation of large monasteries and the
reconstruction of extant monasteries, such as Bobbio,
Montecassino, and Farfa. They also encouraged the
transcription and thereby the survival of ancient literary,
artistic, and scientific texts. Lombard culture survives
today in the toponymy, language, and the ongoing
importance of their churches, as testified by the pilgrimage
to the grotto of St Michael.

ICOMOS nonetheless considers that the insufficient
justification for the nominated series and the inadequate
comparative analysis do not make it possible to establish
this criterion at present.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
at this stage.
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.

ICOMOS considers that the place of the Lombards in the
spiritual and cultural structuring of medieval European
Christianity is important. In particular, it led to the spread
of the worship of St Michael. The myths of Lombard
traditions and written sources are testimony of this.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the architectural complexes nominated for inscription
are unique testimony of the extinct civilisation of the
Lombards which expressed new forms of monumental
architecture by integrating the local tradition. The
sanctuary of San Michele in Gargano and its graffiti are
testimony to the site’s importance throughout the ages, and
it retains traces of the many pilgrims there.

ICOMOS nonetheless considers that the insufficient
justification for the nominated series and the inadequate
comparative analysis do not make it possible to establish
this criterion at present.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
at this stage.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated properties represent
the quintessence of the remaining built heritage of
Lombard Italy. They are distributed across the former
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ICOMOS considers that the approach as a series of
properties is not yet satisfactory.

Impact of climate change

ICOMOS considers that neither the criteria nor the
outstanding universal value of the property series have
been demonstrated at this stage.

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are the level of seismic risks in Campello sul Clitunno,
Benevento, Cividale del Friuli, and Monte Sant’Angelo,
and the number of visitors in Cividale del Friuli,
Castelseprio, Monte Sant’Angelo, and the Tempietto del
Clitunno. Additional documentation is required regarding
the issue of economic and urban development and its
control within the nominated properties and within the
buffer zones.

This is not measurable.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
All the sites are located in protected urban centres. The risk
of alteration to the properties and the buffer zones in the
form of inappropriate buildings would appear to be
minimal.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

In its letter dated 17 December 2008 ICOMOS requested
the State Party to provide advice on all existing
development projects within or near the properties. In its
documentation dated 28 February 2009, the State Party
provided an annex including some thirty specific projects
and programmes relative to the accessibility of the
properties, tourism, and commercial promotion of the
properties and regions. It did not answer the question of
general economic development, urban growth, and their
control within the properties and their buffer zones.

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The boundaries of the nominated properties and the buffer
zones are clearly indicated.

Tourism pressures

The nominated properties include all the specific elements
and are limited to the Lombard buildings and associated
museums. The public spaces in front of the conserved
buildings are excluded from the zone nominated for
inscription (the Piazza del Duomo in Cividale del Friuli
and Piazza Santa Sofia in Benevento).

The number of visitors could threaten the conservation of
the unprotected paintings in Cividale del Friuli and
Castelseprio and the graffiti in the Tempietto del Clitunno.

In Brescia the zone of the nominated property should be
extended westwards to include the archaeological park
near the Roman capitol and theatre.

Measures are currently being taken to remove the
motocross activity near the Castrum in Castelseprio.

The buffer zones in Cividale del Friuli, Brescia, Monte
Sant’Angelo, and Benevento correspond to the towns’
medieval quarters. They contain certain listed buildings,
including the town walls from the Lombard period in
Cividale del Friuli and Benevento.

There is a potential risk from the large number of pilgrims
at Monte Sant’Angelo. Although the Lombard structures
are not accessible, the 11th century bronze doors are not
protected (for example by a glass panel).

The modern building to the north-east of Santa Sofia in
Benevento should be excluded from the area nominated for
inscription.

The risk of vandalism is minor.
Many elements of an archaeological nature or painted
decoration are generally delicate and vulnerable where
specific protective measures have not been implemented.
There is some concern that the sudden influx of visitors
following inscription on the World Heritage List might
eventually constitute a threat.

The buffer zones in Spoleto surround the properties located
outside the town and are determined by the topography, the
natural protection zones, and roads. The two buffer zones
include listed buildings.
In Campello sul Clitunno and San Salvatore (Spoleto) the
State Party is considering extending the currently very
limited buffer zones, which would seem essential,
especially in the case of Campello sul Clitunno.

Environmental pressures
As industrial sites are sufficiently distant from the
properties, this risk is insignificant.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
properties and the boundaries of the buffer zones are
adequate except in Brescia, where the nominated property
should be extended westwards to include the
archaeological park near the Roman capitol and theatre. In
Benevento the modern building to the north-east of Santa
Sofia should be excluded from the zone nominated for
inscription. In Campello sul Clitunno and Spoleto, the
buffer zones should be extended.

Motor traffic passes well away from the monuments.
Natural disasters
The risk of earthquakes is very high (level 1) in Spoleto,
Campello sul Clitunno, and Benevento, and high (level 2)
in Cividale del Friuli and Monte Sant’Angelo. Past seismic
events have not caused total destruction.
The monuments are periodically monitored from this point
of view.

Ownership

There is a hydrogeological risk in Cividale del Friuli
against which measures have been taken to reduce the
danger of erosion near the river Natisone.

The various properties belong either to the municipalities,
the State, or the ecclesiastical estate.
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publications are planned, and some are already being
compiled.

Protection
Legal protection

Educational material for schools is available in Brescia,
Castelseprio, Benevento, Spoleto, and Monte Sant’Angelo.
In collaboration with the universities, Spoleto and
Campello sul Clitunno provide courses for teachers.
Cividale del Friuli, Benevento, and Spoleto provide student
exchange programmes.

At the State level, the legal protection is determined by the
Legislative Decree No 42 of 22 January 2004 (‘Codice dei
beni culturali e del paesaggio’). All the nominated
properties benefit from the highest level of legal
protection.
If inscription on the World heritage List is accepted, the
monuments will be protected by a law ratified on 20
February 2006 (Convention 77, ‘Special protective and
promotion measures for sites of cultural, landscape and
environmental interest, including World Heritage’).

Two scientific conferences about the Lombard period were
held in 2008.
In its reply dated 28 February 2009, the State Party listed
25 current or projected scientific programmes concerning
the study of the nominated properties.

At the provincial and regional levels, additional regulations
are in place regarding landscape and natural protection
(especially for Castelseprio, Campello sul Clitunno,
Spoleto, and Monte Sant’Angelo).

Present state of conservation
In general, the state of conservation of the nominated
properties is good.

At the local level, the properties are protected by general
development plans. Only restoration and conservation
measures are permitted. This protection also includes the
buffer zones, except in Spoleto. Furthermore, there are
special regulation plans for the development of the private
parts of the properties: in Cividale del Friuli (1998 and
2007 regulation plans), Brescia (2004), Monte
Sant’Angelo (1990), Castelseprio (1998), Spoleto (2007),
Campello sul Clitunno (2007), Benevento (1985), and
Monte Sant’Angelo (1986).

In Cividale del Friuli, the most recent restoration campaign
for the buildings took place after the 1976 earthquake.
Work was carried out on the wooden stalls in 1998–99.
Since the 1920s efflorescence caused by humidity had been
attacking the east and north walls; remedial action was
taken in 2001. The church and monastery of San Giovanni
are in good condition and after restoration became part of
the museum. The sculpted decoration in the Cathedral of
Santa Maria Assunta will be restored in the near future.
The Palazzo dei Provveditori (National Archaeological
Museum) was restored from 1970 to the 1990s.

In Spoleto the entire buffer zone will be included within
the protection perimeter after the municipal development
plan has been revised and the main highway moved. In
Benevento a revision of the municipal development plan
will include the environs of Sant‘Ilario church.

The church of Santa Maria foris portas in Castelseprio
underwent restoration at the end of the 1990s. The ruins of
the churches of San Paolo and San Giovanni, the chapter
houses, the bridge, and the baptistery have been restored.
The protective roof over the baptistery is currently
undergoing reconstruction.

Traditional protection
This section does not apply to the nominated property.

The church in Spoleto was restored in the 1980–90s, and in
Campello sul Clitunno the Tempietto underwent the same
sort of attention, as did Monte Sant’Angelo.

Effectiveness of protection measures
The protection measures are sufficient and they appear to be
effective.

In Benevento careful restoration of the interior of the
church of Santa Sofia was completed in 2008.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate.

Active conservation measures
The State Soprintendenze have implemented tools such as
the Italian Cultural Heritage Risk Map (a geo-referenced
database managed by the Istituto Centrale per il Restauro),
the SICaR national database for restoration, and the
SIRBeC database for cultural properties in the Lombardy
region.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research
Several institutions conserve archives relative to the
nominated properties.

In Brescia a conservation plan covers the years 1979 to
2005. The restoration of the museum’s southern facade is
scheduled for 2009.

There are numerous scientific publications about the
archaeological discoveries and the buildings themselves.
Summaries are occasionally available, such as for Monte
Sant’Angelo.

The floor of the church of Santa Maria foris portas in
Castelseprio will soon be restored. The programme for the
protection of the walls of the castrum against erosion
started in 1994 will continue through to 2018.

Inventories and research on the sites are performed either
by the State through the Soprintendenze or by universities.
Archaeological investigations are being carried out in
Brescia and Cividale del Friuli.

In Benevento restoration of the church facades will
continue in 2008.

The ‘Italia Langobardorum’ network’s management plan
intends to promote such research.

In the absence of protection for certain decorative
elements, for example the doors at Monte Sant’Angelo,
particular care needs to be taken more generally for the

New information is regularly added to the ‘Italia
Langobardorum’ website. The network has published a
DVD and a brochure. A multilingual guide and other
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protection of in situ archaeological remains and all painted
or sculpted decoration.

–

In Brescia, the municipality manages the property and
the Brescia Musei foundation administers it. The
Province of Brescia and the CAB Foundation support
the museum.

All the elements of the nominated properties are subject to
national regulations and are regularly monitored and
checked under the direction of the Soprintendenze.

–

In Castleseprio, the property is managed by the State
Soprintendenza, the province of Varese, and the FAI
foundation.

Effectiveness of conservation measures

–

Specific monitoring and protection measures not yet in
place are required because of the intrinsic fragility of
certain sites (archaeological remains, painted decoration,
and stuccowork).

In Spoleto, the Municipality manages the church with
the assistance of the Soprintendenza.

–

In Campello sul Clitunno, the Soprintendenza is in
charge of management.

–

In Benevento, the Province and the curia of Benevento
share the management, with the Municipality’s
participation.

–

In Monte Sant’Angelo, the Order of St Michael
manages the property. The Municipality coordinates
measures with the Soprintendenza and support from
the Bari University.

Maintenance

The Italian Heritage Risk Map compiled since 1990 is an
effective tool in this respect.
In its reply dated 28 February 2009, the State Party listed
forty current or pending conservation programmes or
projects for the properties under the management plan.
ICOMOS considers that the conservation is adequate but
requests that attentive care be paid to the more fragile
elements, such as the archaeological remains, paintings,
and stuccowork.

In its reply dated 28 February 2009, the State Party
indicated that the Transverse Management Council has in
practice been operating since the start of 2008, and that it
will be given final official status in May 2009.
Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

A management plan for all the sites comprising the
property has been initiated by the Italia Langobardorum
network, supervised by the Bureau of the UNESCO World
Heritage List and the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage.
It is an important and detailed part of the nomination.
Precise plans for several protection, promotion, and riskmanagement measures have been prepared through to
2015.

The Italia Longobardorum network was set up to act as a
framework for the project, aided by the Ministry for
Cultural Heritage. It pooled research potential when
writing the nomination, notably for the restoration and the
promotion of the seven sites.
In its reply dated 28 February 2009, the State Party lists the
thirty public and private organisations (Ministry of
Culture, regions, municipalities, ecclesiastical structures,
communities, research centres, and private institutions) that
make up Italia Longobardorum.

In its reply dated 28 February 2009, the State Party
provides an initial review of the specific plans and
programmes that make up the management plan, in the
areas of scientific research, conservation, enhancement,
promotion, and access to the properties: 58 have been
completed, more than one hundred are in progress or being
started up. More than twenty projects are presented as
additional to the actual management plan in an annex
entitled ‘New Actions’ and attributed to the enthusiasm of
the members of the Italia Langobardorum network.

In order to continue the work accomplished by the Italia
Longobardorum network and direct it towards a permanent
steering and coordination group, the seven municipalities
of the relevant towns and one representative of the
Ministry of Cultural Heritage are setting up a Management
Council. Its formal establishment was announced for 2008.
Eleven working groups report to this Council: education,
information technology, communication, indications for
monitoring the management plan, legal documents, Italia
Langobardorum brand, socio-economic development,
university, teacher and guide training, art, and Lombard
roads.

At the local level, in Cividale del Friuli a coordination
memorandum between the partners for the joint
management of monuments and the museum has been
implemented. In Brescia the stakeholders signed a
memorandum in October 2008; and in Castelseprio one
was signed in 2004.

The Management Council is currently introducing a
funding system and a definitive legal structure: a general
meeting of the partners (municipalities, Ministry of
Cultural Heritage, regions, provinces, archdioceses and
various local institutions), executive board, and working
groups.

All the nominated properties have been the subject of
scientific research and have been open to the public for
many years.

Each municipality has its own management system:

Cividale del Friuli is internationally renowned for its
Lombard monuments. Multilingual booklets and brochures
are available. Care does, however, need to be taken not to
turn the entire old town into a museum.

–

In Campello sul Clitunno and Spoleto, the construction of
a visitor centre is planned under the management strategy.

In Cividale del Friuli, the responsible authorities are
the municipality, the parish of Santa Maria Assunta,
and the National Museum of Archaeology.

At San Salvatore (Spoleto) visitors have free access but
little information is available. The Municipality will set up
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a documentation centre and a bookshop. The National
Museum of the Ducato di Spoleto, opened in 2007 in the
old town, provides excellent information about the history
of the early Middle Ages.

Within a short period of time the partners have created a
network with high potential in terms of research,
restoration, and promotion of the Lombard cultural
heritage.

Between 2004 and 2007 the various sites were visited by
numbers of people ranging from 1500 (San Salvatore in
Spoleto) to 48,000 (Brescia). The figure of 2,500,000
quoted for the pilgrimage to the Sanctuary of Monte
Sant’Angelo seems inappropriate.

However, ICOMOS considers that particular attention
needs to be paid to the presentation of the monuments,
both individually and collectively. Controlling the number
of visitors at the more fragile sites (Cividale del Friuli,
Castelseprio, Monte Sant’Angelo, and the Tempietto del
Clitunno) is also required.

In its reply dated 28 February 2009 the State Party
indicated that almost 90 enhancement and promotion
programmes for the properties are ongoing or planned
under the management plan. It also refers to some twenty
projects for improving tourism facilities and access to the
properties. Among these, ICOMOS considers that the
entrance ticket office at the Tempietto del Clitunno should
not be replaced with a new building that would have a
negative impact the property’s environment. One of the
neighbouring historic buildings could be converted for this
purpose.

ICOMOS considers that the management system is in
place locally and that the management plans for each of the
properties and they are included in a wide overall plan
In its reply dated 28 February 2009 the State Party
confirmed the actual operation of the overarching authority
of the Council or the Management Committee, and that it
would soon be given official status (May 2009). Its human
and material resources still need to be confirmed.
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
nominated property is adequate both technically and in
terms of its local implementation.

Risk preparedness
The risk preparedness provisions are included in the
management plan and the current monitoring by the
Soprintendenze.

ICOMOS considers that the overarching management
authority is effective; but that its human and material
resources need to be confirmed.

Involvement of the local communities
The project to nominate the properties for inscription is
supported by the seven Municipalities.

6. MONITORING
The state of conservation of the monuments, the decorative
work, and archaeological sites forming the core of the
property’s various components is generally good. Most of
the remedial work was completed in past years (see
Conservation).

The inhabitants of Cividale del Friuli are aware of the
Lombard past and its historical role. Research is very
advanced here and in Brescia. Elsewhere, because the
Lombard period is less well represented archaeologically
than antiquity, the local population will need to be made
aware of their monuments from the early Middle Ages so
that the outstanding value becomes part of the collective
conscience.

The State Party went on to establish standardised
monitoring for the various components of the property set
against a generally high standard of conservation, in order
to have a coherent and permanent view of its condition.
For this, it relies on the working document of the Central
Institute of Restoration (ICR), in Rome, the Italian Cultural
Heritage Risk Map (1990).

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training
The provinces fund the municipalities and the
Soprintendenze whilst the universities provide various
forms of expertise (conservation, restoration, research, and
publications).

This document is used to identify in detail the various risks
for each element of the property, to establish periodic
monitoring indicators, and to diagnose rapidly the
appropriate preventive measures.

The Italia Longobardorum network had eleven employees
and assistants during the period of the submission’s
preparation. However, it appears that it no longer has any
permanent staff as part of the introduction of the
Management Council.

Effectiveness of current management

The results of the observations and measures associated
with each indicator are used to compile a detailed
monitoring file for each element of the property, by type of
risk. The ensemble forms a map at any given point in time
of the relevant element of the property, while the separate
maps taken together form the database for monitoring the
property.

By and large, the local management structures for the
property already exist as part of their traditional
conservation and the tourism and cultural promotion of the
sites.

The basic monitoring sheets are standardised by the ICR,
thereby making possible comparisons, cross-referencing,
statistical approaches, and bringing each of the sites spread
across Italy into line with one another if necessary.

The Italia Langobardorum network is active and has
worked with the Touring Club of Italy and as part of the
World Heritage nomination. The 2007 National Congress
of the Association of Tourist Guides was held in Cividale
del Friuli.

The State Party provides a summary table of the risk
mapping for all the elements in the property (pp. 275–6),
but it does not detail the intermediate indices used to
compile it, nor the regularity of their application, referring
back for this purpose to the general document, i.e. the

The nomination for inscription also mentions staff of up to
forty people per site, but does not detail their respective
roles.
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–

ICOMOS considers that the State Party needs to stipulate
the frequency of the vulnerability indicators used to
monitor the property.

Provide additional documentation regarding economic
and urban development and its control in the
nominated properties and in the buffer zones;

–

Confirm the human and material resources of the
Management Council overarching structure.

ICOMOS considers that the property’s monitoring is
satisfactory.

ICOMOS also recommends that the State Party give
consideration to the following points:

ICR’s Italian Cultural Heritage Risk Map, the international
scientific quality of which is fully recognised.

–

It is necessary to strengthen the measures for the
conservation and protection of archaeological elements
and decoration, especially in Castelseprio and in the
grotto of Monte Sant’Angelo. For the latter, control of
the number of visitors would be useful for the
conservation of the property, as is also the case at the
Tempietto del Clitunno;

–

The entrance ticket office at the Tempietto del
Clitunno should not be replaced with a new building
that would have a negative impact the property’s
environment. One of the neighbouring historic
buildings could be converted for this purpose;

–

The State Party needs to stipulate the frequency of the
vulnerability indicators used to monitor the property.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS considers that this serial property, nominated as
testimony to the Lombard culture across the entire Italian
peninsula, has high archaeological, architectural, artistic,
cultural, and historic value. It provides a very important
evidence of the transition from the ancient world to the
European Middle Ages.
ICOMOS considers, however, that in the current state of
the nomination the justification for the series approach and
the way in which each of the properties relates to the
potential outstanding universal value of the group have not
been justified in relation to the stated objective of
providing testimony to ‘Italia Langobardorum: Places of
power and worship.’ Moreover, the comparative analysis is
currently insufficient to justify the selection of the sites
nominated for inscription and to establish the possible
outstanding universal value of the series.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that examination of the nomination
of Italia Langobardorum. Places of power and worship
(558–774 A.D.), Italy, to the World Heritage List be
deferred in order to allow the State Party to:
–

Review the series justification of the nominated
properties, the rationale linking them, and possibly the
list of the properties themselves. The composition of
the series must be made in the light of European and
not just Italian historiography. It must take into
account potential disagreements between specialists
on dating and artistic influence;

–

Present a comparative study in relation to the proposed
value in order to define the serial property and take into
account international archaeological and historiography
documentation;

–

If, following the above two points, the property is to
be retained in its current configuration, the proposed
title is not suitable and it should be revised;

–

Review the boundaries of the following properties:
Brescia, where the zone nominated for inscription
should be extended westwards to include the
archaeological park near the Roman capitol and
theatre;
Benevento, where the modern building to the northeast of Santa Sofia should be excluded from the
zone nominated for inscription.

-

Extend the buffer zones at Campello sul Clitunno and
Spoleto;
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Map showing the location of the nominated properties

Cividale del Friuli – aerial view of Gastaldaga and the Episcopal ensemble

Campello sul Clitunno – Tempietto del Clitunno

Benevento – Santa Sofia ensemble

Brescia – Basement of the church Santa Maria in Solario

scientifically homogeneous grade, commensurate with the
value of the property and submit an outline of the plan.

Tower of Hercules (Spain)

2. Install an overarching authority to manage the
property, with significant human and material resources.

No 1312

Original name as proposed
by the State Party:
Location:

3. Clearly identify and name the persons responsible for
the implementation of the conservation, within the context
of an overall management plan for the property.
The State Party submitted a reply on 27 February 2009,
including an addendum and an annex with a Property
Master Plan (200 pages). The analysis of this
documentation is included in the present evaluation.

Tower of Hercules
La Coruña,
Galicia Region,
Spain

Date of ICOMOS approval of
this report:

Brief description:

2. THE PROPERTY

The Farum Brigantium, called in modern times the Tower
of Hercules, was built by the Roman Empire, probably at
the end of the 1st century CE or at the beginning of the
next century. Located at the entrance to La Coruña
harbour, this monumental lighthouse was designed to
facilitate navigation along the rugged Galician coastline, at
a strategic point along the sea route linking the
Mediterranean with north-west Europe. It has been
periodically restored and reused since it was originally
erected.

Description
The nominated property is defined as the Tower of
Hercules. It also includes its land environment – the Eiras
Peninsula, where the Tower is located, and a set of
headlands to its east, on the entry side to La Coruña
harbour. The land section of the property is extended
towards the Atlantic Ocean by a circular maritime strip
with a radius of 1100m measured from the centre of the
Peninsula (Statue of Breogán).

Category of property:

The base of the Tower, on the rock on Eiras Headland, sits
at an altitude of 57m. It is a polygonal platform 32.4m
wide, dating from the early 19th century.

In terms of the category of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, it is a
monument.

The current Tower rises 55m above the polygonal
platform. It has a first section measuring 14m square by
34m high, corresponding to the central core of Roman
origin. The additional 21m of height correspond to
additions made during more recent renovations (see
History).

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

27 April 2007

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

10 March 2009

The current Tower rises on three progressively smaller
levels. The first corresponds with the top of the Roman
construction. The second is at 41m and the apex lantern is
at 46.5m; their general cross-sectional shape is octagonal.
The second level has a built pinnacle that rises to 55m.

29 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.

The Tower is still operational as a lighthouse and indicates
the entrance to the La Coruña harbour, as it did in Roman
times.

Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Archaeological Heritage
Management.

The Roman part of the Tower is encircled at its base by the
19th century platform. The historical documentation
referring to the successive restorations and archaeological
details (remains of the cornice) suggest that the lantern of
the Roman farum was at a height of around 41.6m. The
current Roman summit section has a horizontal stiffening
structure, in grand appareil interlocking stonework in the
so-called ‘double T’ form. It originally bore the lantern
platform, whilst at the same time ensuring the structure’s
homogeneity.

Literature consulted (selection):
Hutter, S. and Hauschild, T., El Faro romano de la Coruña, La
Corogne, Do Castro, 1991.
Latorre Gonzalez-Moro, P., Camara Muñoz, L., ‘Restauración de
la Torre de Hércules (La Coruña): 1791–1992,’ Quaderns
Cientifics i Tecnics (5), Diputació, Barcelona, 1993. pp. 155–78.
Sanchez-Garcia J.-A., Faros de Galicia, La Corogne, Fondation
Caixagalicia, 2004.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 14–16 October 2008

The massive form of the Roman construction has three
successive internal levels. Each level has four square,
narrow, high, vaulted chambers. They were originally
joined in independent pairs for fire and military safety
reasons. Their construction techniques are clearly
identifiable: opus cæmenticium (mortar) for the vaults,
opus vittatum (petit appareil courses) for the walls, and

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 11
December 2008 requesting it to respond to the following
points:
1. Provide assurances regarding the preparation, adoption,
and implementation of a coherent management plan of
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opus quadratum (grand appareil) for the exterior
openings.

had columns used for navigational alignment when making
the difficult approach and entry into the harbour.

The original access to the summit of the Tower was by
means of an external spiral ramp, with openings into the
pairs of chambers. The ramp fell into disuse, most
probably at the end of the Middle Ages, to be replaced by
an internal staircase, including the creation of openings for
this purpose.

On the basis of the surviving structure, the original tower
had a horizontal cross-section measuring 11.75m (33
Roman feet) square. It was surrounded by a spiral ramp
providing access to the platform. The base of the Tower
rested on 18m square foundations.
The Tower’s use as an illuminated lighthouse probably
persisted for a relatively long time throughout the Roman
Empire. It seems not to have been lit throughout most of
the High Middle Ages, although it remained intact and
continued to play a role as a landmark and watchtower.
The gazetteer lists the names of farum and faro in the 9th
and 10th centuries, probably with periods of return to
nocturnal service depending on the historical context and
the state of maritime navigation. It is difficult to determine
exactly the Tower’s use and upkeep in medieval times. It
seems to have been abandoned and in poor condition after
the Viking invasions (854–56), as was the city; it is,
however, referred to in two 10th century texts as the
Farum Precantium.

In addition to the summit section, which rises prominently
above the original, and an internal stone staircase system,
the major restoration at the end of the 18th century resulted
in the current facades of the Tower. They include a new
facing in dressed stone, which retains the positions of the
Roman openings and indicates an inclined spiral impost
where the old Roman ramp once stood.
Immediately adjacent to the base of the Tower there is a
small rectangular Roman building which houses the exvoto of its construction.
The section of the property surrounding the Tower of
Hercules includes various heritage or cultural elements:
–

The sculpture park surrounding the building forms an
open-air museum, of mythological and symbolic
nature in relationship with the Tower, its history, and
its representation in legends, as well as with the
maritime world.

–

The Monte dos Bicos rock carvings dating from the
Iron Age, along with the remains of the Herminia
Headland military battery, are located on the small
peninsula adjacent to the main one on which the
Tower stands.

–

There is a Muslim cemetery at the extremity of the
property, with ties to the Spanish Civil War in the
20th century, and the Casa de las Palabras (House of
Words) project designed to create a dialogue with
civilisations.

Medieval chronicles mention the creation of a fort and a
small town in the 11th–12th centuries, in this same
position. The Tower is referred to as the Castellum
Pharum; at this time it was used for defensive purposes
and as an observation post, which most likely saved it from
probable ruin. The urban and port development of Burgo
de Faro Novo, later Crunia, started at the end of the 12th
century and into the following century, in connection with
the reign of Ferdinand II and the Pilgrimage of Santiago de
Compostela. The contemporary toponymy shows that the
name then given to the Tower was Turrin de Faro
suggesting its restoration as a lighthouse, but the external
ramp appears to have been in ruins, perhaps as a result of
the Tower’s use for defensive purposes in the preceding
centuries. The reuse of dressed stone from the collapsed
parts of the Tower is reported during the late Middle Ages,
until a 1557 municipal edict forbade this practice.
Starting in the 14th century, La Coruña became one of the
kingdom’s largest and most cosmopolitan ports. It was an
essential stage between northern Europe and the
Mediterranean world. The lighthouse’s function would
appear to have been fully restored at that time. The Tower
of Hercules was a major symbol of the city in the 15th
century, and was the main heraldic motif on the city’s seal.

History and development
In 61 BCE a Roman seaborne expedition, probably led by
Julius Caesar himself, landed at present-day La Coruña
(Brigantium) with the intention of installing a port and
commercial settlement. There had already been Roman
colonisation along the Mediterranean facade of the Iberian
Peninsula and along the south and south-west from the 2nd
century BCE. The port of Brigantium played an important
role during the Cantabrian Wars (29–19 BCE). Once peace
was restored, its strategic maritime role at the entrance to
the Bay of Biscay, as well as that of a trading station, were
confirmed. It became a rear base for the conquest of the
British Isles while Galicia was being Romanised.

Iconography from the 16th century shows a highly restored
Tower, notably fitted with a dome-shaped lantern. The
external ramp no longer exists, but traces of its spiral shape
are still visible. Work on the timber staircase is mentioned
in the same period. There are several descriptions of the
Tower in the 17th century. The first truly identifiable
restoration was that led by the Duke of Uceda, the Captain
General of Galicia in 1684–85. The presence of an internal
staircase is again reported.

Under the name of Farum Brigantium, the Tower was
probably erected in the 1st century CE, at the latest in the
reign of Trajan (98–117). The votive inscription on a small
ancillary construction would appear to bear this out.

In 1755 the Lisbon earthquake affected many buildings in
the La Coruña region, but the Tower survived thanks to its
architectonic design and the quality of its mortar (see
Description).

This monumental lighthouse is located at the entrance to
La Coruña harbour, in the north-west of the Iberian
Peninsula. It is designed to facilitate navigation along the
rugged Galicia coastline, on a strategic point on the sea
route linking the Mediterranean to northwest Europe.

The major restoration-reconstruction work on the Tower
was undertaken in two stages at the end of the 18th
century, from 1788 to 1806. The work was carried for
navigational reasons, the external condition of the Tower,
and changes in lighting systems. The work was entrusted

A wood-fired system was located on the summit platform
in a shelter opening on to the seaward facade; it possibly
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Middle Ages. It appears again to have been in use after the
refounding of the city of La Coruña and the port in the 11th
and 12th centuries. Whilst it has lost its external access
ramp, its underworks are intact and various repairs and
restorations have maintained its purpose.

to the naval engineer Lieutenant Eustaquio Giannini. It was
preceded and accompanied by measurements and plans
that are invaluable in understanding the Tower in modern
times. At this time, its height was significantly raised and it
was fitted with a new bell lantern; the interior staircase was
rebuilt; and the exterior facing and the openings were
completely reconstructed (see Description). It assumed its
current external form in Neo-Classical style. Additional
work was carried out by José Giannini, Eustaquio’s
brother, between 1799 and 1806. The lantern and the
lighting system were replaced for operational reasons and
to take account of the most recent innovations, the bell
turret was replaced by a new higher one, and a platform
was added around the base of the Tower.

It underwent exemplary and very careful architectural
restoration at the hands of the Giannini brothers at the end
of the 18th century, including new facades and a
significant increase in height (55m). It is still in use, which
makes it the oldest lighthouse in use in the world.
Highly symbolic values are attached to the Tower of
Hercules, in terms of the importance of its legends and the
identification value it had for 19th and 20th century
emigrants from Galicia as they set sail from the port of La
Coruña for America or northern Europe.

The optical system was again changed in 1847 for a very
efficient catadioptric system using Fresnel lenses.
In the 1860s, ancillary buildings were erected and the
access ways repaired. Further work was carried out in
1905: the internal staircase was again restored, this time
entirely in stone.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

The lighthouse was fitted with electric lighting in 1926,
with its beam visible for up to 32 nautical miles.

Integrity

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
The integrity of the property as a Roman monument is
limited, being restricted to the central core and visible only
from the interior. It has experienced significant and
irreversible deterioration when compared with the original
Roman construction. This refers in particular to the
complete refurbishment of the external facing and the
disappearance of the external access ramp. Nonetheless,
the architectural presence of this ramp as being long visible
in the walls of the Tower’s central core and its
iconographic importance are repeatedly reported from the
end of the Middle Ages to modern times. The great
restoration of 1790 marked its presence in the form of a
continuous, well marked, spiral impost indicating its
position on the new facades.

In the 1990s excavations were undertaken at the base of the
Tower, under the platform added in the early 19th century,
to reveal the Roman foundations and buried remains.
In 1991–92 the facades of the Tower and the small Roman
building were restored.
Numerous legends surround the Tower’s history, from the
Middle Ages to the 19th century. They attempt to explain
in mythical and popular terms the Tower’s origins and its
construction, regardless of any historical or archaeological
understanding. There are three main families of legends:
the legend of Breogán in the Celtic-Irish tradition, the
Greco-Roman legend of Hercules, the demigod of mythical
strength who gave the Tower its contemporary name, and
the tale of Trecenzonio halfway between the former two
legends. There is evidence of these mythical tales in
Galicia starting from the 14th century, but they probably
predate that time.

The State Party emphasises the need for this extensive
restoration to save the Tower and its use as a lighthouse. In
an aggressive maritime environment, the external Roman
walls, whilst still in place despite probable medieval and
modern restorations (see History), were endangered; at the
time, they were more than seventeen centuries old.
Moreover, the architectural condition no longer
corresponded to the original external envelope because the
external ramp was in ruins.

Given that the lighthouse continues in use, ICOMOS
regrets the absence of any description of the optical
systems, which are an integral part of the lighthouse and its
history, and the changes that they have undergone, notably
in modern and contemporary times, in relation to Atlantic
shipping.

The Tower’s functional integrity as a lighthouse and
landmark at the entrance to La Coruña harbour and on the
European Atlantic route has been maintained over the
centuries, ever since its Roman origins.

Tower of Hercules values
Built in the 1st century CE or at the beginning of the
following century, the Tower of Hercules bears witness to
the development of the sea routes linking the
Mediterranean with north-west Europe from Roman times
and their continuation over almost two thousand years. It
indicates the entrance to the Roman port of Brigantium,
later called La Coruña. Located in Galicia, near Cape
Finisterre, this port and its lighthouse occupy a strategic
position at the entry to the Bay of Biscay, marking the last
stage in the route north, before Brittany and the British
Isles.

The Tower’s architectural integrity, in the sense of a
monument that is complete in its structural components
and stylistic homogeneity, is good. It was defined in its
current visual form by the great restoration of 1790,
required because of the state of the building’s exterior,
changing navigational needs, and the technical changes
occurring in lighting. The Roman platform bearing the
lantern had remained in place through to this date. Stable
and rudimentary for centuries, the lighting systems then
entered a period of profound change in terms of the light
source for the catadioptric system. The visible changes in
the superstructure (lantern rotunda, turret, etc) are merely
the architectural translations of these new technical
requirements.

It is a monumental lighthouse, standing more than 40m
tall, overlooking the Atlantic Ocean from a height of
almost 100m. The Tower was used as a lighthouse during
the Roman Empire, and with less certainty in the High
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times, before finally being vandalised at the end of the
Empire, and then replaced by a late medieval castle, with
one of the latter’s existing towers probably indicating the
position of the old lighthouse.

Authenticity
The authenticity of the Roman central core of the Tower of
Hercules is unquestionable. The initial presence of an
imposing external spiral ramp is certain, notably in the
light of the archaeological remains that demonstrate the
presence of its base in the foundations (see Description).
The iconography reveals this ramp but in an imprecise
manner or in variable forms of restitution after its
degradation. Finally, the exact exterior shape of the
original Roman Tower and its access ramp is not really
known: historians provide hypotheses, not certainties, in
this respect.

A series of harbour lighthouses was built in the 1st and 2nd
centuries within the Roman maritime space – in the
Mediterranean, notably in Messina, Naples, Ravenna, and
Civitavecchia in Italy, Fréjus and Narbonne in France,
Laodicea in the Middle East, and Leptis Magna (Tripoli) in
Africa. The last-named, of which some traces remain, has
an internal structure with high chambers that recalls that of
the Tower of Hercules.

The written archaeological documentation, mapping, and
reports documenting the historical knowledge are
completely authentic.

In southern Spain, several ancient lighthouses played an
important role, such as Chipiona at the entrance to the
Guadalquivir and the two Roman lighthouses in Cadiz.

The 1790 restoration was carried out with considerable
care, directly under the architectural and architectonic
influence of the Roman original: conformity with the
original openings, the impost as an architectural trace of
the ramp, conformity with the original materials, and
grand appareil stone facing in Roman style. This work,
conceived and carried out by the engineer architect
Eustaquio Giannini, is presented as a precursor to modern
restoration practices in conformity with the original
choices.

The Roman Atlantic route, which made its first significant
appearance with the conquests of Julius Caesar in the 1st
century BCE and developed throughout the following two
centuries, led to the construction of several lighthouses
signalling harbour entrances. In addition to the Tower of
Hercules in Spain, there are, in particular, that at
Boulogne-sur-Mer (France) and the two constructions in
Dover (UK).
With the notable exception of the Tower of Hercules, these
lighthouses exist today purely as literary references
(Laodicea and Narbonne), as Roman remains without any
contemporary function (Leptis Magna, Cadiz, and Dover),
as reused and highly modified elements within fortified
constructions (Ostia and Fréjus), or as lighthouses totally
rebuilt in the modern and contemporary era (Messina and,
Chipiona).

With regard to the delicate issue of the integrity and
authenticity of the Tower of Hercules, ICOMOS accepts
most of the arguments presented in its favour by the State
Party, but at the same time finds them incomplete.
Maintaining functional integrity has necessarily led to
major alterations in the authenticity, in the sense of an
object that conforms perfectly to its original state.
Nonetheless, in the spirit of the Nara Document on
Authenticity (UNESCO, World Heritage Centre, 1994,
point 13 in particular), and in the spirit of the evaluation of
a monument with a technical function, there is a case for an
evaluation to be made in terms of the context and
circumstances of this qualitative factor.

ICOMOS has some reservations regarding some of the
comparisons made with reference to the architecture of the
Roman period and antiquity. The qualities of the Tower of
Hercules in this area remain somewhat crude by
comparison with several of the great monuments referred
to. To raise the Tower to the status of an ancient model of
anti-seismic architecture is dangerous, since little is really
known in this area in ancient history. Its strength probably
results rather from the quality of the mortar than its
stereotomy and its bond. ICOMOS also regrets the
weakness of the comparative analysis for the modern and
contemporary era, despite the lighthouse being presented
within the context of continuity of service.

ICOMOS also lays stress on the very small number of
lighthouses that predate the 18th century and are still in
service, all of which have undergone extensive restoration,
for example, Cordouan lighthouse in France, dating from
the Renaissance, which is also on the European Atlantic
seaboard.

ICOMOS considers that, despite several weaknesses, the
comparative analysis justifies consideration of this
property for the World Heritage List.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met.

Comparative analysis

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value

The definitive lighthouse of Greco-Roman antiquity is, of
course, the Pharos of Alexandria, built with three storeys,
the height of which seems to have exceeded 100m.
However, it was destroyed by a succession of earthquakes
between the 8th and the early 14th centuries. There is no
doubt that it exerted an influence throughout Roman
antiquity as an architectural model and as a technical
reference.

The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

The Roman Empire developed lighthouses to indicate the
entrance to harbours. The oldest is without doubt that in
Ostia, the harbour city of Rome, built with three storeys, as
in Alexandria, but far less monumental in size. It was
without doubt modified on several occasions in Roman
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–

It is the only truly preserved Roman lighthouse.

–

It is one of the rare Roman buildings still in use today
for the same purpose as that originally intended, in
this case to indicate the entrance to a harbour and to
assist maritime navigation.

–

The Tower of Hercules provides a remarkable
example of Roman construction techniques designed

seafaring capabilities from the Mediterranean to the
Atlantic. The Tower is a symbol of a vast Roman presence
in Europe, in difficult but strategic maritime zones.

to ensure maximum stability and an ability to
withstand earthquakes.
–

–

The Tower of Hercules provides an understanding of
the history of maritime signalling techniques, from
the Roman world through to the present day.

Its restoration in the 18th century was respectful of its
Roman architectural heritage while at the same time
focussing on its modern functional rehabilitation, and it is
an example of the spirit of the Enlightenment in northwestern Spain. The Tower then became an image of
modernity in Spain reconciled with respect for historical
heritage. A model was exhibited at the 1873 Universal
Exhibition in Vienna.

The Tower of Hercules was restored in the 18th
century, in an exemplary manner, which has
protected the central core of the Roman monument in
accordance with its values, while rehabilitating its
technical functions.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed

ICOMOS considers that several of the arguments presented
for this criterion largely apply to criterion (iii). Given the
absence of its architectural integrity and the real level of its
qualities as a Roman monument, ICOMOS considers that
criterion (iv) has not been fully demonstrated.

The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(iii) and (iv).
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a civilisation or cultural tradition which is
living or which has disappeared.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Tower of Hercules is a unique testimony of Roman
civilisation, as it was the last lighthouse built during
antiquity and is still in use.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criterion (iii) and that the Outstanding Universal Value has
been demonstrated.

These lighthouses, and more generally coastal signalling to
aid navigation into harbours, were developed by the main
seafaring civilisations in antiquity in the Mediterranean
world (Egyptians, Phoenicians, Greeks, and Romans), but
also in the east (China in the Tang and Zhou dynasties) and
in pre-Colombian America (Mayas and Incas).

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures

Within this maritime history, the Tower of Hercules, built
in the late stages of antiquity, provides a unique link
between the most symbolic elements of the first
monumental maritime signalling that today have
disappeared, such as the Pharos of Alexandria and the
Colossus of Rhodes, and modern and contemporary
maritime signalling.

The need for technical change in lighthouse lighting
became very apparent from the end of the 18th century, as
an aspect in its modernisation and the continuity of its
activity. It has been managed here in harmony with the
property’s heritage and value for more than 200 years.
There is no reason for this not to continue in the future
should other technical changes be necessary for the
lighthouse or its immediate environment.

ICOMOS considers that the main elements provided in
favour of criterion (iii) are sufficient, notably with regard
to the testimony of the use of lighthouses in antiquity. The
Tower is also proof of the permanence of the Atlantic route
from when it was first organised by the Romans, during a
large part of the Middle Ages, and through to its
considerable development in the modern and contemporary
era.

The lack of building space in the urban area of the city of
La Coruña has in the past exerted pressure on the
property’s neighbouring space. This may possibly occur
again if care is not taken.
At present, the property is perceived and used by the city’s
inhabitants as an outer urban area for leisure and sporting
activities.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

Tourism pressures

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building or architectural ensemble or landscape which
illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history.

For the present the monument copes reasonably with the
relatively high number of visitors (120,000 in 2006),
including during the summer peak (40,000 in August
2007). However, several problems are becoming apparent:
minor vandalism when there is a lack of surveillance and
early signs of atmospheric changes in the upper chambers
after the effort made by many people to climb the 290
steps.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Tower of Hercules is a unique example of Roman
construction, for which there is nothing comparable within
the Empire. It is a monument of great interest, in terms of
both its imposing proportions and the diversity of
construction techniques employed, in a highly
complementary manner. It is testimony to the various
Roman building arts and to the sophistication of its summit
platform.

Specific tracking of these issues is planned: increased
prevention and surveillance, hygrometric monitoring, and
ventilation if required.
Environmental pressures

The Tower of Hercules illustrates the great seafaring
tradition of the Romans and their domination of the seas. It
is also an important aspect of their military capabilities and
of their commercial power, which was at the very root of
the Empire. They had the ability to transfer and adapt their

There is a risk of oil spills nearby, because of the danger of
vessels running aground when entering the harbour, as
happened in 1976 and 1992.
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–

Dynamiting the shallow waters near the harbour entrance
has made its sea approach less dangerous. Following these
two catastrophes, the technical measures for combating oil
spills have been stepped up, as has control of the traffic
nearing the port. The project to build a new oil terminal
would distance this traffic from the zone near the Tower of
Hercules.

As a national historical site (first declaration in 1931), the
Tower and its immediate surroundings are under the
protection of the Ministry of Culture, under the Law on
Spanish Heritage (16/1985). As this is a property of the
State, this law takes precedence over the Regional or local
legal framework.

Natural disasters and impact of climate change
The Tower satisfactorily withstood the 1755 earthquake.

The laws governing territorial systems (7/1985 and
8/2007), the Regional Planning Law (9/2002), and the Law
on the Cultural Heritage of Galicia (8/1995) entail
obligations for the Government of the Autonomous Region
of Galicia and for the Municipality of La Coruña, in terms
of urban management, policing, and protecting historical
and/or artistic heritage sites.

A modern lightning rod avoids any lightning risk.
It is not considered there is any risk from climate change at
present.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are pressure from urban growth and managing mass
tourism in the monument.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

The land surrounding the Tower is part of the coastal
fringe. It is under the protection of the Laws on the
Coastal Seaboard (22/1998, 158/2005, and 6/2007).

In August 1995 an agreement was signed between the
Ministry for Development, represented by the Port of La
Coruña, and the Municipal Council allocating the internal
use of the Tower and the tourism management of the site to
the City of La Coruña. In January 2002 the implementation
of this agreement was placed in the hands of the Tourism
Consortium of La Coruña.

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The property is defined by the end of the peninsula (52ha)
and a circular maritime sector centred on the tower (181ha)
forming a total surface area of 233ha. There are no
residents within the boundaries of the property.

Buffer zone: The Municipality is responsible for projects
that affect the area immediately surrounding the property
(buffer zone), in terms of regulations and planning urban
growth. It exercises this prerogative under the Special Plan
for the Tower’s Peninsula (1997).

The buffer zone is defined by a strip of land encircling the
property and a ring-shaped section centred on the tower
and surrounding the maritime section of the property, the
total surface area of which is reported to be 1936ha (there
is some discrepancy in the data supplied by the State Party
on this point: addendum, point 0.5). There are 2200 people
living within the buffer zone.

Traditional protection
The symbolic and historical value of the Tower of
Hercules in Galicia, and especially in La Coruña,
contributes to the popular recognition of its value and its
protection.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the core and
buffer zone of the nominated property are adequate.

Effectiveness of protection measures
ICOMOS considers that the legal protection is sufficient.
Its practical application is the responsibility of the relevant
national administrative services, the Port Authority, the
Regional Government, and the Municipality of La Coruña.

Ownership
The property is public property of the State. Its technical
function as a lighthouse means that the exercise of this
ownership right falls to the Ministry for Development,
which delegates its implementation to the La Coruña Port
Authorities.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate.

Conservation
Inventories, archives, research

Protection

An inventory of the property was drawn up as part of the
General Inventory of the Cultural Properties of the
Historical Heritage of Spain and the Cultural Heritage
Properties of Galicia. This is registered as R-I-51-00005400000 and can be consulted at the Ministry of Culture in
Madrid and at the Cultural Heritage Department of the
Galicia Region in Santiago de Compostela. Its most recent
update was in 1995.

Legal protection
In addition to its status as public property delegated to the
Port of La Coruña, the recognition of the Tower of
Hercules as an historical monument gives it a specially
protected territorial status.
The Tower of Hercules and the associated land within the
scope of the property proposed for inscription are under the
protection of the following laws and general regulations:
–

The series of reports on recent restoration actions and
archaeological excavations in 1992 are presented in Annex
D to the submission for inscription on the World Heritage
List.

Under the Spanish Constitution of 27 December 1978
(Article 20.a), the Law on Ports and the Merchant
Navy (27/1992) places the Port of La Coruña under
the exclusive jurisdiction of the State. The Ministry
for
Development
is
responsible
for
its
implementation.

The archival materials relating to the Tower of Hercules
are spread across numerous archival centres and libraries in
Spain and abroad. These are in particular the Municipal
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Archives of La Coruña, the National Historical Military
Archives Department in Madrid, the National Historical
Archives in Madrid, the Simancas General Archives, the
archives of the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela, the
Royal Library of La Coruña, the National Library of
Madrid, and the Royal Academy in Madrid.

humidity, drips, and mould. A monitoring and prevention
programme is currently being drawn up.

Recent research began with an archaeological study of the
bases of the Tower in the 1990s. Today, it is focussed on
the structural analysis of the monument’s pathologies in
order to improve its long-term conservation.

ICOMOS notes the various potential factors in the
deterioration in the state of conservation and confirms that
it is important to pay attention to them and to control them.

Numerous research articles concerning the Tower of
Hercules have been published by the Universities of
Santiago de Compostela and La Coruña.

Regular inspections and a detailed study of the structural
pathologies are in progress.

Vandalism and the phenomenon of ‘tagging’ have caused
some minor damage in places to the material and visual
changes to surfaces within hand reach.

Active conservation measures

A thermo-hygrometric study of the Tower’s interior
atmosphere must be initiated, related to the number of
tourists and a potential study of a ventilation system.

Present state of conservation
The State Party considers the general state of conservation
of the property to be very good, considering its various
uses and the modifications it has undergone, the Atlantic
climatic conditions to which it is exposed, and its lengthy
periods of abandonment in the past. This is particularly
attributable to the quality of the original Roman
construction, which still constitutes the bearing structure of
the monument.

Effectiveness of the conservation measures
ICOMOS considers that the conservation research and
inspection measures for the property as well as the
diagnostics provided are of a good level. Nonetheless, their
implementation and the supervision and standard
maintenance could be made more effective.
In its documentation dated 27 February 2009, the State
Party indicated, in reply to the question regarding the
authority in charge of the conservation, that a decision had
just been made (26 January 2009) to create a Tower
Management Plan Monitoring Committee comprising the
La Coruña Port Authority, the Ministry of Culture of the
Spanish Government, the Cultural Heritage Department of
the Region of Galicia, the Municipality and the Tourism
Consortium.

This does not exclude various types of aggression and
deterioration:
Facades and roofing:
–

Overall, the external facades are excellent in
appearance, but atmospheric agents (rain, saline mist)
and wind are causing gradual erosion, which is
occasionally visible on certain stones on the east and
south facades, and more generally in the mortar
joints. Adequate restoration was carried out in 1992.
Rust stains were observed here and there on the
facades and on the dome.

–

Water infiltration is apparent on the upper terraces
and in the staircase. It is being monitored.

–

The overall condition of the timber frames is good.

ICOMOS considers that the Monitoring Committee meets
all the conditions required to provide proper monitoring of
the property’s conservation, but that it would be useful to
define its required work schedule.
ICOMOS considers that the basic data for the conservation
of the property are well collated, and that the right
diagnoses have been made regarding the occasional
failings noted.

Interior:
–

The internal Roman structure is still in excellent
condition overall, in terms of its homogeneity and
structural stiffness. It has long proven its strength (see
Threats). Nonetheless, some small fissures are visible
and loss of material has occurred in some arches
around openings.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

The Port Authority of La Coruña is responsible for the
general management of the building and the management
of the lighthouse.

–

There is internal erosion due to atmospheric agents,
mainly in the second level; this is the result of the
abandonment of the Tower in medieval times.

–

Whitish crystallised saline deposits are visible on the
upper platforms.

Ministerial services, especially the Ministry of Culture, are
responsible for conservation diagnosis of the property and
for defining proposed actions.

–

A saline pathology is affecting some mortar joints,
linked to recent repairs carried out inappropriately
using sea sand.

The current municipal concession contract with the La
Coruña Tourism Consortium is responsible for the
building’s interior and visitor management.

–

Water infiltration or condensation on the coldest walls
have caused humidity stains and the appearance of
colonies of microorganisms.

The Municipality of La Coruña is responsible for the
management of the Tower’s surroundings and the public
areas in the buffer zone.

The Tower access platform currently forms a partial roof
over the archaeological dig. It is not in good watertight
condition, resulting in associated damage in the form of

The Municipality of La Coruña is responsible for
controlling urban development in the buffer zone.
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In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
explains that the Tourism Consortium is an inter-agency
authority in charge of the management of the Tower; it
comprises the Port Authority, the Municipal Council, and
the Chamber of Commerce.

In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
supplied an additional voluminous document (Addendum
2, annex 1) containing a Master Plan for the property.
Following information previously provided about the
description of the property and its history, this document
repeats the data for the conservation of the property and
reviews the plans and projects concerning the property.
The following facts should be noted as important aspects
of the management system:

ICOMOS questions the ability of the Tourism Consortium
at the present time to manage a property of outstanding
universal value.
Management plans and arrangements, including visitor
management and presentation

–

The Spanish Government has just passed (December
2008) a budget of one million euros for the
museographic project and the management of the
Tower.

–

An interpretation and visitor centre is planned on the
site of the former prison, in the vicinity of the Tower.
Temporary visitor facilities are planned, in the form
of light constructions that are fully reversible,
pending the restoration of this former building.

The following plans and arrangements apply:
- The Conservation Master Plan includes diagnosis and
conservation recommendations for the Tower, mainly
under the responsibility of the Ministry of Culture.
– The management of the property’s geographic space is
handled under a Special plan for the management,
protection and conservation of the Tower’s peninsula
(April 1997), for which the Municipality is responsible. It
covers the urban areas and the natural coastal zones
included in the property; it also includes the archaeological
excavations.

ICOMOS considers that the museographic project within
the property must contribute to better information and to
generating public awareness of the monument’s value and
the need for it to be respected. In this respect,
strengthening the museographic capabilities of the
Consortium personnel is essential.

– The area surrounding the Tower includes a project to
develop cultural actions associated with the existing
historical, landscape, environmental, and artistic values. In
particular, it is planned to create a museum at the foot of
the Tower for the interpretation of the monument.

ICOMOS considers that this group of measures for the
management system would benefit from being harmonised
by writing a more comprehensive and more detailed
management plan, setting out its planning, and clarifying
who is responsible for its implementation.

– Since 2001 a series of six tourism and/or commercial
action plans (promotion of tourism abroad and Spanish
tourism, fairs, etc.) reflect the actions by the Consortium in
charge of the management of the Tower, and more
generally the promotion of the City. The seventh and last
of these concerns a project to promote the Tower of
Hercules as a World Heritage site. Almost 25% of the
pages in the main file are devoted to a photographic
compilation of the promotional and tourism actions.

Risk preparedness
ICOMOS considers the risk preparedness to be satisfactory
(see Threats).
Involvement of local communities
The Municipality of La Coruña is a central stakeholder in
the management of the property, as is the Port Authority.
There is, however, no mention of any private citizen
association nor the involvement of the local population in
the various projects or the management bodies.

The buffer zone is managed under the general municipal
planning and regulations programme (October 1998).
ICOMOS considers that the following points in the
management and promotion of the property need to be
improved:
–

–

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and
formation

The current human resources of the Tourism
Consortium are not suitable for a museographic and
interpretation centre project at a property of
outstanding universal value. In its reply dated 27
February 2009, the State Party gives the following
information: there are at present one administrator,
two administration assistants, nine tourism and two
maintenance employees, but no museographic
professional, historian, or archaeologist.

There are several sources of funding relating directly to the
organisations in charge of the management, their plans, and
programmes:
– The Port Authority is responsible for the technical
management of the lighthouse; port staff and budget funds
may be allocated to the Tower in this respect.
– The tourism and promotional resources, entrance fees
used to pay the site’s maintenance and tourism
management staff.

The proposed plans and programmes in the original
file contain little evidence of any correlation. The
document presented as the Monument Management
Plan (Annexe C) is mainly a review of the tourism
promotion action by the Consortium, simply placed
under the heading of a potential text for the
Promotion of the value of the Tower as a World
Heritage Site and it includes the museum project
(these texts not translated into either of the World
Heritage Committee’s official working languages).

– Allocated funds from the Ministries of Culture and the
Environment.
–

The municipal budget.

–

Subsidies from the Autonomous Region of Galicia.

The Ministry of Culture, under its Conservation Master
Plan, provides specialists – historians, archaeologists,
restoration architects, engineers, chemists, etc. Under the
various plans and programmes, cultural property specialists
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from the Region and universities may be called upon to
contribute.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS recognises the Outstanding Universal Value of
the Tower of Hercules.

The Consortium has provided very little information about
its staff (eleven people, of whom nine are for tourists).
ICOMOS presumes that the City of La Coruña has
competent staff to implement its plans and programmes,
such as engineers, town planners, architects, etc, but this is
not indicated in the nomination.

Recommendations with respect to the inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the Tower of Hercules, Spain,
be inscribed on the World Heritage List, on the basis of
criterion (iii).

ICOMOS notes that there is no local scientific staff
allocated to the property and trained in conservation, nor is
there any in the management plan, or the organisations
responsible for its management, as presented in the
nomination. The additional document dated October 2008
indicates that the Consortium recently recruited an
archaeologist. However, this is not confirmed by the list of
employees provided in the addendum 2, point 0.2.2.

Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value

Effectiveness of the current management
ICOMOS considers that the proposed management system
is an ensemble segmented between the various
stakeholders of very variable scientific and professional
level. In its current state, this system does not form a true
management plan for a property of outstanding universal
value.

–

It is the only fully preserved Roman lighthouse that is
still used for maritime signalling, hence it is testimony
to the elaborate system of navigation in antiquity.

–

The Tower of Hercules provides an understanding of
the Atlantic sea route in Western Europe.

–

The Tower of Hercules was restored in the 18th
century in an exemplary manner, which has protected
the central core of the original Roman monument
while restoring its technical functions.

Criterion (iii): The Tower of Hercules is testimony to the
use of lighthouses in antiquity. The Tower is also proof of
the continuity of the Atlantic route from when it was first
organised by the Romans, during a large part of the Middle
Ages, and through to its considerable development in the
modern and contemporary eras.

In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
provided important financial guarantees for the
development of a museum and visitor centre. It referred to
the creation of a Tower Management Plan Monitoring
Committee which would appear to be fully capable of
exercising the role of inter-agency authority at the level
required for a property with outstanding universal value.
Nonetheless, ICOMOS considers it somewhat surprising
that it appears to report to the local Tourism Consortium,
which so far has only been identifiable as a structure
focused on tourism and commercial promotion.

The architectural integrity of the property, in the sense of a
structurally complete building, and its functional integrity
are satisfactory.
While the authenticity of the central Roman core is certain,
the authenticity of the building only makes sense when
judged from the point of view of a technological property
that has required numerous renovations and functional
adaptations.

ICOMOS considers that, given the guarantees provided
and the measures taken by the State Party in December
2008 to January 2009, all the measures presented make up
an acceptable management system. Nonetheless, ICOMOS
recommends the production of a more complete and
detailed management plan, setting out its planning and
clarifying who is responsible for its implementation.

The conservation of the property is monitored to a good
scientific level. In the final analysis, all the measures and
projects presented form an acceptable management plan.
The role of the Tower Management Plan Monitoring
Committee needs to be upgraded by virtue of its being the
coordinating authority for the management of the property.

ICOMOS recommends that
consideration to the following:

6. MONITORING
The monitoring indicators for the building’s components
can be broken down into conservation analysis topics (see
Conservation). They are generally implemented either on
an annual basis or every six or three months for the more
delicate issues of humidity and deterioration of the mortar
joints.

ICOMOS considers that the property monitoring is
satisfactory.
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State

Party

give

–

Clarification of the relations between the Tourism
Consortium, the responsibilities of which are up to
now only of a tourism and commercial nature, and
the Tower Management Plan Monitoring Committee,
the member organisations of which indicate that it is
designed to be the real coordinating authority for the
management of the property; the State Party should
specify how it is to operate and its working schedule;

–

Production of a more comprehensive and more
detailed management plan, to be examined by the
World Heritage Committee in 2011;

–

Indication of who will assume the scientific
responsibility for the future museum and visitor
centre, given that the Tourism Consortium currently
has no qualified personnel;

Monitoring the conduct of visitors is daily and performed
by the visitor staff.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the property is
guaranteed by the expertise of the specialist personnel of
the Ministry of Culture and the Heritage Department of the
Region of Galicia, and by the recent creation of the Tower
Management Plan Monitoring Committee.

the

–

Institution of permanent monitoring of the
hygrometry in the rooms associated with water
infiltration and condensation phenomena, and
planning of the necessary measures for ventilation
and possibly limiting visits;

–

Development and strengthening of control over urban
and outer urban development in the buffer zone that
are commensurate with the monumental and
landscape values of the property;

–

Provision of details about the progress on the
interpretation and visitor centre.
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Map showing the revised boundaries of the nominated property

View of the Punta Herminia

View of the tower

Aerial view of the tower

Space under the platform showing the archaeological excavations

International Committee on the Conservation of the
Industrial Heritage (TICCIH).

The Mercury and Silver Binomial
(Spain, Slovenia, Mexico)

Literature consulted (selection):
Bargalló, M., La amalgamación de los metales de plata in
Hispanoamérica colonial, México, Co. de Monterrey, 1969.

No 1313

Dizdarevic, T., The influence of mercury production in Idrija mine
on the environment, Ljubljana 2001.

Official name as proposed
by the States Parties:

Locations:

The Mercury and Silver
Binomial on the
Intercontinental Camino
Real. Almadén,
Idrija and
San Luis Potosí.

Cañizare-Ruis, M., ‘Patrimonio minero-industrial en Castilla-La
Mancha: el área Almadén-Puertollano,’ Investigaciones
Geográphicas, 31, Alicante 2003, p. 87-106.

Almadén, Autonomous
Community of CastillaLa Mancha,
Province of Ciudad Real,
Spain.
Idrija, Slovenia
San Luis Potosí,
State of San Luis Potosí,
Mexico.

Mining and industrial heritage: its impact on major Cultural
Routes of universal value. The Mines of Almadén and other
mining sites linked to the Intercontinental Spanish Royal Road
through the mercury route, Madrid – Almadén, ICOMOS Spain,
2006.

Lescovec, I., ‘Maintenance and presentation of the technical
heritage of the Idrija Mercury Mine,’ Patrimoine de l’industrie,
Paris, 2004.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 27–31 August (San Luis
Potosí) and 30 September– 6 October (Almadén and Idrija)
Additional information requested and received from the
States Parties: ICOMOS sent a letter to the States Parties
on 1 October 2008 about the selection of the sites, and the
importance given by each of the sites to the mining and
technical elements. ICOMOS received a reply from the
States Parties on 14 and 17 November 2008.

Brief description:
The mercury route followed the Intercontinental Camino
Real of the Spanish Empire, from Europe to Spanish
America. It dates from the second half of the 16th century,
when the mercury amalgamation process made possible the
large-scale exploitation of the silver of New Spain.

ICOMOS sent a letter to the States Parties on 10 December
2008 about the bodies in charge of implementing the
management plans, the role of San Luis Potosí in the
amalgamation process for the extraction of silver, and the
extension of the nominated zone and some buffer zones at
Idrija.

A relatively rare metal, liquid at room temperature,
mercury is produced only by a few mines across the world,
of which the largest is at Almadén in Spain and the second
largest at Idrija in Slovenia.
The exploitation of the silver mines of Mexico led to the
building of colonial towns and the development of the
Camino Real towards the north-west. San Luis Potosí,
which was established in the second part of the 16th
century, is one of Mexico’s historically important mining
towns.

In a reply dated 29 February 2009, the three States Parties
sent a joint detailed file in four parts (250 pages): one for
the general questions concerning all of them and one each
for their respective components of the property. The
analysis of this documentation is included in the present
evaluation.

Category of property:
Date of ICOMOS approval
of this report:

In terms of cultural properties as defined in Article 1 of the
1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a nomination for
the serial inscription of three groups of buildings.

10 March 2009

2. THE PROPERTY
Description

1. BASIC DATA

The nominated property consists of the two European
mining sites of Almadén (Spain) and Idrija (Slovenia) used
for the extraction of mercury (quicksilver), and the mining
town of San Luis Potosí (Mexico) which used the mercury
amalgamation process for the cold extraction of silver.

Included in the Tentative List: 27 April 2007 (Spain)
18 June 2007 (Slovenia)
22 June 2007 (Mexico)
International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

From the mid-16th century, the process was used on a
large scale for the exploitation of low-grade silver ores
containing other metals, such as lead, particularly in areas
located in present-day Mexico and Bolivia. Considerable
quantities of mercury were therefore necessary, and they
were transported from the sites of production in Europe
and Peru to the silver mines of the New World. The
process of large-scale amalgamation was a speciality of

29 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Cultural Landscapes and the
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– the San Rafael Royal Miners’ Hospital, which
today houses the museum and archives of Almadén;

colonial Hispanic America, which was the birthplace of the
process (1555). The overall system, including the
production, transport, and use of mercury for silver
extraction, played a major part in the Intercontinental
Camino Real, which was active from the mid-15th century
until the 19th century.

–
Idrija

The presence of mercuric sediment over a large area is the
characteristic geological feature of the Idrija region. It was
exploited from the end of the 15th century onwards, when
native mercury was discovered. It was associated with the
presence of mercuric sulphide (cinnabar) which made up
the ore. It is the second largest mine in the world, after
Almadén. The network of galleries excavated since this
period is around 700km long, at depths of up to 420m.
Considerable quantities of wood were necessary for the
mine’s operation, to provide props to support the galleries
and as fuel for the furnaces. The Idrija region was
equipped with dams in order to permit the transport of the
wood by flotation.

Almadén
The nominated property consists of a main part, situated to
the west of the town of Almadén, which includes the
historic mining territory and its technical and industrial
remains, and the nearby urban quarter up to the town
centre. The main part of the property is completed by some
scattered monuments elsewhere in the town, in the buffer
zone.
The mining wealth of Almadén is linked to the very
abundant geological presence of red cinnabar (mercuric
sulphide), which made it an exceptional site for mining, as
mercury ore is a rare commodity worldwide.

The nominated property is divided into the main urban
zone and six additional zones. The most important
elements of the property from the viewpoint of the
nomination are:

The elements of the nominated property comprise:
1. The mining site and the elements directly related to
the history of its exploitation:

– the paths in Idrija linking the mine, its facilities,
and the stores; ‘Anthony's main road,’ which leads to
the entrance to a shaft dating from the start of the 15th
century;

– the mines themselves, consisting of interlinking
shafts and galleries of various periods;
– the entrances to the del Pozo, del Castillo, and La
Contramina mines; the shafts, the machinery and the
buildings of San Aquilino, San Teodoro, San Andrés,
and San Joaquin;

– traces of the point of departure of the Mercury
Route in Idrija;
– the mining area and its outbuildings: the mining
deposit, the shafts and tunnels, the facilities for
extraction by ore smelting, the pumps, the machinery,
and the associated equipment;

– the constructions of the del Castillo mine, the
mercury store (today the museum), and the
administrative and social buildings;
– various tunnels with specific functions, such as the
forced labour tunnel, Caña Gitana, and the mining
transport tunnel of San Aquilino;

– the old town and its direct evidence of association
with mining history, in particular: the mercury stores
and the mine administration in Gewerkenegg Castle,
the miners' theatre, the town hall, the secondary school
for science, and the miners' living quarters.

– the Bustamante cinnabar furnace, designed in
1720;
–

– the dams and their hydraulic facilities used for
mining extraction, on nearby watercourses.

remains of the brick furnace (17th century);

– traces of the road to Seville used for the transport
of the mercury to its port of embarkation.

The seven separate zones forming the property are:

2. The property also includes the town centre, in its
original fabric, from the mining site to Constitution
Square, with the following noteworthy elements:
–

Retamar Castle,

–

the Chapel of San Miguel

–

the historic San Miguel shaft,

-

the Mining Academy building,

–

the remains of the mine superintendent’s house,

–

the Inquisitor’s House,

–

the new San Sebastián church,

–

the Carlos IV and Carros gates,

–

groups of traditional dwellings.

the bullring.

1.

the main zone of the old town and the castle, the
stores, the theatre, the elements of the mercury
route, the Francis shaft, the secondary school for
science;

2.

furnace 2 and the mercury extraction workshop;

3.

the Kamšt water pump and the Joseph shaft;

4.

the Gorenja dam;

5.

the Vojsko dam;

6.

the Putrih dam;

7.

the Belca River dam.

San Luis Potosí
The mining town of San Luis Potosí is located on the
central plateau of Mexico, in a semi-desert region. Its
foundation and development are entirely linked to the
working of the silver mines. The mines are widely
scattered over the area.

3. Various monuments in the buffer zone:
– The archaeological remains of the forced labour
gaol;
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royal control over the supply of mercury in the places
where it was used;

The nominated property follows the boundaries of the
historic town, particularly for the architectural value of its
main monuments presented as evidence of mining wealth.

–

an initial proposal for historic mapping of the
haciendas de beneficio within the property;

–

the existence of a single archaeological trace known
to date of the haciendas de beneficio, through the
uncovering of silver ore processing waste.

It includes in particular the following:
– the Real Caja (1764–67) is the most striking Baroque
architectural evidence of the splendour of the town. With
two street facades and an interior patio it is a readaptation
of a building from the previous century on the site. It was
the mercury store and the centre of mercury distribution to
mining operators, under direct control of the Spanish
Crown.

ICOMOS welcomes the efforts made by the State Party in
its documented reply to provide a better definition with
regard to the main theme of the nomination for serial
inscription. It is normal that this reply, in such a short time,
should be essentially historical, containing only a rapid
compilation of the available archaeological and urban
elements. The research carried out confirms that to date
there are only faint archaeological traces of mining waste.
An inventory and industrial archaeology programme is
needed.

– the Municipal Palace (1838–92), on the main square
(Plaza de Armas) is soberly elegant, featuring arcaded
facades. It was built on the site of the earlier Casas Reales;
– the Government Palace (1798–1827) is in the NeoClassical style, like the Municipal Palace;
– the Ipiña Building (1906) is one of the most important
and significant monuments of the civil architecture of San
Luis Potosí, and is also in the Neo-Classical style,
featuring arcaded facades;

ICOMOS notes that the definition of the property, so far as
San Luis Potosí is concerned, is for the time being
exclusively architectural and urban, without any direct
link, with the exception of the Real Caja, with the mining,
industrial, and transportation theme of the Mercury Route.

– the Cathedral (1701–32) is also located on the Plaza de
Armas; it has a facade with three levels and a main access,
flanked by two symmetrical bell towers. The Cathedral,
which stands on the site of a much simpler parish church,
expresses the Baroque style in Mexico.

History and development
Mercury and its mineral derivatives have been known and
used since Greco-Latin antiquity in small quantities, as a
coloured pigment (vermilion), in jewellery making, and as
an ingredient of the pharmacopoeia.

– the Church and Convent of San Francisco (17th and
18th centuries); the Church has a Baroque facade and two
asymmetrical bell towers, with a dome over the transept
crossing. The religious architecture of the interior dates
from the mid-17th century; the sacristy includes a set of
remarkable sculpted decorations and painted frescoes.

The amalgamation process, based upon the ability of liquid
mercury to dissolve the precious metals of gold and silver,
has been known ever since this period. In the Middle Ages
the Arabs described the process and they passed it on to the
European alchemists. Mercury, the only metal that is liquid
at room temperature, was known at the time as
‘quicksilver’.

– the Church, Jesuit College, and Chapel of Our Lady of
Loreto (17th and 18th centuries) constitute one of the most
characteristic groups of buildings in the Jesuit Baroque
architectural style in New Spain.
– the Church of San Agustín (mid-18th century) has an
imposing Mexican Baroque bell tower.

Mercury resources, which are usually in the form of an ore
containing mercury sulphide (cinnabar), with sometimes
small amounts of native mercury (in the metallic state),
have the geological particularity of being few in number
across the globe. Historically, only four main locations
have been worked. The largest deposit is at Almadén in
Spain, which has been known since ancient times; the
second largest is Idrija, in present-day Slovenia, discovered
in 1490. The two others are the mines of Huancavelica
(Peru), discovered in 1564, and the mines in China, the
existence of which became known to Europeans in the
modern period.

– the Church of San Juan de Dios (17th and 18th
centuries).
– the Carmelite Church and its Convent (mid-18th
century), the ornate facades and decorated altars of which
are amongst the most typical and representative of the
Mexican Baroque style;
–

the Basilica of Guadalupe (1772–1800).

Further to the request from ICOMOS dated 10 December
2008, for a definition of the property in San Luis Potosí
that is not exclusively architectural but more directly
related to the technical and industrial theme of the
nomination, the State Party replied by sending an
additional detailed document relating to this question.

In the 16th century the Idrija mine was developed under
the control of the city of Venice, which brought in German
master miners and marketed the mercury throughout
Central Europe, in the Eastern Mediterranean, and in
Flanders. An initial amalgamation test for the extraction of
silver was probably carried out in Venice in 1507.

The latter addresses the following points:
–

a documented historical outline of the mining history
in San Luis Potosí, and in particular the practice of
amalgamation by the haciendas de beneficio for the
cold processing of the ore in and around the old town;

–

an overall view of the commercial and administrative
role of the Real Caja in San Luis Potosí in exercising

The powerful trading dynasty of the Fuggers, who hailed
from southern Germany, gained a dominant position in
non-ferrous metal mines in Europe, thanks to an agreement
with the reigning house of the Habsburgs. Almadén formed
part of this entity, and work there was relaunched in
around 1550.
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Production began at the Idrija mines to supplement
Almadén should the latter experience production
difficulties or if production was insufficient. This was the
case in particular between 1620 and 1645, and again in the
second half of the 18th century. The Peruvian mines of
Huancavelica were mainly assigned to the working of
silver from the Andes, but on occasion they were also used
for New Spain. The existence of a Chinese contribution,
via the Pacific part of the Camino Real, remains no more
than anecdotal.

Initial development of Spanish colonisation in Central
America and the Andes in the 16th century was mainly
concerned with gold resources. Gold was a native metal,
exploitation of which on a large scale required a
considerable labour force, but which was based on the use
of craft techniques. Interest in silver emerged shortly
afterwards, particularly with the discovery of the
exceptional mining site of Potosí, in present-day Bolivia,
in 1545. The first deposits worked were very rich, and
traditional Indian furnaces were then sufficient for
producing metal from the ore.

The history of the exploitation of the process first
developed by Bartolomé de Médina (1555) underwent
various technical innovations: a more efficient hot
amalgamation process in around 1590 and new furnaces
for mercury preparation at Huancavelica and then at
Almadén, by Bustamante, in the 1640s. A second wave of
innovations was carried out at the Almadén mines, which
were thoroughly reorganised following the fires of the
1750s. Production peaked at the end of the 18th century,
but the deepening of the mines was reaching its limits.

New Spain (Mexico) also proved to be rich in silver mines
which were discovered shortly afterwards: Zacatecas and
Santa Barbara, and then Pachuca, Guanajuato, and San
Luis Potosí in the 1550s. However, the Mexican sites
contained low-grade ore and were situated in regions that
had very limited supplies of the wood required for the
furnaces.
Bartolomé de Médina, drawing on the experience of
German miners, studied the amalgamation process and was
the first to develop an efficient process for the cold
extraction of silver using mercury. It was operational in
Pachuca from the mid-1550s and rapidly became widely
used, making industrial metallurgical processing possible
in the mines of New Spain and then those of the Andes,
where the working at benefited from the discovery of the
mercury mines of Huancavelica. In exports from Hispanic
America resources drawn from silver became dominant in
the second part of the 16th century and over the following
two centuries.

Concern for the safety and diseases of miners exposed to
mercury was first expressed as early as the 16th century in
the case of the Idrija mines, and it continued in the
centuries that followed. The presence of medical staff and
a pharmacy is attested there in the mid-18th century. A
first publication concerning the mercury-related diseases of
miners was published (Scopoli, 1761). An insurance
system for miners was in place at the end of the 18th
century, a pioneering development in this region. The
problem of industrial diseases arising from exposure to
mercury is a serious issue, and one which affected workers
engaged both in mining and in operating the furnaces.
Attempts were taken at a very early stage at Idrija to
reduce exposure to mercury vapours by the workers, such
as the use of masks for those close to the furnaces and the
use of a roster system for the posts involving the most
severe exposure. In the 17th century hot baths were used
for treatment. The medical question continued to be
studied in the 19th century and in the 20th century, when
for example the miners were provided with preventive
ionisation treatment.

Control of mercury extraction and the organisation of its
transportation and trade then became an issue of great
importance, under the monopoly of the Spanish royal
treasury, from 1559 onwards. The Habsburgs also took
control of the Idrija mines in 1575.
It was at this point that the various terrestrial and maritime
routes for mercury transport were set up, comprising the
mining sites, specialised stores, routes, ports, ships,
transport organisation, etc. Remains of the terrestrial routes
survive at the point of departure at Almadén and Idrija.
The main transit ports were Seville and then Cadiz in
Spain, Veracruz and Tampico in New Spain, and Trieste in
the Adriatic. Within the Spanish Empire this global
transport system was given the name of the Camino Real,
connecting up a vast intercontinental terrestrial and
maritime network. Its Atlantic part led to the famous
maritime organisation of the Carrera de Indias.

At Almadén, and to some extent at San Luis Potosí, forced
labour was used over a long period to provide the work
force. The remains of the Almadén forced labour camp
bear witness to this, together with a tunnel used to control
the access to the mine by the forced labourers. A large part
of the museography at Almadén is concerned with the
forced labourers and the health consequences of exposure
to mercury (the site of the forced labour prison and the
museum of the former hospital).

The east–west mercury route and the return silver route
had considerable economic consequences in Spain and
Europe and in Hispanic America, such as the structuring of
the inner space of Mexico from the end of the 16th century
onwards. The construction and architectural development
of the town of San Luis Potosí, on one of the major silverbearing sites in America, is a remarkable example of this.
It is a faithful reflection of mining development: on the one
hand it catered for the arrival of the colonists and the many
displaced Indians and on the other it played an essential
role in the development of the roads of the Camino Real
and the conquest of the north-western territories.

Mexican production using the amalgamation process fell
into rapid decline at the beginning of the 19th century, as a
result of the numerous wars in which Spain became
engaged, followed by independence movements,
particularly in Mexico (1821). As a result of the tradition
of its secondary school for science, Idrija was the site for
the establishment of a school of geology in the 20th
century which is today well known in Central Europe.
ICOMOS considers that the issue of the residual pollution
of the ground and water by mercury in the historic sites
where the metal was worked and used forms an integral
part of the history and cultural value of the properties. The
same applies to the history of mercury-related occupational
and other diseases.

Silver exploitation using the mercury amalgamation
process continued throughout the 17th and 18th centuries.
Around 1700 New Spain definitively supplanted Peru as
the main silver producer.
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The Mercury and Silver Binomial on the Intercontinental
Camino Real, Almadén, Idrija and San Luis Potosí values

series of elements of tangible testimony has been
conserved for its history to be represented with coherence
and integrity.

The mercury and silver binomial emerged following the
discovery of a large number of silver-bearing mines in
Mexico, the efficient exploitation of which was only
possible by the use of the amalgamation process (mid-16th
century). Its transport system involved the use of the vast
Intercontinental Camino Real system set up by the Spanish
Empire at this period. The dual flow that was then created,
with mercury going from Europe to America and silver
coming back in return, forms a cultural route on a very
large scale which continued in use over more than two and
a half centuries.

The urban planning perceptible today is close to that of the
18th century. Some housing has been modified, and other
housing has been largely destroyed (house of the mine
superintendent, forced labour gaol).
Idrija: Like Almadén, Idrija bears witness to mining
techniques throughout the different periods of its
exploitation, up to its closure from the end of the 1980s
onwards. Efforts to protect the mining elements as heritage
began in 1952. These elements are extremely varied: shafts
and galleries, machinery, hydraulic systems with dams for
the transport of wood by flotation (for props and as fuel),
industrial buildings and urban planning linked to the mine,
and remains of the mercury transport routes. They provide
an insight into the considerable coherence and integrity of
the history of mercury mining at Idrija and its transport
system.

Important technical innovations came with developments
such as the amalgamation process, mercury production, the
organisation of large mines, and the storage and transport
of a very dense and corrosive liquid metal, mercury. A true
pre-industrial system was in place by the end of the 16th
century.

San Luis Potosí: The urban ensemble nominated for
inscription on the World Heritage List provides relatively
homogeneous and coherent evidence of the urban planning
of the town of San Luis Potosí and its civilian and religious
architectural developments. In certain districts, however,
this is adversely impacted by 20th century urban
development. The integrity of the landscape is affected in
particular by the erection of several large-scale buildings in
the 1960s and 1970s.

Building the town of San Luis Potosí accompanied the
growth of silver mining in this region of New Spain. Close
to a river, it was the site for the location of the haciendas
de beneficio responsible for processing the mineral using
the amalgamation process, and then Royal control of the
regional trade and the use of the mercury by the Real Caja
(1628). At the centre of a vast regional complex of silver
extraction, the town is the starting point for a series of
roads leading to the relatively inhospitable lands to the
north and north-east, constituting the development of the
Camino Real leading to the interior of the country.

ICOMOS feels that the mining origins of the town of San
Luis Potosí and its industrial history are virtually nonexistent in the nominated property. It is almost exclusively
urban in character, illustrating architectural, civil, and
religious values that have already been accorded ample
recognition in Mexico. Under these conditions, the
evidence that this property belongs to the mining and
industrial theme of silver extraction using the
amalgamation process is lacking. Another approach to the
property needs to be considered which involves the
regional mining reality and the use of the amalgamation
process. The additional documentation (October–
November 2008 and February 2009) outlines several
elements: the role of mercury storage, control, and trade by
the Real Caja and the role of the Haciendas de Beneficio
for the application of the amalgamation process, for which
the existing remains are, however, more tenuous.

The financial and economic consequences of the massive
arrival of silver in Spain were important, on the one hand
to justify the continuation of the colonisation of the
American continent, and on the other by flooding Europe
with precious metal as a result of purchasing by the
Spanish, which encouraged its economic and technological
development in the modern period.
ICOMOS considers that it is necessary to consider
adopting a new name for the serial property, as the Camino
Real term, specific to the Spanish colonial empire from the
16th to the 18th century, is not appropriate for the site of
Idrija. A title such as ‘The Mercury and Silver Binomial:
Almadén, Idrija and San Luis Potosi’ would be sufficient,
and would moreover enable possible extensions.

Serial nomination:
3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

ICOMOS considers that the mercury exploitation sites
chosen are the two largest mines in the world, in both
quantitative and historical terms. However, the mine of
Huancavelica (Peru), which played an important role in the
exploitation of silver from the Andes following Spanish
colonisation, should be added to the property. This has
been considered by the States Parties, and has only so far
been prevented for collateral reasons.

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity
Almadén: The nominated property has retained since the
16th and 17th centuries traces of its mining function and
the associated evidence of the exploitation of mercury, its
processing, and its transport, as well as significant urban
and architectural elements of the development of the
mining town of Almadén. The property is set in a mining
and urban landscape which evokes its history, linked to the
‘Mercury Route’ of the Camino Real.

So far as the silver mines of Mexico, the first and principal
country in which the amalgamation process was used, are
concerned, the presence of San Luis Potosí alone would be
explained by the central administrative role of this town in
the controlled distribution of mercury inside New Spain.
However, extension to the other major Mexican mines at
which the process was historically used might be
considered, including the Historic Town of Guanajuato and
Adjacent Mines, already inscribed on the World Heritage

The surviving remains of mining illustrate the evolution of
the techniques of mercury exploitation and processing up
to and including the 20th century. A sufficiently significant
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List (1988, criteria (i), (ii), (iv), (vi)). The same applies to
the City of Potosí in Bolivia (1987, criteria (ii), (iv), (vi)).

The intercontinental dimension of the nominated property
and its theme of technical and economic interchanges on a
very large scale over several centuries lend it a special
character, the representation of which up to now on the
World Heritage List has been very limited.

ICOMOS considers that the three sites nominated form a
coherent and significant group representing the historic
development of the mercury-silver amalgamation process,
but also that its value would be enhanced by extensions to
the major historic mining sites of Mexico and the Andes,
which have in part already been individually recognised by
inscription on the World Heritage List. Furthermore,
ICOMOS considers that the shortcomings noted in San
Luis Potosí prevent the adequate establishment of the
heritage dimension of the use of mercury in silver
production using Mexican ore and, consequently, its
transatlantic dimension. The integrity of the property as a
series has not been established.

A comparison is then made with the theme of routes of
human movement and transport, for which properties have
already been inscribed. Only a few of these relate to
economic exchanges: Quebrada de Humahuaca (Argentina,
2003, criteria (ii), (iv), (v)), Incense Route – Desert Cities
in the Negev (Israel, 2005, criteria (iii), (v)). Several are on
the Tentative Lists, with mining and/or commercial
aspects: the Prehistoric copper route (Israel) and the Route
of the Ancient Greeks (India, Pakistan, Afghanistan), PreHispanic Route of the Andes (all Andean States Parties),
Camino Real de Tierra Adentro (Mexico–United States),
Mining Routes of Antiquity (Spain), etc.

Authenticity
Almadén: The presence of underground mining elements
dating from the 16th and 17th centuries has been
authenticated.

The nominated property has a strong thematic relationship
with the silver mine site of the City of Potosí (Bolivia,
1987, criteria (ii), (iv), (vi))) and the mercury mines of
Huancavelica (Peru). They form two complementary silver
production systems for the Spanish empire, from the 16th
century to the start of the 19th century, but operated
independently. In Mexico, the theme of the new colonial
town linked to silver-bearing resources already has two
representatives on the World Heritage List: the Historic
town of Guanajuato and adjacent mines (1988, criteria (i),
(ii), (iv), (vi)) and the Historic Centre of Zacatecas (1993,
criteria (ii), (iv)). The historic town centres linked to the
colonial period in Mexico, from the 16th century to the end
of the 18th century, are furthermore represented by some
ten properties already inscribed on the World Heritage
List. For silver mines, the Silver Mine of Iwami Ginzan
and its cultural landscape in Japan should be added (2007,
criteria (ii), (iii), (v)).

A pair of Bustamante furnaces, the technical design of
which dates from the 17th century, have been restored by
the Spanish Historic Heritage Institute, in accordance with
the principles of the Venice Charter. The restored parts are
clearly identified.
The functions of some of the urban buildings have been
changed from their original purpose and have undergone
substantial alterations (e.g. Retamar Castle). However,
most have a good level of architectural authenticity.
Idrija: All the mining elements and their technical annexes
are authentic. Most of the water control systems date from
the 18th century, the most recent from the start of the 19th
century.
The most noteworthy architectural and monumental
elements have in general a high degree of authenticity. The
town itself has, however, undergone changes that affect its
built structure and its urban structure.

The nominated property also forms part of a larger group
of mining sites and landscapes present in different parts of
the world, of which there are around twenty on the World
Heritage List, divided up depending on the substance
extracted (salt, copper, iron, precious metals, precious
stones) and periods of exploitation. Almadén and Idrija are
fully compatible with this group in terms of the nature of
the nominated property.

San Luis Potosí: The civil and religious monumental
buildings have a high degree of authenticity as regards to
their architecture and their decoration. The changes they
have undergone are minor.
The housing in the town and the urban plan generally have
a relatively good degree of authenticity. They have,
however, undergone substantial changes in some quarters,
following repairs or reconstructions.

Serial nomination:
ICOMOS considers that San Luis Potosí is a nomination
for inscription for a historical urban ensemble of the 17th
and 18th centuries. The comparative study has only just
been outlined in this direction. A comparison with towns in
Mexico already inscribed bearing a relationship with silver
mines and the use of the amalgamation process would be
needed.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity are met
for Almadén and Idrija so far as the theme of the serial
nomination is concerned, but not for San Luis Potosí. The
integrity of the entire series has therefore not been
demonstrated.

Comparative analysis

ICOMOS considers that thought should be given to the
extension of the nominated property, on the one hand to
include properties already inscribed with regard to the
silver mines in Bolivia, and on the other hand to the
mercury mine of Huancavelica in Peru, into the framework
of the Mercury Route.

The comparative analysis in the nomination dossier begins
with comparison with international serial properties
already inscribed on the World Heritage List. There is only
a few of them that do not have any transboundary
territorial continuity.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis
demonstrates the value of the mining sites of Almadén and
Idrija. However, this is not the case for San Luis Potosi and
the use of the amalgamation process.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of authenticity have
been met for the elements nominated for inscription.
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The return flow of silver had a very important commercial,
financial, and cultural influence on Spain and on modern
Europe.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the States Parties
to be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

Mining traditions also influenced the creation of towns,
with emblematic and exceptional buildings.

– These sites are emblematic of the establishment of an
original mining process which made possible the extraction
of silver by amalgamation with mercury, over a period of
more than 250 years. They founded the International
Mercury and Silver Binomial Route forming part of the
Camino Real.

ICOMOS considers that the process of amalgamating
silver using mercury determined the structure of important
technical, economic, and cultural interchanges between
Europe and Hispanic America over more than two
centuries. These interchanges made possible the
development of the working of the silver-bearing deposits
of present-day Mexico. In return, the flows of silver
arriving in Spain and Europe played a considerable
financial and economic role in the modern period.

– The associated technical and scientific interchanges
created cultural links between several parts of the world
over a long historical period, and contributed to the
establishment of their economic and social structure.
– Mercury is a relatively rare metal, and Almadén and
Idrija have been its largest mining centres worldwide.
Today they provide an expression of the processes and
historical context of this intensive mineral exploitation.

In the reply to its request dated 10 December 2008,
ICOMOS considers that the additional elements provided
for San Luis Potosí do not enable criterion (ii) to be fully
justified for this site and, consequently, for the whole of
the serial property nominated.

– San Luis Potosí is a remarkable example of an urban
centre made wealthy by the exploitation of silver. It is,
furthermore, located at a strategic point for controlling a
vast territory.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
for the serial property.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates a significant stage in human
history;

– The properties bear witness to a scientific and technical
culture and its evolution over several centuries, in a way
that is directly related to the production of mercury and its
use in the extraction of silver.

This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the mines of Almadén and Idrija are the two
largest mercury mines in the world. Today, they represent
the most significant events regarding its exploitation by
man, in terms of mining techniques and impact on the
environment. San Luis Potosí is a remarkable example of a
town which has developed thanks to the application of the
amalgamation process to extract silver metal from its ore
and the creation of wealth that resulted. It is an outstanding
example of the territorial organisation generated by the
mine.

– It is a unique example of the relationship of man with
his environment, which lasted for centuries and which is
materially expressed in various successive strata in the
ground and in landscapes.
– The properties have a high degree of integrity and
authenticity, stemming in particular from the communities’
awareness of their unique and outstanding significance.
Serial nomination:
Nomination for serial inscription is justified by the nature
of the nominated property. It embodies the
complementarity of mercury exploitation and silver
exploitation, in distant mining locations, through the
process of amalgamation.

ICOMOS considers that the outstanding example of the
technological ensemble represented by the amalgamation
process for the extraction of silver has not been fully
demonstrated for San Luis Potosí.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
for the serial property.

The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii), (iv), and (v).

Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use or sea-use which is
representative of a culture, or human interaction with the
environment especially when it has become vulnerable
under the impact of irreversible change;

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;

This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the nominated sites constitute an outstanding
example of the interaction of man with his environment, an
environment which is today vulnerable because of the
closure of the mines and mercury pollution.

This criterion is justified by the States Parties on the
grounds that the interchange of technical and scientific
values is clear and considerable in the heritage created by
the production, transport, and use of mercury, from the
16th century to the 19th century, via the Camino Real
Intercontinental. These interchanges are illustrated by the
development by Bartolomé de Médina of the
amalgamation of silver with mercury and its use for the
exploitation of the silver mines in New Spain and the
Andes. Mining traditions of mercury and silver production
then continued to evolve and influenced each other by
further innovations.

The human intervention gave rise to important social
aspects, through a workforce that included forced labourers
and prisoners at Almadén and San Luis Potosí and
displaced indigenous populations and slaves at San Luis
Potosi, through the difficult life of the miners, and the early
consideration given to occupational diseases at Idrija.
Many elements of intangible culture are associated with the
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specific nature of the human communities who participated
in the exploitation of the mines.

tourism generates employment. There are 36 hotels with a
capacity of some 4500 rooms.

The sites of the Mercury and Silver Binomial Route also
bear witness to the continuous scientific and technological
efforts made by man in his relationship with the
environment.

Environmental pressures and impact of climate change
Almadén: The Alcudia valley in which the mines and the
town are situated is a region with an important natural
heritage in terms of flora and fauna. A large part of the
buffer zone consists of an ornithological reserve.

ICOMOS considers that the material elements that make
up the property and the presentation made of them, for
Almadén and Idrija in particular, are in line with the
arguments presented in favour of criterion (v). On the other
hand, they do not apply for the San Luis Potosí property
and its essentially architectural and aesthetic interpretation.

The landscape and environmental changes linked to the
mine are being dealt with under a natural environment
project (2005).
Idrija: The mining activities have had a damaging impact
on the natural environment. A rehabilitation programme is
under consideration.

ICOMOS approves of the idea of an exceptional
relationship between Man and Nature in the context of the
Mercury and Silver Binomial Route, while considering that
the pollution of the ground and water-table linked to the
mining sites is an integral part of the property today.

San Luis Potosí: The main risk arises from the mine
galleries under the town itself and their possible impact on
ground stability. A geophysical risk assessment was
carried out in 2005. Several buildings are currently in a
fragile condition.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been justified
for the serial property.

Natural disasters and risk preparedness
Almadén: The main risk is linked with the mine itself. The
installations have been decontaminated. An environmental
survey programme is in place. It follows wide-ranging
studies of risks linked to mercury poisoning.

ICOMOS considers that the serial approach has been
justified for the nominated sites. ICOMOS considers,
however, that the selection of sites would be more
appropriate if it was extended to include Mexico and the
Andes.

Idrija: 500 years of mining exploitation have resulted in a
high degree of pollution of the ground by mercury and
radioactive radon, with up to 900mg of mercury per kg.
However, the level decreased rapidly after the shutdown of
the mines (1995). Survey of the mercury level in the water
is in place.

In conclusion, ICOMOS considers that only the sites of
Almadén and Idrija conform for the time being with
criteria (ii), (iv), and (v) and that therefore the Outstanding
Universal Value of the series has not been fully
demonstrated at this stage.

The level of disease in former workers is proportional to
the number of years of employment in the mine.
An environmental rehabilitation project is being examined.
There is an emergency intervention plan related to the
mines in the event of a natural or human disaster.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures

The mine closure plan was accompanied by a ground
control programme to avoid the fragilisation of the built
structure as a result of the underground galleries,
particularly for the historic town centre.

Almadén: Cessation of mining activities at the end of the
1980s had important social consequences. An industrial
reconversion zone has been put in place.

The site is situated in a zone classified as sensitive to
earthquakes.

Idrija: The pressure of economic development needs is
limited naturally by the geography of the valley. Urban
development pressure exists, however, under the control of
the town’s new land-use plan (2007).

San Luis Potosí: The town is not considered in national
and regional prevention plans to be a zone of high natural
risks.

San Luis Potosí: The town centre today contains housing,
shops, public and private services, and religious activities.
The industrial and mining sites are at least 5km away from
the town centre. Population in the town centre has been
increasing over the last ten years or so; this has given rise
to pressure from property. The increase in road traffic is
also a threat to the quality of life in the town centre.

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the properties
are the consequences of the mining exploitation itself in
geological terms (ground stability) and in terms of mercury
pollution. In addition, real-estate pressure for land and
property may in specific cases threaten the properties and
call for special care to be taken.

Tourism pressures
Almadén: There is practically no industrial tourism at the
present time.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

Idrija: The town is primarily a summer route centre.
Industrial tourism related to the mines is limited at present.

CONSERVATION

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
Almadén: The nominated property has an area of 49.67ha
and it is occupied by 825 people. The buffer zone has an
area of 117ha.

San Luis Potosí: This town is relatively important in
tourism terms, and has more visitors than any other town in
the province. 93% of the tourists are Mexican, and the
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Idrija: In reply to the request by ICOMOS dated 10
December 2008, the State Party has proposed a new decree
dated 20 February 2009, defining the property and its
boundaries as a cultural monument of national
significance. The property is divided into seven constituent
zones in accordance with the description (see 2). The
property is occupied by 2400 inhabitants.

Government of Mexico, nineteen to the State Government
of San Luis Potosí, eleven to the Municipality, and 808 to
private owners. The streets and the public spaces belong to
the Municipality.

In reply to the request by ICOMOS dated 10 December
2008, the State Party of Slovenia has proposed buffer
zones encircling the whole of the nominated properties.
This is the extended buffer zone common to elements (1),
(2), and (3) of the property; a new buffer zone around
element (4), a buffer zone around element (5), and a
common buffer zone for elements (6) and (7).

–

Real Caja: University of San Luis Potosí;

–

Municipal Palace (formerly Casas Reales): the
Municipality;

–

the Government Palace: the State Government of San
Luis Potosí;

–

the Ipiña Palace: a private owner;

ICOMOS considers that it is necessary to specify the new
surface area of the seven elements constituting the property
in Idrija and their buffer zones, following the decree dated
20 February 2009, and to publish the latter.

–

the Cathedral: the Catholic Church by delegation of
the Federal State;

–

the Church and Convent of the Franciscans: ditto;

San Luis Potosí: The nominated property is 70.34 ha in
area and is occupied by 3871 inhabitants. The buffer zone
has an area of 133.49ha.

–

the Church of the Jesuits: ditto;

–

the College of the Jesuits: the University;

–

San Agustín church: the Catholic Church by
delegation of the Federal State;

–

the San Juan de Dios Church: ditto;

–

the Carmelite Church: ditto.

The properties of national historic value are under the
following ownership and management authority:

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and the associated buffer zones are appropriate.

Ownership
Almadén: The mines themselves, the adjacent spaces, and
the section of the Mercury Route identified at its point of
departure are the property of the private company Empresa
Minas de Almadén y Arrayanes S.A., as are the Miners’
Hospital and the San Miguel Chapel, situated in the town.

Protection
Legal protection
Almadén: The mining ensemble and the urban ensemble
are under the legal protection of:

The public spaces of the town and part of the buildings
identified as having historic and heritage value are the
property of the Municipality of Almadén (Castle, house of
the mining superintendent, mining academy, bullring).
The other elements with historic and heritage value are the
property of the Catholic Church (San Sebastián Church and
Nuevo Church) and of the University (archaeological site
of the forced labour prison).
The great majority of the apartment blocks are private
property.
Idrija: The cultural property of national interest is covered
by an inventory of 34 elements, of which ownership is
divided as follows:
–

–

the Spanish Constitution defining the Organic Laws
and the Status of the Autonomous Communities (27
December 1978),

–

the Spanish Historic Heritage Act (16/1985) and its
regional application acts and decrees (Act 4/1990 of
Castilla–La Mancha, and Decree 7/2005 in particular),

–

the Local Territorial Authorities Regulation Act
(7/1985),

–

the Territorial Regulation Act (6/1998),

–

the Protected Natural Spaces Act (9/1999).

The mining ensemble was declared a Property of Cultural
Interest on 29 October 2007. It includes an inventory of the
site’s technical, industrial, and architectural elements.
Several sites or monuments had already received this
official protection previously: the Bustamante furnaces, the
Castle, the Bullring, and the Miners’ Hospital.

the State (two hydraulic elements);

– the Municipality and local authorities (seven elements,
including the Theatre, the House of the Miners, part of the
Castle, the Mercury Store);

The town centre and its monuments are covered by the
Special Municipal Protection Plan.

– public institutions: the maternity hospital (three
elements associated with the Castle), the Museum (four
elements associated with the Castle and the hydraulic
system heritage); the Gorica Hydroelectric Company (three
hydraulic elements), and miscellaneous (one element in the
Castle);

Idrija: The mining ensembles and the urban ensemble are
under the legal protection of:
–

– the Idrija Mining Company, which is a private
company (fourteen elements, mainly mining-related and
industrial).

the Cultural Heritage Protection Acts (7/1999 and
96/2002) and their implementation decrees;

–

the Administrative Procedures Code (24/2006);

San Luis Potosí: The inventory of built elements indicates
865 constructions, of which 27 belong to the Federal

–

the Territorial Planning Act (33/2007);

–

the Building Acts (102/2004 and 14/2005);
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–

the Nature Protection act (39/2006);

–

the Decrees relating to the Creation of the Mining Site
Landscape Park (11/1993 and 37/1995);

–

charge of the mine museum and the mining archives (San
Rafael Hospital).
The Technical University is also contributing to the
museography and archaeological knowledge of the forced
labour gaol.

seven Municipal Decisions on the town’s cultural and
historic heritage.

Idrija: The documentation work is carried out in
conjunction with the survey and maintenance activities.

The technical and industrial heritage of Idrija and environs
has been declared a Cultural Monument of National
Importance (Decrees 66/2001 and 55/2002).

The inventories and documentation relating to the mining
heritage of Idrija are available at both national and regional
level (Institute for the Protection of the Slovenian Cultural
Heritage at Ljubljana and its Regional Office at Nova
Gorica).

A list of elements of local interest exists, defining local
protection.
San Luis Potosí: The urban ensemble is under the legal
protection of:

The Museum has archive material and documentation.

–

the Federal Laws on Historic Monuments and Historic
Sites (1972 and 1975);

The Idrija Mining Company also has its own archives and
documents.

–

the Presidential Decree of 14 December 1990,
recognising the historic zone of the monuments of the
town of San Luis Potosí;

–

the Federal Laws of Land Use and Ownership (1993
and 2003);

–

the Law on Religious Associations (1992);

San Luis Potosí: The inventory of heritage elements and
their state of conservation is deposited at the National
Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH), San Luis
Potosí Office. It contains 3624 technical datasheets
compiled since 1992. It forms the basis of the studies
carried out for recommendations concerning the restoration
and conservation of elements of the property.

–

the Law on Ecology and Nature Protection (1996);

Present state of conservation

–

the Laws on the Development of the State of San Luis
Potosí (2000 and 2003);

–

the Cultural Heritage Protection Law of the State of
San Luis Potosí (2005);

Almadén: The Bustamante furnaces were recently restored
and are in a good state of conservation. The remaining two
gates of the mining site have been restored, and elements
of the Route are clearly identifiable.

–

the various Municipal deliberations concerning
territorial regulation, building permits, and public
safety.

Idrija: Many restorations have been undertaken over recent
years for components of the built structure, the technical
and civil engineering elements of the mine, and the
hydraulic elements.

Traditional protection

San Luis Potosí: The main public buildings and the urban
infrastructure are in a relatively good general state of
conservation. On the other hand, some private buildings
are in a poor condition, and some quarters generally appear
to be in a poor state of conservation and maintenance.

The dwellings are in most cases private property and are
maintained by their owners.
The Catholic Church carries out direct or delegated
management for the religious buildings at its disposal at
Almadén and Idrija.

Active conservation measures and maintenance

Effectiveness of protection measures

Almadén: Each of the management partners implements
the relevant part of the conservation plan: the Foundation
and the Mining Company for the mining park and its
activities; the Municipality for the urban space and the
monuments belonging to it; and the University and the
private partners for the other real-estate and archaeological
elements of the property.

In all three cases, the legal protection measures would seem
to be sufficient.
ICOMOS considers that the protective measures for the
property are adequate.

Idrija: Substantial conservation and renovation activities
have been carried out recently, including restoration of the
main monuments and restoration of Anthony’s Route. The
Municipality is coordinating the introduction of current
and future conservation measures.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research
Almadén: Inscription as a property of national cultural
interest led to the creation of an inventory by the Spanish
Heritage Institute. The inventory includes a description of
the state of conservation.

San Luis Potosí: Since 1987, 320 conservation projects
have been undertaken and successfully completed in the
historic centre. The Municipality is coordinating the
introduction of current and future conservation measures.

The mining company has undertaken a major programme
of surveying the mine and maintaining its cultural
elements. The survey constitutes the documentary and
material base for the museography and the mining park
project. The company has also contributed to the creation
of the Francisco Javier de Villegas Foundation, which is in

Effectiveness of conservation measures
ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures appear
to be adequate in the three component parts of the
property.
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Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

ICOMOS wishes to know about the maintenance and
restoration plans being contemplated in a short- and
medium-term perspective by the three States Parties.

Almadén: The property is mainly covered by the following
plans and programmes:

ICOMOS considers that the conservation of the three
elements constituting the serial property is adequate.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

Almadén: The management plan was established in 2003
by grouping together and coordinating several programmes
for the management of the property and cultural activities:
–

the Francisco Javier de Villegas Foundation (Museum
of the San Rafael Royal Hospital, historic archives of
the mines, and management plan of the mining site by
the park currently being constituted);

–

the management plan of the University College
(historic mine museum, Royal forced labour prison
interpretation centre);

–

the Environmental Rehabilitation Plan of the Mining
Site (2005);

–

the Plan relating to Mine-related Toxicological and
Geological Risks;

–

the Special Municipal Plan for the Protection of the
Historic Town Centre;

–

the Municipal Territorial Regulation Plan (2007);

A plan is also being considered to make the mining site
visitable, in the form of a ‘mining park’ which will involve
major works. The park must be planned in a way which
provides every possible guarantee of safety for visitors.
Idrija: The property is covered by the following main plans
and programmes:
–

Long-term Territorial Planning (1999, updated in
2007).

–

the Almadén office, which has a cross-functional role
in promoting economic and cultural activities at
Almadén;

–

Operational Programme for the Elimination of the
Effects of Mercury and the Rehabilitation of the
Mining Site (April 2007);

–

the Mining Academy programme (geological and
mining practices, Camino Real interpretation centre).

–

Programme for the Survey of the Mines and Flood
Prevention (2008–14);

Idrija: A management plan is currently being prepared
(2008) under the auspices of the Municipality. It is
intended to establish coordination between the institutions
and organisations in charge of the conservation,
management, and cultural valorisation of the site. It is
intended that the following will be created:

–

the Idrija Cultural Heritage Management Programme
currently being considered;

–

Regional Development Plan;

–

a local information and interpretation centre on the
mercury heritage;

–

an international information and research centre on
the different kinds of impact of mercury on the
environment, and the historic study of its exploitation
and uses.

The tourism project is guided by the principle of an
educational approach enabling a better understanding of
questions relating to the mine and to mercury. It is based
on various tourism programmes – local, regional, and/or
linked to transboundary tourism development (Italy).
ICOMOS considers that the large number of tourism plans
and programmes at Idrija adversely affects the clarity of
the policy of raising awareness of the value of the
nominated property.

San Luis Potosí: The Municipality and its Planning
Institute in collaboration with the National Anthropology
and History Institute (INAH) have drawn up a Partial
Conservation Plan for the historic town centre (November
2006).

San Luis Potosí: The property is covered by the following
main plans and programmes:

At the time of the preparation of the nomination dossier,
other institutes were under consideration:
–

an international conservation centre for Latin America
and the Caribbean;

–

an interpretation centre for the Mercury + Silver
Binomial.

The States Parties also put forward the various projected
centres and institutes as models of scientific cooperation
and technical collaboration.

–

the National Plan for Urban and Territorial
Development (2002–2006 and 2006–2012);

–

the Development Plan for the State of San Luis Potosí
(2003–2009) and its Urban Development Plan (2001–
2020);

–

the Cultural Programme of the State of San Luis
Potosí (2004–2009);

–

the Municipal Partial Plan for the Conservation of the
Historic Centre (2006) and the Prevention Programme
for Endangered Historic Properties (2007).

Involvement of the local communities

A coordination committee for the activities of the three
States Parties was created on 25 January 2008. It will meet
regularly, and has done so on two occasions in 2008.

In all three cases the local communities are mainly
involved through the Municipalities. In two cases, the
University is involved in the management of the buildings
(Almadén, San Luis Potosí). At Idrija, the Maternity
Hospital and the Museum manage the built elements of the
property. In certain specific cases, citizens’ associations
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strive to defend a specific aspect of the conservation and/or
management of elements of the property.

involve complementary participations for each project.
Over the period 2003–2007 the funds were allocated to 144
conservation and restoration activities for a total of more
than 1.4 million pesos.

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
Almadén: The Culture Ministry intervenes by means of its
budget, which is guaranteed by the principle of 1%
earmarked for culture. The same applies to the cultural
heritage of the Autonomous Region of Castilla–La
Mancha. The Municipal budget is also involved in the
management of the property.

The actions are complemented by the work carried out by
private individuals on their properties, Municipal actions
for the maintenance of the infrastructure, and the tourism
promotion actions of the town and the region.

The Mining Park of Almadén is financially supported by
the Regional Government, under the auspices of the
Department of Industry and Labour.

The structure which evaluates and manages financing is the
BANOBRAS bank. It provides direct support for some
programmes and has a cooperation agreement with the
National Culture and Arts Council to provide aid for the
projects of private individuals.

The project is also supported by the European Community
through cross-border operations (Interreg III) and the
structural development aid funds.

The specialists in conservation, at national level are
provided by the National Institute of Anthropology and
History and the National Culture and Arts Council.

The Javier de Villegas Foundation has been active at
Almadén since 2004. Its resources come from public
subsidies (State, Region), for specific research and/or
conservation programmes.

The University provides expertise in the fields of heritage
conservation, architecture, and urban infrastructure
engineering. It provides training in the restoration and
maintenance of historic buildings (2nd and 3rd cycle
studies) and training in cultural management (2nd cycle
studies).

The University also receives funds for the Museum and for
the forced labour prison site.

The Potosíno Regional Museum also has personnel with
restoration expertise.

Tax incentives are offered for all investments in the
maintenance and restoration of heritage elements
belonging to private individuals, and for all private
contributions to actions in the cultural heritage field.

Stonework seminars and workshops are organised by the
Regional Culture Directorate and the Municipal Stone
Cutting and Quarrying Institute.

The human resources consist in the first instance of the
specialist staff of the Ministry (Spanish Historic Heritage
Institute).

Effectiveness of current management
The set of measures presented provide the planning
elements and institutional support necessary for efficient
management of each of the national sites forming part of
the property.

The Technical University College of Almadén provides
specialists in mining questions and in technical
museography. The University of Castilla-La Mancha offers
a cultural heritage training course.

In reply to the request by ICOMOS dated 10 December
2008, each of the three States Parties provided details
about the organism in charge of implementing the
management plan for each of the sites and for local
coordination:

Idrija: The Municipality devotes a substantial proportion of
its annual budget, between 8% and 15%, to property
conservation operations and to the town Museum. It
receives governmental aid in the form of finance and the
placing at its disposition of people with scientific and
technical expertise (curator of the Museum).

For Almadén, the Fundación Almadén Francisco Javier de
Villegas is in charge of the management plan for industrial
and mining heritage. It is assisted by the Municipality of
Almadén in the performance of its practical tasks and the
coordination of the many site stakeholders.

The European Union is also involved (see Almadén).
The Cultural Heritage Law currently in preparation
includes measures to encourage private investment.

For Idrija, the Mayor of Idrija is legally responsible for the
application of the management plan for the property; he is
assisted in this task and in the coordination of the
stakeholders by the Coordination Committee for the
property. The management plan reported in the nomination
file was published in July 2008.

The museographic and tourism activities generate funds for
the property.
The expertise is provided by the Slovenian Institute for
Cultural Heritage Protection, which organises training.
Locally, the Geology Institute has scientific specialists;
there are also museum specialists and guides trained in the
specific aspects of the mining heritage in the Museum. The
Mining Park has a staff of around fifteen people. The
Mining Park has its own maintenance and survey
personnel (the number and qualification of the personnel
are not specified).

For San Luis Potosí, the town’s Municipal Council is
legally responsible for the application of the property
management plan. To coordinate the numerous
institutional stakeholders, scientific bodies, and
associations concerned, it has set up with them a
consultation and cooperation body, the Historic Centre
Coordination Bureau.

San Luis Potosí: The funds for the conservation and
maintenance of the public monuments forming part of the
nominated property come from the Federal Government,
the Government of the State of San Luis Potosí, and the
Municipality. They are paid through a set of national,
regional, and municipal public programmes, and they often

These management structures and support entities for the
municipalities exercising the legal responsibility were set
in place between 2007 and, at the latest, in the northern
summer of 2008.
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Serial nomination:

7. CONCLUSIONS

In reply to the request by ICOMOS dated 10 December
2008, the three States Parties have provided details about
the implementation of the Coordination Committee for the
whole of the serial property. It has effectively been in
operation since January 2008, and its status was approved
in November 2008. It has two bodies: the Plenum
comprising official representatives of each State Party, in
charge of joint decisions; and the Technical Bureau to
prepare joint files and operational decisions.

ICOMOS considers that the serial property ‘The Mercury
and Silver Binomial,’ Spain, Slovenia and Mexico, is for
the moment only fully justified with respect to that part
relating to the extraction of mercury in Europe. The two
sites of Almadén and Idrija are therefore fully appropriate
in terms of a serial approach. The dimension of the use of
mercury for the purpose of silver amalgamation can,
however, be extended to the Peruvian site of Huancavelica.
The section concerning the extraction of silver ore using
the amalgamation process has not been fully established,
first, in terms of the heritage evidence in San Luis Potosí;
and secondly, by the choice of this single site, which is
reduced to its urban and architectural dimension.

ICOMOS considers that the creation of the administrative
authorities for the serial property is effective and capable
of providing satisfactory coordinated management.
ICOMOS considers, however, that the international
cooperation initiatives announced, although sometimes
very interesting in principle, are for the time being projects
that have made little progress and for which the human and
financial resources are not yet guaranteed. They are
institutes of an academic and/or museographic nature.

The outstanding universal value of the serial property
based on the entire process can only be established if the
different stages are fully justified and associated with one
another, namely, the extraction of mercury in Europe and
its application in silver mining in the New World using the
amalgamation process.

ICOMOS considers that the overall management system
for the serial property and the management plans specific
to each of the sites are adequate.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the
nomination of the Mercury and Silver Binomial on the
Intercontinental Camino Real, Almadén, Idrija and San
Luis Potosí, Spain, Slovenia and Mexico, to the World
Heritage List be deferred to enable the States Parties to:

6. MONITORING
The three States Parties declare that they have based their
monitoring of the property on the same general criteria: the
state of conservation, a study of possible impact of the
environment on the property, and the value of the elements
forming part of the property.

–

Reconsider the definition of the property in San Luis
Potosí, but also with its mining region, and more
broadly in comparison with the other silver extraction
sites using the amalgamation process in Mexico, to
bring it into line with the mining and industrial theme
of the mercury and silver binomial, and so to
demonstrate its outstanding universal value. An
inventory of the technical and industrial heritage
linked to the silver mines would be necessary for such
a redefinition;

–

Give consideration to a new name for the serial
property, as the term Camino Real, specific to the
Spanish colonial empire of the 16th to 18th centuries,
is inappropriate for the Idrija site. The name must also
reflect the two sites dedicated to the extraction of
mercury.

Periodical monitoring and assessments are carried out for
the following:
–

the mercury mines and the possibility of potentially
toxic residues of mercury, the survey of the
atmosphere (Polytechnic University of Almadén, the
mining companies of Almadén and Idrija);

–

the technical and civil engineering elements of the
mines, the machines (Polytechnic University of
Almadén, the mining companies of Almadén and
Idrija);

–

the architectural features and survey of potential
invasive elements, such as new buildings (national
ministerial institutes of the three countries, regional
delegations).

ICOMOS also recommends that the States Parties should
give consideration to the following points:

Four tables of indicators, including periodicity and
organisation in charge, are proposed:
–

state of conservation of elements of the properties
directly related to the establishment of the value of the
Mercury Route;

–

evaluation of the effectiveness of management system
measures;

–

evaluation of the factors affecting the properties
relating to their state of conservation;

–

evaluation of the degree of sustainable development
of the properties and their buffer zones in connection
with regional programmes.

–

Reflecting on the extension of the property, on the one
hand to include properties already inscribed because
of silver mines in Bolivia and in the Andes, and on the
other hand to include the Huancavelica mercury mine
in Peru;

–

Better integration into the definition of the property of
the concepts of pollution and risks for human health
resulting from the production and use of mercury. The
International Institute projected at Idrija for the study
and the raising of public awareness of these issues is
enthusiastically supported.

ICOMOS considers that any revised nomination with
revised boundaries would need to be considered by a
mission to the site.

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the three
component parts of the property is satisfactory.
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The Intercontinental Royal Route

Almadén and the mine - Spain

General view of Idrija - Slovenia

Idrija, gallery - Slovenia

Real Caja - San Luis Potosi – Mexico

The information was carefully considered by ICOMOS in
reaching the final decision and recommendation in March
2009, and IUCN has also reviewed the presentation of its
comments as included in this report by ICOMOS.

Farms and villages in Hälsingland
(Sweden)

Technical Evaluation Mission: 8-12 September 2008

No 1282

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Location:

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS has sent a letter to the State Party on
7 October 2008 on the issue of comparative analysis,
selection of sites and inclusion of flax mills and Trogsta
Valley.

Farms and villages
in Hälsingland

The State Party responded with supplementary information
(15 pages) on 17 November 2008 and on 2 December
2008. These responses are included in the report below.

Gävleborg County,
Hälsingland
Sweden

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
Brief description:
A selection of large, richly decorated farmhouses and farm
buildings set in long fertile valleys within northern
Sweden’s forest landscape, represent a concentration of
over a thousand surviving timber structures in Hälsingland
province, dating manly from the 18th and 19th centuries.
They reflect a timber building tradition that originated in
the Middle Ages (12th -16th centuries), as well as the
prosperity, social position and aspirations of the farmers
who created them, many of whose descendents are still
associated with the buildings.

2. THE PROPERTY
Description
In a comparatively small area of north-eastern Sweden,
bordering the Gulf of Bothnia and known as Hälsingland,
are a concentration of richly decorated, wooden
farmhouses and farm buildings reflecting the peak of
prosperity for the farming landscape in the 18th and 19th
centuries. The nominated property consists of 15 sites,
spread across an area 75 km from east to west and 100 km
north to south. The sites contain 20 farmhouses of which
five are village museums, and the remainder privately
owned. The property also includes a flax mill (also a
museum) and a summer pasture. Although nominated as a
cultural landscape, individual elements of the property
reflect different aspects of the farmed landscape rather than
overall valley landscapes displaying the integration
between farmhouses and their farmland.

Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural property set out in
Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
serial nomination of 15 sites.
In terms of the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention
(January 2008) paragraph 47, it is also nominated as a
cultural landscape.

The buffer zone encapsulates some aspects of the farming
landscape and associated farm buildings, particularly in the
villages.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

Hälsingland is mountainous and fairly densely afforested
province with the small amount of cultivable land
(approximately 5% of the total) in long narrow flat valleys
alongside lakes and rivers. It extends 145 km east to west
and 150 km north to south. The nominated sites thus
extend over around a third of the province.

12 December 2005

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by the
World Heritage Centre:

24 January 2007

The rural landscape of small villages and scattered
farmsteads has evolved over at least seven centuries. It is
today focused on two main towns, Hudiksvall and
Söderhamn, both situated on the Baltic Sea, and founded in
1582 and 1620 respectively. Since the late 18th century the
percentage of the population residing in towns has
increased from around 7% to nearly 67%. The large
farmhouses thus now house only a small proportion of the
number of people who once formed the thriving farming
communities.

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committees on Cultural Landscapes, on
vernacular architecture and on wood.
Comments on the assessment of this cultural landscape
were received from IUCN on 19 January 2009 and are
related to the following issues:

The landscape reflects the comparative independence of
the farmers, traditional communal use of pasture, and their
mixed farming based on cattle breeding, arable cultivation,
forestry, flax growing and hunting. Farms consist of fields
around the farmhouse in the valley used for arable

- Typology of the property
- Management
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cultivation, pasture and hay (some fields known as sval
were ploughed and used for hay), the forest, and fäbodar,
high level summer pastures and hay meadows with
buildings used in the summer months. These summer
pastures, carved out of the forest, were sometimes at two or
even three different levels and could be tens of kilometres
away from the main farmstead. The lower level areas
known as bodland, were inhabited in the summer and
autumn. Summer milk from the cows was turned into
butter and cheese for winter consumption.

A distinctive feature of the houses is their elaborate
decoration, a fusion of popular art and contemporary
landed-gentry styles, such as Baroque, Rococo and “le
style gustavien”. On the outside, this is commonly found in
carved decoration around the main entrance door or porch,
the work of local cabinet makers. Within, some of the
houses were decorated with canvas or textile paintings
affixed to the walls, (of which only a few survive in situ)
or paintings directly onto the wooden ceilings or walls,
some supplied in the 19th century by itinerant painters from
neighbouring Dalarna (Dalecarlia), and known as
Dalecarlian paintings. The subjects were often biblical but
with the people depicted in the latest fashions of the time.
400 painted interiors have been recorded, the majority
from the 19th century. The names of ten painters are
known, although the majority of the work remains
anonymous. The paintings in the nominated houses are
said to represent the following styles of painting:

In the 19th century communal use of woodland and pasture
and traditional sharing of valley fields was replaced by a
legal apportionment of land, part of a national land
regularisation scheme (see History and development
below). Regular transhumance between the valley and the
higher level pastures died out at the beginning of the 20th
century, and is now only practised sporadically. Many of
the summer pastures are being taken over by the forest, but
in a few cases the bodland have become separate small
farms. In the valley the former arable and flax fields are
now mostly laid to grass.

•
•

On most farms, in addition to the ordinary dwelling house
there might be a Herrstuga, or banqueting house, for
special occasions or assemblies and at other times used as a
storage area, and a Sängstuga, or accommodation quarters,
for guests or the older generation. The outbuildings near
the farmhouses included cattle sheds, stables, the Loge or
large threshing barn, the Härbre or grain or meat stores
raised on pillars, (many dating back to the 15th and 16th
centuries) and, out on the hay-making grounds, hay barns.

•
•
•
•

Traditional Dalecarlian style: Ystegårn in Hillsta;
Ersk-Mats in Lindsjőn;
Fashionable Dalecarlian style: Västerby in
Rengsjo; Erik-Anders and Västergården in Asta;
Empire style: Byströms, Trogsta and Ystegårn,
Hillsta;
Floral painting: Kristofers, Stene, Järvsö;
Landscape painting: Jon-Lars in Långhed;
Painting and printed wallpaper: Tutabo,
Grängsbo, Alfta.

The 15 nominated sites have been chosen to reflect the key
characteristics of the built structures and to represent the
1,000 remaining 18th and 19th century farmhouses which in
turn represent the 3,800 that were in existence at the end of
the 18th century. The criteria for selection were:

In the 18th century most farms had the houses and farm
buildings arranged around a courtyard with a Portlider, or
access building on one side. During the 19th century the
layout was often changed to a house with side wings. Only
10 quadrangular farms survive – including Byströms and
Ystegårn. At the end of the 19th century it became
customary in some areas for the house and main service
buildings to be constructed under one roof. An example is
Skommars.

•
•
•
•
•

Most buildings were constructed of jointed horizontal
timbers of pine or spruce from the village’s commonly
owned forests. By the 18th century the face of the timbers
was planed smooth and in the 19th century many buildings
were faced first with broad, hand-sawn, vertical timber
boards, and later machine cut ones, often painted, to make
the houses look more similar to those constructed of brick.
Dark red paint using pigments from the Falun coppermines
was used in Hälsingland (and all over Sweden) and came
to be seen a symbolic of Swedish rural life. Later in the
19th century lighter pastel colours were also introduced.

•
•

well-preserved interiors and in original location;
authentic condition;
houses and farm buildings form a coherent
milieu;
farms reflect the relationship with the
agricultural industry;
reflect the richly varied tradition of building and
interior decoration that exists in the province;
owners accept the nomination;
reflect changing ideals and building techniques
over time.

These criteria have resulted in at least one farm of value,
Wallingården in Växbo, with painted interiors of the
highest quality, not being included as the owner is not in
agreement. In another case a farm with valuable interiors
as well as a unique well-preserved 18th-century exterior has
not been nominated as the relationship between the farm
and its milieu is no longer obvious.

The traditional roof covering was birch bark, held in place
by thin split rods. This was supplanted in the 19th century
by nailed shingles and in the 20th by tiles for dwellings and
tin sheets for outbuildings. (No details are given for the
roofing of individual buildings in the nomination).

Although there are detailed descriptions of individual
buildings, there is no attempt to place these in their
landscape setting or to provide an analysis of overall
landscape character, use and evolution. Rather the
landscape is presented as a series or sequence of features.
It is thus not presented as a cultural landscape.

Gradually during the hundred years from around 1800
many houses changed from one storey to either one and a
half or two storeys. Only 10% of remaining house are
single storey. None are nominated.
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In details the property consists of:

5. Ol-Ers, Ersk-Mickels, Schäftners and Bommens
farms, Delsbobygden, the culture reserve of
Västeräng

1. Regnells, Norrgården and Utigården farms,
Västerby, Rengsjö

The cultural reserve covers four farms in a row within an
area of villages reflecting the large scale farms of the
central agricultural district of northern Hälsingland. The
farms are Ol-Ers, Ersk-Mickels, Schäftners and Bommens.
Ol-Ers is a well detailed manor house dating from the 18th
century and is a visitor venue. Bommens has a new
dwelling house as a replacement for one given to Skansen
open air museum in Stockholm. In the buffer zone are field
barns.

Regnells, Norrgården and Utigården farms are part of a
village next to a small lake. The first two farms were built
in the mid 19th century, while the third is an older 18th
century farm, modernised in the 19th century. All three
contain freestyle and stencilled wall paintings carried out
by the Knutes Olof Ersson family of painters from Rättvik,
Dalecarlia. There are also printed wallpapers. Some of the
outbuildings have been demolished, apart from a barn and
two raised log storehouses. Norrgården is now a museum
that includes buildings which have been moved from
elsewhere.Utigården is no longer in farm use.

Nearby, Delsbo forngård is a farm museum where
buildings have been collected from other areas. There are
elaborate 18th century paintings in the main house. This is
not included in the nominated area.

2. Trolldalen and Växbo Mill

6. Bommars farm, Letsbo, Ljusdal

The mill and adjacent buildings, including the miller’s
house (now a café) demonstrate flax processing and linen
production, as mechanised in the late 19th century/early
20th century when turbines replaced the earlier water
wheel. The mill is still operational and open to visitors.
There is no connection between this mill and any of the
nominated farms.

Bommars farm consists of a winter and summer house
built in the 1840s. Both have late 19th century porches. The
banqueting rooms on the upper floor of the main house are
particularly elaborate, decorated with a combination of
stenciled and freestyle paintings and printed wallpapers,
displaying sophisticated and unusual colour schemes.

3. Byströms and Ystegårn farms, Hillsta – Trogsta,
Forsa

7. Kristofers farm, Stene, Järvsö

Hillsta is a characteristic village in a confined valley which
demonstrates the settlement changes in the 19th century
brought about by land distribution, when the numbers of
farms increased and some were relocated. Two farms are
nominated at either end of the village.

Kristofers farm, with two houses and service buildings
arranged around three sides of the courtyard, is on the
outskirts of the village of Stene. It was reconstructed in the
early 19th century. The larger of the two houses has only
been used for festive occasions and both its banqueting
house and other domestic rooms have been richly
decorated with freestyle and stenciled floral paintings,
created by Anders Ädel and his son Per in the 1850s, and
which are typical of the upper Ljusnandal area.

Byströms and Ystegårn are built in quadrangle format with
house, barn and service buildings arranged around a
courtyard. Both have Rococo style carved main doors.
Byströms includes a banqueting house. Some of the other
walls in other rooms of this house are lined with
distempered, stretched linen canvas, decorated with handpainted empire style borders. At Ystegårn three rooms
have distempered walls with empire ceiling borders dating
from around the 1820s.

8. Karls farm, Bondarv, Järvsö with village milieu
Karls farm is one of five farms in the village of Bondarv
and is now a farm museum. Its buildings, with surround a
courtyard, are intertwined with those of neighbouring OlJons Farm, which is not part of the nomination. Karls has a
typical Järvsö design porch and one storey banqueting
quarters, dating from 1751-2.

Byströms is no longer farmed and the land is let out.
Ystegårn functions as a farm museum.
The village includes haybarns on open fields that were
previously hay meadows. These are in the buffer zone.

9. Svensgård farm, Å village, Svensgård, Jättendal
Svensgård farm in the centre of Å village is the nominated
area. It consists of two houses dating from 1870 and 1911
with outbuildings. The older house on the ground floor
displays a variety of wallhangings and painted surfaces
dating from between 1879 and 1930. There is no access to
the interior.

4. Norrgården farm, Flatmo, Forsa
Norrgården is one of the original three farms that
constituted the village of Flatmo and was moved to its
present position in 1830s. The buildings, which include
two dwelling houses, are grouped around three sides of a
courtyard. In the banqueting room on the first floor are
paintings of stone walls with trees behind, and wallpapers
from 1843.

10. Ersk-Mats farm, Lindsjön, Hassela
Ersk-Mats Farm is a rare example of a woodland farm
dating from the mid-19th century. It consists of two houses.
The larger two-storey house was restored to its 1850
appearance in the 1980s and contains Dalecarlian style
wall paintings created in 1846 by the local Rättvik-style
painter Hans Olsson. The second, of one and a half storeys,
also contains wall hangings. There is a complete range of

Many of the utility buildings have disappeared and those
left are no longer used for farming and the farmland is
rented out.
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Nygårds has two dwelling houses, the larger one
reconstructed in 1897 and the smaller one remodelled in
the 1850s. One of the rooms in the smaller house has
Dalecarlian wall paintings of vertical foliage patterns with
a central painting of King David playing the harp.

service buildings, including a cattle/storage barn with
threshing machinery and a small reconstructed water mill.
11. Våsbo summer hill farms and summer pastures
The nominated Våsbo summer pasture consists of four
summer hill farms, Lassa, Skomakra, Haga and Olols,
belonging to different farms in the village of Västra
Roteberg in Ovanåker (not part of the nomination). One
farm, Skomakra, was lived in as a summer cheese making
farm until 2000. The farm consists of farm cottages and
range of service buildings including one dating from the
16th century.

15. Erik Anders and Västergården farms, Asta village,
Söderala

12. Jon-Lars and Pallars farms, Långhed and
Näsbyn, Alfta

Erik Anders farm was remodelled in the 1850s and with its
originally yellow painted facades, hipped and gabled roof
and interior decoration it resembled a small manor house.
On the first floor, the large parlour was decorated by the
Knutes Olof Ersson family painters from Rättvik. In recent
years, the paintings in several rooms have been restored to
reveal marbling.

In the villages of Långhed and Näsbyn, some farms were
reconstructed after a lengthy land apportionment process
culminating in 1897, while others remained from the mid
19th century. The villages are characterised by large
farmhouse often of two and a half stories and impressive
complexes of farm buildings.

Västergården was moved to its present location through
the Land Partitions between 1827-1834. It has two houses,
the oldest dating from 1845. In the upper storey, kept for
special occasions, the rooms were decorated by the Knutes
Olof Ersson family painters, who painted one room at a
time with decorative borders over several years.

Two farms are nominated, Jon-Lars and Pallars. Jon-Lars
is the largest of all the Hälsingland farms. Built for two
brothers and their families in 1851, its empire-style porch
shelters two doors. The parlour has wall paintings of
landscape motifs with vines twining around the
intervening frames. The paintings are probably the work
of the Rättvik painter Hans Ersson. The southern guest
room is wallpapered with the original paper.

History and development
The first farmers started to work Hälsingland’s coastal
areas around 400 BC and they gradually spread inland.
They kept cattle, grew barley and organised themselves in
family groups with communal rights to land and the
surrounding forest. They succeeded in retaining these
rights even after the country was Christianised in the 12th
century and Sweden became a central power with a strong
monarchy. The Hälsingelagen [Hälsingland’s own laws],
written in the 1300s, gives a clear picture of the society of
the time as a somewhat independent part of the Swedish
realm. Feudal structures were never established in the
province.

Pallars has three houses, dating from the 1850s or
slightly earlier, grouped around a courtyard, the central
one being of two and a half storeys. Both the main house
and that in the east wing have Dalecarlian paintings, the
latter of buildings in landscape within a classical frame.
The main farm buildings were reconstructed between
1930 and 1958.

The Crown did however own some of the woodlands and in
the 16th century some of these were settled by people from
Finland who were granted tax exemption. They developed
smallholdings in the forest, a few of which have survived to
the present day.

13. Skommars and Tutabo farms, Grängsbo, Alfta
The farm Skommars reflect a change in building traditions
at the end of the 19th century when houses and farm
buildings were constructed under one roof. Skommars was
constructed around 1903 by the master builders Jonas
Holm and Olof Johansson. The large two storey barn with
ramp to the upper floor and understorey for cattle adjoins
the farmhouse.

During the 17th century, when Sweden developed as a
military power, the crown entered into a contract with the
farmers to provide soldiers to the armed forces. The
farmers were obliged to build smallholdings or crofts for
their soldiers and in Hälsingland these holdings could be
inherited by the soldiers’ widows. In due course there was
a surfeit of such crofts which could be used by people
without property of their own, such as craftsmen. This
helped develop building craftsmanship in Hälsingland
during the 18th and 19th centuries.

Although also dating from the late 19th-early 20th centuries,
Tutabo, a short distance from Skommars, retains a
detached farmhouse with printed wallpapers. It also
contains a large number of well preserved outbuildings,
including a two storey ramp barn.

From the mid 16th century onwards, the farmers in
Hälsingland grew in prosperity, through the growth of
trade in flax and hides, the gradual mechanisation of
agriculture and flax production, and the development of the
iron industry, particularly in the 18th and 19th centuries
when State subsidies promoted the establishment of
industries and craftwork. The wealth created by the
farmers was used to enlarge and decorate their houses or
build much larger ones, with the readily available timber
from their own forests, to reflect their social position.

14. Nygårds farm, Vängsbo village, Ovanåker
Vängsbo is dominated by large farmhouses and cowsheds
erected before or around the turn of the 19th-20th century,
the majority by master builder, Olof Johanssson. The
houses are characterised by gable facades painted in pastel
shades. One, Nygårds, is nominated.
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By the end of the 18th century the fashions of the Swedish
Court were beginning to influence local building styles
and particularly interior decoration. The region’s artists
although creating their own distinctive styles nevertheless
reflected ‘Gustavian’ ideas. Many houses were built with
formal gabled facades and started to be painted in pale
colours, rather than the traditional dark red.

between the various elements of the landscape such as the
summer pastures, farms, flax production and woodland.
IUCN, in its comments, similarly states that: “This
nomination focuses on the structures and buildings of the
farms and villages of Hälsingland, but provides little
justification for listing as a cultural landscape, and what
distinguishes it as a “combined work of man and nature”.”

At around the same time the organisation of land holdings
was fundamentally changed. The great Redistribution of
Landholdings, introduced in 1757 and implemented in
many Hälsingland villages from the beginning of the 19th
century, made it possible to force farmers to move their
farms from the heart of the village in order to achieve a
more rational property division and to apportion farm and
woodlands to individual farmers. In many villages this
brought to an end the old communal system of working. It
did however also allow individual farmers to profit from
woodland produce.

Equally the arrangements of the farmsteads from similar
periods as those found in Hälsingland can be paralleled
elsewhere – see Comparative analysis. It is not possible to
say that these aspects of the Hälsingland landscape give the
area outstanding universal value.
However what appears to set the Hälsingland area aside
from other areas are the elaborate Herrstuga and the richly
decorated interiors, particularly their painted surfaces.
Currently it is not clear (see Comparative Analysis) that the
decorated houses that have been nominated reflect
adequately the scope and extent of the remaining examples
in their farming context or could be said to be exemplars.

As in many other parts in Europe, the 19th century saw
increasing mechanisation of farming, flax and woodland
production and the growth of enterprise and also
population. This led, first of all to the expansion of
farmhouses and larger more complex farm buildings, and
to the development of enterprises and risk taking, and then
later to migrations of people to North America and other
countries as businesses failed and farms were abandoned.

ICOMOS considers that further justification is needed to
substantiate the choice of sites for the serial nomination.
Thus the integrity of the nominated areas has not been
adequately justified.

The increased mechanisation in the early 20th century made
sawn timber and machine planed panels readily available
and this had a pronounced effect on house construction, as
did the increasing influence of Swiss or neo-Gothic
decoration.

Authenticity
Authenticity needs to be considered in relation to the
attributes that carry outstanding universal value. As
discussed in other sections, ICOMOS does not consider
that all the attributes put forward contribute to the potential
outstanding universal value.

Today farming is far less profitable than in the past and far
fewer people are involved in its activities. Only a
proportion of the farmhouses are now lived in by full time
farmer. Others are used for holiday accommodation or
lived in by people who commute to work. The farming
system has become much simplified; families no longer
move to the summer pastures, few crops are grown, hay
meadows are scarce, and the fields in the valley are now
largely pasture.
3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

Nevertheless here we consider the authenticity of the
buildings and the elements of the landscape that have been
nominated.
In terms of fabric, the walls and construction of the
buildings and their exterior surface finishes can for many
of the nominated buildings be said to have authenticity.
There are some exceptions such as Ystegårn where
restoration-works from the 1960`s may have destroyed
original interiors.

VALUE,

The roofing material or tradition is not discussed in the
nomination dossier. Except for Trolldalen and probably
Växbo Kvarn, none of the nominated properties have
original roofing on all buildings. Some have wooden logs
on bark layers but with the splinted logs laid with the bark
side exposed to the weather which does not seem
appropriate. Others have tiles and others metal coverings.
The roofs are large and leakages must have been frequent
as there are traces almost in every building of water
penetration. The question therefore is whether tile roofing
or metal roofing can be considered to be authentic. Tiles
seem to have been usual on the dwelling houses and the
houses around the inner yard since the beginning of 20th
century, even though there are layers of shingle underneath
on many buildings.

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity
ICOMOS considers that the integrity of the nominated
areas is related to how closely what is nominated reflects
the elements of the Hälsingland buildings and landscape
that might be considered to be of outstanding value.
The arrangement of land use, with communal fields,
woodlands and high level grazing associated with
transhumance is found in many parts of Europe. Only
certain aspects of this landscape are nominated, some are
in the buffer zone and some excluded such as the woodland
which provided such a substantial part of the farmers’
incomes in later centuries and the raw material for the
buildings. Nor is any connection made in the nomination

In terms of the use of the buildings, few are still in
agricultural and almost none reflect the labour intensive
traditions for which they were constructed. Around half of
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quality timber building techniques existing not only in
Scandinavia but also northern Russia, the Baltics, Eastern
Europe, Switzerland and as far as Japan. ICOMOS
considers that North America is also relevant when
considering timber house and barn construction. Within
Sweden, the cross joint log houses were the prevailing
building type; the country is heavily forested and has large
areas dedicated to agriculture.

the houses are lived in full time, but not all by farming
families.
The flax mill is still in use as a museum exhibit. The
authenticity of its setting is to a degree disturbed by a new
restaurant, visitor’s facilities and children’s area, even
though there have been efforts to minimize the influence
on the setting of the mill.

The comparisons put forward do not justify the uniqueness
of construction techniques in Hälsingland, or fundamental
difference in the way the buildings reflect their agricultural
systems. Comparisons are not put forward to establish that
the layout of Hälsingland’s farms or the landscape of their
villages possess outstanding qualities within the region.

The use of the landscape is much simplified from how it
was managed in the 18th and 19th centuries. Most of the
nominated farms have either rented or sold out their
farmland or they are renting or buying more farmland to
manage the economy of being farmers. This could impact
on the pattern of fields as visible borders disappear. The
farmed landscape can only be seen as part of the setting for
the buildings. At Hillsta-Trogsta here a large electricity
power-line passing through the area disturbs the landscape
and reduces the authenticity of the landscape.

What does distinguish the Hälsingland farms within
Sweden, are the large numbers of farmsteads remaining
(1,000 extant according to inventory), their variety and
scale and especially their richly decorated interiors.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have not currently been met.

The supplementary information provided by the State Party
considers comparators for the decorated interiors. This
confirms that there is no tradition of painted decoration in
Switzerland, and that in Finland there is a more limited
tradition of stencilled decoration. In Norway it is suggested
that there is a 350 years tradition in interior decorative
painting in timber buildings. Furthermore it is often
regarded that Norwegian and Swedish decorative painting
are a part of a common tradition. In Norway, the decorative
paintings from the same period as the paintings in
Hälsingland, are to a large extend free-hand paintings with
floral and tendril patterns and figurative images. In some
districts however, decorations were carried out in linseed
oil paint, based on cut out stencils forming illusions of
contemporary wallpapers. The decorations were usually
painted in one or two rooms, the guest room and in
addition the main living room. The decorative painting in
Norway shows a great variety between the different
regions. The difference between Norway and Sweden
appears to relate to the large amount of preserved
decorative interiors located in a relatively small region of
Hälsingland. Painted interiors are also found in villages of
Ostrobothnia (Finland) but are purported to be fewer in
number.

Comparative analysis
The property is compared to the six World Heritage sites
listed under agricultural architecture in ICOMOS’s study
Filling the Gaps – an Action Plan for the Future.
The analysis suggests that only in the case of the Historic
Villages of Shirakawa-go and Gokayama, Japan (inscribed
on the World Heritage List in 1995 on the basis of criteria
(iv) and (v)), is the architecture a crucial part of the
outstanding universal value and in that case it is because of
the distinctiveness of the structures which are very
different from other vernacular buildings in Japan. On all
other cases it is the landscape components and the
relationship of the buildings with their economic context
that is crucial.
However comparison could have been made with
Koutammakou, the Land of the Batammariba, Togo
(inscribed on the World Heritage List in 2004 on the basis
of criteria (v) and (vi)), where the very distinctiveness of
the two storey tower houses are a substantive part of the
inscribed property. Even here the cultural landscape
demonstrates the economic rationale for the houses and
their social structures.

Within Sweden the tradition of wall-painting is considered
in relation to houses in 14 areas. There are said to be three
acknowledged traditions of wall-painting: painted wallhangings of southern Sweden, Dalecarlian paintings and
paintings in Hälsingland. The wall-hangings of southern
Sweden are portable paintings, most created between 1750
and 1850 and put up for special occasions. The surviving
fixed paintings are mostly found in the provinces of
Hälsingland, Gästrikland, Västerbotten and Dalecarlia.

The comparisons serve to underline some of the difficulties
with the nominated Hälsingland farmhouses as although
their property was underpinned by exploitation of the
forests and flax, alongside mixed farming, the buildings
put forward are for the most part separated from their
landscape and in some case from their farm buildings.

The Dalecarlian painters were mobile and painted houses
in their own region and also in Hälsingland, Gästrikland
and Västerbotten Although some Dalecarlian paintings are
said to survive in Dalecarlia, the majority are said to be
found outside the region, as the comparatively small
Dalecarlian houses have been enlarged and modernised.
Nevertheless two compete examples are said to remain.

ICOMOS thus considers that the nominated sites need to
be considered as buildings rather than as cultural
landscapes.
The analysis also considers comparators for the timber
construction of the nominated buildings and for their
painted decoration.

Gästrikland, like Hälsingland flourished in the 19th century
but on the basis of the iron mining rather than flax and
forestry. Dalecarlian painters were very active but few

The State Party acknowledges that timber house
construction is common in a number of regions, with high
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complete rooms survive. However Gästrikland also
produced their own painter, Hans Wikström, who worked
between 1775 and 1830 and two complete houses of his
remain.

•

The most extensive survival of painted rooms outside
Hälsingland, appears to exist in Västerbotten where an
inventory of 1998 recorded 100 rooms including some by
Dalecarlian painters. However it is stated that no complete
decorated house survives as in Hälsingland.

•

•

•

Within Bergslagen (an iron-working region that covered
several provinces), some painted rooms survive and also
one complete house, with paintings probably done by Hans
Wikström.

Display high class, popular architecture that
reflects the farmers’ unique rights to woodland and
pasture;
Have survived in unparalleled numbers with
documentation dating back to the 16th century;
Are ‘wooden palaces’, large-scale dwelling houses
with richly decorated interiors of unparalleled
craftsmanship, reflecting a fusion between popular
art and mainstream styles such as Baroque, Rococo
or ‘le style gustavien’;
Include large number of utility buildings in their
farmsteads.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(iv) and (v).

What emerges is a picture of painted houses existing in the
greatest numbers in Hälsingland but with the pictorial
painting tradition spilling over into neighbouring regions
and a considerable interchange of artists and ideas between
regions.

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis has not
demonstrated that the nominated Hälsingland farms can be
seen as exceptional, in terms of their construction as a
reflection of rural building traditions, or of their
relationship with their agricultural landscape. It is therefore
not relevant to compare the nominated property to other
agricultural landscapes on the World Heritage List.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Hälsingland farms are a unique example of rural
building traditions based on timber, and they reflect a free,
independent peasant class with good economic
opportunities, whose settlements and large-scale houses,
with richly decorated interiors, reflect their social position.

ICOMOS considers that there could be potential
outstanding universal value in relation to the final very rich
flowering of the local farmhouse style in the late 18th and
19th century, when interiors were highly decorated by local
painters. Although it appears that the greatest number of
complete decorated houses survive in Hälsingland, there
are also a few complete examples in other regions.
ICOMOS considers that a selection of the most
outstanding properties would need to be made.

ICOMOS considers that the timber building traditions,
although unique in specificities (as nearly all vernacular
buildings are) are not unique in the generalities of
construction techniques. Although the houses are richly
decorated and do reflect the increasing prosperity of their
owners, as the economic benefits of their woodlands
improved, this phenomena has not been justified in terms
of the way it illustrates a significant stage in human
history.

The criteria for selection need to reflect this. There would
be no need for instance to choose properties that reflect
building techniques over time, or to choose properties that
purely reflect agricultural or industrial practices.

ICOMOS considers that the farmhouse clearly reflect local
and national socio-economic circumstances, but do not
appear to reflect activities on the wider stage.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

ICOMOS considers that further justification is needed to
identify the exceptionality of the interior painting traditions
and whether these can be said to be confined to
Hälsingland or extend more widely.

Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment especially when it has
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis has not
so far justified consideration of this property for the World
Heritage List.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that land use and traditional structures have been preserved
through the centuries reflecting an interaction between
people and nature. The farms are said to demonstrate an
outstanding example of timber construction originating in
the Middle Ages and reaching its peak in the 18th and 19th
centuries.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
The Hälsingland farms:
•

ICOMOS considers that although the timber construction
technique have clearly evolved, and the farms and their
landscapes do reflect the interaction of people with their
environment, it is not the overall interaction in terms of the
corpus of buildings and their farmed landscape that can be

Are part of village structures that have their roots
in prehistoric times;
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said to be exceptional or the way they have evolved over
time. Such farming processes, timber building techniques
and their evolution over time are prevalent elsewhere, as
discussed above. Furthermore the nominated property does
not encompass intact landscape units that could be said to
demonstrate an exceptional cultural landscape.

properties are not inhabited, there is long distance to their
neighbours and the fire brigade, and the fire protection
system is not well developed. In view of the dominance of
wood in construction, ICOMOS considers that there is an
urgent need for fire security planning and rescue planning
in all the nominated properties.

Rather it is the size and elaboration of the farmhouses in
the 18th and 19th centuries that might be said to be
exceptional. However the comparative analysis has not set
out how the nominated decorated farmhouses relate to the
wider set of decorated buildings. Furthermore it is not clear
if a number of examples of highly decorated farmhouses
which still maintain their relationship with their farm
buildings and farmed landscapes could be identified to
represent this extreme expression of farmers’
demonstration of their social standing.

Impact of climate change
The buildings could be vulnerable to changes in humidity
or heavier snow falls. Floods may not affect the nominated
houses, but could impact on properties in the buffer zone
and on the mill buildings.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are fire and the decline of farming activities.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
demonstrated at this stage.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

ICOMOS considers that adequate justification for the
choice of sites for a serial nomination has not been
adequately demonstrated.

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

CONSERVATION

AND

The nominated sites are relatively small and the buffer
zones are large. The former contain the houses and in some
cases neighbouring farm buildings, while the buffer zone
encompasses the open farmed landscape with the small
barns and utility houses, many of which are now out of
use.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been demonstrated at
this stage.

ICOMOS considers that further consideration needs to be
given to the boundaries in conjunction with the further
work suggested for selection of the nominated sites.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
Currently development pressure is not high and the
regulations both for the properties and the buffer zones are
strong.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone need further consideration.

Lack of development, particularly in relation to a change of
use of the fields, the spread of woodland and the lack of
use of some of the buildings is of greater threat. Currently
it seems that only grants or subsides can attempt to reverse
this trend.

Ownership
The majority of the 15 nominated farms and villages are in
private ownership with a small number owned by
associations or foundations.

Tourism pressures

Protection

Five of the nominated farms are now farm museums, the
remaining 15 are privately owned. Some of the owners will
open their houses to the public by special request. It is not
made clear whether further opening will be formalised.
Currently visitor numbers are relatively low, but there
appears to be a belief at local level that the World Heritage
inscription would help increase tourists and could support
the local farming economy. A few of the nominated farms
are already within a Stora Hälsingegårdars Väg farm trail.

Legal Protection
The nomination sets out two main types of legal
protection: Byggnadsminne, listed buildings, and Cultural
Reserves. Buildings are listed as being of cultural
significance under the Heritage Conservation Act (Law
1988:950). The Cultural reserves are designated under the
Environmental Code (Law 1998:808). The protection of
both listed buildings and Cultural reserves comes under the
County Administrative Board.

Environmental pressures

A further layer of protection is afforded by the designation
by the National Heritage Board of Areas of national
interest for conservation of the cultural environment,
Riksinteresse, in 1987. This applies to areas of some of the
nominated villages and is of relevance to the buffer zones.
Their protection is detailed in development plans of the
Municipalities and all applications also have to be revised
and accepted by the Gävleborgs län cultural heritage
authorities.

There is no evidence of serious problems.
Natural disasters
The nomination dossier mention fire as a possible threat
from forest fires spreading into the villages, but does not
mention fire starting around or in the buildings themselves
which are all made of wood. Some of the nominated
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It is the aim to designate all the nominated properties as
either listed buildings or cultural reserves. At the time of
the ICOMOS Mission 16 farmhouses had listed building
status, some of which also had cultural reserve status, nine
farmhouses only had cultural reserve status and one had no
protection.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research
In 2002-2004 an inventory was undertaken of
approximately 1,000 farms in Hälsingland, “assessed as
well preserved and fulfilling a number of criteria
necessary to be regarded as a ‘Hälsinge farm’”. A more
detailed inventory followed in 2006 for the 15 farms and
villages now nominated (totalling 70 properties).

It is to be noted that only properties with Byggnadsminne
protection have legal protection of their interiors.
Properties in Cultural reserves are protected for their
exteriors only or for new constructions.

The starting point for the nominated sites is the original
inventory.

The cultural environment is also protected by planning
regulations. The Planning and Building Act regulates
planning, development and conservation through plans
drawn up by Municipalities. This regulates the size and
appearance of new buildings and controls demolition –
although owners can claim compensation if prohibition of
demolition renders the use of land impossible. Building
permissions are not needed for buildings associated with
agriculture and forestry unless they are regulated by a
district order. No details of such orders have been
provided.

Present state of conservation
The present state of conservation of the buildings seems
reasonably good. In a few there has been restoration work
that hides traces of the work by using old material with
patina (2 Tutabo, 11 Våsbo). A few buildings appear to
have problems with humidity and the wood in the
construction is infected by this in different ways (for
example Ol-Ers and Ersk–Mats)
Active Conservation measures

The proposed buffer zones are for the most part protected
by means of area regulations or area of national interest.
The stated intention is that the local councils will protect
these areas from unsuitable development dependent on
resources. It would be appropriate for these areas be
afforded legal protection where they are inherently vital to
maintaining the setting of a particular farm or village
milieu.

Some training is being provided on traditional building
conservation for owners and skilled craft persons in
brickwork and timberwork but this needs to be increased to
ensure there are adequate skilled professionals for good
conservation works on specialist details.
The decorated interiors are vulnerable both to damage and
to conservation efforts. These interiors need skilled
professional conservators to undertake conservation. There
seems to be a deep understanding of this at the local level.
The Hälsingland museum in Hudiksvall has a large
collection of old wall paintings, wallpaper and textiles.
Together with Länsmuseet, they can provide advice on
conservation and research matters, under the overall
control of Länsantikvaren.

Traditional Protection
Many of the nominated properties are in private ownership
and rely on their owners for on-going maintenance,
conservation and protection. Where there is a long standing
tradition of local craftsmanship, as in Hälsingland, this
protection works well. The owners are usually interested in
the old buildings and some have some conservation
knowledge. Training has been organised – see below.

For the landscape, in several places there have been
projects to open up the landscape and restore pasture for
grazing animals, through cutting down invasive trees.
There has been some discussion on whether ‘old’
agricultural techniques should be reintroduced in some
parts of the landscape. At Våsbo summer pastures, there is
now cultivation in some small fields. At Ystegårn, there is
a possibility of a farm museum but this will depend on
finance.

However new regulations can make maintenance
expensive for large buildings, such as those in the
nominated area, where residents are no longer able to
climb ladders without supporting people present.
Effectiveness of protection measures
Overall the protection measures appear to be effective, but
there is a high reliance on private owners having the
resources and competences to carry out maintenance and
on-going conservation of buildings and to keep agricultural
practices alive in the surrounding farmland.

As an economic support system for conservation of the
landscape is not well developed, there is no system for
encouraging farmers to manage the land for conservation
reasons that might impact on their profitability. It would be
desirable to try and put in place an agri-environment
scheme.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place needs
to be strengthened to ensure that all buildings have listed
building status in order to protect their interiors. ICOMOS
considers that overall the effectiveness of protective
measures for the property is heavily reliant on voluntary
support.

A number of the nominated farms have been converted
into museum and educational uses – this may help to
conserve them.
Maintenance
Day to day maintenance is the responsibility of the various
owners. On working farms with a decrease in the number
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of people employed there are now far fewer people to carry
out crucial but mundane tasks and health and safety rules
limit some actions of single people.

There is a certain amount of public access to the nominated
farms but this is not coordinated. It is not clear if it is the
intention that public access be provided to all.

Effectiveness of conservation measures

Risk preparedness

Overall the conservation measures in place for the
buildings appear adequate. To keep them effective in the
longer term, there will be a need for capacity building for
conservation skills. For the landscape there is a need to
offer positive support to farmers for conservation
measures, perhaps through some sort of agri-environment
scheme.

As risks are said to be slight, there is no formal risk
preparedness strategy. As stated above, ICOMOS
considers that fire strategies need to be put in place as soon
as possible. ICOMOS also consider that emergency
response procedures need to be put in place more generally
which could cope with for other disasters such as water
ingress.

ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures in
place for buildings are adequate but will need support
through training for conservation skills in the longer term.
For the landscape there is a need to explore support for
farmers to encourage conservation approaches.

Involvement of the local communities

Management

Owners have responsibility for the conservation and
maintenance of the nominated buildings and landscape.
They are eligible for various grants administered by the
County Administrative Board. In recent years the county
has located about 220,000 to 330,000 euros for
conservation projects across the Hälsingland estate but
specific figures for the nominated properties are not
provided.

Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

The owners of the buildings have been fully involved in
the preparation of the nomination
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

including

There seems to be a good understanding of the common
efforts needed for the work on the properties and buffer
zones, but there is no written agreement on this between
the six municipalities or any written agreement between
the municipalities and regional authorities.

Currently subsidies for farmers linked to various
environmental and conservation projects are not widely
developed in the area of the nominated properties.

The actors are identified, and the needs for maintenance,
conservation and presentation and interpretation, and
monitoring are listed, but this is not systemized and agreed
upon in an overall management plan neither are there any
action plans developed. These are only worked out for
some of the individual sites.

Effectiveness of current management
Overall the current management is indirect. There is a need
to coordinate the management as envisaged through the
development of a management plan and particularly to
engage the Hälsingland farm association. This would build
on the excellent work already undertaken by the County
Administrative Board to coordinate work across all farms
in Hälsingland.

There is thus at this stage no overall management
framework encompassing all components of the serial
nomination.
IUCN, in its comments, similarly states that: “The
management section of the nomination focuses on the built
environment and gives less attention to the rural land use
systems, which are considered buffer zones. Emphasis is
placed on general policies and planning, but is less specific
on actual management processes and implementation.
While monitoring is addressed, little relates to rural land
use. Mechanisms for the coordinated management of all
elements of the nominated property are lacking.”

There is also a need put in place emergency response
procedures, particularly for disasters such as fire. Support
for conservation both for buildings and the structures of the
surrounding landscape need to be addressed in the plan.
ICOMOS considers that there is a need for more proactive
management of both buildings and landscape that draws
the key players together through the production of an
overall management plan. There is also a particular need to
develop emergency response procedures in case of fires.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
An overall management plan for the proposed World
Heritage Site is to be agreed between the County
Administrative Board, the local councils (six in
Hälsingland) and the farm owners’ organisations. The
objectives of the management plan will relate to the
outstanding universal value of each site and also to the full
range of natural, cultural and social values that it
represents.

6. MONITORING
A number of indicators have been developed for both the
buildings and landscape. These include counting the
number of conserved structures, demolitions, new
additions and cultivated fields as well as quantifying
grants, visitors and participation in courses. The County
Administrative Board is responsible for monitoring.
Currently the indicators are quite generic and it is
recommended that more specific monitoring is undertaken
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to record changes over time, based on the planned detailed
inventory of the properties.

-

ICOMOS considers that the present monitoring system is
adequate but could be amplified.

ICOMOS considers that any revised nomination with
revised boundaries would need to be considered by a
mission to the site.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The 15 sites that make up the serial nomination are said to
represent the surviving Hälsingland farms across the
province. The agricultural and timber building traditions of
the area do not appear to be markedly different from those
existing in many other parts of Europe. Rather it is the size
and elaboration of the farmhouses in the 18th and 19th
centuries that might be said to be exceptional, particularly
those with painted decorations, as well as the density of
surviving examples and the way buildings and farmed
landscapes could be said to represent an exceptional
expression of farmers’ demonstration of their social
standing.
To understand these highly decorated farmhouses fully,
particularly the reasons why there built in terms of income
from forestry and flax enterprises and the basic
underpinning of the farming economy, they need to be
related to their hinterland.
In order to assess whether these large decorated houses
have the capacity to demonstrate outstanding universal
value, ICOMOS considers that further work is needed to
set out more clearly how a selection of decorated houses
might represent the overall corpus of surviving decorated
houses in the Hälsingland region and perhaps in
neighbouring regions., as the exemplars of the specific
local painting traditions.
ICOMOS does not consider that the flax mills or the
summer pastures, as discrete entities physically unrelated
to the farmhouses, should be considered as part of any
future nomination. Nor does it consider that the
undecorated farmhouses have the potential to be included.
Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the
nomination of the Farms and villages in Hälsingland,
Sweden, to the World Heritage List be deferred in order to
allow the State Party to:
-

Reformulate the nomination to select a few
exceptional decorated farmhouses that maintain
their agricultural setting and could be said to be
exemplars of the specific and local tradition of
decorated farmhouses of the late 18th and 19th
centuries in Hälsingland and possibly
neighbouring regions;

-

Provide a more detailed comparative analysis of
the best surviving decorated houses of the genre
in order to demonstrate how the nominated ones
compare to these;

-

Produce an overall management plan or system
for the serial nomination, including emergency
response procedures;

Ensure all nominated sites have legal protection
for their interiors and that settings are adequately
protected.
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Map showing the location of the nominated properties

The Trogsta valley with barns – view from Byströms

Asta

Växbo flax mill

Delsbo forngård – interior

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 9
December 2008 asking it to provide additional information
to demonstrate the symbiosis linking the testimony of
urban planning and architecture with the watchmaking
industry and its professional practices, and details about
economic and urban development projects under way for
the property and its buffer zone.

La Chaux-de-Fonds/Le Locle
(Switzerland)
No 1302

The State Party replied on 26 February 2009, supplying
two detailed addenda to the dossier in response to the
requests of ICOMOS, and a detailed version of the
management plan for the property adopted in February
2009. An analysis of this documentation is included in this
evaluation.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
La Chaux-de-Fonds/Le Locle,
Watchmaking town planning
Location:

Republic and Canton of
Neuchâtel,
Switzerland

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

Brief description:
The towns of La Chaux-de-Fonds and nearby Le Locle in
the mountains of the Swiss Jura illustrate an original kind
of urban development, totally dedicated to watchmaking.
This has led to an urban planning scheme consisting of
parallel strips which is both rational and pragmatic, a close
and sustainable intermingling of housing and workshops,
and an architectural idiom that is directly related to
working practices. These characteristics have existed since
the origins of the urban planning of the two towns, at the
beginning of the 19th century, reflecting a professional
watchmaking culture that is even older and which is still
alive, as reflected in its various socio-technical adaptations
to changes in watchmaking and its markets.

2. THE PROPERTY

Category of property:

The intricate interweaving of manufacturing activities,
housing and collective infrastructure is an essential feature
of the urban structure. These are two very similar and
historically parallel examples organised by a monoindustrial activity. They embody an urban landscape which
is characteristic of watchmaking development and its
evolution over time, in the mountains of the Swiss Jura.
The two towns are at an altitude of some 1000m and are
very close to the border with France. They have a severe
mountain climate in the winter, their soils are not
favourable for agriculture, and they are situated some
distance away from the main axes of communication. The
sustainable development of the two towns is purely
attributable to watchmaking.

Description
In their parallel urbanisation processes, the towns of La
Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle have never had any clearly
defined boundaries or fortifications. Although conceived
on the basis of regular and rational plans, they are not the
materialisation of an urban Utopia or an ideal city, even if
they are sometimes referred to as ‘American-style’ towns
because of their orthogonal grid of streets. They are towns
entirely intended for watchmaking, first as a craft and then
as an industry, over a history of some three centuries,
which affected the Jura region as a whole.

In terms of the categories of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
group of buildings.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

28 December 2004

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

21 December 2007

The originality of the construction of the two towns is
entirely linked to their watchmaking vocation, and they
only exist by virtue of this vocation. As early as the 18th
century, there was a division of tasks between a large
number of specialist craftsman in place, in order to produce
the great variety of parts necessary for watchmaking. The
towns of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle are the concrete
urban, architectural, and social expression of this fact,
initially empirically and then as a result of following urban
planning and a systematic building typology from the start
of the 19th century.

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted the International
Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage
(TICCIH).
Literature consulted (selection):
Barrelet, J.-M., and Ramseyer, J., La Chaux-de-Fonds ou le défi
d’une cité horlogère 1848–1914, La Chaux-de-Fonds 1990.
Fallet, E., and Cortat, A., Apprendre l’horlogerie dans les
Montagnes neuchâteloises, 1740–1810, La Chaux-de-Fonds 2001.

Karl Marx, in his analysis of the division of labour (Das
Kapital, 1864) takes the watchmaking industry of the
Swiss Jura as a standard type, and refers to La Chaux-deFonds as a ‘huge factory-town’.

Le Locle horloger: guide sur les pas des horlogers loclois
d’autrefois et d’aujourd’hui, Le Locle 2005.
Cop, Raoul, Histoire de La Chaux-de-Fonds, Le Locle 2006.
Pasquier, Hélène, La ‘Recherche et Développement’ en
horlogerie. Acteurs, strategies et choix technologiques dans l’Arc
jurassien suisse’ (1900–1970), Neuchâtel, Alphil, 2008.

A coherent ensemble, which has existed in a symbiotic
relationship for more than two centuries, links the
production requirements of watchmaking (small parts that
require meticulous handling and are highly diversified) to

Technical Evaluation Mission: 16–19 September 2008
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its implications for buildings and to an urban structure
which are both fully adapted to the productive system of
watchmaking. This set of buildings and urban ensemble
then turned out to be the ideal support for a socioeconomic organisation and its sustainable development.

diffuse domestic system established in the mountains. The
two sites are inhospitable because of their altitude, and
unsuitable for agriculture, but they have small valleys
which are well oriented for exposure to the sun, and
regular and reasonable slopes. It should be noted that the
almost permanent presence of snow on the ground for
around five winter months is an important factor in
improving the lighting conditions.

The productive necessities of a very high degree of
division of labour between many actors – craftsmen and
skilled workers – have led to a coherent and stable building
typology, always based on a relatively narrow rectangular
plan, oriented towards the light. This makes it possible to
have rooms and/or workshops that are generously
illuminated by a large number of rectangular bays packed
closely together, which are characteristic of the
workplaces. This results in facades which are typical and
characteristic of the various types of housing

The aim was a more developed professionalisation and
specialisation and the creation of urban synergies to
facilitate the continuous exchanges of parts as part of the
chain of manufacture (the parts), mechanical assembly (the
basic movements), and finishing (the cased and completed
watch).
The second stage of urbanisation, triggered partly by the
occurrence of fires in the early 19th century (see History),
was the transition from an initial exploratory urbanism to
rational and systematic planning as determined by
watchmaking necessities. An original urban model was put
in place, in profound symbiosis with the architectural
typology of the buildings. This is strip urbanism, starting
out from the main well oriented axis at the bottom of the
valley, respecting several cardinal principles – parcels of
land in narrow parallel strips, regularly rising in stages on
the sides of the valley; street widths favouring both
tangible exchanges and natural lighting; a repeated ternary
rhythm of street, garden, and building; functional
orthogonality of the street system.

Artisanal housing, from the end of the 18th century,
integrates the concept of home working (cottage industry),
i.e. work previously carried out in the countryside is now
done inside the urban watchmaking house. This
individualised work is made possible by the small size of
the mechanical parts and the limited need for power, and
by a high level of expertise and traditions of
apprenticeship. A working room is given over to work,
close to one or two well exposed windows. It then becomes
a building with one storey dedicated to the workshop,
either the ground floor or the attic, resulting in a
characteristic superabundance of windows relative to the
number of storeys in the housing.

Watchmaking urbanisation defined in this way is,
moreover, designed as an open and cumulative system that
favours the extension of productions (and thus of the
town), made possible by a geographical location in a
spacious natural environment, which is preserved but not
particularly sought after.

The mixed building or small factory, derived from the
previous type but adapted to the necessities of
mechanisation at the end of the 19th century. A workshop
is attached to the dwelling, and is again distinguished by
the almost continuous openings in its facades. It is also
highly suitable for the work of the establisseur in charge of
the final assembly.

This urban grammar has turned out to be fully adaptable to
the socio-technical transformations of the watchmaking
industry (see History), and has generated a stable and
sustainable social system. When the watchmaking
bourgeoisie flourishes and simultaneously develops
mechanisation and more integrated manufacturing, the
town planning is perfectly adapted to this tendency: the
factory finds its place in the parcel system, as does
bourgeois housing; the ceaseless part-exchange synergies
continue in a socio-technical model which has been
renewed but which is not fundamentally different. There
were once up to 2000 watchmaking companies in the urban
space of the two towns, and there are still 600 today.

The factory corresponds to the appearance after 1880 of
more detached works that were larger than the traditional
establissage. However, the factory did not replace this
system, and a large number of suppliers were retained in
the traditional watchmaking system. The factory was a
concrete expression of the quantitative increase in output
and the affirmation of a watchmaking bourgeoisie. The
owner’s residence may be attached to the factory, forming
an architectural ensemble, or may be separate. The
standard type of the narrow rectangular plan, generously
provided with windows, still remained, obeying the same
functional requirements.

The great majority of watchmaking workers have formed –
over a long historical period and still today – a middle
class with a relatively high standard of living. This is
reflected in a strong sense both of belonging to the town
and of professional identity, and in the excellent quality of
the built structure and its conservation in the two towns.
This has always been reflected in the ways premises have
had their use changed from housing to workshop or vice
versa; indeed, this has permitted the rapid and efficient
conversion of buildings following the crisis of the 1970s,
without giving rise to the often traumatic phenomenon of
industrial wastelands.

The workers’ huts repeat, from the second half of the 19th
century onwards, the basic typology of watchmaking
buildings, dedicated both to work and to housing, but now
on a larger scale and on a rental basis. Such communal
housing is at the same time an important model
foreshadowing collective worker housing and an early
example of social hygienics, with living districts which,
despite their name, are of good quality – well lit,
ventilated, and acceptably heated, particularly as a result of
the necessities of watchmaking work, which is meticulous
and requires the worker to be seated.
The specific watchmaking urban model of La Chaux-deFonds and Le Locle emerged in two stages. The first, in the
18th century, consisted of the nucleation of two nearby
urban ensembles, the location and success of which were
exclusively linked to the need to group together
watchmaking workers, who until then had formed part of a

The nomination dossier provides an exhaustive description
of the districts of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle, setting
out in detail their particularities with regard to general
architectural and urban typologies.
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The buffer zones of the two towns are contiguous; they are
defined by the visual limit of the crest lines around the
valley. They consist of the immediate urban environment
of the property in the continuity of its street system, and of
the rural parcels of land allocated to pasture and forest.
They in fact form a single, continuous, and homogeneous
buffer zone, including the high valley of the Jura around
the two towns.

particularly at La Chaux-de-Fonds between 1830 and
World War I. The population of La Chaux-de-Fonds was
then around 40,000 and that of Le Locle 13,000.
The Industrial Revolution led to the building of a railway
line between the two towns, in 1857, which was extended
to Neuchâtel shortly afterwards. It fitted in well with the
strip-based urban fabric. In addition to its transport
function, the railway helped to strengthen earlier urban
options and to encourage development along the axis of the
valley. The town plans were extended, reinforced by the
construction of a water supply system and a sewerage
system; hygienic concerns were given priority.

ICOMOS considers that a coherent and comprehensive
typology of the buildings and urban development of the
two towns, in their symbiosis with the development of
watchmaking, has been established by the dossier and by
the answer given by the State Party on 26 February 2009.

During the second part of the 19th century the
watchmakers had to cope with various market pressures: an
increase in output, the growing need for quality at a lower
cost, and the shock of American competition based on
another manufacturing business model. The Universal
Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876 revealed the capacities
of the new model. The production of fully interchangeable
standardised parts, using sophisticated machine tools,
provided an effective response to the new needs of the
markets.

History and development
Human settlement of the high Jura plateau was relatively
late. The name of Le Locle, a small mountain village, does
not appear until the Late Middle Ages, and that of the
hamlet of La Chaux-de-Fonds not until even later.
However, the two autonomous rural communities existed
by the mid-17th century.
The birth of watchmaking at Le Locle is attributed to the
semi-legendary figure of Daniel Jean-Richard, at the end of
the 17th century, and then subsequently to other
remarkable entrepreneurs of the 18th century. Technical
watchmaking activity was then divided between rural
workers, who were increasingly numerous, specialising in
the making of a particular part. The parts were then
brought together by the establisseur, who issued the
orders. He assembled the basic movement of the watch in
his own workshop in the village and finished it off, or if
not sold the basic movement to a watchmaker from Geneva
or Paris. Many craft specialities were necessary, but the
division of labour meant that this was manageable and that
the necessary labour force could be trained relatively
rapidly.

The watchmaking industry of the Neuchâtel mountains was
the first in Europe to adapt to this competition. This led to
the creation of integrated factories, or larger workshops in
annexes to houses, but still in the pre-existing grid of
streets. Not only did the Swiss watchmaking industry
maintain its previous positions, it strengthened them, again
dominating the world watch market.

In the 18th century, the Upper Jura farm was well adapted
to this type of activity, which required a room, light, and
the time made available by the long winter months.

Another brutal change in the industrial system occurred in
the 1970s, with the sudden arrival of quartz crystal and
electronic techniques from foreign countries. This led to
another drastic and rapid conversion of the manufacturing
system, which after some difficult years again raised Swiss
watchmaking to the position of unrivalled market leader.
The number of watchmaking concerns is declining and
populations are decreasing, but without a serious and
irreversible crisis, as happens all too often in the industrial
world.

The crisis of the 1930s left its mark on the region; the
Swiss watchmaking industry coped thanks to a system of
cartelisation under public control. Negative population
growth occurred for the first time in the inter-war years,
particularly at La Chaux-de-Fonds. There was then a
substantial increase during the thirty years of post-war
prosperity (1945–75), exceeding the previous record
population levels of the early 20th century.

The establissage system at that time tended to be
concentrated in the towns of Le Locle and La Chaux-deFonds, which were close to each other, and to become
professionalised to meet the growing demand for watches.
The town house permanently dedicated to watchmaking
then took over from the farm. With two or three storeys
and with an architecture that was sober and functional, a
house of this type would accommodate several families of
worker-craftsmen and their workshop rooms. This evolved
into the vast colonies of rented accommodation in the
second half of the 19th century. In 1870 some 90% of the
Swiss watchmaking labour force consisted of home
workers.

La Chaux-de-Fonds/Le Locle, Watchmaking town planning
values
The Upper Jura towns of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle
illustrate more than two years of coherent urban planning,
specifically dedicated to the flowering of a single industry:
watchmaking. This is a process that has taken place over a
long time span and is linked to a cultural tradition.

The fire of 1794 at La Chaux-de-Fonds and the fires at Le
Locle in 1833 and 1844 made it possible to redesign the
plans of these two watchmaking mountain towns in a more
rational way, in order to make them into towns entirely
dedicated to the development of watchmaking (see
Description). The names of Moïse Perret-Gentil and in
particular of the engineer Charles-Henri Junod are
associated with these projects.

The two urban and architectural ensembles are remarkably
well adapted to the social, technical, and productive needs
of this industry, forming two ‘factory-towns.’ They
embody a sober and functional buildings typology, with a
profound relationship to light and an ordered and open
strip-based urban structure.
The two towns illustrate the beginnings and then the
development of industrial watchmaking in Europe and its

The urban population grew steadily from 1750 to 1830;
there was then a considerable acceleration in urbanisation,
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adaptation to two major crises involving a change in the
socio-technical production system.

and building choices, the role of cultural traditions in the
town planning, and the testimony to the industrial era.

This is a living heritage which today continues the tradition
of watchmaking at a level of quality that is internationally
recognised.

The historic approach shows that projects for towns with a
grid plan are relatively numerous during the period when
those of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle were drawn up:
colonial towns, American towns, town reconstruction plans
or new districts in Europe, and projects for factory towns.
It is possible that these examples may have had an
influence on the town planners of the Jura (several
examples in Europe from the 16th to the 18th century, the
urban plan of New York in 1824). It is also possible that
ideal town projects in Switzerland itself may have
influenced the plans of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle
(Henripolis, Le Versoix).

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity
The integrity of the watchmaking vocation of the two
towns of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle is total, and has
remained so for more than two centuries; furthermore, this
vocation is still active. It is given concrete expression in
the permanence of the ordered and cumulative street plans
of the first half of the 19th century and the continuity of the
basic architectonic motifs of the built structure, based on a
comprehensive typology from the end of the 18th century
until today.

La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle are not new towns, but
have some similarities to new towns as they were largely
rebuilt following fires, and in that respect there was a longterm vision of their development. Glaris, in Switzerland, is
a similar example.
To consider the example of Swiss industrial towns, several
are dedicated to textiles, but none of them has a concerted
development of town planning, housing, and places of
production. The industry has tended to be located on
dedicated sites, away from any dense urban built-up area,
or been added on to existing towns but without any major
planning impact. These are the dominant cases in
Switzerland and elsewhere.

The State Party proposes an ‘integrity index’ for the built
structure based on the percentage of pre-1930 buildings
which have not been substantially altered; the figure is
87% at La Chaux-de-Fonds and 88.5% at Le Locle. In the
former case, the new built-up area is concentrated near
Avenue Léopold-Robert and in the railway station district;
in the latter it is more widely scattered.

The factory-town is a concept of the Enlightenment,
embodied, for example, by Krefeld and Erlangen in
Germany, Bois-le-Duc in The Netherlands and Le GrandHornu in Belgium.

Authenticity
The typological and environmental study of post-1930
buildings shows some important disruptions (high
buildings) but above all functional and architectural
continuity (factories of the 1960s, workers’ housing
estates) with the earlier built structure.

As for the mono-industrial aspect, the other watchmaking
towns or cities did not have an overall town plan: for
example, Besançon, Morteau, and Maîche in France,
Waltham and Elgin in the United States (and Solingen for
cutlery in Germany). It is perhaps the jewellers’ district of
Birmingham that bears most similarities to La Chaux-deFonds and Le Locle, but it is less rational and systematic in
its planning.

The State Party proposes a statistical and cartographic
approach to these questions based on the morphology and
typology of the constructions. The factors considered
include spatial structure, location, volume, composition of
facade, built structure plan, décor, and details. Some 85%
of the public and private buildings of the two towns are
judged to be exceptionally well or well integrated in their
environment from the authenticity point of view, whilst the
others are considered to be disruptive. Their geographical
dissemination is relatively uniform, but large zones, and
sometimes whole districts, appear to be completely
authentic in terms of the criteria proposed.

Hygienics and social reform also left their mark on the
construction of workers’ housing estates and whole
districts of workers’ housing, in Brussels, Berlin,
Hamburg, and Mulhouse. However, the urban standards
applied did not incorporate professional and production
requirements.
There are workers’ colonies whose plans resemble those of
La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle, particularly in the Ruhr,
but they are of a later date.

ICOMOS stresses the high quality of the work done by the
State Party and the usefulness of the numerical indexes
based on precise data in the evaluation of the integrity and
authenticity of an urban ensemble.

Through their concept of maximum opening up to the
light, the plans of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle can be
seen as foreshadowing the scientific town planning of the
late 19th century. The same applies to the principle of open
planning, with strips of buildings, as opposed to the
principle of blocks of buildings. This was to be one of the
principles of the modern town planning of the 20th
century, as for example in Germany at Reutlingen and
Munich.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met.

Comparative analysis
The State Party has carried out a comparative analysis of
the property ‘La Chaux-de-Fonds/Le Locle, Watchmaking
town planning’ by focusing in particular on the following
criteria: the scale of the planning, the predominant
characteristic of a mono-industry, its influence on urban

La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle are presented as unique
examples of a profound synergy between town planning,
housing, and the requirements of mono-industrial
development, in this case that of watchmaking.
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–

ICOMOS considers that the architectural motif of the
workshop window and its integration in urban housing
planning could have been considered in a comparative
study. It is frequently encountered in many urban
examples, but without assuming the omnipresent
morphological dimension on a large scale that it takes on at
La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle.
ICOMOS considers that La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle
form a rare example of twin ‘factory-towns’ dedicated to
the mono-industry of watchmaking. They are remarkable,
first, in their long-term symbiotic relationship between the
professional necessities of watchmaking and the
development of their town plan and architecture and,
secondly, in the permanent and lasting integration of
premises for living and premises for working. In this
regard they differ from the classical single-industry towns
of the 19th and 20th centuries, and from workers’ colonies
and housing estates, forming an urban, professional, and
social model with original characteristics. If it is also
considered that these are mountain towns that have always
been dedicated to watchmaking, and that their state of
integrity is good, they bear an important and indeed
relatively rare witness to a form of sustainable urban,
industrial, and social development.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi).
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the urban planning and architecture of the two towns
of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle have been shaped by
the requirements of the watchmaking industry, in order to
encourage its sustainable development. The two
watchmaking towns have remained in a pastoral and
forested environment typical of the region, giving rise to an
urban mountain landscape that is in keeping with its rural
origins.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for the World Heritage List.

ICOMOS considers that in terms of urban planning and
construction typology the link and the symbiosis with the
development of the watchmaking industry have been
adequately established, but that this aspect is primarily
connected with criterion (iv). Furthermore, the
interchanges of human values both received and given in
the constitution of the urban ensembles and the
architectural typology are probable, but they remain
diffuse, of limited scope and inadequately identified. They
are not of outstanding universal value.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
–

La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle are true factory
towns built for and by the watchmaking industry,
following a cultural tradition rooted in the rural and
craft world of the mountains of Neuchâtel.

–

The two towns bear exceptional witness over a long
time span to the industrialisation movement in
Europe from the Enlightenment to the present day.

–

The two towns embody urban planning and
architectural traditions that stem from an intimate
symbiosis between social, technical, and industrial
needs. Residential buildings designed for home
working are located amongst company owners’
houses and more recent factories, within a
homogeneous urban fabric.

–

The town planning has been developed on the basis
of a rational model of long parallel strips and streets
at right-angles, while being adapted to suit the
geographical and climatic criteria of a mountain
valley in the Jura. The urban planning and
architecture are conducive to the exchange of
materials and the lighting of workrooms and
factories.

–

The town plans are rational, pragmatic, and open, so
as to permit a sustainable extension of the town in
keeping with its watchmaking vocation. Continuing
since the beginning of the 19th century, they have
today resulted in two urban landscapes that are
emblematic of the factory-town.

The efficiency of the socio-technical craft and
industrial system of the two towns enabled the
watchmaking industry of the Neuchâtel mountains to
cope with the technical and scientific crises of the
late 19th century and the 1960s. The crises led to
profound changes in professions and techniques on
two occasions. The continuing existence of the urban
ensemble and its homogeneity bear witness to this, in
an environment that has remained exclusively rural
and forested.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (iii): bear a unique testimony to a cultural
tradition or to a civilization which is living or which has
disappeared.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the towns of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle bear
exceptional testimony over a long time span to the
different phases of development of industrial processes and
the renewal of its socio-technical basis. The towns are
claimed to be the product of a cultural tradition born in the
18th century, itself rooted in an even older history of
peasant workers. This tradition went on to find its
expression in watchmaking craftsmanship within a
manufacturing system, and then in several successive
dimensions of mechanisation of production and the
industrial factory. This tradition expresses values of
technical innovation, urban creativity, and humanism.
ICOMOS considers that the cultural tradition referred to by
the State Party is presented as an illustration of the various
stages leading to industrial society. The watchmaking
history of the Jura area as a whole certainly testifies to this
and in an exemplary fashion, but the property as
architectural and urban testimony of this tradition is not
considered to be unique or to demonstrate outstanding
universal value.
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4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

The proximity of the two towns of La Chaux-de-Fonds and
Le Locle and their historical and urban similarities mean
that their situations are identical with regard to factors
affecting the property.

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

Development pressures

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the two towns constitute a remarkable example of
architectural and urban ensembles in which watch
production and housing space are intimately combined. It
is particularly well expressed by the typology of buildings,
in which the worker’s residence is associated with the
workshop, and by the organisation of the urban space in
which factories, residential buildings, and owners’
residences are intermingled, while at the same time
respecting the same urban logic. The watchmaking town is
thus designed as a coherent and rational ensemble, in the
perspective of promoting the long-term development of its
mono-industry, in a way similar to the concept of the
‘factory-town.’

Urban development pressure, strong until World War I,
declined significantly afterwards, particularly with regard
to related issues of land, real estate, and finance. Factories
and apartment buildings were erected in the period 1950–
70, but without altering (or altering only slightly) the initial
urban fabric. The stabilisation or decline in the urban
populations recorded since 1970 also limits development
pressure.
The main pressure comes from the need to build private
garages in gardens. Furthermore, various urbanisation
plans and programmes apply to the property and its buffer
zone:

ICOMOS considers that the location of the two towns, the
way their structure has been established in rational and
open urban systems, and the constructive typology, are
totally in symbiosis with the needs and development of
twin towns that are entirely dedicated to the watchmaking
industry, from the 18th century to the present day. They
constitute two eminent and exceptional examples of monoindustrial ‘factory-towns’ which are well preserved and
still active.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

–

inside the property, the Special Le Corbusier Plan at
La Chaux-de-Fonds, for the development of the
former railway goods station. Although this
programme is resolutely contemporary, it seems that
it will comply with the fundamental values of
watchmaking urban planning;

–

in the buffer zone, the Crêt-du-Locle economic and
industrial project for the Canton;

–

in the buffer zone, at Col-des-Roches, a project for a
sustainable town and new public spaces (Europan 9
competition).

Following the ICOMOS request, the State Party provided
details of these three projects, and their planning and
architectural control inside the property and the buffer zone
in its letter dated 26 February 2009.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the two towns bear witness to the uninterrupted
continuation of a living tradition of world-renowned
watchmaking, from earlier 18th century practices down to
the present day. It is representative of a technological and
economic culture of high quality and innovation. The
continuing existence of these traditions is ensured by the
transmission of expertise and knowhow which has been
adapted to successive periods, from traditional
apprenticeship to modern technical schools, and by a
productive system which has always been dispersed among
a range of independent and autonomous actors, in a climate
of social harmony. This gives rise to a legitimate but
discreet pride in a collective achievement over a long time
span.

Tourism pressures
Tourism is a secondary activity. Focused on green tourism
in the environs of the towns, it has over the last few years
changed direction, with greater emphasis on the urban and
industrial heritage.
Environmental pressures and impact of climate change
There is no source of industrial pollution in the property or
in its buffer zone.
Climate change should not have any impact on the
habitability of the Neuchâtel mountains, or on its
conditions with regard to conservation.
Natural disasters

ICOMOS considers that the arguments advanced are
perfectly sound in historical terms, but the direct link with
the architectural and urban evidence is not very
perceptible.

The seismic risk is considered to be low.
In view of the nature of the ground, the local geography,
and the hydrological system, the risk of a major flood is
considered to be virtually non-existent at La Chaux-deFonds (no known flooding has ever occurred). There is,
however, a danger at Le Locle where the River Bied
seriously flooded the marshy floor of the valley and the
town centre in 1896. Substantial works to modify the
course of the river bed and the sewerage system were then
carried out (1898–1919). Since then the risk of flooding
has been considered to be significantly lower at Le Locle,
and restricted to a limited zone of the property. The change

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criterion (iv) and that the Outstanding Universal Value has
been demonstrated.
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to the level of the water table that resulted from the works
has affected the foundations of some old buildings whose
foundations consist of fir wood stakes. Those most
severely affected of these have been demolished, and the
most sensitive buildings have been underpinned and
consolidated. The phenomenon is today well under control,
and the situation has been stabilised for several years now.

Protection
Legal protection
At State Party level: The Federal Inventory of Sites of
National Importance was applied to La Chaux-de-Fonds
and Le Locle in 1984, and revised in 2007. Implementation
of any recommendations by the Inventory is, however, the
responsibility of the Cantons and Communes.

The risk of a major fire is now low, unlike the situation
that existed in earlier times.

The Federal Constitution has delegated substantial
responsibilities to the Cantons with regard to land use and
heritage protection (Art. 78), and the same is true of the
Federal Law on the Protection of Nature and Landscapes.

There is a risk, which is considered to be very low, of a
landslide in certain parts of the south slope of the valley at
Le Locle.

At Neuchâtel Canton level: the following laws apply to the
protection of the property:

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
consist of the building of private garages in gardens.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

–

the Cantonal Law on the Protection of Cultural
Properties,

–

the Cantonal Law on Land Use,

–

the Cantonal Law on Buildings.

They are accompanied by implementation regulations.

The boundaries of the property have been based on
detailed studies of the pre-1930 housing and a significant
presence of such housing from the viewpoint of the
expression of its value. The boundaries encompass the
centres of the two towns and the various districts of
housing and watchmaking activities (see Description). The
more recent peripheral urban zones are in the buffer zone.

Their application has led to the scheduling of 35 buildings
considered to be individually remarkable at La Chaux-deFonds and 19 at Le Locle, inside the boundaries of the
nominated property. Furthermore, the concept of an
ensemble, referring to districts or certain zones of
properties, has been clearly constituted.
In terms of heritage and landscape protection and
conservation, the Federal and Cantonal authorities are
mainly concerned with advice and control. It is in fact at
Communal level that the main legal measures are to be
found, and the practical decisions concerning the
protection and safeguard of the urban, architectural, and
watchmaking heritage. The measures comprise:

La Chaux-de-Fonds: The nominated property has an area
of 213.7ha, it includes 2290 buildings, and its population is
17,483.
Le Locle: The nominated property has an area of 70.2ha, it
includes 667 buildings, and its population is 4324.
The buffer zone of the two towns has an area of 4487.7ha
and its population is 25,300.
ICOMOS considers that the State Party has made coherent
and precise choices in defining the components of the
property and its boundaries.

–

the Communal Development Plan and Regulations of
the Town of La Chaux-de-Fonds;

–

the Development Regulations of the Commune of Le
Locle.

These documents define a plan of the urban site and
include an inventory which individually lists all private
and public buildings. Each has an individual data sheet and
a score ranging from 1 to 9, based on the application of a
set of heritage criteria. The scale is simplified into three
final categories of buildings: remarkable, well integrated,
and disruptive (see Integrity–Authenticity). The plans and
regulations indicate in detail the recommendations to be
followed for urban planning, maintenance, alteration, and
renovation of buildings according to their ranking and
possible conditions of reconstruction.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone are adequate.
Ownership
Most of the real-estate elements of the property are divided
between a large number of private owners, who on average
own no more than one or two buildings each, together with
a still significant number of watchmaking companies
which are still operating.

Buffer zone:

A process of information, dialogue, and public enquiry
made it possible for the private owners to be involved in
the nomination dossier project, and then in Municipal and
Cantonal decisions. This process did not give rise to any
sign of rejection on the part of the inhabitants. The State
Party has referred to a spirit of general consensus on the
part of owners and inhabitants with regard to the initiative
of the two urban areas to apply for inscription on the
World Heritage List.

The Communal plans and regulations are used for urban
and real-estate management independently of the
nominated property, with rules relating to alteration and
construction (building permits). They apply to the urban
parts of the buffer zone. They strictly define the plots that
are available for urban development, in accordance with
the historic planning approach of the two towns. All the
other areas in the buffer zone are designated for
agriculture, where only agricultural buildings can be
authorised, and for protected natural zones such as forests.
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restoration or inappropriate location, while one small
structure must be demolished.

Traditional protection
The urban fabric was devised in the 19th century to be
open-ended and conducive to the harmonious extension of
both towns, and it is still operative. Development zones
which express continuity with the street system and the
constructive principles of the property are projected: Le
Crêt-du-Locle and Le Col-des-Roches in particular.

Active conservation measures
These consist essentially of the active policies of the two
towns to conserve the urban fabric and encourage the
maintenance and conservation of buildings by private
owners. Management measures consist on the one hand of
plans and regulations that cover and govern all operations
affecting the urban fabric of the property and its buffer
zone, and on the other hand of the management plan for the
nominated property, which is essentially a conservation
management plan.

Effectiveness of protection measures
In view of the main threat of urban pressure, applications
for the building of private garages in gardens are subject to
a building permit. Solutions involving a collective garage
that is buried or semi-buried, with roof gardens, are
favoured. Authorisation is also required for tree felling.

Maintenance
The watchmaking crisis of the 1970s effectively froze the
property stock as it was at the time, contributing to its
conservation and to its later reuse without major
alterations. The trend of converting workshops into lofts
has preserved exterior architectural appearances.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate.

Conservation

Several watchmaking brands are today eager to present an
image which draws on the industry’s history and heritage,
and this conducive to a good level of maintenance and
respect for the heritage.

Inventories, recording, research
The Federal inventory of built sites to be protected was
carried out in 1976 for La Chaux-de-Fonds and in 1977 for
Le Locle. They were updated in 2008.

Effectiveness of conservation measures

The two Communes and their technical urban planning
departments have carried out a thorough survey and a
detailed inventory, house by house, of the property. They
have access to the towns’ urban planning and building
archives.

Over the last thirty years or so, there has been a sharp
increase in the collective awareness of the heritage value of
the urban fabric and its architecture, which has supported
administrative and legal provisions for the protection of the
property. This awareness makes the application of the
provisions more legitimate and more effective. This also
applies to the collective awareness of a privileged and
outstanding relationship between the urban fabric and its
pastoral and forested environment.

The Communal and Cantonal archives departments have
archive records related to the property.
The watchmaking museums of La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le
Locle have large collections and libraries relating to
watchmaking history. The Communal History Museum of
La Chaux-de-Fonds has iconographic collections.

The conservation of the heritage of the urban fabric and of
the buildings does not usually raise any technical
problems, and does not generate any significant additional
cost.

For the purposes of the nomination dossier the municipal
departments and the members of the Steering Committee
carried out wide-ranging research into the definition of the
property and its urban and architectural values. This effort
will be continued by the Coordination Committee which
has taken over from the Steering Committee.

ICOMOS considers that the state of conservation of the
property is highly satisfactory.

Management

The University of Neuchâtel, in conjunction with the
museographic institutions (Institut l’Homme et le Temps)
has for several years now been carrying out internationally
recognised work on the history of watchmaking.

Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

The day-to-day management process is carried out by the
Communes and their urban planning and heritage
departments. They resolve issues in advance by informing
and raising the awareness of owners about the values of the
property and about good conservation practices. They
manage the dossiers relating to the conservation,
restoration, and in some cases the reconstruction or
construction of buildings. The administration is easily
accessible and can rapidly provide regulatory or technical
information relating directly to the situations in hand. The
Communes can also distribute incentive aid while ensuring
compliance with specific attribution conditions. At a later
stage in the process, they exercise control and where
necessary have the right to take action if recommendations
to private owners are not followed, or if private owners fail
to meet their commitments.

Present state of conservation
Four levels have been defined for state of conservation in
the municipal surveys carried out on a house-by-house
basis. The results for the two Communes are:
1.

good, no works need to be planned: 88–89%;

2.

average, works needed in 15 years: 9–10%;

3.

satisfactory, works needed in less than 15 years:
1.5%;

4.

poor, works needed in 5–10 years: under 0.5%.

including

In other words, out of a built structure totalling more than
3000 buildings that make up the nominated property, only
ten to twelve buildings require works over the next five
years, and two or three raise a specific problem of
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The process of concertation between the three public
entities concerned, the Communes of La Chaux-de-Fonds
and Le Locle and the Canton of Neuchâtel, is already longestablished. Concertation between the two towns takes
place via the Intercommunal Commission.

awareness of the values of the property and a strong sense
of individual responsibility for its maintenance.
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training
Urban maintenance and the conservation of public
buildings are carried out using municipal budgets.

The Steering Committee for the nomination dossier
became the Permanent Coordination Committee for the
sites in March 2008. Its role is to designate a ‘site
manager’ and set up various working groups. It is
supported by a Multi-disciplinary Group whose role is to
provide scientific and professional advice.

For reasons of heritage conservation, owners of protected
buildings can obtain financial aid for projects from the
Federal and Cantonal authorities, but this relates to only a
minority of buildings. The restoration of serial elements
forming part of urban ensembles may be eligible for public
aid in addition to that available for recognised monuments.

In its reply of 26 February 2009, the State Party supplied
the management plan adopted from February 2009
onwards, and details about the setting up and actual
functioning of the Permanent Coordination Committee.

Most of the financial effort is borne by the owners, but
usually without any significant extra cost because of the
definition of the property and its value. If specific
situations arise, public aid may be requested, together with
the intervention of a private foundation dedicated to the
conservation of the watchmaking heritage.

ICOMOS notes the efficiency of the urban management
already in place, and recommends that this should
continue.

In order to process dossiers submitted by private
individuals and to carry out the monitoring of urban
elements and built structures, the two towns have urban
planning commissions and urban planning departments
comprising in all 2 communal chief architects, one heritage
architect, one urban planner, one geographer, 2 civil
engineers, 5 architectural technicians, and 4 administrative
staff.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
The Management Plan sets out a general methodology for
the analysis of the property and its long-term conservation,
and for the study and expression of its value. Its purpose is
to guide and influence public and private decisions in
seven directions: harmonisation and adaptation of the legal
and regulatory system; financial resources for
conservation; awareness raising efforts; encouraging better
knowledge; mobilising available skills; organising the
administrative apparatus; and finally resources and
technical organisation. The timetable is divided into four
phases: actions in progress (2008), planned actions (2009),
medium-term actions (2009–12), and long-term actions
(after 2012).

Furthermore, the Cantonal Monument and Site Protection
Office has qualified personnel, and in particular a Cantonal
Curator, who is an architect and architectural historian,
along with 2 architects, 2 archaeologists, and three
historians.
Effectiveness of current management
The systems used for management by the Communes and
all the measures making up the Management Plan are
effective. The only aspect requiring confirmation is the
Coordination Committee, its setting up, its composition
and its prerogatives.

The Management Plan for the property continues and
codifies the conservation actions already in place, and is
integrated into the main general plans and programmes
which currently cover the property:
–

the Land Use Master Plan of the Canton of
Neuchâtel;

–

the Communal Development Plan and Regulations of
the Town of La Chaux-de-Fonds;

–

the Development Regulations of the Commune of Le
Locle.

ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate.

6. MONITORING
Through the various existing inventories and management
procedures put in place, the Federal and Communal
departments have a good vision of the property and its
component parts in relatively great detail.

With a view to preserving and more closely monitoring the
property in the event of inscription on the World Heritage
List, specific measures to strengthen the requirements of
the cantonal and local documents are currently being taken.

The various inventory procedures are based on monitoring
indicators, including in particular:

Risk preparedness
Risks have been analysed rationally and systematically by
the relevant Federal, Cantonal, and Municipal departments.
The emergency intervention plans and civil security
systems in place seem to be satisfactory.

–

the ISOS federal procedure for monitoring built sites
(20 years);

–

the site plan and its descriptive data sheets (15 years);

–

the inventory of the state of the buildings, drawn up
in 2007 (6 years);

–

the thematic inventories –e.g. staircases, stained-glass
windows (10 years)

–

the inventory of nature in the town (15 years);

–

the archives of the construction police (permanent);

Involvement of the local communities
The nomination was initiated by the local authorities. The
inhabitants have been kept well informed and consulted
throughout the process, in a spirit of open dialogue,
reflecting the tradition of local democracy that is held in
high regard in Switzerland. There is a high degree of
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–

the iconographic archives (permanent).

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring is satisfactory.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS recognises the outstanding universal value of the
group of buildings formed by La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le
Locle.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that La Chaux-de-Fonds/Le Locle,
Watchmaking town planning, Switzerland, be inscribed on
the World Heritage List on the basis of criterion (iv).
Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
The watchmaking urban ensemble of La Chaux-de-Fonds
and Le Locle demonstrates outstanding universal value:
–

These twin factory-towns constitute an exceptional
example of urban ensembles entirely dedicated to a
single industry. They have been constructed by and
for watchmaking. They are the product of an
extremely close symbiosis between socio-technical
needs and responses provided by town planning
choices.

–

Watchmaking has given rise to a remarkable
architectural typology in the built structure. Housing
designed for home working is situated alongside
owners’ houses, workshops, and more recent
factories, in a homogeneous and rational urban fabric
that is open to the outside.

–

The two towns bear witness to the exceptional
uninterrupted continuation of a living and worldrenowned watchmaking tradition, which has
succeeded in coping with the socio-technical and
economic crises of the contemporary world

Criterion (iv): La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Locle constitute
a unique urban and architectural ensemble, wholly
dedicated to watchmaking from the 18th century until the
present day. Watchmaking space and living space co-exist
in an extremely close relationship. The rational, pragmatic,
and open planning of the urban space has encouraged the
sustainable development of this mono-industry, as a
‘factory town.’
The authenticity and integrity of the property are
satisfactory.
The level of protection and the proposed management plan
are satisfactory.
ICOMOS recommends that the
consideration to the following point:
–

State

Party

give

Careful monitoring of the construction of private
garages in gardens inside the property.
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Map showing the boundaries of La Chaux-de-Fonds

Map showing the boundaries of Le Locle

Aerial view of Le Locle with La Chaux-de-Fonds in the background

Manor, 1907 – Le Locle

La Chaux-de-Fonds – Town Hall street

Working class housing, mid 19th century - La Chaux-de-Fonds

development projects planned in the vicinity of the
property.

Pontcysyllte (United Kingdom)

The State Party replied with a detailed memorandum with
a document and maps attached (60 pages). The analysis of
this documentation is included in the present evaluation.

No 1303

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct
and Canal

2. THE PROPERTY

Locations:

The Pontcysyllte Canal is in north-eastern Wales, 65km
south of Liverpool, not far from Chester.

Description

Wrexham
Borough
and
Denbighshire (Wales),
Municipality of Oswestry,
County of Shropshire
(England), United Kingdom.

The nominated property consists of the whole length of the
canal and its banks; 17km of its 18 km length is in Wales
and 1km in England. It includes the towpath and adjacent
buildings directly connected with its history. At three
points the property is enlarged in order to include an
expanse of land associated with a civil-engineering
structure or a stretch of water, forming a typical landscape.
This is the case at the water intake and weir at Horseshoe
Falls, the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct, and the Chirk Aqueduct.

Brief description:
Pontcysyllte Canal, in the north-east of Wales, is an
example of a waterway which typifies land-use planning
during the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain. Built
from 1795 to 1808, the canal presented great geographical
difficulties, which civil engineer Thomas Telford resolved
in particular by the construction of a very large aqueduct
with cast-iron arches supported by masonry piers. This
type of construction was totally new, both in its iron
architecture and its monumental dimensions. Furthermore,
Pontcysyllte illustrates the mastery of canal civil
engineering in a hilly zone by the British engineers of the
time.

The Pontcysyllte Canal is a narrow waterway, 8–9m wide
and 1.5m deep, permitting the passage of barges c 2m wide
carrying loads of around 30 tonnes, which at the time was a
standard type in Great Britain. The nominated property, the
Pontcysyllte Canal, forms the end of the western branch of
the Ellesmere Canal.
The ensemble constitutes a single reach, i.e. there are no
locks. Avoiding the need for locks called for substantial
civil-engineering works in uneven terrain – two aqueducts,
two tunnels, trenches, large cuts and fills, lining, etc. It
passes through rich coal deposits and limestone quarries,
one of the reasons why the canal was dug.

Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural properties, as defined in
Article 1 of the World Heritage Convention of 1972, this is
a group of buildings.

The hydraulic point of departure of the canal is the water
intake at Horseshoe Falls on the River Dee, starting from
the weir reservoir (km 0). From there, the canal runs west
along the northern side of the valley. Substantial rock cuts
were often necessary on the upper side, in some cases more
than 1km long, together on the lower side with masonry
structures or large rubble embankments. The canal passes
the town of Llangollen (km 3), where there is a port basin.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List: 21 June 1999
International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

After running for c 10km from west to east, the waterway
reaches Trevor, where there is a large independent basin,
of around 400m at right-angles to a loop in the canal.

11 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.

The waterway then turns south and has to cross the River
Dee, the wide valley of which is below the level of the
canal. Telford, the engineer, had the task of designing the
impressive Pontcysyllte Aqueduct (km 10.2). The
difference in water levels is 38.4m and the length of the
aqueduct over 300m. It has to support a large mass of
water while ensuring a high degree of watertightness.
Telford designed a bridge with nineteen cast-iron arches
supported by tall masonry piers. The metal arch is made of
cast-iron voussoirs, and the waterway channel consists of
abutting cast-iron plates reinforced by an external metal
structure. The whole construction is far lighter than it
would have been had stone arches been used, which made
possible the use of conventional but particularly slim piers,
giving a light and elegant overall impression, which
contemporaries found very impressive. When completed in

Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted TICCIH (The
International Committee for the Conservation of the
Industrial Heritage).
Literature consulted (selection):
ICOMOS/TICCIH, The International Canal Monuments List,
Paris, 1996.
Bergeron, L. (ed.), ‘Papers from the Pontcysyllte International
Canal Conference’; Patrimoine de l’industrie / Industrial
Patrimony, 17, 2007.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 24–26 September 2008
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 10
December 2008 asking it to provide a summary table in
which the component parts of the property are defined in a
homogeneous way, together with information about any
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and architect who had a remarkable ability for finding new
technical solutions to building and civil-engineering
problems. He was already well known when he was
engaged and had just undertaken the construction of
several cast-iron bridges, such as the Longdon aqueduct to
cross the Severn. He also proposed a cast-iron bridge to
cross the Thames. In the same region he was also
employed to build the road from London to Dublin.

1805 it was unique, both in terms of its technical
performances and its cast-iron superstructure.
The Trevor basin and its buildings, the Pontcysyllte
Aqueduct, which constitutes the outstanding monumental
and technical feature, and the landscapes both upstream
and downstream of the crossing of the River Dee form the
central area of the property.
The exit from the aqueduct is via a large fill embankment.
Many difficulties then have to be solved to reach the
Ceiriog valley. Again there are cut-and-fill sections, with
retaining walls, the Whitehouse tunnel (km 13.1) which is c
120m long, and the Chirk tunnel (km 15.6) c 400m long.
The tunnels are strengthened by brick arches and have
masonry portals.

The aqueduct over the Ceiriog at Chirk was the first
structure to be planned, in 1795, by Jessop and Telford.
After considerable discussion a stone structure was
preferred. Shortly afterwards, when the crossing of the Dee
came up for consideration, the conditions were different.
The valley was wider and deeper, and a conventional
aqueduct would therefore have been be very costly;
furthermore, cast-iron bridges were beginning to prove
their qualities. The cast-iron bridge solution proposed by
Telford was chosen and construction work began under his
supervision. The canal up to Trevor was opened on 26
November 1805. The part which extends the canal to
Horseshoe Falls was completed in 1808.

The Canal crosses the Ceiriog by the impressive Chirk
Aqueduct (km 16.2). Slightly older than the Pontcysyllte
aqueduct, it is made of masonry, stands more than 20m
above the river, and has ten arches. At the time of its
completion in 1801 it was the highest and largest canal
aqueduct ever built.

As soon as it had been built the Pontcysyllte aqueduct
became famous for its highly innovative technical and
architectural boldness. When completed it was recognised
as an outstanding success, eliciting praise from engineers
and inspiring Romantic artists. After the end of the
Napoleonic wars several foreign engineers and scholars
came to visit the aqueduct.

The nominated property ends shortly afterwards, at Gledrid
Bridge (km 16.7), but the waterway continues under the
name of the Ellesmere Canal.
The canal infrastructures include many small masonry
bridges that allow the passage of streams, and weirs to
control the canal level.
The property includes various basins and wharves linked to
mining and commercial activities and a series of service
buildings along the canal. The buildings are often
associated with the exploitation of coal mines and
limestone quarries close to the waterway. The canal is also
crossed by a number of bridges, some of which are
contemporary with the construction of the canal and are in
harmony with it; two are small lift-bridges. The others are
from are a later period, in various styles. The largest is the
railway viaduct parallel and adjacent to the Chirk
Aqueduct, built by Brunel. All the technical and
architectural elements of the property are listed in the
dossier and their state of repair is assessed.

The Pontcysyllte aqueduct made Thomas Telford famous.
He was recognised in his lifetime as the greatest builder of
iron bridges and canals of his time. He became the first
president of the Institution of Civil Engineers in London in
1825. Telford and his Pontcysyllte aqueduct had an
important influence in the international development of
canals at the beginning of the 19th century in Great Britain,
Europe and North America. Telford participated in the
construction of other very well known canals, such as the
Caledonian Canal in Scotland and the Göta Canal in
Sweden.
The economic influence of the canal for the region was
considerable during the first half of the 19th century,
enabling the rapid development of coal extraction, metal
working, limestone quarries, and the production of lime.
The slate quarries of the Welsh mountains and agriculture
also benefited from the canal. By 1815 the substantial
investments it had required had been repaid and the canal
became a highly profitable business. Its direct link with a
vast network of canals to the Mersey, through the
Midlands, and as far as London, greatly encouraged the use
of the canal.

A very large buffer zone surrounds the property,
corresponding to the crests of the hills visible from the
canal on both sides of the valley.

History and development
In order to link Chester and the Mersey estuary to the
Severn and the Midlands canal network, the Ellesmere
Canal was conceived in the early 1790s. It was undertaken
by a private company under the technical supervision of
the engineer William Jessop (1745–1814). The
construction of three branches was started from the central
point of Ellesmere. The need for water and the rich
reserves of coal and limestone in the Dee and Ceiriog
valleys, in the foothills of the Welsh mountains, led to the
extension of the project in this direction by a fourth
section. The works began in 1795.

The situation here was different from that in other regions
because the railway was not a direct competitor to the
canal but was instead basically complementary, through
small private lines that led up to the canal. However, the
activity of heavy cargo transport went into a steep decline
at the end of the 19th century as the growth of local heavy
industry contracted. Economic traffic dropped to a
negligible level even before World War I.

However, linking the northern side of the Dee to the
Ellesmere canals, crossing the Rivers Ceiriog and Dee,
which have very pronounced valleys, presented two major
obstacles. From 1793 onwards, Jessop worked in
collaboration with Thomas Telford (1757–1834) for this
branch of the canal. Telford was an outstanding engineer

As the landscape environment remained rural and the
valleys were pleasant – despite the presence of industry,
which never profoundly changed them – canal tourism
began as early as 1884. Throughout the first third of the
20th century canal tourism was both regular and organised,
in the form of small cruises and stays in countryside
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Planning a canal layout without any locks in a complex
geographic zone is a deliberate and innovative choice in
land-use planning. It required many substantial civil
engineering works: aqueducts, cut-and-fill, cuts through
rock, tunnels, retaining walls, etc.

locations. However, the crisis of the 1930s, followed by
the war, dealt the canal a fatal blow.
In 1944 the Ellesmere Canal was decommissioned by an
Act of Parliament, but its western branch was conserved,
under the name of the Llangollen Canal, because of its role
in the regional water supply. It was, however, in poor
condition and no longer navigable, and the aqueduct
therefore no longer carried any boats.

Pontcysyllte Aqueduct is a pioneering structure in its
technological choices and the boldness of its architecture.
The use of both cast iron and wrought iron enabled the
construction of arches that were both light and strong and
provided a particularly effective load-bearing structure for
the waterway. The whole construction is both monumental
and elegant, supported by slender masonry piers.

Efforts to encourage pleasure cruising and the preservation
of the industrial heritage, led by enthusiastic historians and
writers, generated a renewal of interest in the early 1950s.
This led to a real lift-off for tourism in the 1960s in Great
Britain, which contributed to the restoration of the canal
and its maintenance. Since 1954 it has been managed and
maintained in a navigable condition by British Waterways.
This canal is one of the most popular and frequented in the
United Kingdom.

The construction of the canal and of the two aqueducts
illustrates the creative genius of the civil engineers of the
British Industrial Revolution, and particularly Thomas
Telford and William Jessop. The Pontcysyllte Aqueduct
was the first major structure by Thomas Telford and was
immediately acclaimed by his peers and by foreign
visitors. He subsequently became the most eminent
engineer of his generation for the construction of canals
and iron bridges and was the first President of the
Institution of Civil Engineers in London, the first society
of its type in the world.

During the 19th century the canal and its engineering
structures were regularly maintained. No structural
changes were made; wharves and buildings were, however,
built on its banks to meet transport needs.
The waterproofing of the Chirk Aqueduct was restored in
1866–68 with the addition of cast-iron plate sections at the
ends. Some changes of individual metal parts have been
carried out on the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct; its towpath was
relaid with cast-iron plates in 1879.

The canal and its major civil engineering structures have
been well preserved and have remained set in landscapes
and an environment of great quality.

Because of the relatively early decline of its industrial
activity at the end of the 19th century, it has not undergone
any major transformation. It thus well reflects the
Industrial Revolution period and its waterway transport.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity

Fill embankment collapses occurred in 1945, 1960, 1982
and 1985, requiring substantial repair work at certain
points on the canal. This was an important point to ensure
the maintaining of the integrity of the waterway.

Integrity
The integrity of the waterway has been maintained in
hydraulic and civil-engineering structures that have
remained in their original form. However, the historic
embankments, made of rubble, have raised significant
problems of stability and waterproofing, particularly in the
second half of the 20th century (See History). The repairs
have involved the use of technical solutions that are
different from the simple initial backfills, both for
structural resistance and waterproofing: concrete, steel
pilings, geotextiles, etc. From the point of view of
integrity, these works have made it possible to maintain the
hydraulic operation of the waterway and to conserve its
overall morphological characteristics.

The Pontcysyllte Aqueduct was completely renovated in
2003–2004 to mark its bicentenary, with every effort being
made to respect its technical heritage. The work consisted
of removing corrosion on the cast iron, changing defective
metal parts by others of the same form and of similar
materials, repairing the pier masonry, and completely
restoring the towpath and its railings, which were in a poor
state of repair.
The Pontcysyllte Canal and Aqueduct have inspired canal
preservation policy in Great Britain and have made a
strong contribution to raising awareness of the heritage left
behind by the industrial period.

The waterway is still dedicated in its entirety to canal
transport, the uses, however, having changed to pleasure
boating (since the end of the 19th century) and to selfpropelled boats in the 20th century.

Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal values
The canal and its engineering structures were created at the
time of the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain,
supporting the development of the country's mining,
ironmaking, and building activities. They are
representative of the intensification of public works in
Great Britain, and the veritable ‘canal mania’ of 1790–
1820, which led to the creation of a remarkable internal
waterway network which benefited the industrial and
commercial economy of Great Britain. The massive
development of new means of transport is, moreover, one
of the distinctive traits of the Industrial Revolution in
Britain, with the canal network supporting the development
of toll roads and preceding the well known development of
the railway and steam-powered vessels.

The integrity of the landscapes and the buffer zone of the
property contributes to the expression of the value of the
property.
ICOMOS considers that the property has all the elements
of integrity necessary for the expression of its value, as a
major historic canal of the Industrial Revolution.
Authenticity
The few structural changes that have been made to the two
large aqueducts have remained secondary, contributing to
maintaining the property in use. The structure and the form
of the civil-engineering structures of the waterway have
not undergone any major modifications, apart from the
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rubble embankments, which have suffered from damage
and waterproofing problems. While the response is
satisfactory in terms of integrity, it is less so from the point
of view of authenticity, particularly when the new
materials are visible. The restoration and conservation
programme undertaken in 200–2004 was aimed at
proposing visually acceptable solutions, such as wooden
rails to conceal the contemporary repair structure.

constructions both in Great Britain and elsewhere in the
world.
ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for the World Heritage List.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

Changes in materials have remained restricted over the
history of the property. At the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct there
was a tendency to replace structural parts made of cast-iron
by equivalent or similar steel parts in the 19th century.
This was for reasons of material strength and to increase
safety, but such changes were only limited and partial and
did not alter the overall structure.
During the 20th century repairs to masonry did not always
use the original types of mortar or stone.
The work in 2003–2004 were carried out in a spirit of
respect for the heritage, as regards both the metal structures
of the aqueduct and the masonry of the canal, the aim
being to return to mortars and stones that corresponded
with those originally used.
The buildings associated with the canal and its immediate
environment usually achieve a good degree of authenticity.
Authenticity should be assessed in the light of changes
resulting from industrial activities and the development of
housing generated by the canal itself during the 19th
century.
ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met.

–

It is an innovative example of the design and
construction of transport canals, in a difficult
geographical setting, at the end of the 18th century
and the very beginning of the 19th century. It required
substantial, bold civil engineering works.

–

Pontcysyllte Aqueduct is a pioneering masterpiece of
engineering and monumental metal architecture by the
celebrated civil engineer Thomas Telford.

–

These are early and remarkable examples of
innovations brought about by the Industrial
Revolution in Britain, and they enabled made the
decisive development of transport capacities possible.

–

They bear witness to very important international
interchanges in internal navigation, in civil
engineering, in land-use planning, and in the
application of iron to structural design.

–

The Pontcysyllte and Chirk Aqueducts are particularly
enhanced by the landscapes which surround them.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(i), (ii), and (iv).

Comparative analysis
The aim is first to make a comparison with canals which
have already been given international recognition: the
Canal du Midi (France) (inscribed on the World Heritage
List in 1996, (i), (ii), (iv), (vi)), the Four Lifts on the Canal
du Centre and their Environs, La Louvière and Le Roeulx
(Hainault), (Belgium) (World Heritage, 1998, criteria (iii),
(iv)), the Grand Canal (China), the Rideau Canal (Canada)
(World Heritage, 2007, criteria (i), (iv)), etc. The canal also
forms part of the general trend of canal building, initiated
in England by the Duke of Bridgewater in the 1760s.
Telford himself actively contributed to the establishment of
this network following his success at Pontcysyllte. Most of
the great canals of Europe and America are later than that
of Pontcysyllte, and were influenced by British canals: Erie
and Rideau in North America; Burgundy, Augustów,
Ladoga, Caledonian and Göta in Europe. Telford was,
moreover, involved in the construction of the last two
canals.

Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius;
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct was designed by Thomas
Telford using very new and extremely bold concepts. The
construction was particularly well executed, and bears
witness to remarkable professional expertise. This is a
monumental aqueduct consisting of nineteen cast-iron
arches supporting the water channel, which is made of the
same metal. The structure is supported on slender, high
masonry piers. This was the first great technical
masterpiece of Telford and was immediately recognised by
his contemporaries both in Britain and abroad, which
contributed to Telford's election as the first President of the
London-based Institution of Civil Engineers in 1825. The
technical performance of the metal, combined with the
quality of construction, make the aqueduct an elegant
structure, set in a landscape which fully expresses the value
of the aqueduct as an icon of the British Industrial
Revolution.

As for hydraulic civil-engineering structures, the
comparative study includes a table of the earliest projects,
both ancient aqueducts and the first canal aqueducts and
tunnels. The basis of the originality and innovation of
Pontcysyllte is the use of metal, clearly the result of British
expertise which was developed in the regions close to the
property: Ironbridge Gorge, inscribed on the World
Heritage List (1986, criteria (i), (ii), (iv), (vi)) and, above
all, the Longdon Aqueduct, Telford’s prototype and test
bench for this type of construction on a waterway. The
Chirk and Pontcysyllte Aqueducts influenced many later

ICOMOS considers that the Pontcysyllte aqueduct and
canal is a masterpiece in terms of its technological
innovations, its architectural boldness, and the quality of
its proportions. It is one of the symbols of the Industrial
Revolution in Great Britain.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
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Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (i), (ii), and (iv) and that the Outstanding Universal
Value has been demonstrated.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the construction of canals in Great Britain bears
witness to considerable interchanges in the creation of
infrastructures for the transport of heavy cargoes. They
follow on, starting in the second half of the 18th century,
from the technical synthesis accomplished in France in the
previous century. Subsequently, the networks of British
canals, and first amongst them Pontcysyllte and its civil
engineering structures, were admired, studied, and taken as
examples of territorial development through waterways.
Large canals were built in the regions and colonies of the
United Kingdom (Scotland, Canada) and by many other
countries – the United States, France, Germany, Sweden,
Poland, Russia, etc.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
As the canal is a relatively long linear property (18km), it
is likely to have to face changes in the landscape and urban
environment, particularly in the buffer zone.
The main risk is that of building and of the renewal of
housing or the conversion of former industrial sites along
the canal, but this is controlled by the protection system
and the land-use plans of the Counties concerned. These
provisions ensure the compatibility of projects with the
expression of the value of the property.
In its reply dated 10 February 2009, the State Party
provides an overview of the system for the control and
implementation of building and development permits
within the property and its buffer zone and its potential
repercussions on the landscape associated with the
property and the expression of its value. It emerges that
most of the projects concern dwellings, small shops, and
several projects to convert slightly larger buildings. There
are no infrastructure projects of any kind within the
property and its buffer zone. The only major project with a
direct link to the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct site is the closure
of a chemicals plant in its immediate vicinity. The project
to convert the abandoned industrial site currently involves
three activities: commercial businesses, dwellings, and
access facilities to the Aqueduct site.

Canals mark a decisive step in the increase in the transport
of heavy cargoes, between the development of roads in the
18th century and the appearance of the railway and of
steam-powered vessels in the 19th century.
ICOMOS considers that the creation of networks of canals
in Great Britain, at the start of the Industrial Revolution, of
which the Pontcysyllte canal is a remarkable example,
represents a synthesis of expertise already acquired in
Europe and an innovative ensemble that was to inspire
many other projects throughout the world.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

The buffer zone has also been established in such a way as
to cover a vast surface area, linked to the canal landscapes,
in order to control agricultural and forestry uses which
could affect the expression of the value of the property.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Pontcysyllte Canal and its civil-engineering
structures, built in a complex geographical area, bear
witness to a key stage in the engineering of artificial
waterways. They illustrate the advances stimulated and
made possible by the Industrial Revolution, of which they
are, furthermore, outstanding representatives.

ICOMOS notes the project to convert the chemicals plant
with a direct link to the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and its
enhancement, and requests the State Party advise it of the
progress of this project and the landscape options adopted.
Tourism pressures

It is a canal that testifies in an exceptional way to the
contribution of man-made waterways to the development
of transport in regions that had previously been isolated, by
human cooperation and the organisation of worksites, by
the use for major projects of cast iron, which was at the
time produced in large quantities by the Industrial
Revolution in Great Britain, and by the creation of private
companies capable of making very substantial investments.

This is a popular destination for canal tourism in Great
Britain: 200,000 people visit the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct
each year and some tourism events attract 5000 people.
There are around 15,000 boat movements on the canal each
year.
Permanent facilities have to be provided to cater for
tourists and efforts have to be made to preserve certain
components of the property that could be damaged by
excessive frequentation.

River transport was the first real means of transporting
heavy cargoes for the benefit of industrialisation and
commerce. Such transport thus attained previously
unimaginable volumes, over large distances and in short
time spans, by the integration of canals in efficient regional
and inter-regional systems.

Pressure from tourism exists close to the canal and in
buffer zone. Only projects that are in keeping with
expression of the canal's values are authorised by
regulatory and management system, as regards both
property and the buffer zone.

ICOMOS considers that the Pontcysyllte canal and its
highly innovative civil-engineering structures is an
outstanding example of land-use development by humans
leading to a spectacular increase in the transport of heavy
cargoes for the benefit of early industrialisation, at the end
of the 18th and the start of the 19th centuries.

the
the
the
the

Environmental pressures, Impact of climate change
Climate change models for the region suggest that
summers will tend to be drier and hotter and storm rainfall
will tend to intensify over the next decade or so. The
consequences will be on the one hand increased pressure
on the hydraulic management of the canal in the summer,

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
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when frequentation is highest, and on the other hand risks
of accidental deterioration to the component parts of the
canal by storms and flooding.

Ownership
The canal and its civil engineering structures are public
property, managed by British Waterways.

A large proportion of the canal is located in a special
nature protection zone, in accordance with European
directives. The management of the canal, including the
management of its visitors, and of the buffer zone, is
required to take these directives into account and comply
with them.

Some bridges crossing the waterway are public property,
associated with the roads that pass over them; in some
cases, the bridges are private rights of way.
The land and built structures located in the property which
do not belong to British Waterways are municipal or
private.

Natural disasters
The disasters that could occur on the canal consist
essentially of the collapse of an embankment or a civilengineering structure as a result of exceptional climatic
conditions, an accident of human origin, or a failure of
maintenance and surveillance.

Protection
Legal protection
The Transport Acts of 1962 and 1968 define the
Llangollen Canal as a waterway for pleasure boating, and
they entrust British Waterways with the management of the
canal and its immediate surroundings. The contractual
specification for management was set out by the UK
Government in 1999. It explicitly includes a mission of
heritage conservation and restoration of the property.

The consequences would involve the large volume of water
retained in a single reach of around 18km, which could
pour out of the canal. There have already been accidents of
this type at periods when the maintenance of the canal was
found to be wanting. The seven weirs along the canal and
at the intake reservoir in the River Dee should normally
enable the hydraulic management of the crisis. As for
prevention, hydraulic surveillance of the canal is carried
out on a daily basis by the personnel of British Waterways.

The Pontcysyllte Aqueduct has been on the list of UK
ancient monuments (a Scheduled Ancient Monument)
since 1958, and the same is true of the Cysylltau Aqueduct
over the Dee, which is within the boundaries of the
property. Their protection has been stepped up by the
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act of
1979. The public organisations English Heritage and Cadw
(for Wales) suggest that the whole canal should be
inscribed on the List. Up to the present 32 structures and
three landscape zones next to the property are on the List
of Scheduled Buildings and Spaces under the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act of 1990
Additional projects are under way concerning the buffer
zone.

In view of the hydraulic management system, the
surveillance, and the technical maintenance of the
property, the State Party considers that this risk is limited
and acceptable.
Pollution risks seem to be confined to local events of
limited amplitude. The two large industrial sites in the
buffer zone do not represent any particular danger from
this point of view. They could, however, be affected by
risks of industrial explosion and/or fire. As a result, they
are required to follow specific directives and an emergency
plan should an accident occur.

The regulation of land-use and building permits is subject
to the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order (1995), to Planning Policy Wales
(2002), and to the Wales Spatial Plan (2004). These
national plans are complemented by circulars specific to
the various cultural and natural heritage situations that may
arise in a given territory. They are applied in practice in the
context of plans and decisions of the regions, Counties, and
municipalities. The property is therefore affected by three
regional plans and by a series of County and municipality
plans.

Because of the large amounts of woodland in the
environment, trees occasionally fall into the canal; the
impact of such events is limited.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property in
the immediate future are tourism pressure and the
conversion of a chemicals plant in the vicinity of the
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct, and in the longer term the
hydraulic management of the canal in summer.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

Specific planning for land use and development is
currently being drawn up for the buffer zone, following the
landscape assessment carried out in 2007. No element will
be left without designation, and without rules governing
use and control. Most of them will be protected green
zones.

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The property occupies a surface area of 105ha and is 18km
long. There are fewer than 100 permanent inhabitants
inside its boundaries. The boats that moor on the canal are
not permanently residential.

Buildings in the Conservation Areas may not be
demolished or altered without the agreement of the local
authorities. There are six such authorities in the area of the
property and its buffer zone. A study of the specific
architectural and landscape values of these areas provides
support to enable guidance for works.

The buffer zone, defined on a landscape basis, occupies a
surface area of 4415ha. There are about 16,000 inhabitants
in the buffer zone.
ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property and the buffer zone are adequate.

The Llangollen and Eglwyseg Valley is one of the 22
landscapes identified in the Register of Landscapes of
Special Historic Interest in Wales. It covers the western
part of the buffer zone. The Register of Parks and Gardens
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Present state of conservation

of Historic Interest in Wales is a complementary document
that provides assistance for the management of public and
private properties.

The State Party considers that the property is currently in
an excellent state of conservation, following the major
programme for the restoration and maintenance of the
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and the surrounding area. A report
from 2007 provides a detailed report on conservation,
including an assessment of the integrity and authenticity of
all the constituent technical elements of the canal (bridges,
tunnels, embankments, weirs, etc), with the definition of
four levels: excellent, satisfactory with minor reservations,
satisfactory with a specific reservation, and poor. These
assessments take into account the works necessary for the
maintenance of the banks and for waterproofing (See
Integrity - Authenticity).

Some areas of the buffer zone are covered by regimes
protecting natural species and/or landscape: the special
conservation zone and scientific sites of the River Dee and
Bala Lake and the landscape of the Clwydian Range.
In the case of works undertaken by authorities or private
individuals, assistance may be requested from the Heritage
Protection Review, particularly for complex situations.
ICOMOS considers that it would be useful for the
protection of the property if it were inscribed in its entirety
on the List of Ancient Monuments of the United Kingdom,
and encourages this inscription, while awaiting the
promulgation (scheduled for 2010) of a new Act to protect
the British heritage, including a specific section for
properties inscribed on the World Heritage List.

For the 27 major structural elements in value terms: two
are classified as excellent, nineteen at level two, four at
level three, and two in a poor state of conservation.
Of all the 181 component elements of the canal: 30% are
currently judged to be in a poor condition from a functional
point of view (British Waterways report) and ultimately
requiring works. So far as state of conservation is
concerned (2007 report): 12% of the component elements
are judged to be inadequate (level four), and for 9% there
is a specific question of authenticity/integrity (level three).

ICOMOS considers that it would be useful for the
harmonisation and understanding of protection in the
buffer zone if a single land-use planning document were
drawn up.
Traditional protection
People living in the region and canal users attach great
importance to the property and its protection. British
Waterways systematically asks users for their views on the
property, its condition, and its serviceability.

Landscapes were also assessed in the 2007 report, both for
the property and the buffer zone; this report is to be used to
guide land use planning in the buffer zone.
An assessment of the heritage and industrial archaeology in
the buffer zone and its relations with the history of the
canal was also produced in 2007.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
ICOMOS considers that the measures taken to protect the
property and its buffer zone are effective. However, its
location, overlapping two national territories and a large
number of territorial authorities, makes protection a complex
issue. The drawing up of a comprehensive and harmonised
land use planning document specific to the buffer zone,
which has been announced, would be extremely useful.

ICOMOS appreciates the work done to analyse the
conservation of the property with regard to each structural
element of the canal, from the dual viewpoints of heritage
value linked to integrity/authenticity and hydraulic
serviceability.
In its memorandum dated 10 February 2009, in reply to the
request for details about the structural elements of the
property, the State Party replied that the official inventory
of these elements was presented by the ‘Gazetteer’
document, p. 51-74 of the initial file, and once again
annexed. There are 168 such elements. The other lists or
statements included in the file, and so in this document,
were partial indications linked to the questions considered,
to be viewed in strict technical or aesthetic terms.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate, pending the promulgation of a harmonised and
comprehensive plan for the buffer zone.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research
A great deal of documentation exists about the property
and its history, in the form of plans, archives, printed texts,
and illustrations. They are mainly in the hands of the Royal
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of
Wales, British Waterways, the archives of the Waterways
Trust, and the Welsh organisation Cadw.

Active conservation measures and maintenance
Conservation and maintenance measures are associated
with the permanent monitoring of the property by British
Waterways (see Monitoring). This public organisation has
as a prime mission the conservation of the property and the
resulting technical and functional management.

There is a large number of studies of the technical and
industrial heritage of the Pontcysyllte Canal and its civilengineering structures.

The qualitative objectives for property conservation
measures are guided by the 2007 report on the state of
conservation, in order to improve integrity/authenticity. All
the works must furthermore maintain the serviceability and
the safety in use of the canal and its civil-engineering
structures.

The study of the heritage of the property and its
environment has been powerfully stimulated by the
preparation of the dossier for nomination to the World
Heritage List, with in particular a study of the conservation
of the property, a landscape study of the property and the
buffer zone, and an assessment of the industrial heritage of
its environment (buffer zone).

Following the major programme of 2003–04, which was
particularly concerned with the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct, the
upcoming priority works are:
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–

renewal of canal lining at Pentrefelin (winters of 2007
and 2008);

surroundings of the canal and for monitoring changes in
the landscape of the buffer zone.

–

renewal of retaining wall at Llangollen;

–

improvement of water supply at Llantysilio.

The presentation to the public of a historic property with a
length of 18km with many facets and of its complex
environment is extremely challenging. An interpretation
centre at the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and another at the
Trevor basin have been planned since the 2004–2005
works programme. Other initiatives are necessary; such
initiatives usually stem from local communities and
citizens' associations interested in the canal and its values.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
The State Party considers that, as things stand today, there
is no major threat to the state of conservation of the
property because of the maintenance and monitoring of the
property by British Waterways.

Some facilities are necessary to cater for tourists and for
visits, and some parts of the towpath also need to be
renewed.

ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures
currently being carried out are effective.
ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures are
adequate.

In view of the large number of visitors and the probable
growth in this number over future years, ICOMOS
considers that it would be useful to draw up a thorough
tourism development plan, as a separate part of the
management plan, covering all matters relating to tourism
and the coordination of tourism between the property
partners.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

Risk preparedness

The partners in the management of the property are as
follows:
–

British Waterways, the owner and manager of the
canal;

–

The four local authorities involved with the property
and the buffer zone;

–

The responsible national organisations, and in
particular Cadw and English Heritage.

British Waterways carries out permanent water monitoring
and has technical facilities (dam, weirs) and skilled
personnel for hydraulic management in the event of a crisis
or major accident. At the planning level, the Dee River
Basin District of the Environment Agency can set up a
flooding prevention and management plan.
Industrial explosion and fire risks are covered by an
emergency intervention plan by the local authorities and
civil protection services.

The partners have set up a Steering Group which has
drawn up the dossier and the management plan and
coordinated the relevant studies of 2007. The Steering
Group was then officially instructed to coordinate the
setting up of the management plan by signing an
agreement between the partners (June 2007). Its role is also
to make contact and exchange views with local inhabitants
and users.

Involvement of the local communities
The Friends of Pontcysyllte is a group set up by the local
community to work in partnership with the property's
Steering Committee.
A twelve-week process for consulting the local population
was organised, with particular respect to the management
plan and what local inhabitants expected in terms of the
protection and conservation of the property.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

The management plan is a framework document for the
major future directions of the heritage management of the
property, the organisation of monitoring of its monuments
and landscape, the assessment of pressures on the property,
and economic development approaches. It is a tool for
coordination between the plans and actions of the various
partners. It has been defined for the period 2007–11. It
includes a recapitulative schedule and an overview
timetable of all the actions in progress (plan for 2007) and
to be developed (2008–11).

British Waterways has an annual budget of around
£150,000 for the canal (2007). This amount is guaranteed
by its financial investment plan for the period 2007–11.
Wales and the Counties involved in the management of the
property provide specific property maintenance services:
towpath, canal bridges, roads and car parks, tourist
facilities, etc. Funds are guaranteed for a set of works
scheduled in a short-term perspective.
British Waterways has experience in managing canals and
important heritage sites. It has trained personnel and
scientific advisors. There are 24 permanent staff on the site
as well as seasonal staff.

The canal is managed by British Waterways in accordance
with a financial plan and a works schedule covering the
period 2007–11. In accordance with the management plan,
the works carried out must not only achieve technical
objectives but also seek to improve authenticity.

Public organisations for heritage protection and
conservation, Cadw (Wales) and English Heritage, can call
on acknowledged specialists in all fields of cultural
property
conservation:
archaeologists,
architects,
engineers, and historians.

Building permits and works authorisations are
administered by the local authorities. They include aid for
private owners and guidelines for projects.
The 2007 landscape study showed the need to introduce a
vegetation management plan for the immediate

The three Counties also have permanent staff with training
in heritage conservation.
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Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value

A number of other institutions also provide aid including
the Countryside Council for Wales, the Institution of Civil
Engineers, and The Royal Commission on the Ancient and
Historical Monuments of Wales.

The Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal demonstrate
Outstanding Universal Value:
•
The Pontcysyllte Canal is a remarkable example of
the construction of a human-engineered waterway in a
difficult geographical environment, at the end of the 18th
century and the start of the 19th century. It required
extensive and boldly conceived civil engineering works.

Effectiveness of current management
ICOMOS considers that the current management is
effective.
ICOMOS considers that the management plan for the
property and its coordination are satisfactory. However, a
deeper vision and a more coordinated management of
issues related to tourism development and the
interpretation of the property would enrich the
management plan.

• The Pontcysyllte Aqueduct is a pioneering masterpiece
of engineering and monumental architecture by the famous
civil engineer Thomas Telford. It was constructed using
metal arches supported by tall, slender masonry piers.
• They are early and outstanding examples of the
innovations brought about by the Industrial Revolution in
Britain, where they made decisive development in
transport capacities possible.

6. MONITORING
British Waterways has a system of maintenance and
technical monitoring of canals which has proved its
effectiveness over the last 50 years, backed up by
competent personnel. The system assesses and manages
risks which could affect the canal, and involves a
monitoring method which complies with a strictly defined
programme, objectives, and timetable. Canal user safety is
also one of the objectives of the monitoring process.

• They bear witness to very substantial international
interchanges and influences in the fields of inland
waterways, civil engineering, land-use planning, and the
application of iron in structural design.
Criterion (i): The Pontcysyllte Aqueduct is a highly
innovative monumental civil engineering structure, made
using metal arches supported by high, slender masonry
piers. It is the first great masterpiece of the civil engineer
Thomas Telford and formed the basis of his outstanding
international reputation. It bears witness to the production
capacities of the British ironmaking industry, which were
unique at that time.

Twenty-five of the structural elements of the canal have
been identified as being likely to cause a major risk in the
event of failure. These elements are especially closely
monitored in the main property monitoring programme.
The reports made on completion of each inspection include
an assessment that indicates the state of conservation of the
element and, if necessary, the degree of urgency of the
works to be carried out (see State of conservation).

Criterion (ii): The intensive construction of canals in Great
Britain, from the second half of the 18th century onwards,
and that of the Pontcysyllte Canal in particular in a difficult
region, bear witness to considerable technical interchanges
and decisive progress in the design and construction of
artificial waterways.

The monitoring of the state of conservation of the
monuments and sites inscribed on the various national
protection lists is carried out by Cadw and English
Heritage on a six-year cycle.

Criterion (iv): The Pontcysyllte Canal and its civil
engineering structures bear witness to a crucial stage in the
development of heavy cargo transport in order to further
the Industrial Revolution. They are outstanding
representatives of its new technical and monumental
possibilities.

Buildings and landscapes on the property and in its buffer
zone are monitored by the local authorities (Counties and
municipalities) on a six-year cycle.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the property is
adequate.

The authenticity and integrity of the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct
and Canal are satisfactory. The same is true of their
technical and monumental management by British
Waterways. The management plan is acceptable; it clearly
defines the objectives of conservation, but it would be
improved by a unified approach to the preservation of the
buffer zone and the drafting of a plan for tourism
development and site interpretation.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS recognises the outstanding universal value of the
Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal.

Recommendations with regard to inscription

ICOMOS recommends that the State
consideration to the following points:

ICOMOS recommends that the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and
Canal, United Kingdom, be inscribed on the World Heritage
List on the basis of criteria (i), (ii), and (iv).
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Party

give

–

The property in its entirety should be inscribed on the
Schedule of Ancient Monuments of the United
Kingdom;

–

Protection in the buffer zone should be harmonised by
the preparation of a single land-use planning
document relating to the landscape and environmental
protection of the property and including the various
relevant regional regulations;

–

There should be particularly careful monitoring of the
conversion project for the chemicals plant directly
linked to the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and its
enhancement, reporting the development of this
project and the landscape options adopted, and
keeping the World Heritage Committee informed of
all development projects in accordance with
paragraph 172 of the Operational Guidelines;

–

In view of the large number of visitors and the
probable growth in this number over future years, a
thorough tourism development plan should be
prepared as a section of the management plan. It
should cover all issues relating to tourism, the
coordination of tourism between all the property
partners, and a homogeneous policy on the
interpretation of the property.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Aerial view

Pontcysyllte aqueduct

Chirk aqueduct

Wern-Isaf Rock Walls Cutting

Properties deferred or referred back by previous
sessions of the World Heritage Committee

Schloss Eggenberg (Austria)

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: A letter was sent by ICOMOS to the State
Party on 9 January 2009, requesting that it should give
consideration to:

No 931 bis

–

Extending the buffer zone along the historic road
linking the Castle with the historic centre;

–

Supplying
information
about
whether
any
development projects exist inside the property
proposed as an extension and its surroundings.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:

Location:

The City of Graz – Historic
Centre and Schloss
Eggenberg
Community
of
Province of Styria,
Republic of Austria

The State Party replied in a letter (16 pages) dated 10
February 2009, and an analysis of its answers is included in
this evaluation.

Graz,

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

Brief description:
2. THE PROPERTY

Schloss Eggenberg was built in the late Renaissance at the
start of the Baroque period. It has conserved its painted and
stucco interior décor, the composition and the ornamental
complexity of which reflects the Baroque and Rococo
conceptions of the universe. It is set in the midst of a park
with trees and parterres of later design.

Description
Schloss Eggenberg is located c 3km west of the historic
centre of Graz. It was built shortly after 1625, on the site of
an earlier castle, as the state residence of Duke Hans Ulrich
von Eggenberg (1568–1634), one of the most prominent
political personalities of 17th century Austria. The Palace
was linked with the city centre by a nearly straight road.
The main zone of the nominated property consists of the
Palace and its Park. The area is surrounded by a buffer
zone, which encloses part of the surrounding small housing
area and extends to a natural park area in the west. It
includes the starting point of the avenue leading towards
the city centre.

Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural property as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
monument. However, it is nominated as an extension to
The City of Graz, which is a group of buildings.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

Schloss Eggenberg is generally presented as the joint work
of the Italian-born architect to the Graz Court, Pietro de
Pomis (1569–1633), and the architect Laurenz van de
Syppe from the Netherlands. It was planned by the Duke
for representative purposes, and it was also designed as a
comprehensive architectural allegory, as a visible sign both
of his new powerful worldly position and of the humanistinspired vision of an ideal world. References are made to
the utopias of the time, such as those of Tommaso
Campanella, Thomas More, and Johann Valentin Andreae,
part of whose works are conserved in the Eggenberg
library. For example, there is a total of 365 windows in the
Palace (equivalent to the days in a year) and the number of
rooms on each floor is 31 (representative of the number of
days in a month). Further numbers refer to weeks, hours,
etc. The Hall of the Planets, the Chapel, and the Theatre
are laid out on an axis that is of particular importance for
the building.

8 February 2005

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None.
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

31 January 2005
14 January 2008

Background: The nomination is a proposal for an extension
of the City of Graz – Historic Centre, the examination of
which was deferred by the World Heritage Committee at
its 30th session (Vilnius, 2006): Decision 30 COM 8B.51:
The World Heritage Committee,
1. Having examined documents WHC-06/30.COM/8B and
WHC-06/30.COM/INF.8B.1,
2. Defers the examination of the extension of the City of
Graz – Historic Centre to include Schloss Eggenberg,
Austria, on the World Heritage List, to allow the State
Party to improve the management system and relevant
plans for the whole property in question and in order to
reinforce the link between the Castle and the City.

The ground plan of the Schloss is a large rectangle (c 65m
x 70m), recalling Spanish examples of Alcazar type
construction, especially the castle-monastery of El
Escorial. The main body of Schloss Eggenberg has three
storeys. The corners are raised, forming tower-like
additions with conical roofs. The inner part of the
quadrangle is divided into three courtyards arranged in a Tshape. Axial symmetry was an architectural novelty, here
used for the first time in Austria. Following the Spanish
tradition, its plain exterior rejects all ornamentation in
favour of the simple contrast between the white wall
surfaces and the ochre colour of the structural elements.
The inner courtyards, however, demonstrate an unexpected
play of light and shade.

Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Historic Towns and Villages.
Literature consulted (selection):
Heilbron, J.L., Astronomie et églises, collection Bibliothèque
scientifique, Paris, Belin, 2003, in 8.
Faucherre, N., Pellerin, A., Joly d’Aussy, D., Crazannes, logis
alchimique, Paris, Le Croît vif, 2003, in 8.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 8–10 September 2008
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The rebuilding of the Castle was undertaken in 1625, with
only the central tower of the former Palace being
conserved. The work was commissioned by Prince Hans
Ulrich von Eggenberg (1568–1634), of the Styrian
Eggenberg dynasty. Educated at the Protestant University
of Tübingen, he converted to Catholicism and became a
proponent of the Counter-Reformation in the Holy Roman
Empire. At the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries, he was
a close collaborator and friend of the Archduke of Styria,
and then of Emperor Ferdinand II. Towards the end of the
period 1610–20 he was one of the most eminent dignitaries
of the Empire. In 1621 he became Governor of Styria, and
then an Imperial Prince and Duke of Krumau (Bohemia).
He was at the height of his power when he undertook the
building of Schloss Eggenberg on the site of the former
family property, near Graz.

On the first level there is a richly decorated Mannerist
grotto. The other rooms are more recent alterations.
In the centre of the building, at the intersection of the
interior buildings, there is a central tower. This is the only
surviving part of the 15th century castle. It includes a
chapel on the second floor in Late Gothic style with tracery
bays, gridded vaulting, a sculpted altar, and a painted
retable.
The second floor is made up of a cycle of 24 representative
State Rooms. Its main focus is the Hall of the Planets so
named because of the theme of its decorations. It was the
work of the painter Hans Adam Weissenkircher (1646–95)
from Salzburg, whose paintings are set into a vaulted
stucco ceiling. The state rooms were created in two phases,
representing the Baroque and Rococo style respectively. Of
particular interest is the cycle of 600 ceiling paintings and
friezes, executed by several court painters from 1666 to
1673, which has been completely preserved. The remaining
decoration was created in 1754–63, and is based on the
drawings of Josef Hueber, who also reconstructed the
Eggenberg court theatre as the Maria Schnee (Our Lady of
the Snows) palace church. The large angel sculptures of the
Maria Schnee altar are by Philipp Jakob Straub and derive
from an icon of the same name in Santa Maria Maggiore in
Rome.

The Castle reflects the newly increased power of the
Eggenbergs. Its architect was Pietro de Pomis (1569–
1633), who was employed by the Emperor. Originally from
the Milan area, he was an architect, painter, and medalmaker and was a leading light of the art of the Catholic
Counter-Reformation in the Empire. Laurenz van de Syppe
from the Netherlands continued his work at Graz from
1632 to 1634. Pietro Valnegro and Antonio Pozzo then
completed the work on the Castle until 1646.
At the beginning of the 18th century the Eggenberg
dynasty was suddenly extinguished, following the early
death of the last male representative of the family. The
Styrian possessions passed to the Counts Herberstein and
Leslie. The Herberstein had the Castle redecorated from
1754 to 1763 in a Rococo style, under the direction of the
Viennese architect Josef Hueber (1715–87). All the rooms
were furnished with high-quality faience stoves,
chandeliers, and wall lights of Bohemian glass. The court
theatre was rebuilt as the Castle Church; its wooden gallery
was modified into a Rococo oratory and included in the
cycle of state rooms.

Three 18th century Oriental rooms are particularly
noteworthy: their Chinoiserie decorations combine the
Chinese and Japanese styles with European characteristics.
The Japanese room is decorated with imported painted
paper screen panels. Dating from the beginning of the 17th
century, they are a rare representation in the west of the
Momoyama period in Japan (1570–1610), and depict the
city of Osaka.
Five bedrooms in the north wing were painted by the
Styrian artist Johann Baptist Anton Raunacher (1729–71).
Bedroom 20 is dedicated to hunting scenes, 21 to bucolic
scenes, 23 to card and other games, and 24 to the theatre.

The garden was originally laid out geometrically in the
17th century Renaissance style. It was completely
redesigned in the following century and transformed into a
Rococo-style French garden, featuring hedged parterres.
From 1820 onwards it was transformed into a landscape
garden.

The present Schloss Eggenberg Park was created from
1802 onwards as a sophisticated ‘English Garden’ where
botanical rarities were acclimatised. The garden integrates
some parts of the landscape garden. In the 20th century the
garden lost some of its features, and starting in the 1990s it
has undergone renovation and partial replanting, including
the new Garden of the Planets, which was built on the site
of the lost Pleasure Garden.

Having lost its functions in the early 19th century the
Castle was opened to visitors as early as 1830. The
Herberstein family sold the property in 1939 to the
Province of Styria. Damaged during World War II, the
ground floor of the Castle was converted into a museum
and underwent alterations (1947–52). The reorganisation of
the Museum rooms and collections at the beginning of the
2000s was especially notable for the opening of a
lapidarium featuring Roman stone objects in the Park. An
area of some 2000m2 on the ground and first floors has
been renovated for use as exhibition rooms, which were
opened to the public in 2005.

Extension
Graz is an exemplary model of the living heritage of a
central European urban complex influenced by the secular
presence of the Habsburgs. The old city is a harmonious
blend of the architectural styles and artistic movements that
have succeeded each other since the Middle Ages, together
with cultural influences from the neighbouring regions.

The City of Graz – Historic Centre and Schloss Eggenberg
values

History and development
The Eggenberg dynasty can be traced back to a landed
patrician family in Graz in the early 15th century.
Balthazar, a mint master of Emperor Frederick III, had the
Orthof Castle built in the mid-15th century on the ancient
trading route west of Graz. The chapel was built in the
central tower in around 1470. The family took the name of
Eggenberg at this time.

Schloss Eggenberg and the City of Graz constitute a
remarkable ensemble, reflecting interchanges between the
cultures of Southern and Central Europe.
Schloss Eggenberg with its Park completes the range of
buildings that constitute the historic urban centre of Graz by
adding a castle of the high nobility to the town houses, the
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restoration of which has been announced. The kitchen
garden was redesigned as a contemporary garden in 2002
by Helga Maria Tornquist. A new building has been
constructed on the site of the former orangery to house the
archaeological collections.

State Parliament building, the former Jesuit College and
University, the Cathedral, and the Mausoleum of Emperor
Ferdinand II.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity would
be completely fulfilled if the link between the Castle and
the town were strengthened by including in the buffer zone
the road connecting the two elements.

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of authenticity have
been met.

The Schloss Eggenberg and the Eggenberg dynasty are
inseparably linked with the Province of Styria and its
capital, the city of Graz, not only geographically but also
from the viewpoints of history, culture, and traditions.

Comparative analysis

The Castle and the garden have conserved their overall
architectural and structural integrity.

The State Party draws a comparison between the remains
of the original 16th century Castle, and particularly its
tower and chapel, with the buildings in France by Jacques
Cœur at Bourges and Jean Rolin at Autun, the architectural
objectives and structures of which are considered to be
similar to those of the Eggenberg dynasty and its first
castle.

The estate, which is located some 3km from the city centre,
was originally linked to the centre by an avenue, of which
a stretch of c 500m still remains and which is included in
the property proposed as an extension. The rest of the
avenue is conserved within the 20th century urban fabric;
not having any special protection, this link between the city
centre and the Castle has undergone substantial
restructuring as a result of the urban and industrial
development of the conurbation and the development of its
University.

The castle of Hans Ulrich, built in the 17th century, is
compared to El Escorial, built by Philip II and inscribed on
the World Heritage List (Monastery and site of El Escorial,
Spain, 1984). The comparison in this case is based on the
symbolism of the architectural choices and the geometrical
juxtaposition of the courtyards.

ICOMOS notes that the World Heritage Committee’s
recommendation (Vilnius 2006, 30 COM 8B.51) to
‘reinforce the link that exists between the City and the
Castle’ has not been fully met and that, in its reply dated
10 February 2009, the State Party did not consider it
necessary to extend the buffer zone to the avenue linking
the property with the proposed extension (see Boundaries
proposed for the nominated property and the buffer zone).

The influence of northern Italy and its symbolism is also
strongly present through the personality of the architect
Pietro de Pomis and the role of the plans of the theoretician
Sebastiano Serlio. The concept of the fortified Italian
castello is also mentioned, even though the Castle does not
possess any features of military architecture.
In France the Château de Richelieu, built by Armand-Jean
du Plessis, Cardinal Richelieu, is of the same type. It was
totally destroyed during the French Revolution.

Authenticity
Schloss Eggenberg was largely unoccupied throughout the
19th century, as the Herberstein family only spent a few
weeks there each year. The furniture and the décor have
thus remained intact and complete. The only notable
alterations in the 20th century affected the rooms on the
ground floor, which were converted to museum galleries.

ICOMOS considers that Schloss Eggenberg must be
considered in connection with the introduction into Styria
of late Renaissance and early Baroque art and architecture,
and its importance is closely linked with the cultural
context of this region.

The official and state rooms of the Castle, on the first floor,
are an authentic example of a Baroque and Rococo interior,
which are matched by few other similar buildings.

The Castle refers to several stylistic schools. It reveals the
influence of the Italian Baroque, through its architect Pietro
de Pomis, and more generally the intellectual influence of
western and Mediterranean Europe in its design. Through
its overall architecture, Schloss Eggenberg also has
similarities with northern styles, such as the work of
Laurenz van de Syppe. Reference can also be made to
Schloss Johannisburg at Aschaffenburg (Bavaria), which is
very similar in form and was built a few years earlier.

Part of the church décor was painted over after World War
II. Restoration of the underlying murals is planned over the
next few years.
The materials and external surfaces of the Castle have been
preserved, with restorations that respect the original.
The roofs have been restored unchanged, with the
replacement of original tiles in poor condition and the
refixing of the surviving original tiles.

Several properties on the World Heritage List represent
late Renaissance–Baroque architecture in Central Europe,
such as the Historic Centre of Vienna (Austria 2001),
Budapest, including the Banks of the Danube, the Buda
Castle Quarter and Andrássy Avenue (Hungary, 1987 and
2002), the Historic Centre of Prague (Czech Republic,
1992), and Litomyšl Castle (Czech Republic, 1999).

The grotto has been restored in the same way.
The retable of the chapel altar, which was broken up in the
18th century and sold in 1929, has been recovered and
reassembled and was replaced in 1996.

In terms of interiors, Schloss Eggenberg bears witness to
the intellectual demands of the Counter-Reformation and
their expression in Baroque and Rococo decoration.
Relatively speaking, a connection may be made on this

Since it became public property in 1939, the Park has lost
some of its decorative and botanical elements (rose mound,
the Temple of Bacchus, and the former Pleasure Garden),
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point with Schönbrunn (Palace
Schönbrunn, Austria, 1996).

and

Gardens

of

Protestantism is combined here with
paradigms of southern Catholic origin.

In this context, Schloss Eggenberg constitutes an important
artistic and architectural example in Styria. It is considered
to complement the historic integrity of the City of Graz and
it strengthens the expression of its outstanding universal
value, which has already been recognised.

ICOMOS considers that Schloss Eggenberg bears witness,
through the architects and artists who worked there, to
cultural interchanges between central and southern Europe
in the late Renaissance and Baroque periods, particularly in
Styria. Its decorative programme well reflects the
intellectual needs of the period in the context of the
Counter-Reformation, and the Rococo decorations bear
witness to the lifestyle of 18th century Europe.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of the inscription of Schloss Eggenberg as an
extension of the City of Graz – Historic Centre.

As had already been indicated in the ICOMOS evaluation
in 2006, this is an important example for Styria which
cannot, however, be considered as having universal value
in itself. ICOMOS considers that this criterion can only be
justified through an effective association with the historic
centre of Graz illustrating the influence of the
philosophical ideas and architectural principles that
originated in southern and central Europe.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The extension is considered by the State Party to be of
Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property for the
following reasons:
–

–

–

iconographic

From the 15th to the 18th century Schloss Eggenberg
and the City of Graz were inseparably linked because
of the influence of the Eggenberg dynasty, which
made a major contribution to the cultural and political
development of the city and the region. In many of
their aspects, the architecture and decoration of the
Castle reflect this history.

ICOMOS considers that in the absence of an effective link
with the historic centre of Graz, this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

Schloss Eggenberg is an exceptionally well preserved
example which bears witness, through its architecture
and external decoration, to the influence of the late
Italian Renaissance and the Baroque period.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Schloss Eggenberg is one of the masterpieces that
make up the urban complex of the historic centre of Graz.
It represents the Italian castello type which was one of the
standards of European aristocratic architecture from the
early Renaissance period.

Its interior decoration bears testimony to the Baroque
and Rococo styles, expressing an ambitious aesthetic
and intellectual programme illustrating the
cosmography of the period.

Forming an integral part of the City of Graz as the
residence of the governors of the town and the region,
Schloss Eggenberg is an important component of the
integrity of Graz as an example of urban planning and the
harmonious integration of buildings successively
constructed in different architectural styles.

Justification for the inscription of the original nomination:
The historic centre of the City of Graz reflects artistic and
architectural movements originating from the Germanic
region, the Balkans, and the Mediterranean, for which it
served as a crossroads for centuries. The greatest architects
and artists of these different regions expressed themselves
forcefully here and thus created brilliant syntheses.

It is unrivalled by any other monument in its completely
preserved interior decoration of the highest intellectual
quality, which constitutes an architectural and decorative
model of contemporary conceptions of the universe.

The urban complex forming the historic centre of the City
of Graz is an exceptional example of a harmonious
integration of architectural styles from successive periods.
Each age is represented by typical buildings, which are
often masterpieces. The urban physiognomy faithfully tells
the story of its historic development.

ICOMOS considers that Schloss Eggenberg and its Park
complete the range of types of architecture already present
in the historic centre of Graz, as an example of town
planning and the harmonious integration of buildings
erected successively in different architectural styles
marked by the successful encounter between various
cultural and artistic movements. As part of the city, since it
was the governors’ residence, Schloss Eggenberg is an
important element that helps to strengthen the integrity of
the historic centre of Graz. The absence of a physical and
visual link with the historic centre, however, detracts from
this contribution.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The extension is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii) and (iv), and of the additional criterion (vi).
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that, like the historic centre of Graz which reflects artistic
interchanges between the Germanic area, the Balkans, and
the Mediterranean, Schloss Eggenberg is an exemplary
illustration of the way in which the architectural and
decorative concepts of the Romance countries were
received in Central Europe. The humanistic spirit of

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.
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The State Party proposed this as an additional criterion on
the grounds that Schloss Eggenberg bears an exceptional
testimony to the political and intellectual programme of the
man who commissioned it. It is therefore an outstanding
monument of a personal world view transformed into an
elaborate total work of art.

The use of the Castle for official receptions could cause
some damage to the interior of the property, particularly
because of repeated modifications to the relative humidity
of the rooms, which could affect the conservation of wall
paintings and the most fragile decorations. It is agreed,
under the management plan, that the Castle will only be
used for this purpose five times a year, and in new rooms
specially adapted for receptions.

ICOMOS considers that, although the Castle, the building
of which began in 1625, and its initial decorative scheme
reflect the original desire of its initiator to assert his power,
the 18th century alterations, together with later changes to
the design of the Park, have obliterated this dimension of
expressing a cultural tradition and illustrating ideas in an
architectural and artistic work.

Environmental pressures
There are no pressures linked to air quality, which is good,
or pollution, which is under control.
Road traffic density around the Park is low.

ICOMOS considers that in the current context with the
Castle nominated on its own as an extension to the
property and not as an analysis of this new criterion for the
entire property, it has not been justified.

Natural disasters
Schloss Eggenberg is not situated in zones affected by
flooding, landslides or avalanches, or earthquakes. Fire risk
is regularly monitored by the fire service.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

Impact of climate change
There is no evidence of climate change in measurements
taken in the City of Graz.

ICOMOS considers that the property nominated for the
extension has not contributed the element linking it with
the historic centre of Graz needed to comply with criteria
(ii) and (iv) and that the Outstanding Universal Value has
not been demonstrated.

ICOMOS considers that the main threat to the property is
urban development.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

Development pressures

The boundaries of the property proposed as an extension
are those of the Park, and include the ancient road leading
to the City of Graz, over a distance of 500m. The total area
is 19.1ha. There are no permanent residents in the property.

The zone near the Castle is a suburban area, which is
densely built-up in certain places.
In response to the ICOMOS letter requesting more details
about possible development projects which could affect the
Castle’s buffer zone, the State Party has indicated that
there are five construction projects of some significance,
all of which, however, are obliged to comply with specific
directives (see Protection, Boundaries of the nominated
property and buffer zone): a restaurant, a group of
dwellings, a secondary school, a project for the
reconstruction of the Eggenberg baths, and the extension of
the Castle lapidarium next to the northern part of the Castle
walls.

The buffer zone covers an area of 147.3ha, mainly to the
east and west of the property. To the north and south, the
buffer zone only includes built-up areas 150m and 350m
wide respectively. There were 1170 inhabitants in the
buffer zone in 2005.
ICOMOS considers that the buffer zone for the property
proposed as an extension appears to be sufficient in itself;
but that the physical link with the historic city that should
be given material form by extending the buffer zone to the
current road connecting the two elements of the property,
so as to form a physical link between them and to preserve
this connection, is missing.

ICOMOS points out that the Kastner & Öhler construction
project inside the City of Graz – Historic Centre, which
threatened the integrity of the property, resulted in a
UNESCO-ICOMOS reactive monitoring mission on 20
October 2006, in order to evaluate how the architectural
project could be redefined, and to supply the necessary
recommendations so as to maintain the expression of the
universal value of the property.

In its reply dated 10 February 2009 to the letter sent by
ICOMOS on 9 January 2009, the State Party renews its
arguments for the link between the old town of Graz and
the Castle as having no bearing on what it was in the 17th
to the 19th centuries. This road link has lost all direct
historic meaning today since it is formed by a modern road
which itself has become the axis of a major urban
development (university campus) and economic activity
(Siemens production centre) zone. Its physical continuity
has been changed by railway and express road crossings,
without any historical or architectural relationship with the
property. According to the State Party, the inscription of
the connecting avenue in the buffer zone is not justified,
but it does, however, provide a series of town planning and
control measures to guarantee the maintenance of its future
quality as a geographical link and communication channel
between the two elements of the property.

Tourism pressures
The Castle, the Museum, and the Park are visited by some
300,000 people each year. The facilities and spaces
provided allow the reception of visitors without giving rise
to any particular threat to the property. A reasonable
increase in the number of visitors, which would result if the
property were inscribed on the List, could take place
without major changes to the reception infrastructures and
without generating any particular pressures.
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ICOMOS notes that the request made by the World
Heritage Committee to ‘reinforce the link between the
Castle and the City’ has not been fully complied with.

ICOMOS considers that the protective measures for the
property nominated for the extension are adequate.

ICOMOS regrets that the approach that consisted in
declaring this avenue as an extension of the buffer zone
and the recognised physical link between the two elements
of the property has not been successful. The integrity of the
ensemble and the perception of its unity are impaired
accordingly.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research
The Museum has reports on the inspection and monitoring
of the property since the 19th century.
Existing documents and publications are abundant; they
show that scientific knowledge exists concerning not only
the architecture, but also all the decoration and furniture.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the property
proposed as an extension are adequate, but that the
boundaries of the buffer zone for the ensemble are
incomplete because of the absence of the link represented
by the avenue.

Research concerning the restoration of the gardens led to
the production of a guide and reference document in 1993,
and these have recently been updated. A handbook of
recommendations for the architectural and decorative
conservation of the Castle was also compiled in 2005.

Ownership
Schloss Eggenberg and its Park are the property of the
Province of Styria. They have been managed by the
Steiermärkische Landesmuseum Joanneum since 1947.
They constitute an entirely public space.

Present state of conservation
The Castle and Park are in a good state of conservation.
Active conservation measures
Several restorations of the Castle building took place in the
20th century, particularly following the installation of the
Museum on the ground floor.

Protection
Legal protection

The main recent conservation programme took place from
1983 to 1999 and was carried out with all the necessary
scientific safeguards as regards preliminary studies and
execution of works. The conservation works were
conducted in turn on the chapel, the central tower, the
roofs, and the facades.

Schloss Eggenberg is protected under the Austrian
Monument Protection Act (533/1923 and amendments).
The protection covers both immovable and movable
property of historical, artistic, or other cultural value. The
Act was revised in 1999 and amended by a Decree in 2006.
The application of the legal protection is the responsibility
of the Education, Art, and Culture Ministry.

A glazed entrance chamber was installed in the chapel to
make visits possible without causing damage to the
furniture as a result of excessively large variations in
relative humidity and temperature. The chamber
installation is reversible and does not affect the integrity of
the chapel.

At provincial level, Schloss Eggenberg and its Park are
protected under the Graz Historic Centre Conservation Act
(GAEG, 1974 and 1980).
At local level, the Castle and its Park are subject to the
regulations and decisions associated with the current Urban
Development Plan and the Land Use Plan of the City of
Graz. These plans set out the general framework of
inquiries for building permits, particularly in the buffer
zone. The buffer zone is protected and is subject to a
specific regime for the granting of building permits and
modifying existing housing. Inside the Schloss Eggenberg
buffer zone, constructions and extensions to buildings must
not exceed the prescribed heights of the current housing in
the quarters concerned.

There have been several conservation campaigns on the
state rooms on the first floor. Work was carried out on the
prestigious Hall of the Planets between 1979 and 1983. All
the other rooms were covered during an extensive
programme implemented from 1994 onwards.
The interior space of the Museum and the presentation of
the collections were restructured as part of a major
programme in the early 2000s. These changes have not
affected the integrity/authenticity or the conservation of the
property.

Traditional protection

In 1993 a guide to the management/conservation of the
Park was scientifically compiled, with a view to carrying
out gradual restoration of the landscape structure and
planting composition. These objectives led to visible
results from 2000 onwards. In 2001–2003 the abandoned
parts of the Park were restructured so as to evoke the theme
of the planets.

There is no traditional protection as such, apart from the
attachment of the inhabitants of Graz and Styria to the
Castle and its Park, a site which is one of the most popular
in the region with visitors.
Effectiveness of protection measures
With regard to the Castle and its Park, the regulations in
force are playing their role.

A visitor reception and accompaniment service is
organised by the Museum department.

With regard to the buffer zone of the property proposed as
an extension, the five major projects announced by the
State Party seem to be appropriately controlled,
particularly in terms of prescribed height and architectural
conformity.

Maintenance
Routine maintenance is carried out by the Museum staff
and the Park staff.
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It includes the general guidelines for the management and
conservation of the property and its buffer zone and a
master plan for the land and the property.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
The National and Regional Monuments Departments
intervene for the conservation and restoration of the
property, in conjunction with their specialist archaeology,
architecture, and monument inventory units. The
restoration–conservation works carried out at Schloss
Eggenberg and in its Park have been well conducted and
effective. They have maintained and in many cases
restored the integrity/authenticity of the property proposed
as an extension.

So far as the property proposed as an extension is
concerned, this is a master plan for the management of
spaces and landscapes. It also sets out a programme of
works necessary to maintain and reinforce the
integrity/authenticity of the environment of the property.
Several programmes have been created since 2004 for the
presentation and promotion of the property, particularly
with regard to the Museum collections.

ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures for the
Castle and its Park are appropriate, and that today they
constitute a coherent ensemble whose integrity and
authenticity are of good quality.

ICOMOS considers that there is a coherent and effective
management system in place for the Castle and its Park.
The joint management plan for the property already
inscribed and the property proposed as an extension is a
document of general guidelines and scheduling established
in response to Committee Decision 30 COM 8B.51
(Vilnius, 2006). However, the overarching management
authority applies mainly to the land management of the
buffer zone, and its role and its level of intervention should
be strengthened and extended.

ICOMOS considers that the conservation measures are
satisfactory.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

Risk preparedness

For the Castle and its historic Park, the management
structure and processes consist of the following elements:
–

studies on and the scientific monitoring of the
conservation of the Castle and its historic Park are
carried out by the Federal Historic Monuments Office
(BDA);

–

the management of the site and the Museum and the
reception of visitors are carried out by the permanent
staff of the Landesmuseum Joanneum, under the
control of the Region of Styria. The second floor of
the Castle is open for guided visits. The Castle can be
reached by public transport, and there is a parking
area for 300 vehicles.

The property and its possible extension are considered in
the evaluation and monitoring of risk factors by the
Municipality and the Region, and in the intervention
procedures of the local and regional civil protection
authorities in the event of an accident.
A fire detection system is in place in the Castle, together
with emergency procedures for the evacuation of visitors in
the event of an accident.
Involvement of the local communities
With regard to the property proposed as an extension, the
Municipality of Graz is mainly involved in the land and
urban planning management of the buffer zone.

The protection measures inside the buffer zone are
enforced by the departments of the City of Graz, under the
control of the relevant national and regional authorities.

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
Schloss Eggenberg is entirely financed by the
Landesmuseum Joanneum (stakeholders: Province of
Styria 85%, City of Graz 15%).

The Municipality of Graz drew up and adopted in
December 2006 a management plan for the property ‘City
of Graz – Historic Centre’ in accordance with World
Heritage Committee Decision 30 COM 8B.51 (Vilnius,
2006). This plan applies to the ensemble formed by the
inscribed property and the property proposed as an
extension. The plan has been implemented by the City of
Graz Historic Centre World Heritage Coordination Bureau
since the start of 2007.

Special subsidies can be granted via the Federal
Monuments Department.
Until 2001, the restoration of the state rooms was financed
by a radio and television tax.
Since 1985, 11 million euros have been invested in
restoration. The restoration of the interior, which began in
1993, has been financed to the extent of about 2 million
euros.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

In addition, 5 million euros have been granted for the
reorganisation and expansion of the Museum’s collections.

A management-restoration guide exists for the Park, which
was drawn up in 1993 in conjunction with the Historic
Monuments Department. The document was revised and
updated in 2006 in the form of the Park managementconservation plan (Parkpflegewerk).

The Park has been granted subsidies of 800,000 euros.
Everyday maintenance is carried out by the staff of
technicians, caretakers, and cleaners (38 persons). There
are eleven scientists, 36 staff concerned with visitors, and
44 security staff, both full-time and part-time.

The management plan adopted in December 2006 (City of
Graz Historic Centre, Management Plan 2007) was drawn
up in the first instance as a response to the Committee’s
decision 30 COM 8B.51 (Vilnius, 2006) and secondly to
apply to the ensemble formed by the property already
inscribed on the List and the proposed extension.

Experts from other departments of the Landesmuseum
Joanneum can be called in as required.
Eight restorers work in the Museum, several of whom
specialise in paintings.
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The various staff take training courses from time to time to
increase their skills.

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring is adequate.

Effectiveness of current management

7. CONCLUSIONS

ICOMOS considers that the current management of the
property proposed as an extension is effective. It is well
established, as regards both the conservation of the Castle
and its Park and the museographic activity and the control
of urban development in the buffer zone. It is provided
with significant human and material resources. For the
property as a whole, however, this is more a management
system, with clearly defined roles for the Region and the
Municipality, than a true management plan that is common
to the whole of the property. In particular, the overarching
management authority in place should be of a higher level
and the scope of its competence should be extended.

ICOMOS considers that Schloss Eggenberg and its Park
form an important part of the heritage of the historic City
of Graz. It constitutes a remarkable example of architecture
that brings together the cultural influences of the Germanic
area and those of the western Mediterranean, at a time of
transition between the Renaissance and Baroque periods.
Its remarkably well preserved interior decoration bears
witness to the Baroque and Rococo styles. The architecture
and decoration of the Castle reflect the aesthetic and
intellectual ambitions of a nobility closely linked with the
Imperial Court. It completes the range of major buildings
in the historic centre of Graz, already inscribed on the
World Heritage List.

ICOMOS points out that the State Party must also provide
information about the implementation of the management
plan for the City of Graz, particularly in the form of the
report that it is required to supply by 1 February 2009, in
accordance with Committee Decision 31 COM 7B.106.

However, ICOMOS recalls that the Committee (Decision
30 COM 8B.51, Vilnius, 2006) had decided to defer the
examination of the extension of the Historic Centre of the
City of Graz to include Schloss Eggenberg, ‘to allow the
State Party to improve the management system and
relevant plans for the whole property in question and in
order to reinforce the link between the Castle and the City.’

ICOMOS considers that the management system of the
property nominated for the extension is adequate.
However, the management plan for the whole of the
property formed by the historic centre of the City of Graz
and the Castle is not fully coordinated and the overarching
management authority should be strengthened and its
responsibilities enlarged.

A management plan for the whole of the property (City of
Graz – Historic Centre and Schloss Eggenberg) has been
adopted starting in 2007, which sets out general guidelines
for the management of the property, in line with the
Committee’s Decision 30 COM 8B.51 (Vilnius, 2006).
Nevertheless, the avenue connecting the city centre to the
Castle has not been nominated by the State Party as being
part of the buffer zone and thus ensuring the physical and
symbolic link between the two elements of the property.

6. MONITORING
Since 2005 the regular monitoring of the conservation and
maintenance of the Castle and the gardens has followed the
recommendations of a handbook from the Buildings
Department and a guide to the restoration-conservation of
the Park. They are carried out by the staff and scientific
officials of the Landesmuseum Joanneum. They constitute
the monitoring of the property proposed as an extension,
which comprises in particular:
–

–

ICOMOS considers that all the requests of the World
Heritage Committee have therefore not been met so as to
permit approval of this extension.
Recommendations with respect to inscription

The Park and its immoveable property are assessed
annually; the vegetation is continuously monitored by
the staff in charge of planting and upkeep.

ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the extension
of the City of Graz – Historic Centre to include Schloss
Eggenberg, Austria, be deferred in order to allow the State
Party to:

The built elements of the Castle, and in particular the
roofs, the drains, the wall surfaces, and the openings,
are checked annually; the functional elements are
under permanent surveillance by the Museum staff.

–

Interior atmospheric parameters are continuously
monitored.

–

The fire alert and protection system is checked
annually by specialists, and also where necessary at
the request of the Museum.

–

The interior paintings and decorative elements are
continuously monitored; the furniture is checked
annually.

Regular monitoring is also carried out on the state of the
collections.
All the inspection, control, and monitoring evaluation
reports constitute a basic documentation for the Castle and
its related elements. The Landesmuseum Joanneum has
also produced an annual overview report since its creation
in the 19th century.
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–

Extend the buffer zone to the road connecting the
historic centre to the Castle along its entire length,
through the intermediate zone urbanised in the 20th
century, so as to preserve the historic link that existed
between the two elements;

–

Strengthen the authority and broaden the scope of
competence of the City of Graz Historic Centre World
Heritage Coordination Bureau, which is in charge of
the management plan.

Map showing the boundaries of the historic centre of Graz and Schloss Eggenberg

Aerial view of Schloss Eggenberg

Schloss Eggenberg - Main front

Planetary Room

View of the pond

Extensions

Literature consulted (selection):

Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains
(France)

Grassias, I., Ph. Markarian, & P. Petrequin, O. Weller, De pierre
et de sel. Les salines de Salins-les-Bains, Salins-les-Bains, Musée
des techniques et cultures comtoises, 2006.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 3–6 September 2008.

No 203bis

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:

Location:

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: A letter was sent to the State Party on 10
December 2008 requesting the State Party to:
From the Great Saltworks of
Salins-les-Bains to the Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans,
the production of open-pan
salt
Franche-Comté Region,
Doubs and Jura
Département,
France

The Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains have exploited the
brine extracted from the considerable underground deposits
since the Middle Ages and, in all likelihood, since before
that. It is one of the rarer testimonies to the production of
open-pan salt (crystallization by heating), with its
underground and above-ground buildings and technical
facilities still in place.

–

Provide assurances regarding the adoption of the
management plan and the implementation of the joint
management structure for the two sites; and

–

Review the urban development of Salins-les-Bains in
the immediate vicinity of the Saltworks and the
historical enclosure with the visual impact of the
casino.

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009.

2. THE PROPERTY
Description
The property nominated for the extension is made up of the
Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains, bordered by their
historical enclosure between the course of the river
Furieuse and the main highway, in the town centre. The
boundaries are only partially retained, but they are clearly
identifiable within the current urban fabric. The enclosure
takes up an extended and sinuous form on its river side and
a rectangular form on its town side.

In the 18th century the Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans
were designed as a geographical and technical extension of
Salins-les-Bains to make use of the nearby Chaux Forest.
A 21km brine pipeline linked the saline resources of
Salins-les-Bains to Arc-et-Senans. The Arc-et-Senans
saltworks were built by the architect Claude-Nicolas
Ledoux, starting in 1775; it was the first large-scale
expression of industrial architecture that reflected the
progressive ideals of the Age of Enlightenment.

The entrance gate, rebuilt in 1825, is the only surviving
part of the enclosure wall that bordered the saltworks on
the town side. It is constructed in grand appareil, and
mounted by a triangular tympanum. The painted
inscription, Ancienne saline nationale (Former National
Saltworks), follows the semi-circular arch of the opening.
The enclosure is flanked by two square towers and one
round tower.

Category of property:
In terms of the category of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, the
property and its extension form a group of buildings.

1. BASIC DATA

Above ground, three old buildings have been retained:

1 February 2002

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

Review the buffer zone for Arc-et-Senans and include
the brine pipeline;

The State Party sent a reply (80 pages) dated 27 February
2009. An analysis of this documentation is included in this
evaluation.

Brief description:

Included in the Tentative List:

–

31 January 2008

Background: This is a nomination for the extension of the
Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans, inscribed at the 6th
session of the World Heritage Committee (Paris, 1982) on
the basis of criteria (i), (ii), and (iv).

–

The salt stores and the cooking shops along the
Furieuse, two adjoining double-storeyed buildings
with an irregular rectangular floor plan;

–

The Amont well building providing access to the
underground galleries and the extraction well; and

–

The former dwelling or part of the Le Pardessus
house.

These two-storeyed structures are built of local stone,
partly roughcast and partly dressed. The roofs are tiled.

Consultations: ICOMOS consulted TICCIH (The
International Committee for the Conservation of the
International Heritage).

The cooking shop building in which the brine was
evaporated to produce the open-pan salt made use of very
large rectangular metal stoves. The remains of one stove
have been conserved, but they are undergoing restoration
because of extensive corrosion.
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in 1778, in the reign of Louis XVI. However, only half this
vast circular industrial project, initially put forward by the
architect Claude-Nicolas Ledoux, was ever completed.

From 1950 to 2007 the Amont well building housed a
casino that was destroyed by fire.
Underground, the two Amont and Grès wells are connected
by a tunnel measuring 165m long by 6–7m high, with
barrel-vaulted ceilings supported on stiffening arches.
Several building campaigns can be discerned in the
different types of stonework. A water evacuation channel
flows along the length of the tunnel. A number of wooden
installations – hydraulic wheels, pumps, and pipes – have
survived.

Technically, the aim was to use the brine extracted at
Salins in Arc-et-Senans by transporting it in a 21km long
pipeline. This pipeline was originally installed using pine
logs, hollowed out using an auger. Gradually, starting as
early as the end of the 18th century, the logs were replaced
with iron pipes. The pipeline drops 141m in altitude. Given
the material and financial interests of salt under the French
Ancien Régime, it was permanently monitored along its
route by ten guard posts.

Extension
The Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains is nominated as an
extension of the Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans, to
which they were connected by a brine pipeline.

Before entering the Royal Saltworks proper, the pipeline
fed into the vast timber industrial structure known as the
Gradation Building. Measuring almost 500m long by 7m
high, it was designed to concentrate the sodium chloride
content of the brine by evaporation. The concentrated brine
was fed into a 2000m2 covered tank before being processed
using heat in the Royal Saltworks, where the crystallised
sodium chloride or open-pan salt was extracted.

The buildings of the Arc-et-Senans Saltworks, near
Besançon, were the work of Claude-Nicolas Ledoux. Their
construction, which began in 1775 in the reign of Louis
XVI, is the first large-scale realisation of industrial
architecture that reflects the progressive ideals of the Age
of Enlightenment. This vast structure was designed to
allow for a rational and structured organisation of labour.
The initial construction in a semi-circle was to have been
followed by the erection of an ideal city, but this was to
remain on the drawing board.

The Royal Saltworks began operation in 1779, coinciding
with a significant reduction in the production of open-pan
salt in Salins, without its ceasing there altogether. The two
establishments continued to operate in parallel throughout
the 19th century. In 1825 the Great Saltworks in Salins
were partially destroyed by a fire. Several buildings and
the entrance gate were rebuilt at this time.

ICOMOS notes that the submission focuses much more on
the description of the Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans,
which is already inscribed and is well known, than on the
Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains, which are the subject
of the nomination for the extension and the description of
which remains vague.

Under the Second Empire (1851–70) Salins experienced a
period of renewed growth as a spa town. A spa was built
here in 1854 on the site of the small saltworks in order to
exploit the Muire salt water spring. This led to the town
changing its name to Salins-les-Bains in 1926.

ICOMOS considers that the technical and structural
components interconnecting the two sites, notably the
pipeline used to transport the brine from Salins to Arc-etSenans, are an important aspect of the justification for the
extension, but they are not very extensively described.

As a result of competition starting in the last third of the
19th century from sea salt, which was cheaper to produce
and which could be transported across France by rail,
production from both sites stagnated and then declined.
The Arc-et-Senans production plant ceased operation in
1895. The Gradation Building was finally destroyed in
1920.

History and development
The town of Salins-les-Bains has been important since
ancient times. In the Celtic period it was a princely site and
a major religious centre, and it became an oppidum in
Roman times.

In 1940 the Great Saltworks in Salins-les-Bains suffered
war damage that led to its being reconstructed after the
war, providing it with its current layout.
It, too, also ceased all activity in 1962. The pottery
established in 1857 moved in 1997, and the timber industry
that had been declining since the end of the 19th century
finally closed around 1980.

In the Middle Ages salt helped make it the second most
populous town in Franche-Comté, after Besançon. At that
time the town had seventeen religious communities and
was surrounded by a wall equipped with twenty-five
towers. It was also a cultural centre. As early as 1115 two
saltworks existed here: the small saltworks at the well in
Muire, and the large saltworks or the ‘Great Saltern’ at the
Amont well.

In 2007 the Le Pardessus building that housed Salins-lesBains Casino was destroyed by a fire.
The population of the town, which was 8000 in the Middle
Ages, had shrunk to 4000 in 1962 and to around 3000
today.

For several centuries the town’s economy was based on the
extraction of salt, an essential commodity for preserving
food and the subject of an important salt tax known as the
gabelle under French administration.

The local economy is based on tourism, the casino, the
hospitality industry, and the spa, which is experiencing a
renaissance (for the treatment of obesity and Alzheimer’s
disease).

In the mid-18th century deforestation in the vicinity of
Salins and the growing need for salt led to the search for a
more favourable location downstream, near the immense
Chaux Forest. This was to be the ambitious project for the
Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans, studied from 1771
onwards at the end of the reign of Louis XV, and the
construction of which began in 1774–75, to be completed

From the Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains to the Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans, the production of open-pan
salt values
Arc-et-Senans is the modern extension of the Salins-lesBains saltworks, which is medieval in origin, since they
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ICOMOS considers that these extensions to the buffer zone
boost the property’s historical integrity by giving tangible
form to the technical and regional link between its two
sites.

used brine from the same mines. However, the old Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans are inscribed on the World
Heritage List mainly because of their exceptional
architectural value, linked to the work of Claude-Nicolas
Ledoux in the 18th century. Nevertheless, their industrial
dimension would be emphasised and significantly
amplified by their extension to include the Great Saltworks
in Salins-les-Bains.

With regard to the architectural and landscape integrity of
the nominated extension, ICOMOS requested on 10
December 2008 an additional analysis from the State Party
of the architectural restructuring of the casino and the
museum. The State Party replied on 27 February 2009 with
a detailed and coherent analysis of the architectural choices
and illustrations to back up its arguments. Furthermore, the
State Party emphasised its commitment to rejecting
pseudo-historical restoration-reconstructions, notably in
the case of the Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains, formed
by a built ensemble the components of which have been
restructured on many occasions, both for technical
purposes and as a result of other events. The choice was
made to adopt an architectural design that was different,
identified as such, and respectful of the authentic built
remains. The casino’s light construction sits on a set of
micro-piles that avoid all the archaeological remains
identified beforehand in an exploratory excavation. Its
footprint adopts that of the former buildings. The same
architect has designed an original work, using steel, for the
museum and the casino. The enhancement of the tower, at
the northern extremity of the site, will be complete once
the current restructuring of its environment is finished
(removal of a supermarket building and conversion into an
open space).

The history of the extraction and production of open-pan
salt in one of its most symbolic places in Europe might
then be perceived as a long-standing process. It illustrates
through its monuments, mining facilities, and technical
remains a history spanning the period from the Middle
Ages to the early 20th century.
The property presents two opposing concepts of industrial
space for exploiting the same resource. They are the
products of two very distinct periods – an extraction site
integrated into a town where the land-use model dates back
to the Middle Ages (Salins), and a modern, totally artificial
site, designed in an ideal and rational manner in the 18th
century (Arc-et-Senans).
The ensemble of these two saltworks and the remains of
the brine pipeline that connects them provide evidence of a
form of regional development driven by the exploitation
and production of open-pan salt.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

ICOMOS considers that in its restructuring of the site
following the fire in 2007 the State Party has made
affirmative architectural choices that substantially affect
the volumes, perspectives, and landscape appreciation.
These choices have been carefully justified by the State
Party and they are respectful of the remains and the old
buildings and of their imprint on the soil following the fire.
Nonetheless, they form a significant change in the volumes
and perceptions which alters the visual integrity of the
industrial landscape of the saltworks, whilst contributing
their own symbolic connotation to the theme of industry
(choice of materials, volumes, spatial relationship between
the past and present). Furthermore, the old architectural
components are in themselves considered to be relatively
poor and they are often affected by the restructurings and
other events throughout the history of the saltworks. The
initial condition of their integrity is therefore limited. In
themselves the modernist architectural contributions are
and will remain foreign to any potential outstanding
universal value of the property overall, whilst affecting its
expression as well. The view of the north tower of the
former surrounding wall is, for example, considerably
altered. The new museum and casino buildings form a limit
beyond which it is not possible to go without completely
disqualifying the site in terms of its heritage meaning.

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity
So far as its industrial and technical integrity is concerned,
the historical enclosure of Salins-les-Bains is conserved as
a distinct land area. The pumping installations and part of
the saline water treatment structures (stoves) retain their
integrity. The remaining above-ground buildings have been
restored but without any alteration to their volume.
Changes over time mean that only fragments of the
medieval complex remain, but the system governing the
rapport between the production complex, the town, and the
surrounding territory seems to have retained sufficient
integrity. However, the disappearance of almost all the
surrounding wall, leaving just the former entrance gate
standing by itself, has broken down the separation between
the saltworks and the urban fabric. Similarly, the new
casino undermines the integrity of the site of the Great
Saltworks because of its architecture and its location in the
heart of the property.
ICOMOS considers that the integrity of the Great
Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains is good in terms of the
legibility of the industrial location and the techniques
historically used to produce open-pan salt.

Authenticity
The remains of the Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains are
authentic, notably those relating to the old pumps and brine
treatment, and testimonies that are very rare in Europe.

In response to a request from ICOMOS on 10 December
2008 concerning the technical and geographical link
formed by the brine pipeline, today reduced to
archaeological remains, the State Party replied on 27
February 2009 with a double change to the buffer zone to
include the remains of the brine pipeline and its route along
the rivers Furieuse and Loue.

The modernist constructions added for the museum and the
casino have respected the authenticity of the archaeological
remains and the residual old buildings.
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The property taken as an ensemble stands out from the
others and appears to be unique in terms of the
complementarities of its technology and of design and
organisation of the industrial space between the medieval
structure of Salins and that of the ideal and rationalist
vision of the 18th century in Arc-et-Senans. This is a
regional territory that has been moulded differently and at
different periods by the history of the exploitation of brine
and the production of open-pan salt throughout its lengthy
history.

ICOMOS considers that the industrial and technical
integrity of the property nominated for the extension is
satisfactory but that it is limited in terms of its architectural
and landscape integrity. The conditions of authenticity are
met.

Comparative analysis
The nomination for the original inscription of Arc-etSenans does not include any comparative analysis.

Given the information available to it, ICOMOS does not
consider that any other extensions for this property are
possible.

The comparative analysis of the present submission
focuses on salt production sites around the world taken
from the World Heritage List or State Party tentative lists.
It goes on to consider other French sites of a similar type.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis allows
consideration be given to the property already inscribed to
include the Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains.

The properties inscribed on the List are the Wieliczka Salt
Mine, Poland (1978, criterion (iv)) and the HallstattDachstein/Salzkammergut cultural landscape associated
with the extraction of salt by man, Austria (1997, criteria
(iii) and (iv)).

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property, the ensemble of the Great
Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains and the Royal Saltworks of
Arc-et-Senans, is considered by the State Party to be of
Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property for the
following reasons:

The Sañana salt site is included in the network of mining
sites in the Autonomous Region of the Basque Country
inscribed on the tentative list for Spain.
A Salt Road Cultural Route appears on the tentative list for
Niger. Another potential reference in Africa is the
Theghaza-Taoudeni rock salt site in Mali.
In France itself the submission briefly refers to the AiguesMortes salt marshes because of their age, but does not refer
to other equally old and well preserved sites such as
Noirmoutier or Guérande.
The comparison with technically similar sites is limited to
the case of the French Département of La Moselle, with
Moyenvic and especially the Dieuze saltworks, the French
site most comparable to Salins, notably because of the use
of a brine pipeline over 10km long. The elements
contributed by Salins-les-Bains with regard to the
production of open-pan salt are the most complete and the
most authentic for this type of salt production.
ICOMOS notes that other important cases with a
connection to the salt mining heritage could have also been
referred to, notably in Europe, such as the Cardona
saltworks in Catalonia or the Bad Reichenhall saltworks in
Bavaria which have undergone extensive restoration and
attract 400,000 visitors a year. Here the medieval saltworks
that had been destroyed by fire were entirely rebuilt at the
end of the 18th century and present a heritage that is intact,
and where the confrontation between two types of structure
is absent. There are also the historic Bex salt mines in
Switzerland, the Bad Dürrnberg salt mines in Austria, etc.
The regional heritage and history of salt in the Jura
Mountains could also have been referred to because of its
geological layer of rock salt, such as in Lons-le-Saulnier,
Tavaux, etc.

–

The property is exceptional in terms of the extent of
the chronological timeframe during which the
extraction of salt continued in Salins, from the 5th
millennium BCE through to the 20th century, with the
growth of the spa activity.

–

It is also exceptional in terms of the details of salt
production and the ongoing uses in Salins and Arc-etSenans, founded on a technique to tap sources of salt
deep underground, the use of fire to evaporate the
brine, and the creative genius inherent in the creation
of a 21km pipeline to carry the brine between the two
sites.

–

This production is therefore different from many other
salt-production sites based either on mining or the
natural evaporation practised in salt marshes.

–

The property is unique in terms of the exceptional
architectural quality of the Royal Saltworks of Arc-etSenans and its distinguished participation in the
movement of ideas in the Age of Enlightenment
thanks to the visionary architectural project of a
‘model factory’ developed by the architect and
supervisor of saltworks in Franche-Comté and
Lorraine, Claude-Nicolas Ledoux (1736–1806).

–

Arc-et-Senans is the modern and Utopian extension of
the Salins-les-Bains saltworks.

Justification for the inscription of the original nomination
The Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans, a factory built with the
same sense of architectural quality as a palace, is a sort of
Temple of Labour that perfectly illustrates the cultural
changes wrought by the onset of industrial society. An
essential component of an incomplete city, it is one of the
rare examples of the futuristic search for a functional, ideal
but not Utopian, urban model.

ICOMOS considers that, from an architectural and spatial
organisation point of view, the Salins-les-Bains site is
ultimately poor in terms of its buildings and the remains.
The industrial landscape revealed here is relatively limited.
The opposite can, however, be said with regard to the
extraction techniques, notably the existing underground
facilities, which testify to the pumping system and the
production of open-pan salt.
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Criteria under which inscription is proposed

–

The existing property was inscribed on the basis of cultural
criteria (i), (ii), and (iv). However, the justification
approved in 1982 by the Committee was not broken down
into the individual criteria, but was as follows:

The ensemble of the two saltworks and their link
formed by the brine pipeline and its technical
components form a unique example, over a long
period of history, of a regional territory moulded by
man from the extraction of a mineral resource.

The Royal Saltworks at Arc-et-Senans is an outstanding
monument in the history of architecture:

ICOMOS considers that
significantly strengthened.

–

It is the first architectural complex on this scale and of
this standard designed as a place of work. The
buildings were designed solely as workshops and
workers’ dwellings.

ICOMOS considers that the property nominated for the
extension significantly reinforces criterion (iv) and that it
contributes to the expression of criteria (i) and (ii) already
adopted for the original property.

–

This is the first instance of a factory being built with
the same care and concern for architectural quality as
a palace or an important religious building.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

–

It bears witness to a fundamental cultural change in
Europe at the end of the 18th century – the birth of
industrial society. Besides being a perfect illustration
of an entire philosophical current that swept Europe
during the Age of Enlightenment, the Royal
Saltworks heralded the industrial architecture that was
to develop half a century later.

–

It is one of the rare examples of visionary
architecture. The Saltworks were the heart of an Ideal
City which Claude-Nicolas Ledoux imagined and
designed encircling the factory. The unfinished
Utopian architecture of the Saltworks still carries the
full impact of its futuristic message.

–

Its semicircle is a permanent appeal to mankind to
continue and complete the unfinished task of building
the Ideal City.

this

criterion

has

been

Development pressures
Salins-les-Bains is located in the bottom of an open valley,
crossed by a main highway that runs along the town’s main
road and passes in front of the Great Saltworks. At present
there are no parking areas: part of the former surrounding
wall has been allocated for this purpose. The desire to
integrate this previously enclosed space into the open
urban fabric risks concealing its historic character.
The casino was located on the site of the former Amont
well, but was recently destroyed by a fire. A new casino
building was then erected within the actual enclosure of the
Saltworks, between the brine treatment buildings and the
Flore Tower (see Integrity).
Given the response from the State Party dated 27 February
2009, ICOMOS considers that this type of reconstruction,
despite the care taken to respect the authenticity of the
remains, is at the extreme limit of what is acceptable. Any
further addition would undermine the true meaning of the
property.

In its application for the extension, the State Party only
sees the contribution of the Great Saltworks of Salins-lesBains to the new ensemble from the point of view of
criterion (iv).

A project to develop a museum dedicated to the historic
site has been well studied from the archaeological and
historical aspects, and in theory the entire interior layout is
reversible.

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

Tourism pressures

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the saltworks sites of Salins-les-Bains and Arc-etSenans, connected by the brine pipeline, provide an
eminent example of the extraction and production of salt
from at least the Middle Ages through to the 20th century.

Each year 50,000 people visit the Great Saltworks in
groups under the supervision of a guide. The current
planned capacity is for 80,000 people a year, in addition to
those who come to the casino located within the enclosure
of the saltworks.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated extension
significantly enhances the outstanding universal value of
the property from the viewpoint of the technological and
industrial values of salt extraction, and especially because:

ICOMOS considers that a town planning, road traffic, and
parking study should be carried out. In its response dated
27 February 2009, the State Party provided information
about the current studies of these issues as part of the
management plan, with a focus on expressing the
property’s value.

–

The Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains provides rare
and authentic testimony to the operation of deep brine
mines and the system of tunnels and pumping used for
this purpose since the Middle Ages;

–

The Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains provides
technical evidence of the preparation of open-pan salt
using the system of heated metal stoves;

–

Although reduced to traces and remains, the brine
pipeline route and its technical facilities bear witness
to human efforts to transport brine over long distances
and to increase its saline content;

Environmental pressures
The masonry is weakened by its high content of salt.
Consideration is being given to a potential pilot study by
specialists to examine which techniques might be
employed to desalinate the walls.
The continental climate means there are high differences in
temperature (50°C) between summer and winter.
Motor vehicle pollution in this deep valley is for the time
being tolerable and without any marked impact on the
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In 2007 all the above-ground buildings were submitted for
historic monument designation. The decision is pending.
An Architectural, Urban, and Landscape Heritage
Protection Zone (ZPPAUP) has been in place since 1993,
and it applies to the protection of the Salins-les-Bains
buffer zone.

property. However, the proximity of the highway along the
site is still a factor of pressure.
Natural disasters
These are mainly due to the high water levels of the river
Furieuse which cause flooding.

In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
indicated that the extensions to the buffer zone
corresponding to the archaeological remains of the brine
pipeline and the intermediate technical facilities were the
subject of a request for inscription on the historic
monument list. In addition, the section of the buffer zone
along the route of the brine pipeline and corresponding to
the banks of the two rivers come under the legal protection
of the River Contract for the Loue and its affluents (2004).

Impact of climate change
Climate change is for the time being not directly
measurable.
ICOMOS considers that there are no major threats to the
property, but that the urban restructuring involving the
space of the property must be performed carefully so as to
fully respect its values.

Traditional protection
5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

AND

This does not apply to this property.
Effectiveness of protection measures

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

According to the State Party the ZPPAUP is a very effective
tool for protecting the saltworks and their environment.

The inscription zone for the Great Saltworks of Salins-lesBains includes the entire historical enclosure along with
the adjoining section of the river Furieuse (1.91ha).

The restoration work is supervised by the services of the
Regional Department of Cultural Affairs.

The buffer zone surrounding the property nominated for
the extension corresponds to the perimeter of the
Architectural, Urban and Landscape Heritage Protection
Zone (ZPPAUP), identified as the extent of the current
town up to the heights of its eastern and western hillsides
(324ha). It is sufficient.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate, but is awaiting the decision regarding the
designation of the above-ground buildings of the Great
Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains.
ICOMOS considers that the protection measures for the
property are adequate.

The inscription zone for the Royal Saltworks of Arc-etSenans inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1982
remains unchanged (8.57ha).
In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
extended the buffer zone of the Royal Saltworks of Arc-etSenans to the main access road in line with the entrance
pavilions and the archaeological remains of the hydraulic
buildings and infrastructure located between the Saltworks
and the Loue river. It also extended the buffer zone to
include the route of the brine pipeline along the Furieuse
and Loue rivers between Salins-les-Bains and the Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans; the area corresponds with the
river beds and banks.

Conservation

The three sections forming the final buffer zone have a
total surface area of 797ha.

Present state of conservation

Inventories, recording, research
There are many publications about Arc-et-Senans. There
are clearly fewer about Salins-les-Bains, but an
archaeological study of the buildings is under way at the
saltworks.
The preliminary studies for the restoration of the remaining
stove have been completed.

The technical infrastructure of the Great Saltworks of
Salins-les-Bains is in good condition and requires attentive
maintenance.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
extension and the extended buffer zone are adequate.

The heater building needs to be restored, but the technical
components are in place.
Ownership

The salt warehouse is in a poor state of conservation.

The Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains are owned by the
municipality.

Active conservation measures
In Salins-les-Bains restoration work has been carried out
since 1973. The global restoration project aims at restoring
the former layout of the industrial site and improving its
environment.

Protection
Legal protection

A restoration operation for the heater equipment and
building is under way in order to maintain these structures
as they were when they were in use up until 1962. This is a
pilot operation of the Ministry of Culture designed with the
support of the Historical Monuments Research Laboratory

The vaulted chamber of the Amont Well in Salins-lesBains and its pumping machinery were designated an
historic monument in 1971 and as such benefit from legal
protection.
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This plan covers:

and the Research and Restoration Centre of the Museums
of France.
Work is in progress on the salt warehouse, which is
disused and in poor condition, in order to restore it and
install a salt museum there.

–

Protection issues to conserve and restore the
monuments taking into account their integrity and
their authenticity;

–

Development issues to coordinate heritage and
cultural promotion and mediation resources and
actions;

–

Environmental issues to integrate the heritage into its
landscape and its territory by reviving the ties
between the two saltworks.

Maintenance
The buildings at both sites are regularly maintained by the
relevant services under the supervision of the Regional
Department of Conservation of Historical Monuments.
ICOMOS considers that the conservation of Salins-lesBains requires vigilance; the planned restoration must be
completed.

Awareness and protection operations have been scheduled
starting in 2008: a documentary audit to define a scientific
research programme; creation of a joint resource centre;
continued restoration of Salins-les-Bains; conservation and
preventive study of the archaeological remains in Salinsles-Bains in the underground tunnels; increased
accessibility to the underground tunnels, notably for the
mobility-impaired; study of a landscape plan to integrate
the brine pipeline; and requalification of the importance of
the saltworks.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

At present, the Arc-et-Senans site is managed by a not-forprofit association, the Claude-Nicolas Ledoux Foundation.
It will soon be replaced by a ‘State cultural cooperation
body,’ the installation of which is on the agenda for the
November 2008 meeting of the Regional Council of
Franche-Comté. The town of Salins-les-Bains will be an
active participant in this new structure in order to eradicate
the discrepancies in the current management.

These actions are aimed at obtaining a ‘Land of Art and
History’ agreement.
The development of additional exhibitions about salt in the
two saltworks has been announced, along with the
extension of the tourist promotion of the Chemin des
gabelous (Salt-tax collectors’ trail) with appropriate
signage.

In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
provides details about the management structure recently
set in place:
–

–

–

Other actions aimed at enhancing promotion and
cooperation include: an international symposium,
membership of the European Salt Network, and identifying
joint projects to foster economic and technical relations.

The EPCC (Statutory public sector cultural
cooperation organisation) for the management of the
Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans has been
established;

In its reply dated 27 February 2009, the State Party
provided details about the ratification of the Management
Plan and its medium-term application under an Operational
Action Plan:

Cooperation between the two public entities in charge
of the property is defined in a Partnership Charter
between the Doubs Département and the Municipality
of Salins-les-Bains, under the High Patronage of the
Prefect of the Franche-Comté Région. It results in
financial and operational commitments under the
application of the Management Plan. The Charter was
ratified and published in February 2009.
The various management partners have converted the
initial Steering Committee, in operation when the
submission was compiled, into a Strategic Policy
Committee with its members drawn from the Charter
partners, representatives of the Ministry of Culture,
the Franche-Comté Région and its various
Départements, as well as association partners and
conservation and museum professionals. In addition
to the Committee, there are three specialist technical
commissions responsible for implementing and
monitoring the management plan.

–

The ratification of the management structures (Charter
and Policy and Strategic Committee) automatically
results in the ratification of the Management Plan,
through the stakeholders’ institutional commitment to
its implementation and funding;

–

The Operational Action Plan corresponds to the
programming of fifteen defined projects, between
now and 2014 at the latest, indicating the project cost,
schedule, and project manager; eight actions concern
knowledge and conservation of the property, four
involve mediation and development, and three deal
with promotion.

ICOMOS considers that the management plan is effective
through the publication of the operational plans and the
guarantees for their funding.
Risk preparedness

ICOMOS considers that the management structure in place
is appropriate.

The town of Salins-les-Bains is compiling a flood risk
prevention plan that will eventually include development
recommendations.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Involvement of the local communities

An Operational Management Plan has been drawn up; its
ratification by the relevant authorities (Région,
Départements, and Municipalities) is pending.

The new ‘Doubs 2010’ plan, approved by the Department
General Council, wants to ‘ensure that the population of
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Doubs and Franche-Comté re-appropriate’ the Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the extension of the Royal
Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans to include the Great Saltworks
of Salins-les-Bains and become: “From the Great
Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains to the Royal Saltworks of
Arc-et-Senans, the production of open-pan salt”, France, be
approved on the basis of criteria (i), (ii), and (iv).

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training
Three tranches of funding are planned for the enhancement
of the Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains: for 2005–2008
(3,300,000 euros), for 2010–2014 (4,700,000 euros), and
the third to be determined at a later date.

Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value

The Franche-Comté Région has undertaken to provide
financial support for the development of the two sites.

The saltworks in Salins-les-Bains and Arc-et-Senans
demonstrate outstanding universal value:

Salins-les-Bains has one full-time manager, one full-time
guide, and three or four seasonal guides on its payroll; the
municipal services are responsible for maintenance.

–

In terms of the extent of the chronological timeframe
during which the extraction of salt continued in
Salins, certainly from the Middle Ages, and probably
from prehistoric times, through to the 20th century.
Spa activity has extended its use through to today.

–

In terms of the specific nature of salt production in
Salins-les-Bains and Arc-et-Senans, based on a
technique of tapping sources of salt deep
underground, the use of fire to evaporate the brine,
and the 18th century innovation of the creation of a
21km pipeline to carry the brine between the two
sites.

–

In terms of the exceptional architectural quality of the
Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans and its
participation in the movement of ideas in the Age of
Enlightenment. It is testimony to a visionary
architectural project of a ‘model factory.’ Developed
and built by the architect and supervisor of saltworks
in Franche-Comté and Lorraine, Claude-Nicolas
Ledoux (1736–1806), Arc-et-Senans is the modern
and Utopian extension of the Great Saltworks of
Salins-les-Bains.

Since 1992 the presentation and study of the collections
has been handled by the France-Comté Technical and
Cultural Museum (sixteen employees).
Effectiveness of current management
The two sites are located in two different Départements
and are managed separately.
The programme for the promotion and interpretation of the
extended property’s value would seem at present to be no
more than a catalogue of intentions.
ICOMOS considers that management system for the
property is adequate and that the implementation of the
plan has been guaranteed.

6. MONITORING
Three key indicators are used to monitor the property:
–

The annual funds invested in the restoration of the
two monuments and the frequency of maintenance
work.

–

The annual funds for operational purposes.

–

The variation in annual visitor numbers.

Criterion (i): The Royal Saltworks at Arc-et-Senans is the
first architectural complex on this scale and of this
standard designed as a place of work. This is the first
instance of a factory being built with the same care and
concern for architectural quality as a palace or an
important religious building. It is one of the rare examples
of visionary architecture. The Saltworks was the heart of
an Ideal City which Claude-Nicolas Ledoux imagined and
designed encircling the factory. The unfinished Utopian
architecture of the Saltworks still carries the full impact of
its futuristic message.

The administrative responsibilities for monitoring are
shared between the town of Salins-les-Bains, the ClaudeNicolas Ledoux Institute, the Franche-Comté Regional
Department of Cultural Affairs, the Doubs Departmental
Architecture and Heritage Service, that of the Jura, and the
Franche-Comté Technical and Cultural Museum.

Criterion (ii): The Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans bears
witness to a fundamental cultural change in Europe at the
end of the 18th century: the birth of industrial society.
Besides being a perfect illustration of an entire
philosophical current that swept Europe during the Age of
Enlightenment, the Royal Saltworks heralded the industrial
architecture that was to develop half a century later.

However, there is no coordination structure planned for
monitoring.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring is satisfactory but
that a coordination structure should be set in place.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Criterion (iv): The saltworks of Salins-les-Bains and Arcet-Senans provide an outstanding technical ensemble for
the extraction and production of salt by pumping
underground brine and the use of fire for its crystallisation,
since at least the Middle Ages through to the 20th century,
and its transport between the two sites by means of a brine
pipeline in the 18th and 19th centuries.

ICOMOS recognises the significant boost to the
outstanding universal value of the property of the former
Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans by its extension to
include the Great Saltworks of Salins-les-Bains. The latter
provides precious industrial and technical testimony in
addition to the property already inscribed, and it provides
the extended property with new regional and historical
meaning.
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The integrity of Arc-et-Senans is good; that of Salins-lesBains is more limited but acceptable. The authenticity of
the two components of the property is satisfactory.
The management system of the property is adequate; it has
recently been institutionalised with a joint management
authority and the guarantee of a management plan being
implemented.
ICOMOS recommends that
consideration to the following:

the

State

Party

give

–

Publishing the designation decisions by the French
Historical Monuments as requested in Salins-lesBains and for the remains of the brine pipeline.

–

Disseminating the results of the studies and the
options considered for urban traffic, parking areas,
and redesignation actions for the urban centre of
Salins-les-Bains, in order to foster the expression of
the outstanding universal value of the property.

–

Considering a coordinated procedure for monitoring
the two components of the property.

–

Considering to not envisage any new buildings or
architectural changes in Salins-les-Bains as the
architectural and landscape integrity has already been
weakened.
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Map showing the revised boundaries of Arc-et-Senans and Salins-les-Bains

General view of the great saltworks of Salins-les-Bains

Amont well - brine extraction well

Monumental underground tunnel

Salt store

2. Provide guarantees regarding the implementation of the
management structure common to the ensemble of the
Churches of Moldavia;

Suceviţa (Romania)

3. Confirm and detail the schedule for the adoption and
implementation of the Regional Town Plan regarding the
regulations governing the buffer zone.

No 598 bis

The State Party replied on 25 February 2009 with a
summary letter together with detailed projects in the
property management plans for the proposed extension
(Suceviţa) and for all the painted churches in Moldavia.
The analysis of this documentation (40 pages) is included
in the present evaluation.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Church of the Resurrection of
Suceviţa Monastery
Location:

Historical Region of
Moldavia, Suceava County,
Suceava, Romania

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

Brief description:

2. THE PROPERTY

The interior and exterior walls of the church of Suceviţa
Monastery are entirely covered in painted murals dating
from the end of the 16th century. It is located inside the
enclosure of a fortified monastery and is the only church
with a representation of the Ladder of St John Climacus.

Description
The Church of the Resurrection is located in the middle of
a square monastic enclosure (104m x 100m) 6m high that
is built of stone, with its corners flanked by polygonal
towers It is accessible through a square gate tower in front
of the monastery buildings built against the east wall. It has
a basilical floor plan with a single nave and a trilobate
apse. In terms of its overall volumes, it is close to the
Church of Saint Nicolas at Probota Monastery (part of the
inscribed series). On the north and south facades two
porches house the entrances to the exonarthex. Under a
single overhanging shingle roof, interrupted by the transept
crossing tower, the interior is covered with a series of four
cupolas; the bay preceding the transept is covered with a
transverse barrel arch (funeral chapel) and has an
additional storey that is also arched, used as the treasure
chamber. The exterior walls intermingle the Byzantine–
Balkan tradition (lantern tower supported on diagonal
arches) and elements inspired by Western European Gothic
(buttresses, frames, and bay tracery).

It is one of the painted churches of northern Moldavia,
seven of which are already inscribed on the World
Heritage List (1993). With their exterior walls entirely
covered in 15th and 16th century paintings, directly
inspired by Byzantine art, these eight churches in northern
Moldavia are unique in Europe.
Category of property:
In terms of the category of cultural property, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention 1972,
this is a monument.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

3 February 2005

The entire surface of the interior and exterior walls is
covered by fresco mural paintings with a secco details
presenting an iconographic programme that reflects the
same theological and aesthetic themes as the seven
churches already inscribed. The interior paintings are
predominantly gilded and the compositions are often small
in size, similar to miniatures.

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
No
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

7 February 2007

Background: This nomination is for the extension of the
Churches of Moldavia that were inscribed at the World
Heritage Committee’s 26th session (Cartagena, 1993) on
the basis of criteria (i) and (iv).
Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its
Scientific Committee on Wall Paintings.

The exterior iconography includes:
–

The Church Hierarchy triumphing on the apses.
Arranged in seven horizontal registers, the angels, the
patriarchs, the apostles, the bishops, the martyrs, and
the monks are facing emblematic figures painted
along the axis of the church: God the Father, Christ,
the Virgin and Child, Jesus Christ the Great
Archpriest, and Saint John the Baptist.

–

The Jesse Tree, the philosophers of antiquity, and the
Akathist Hymn to the Blessed Virgin (chanted during
the siege of Constantinople) are represented on the
south facade.

–

The Ladder of St John Climacus is painted on the
north facade. Suceviţa is the only church to represent
this rare emblematic composition of monastic life. On
the same facade there is also a Genesis cycle and the
life of St Pacôme, founder of Cenobite Monachism.

International

Literature consulted (selection):
Grabar A., Roumanie, églises peintes de Moldavie, Paris-New
York 1962.
Dragut V., Peintures murales de Moldavie, Bucharest 1982.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 10–15 September 2008.
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent the State Party a letter on 15
December 2008 requesting it to:
1. Provide guarantees regarding the preparation, adoption,
and implementation of a management plan and submit an
outline of this plan;
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In addition to its iconographic specificity, the Suceviţa
church is notable for a more graphic pictorial style and
brighter colours, with a predominance of red and emerald
green, than the seven other churches in the group.

located in the same region of northern Moldavia. The
majority of the wall paintings were completed over a
twenty-year period, although some decorative elements
date from the end of the 15th century.

Inside, the iconographic programme by and large respects
the canonical indications of Byzantine painting:

From an architectural point of view, they were sometimes
older churches at the time of the programme of systematic
exterior paintings, but they were restored or even rebuilt at
this time. The other religious buildings were new or recent,
built during the first half of the 16th century. Several of
these churches are Orthodox monasteries:

–

–

On the intrados of the lantern tower cupola, Christ
Pantocrator is surrounded by the symbols of the
Evangelists and groups of angels of the celestial
hierarchy, followed by prophets, apostles, and
bishops;
In the lunettes formed by the oblique arches, scenes
from the life of Christ (annunciation, nativity,
presentation at the temple, baptism) are shown;

–

There is an angelic liturgy at the base of the drum;

–

The spandrels are occupied by the Evangelists;

–

In the choir, the traditional Virgin and Child is here
exceptionally replaced by the Ascension, and 17 of
the 24 scenes of the Akathist Hymn of the
Annunciation are painted on the vault. The following
registers show the Tent of Witness, the twelve sons of
Jacob, the communion using bread and wine in two
separate scenes in accordance with the Orthodox
tradition, the washing of the feet, and the Last Supper,
as well as two compositions on the theme of divine
wisdom. The lower register includes the Offering
Child towards which the Hierarchs and the Deacons
are moving;

–

The vision of Peter of Alexandria is painted in the
prothesis niche;

–

In the nave, the paintings are structured into two
zones: the vaults with the Marian Hymns and the
walls with the life of Christ (passion and miracles).
The lower register includes a mixture of scenes from
Genesis, mystical themes, and figures of the warrior
saints. On the western wall, the votive presentation of
Ieremia Movila’s family unfolds. On the opposite
side, there is another votive painting showing the
Metropolitan Gheorghe Movila, founder of the
church, in front of a Deiesis;

–

In the funeral chapel, figures of saints sit alongside
the life of Moses.

–

The narthex cupolas are decorated with God Sabaoth
and God of the Trinity. The vaults present the seven
ecumenical councils. The walls are covered with
scenes from the liturgical calendar and the lives of St
Nicolas and St George;

–

The walls of the exonarthex show a Last Judgement
and the vault the Virgin and Child surrounded by the
signs of the zodiac. The remainder of the walls show
various themes, including the life of St John the New
whose relics were transferred to Suceava in the 15th
century.

–

Church of the Holy Cross of Pătrăuti;

–

Saint George Church, Voronet Monastery;

–

Church of the Beheading of Saint John the Baptist in
Arbore;

–

Metropolitan Saint George
Monastery in Suceava;

–

Church of St Nicolas, katholikon, Probata Monastery;

–

Church of
Monastery;

–

Church of the Annunciation, Moldoviţa Monastery.

the

Virgin

Church,

Assumption,

St

John

Humor

History and development
Moldavia became an independent state in the 14th century;
its peak was during the Crusades of Stephen the Great
against the Ottomans (1457–1504) and those of Pierre
Rareş (1527–38 and 1541–46). This period also bears
witness to the birth of a great cultural movement, of which
the churches with their exterior painted walls are the most
astounding manifestation. A great Christian tradition of
decorating the exteriors of churches then developed
throughout Moldavia, to the extent that the entire surface
of the facades was covered in paintings. This tradition had
its own iconography, dominated by certain essential
specific themes – the Church Hierarchy, the Last
Judgement, and the Tree of Jesse.
Suceviţa Church was built from 1584 to 1586, probably on
the site of an earlier timber building, on the initiative of the
Bishop of Rădăuti, the future Metropolitan of Moldavia,
Gheorghe Movila, aided by his brothers Ieremia and
Simeon, the future prince regents.
The paintings were commenced in 1595 and finished in the
following years, by the latest in 1601 when the monastic
ensemble was completed. They are attributed as being the
work of two icon painters, the brothers Ioan and Sofronie.
The church lies at the centre of a monastery that has
operated as such continuously since its foundation through
to today, initially for monks and then for nuns.
The only transformations and changes to the monastic
buildings have been those made necessary by the natural
evolution of monastic life.
After World War II the church was restored on several
occasions, and the Monastery underwent restoration from
1963 to 1968.

Extension
The seven churches of Moldavia already inscribed on the
World Heritage List form a very coherent group in terms of
the religious themes of their mural paintings and the
representation techniques used by the regional artists. It is
an aesthetic and spiritual programme dating back to the
years 1530–50. The group of churches I, moreover, also

Church of the Resurrection of Suceviţa Monastery values
The Suceviţa Church belongs to the same group as the
churches of northern Moldavia already inscribed on the
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World Heritage List. They are remarkable for the quality of
their exterior wall paintings dating from the 16th century.

Comparative analysis
The nomination of the churches of Moldavia contained in
the justification made for the property’s inscription a
reference to the Suceviţa Monastery to justify the use of
criterion (ii) and the fact that this tradition had spread to
other churches in Moldavia.

With their exterior walls decorated with mural paintings,
works of art inspired by Byzantine art, these churches in
northern Moldavia are unique in Europe. Far from being
mere wall decorations, the paintings form a systematic
covering on all the facades and represent complete cycles
of religious themes taken from the Bible and Holy
Scripture. Their exceptional composition, the elegance of
the characters, and the harmony of the colours blend
perfectly with the surrounding countryside.

The comparative analysis of the present proposal for
extension is essentially that made in relation to the seven
Orthodox churches on the World Heritage List. This
ensemble has already been judged to be a unique example
of historiated religious murals painted on the exterior walls
of churches. No comparison is possible elsewhere in
Christian religious art, since murals are essentially inside
the church, as in the Abbey Church of Saint-Savin sur
Gartempe (France, 1983).

Suceviţa presents rare iconographic themes that
complement those on the other churches. It is the only one
to show a representation of the ladder of St John Climacus.
Chronologically, Suceviţa is the last representative of the
externally painted Orthodox churches in northern
Moldavia; it completes the group already inscribed on the
List.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

Suceviţa belongs to the same region of northern Moldavia
and is based on the same theological and aesthetic vision.
Reference may then be made to a spiritual and artistic
programme, manifested from 1530 onward by the creation
of murals illustrating scenes from the Bible and sacred
history. This is a regional ensemble of churches and
monasteries of which Suceviţa is the latest example. The
murals are designed for the religious edification of the
generally illiterate peasant population, in the context of the
political and religious tension that was affecting southeastern Europe at the time.

VALUE,

Integrity
The church has not undergone any modification throughout
its history. It fully retains the integrity of its original
structure from the end of the 16th century, along with its
ensemble of exterior paintings.

These are excellent quality murals painted by local artists
with a rich colour range, of which Suceviţa is
simultaneously the culmination and a form of spiritual and
artistic testament.

The monastic enclosure has fully retained its initial
appearance. It has not undergone any structural change.

The Suceviţa church fits perfectly into this series and
provides several specific features worthy of attention, such
as the specific iconographic themes and the chromatic
range.

The surrounding rural and wooded landscape has
undergone only minimal transformation and development
through to the present day; it has retained its integrity.
This is still a monastery of the Orthodox Church, the
functional integrity of which has been retained
continuously, including during the period of the
Communist regime after World War II. Today it houses a
fully functioning convent with seventy nuns, giving the site
the character of a living monastery.

ICOMOS considers that with the addition of Suceviţa the
series of externally painted churches in Moldavia, dating
from the end of the 15th century to the end of the 16th
century, will include all the elements required to establish
the property’s outstanding universal value. ICOMOS
therefore considers that the series comprising the property
will be complete once the Suceviţa extension proposal has
been examined.

Authenticity
The paintings are authentic, in that they have been subject
to only minimum work. The restorations undertaken since
the 1970s have been performed with care and considerable
attention to respecting the authenticity both of the motifs
and the pigments and of the conservation conditions (see
Conservation).

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis, although
limited in its development, justifies considering the
inscription of Suceviţa on the World Heritage List, as an
extension of the series of painted Moldavian churches
already inscribed.

The restoration of the roof has returned the church to its
original appearance, as documented in old iconographic
sources.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value

The restoration of the quarter-sphere calotte of the choir,
the largest, concentrated mainly on the filler components
(solid background, vegetation).

The extension is considered by the State Party to be of
Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property for the
following reasons:

The presence of an active young monastic community
concerned for the cultural and spiritual values associated
with the property is an important aspect of its authenticity.

–
From the point of view of its architecture and its
painted decoration, the Suceviţa church belongs to the
same group as the internally and externally painted
churches of northern Moldavia, already inscribed on the
World Heritage List on the basis of criteria (i) and (iv).

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met.

–
The Suceviţa church displays special chromatic and
iconographic features which complement the inscribed
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churches. It provides an extension to the historiated themes
already present in the other churches.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (i) and (iv) and that the Outstanding Universal
Value has been demonstrated.

–
The Suceviţa church is testimony to the building of
externally painted churches in Moldavia over a
considerably longer period than that of the series already
inscribed, ranging up to the end of the 16th century.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

Justification for the inscription of the original nomination

Development pressures

With their exterior walls decorated with mural paintings,
works of art inspired by Byzantine art, these churches in
northern Moldavia are unique in Europe. Far from being
mere wall decorations, these paintings form a systematic
covering of all the facades and represent complete cycles
of religious themes taken from the Bible and Holy
Scripture. Their exceptional composition, the elegance of
the characters, and the harmony of the colours blend
perfectly with the surrounding countryside.

The Monastery is sited outside industrial and mining zones
and so is not affected by this risk.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed

Tourism pressures

The extension is nominated on the basis of the same
criteria used for the inscription of the original nomination:
cultural criteria (i) and (iv).

The Monastery is one of the most visited places in
Romania, by both pilgrims and tourists. It is one of
Romania’s most prized tourist destinations (125,597
visitors in 2007). At present the number of tourists does
not threaten the property. All visits are with a guide, and if
these were to increase they might cause damage to the
church with its limited interior space and alter its
immediate surroundings with the installation of
uncontrolled commercial activities and an expanding car
park.

The extraction of timber does not affect the property. If it
were to develop, it might eventually lead to an
intensification of road traffic in the immediate vicinity of
the Monastery, with heavy loads perhaps causing
vibrations and atmospheric pollution. Furthermore, the
intensive extraction of timber could lead to significant and
notable changes to the traditional landscape.

Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the entire church is painted, both internally and
externally. The exterior scenes are the best preserved of the
northern Moldavian churches. It is the end point in an
evolution which has seen it described as ‘a testament to
Moldavian art.’ The stylistic differences displayed here are
testimony to the persistence and the evolution of this
artistic phenomenon beyond 1550. Suceviţa provides a
special and complementary distinction.

The construction of a hotel infrastructure could affect the
property’s surroundings.
Environmental pressures
There is currently no pollution in the immediate
surroundings of the Monastery.

ICOMOS considers that the special features of the Suceviţa
paintings and their good state of conservation complete the
range already inscribed of the seven other painted
Moldavian churches.

The Eternit roofing on the Monastery buildings, a potential
source of asbestos pollution, is being replaced with copper.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

Natural disasters

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building or architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

The Monastery is not located in a seismic zone.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that from an architectural point of view the Suceviţa
church forms part of the Moldavian monuments created
from the second half of the 15th century, providing an
original synthesis between the Byzantine–Balkan traditions
and the contributions of the Western Gothic. The
Monastery’s fortified enclosure is one of the most
representative examples in Moldavia.

A fire in 2004 was caused by an electrical short-circuit.

Spring flooding due to thawing and heavy rain mainly
threatens the inhabited areas immediately adjacent to
watercourses.

Impact of climate change
The threat from climate change is only of a general order;
the rainfall in this mountainous region is high. Thanks to
the height of the enclosure wall, the exterior murals are
protected from the prevailing winds, apart from the tower
murals, which are located at a greater height.

ICOMOS considers that the painted Suceviţa church is the
culmination of the evolution of this typology of artistic
creation.

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are uncontrolled development of tourism and extensive
forestry operations.

The idea of completely covering the exterior surfaces of
churches with paintings was adopted from other churches
in Moldavia in the cultural, religious and political context
of the Balkans from the 15th to the 16th centuries.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
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5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

department, but there are no details regarding the date of its
implementation.

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

Traditional protection

The boundaries of the property for inscription correspond
to the Monastery enclosure (1.4ha), and coincide with the
statutorily protected monument.

The current use as a convent is an important element in the
property’s protection.
Effectiveness of the protection measures

The buffer zone extends to the top of the surrounding hills,
including the slopes and built zones to the south and north,
and to the east as far as that part of the river and the road
where the Monastery starts to come into view (36.4ha).

To date, the protection measures have proved effective and
relevant.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the property and
buffer zone of the nominated property are adequate.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate, but that the updated Regional Town Plan needs
to be approved and implemented for the buffer zone.

Ownership

Conservation

The Monastery and the Church are owned by the Suceviţa
Orthodox convent.

The church and the convent are in an excellent state of
conservation.

Protection

The paintings are totally preserved on the exterior,
especially on the north wall, which is not the case
elsewhere.

Legal protection

Inventories, archives, research

Canonically, the Monastery comes under the Archdiocese
of Suceava and Rădăuti, in the Romanian Orthodox
Church.

The Monastery and its murals have been the subject of
several publications since 1923.
A multi-disciplinary research project, ‘The Movila family
in the history of Moldavia: an element of 16th and 17th
century European history,’ has been initiated by the
Archdiocese, the Monastery, the University of Iaşi, and the
Municipality of Suceviţa.

The Monastery was added to the register of Historical
Monuments of Romania on 16 July 2004, and as a result it
benefits from the Protection of Historic Monuments and
Protected Zones Law No 422/2001, revised under No
258/2006.

The National Institute of Historic Monuments and the
University of Iaşi have begun research on the murals.

In addition, the following apply:
–
The Order by the Minister of Culture and Religious
Affairs No 2682/2004 pertaining to the method for
classifying properties as historic monuments;

The archives concerning the Monastery are conserved in
national institutions.
Present state of conservation

–
Law No 5/2000 on the approval of the national
development plan, section III, protected zones;

The church structure was consolidated in 1983; the
building does, however, have a fissure in the choir vault
and another deeper one in the arch stone between the nave
and the funeral chapel.

–
Special legislative regulations concerning properties
inscribed on the World Heritage List;

The roof shingles need replacing with identical material.
This work is in progress, at the present time mainly shingle
preparation and treatment.

–
Government Ordinance No 47/2000 pertaining to
special measures concerning these same properties;
–
Law No 564/2001 promulgated by the President of
Romania;

The exterior paintings are in a good state of conservation,
except for those on the lantern tower, which are exposed to
the winds and partially erased.

–
Decision No 493/2004 by the Government of
Romania concerning the monitoring of monuments
inscribed as World Heritage and the method for
establishing protection and management plans.

The interior paintings on the lantern tower, the nave, and
choir have been restored and are in a good state of
conservation. Those in the funeral chapel and the narthex
will undergo chemical and biological analyses before
restoration.

The buffer zone is under the protection of the Municipal
Regional Town Plan of 1992, a revision of which has been
announced.

Active conservation measures

In its reply dated 25 February 2009 to the letter from
ICOMOS dated 15 December 2008, the State Party provided
details about the Regional Town Plans that are multi-annual
processes based on studies, then proposals and decisions
involving the Ministry for Regional Development and
Housing and the Regional Councils responsible for these
matters. It is stated that these local plans are in the study
phase for the painted churches already inscribed on the List.
The Suceviţa plan is part of the projects of the relevant

The Monastery was completely restored between 1953 and
1968.
In 1953–54 the church timber roof underwent initial repairs
in the style of early 20th century work. A new restoration
in 1983 restored its fragmented appearance typical of
medieval Moldavian churches, as shown in a votive
painting of Prince Movila in the nave.
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The exterior paintings were restored between 1989 and
1998.

–
The G. Oprescu Institute of Art History of the
Romanian Academy contributes to research.

In 1999 restoration work commenced on the interior
paintings, planned for their entirety.

At the regional and local levels:
–
The Order of Orthodox Nuns is the owner and
manager of the Monastery; it plays an essential role in the
everyday management of the property. These prerogatives
are exercised under the authority of the Archdiocese of
Suceava and Rădăuti of the Orthodox Church of Romania.

A project to reroof of the north wing of the enclosure in
sheet copper has been implemented, as has another for the
nuns’ cells which now in progress.
A programme for the systematic analysis of the state of
conservation and establishment of best rules of practice
was approved in 2004, in the form of a document
committing the property’s various stakeholders,
‘Obligations concerning the use of the historic monument.’
It mainly follows French heritage evaluation standards.

–
The Suceviţa County Council is also involved in
financial, environmental and regional development aspects.
–
The County Department of Culture, Religion and
National Heritage provides monitoring on behalf of the
Ministry of Culture.

An additional restoration programme for the church
(consolidation of the vaults and inspection of the timber
frame), as well as the monastic buildings and the
enclosure, has been announced.

–
The Suceviţa Town Hall is involved in the municipal
land use plans and building permits, notably in the buffer
zone.
The creation of a National Committee for Monuments
Inscribed on the World Heritage List was announced for
2007–13.

Maintenance
Standard maintenance of the building is performed on a
daily basis by the nuns, in association with their opening
the monument to tourists and its supervision.

In its reply dated 25 February 2009, the State Party
provided details about a Coordination Committee for the
Churches of Moldavia property to be created by the
Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs with the
assistance of a Scientific Council. In particular, it will be in
charge of approving and monitoring the implementation of
the management plan for the group of properties and the
management plan for Suceviţa as part of the group. A
Committee member is to be appointed by the Suceviţa site
and will provide local coordination for the property.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
ICOMOS considers that a conservation management
dynamic has been in operation since the start of the
restoration of the exterior paintings, in accordance with
international conservation standards. In this respect,
ICOMOS recommends in particular monitoring the most
vulnerable paintings on the lantern tower exterior.
ICOMOS notes that in its reply dated 25 February 2009 to
the letter from ICOMOS dated 15 December 2008, the State
Party provided an advanced project for the Suceviţa
management plan that contains the definition of a general
policy and conservation methodology for the property.
However, this plan does not include a precise programme
for restoration–conservation work scheduled for the
coming years.

A local representative of the owner will be appointed as the
site manager.
ICOMOS is pleased to note that the inter-agency structure
in charge of the joint management and monitoring of the
ensemble of churches is currently being set up. However
the composition of the Coordination Committee and its
operating schedule are not known. The same applies to the
site manager and the clarification of his responsibilities in
relation to the site administrator. More broadly, the
cooperation between the Orthodox Church and the
national, regional, and local public powers would benefit
from being organised under a local committee for
coordinating the management of the property.

ICOMOS considers that the conservation is satisfactory;
nonetheless, it would appear necessary to write a detailed
programme for the restoration–conservation work
scheduled for the coming years

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

Several documents are currently being implemented:
–
Strategic plan for the management of monuments
inscribed on the World Heritage List compiled after
Romania’s entry into the European Union on 1 January
2007, for the period 2007–13 (Ministry of Culture and
Religious Affairs);

The following organisations involved in the protection and
management of the property are of international standard:
–
The Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs is
involved on an administrative level through the
Department of Historic Monuments and Museums, and on
a public finance level through the National Office of
Historic Monuments.

–
Five-year plan for the management and monitoring of
monuments inscribed on the World Heritage List for 2007–
11;

–
The National Institute of Historic Monuments is in
charge of monitoring conservation and research.

–
Annual plan for the management and monitoring of
the monuments inscribed on the World Heritage List,
drawn up on the basis of a five-year plan.

–
The National Historic Monuments Commission has a
consultative role.
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services of the Minister for Culture and Religious Affairs
vouch for the effectiveness of the current management.

In practice, pilgrims and visitors are managed by the
Monastery’s nuns, several of whom speak foreign
languages.

ICOMOS considers that good cooperation between the
official representative of the Coordination Committee that
is to be appointed and the religious authorities in charge of
the everyday management of the property are useful for the
sound management of Suceviţa.

In its reply dated 25 February 2009 to the request from
ICOMOS dated 15 December 2008, the State Party
provided two management plans, with the same structure:
one for the property of the ensemble of painted churches of
Moldavia, and the other for the property nominated for the
extension. All the required topics for such plans are
addressed: general objectives, methodology, compilation
of regulatory provisions, articulation with the other plans
and action programme concerning the property and/or its
buffer zone, conservation management and guide to best
practices, financial management, use and promotion,
environment and infrastructure, monitoring and
surveillance, staff training, and scientific research.

ICOMOS considers it necessary for the management plans
for Suceviţa and the group as a whole to be promulgated
officially and for them to be completed by adding detailed
working programmes regarding Suceviţa, and the
Coordination Committee for the property within the group
and its site manager in Suceviţa to be appointed.

6. MONITORING

ICOMOS views the significant effort made by the State
Party to submit the required management plans favourably.
The latter are satisfactory in their conceptual approach, but
they must be officially published and completed by adding
practical provisions and action programmes.

Monitoring is provided jointly by the Ministry for Culture
and Religious Affairs and the owner. It is performed in
particular in conformity with the document ‘Obligations
concerning the use of the historic monument’ signed in
2004.

ICOMOS considers that the level and the quality of visits
to Suceviţa appear satisfactory. However, visitor facilities
outside the Monastery are insufficiently controlled at
present, and there is therefore a risk of seeing private
commercial operations and uncontrolled tourist facilities
proliferate.

Monitoring of the climatic and biological conditions of the
interior paintings is regularly performed using specialist
equipment. The results are fed into a database.
Paintings undergoing restoration work are monitored
monthly, and those that have already been restored are
monitored twice-yearly. A monitoring data sheet has been
drawn up by the Ministry of Culture.

ICOMOS considers it necessary to draw up a tourism plan
as part of the management plan, including, in particular,
effective control of tourism infrastructure: parking areas,
shops and facilities, accommodation, etc.

The number of visitors in the church is also constantly
monitored and is limited so as to prevent overcrowding of
the space and thereby potentially altering the atmosphere.

Risk preparedness
The structure of the church was reinforced against
earthquake activity in 1983, even though it is not located
within a risk zone.

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring is satisfactory.

Involvement of local communities

7. CONCLUSIONS

The municipality is responsible for the management of the
buffer zone, mainly through the implementation of the
Regional Town Plan.

Restorations are financed by the State through the
intermediary of the Minister for Culture and Religious
Affairs (over 1 million euros from 2004 to 2008).

ICOMOS recalls that the Periodic Report (Cycle 1 –
Summary Section II – 2006) referred to weakness in the
management of the Churches of Moldavia property, and in
particular the need for a collaborative effort with the
owners (especially the Church), the absence of a
management plan, and the absence of a tourism
development plan, including improvements to visitor
facilities.

Management of the property is financed by the Ministry of
Transport, Communications and Tourism, and by the
Suceava County Council.

ICOMOS recognises the Outstanding Universal Value of
the Church of the Resurrection, Suceviţa Monastery, as an
extension to the Churches of Moldavia.

The Monastery has its own income from the sale of
entrance tickets, publications and pious objects, etc which
is used in part for the maintenance and preventive
conservation and restoration of the iconostases.

Recommendations with respect to inscription

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training

ICOMOS recommends that the extension of the Churches
of Moldavia to include the Church of the Resurrection of
Suceviţa Monastery, Romania be referred back to the State
Party to allow it to:

Restoration experts are trained in various universities. Each
year the sisters who take guided tours attend refresher
training courses.
The monastic community has 70 members.

–

Promulgate the management plan for the Painted
Churches of Moldavia property, along with the
section dealing with the management of Suceviţa;

–

Establish the Coordination Committee and its local
representative in Suceviţa;

Effectiveness of current management
The nuns provide the everyday management of the
Monastery and the church, and missions by the relevant
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–

Define a tourism development plan for each of the
properties, within the management plan, boosting
tourism infrastructure and stipulating the protection
measures to be implemented within the buffer zones
in relation with the tourism projects;

–

Complete the management plan relating to the
property nominated for the extension by adding a
programme of planned conservation work;

–

Produce without delay the Regional Town Plan
designed to guarantee development in the buffer zone
compatible with the value of the property;

–

Strengthen cooperation between the partners in the
management of the property: the Orthodox Church,
the national, regional, and local public authorities, and
private owners.

ICOMOS recommends the State Party also to give
consideration to the following point:
–
Ensuring control of the likely increase in visitor
numbers to the Monastery and the church of Suceviţa.
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Interior

supply its work timetable, and to consider changing the
name of the property.

Levoča (Slovakia)

The State Party replied on 26 February 2009 with a
synthesis letter accompanied by two additional documents
(8 pages). The analysis of this documentation is included in
the present evaluation.

No 620 bis

Date of ICOMOS approval
of this report:

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Levoča and the work of
Master Paul in Spiš
Location:

2. THE PROPERTY

Prešov Region,
Republic of Slovakia

Description
The property comprises the historic centre of the town of
Levoča, founded in the 13th and 14th centuries, within a
fortified enceinte which forms the outer boundary of the
property. Most of the initial urban plan, the monuments,
and a large part of the housing and fortifications have been
preserved up to the present day.

Brief description:
Following the Saxon colonisation of the 13th and 14th
centuries, under the protection of the Kingdom of Hungary,
the town of Levoča represents the foundation and
flowering of a fortified urban centre with craft and
commercial activities. It complements the ‘Spišský Hrad
and its associated cultural monuments’ group of buildings
already inscribed on the World Heritage List

The property extends around a vast central space, forming
an elongated rectangle of 4.4ha, which was originally the
market square. This space, through which the main road
passes, was originally used for the market. It was then
incorporated into the urban layout in order to provide for
the town's civil and religious functions, and thus became
surrounded by rich burgher houses. Today it includes the
main venues and public civil and religious buildings of the
town. The square is the site of the market, the Parish
Church of St Jacob, which houses the artistic works of
Master Paul, the Evangelical Church, the Town Hall, and
the County Hall.

Its enrichment made possible a remarkable cultural
development, particularly in the decorative religious art of
polychromatic wood, illustrated by the works of Master
Paul, a sculptor and painter of the first half of the 16th
century.
Category of property:
In terms of categories of cultural properties, as defined in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
group of buildings.

The St Jacob Church dates from the first half of the 14th
century; it was completed in 1380. It is an imposing
rectangular Gothic church, with a central nave prolonged
by a polygonal choir, two lateral naves, the entrance
beneath the bell tower, and various adjacent buildings
(chapels, vestry).

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

16 June 2002

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
Preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by the
World Heritage Centre:

10 March 2009

The church houses a set of ten altars grouped together
close to the choir, mostly from the 15th and 16th centuries,
forming a remarkable collection of polychromatic wooden
retables in the Late Gothic style. The masterpiece is the
choir altar with its retable, the dimensions of which are
very large (18.6m high), constructed around 1510 by
Master Paul. It comprises a group of sculptures and
paintings of remarkable skill, illustrating the monumental
culmination of Late Gothic conceptions of the
polychromatic wooden retable. The sculptor and painter
worked from 1507 to 1517 for St Jacob's Church and
contributed to its embellishment with other altars and
sculpted and painted elements: the retables of St Nicholas,
St Anne, and St John, the equestrian statue of St George,
and the sculpted group of the Nativity in adjacent chapels.
Master Paul sometimes combined Late Gothic elements
with others inspired by the Renaissance (the retable of St
John). Later, at the end of the 17th century and in the 18th
century during restoration works, Baroque elements were
sometimes added or used to rearrange some altars (the
retable of the Nativity).

26 January 2007

Background: This is a proposal for an extension of
‘Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural monuments,’ which
was inscribed on the List at the 26th session of the World
Heritage Committee (Cartagena, 1993) on the basis of
criterion (iv).
Consultations: ICOMOS consulted its International
Scientific Committees on historic towns and villages and
on wood.
Literature consulted (selection):
Homolka, Jaromír, Levoča, hlavný oltár v kostole sv. Jakuba, der
gotische Altar, l'autel gotique [sic], the gothic altar, el altar
gótico, Bratislava 1965.
Buran, Dusan, Studien zur Wandmalerei um 1400 in der Slowakei,
Weimar 2002.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 24–28 August 2008

St Jacob's church also includes medieval mural paintings,
including an allegorical cycle of the seven Christian
virtues.

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 15
December 2008, asking it to confirm that the management
group for the property operates for all the properties, to
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The Town Hall was originally built in the 14th century,
alongside St Jacob's Church. It was restored and rebuilt at
the start of the 17th century following fires, and it was then
restored in a neo-Renaissance style at the end of the 19th
century. Today it is adjacent to the Renaissance belfry.

and rural outbuildings in the town of Spišské Podhradie
and the village of Žehra.

Also located in the central space, the Evangelical Church
of the Augsburg Confession is a rectangular building with
a central dome. It was constructed in the classical style
between 1823 and 1837.

The site was an important military training ground during
the Great Moravian period (9th century). The remains of
various built structures in the present town indicate the
presence of a community in the 11th and 12th centuries.

The old houses of the old town, of which more than 600
survive, contribute to its urban, architectural, and historical
value. There are several streets of burgher houses, each of
which incorporates its own structural and decorative
solutions. The plots are regular in size, lending a
homogeneous urban style to Levoča which transcends
individual diversity. The burgher houses are representative
of the prosperity of the town during the Renaissance and
the modern period in Europe, as a result of trade, craft
activities, and the agricultural market. These economic
activities have given a structure to the housing in its
functional forms and in the layout of the streets, which are
wide enough to allow access by car. The facades continue
to bear witness to these trades and craft activities in their
dimensions and the disposition of openings, the frontage
alignments, and the presence of arcades. The basic plan has
been in place from the origins of the town, and was
designed to meet the different requirements of commercial
activities, storage in vast cellars or upper floors, and the
residential function. The building of the town and its
embellishment continued during the Renaissance. Many
burgher houses were rebuilt following fires or because
extensions were required, and stone decisively replaced
wood. One series of facades giving out on to the central
space is exceptional.

The development of the town of Levoča was linked with an
early German colonisation, which increased considerably
in the mid-13th century following the Mongol devastations
of 1241. The town is mentioned for the first time in a
document of 1249 for its frontier role.

History and development

A privilege was granted to the Saxons of the Spiš region by
the King of Hungary, Stephen V, in 1271. Spiš and Levoča
were the main centres of the Saxon presence; Levoča
became the administrative capital by the Law of 1271
(Communitas Saxonum de Scepus). Since it was raised to
the status of a Free City, all its inhabitants, whether Saxons
or not, were given important undertakings: individual
freedom, the right to freely exploit the land and the subsoil,
personal property rights, etc. They also had the right to
govern themselves. The Charter does not mention the right
to fortify, but the construction of fortifications is attested
by a document of 1319.
A second law, that of 1380 (Zipser Willkür), confirmed
these prerogatives and extended them, especially with
regard to religion. In exchange, attachment to the Kingdom
of Hungary was reasserted and the duties and taxes due to
the sovereign were revised.
A ‘Union of the twenty-four towns of Spiš’ was created in
the 14th century, forming a province of the Kingdom;
however, the capital, Levoča, did not form part of that
union but retained the status of an independent Royal town.
At this period, it developed a rational urban planning
layout inside the fortifications (see Description).

The medieval town was certainly fortified at the end of the
13th century, and the defences were completed at the start
of the 14th century. The oldest battlements are similar to
those of the castle of Spišsky Hrad, which was built at this
period. Various modifications were then made to the
surrounding wall, and complementary structures were
added, reflecting the evolution of military technology,
particularly in the 16th and 17th centuries. Today, 80% of
the wall has been conserved; the missing part is the result
of the construction of barracks at the end of the 19th
century. The wall includes the following structures: the
Košická Gate, the Bastion or Powder House, the Pol’ská
Gate, and the Menhardská Gate.

A pilgrimage developed at the start of the 14th century,
between the town and the Mariánska Chapel, located on a
nearby hill overlooking the town. The pilgrimage has taken
place regularly up to the present day.
Located on a major inter-regional route between Poland,
Silesia, Moravia, and Hungary, the region developed and
prospered. Levoča became an important centre of trade at
the end of the Middle Ages, a role that was facilitated by
its Free City status, its rational town planning layout, and
the presence inside its walls of numerous merchants and
craftsmen. The Charter of 1321 conferred on the town a
very advantageous bonded entrepôt status which enabled it
to play the role of a staging town for European trade.
Regular trade was carried out with Cracow, Wrocław,
Debrecen, and more distantly with the Germanic territories,
Austria, and the Balkans.

The Gothic Church of Gymnaziálny was built at the start of
the 14th century next to the Pol’ská Gate. Its interior was
renovated in the Baroque style during the CounterReformation period.
The Church of the Holy Spirit was built next to the
Košická Gate during the second half of the 18th century. It
occupies the site of the former medieval church of the
Franciscan convent, destroyed by a fire.

Guilds of craftsmen were present from the Middle Ages
onwards, and there were more than thirty such guilds in the
Renaissance period. Its tailors, tinsmiths, masons, stone
masons, and button makers were highly reputed and
participated in national and international trade.

Extension
Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural monuments form
one of the most extensive groups of 13th and 14th century
military, political, and religious buildings in Eastern
Europe, and its Romanesque and Gothic architecture has
remained remarkably intact. The inscribed property
comprises the castle of Spišský Hrad, the associated
religious foundation of Spišská Kapitula, and their urban

In 1412, part of the province of Spiš was ceded to Poland,
and Levoča lost a significant part of its administrative and
legal role at the head of a district reduced to eleven towns.
At the end of the 15th century Levoča lost its position as
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scientific society, and a theatre opened its doors in 1827.
However, several periods of economic stagnation caused a
decline in the town's commercial position. It remained
untouched by the Industrial Revolution at the end of the
19th century because it was not served by a railway. It then
went into rapid decline, and this was not checked by its
return to the role of regional capital of the Spiš Region in
1922, following the creation of Czechoslovakia.

regional capital, which returned to the Castle of Spišsky
Hrad; however the town retained its special status and was
directly dependent on the King of Hungary. The Charters
that he granted in 1419 and 1492 exempted the town's
merchants from commercial duties and from toll charges
throughout the Kingdom. Levoča remained an important
town for trade, a staging post between different regions and
cultures. The great merchant dynasties, such as the Thurzos
and the Rholls, were present in Europe. Heavily involved
in the mines of Slovakia, the Thurzos had at the end of the
15th century an agreement with the Fuggers of Augsburg
for the control of copper in the Kingdom of Hungary.
Conversely, several major Polish, Silesian, and Austrian
trading houses had agencies in Levoča. The town was also
the venue for large merchant fairs.

From an urban planning viewpoint, the 18th century was
notable for religious restorations in the Baroque style,
while the fortification system suffered decay. At the start
of the 19th century various public building works were
undertaken: the Evangelical Church and the District Hall
followed by the reconstruction of the bell tower of the
parish church. Work was also carried out in the town:
cobblestones were laid in the streets and public lighting
was installed. Part of the fortifications was destroyed and
replaced by barracks at the end of the century. In 1911, the
Gymnazialny Church was rebuilt in the Art Nouveau style.

The 15th and 16th centuries were a period of reinforcement
of the town's defensive system and of closer packing for its
urban planning scheme, with the construction of many
stone houses. The cadastral system made it compulsory to
follow urban frontage lines and dimensions for the facades.
The architectural elements of the Renaissance then took
effect in the new buildings and in the many renovations, as
the town suffered fires in 1550, 1561, and 1599. The
reconstruction of the Town Hall and the creation of
arcaded streets are representative of this period.

Interior restoration work was undertaken in the early 1950s
on St Jacob's Church, on the works of Master Paul in
particular. They were carried out by the Kotrba family
group of craftsmen who specialised in painting, stone and,
wood sculpture, polychromy, and gilding, and the family
continued to monitor this work for several decades.

Bolstered by its economic and cultural power, and boasting
renovated urban fortifications and a town planning scheme
of high quality, Levoča continued to grow. It attracted in
particular the nobles and religious institutions in charge of
the administration of the District of Spiš, which in practice
regained a proportion of its regional institutional power.

Other renovation work was, however, necessary – in 1989
on the St Nicholas altar and in 2003–2004 on the Nativity
altar.
Levoča and the works of Master Paul in Spiš values
The creation of the town of Levoča illustrates an important
moment in the history of migrations and colonisations
within medieval Europe. The town subsequently developed
regularly and harmoniously as a Free City with Royal
status.

During the Renaissance in Central and Eastern Europe,
Levoča played an important regional cultural role,
particularly through a highly regarded municipal school in
the early 15th century. Its many pupils went on to study at
various European universities, particularly at Cracow. A
library was built in 1517, a bookshop opened in 1557, and
a printing house, the first in Slovakia, in 1625

With its well conserved urban buildings, which were from
the first dedicated to craft and trade activities, Levoča
complements the heritage properties resulting from Saxon
colonisation that are already inscribed on the World
Heritage List, i.e. Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural
monuments (see Description).

After the Counter-Reformation, Levoča simultaneously
had a high school run by the Evangelicals and a Roman
Catholic gymnasium. In the 16th century Levoča was the
birthplace of Jan Henckel, a humanist of European renown;
it was also home to other cultural and scientific luminaries;
a pharmacy was established there. Several notable
musicians were born or resided there, with particular
connections with the Evangelical Church.

Levoča constitutes an important example of European
urban planning at the end of the Middle Ages and during
the Renaissance, at the meeting point between Central and
Eastern Europe. Its many facades, its monuments, its
fortifications, and its overall urban skyline bear witness to
this today, in a well preserved environment.

Levoča was a leading Central and East European centre for
sculpture and painting which flourished in the Late Gothic
period. Many artists converged on the rich merchant city.
The apogee of this movement is represented by the works
of Master Paul. Initially he made a series of altars for St
Jacob's parish church (see Description); from 1530
onwards, he established a sculpture workshop at Levoča
which became renowned.

The works of sculpture and painting, particularly the large
altarpieces and the polychromatic wooden statues of St
Jacob's church, mark the cultural apogee of Levoča, in the
decorative and spiritual flowering of the Late Gothic
period (first half of the 16th century).

Artistic traditions, particularly painting and sculpture, were
maintained in the town in the 17th and 18th centuries.
Levoča became a centre for Baroque art in Central Europe,
its products being widely distributed in Slovakia and
Hungary. The town was a centre for foreign artists from
Sweden, Poland, and Bohemia, whilst its own artists were
sent to St Petersburg and Vienna.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY, AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity
The city of Levoča helps to strengthen the integrity of the
property already inscribed on the World Heritage List,
Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural monuments, one of
the most extensive groups of 13th and 14th century military,

The town's commercial, cultural, and artistic activities
continued in the 18th and 19th centuries. It had a regional
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ICOMOS considers that the degree of authenticity of the
property nominated as an extension is satisfactory. Special
attention should, however, be given to the quality of the
maintenance and restoration work on the private buildings.

political, and religious buildings in Eastern Europe, the
Romanesque and Gothic architecture of which has remained
remarkably intact. Levoča adds to this regional group of
buildings, originally linked to Saxon colonisation, the
dimension of a Free City, with Royal status, with
commercial and craft activities.

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met.

The town plan of Levoča represents an ensemble of great
integrity, which is clearly visible in the street network of
today. This plan illustrates the late medieval conception of
rational town planning for the purpose of craft and trade
activities. It was completed during the Renaissance, in the
form of a coherent and homogeneous group of public and
private buildings which is well preserved today. Several
series of burgher house facades that well illustrate the
property's architectural integrity are situated around the
central space and along several of the main streets of the
old town. Occasional burgher houses that are inadequately
or badly maintained adversely affect the overall expression
of architectural and urban integrity.

Comparative analysis
The initial nomination dossier for Spišský Hrad (1993) did
not include a comparative analysis properly speaking, and
Levoča is therefore not mentioned in it. The ICOMOS
evaluation at that time stated with regard to the comparative
analysis that there ‘is no group of properties of this type in
Central Europe or in Eastern Europe with which the overall
value can be compared.’
The comparative analysis for the nomination for extension
locates the fortified urban centre of Levoča in its
relationship with historical and heritage elements of the
region of Spiš. The Free City, with Royal status, dedicated
to trade and craft activities, is complementary to a property
which is already inscribed, the Castle of Spišský Hrad and
its associated cultural monuments. It is a regional ensemble
with the same colonial origin and the same history (see
History and development), of which Levoča illustrates the
economic and cultural dimension, from the Late Middle
Ages to the beginning of the contemporary period.

The city wall is preserved over about 80% of its original
length. About 40% survives in its complete original form,
and three of the four gates still exist today.
When viewed from the exterior, especially from the Košice
and Spišská Nová Ves roads, the urban landscape of the
historic town is quite close to what it was around 1500.
The public and religious buildings of the central space, the
key point around which the urban plan is laid out, have
conserved their original functions.

The medieval urban plan and the private, civil, and
religious buildings are, in the view of the State Party,
comparable with other properties already inscribed on the
World Heritage List, both in Slovakia (Historic town of
Banská Štiavnica and the technical monuments in its
vicinity (1993, criteria (iv), (v)), Bardejov Town
conservation reserve (2000, criteria (iii), (iv)), and
elsewhere in Europe (eleven listed urban sites are inscribed
in the Czech Republic, Poland, Germany, Austria, France,
Switzerland, and Spain). The State Party focuses on the
remarkable completeness of the administrative, economic,
cultural, military, and religious functions brought together
in Levoča, and the dimensions and the quality of
preservation of its historic centre, largely as a result of its
relative economic decline from the end of the 19th century
onwards.

The interior architectural ensemble of St Jacob's Church
and the retables of the many altars, which are typical of the
polychromatic wooden art of the Late Gothic period, have
not undergone any major or irreversible alterations, apart
from some Baroque reworkings.
ICOMOS considers the integrity of the property to be
satisfactory, but the poor state of maintenance of a certain
number of buildings somewhat limits its impact.
Authenticity
The urban ensemble, in its plan and in its buildings, has a
good degree of authenticity. Authenticity should be judged
over a relatively long history involving various periods and
various developments, in terms of both military
architecture and public and private buildings.

The works of Master Paul bear important witness to
European sculpture and polychromatic art, in the Late
Gothic style. They constitute a remarkable group at St
Jacob's Church.

The military constructions have undergone restoration on
various occasions, but these were only partial (see
History). Individually, the religious buildings display good
authenticity, and they correspond stylistically with the
periods of their construction. For the Town Hall, which
was rebuilt after fires, the stylistic composition is mixed,
recalling its origins while at the same time lending it a
specific syncretic personality.

ICOMOS considers the comparative study to demonstrate
that Levoča constitutes a group of urban buildings which
complement the inscribed property of Spišský Hrad and its
associated cultural monuments, adding the dimension of
urban planning dedicated to craft and trade activities. It is
different in particular from the town of Spišske Podhradié
because of its status as a Free City, governed by Royal
Charters. Levoča and the works of Master Paul thus
strengthen the expression of the outstanding universal
value of Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural
monuments.

A large proportion of the burgher houses, about 50% of the
total built structure, have retained gables which correspond
to the original styles, generally from the Renaissance, and
with a good level of detail (openings, decorative features,
respect for facade treatments and colours). It is, however,
difficult to assert that their original individual forms are
known, in view of the number of houses involved and the
repeated maintenance interventions that they have
undergone in many cases.

Following the suggestion by ICOMOS in its letter dated 15
December 2008 and pursuant to the object of the World
Heritage Convention covering immovable properties, the
State Party has accepted to change the initial name of the

The polychromatic wooden features in St Jacob’s Church
by Master Paul are authentic.
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property including its extension to: ‘Levoča, Spišský Hrad
and the associated cultural monuments.’

includes in particular a medieval urban plan dedicated to
trade and craft activities, with a very comprehensive set of
military, civil, religious, and private buildings from the end
of the Middle Ages, from the Renaissance, and from the
Baroque period. The town also displays in St Jacob's
Church the polychromatic wooden works of art of Master
Paul, which are characteristic of Late Gothic art. Lastly, it
is remarkable for the authenticity of its urban landscape as
viewed from outside the town.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of Levoča for the World Heritage List as an
extension of the site of Spišský Hrad and its associated
cultural monuments.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The property is considered by the State Party to be of
Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property,
extending the already recognised universal value of
Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural monuments, for the
following reasons:

ICOMOS considers that the points highlighted by the State
Party in favour of criterion (iv) are satisfactory, and have
indeed been demonstrated for the town of Levoča, as an
extension of the outstanding universal value already
recognised for Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural
monuments.

–

The town of Levoča was created and fortified as a
free Royal town, whereas the nearby contemporary
town of Spišské Podhradie was dependent on the
Castle of Spišský Hrad.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

–

Levoča illustrates, by its medieval urban plan and by
the completeness of its public and private buildings,
trading and craft functions on the territory of Spiš, at
the meeting point of important European trade routes.

–

Levoča was over a long period an important military,
political and administrative centre, as well as the
capital of the Saxons of the Spiš region.

–

ICOMOS considers that the extension nominated meets
criterion (iv) and that the Outstanding Universal Value has
been demonstrated.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
Urban traffic is today the main threat to the property,
giving rise to danger and pollution which detract from the
expression of its value for visitors. Traffic makes access to
the historic centre difficult at certain periods. This issue
also affects the environs of the historic town (the
immediate buffer zone).

Levoča testifies to the existence of a cultural, artistic,
and educational centre over a long time span, at a
meeting point between Central Europe and Eastern
Europe. It is in particular the site of the
polychromatic wooden masterpieces of Master Paul,
which are characteristic of the Late Gothic. It is also
the destination of an ancient pilgrimage route which
is still in use.

There is no significant pressure from urban development,
either on the property or on its buffer zone.
ICOMOS considers that the road and urban transport
reorganisation plan is an important dimension of the
commitments relating to the management of the property.
The question of car parking in the area near the historic
town must also be dealt with.

Justification for inscription of the original nomination
The castle of Spišský Hrad and the associated sites of
Spišské Podhradie, Spišská Kapitula, and Žehra constitute
a remarkable ensemble of military, political, and religious
elements of a type that was common in medieval Europe
but of which almost none have survived in so complete and
unaltered a state.

Tourism pressures
Tourism generates, and will increasingly generate, pressure
from urban traffic and the parking of private vehicles and
of buses, since Levoča is one of the Slovakian towns with
the highest number of visitors, particularly for St Jacob's
Church. The question becomes crucial in summer and
when exceptional events are held, such as the pilgrimage
and the commercial and craft fairs in the historic centre.
Outside the summer tourist season the historic town tends
to become a centre for congresses, cultural events, and
meetings. The town is also a residential resort for winter
sports because of its geographical location.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The extension is proposed on the basis of the same
criterion as that for which Spišský Hrad and its associated
cultural monuments was inscribed: criterion (iv).
Criterion iv: be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history;
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Spišský Hrad and the associated cultural monuments of
Spišské Podhradie, Spišska Kapitula, and Zehra constitute a
remarkably well preserved and authentic ensemble,
illustrating medieval human settlement in Central Europe
primarily in its military, political, and religious functions.

The polychromatic wooden works of Master Paul are
extremely fragile and could be affected by a change in the
atmosphere of the church because of excessive numbers of
visitors.
ICOMOS considers that specific tourism pressures
reinforce the need for a traffic plan in the historic town and
its environs. The plan must in particular include the
definition of pedestrian zones, the question of parking, and
basic facilities for visitors.

By virtue of its identical origin, Levoča strengthens the
significance and the values of Spišský Hrad and its
associated cultural monuments. The town demonstrates the
setting up of a free, stable, and prosperous urban community,
in Central Europe after the end of the Middle Ages. It
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ICOMOS considers that an analysis of tourism
infrastructures and the introduction of specific directives to
control future tourism development and recommended
good practices for private initiatives in this field are
necessary (rehabilitation of old buildings in the nominated
property, architectural and town planning rules in the
buffer zone, etc).

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION,

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The property has an area of 52.22ha. In 2006 it had a
population of 2165 people.
The buffer zone entirely surrounds the property. Its area is
670ha and its population in 2006 was 12,327 inhabitants.

ICOMOS considers it necessary to give consideration to
potential changes to the atmosphere in St Jacob's Church
resulting from excessive numbers of visitors, as this could
cause a deterioration in the polychromatic wooden works
of Master Paul that would be difficult to reverse.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the property and
the buffer zone are adequate.

Environmental pressures

Ownership

The sources of local air pollution are mainly linked to
municipal heating. Its effects are, however, limited as
natural gas is predominantly used for this purpose.

The property consists of 687 items of property or land; 591
(86%) belong to private individuals, 81 (12%) to public
authorities, and 15 (2%) to religious authorities.

Levoča is not an industrial centre. The management of
urban waste is carried out by a municipal department.
Protection

ICOMOS considers that environmental pressures at present
are at a low level. The quality of the environment must,
however, remain a matter of concern for the authorities,
and particularly changes in solid-waste collection and
processing, in terms of how the value of the property is
expressed.

Legal protection
A protected zone for the historic town of Levoča was first
established in 1950. A governmental decree in 2001 (No.
596) specified the status and limits of this Urban
Monuments Reserve.

Natural disasters and impact of climate change

In this zone, 305 individual property items have been
declared National Cultural Monuments (situation in
December 2006), i.e. 44% of the buildings. They have been
inscribed on the Central Register of Historic Monuments
and Sites. The buffer zone contains nine such items.
Monumental and furniture elements have also been
inscribed.

A document analysing natural and environmental risks for
the district of Levoča was produced in 1998, for the
purposes of civil protection. In particular it defines
intervention priorities in the event of an exceptional
accident. Only St Jacob's church is currently included in
the first category.
The main dangers examined, and the measures taken, are:
–

the location of the hydrocarbon reserves and their
removal from the historic centre;

–

a risk of flooding, landslides, or rock fall, which is
considered to be low;

–

there is a possibility of a tornado with strong wind
effects at Levoča, because of the geography of the
valley. Measures to strengthen roofs are
recommended; these are also intended to deal with
exceptional snowfall;

–

The main law providing legal protection for the property
nominated for extension is Act No. 49/2002 On the
Protection of Historic Monuments and Sites in the
Republic of Slovakia, which governs interventions by the
national authorities and defines the framework for regional
and local actions; it is completed by the Edict of the
Culture Ministry No. 6/2002.
The other laws which apply to the protection of the
property, including their amendments and application
decrees, consist mainly of the Acts on:

there is a fire risk at Levoča, as fire may spread from
the nearby forests, or as a result of negligence or
accidents inside the town. A series of preventive
measures is in place, together with means of
intervention (hydrants, extinguishers). An emergency
intervention service is in place at all times.

The Regional Civil Protection and Fire Service Directorate
is based in the town.
ICOMOS considers that, in connection with the municipal
fire-fighting plan, a detailed intervention scheme should be
specified for the historic town, covering infrastructures,
means of intervention, and the training of fire-fighting
personnel.
ICOMOS considers that the main threat is tourism
pressure, which is insufficiently controlled in terms of
transport and urban planning. Detailed fire protection is
also needed.
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–

Administrative Procedures (71/1967),

–

Urban Planning and the Building Code (50/1976),

–

Municipalities and Their Properties (369/1990 and
138/1991),

–

Archives (395/2002),

–

Landscape and Nature Protection (543/2002),

–

the application of the status of towns to Levoča
(Municipal Order 108/2003), particularly the
provisions relating to the management of historic
buildings, urban planning, and relations with private
owners and citizens' associations.

–

Transfers of Ownership from the Republic of
Slovakia to the Municipalities (172/2004),

–

the Evaluation of Impact on the Environment
(24/2006).

encourages the publication of the property inventory now
being completed, and strongly urges the creation of
datasheets for the monitoring of individual buildings, as a
database for conservation.

In addition to the application of town status, a set of
municipal orders governs the property and land
components of the nominated property:
–

Protection of Former Military Properties (32/1996),

–

Administration and Management of the Properties of
the Municipality of Levoča (seven orders between
2003 and 2005),

–

Present state of conservation
Public programmes were focused first on the restoration
and conservation of public buildings and the central space
of Levoča, and also on the works of Master Paul.

Municipal Plan (138/2005).

A major aid programme for the restoration of roofs (see
Threats) carried out over recent years demonstrates a real
determination to adopt an overall approach to the
conservation of the historic town. This has permitted the
bulk of the urban built structure to be rendered watertight.

Traditional protection
This is considered here to relate to the behaviour of private
owners in the management of their properties on the basis
of collective ownership criteria, and more widely to the
individual behaviour of inhabitants in their relations to the
built structure and its urban environment.

The National Cultural Monuments are judged to be in a
relatively good state of conservation by the State Party,
following the substantial effort made in restoration and
maintenance over the last few years. Today it is St Jacob's
Church which requires the most substantial works.

Effectiveness of protection measures
ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place, and
particularly the system for authorising renovation projects
and the architectural control of new buildings, is satisfactory.

Many changes of ownership, and the fact that a significant
proportion of the old houses have been abandoned and/or
remained unused (about 12%), mean that there are
contrasts in the results of the conservation analysis.
Substantial problems of damp in walls have, for example,
been noted in the case of buildings which have not been
maintained or only scantily maintained. Around thirty
burgher houses require urgent intervention (about 4%). A
certain number require maintenance or restoration works in
the medium term. Some work on private facades is not in
keeping with the historic heritage, but the State Party
judges that the work concerned is reversible.

The State Party and the local authorities seem to have great
confidence in the legislative and regulatory system, while
acknowledging some difficulties in convincing inhabitants
and private owners of the importance of having a
coordinated and responsible approach in the application of
protection measures.
Buffer zone: The existing regulations, grouped together in a
framework document (Buffer Zone Protection Principles)
makes possible the control of urban development by means
of low buildings that respect the visual integrity of the
property.

The polychromatic wooden works of Master Paul in St
Jacob's Church have required substantial restoration since
the 1950s (see History). They still remain fragile, however
(see Threats).

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate.

Active conservation measures and maintenance
Conservation

The Let’s Restore our Houses programme is coordinated
by the Regional Monuments Office, Levoča Section, and is
technically and administratively managed by the District
Renovation Office, located in the old town, and the
establishment of the Urban Monuments Reserve of Levoča.
This programme consists of encouraging the private owner
to draw up a renovation project for his or her house,
ensuring that authenticity is respected, and to apply for
authorisation and aid. For this purpose there is a guide to
the principles of restoring historic monuments and sites. It
is accompanied by a charter for the maintenance and
correct use of the buildings of the historic town.

Inventories, recording, research
The state archives and the regional archives at Levoča
contain many original historical manuscript documents,
particularly charters and declarations of urban liberties
since the mid-13th century.
There are also old maps of the region and the town
scattered among various archives and libraries in Slovakia.
They cover a period from the end of the 17th century to the
19th century.
The Central Register of Historic Properties and Sites for
the old town of Levoča is an official document issued by
the Culture Ministry (National Monuments Office). In
cooperation with the local authorities, a detailed inventory
and mapping of property plots is currently being
completed. It constitutes a basic tool for the evaluation and
implementation of architectural and urban conservation. It
is to be published shortly. It will also make it possible to
draw up individual datasheets for buildings and
conservation indicators.

Similar measures apply to the buffer zone for buildings of
recognised historic value. Activity conditions are governed
by the Urban Development Plan of the Town of Levoča.
Effectiveness of conservation measures
The general condition of the historic town and of private
housing in particular, was very poor in the 1980–90 period,
when the political transition took place. This seems to have
been why Levoča was not included in the application of
Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural monuments for
inscription on the World Heritage List in the early 1990s.
Substantial efforts have been made since then, resulting in
the urban ensemble regaining a satisfactory level of
integrity and authenticity. However, much still remains to

The dossier includes a brief inventory of the elements
constituting the work of Master Paul at St Jacob's Church.
ICOMOS notes with satisfaction the progress made in the
knowledge of the individual buildings and their mapping. It
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be done, and the State Party is still having some difficulties
in applying its preservation and conservation measures.

–

the master plan of the properties incorporated in the
regional master plan,

ICOMOS considers that the conservation situation of the
polychromatic wooden works of Master Paul in St Jacob's
Church must be strengthened by installing a permanent
control of the atmosphere and, if necessary, ventilation
measures and/or regulation of tourist flows.

–

the Let’s Restore our Houses programme, together
with the principles and recommendations for the
preservation of historic towns (see Conservation),

–

the development programmes of the towns in which
the properties are located; for Levoča in particular,
the urban transport renewal plan, the waste
management plan, the economic and social
development plan, and recommendations concerning
activities in the buffer zone;

–

the plan for the preservation of the outstanding value
of the works of Master Paul in St Jacob's Church at
Levoča.

ICOMOS considers that the conservation situation is
satisfactory, despite some shortcomings, and that there is
positive momentum in this field.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

Specific tourism management measures are in existence.
Levoča has the Spišské Museum, which is more of an
exhibition and cultural centre for the town than a museum
for collections, covering the history of the site and its
interpretation.

The management of the historic centre of Levoča will be
integrated in the overall management process of Spišský
Hrad and its associated cultural monuments, under the
authority of the Management Group for all the properties.
The Group establishes short- and long-term policies within
the framework of the plans and regulations in force, and it
also monitors them.

Further to the letter from ICOMOS dated 15 December
2008, the State Party provided in its reply dated 26
February 2009 details about the progress made with the
management plan for the entire property. The latter is
steered by the Management Group and supported by the
Istropolitana Nova Academy in Spišske Podhradie. The
Management Group approved the management plan at its
last meeting (10 February 2009). However, it has not yet
been translated into either of the two working languages of
the Convention and it is yet to be officially published.

The Management Group works in close liaison on the one
hand with the Regional Monuments Office and its national
supervisory organisation, and on the other hand with the
government of the Prešov Region.
The Management Group also acts in concertation with the
municipal councils of the areas where the properties are
located. It includes representatives of the various
individual owners inside the property.

ICOMOS considers that the policy concerning visitor
facilities and the interpretation of the historical and cultural
aspects of the property is extremely inadequate. This policy
needs to be defined in an overall plan, specified for each of
the elements of the property, and implemented as an
element of the management plan.

The application of the legislative and technical measures in
the management of the properties is the responsibility of
the Regional Monuments Office and of the partner
municipalities.
In response to the letter from ICOMOS dated 15 December
2008, the State Party provided in its reply dated 26
February 2009 details regarding the actual operation of the
Management Group, at the level of the group of properties.
It has been meeting since November 2007, approximately
once a quarter. It involves all the municipalities,
representatives of public authorities, churches, relevant
non-governmental organisations, and citizens. Its activity
has concerned in particular the preparation and the drafting
of the management plan, ensuring the greater involvement
of representatives of the regions, and the coordination of
activities at each site. Cooperation is particularly active
between the three municipalities concerned, Levoča,
Spišske Podhradie, and Žehra, which share the expenses
and material tasks. The Management Group also recently
set up a working group on the implementation of the
management recommendations, a permanent secretariat
(located in Levoča), and an internet-based documentation
and shared workspace.

Risk preparedness
ICOMOS considers that improvements should be made
with regard to certain aspects of risk preparedness such as
fire (See Threats).
Involvement of the local communities
Local communities are involved on the one hand through
the elected representatives of municipal councils and the
representatives in the Management Group, and on the other
hand through specific house-restoration projects, under the
programme and recommendations established for this
purpose (see Conservation).
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise, and training
The Regional Monuments Office administers public funds
allocated for the conservation of the properties.
The restoration and maintenance of private buildings are
the responsibility of the owners. The public authorities'
authorisation and advice system enables limited amounts of
financial aid to be provided for private individuals. A
private company also offers assistance for restoration.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
Within the regulatory framework already mentioned, a
series of plans is implemented and coordinated by the
Management Group all of which is now collated in the
property management plan:

Some 5% of the municipal budget is earmarked for the
restoration of public buildings, in particular St Jacob's
Church and the fortifications. Joint financing arrangements
(region, government) are sought systematically for each
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project. Since 1995 a foundation has been assisting with
the conservation of St Jacob's Church.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS recognises the outstanding universal value of the
old town of Levoča and of the works of Master Paul in Spiš,
as an extension of the site of Spišský Hrad and its
associated cultural monuments.

The Office has a team of professionals in the fields of
conservation and architecture, at national level. Its regional
unit, and more particularly the District Renovation Office,
has two art historians, two architects specialising in the
restoration of ancient buildings, an urban planning
specialist, and an archaeologist. Many professionals and
craftsmen in the building sector and other associated trades
frequently work with them.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the extension of Spišský Hrad
and its associated cultural monuments to include Levoča and
the works of Master Paul in Spiš and become Levoča,
Spišský Hrad, and the associated cultural monuments,
Slovakia, be approved on the basis of criterion (iv).

The Chamber of Renovation Experts awards professional
qualifications for the restoration of ancient monuments and
works of art.
The State Archives at Levoča have a team of fifteen
people.

Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
Levoča, Spišský Hrad and its associated cultural monuments
demonstrate outstanding universal value:

The municipal departments have engineers and technicians
who work in the fields of urban development, planning,
and building maintenance.

–

The castle of Spišský Hrad, the town of Levoča, the
associated sites in Spišské Podhradie, Spišská,
Kapitula, and Žehra constitute a remarkable group of
military, urban, political, and religious elements, of a
type that was relatively common in medieval Europe,
but of which almost none have survived in such a
complete condition with equivalent integrity.

–

It is one of the most extensive groups of military,
urban, and religious buildings from the late Middle
Ages and early Renaissance in Eastern Europe, the
Romanesque and Gothic architecture of which has
remained remarkably intact in Spišský Hrad, Spišské
Podhradie, Spišská, Kapitula, and Žehra, together
with the urban plan of Levoča.

–

It is a group belonging to the same Saxon colonial
settlement in the Middle Ages, of which it illustrates
the material and cultural successes. It testifies to its
role as a political, religious, and cultural centre of the
first order over a long time-span in Eastern Europe.

Effectiveness of current management
ICOMOS considers that the management of the property is
effective and sufficiently professional. Some points should,
however, be given particular attention:
–

There is a need to consolidate the funds necessary for
a thorough restoration of St Jacob's Church and the
conservation of its interior heritage (particularly the
works of Master Paul)

–

A plan for the reception of visitors and the economic
development of the property needs to be drawn up.

In its reply dated 26 February 2009, the State Party
provided funding guarantees for the Let’s Restore our
Houses programme.
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is appropriate and that the Management Group
functions effectively at the level of the entire property.
ICOMOS considers that the property management plan is
proceeding well and that it should be published without
delay. Regarding its application to the historic town of
Levoča, there is a need to consolidate the funds for the
conservation of St Jacob’s Church and for a plan for the
reception of visitors and the economic development of the
property.

Criterion (iv): Levoča, Spišský Hrad and the associated
cultural monuments of Spišské Podhradie, Spišska Kapitula,
and Zehra, extended to Levoča and the works of Master Paul
in Spiš, constitute an outstanding example of a remarkably
well preserved and authentic group of buildings which is
characteristic of medieval settlement in Eastern Europe, in
its military, political, religious, mercantile, and cultural
functions.
The integrity and the authenticity of the property
nominated for extension are acceptable.

6. MONITORING

The protection of the property and the management plan
and its practical organisation are adequate. However, they
need to be strengthened and improved in certain respects
and the management plan needs to be published.

The built structure is monitored by the study programme of
the Regional Monuments Office that is currently in
progress and which has resulted so far in the precise
mapping of the historic plots of the town and a publication
that is in preparation. It should then enable the installation
of in-depth individualised data-sheets for monitoring the
conservation of each building.

ICOMOS recommends that
consideration to the following:

ICOMOS considers that the architectural and urban
monitoring is generally satisfactory. However, the
monitoring of the interior of St Jacob's Church and of the
works of Master Paul must be reinforced.

–

the

State

Party

Publishing the management plan for the whole of the
property and providing a copy in one of the two
working languages of the Convention as soon as it is
available.

ICOMOS further recommends as regards Levoča that:
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give

–

Special attention should be paid to monitoring the
atmosphere in St Jacob's Church, because of the
fragile state of conservation of the polychromatic
wooden works of Master Paul, and if necessary to
providing ventilation and regulating visits;

–

Consolidation of financial resources is needed for the
works required to renovate and maintain St Jacob's
Church;

–

The traffic and transport plan should be strengthened,
in order to ensure better expression of the outstanding
universal value of the property and improved
conditions for visitors;

–

The tourist accommodation inside the property and
the buffer zone should be analysed, and that specific
directives should be considered to control its
development and recommend rules of good practice;

–

In connection with the management plan the policy
for receiving visitors and for the economic
development and interpretation of the property should
be made more specific;

–

The municipal fire-fighting plan should be
strengthened by means of a detailed intervention
scheme for the historic town.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

General view of Levoča - north-east

The square

Burgher houses alignment

Altar of St Catherine - mid 15th century

D - Latin America and the Caribbean

New Nominations

Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Cultural Landscapes, on Cultural
Routes, Historic Towns and Villages and Management of
Archaeological Heritage.

Gold Route in Paraty (Brazil)
No 1308

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Location:

Comments on the assessment of this cultural landscape
were received from IUCN on 19 January 2009 and are
related to the following issues:
- Typology of the property
- Management

Gold Route in Paraty and
its Landscape

The information was carefully considered by ICOMOS in
reaching the final decision and recommendation in March
2009, and IUCN has also reviewed the presentation of its
comments as included in this report by ICOMOS.

Paraty Municipality
Rio de Janeiro State
Brazil

Brief description:

Technical Evaluation Mission: 26 August-3 September
2008

The serial nomination consists of part of the old town of
Paraty, its fort, and an 8.7km section of the earliest Gold
Route, which ran between the Minas Gerais gold mines of
Ouro Preto to the sea port of Paraty.

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: None
Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

Gold from Ouro Preto, the richest seam in the Americas,
provided wealth for the colonial capital of Rio de Janeiro
and also for Lisbon. Gold was transported to the coast by
foot or on mules along narrow paved tracks, a journey that
took around 45 days. The port of Paraty, founded by the
Portuguese in 1667, flourished for around 40 years in the
early 1700s, after the discovery of gold in 1696. It declined
after a new safer route from the goldmines to the coast was
started in 1710 and completed in 1767.

2. THE PROPERTY
Description
Paraty is sited on the Bay of Ilha Grande between Rio de
Janeiro and São Paulo. Behind the port are thickly forested
mountains across which gold was transported from the
mines of Minas Gerais to the coast.

The current urban design of Paraty was established in the
18th century, but most of the buildings now date from the
19th century when the town enjoyed a revival based on
coffee and sugar products. The fort, dating originally from
1793, was remodelled in 1836.

The nominated property consists of three sites: part of the
town covering 18.14ha, a fort covering 11.90ha and a
section of the Gold Route extending to 8.7km. Although
landscape is in the title of the property, the forest landscape
either side of the Gold Route is in the buffer zone.

Part of three sections of the Gold Route nominated have
been excavated and include tracks from both the 18th and
19th centuries.

The serial nomination consists of the following and these
will be considered separately:

Category of property:

•
•
•

In terms of categories of cultural property set out in
Article I of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
serial nomination of two groups of buildings and a site.

A buffer zone, consisting of areas with environmental
protection extends on land to 92,658.17ha, and in the sea
to 9,498.91ha, making a total of 102,157.08ha. It surrounds
part of the nominated area.

In terms of the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention
(January 2008), paragraph 47, part of the property could be
a cultural landscape.

Port of Paraty
Paraty became a township in 1667 and then slowly
developed along similar lines to other maritime Portuguese
colonial cities. There were two main population centres
and along the bay a thoroughfare where the first buildings
were constructed. A square was left empty in the centre of
the town for the church, city hall and prison – the city hall
was only built a century later. Paraty was officially
recognised as being part of the Gold Route in 1703 when
all the gold from Ouro Preto was exported through its port.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

8 January 2004

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

Port of Paraty
Fort Defensor
Section of the Gold Route

25 January 2008

In 1717 Paraty was described as a small village with less
than 50 one storey adobe houses. Gradually churches were

Background: This is a new nomination.
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constructed, such as St Rita in 1722 by freed maroons
(escaped slaves) and these defined neighbourhoods. In
1726 a wharf was built. By 1746 the population had grown
rapidly to approximately 3,000 people.

1.

Alto da Serra to Registro Velho

This first segment is covered in soil with some trees
growing between the stones. It is surrounded by primary
and secondary vegetation. Later it runs through dense
mountain forest, part of the Bocaina National Park, with
rainwater revealing the stones in a steep gorge.

A new direct gold route was opened from Ouro Preto to
Rio de Janeiro in 1710, and this became the main route
after around 1720. By 1767, Paraty was no longer the
designated intermediary. The population begun to diversify
into other mercantile and agricultural activities. Sugar and
sugar-cane brandy reactivated the port and led to the
second period of development at the end of the 18th century
when a grid plan for the town was established and a new
Parish Church commenced – to be completed in 1873.

2. Registro Velho to Estiva Preta
The first part of this segment has not yet been studied and
is covered by dense mountain forest. Later the path is
preserved for around 600 metres and covered by small
plants and bushes with high mountain forest either side.

In the second decade of the 19th century Paraty expanded
in several directions and this third period of development is
reflected in new urban squares and churches, and the
disappearance of the previous hierarchy of streets.

3.

Estiva Preta to Cachoeirinha

The initial stretch of around a kilometre is somewhat
damaged. Subsequent parts are cambered and embanked
with steep curves. Part has been eroded by water. On the
less steep parts of this segment, the path widens out to as
much as 8 metres. Within the dense forest, many fallen
trees have blocked the path.

A final forth period of development in the mid 19th
century, was heralded by the expanding coffee market.
This led to the paving of the route across the sierra and the
paving of streets and squares, part of measures to cope
with the periodic tidal flooding of streets. With the
drainage of swamps, building moved towards the sea and
new warehouses were constructed. Paraty became a city in
1844 and by this time most buildings were of stone.

4.

Cachoeirinha to Seu Antonio

The first part is in a good state having been paved during
the coffee boom of the 19th century. Further on the path is
damaged and some parts covered by clumps of banana
trees. Near the path are ruins of a custom station. There are
good views of the Bay of Paraty from this segment.

It is from this period that Paraty acquired its current key
features – its coherence and homogeneity. However in the
intervening 150 years or so many of the buildings have
been heightened to make them into two stories.

5.

Seu Antonio to Marco da Sesmaria

Overall there is a lack of data on what remains from the
various periods of development. No maps or plans have
been prepared showing the layers of historical evidence
embedded in the layout of the town or its structures.

Part of this segment is paved with cement. Elsewhere the
path is partly visible under grass.

Fort Defensor

This segment was totally cleared between 2003-4. It was
built in the 18th century and part repaved in the 19th
century. Some of the unpaved sections are not visible.
Overall it is narrower than some other stretches being
around 2.5metres in width.

6.

A fortress and two forts were constructed in 1702-3 around
the time the gold trade started. In 1793, the Defensor Fort
was built on a hill slightly to the north of the town. The
fortifications were strengthened in the 19th century with the
Defensor Fort being rebuilt in 1822. The Fort is now the
only remains of this overall defence system.

Marco da Sesmaria to Bairro dos Penha

History and development

The Fort consists of a single storey barracks building,
trenches, canons and gunpowder house and thus presents
only slight remains of the overall defensive system.
Section of the Gold Route

Paraty was founded in 1667 by the Portuguese. Following
the discovery of what was to become the world’s richest
gold-mine in 1696, Paraty became the port through which
the gold was exported from Minas Gerais near Ouro Preto
to Lisbon.

The nominated section is part of the old Gold Route from
Minas Gerais to the coast that lies within the Paraty
administrative area. It starts some 9km outside Paraty – as
the initial section no longer exists being under the ParatyCunha road – and extends 8.7km uphill to the northwest
along sometimes paved tracks whose surfaces date from
the 18th and 19th centuries. The earlier tracks are paved
with boulders, whereas for the later tracks quarried stone
was used. Some sections of the route are still buried. The
route is described in six segments starting at the southern
end:

The gold rush that followed the opening of Minas Gerais,
led to the construction of the 1,000km Caminho do Ouro
or Gold Route that connected Paraty to Ouro Preto, the city
that grew up adjacent to the mines and which was inscribed
on the World Heritage List in 1980. Not only was the
Route used to transport gold by mules to the coast, but it
was also used to transport miners and African slaves over
the mountains to the gold mines. Sections of the paved
Gold Route have been uncovered near Paraty. Some of
these date from the 18th century, others from the 19th
century.
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For around 50 years, Paraty was the main port for the
export of gold. In the early 18th century a new, safer New
Route was opened from Ouro Preto to Rio de Janeiro, and
this took trade away from Paraty after 1720 and
extinguished it in 1767. At a later date, Ouro Preto was
also connected to Diamantina, a diamond mining town to
its north-east inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1999,
and a Diamond Route was established, thus linking the two
mines to the coast over routes that covered a distance of
some 1,200km. Along this combined route, known overall
as the Royal Road, are key baroque and rococo
monuments, including in Ouro Preto, Congonhas and
Diamantina.

nominated from this much longer and diverse gold route
system.”
Authenticity
The line of the Gold Route and some of its surface
treatments reflect the route used to export gold. The
authenticity has in part been reduced where the path has
been eroded, and part is still buried and therefore its
condition is unknown. Currently only some is in use as a
path. The authenticity of the nominated section has
therefore to a degree been affected but the links between
the route and its value could be improved through
conservation.

Following the transfer of most exports to Rio de Janeiro
after 1767, Paraty declined although the Old Route was not
fully abandoned. In the 19th century the port once again
flourished as an exporter of coffee and sugar and it was
linked by new trails to its hinterland along which were
transported imported gunpowder, salt and luxury goods.
The town grew, was re-structured and re-planned and, as
swamps were drained, it advanced towards the sea. The
historic city acquired its current features at this time. Its
architecture is highly regular and uniform and as a whole
the city is extremely homogenous with continuous street
fronts. There are no significant public buildings; the main
large buildings are two churches, one re- constructed in the
19th century.

As set out above, the urban fabric of Paraty no longer
reflects the town designated as the gold export port.
Although the fabric reflects its 19th century prosperity, it
cannot be said to reflect its former role. Moreover many of
the buildings have been substantially altered in the 20th
century through the addition of a second storey and
changes to their facades which means that the authenticity
of individual structures is also of concern. The authenticity
of the surviving buildings of the fort as part of the
defensive system is not in question, but they do not link to
the value of the property as part of the Gold Route.
Overall the authenticity of the nominated sites in relation
to their links with the value of the overall Gold Route has
not been established.

The abolition of slavery in 1888, which removed the
manpower from the sugar mills, encouraged an exodus
from Paraty and its population declined drastically.
3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have not been met.

VALUE,
Comparative analysis

Integrity and Authenticity

The comparative analysis compares the town of Paraty to
other Portuguese colonial cities, several of which have
been inscribed on the List. Those considered are cities
founded or restructured between the 16th and 17th centuries:
two colonial Brazilian cities of Salvador de Bahia –
Historic Centre of Salvador de Bahia, (1985, criteria (iv)
and (vi)) – and São Luís do Maranhão – Historic Centre of
São Luís, (1997, criteria (iii), (iv) and (v)); three
Portuguese founded coastal cities, São Vicente, Ubatuba,
and Angra dos Reis; and Goa – Churches and Convents of
Goa, (1986, criteria (ii), (iv) and (vi)); Macao – Historic
Centre of Macao, (2005, criteria (ii), (iii), (iv) and (vi));
and Angra do Heroismo – Central Zone of the Town of
Angra do Heroismo in the Azores, (1983, criteria (iv) and
(vi)) – still Portuguese.
The analysis of the genesis and development of the
Brazilian cities and the morphology of the remainder
shows that Salvador de Bahia and São Luís do Maranhão
bear no comparison with Paraty, being provincial capitals
founded with the involvement of the Portuguese crown,
while São Vicente, Ubatuba, and Angra dos Reis, have
been much altered and do not retain their original layout.
Both Goa and Macao represent a completely different scale
in urban planning, while Angra do Heroismo was
originally founded much earlier and re-structured by the
Portuguese. The conclusion is that none compare with
Paraty in terms of its vernacular buildings, beautiful setting
and association with an important trade route. However a
deeper comparison between Paraty and Angra do

Integrity
In terms of the Gold Route, the nominated section is only
part of a much longer route between gold mine and the
coast. There is also a discontinuity between Paraty and the
beginning of the route.
The town of Paraty reflects well the impact of prosperity
from coffee in the 19th century but does not adequately
reflect the earlier period of prosperity from gold. The
integrity of what has been nominated in terms of its
relationship to its value as a reflection of the gold trade is
only very partial. The remains of the fort relate to the
strengthened fortifications of the 19th century, of which
they are the only surviving part, and do not relate to the
fortifications existing when the port was in use for the gold
trade.
Overall the sites which make up the nomination cannot be
said to adequately reflect values that might be said to be
outstanding in relation to the overall Gold Route.
IUCN, in its comments, notes that: “The nomination
document does not provide a clear rationale for nomination
of this property as a “combined work of man and nature”…
At present, the overall logic of the nomination is not clear
and not well articulated…. There is no explanation of why
only three features in Paraty and 1% of the route are
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This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the Gold Route is a pioneer heritage route that
demonstrates the economic, cultural and commercial
origins of Brazil, while the town of Paraty reflects
vernacular expertise in the creation of maritime Portuguese
cities.

Heroismo would have shown many similarities between
the two, suggesting that the form and development of
Paraty is already represented on the List.
Rather than merely considering urban settlements,
ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis should
have compared sites that displayed closer affinities with
the potential outstanding universal value put forward for
the Gold Route in Paraty in its Landscape. Paraty town is
only a part of the nominated property. The Gold Route is
also a major part of the property. Comparisons for this
would have shown that the overall Gold Route extends
over several hundreds of kilometres linking the gold mine
with two ports on the coast and is associated with many
settlements and buildings that reflect its importance. For
any property to be nominated to reflect the transforming
forces of this Gold Route, a detailed analysis would need
to be undertaken of all that remains of the Route and its
associated mines, buildings and settlements.

ICOMOS considers that to justify this criterion the
property needs to exhibit in a substantial way an
interchange of human values over time on developments in
an area of heritage. Although it could be argued that the
overall Gold Route allowed a cultural interchange and led
to substantial new developments in buildings that are
exceptional, this cannot be justified for the small sections
of the route now nominated. ICOMOS does not consider
that Paraty can be said to reflect exceptional vernacular
expertise as a Portuguese maritime city.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

ICOMOS considers that such an analysis might well
demonstrate consideration of a wider nomination that
linked the spectacular Baroque and Rococo buildings built
with profits from the gold trade as well as other settlements
that still reflect the era of gold trade. The so-called Royal
Route which also brings in Diamantina and the diamond
trade should also be considered in such an analysis.

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Paraty is an original and preserved example of a port
that is representative of exchange between America and the
world, and that the route demonstrate the technological
expertise brought by Portuguese engineers.

The comparative analysis has not justified the selection of
the nominated sites.
ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis so far
provided does not justify consideration of this property for
the World Heritage List.

ICOMOS considers this justification does not explain how
the property is related to a stage or stages in history.
Although the exploitation of gold in this part of South
America, and the economic and cultural ramifications of its
export and use, could undoubtedly be seen as a significant
stage in human history, ICOMOS considers that this stage
in history would need to be represented by aspects of the
overall Gold or Royal Route, including the mines and
settlements associated with it, some of which are already
inscribed.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
Gold Route in Paraty and its Landscape:
-

-

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

Is surrounded by extraordinarily beautiful
scenery;
Maintains its festivals, rites and culture;
Presents untouched Brazilian architecture from
the 17th to 19th centuries;
Includes the most significant physical remnants
of the gold route, through which the immense
wealth of the Portuguese colony’s hinterlands
was exported and religion and culture from
Europe was imported;
Reflects the renewed prosperity of the hinterland
in the 19th century from coffee.

Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment especially when it has
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Paraty represents a melding of races and knowledge
reflected in activities such as fishing, cooking, and
folklore, and that the Gold Route was the channel which
initiated the development of Brazil and its universally
renowned monuments.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(ii), (iv) and (v).

ICOMOS considers that what has not been justified is how
the Paraty might be considered as reflecting an outstanding
traditional form of interaction with the environment in the
way its fabric represents an exceptional melding of races.
ICOMOS agrees that the Gold Route was a fundamental
channel for the development of Brazil, but to appreciate the
impact of the exploitation of gold in terms of its impact on

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.
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the landscape, a much wider area than has been nominated
would need to be considered that relates to the
development that the route fostered as well as the route
itself.

Natural disasters
The main natural disasters identified are landslides which
could affect the tracks. Sustaining the protective cover of
the surrounding forests is the main way to alleviate this
threat and this protective process is in place.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

Impact of climate change

ICOMOS considers that the serial approach of the three
sites has not been justified.

Climate change could bring steep increases in sea levels
above the current 50cm maximum to such an extent that
the town would be badly flooded.

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been justified for the
nominated sites.

The authorities are considering the construction of dikes
along the shore and dams with flood gates across the river.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are from development, particularly expansion of the town
in the buffer zone in the direction of the gold route.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
The construction in 1974 of the federal Rio-Santos
Highway along the coast between the cities of Rio de
Janeiro (State of Rio de Janeiro) and Santos (State of São
Paulo) cuts across part of the gold route behind the town.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

The new road brought greatly increased tourism and
pressure for development. Paraty is now a popular place to
visit from the nearby metropolises of Rio de Janeiro and
São Paulo and this has led to buildings used for holiday
accommodation being altered and extended. This pressure
is to a certain extent now being addressed by the strategic
master Plan, a public private partnership. Nevertheless
there is still development pressure in the buffer zone. There
is a need to reinforce the urban development policies of
Paraty, to control expansion of the town towards the Gold
Route and to control alterations and additions within the
historic centre.

In some parts of the nomination, the boundaries of the gold
route section are said to form a linear strip 120m wide
(60m from the central axis to each edge of the route), while
in the Executive Summary it is limited by a 240m wide
band, 120m on each side of the central axis.
As the property’s title includes the word landscape, to
justify this, ICOMOS considers that more of the landscape
either side of the route should have been included within
the boundary. However ICOMOS considers that there are
more fundamental difficulties with the boundary related to
the need to consider more of the Gold Route in any
nomination that sets out to reflect the power and influence
of the gold mines and gold trade.

A small airport cuts through the Paraty separating the
historic area from other areas. ICOMOS considers that it
would be highly undesirable for this to be enlarged and
very desirable for it to be re-located. Such an aspiration is
included in the Management Plan although no details have
been provided as to where a satisfactory new site might be
located.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
area need to be reconsidered.

Ownership

Tourism pressures

The majority of properties in the urban area are privately
owned. The exceptions are the Fort, museum and a house
all owned by IPHAN (The National Historical and Artistic
Institute). The National Park, within which lie the gold
tracks, is publicly owned.

The new road brought a great increase in tourists and
pressure on costal resorts. This is now being addressed to a
degree through the planning system but there is a need to
improve sewage treatment systems.
There is said to be little pressure on the Gold Route tracks
due to the lack of a paved road to the tracks in the Bocaína
National Park. There is however a proposal to open the
tracks to visitors in the future.

Protection
Legal Protection

Environmental pressures

National Protection:

The natural silting processes of the Paraty bay have
worsened in the last few decades due to urban growth and
subsequent waste discharge into rivers. The nomination
says that the treatment of sewage may require the
construction of an elevation on the bay (for what purpose is
not clear).

Four churches, the Defensor Fort and the overall city’s
Architectonic and Landscape ensemble were registered by
IPHAN between 1957 and 1962. In 1966, the Federal
Government, through Decree Law number 58,077
registered the Landscape Setting of Paraty Municipality,
especially the architectonic ensemble of the town, as a
National Monument.
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An inventory of the Gold Route tracks has been undertaken
by IPHAN, although no details have been provided.

Through registration in 1974 of the entire Municipality on
the Book of Registration of the Fine Arts and the
Archaeological, Ethnographic and Landscape Book of the
National Artistic and Historical Heritage Institute, a special
protection area was established around the historical town,
within a 10-km diameter circle, centred on the Mother
Church Square.

Present state of conservation
The town has had over fifty years of owners concerned for
its protection and this is reflected in the condition of the
fabric of buildings and their joinery and maintenance.
However there are places that show intervention in
concrete (such as the hotel) or ‘beautification’ with exterior
stone being painted and in many instances it is difficult to
‘read’ what is early material and what has been
reconstructed.

Subsequent to this registration, a series of protected areas
were created to ensure the conservation of the natural
landscape. These are: Cairuçu Environmental Protection
Area, 1983; Paraty Bay and Saco do Mamanguá Municipal
Environmental Protection Area 1984; Tamoios Ecological
Station 1990; Juatinga Ecological Reserve; 1991, Atlantic
Forest Biosphere Reserve, which includes Paraty 1992.
These cover only part of the buffer zone and exclude the
area immediately adjacent to Paraty between the city and
the start of the gold route.

Some of the Gold Route tracks remained buried. Of those
excavated, 75% are said to be in good condition and 25%
need conservation.
Active Conservation measures

The Landscape Setting of Paraty Municipality and the
Village is designated as a National Monument; it means
that all the municipality and thus the buffer zone is a
National Monument since March 24th, 1966, the Decree
Law number is 58,077. This has not however prevented
new construction just outside the old urban area.

In the urban areas work is closely supervised by IPHAN
and guidance manuals have been prepared for owners.
For the Gold Route conservation of the buried and
excavated remains is also the responsibility of IPHAN.
There is an aim in the Management plan to revitalise the
whole nominated route by 2010.

Regional and local protection:
As well as regional protection for Paraty, in 2003, Decree
number 092/2003 provided the protection for the Gold
Route in Paraty.

Maintenance
Maintenance of the urban buildings is largely the
responsibility of owners and carried out in line with
guidance.

In 2003 Decree number 080/2003 established the
Permanent Committee Pro-World Heritage site of the Gold
Route of Paraty and its Landscape - see below.

Effectiveness of conservation measures

Traditional Protection

Overall the effectiveness of conservation is somewhat
limited in the town where it has proved difficult to stop
renewal and ‘beautification’ of many of the houses. For the
Gold Route the conservation of around 75% is reasonably
adequate but more work needs doing on the remainder.

The residents of the Juatinga Ecological reserve play an
essential role in sustaining the natural attributes of the
landscape through their traditional management.
Effectiveness of protection measures

ICOMOS considers that the effectiveness of conservation
measure in the urban areas is now limited by the amount of
work already carried out to improve the individual
buildings.

The protection for the nominated area is high but in some
areas could be better enforced. The buffer zone is protected
only where it coincides with areas of landscape protection.
Outside these protected areas, between Paraty and the
beginning of the Gold Route, new development near the
nominated area is impacting negatively on the historic area
of the town. There is a need for better protection and
stronger management in these areas.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place in the
property is adequate but the implementation of protective
measures for the buffer zone need strengthening.

including

For the urban area of Paraty, the municipality is the main
agency responsible for encouraging conservation and
rehabilitation. It tries to link its actions with those of
national programmes, such as Monumenta-IDB of the
Ministry of Culture and works closely with IPHAN. For
the Gold Route part of the nominated property, the Bocaina
National Park is the main authority for the maintenance of
the route within the National Park. Outside the National
Park, the City Hall is responsible.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research
Paraty town and the Fort have been inventoried by IPHAN
between 2002 and 2003. This inventory includes surveys
and data, such as ground plans and state of conservation,
and an analysis of archival material, for approximately 460
built elements of the historical site.

IUCN, in its comments, notes that: “The surrounding
natural landscape within the buffer zone of the nominated
property is managed by a variety of local, state, and federal
agencies to meet conservation objectives that are
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compatible with, but not dependent on, the management of
the property as currently nominated.”

Linked to the Brazilian Ministry of Culture, the National
Historical and Artistic Institute – IPHAN’s responsibilities
range from activities related to identification, protection,
reformation, preservation and monitoring of physical,
landscape and archaeological properties to the
administration of libraries, archives and museums.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
A Management Plan was elaborated in 2006/7 by
representatives of the Permanent Paraty Pro-World
Heritage Committee that consists of 12 representatives
from municipal, state and federal institutions and NGO
organisations who meet once a month. The Plan aims to
bring protection and tourism together with the support of
the local population. Although several plans exist for the
nominated property, the Management Plan is the only one
that covers the whole area. It sets out a strategic approach
to the nominated area as well as guidelines for the Gold
Route, the natural landscape, and for the historical site (the
urban area), and agreed interventions for infrastructure,
and urban structure.

IPHAN acts in Paraty through its 6th Regional Supervision
Agency, the seat of which is located in the city of Rio de
Janeiro. It is represented in Paraty by its 8th Sub-regional
Supervision, which carries out the monitoring, assessment
and follow-up of the processes of architectonic and urban
intervention in the whole registered area. In addition, it is
also responsible for the rescue and maintenance of popular
festivals and traditions, the restoration and preservation of
the sacred collection and the support to cultural activities.
IPHAN also provides guidance and directions to the
population regarding preservation issues, with the bureau
placed in the town.
Effectiveness of current management

The key existing plan for the Paraty urban area is the
Master Plan coordinated by the Rio de Janeiro State and
produced by the Paraty Municipality with IPHAN and
IBAMA (Brazilian Institute for the Environment and
Renewable Natural Resources) begun in 1995 and partially
implemented through Law number 1,355/2002. This plan
established public policies that guide the socio-economic
development of the town within sustainable development
aims. A review of the Master Plan, currently being
completed, was initiated by IBAMA-IPHAN through the
Program ‘Natural Heritage in Historical Centers’. The Plan
aims to ensure the orderly growth of the town, through
establishing urban policies for expansion areas, historical
and natural heritage preservation, location of activities, and
regulations for buildings.

Overall the Management Plan and Executive Committee
are a good basis for management, but needs to be
strengthened to address the challenges of urban change and
development.
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate.
6. MONITORING
Part of the property (Paraty and the Fort) has been
inventoried between 2002 and 2003. The inventory covers
460 properties and this provides information on ground
plans and also on the state of conservation and
preservation.

The main plan for the rural areas and the gold route tracks
is the Management Plan of the Bocaina National Park
completed in 2000. The Plan sets out zones and rules for
the management and use of natural resources.

The nomination sets out a range of monitoring indicators
such as scenery, monitored photographically, pavement
tracks, environmental attributes, the built fabric and
management actions. This is a good range of indicators
with varied and regular monitoring arrangements.

Parts of the buffer zone are covered by a Management Plan
for the Environmental Protection Area of Cairuçu.
Risk preparedness

ICOMOS considers that monitoring arrangements are
adequate.

In Paraty there exist a fire-fighting force with equipment
readily at hand but this does not extend to the buffer zone.
Currently there is no emergency plan to rescue or salvage
cultural property in the case of a fire or major flooding
events.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The overall Gold Route is one of the oldest routes in South
America and also one that has had major economic,
cultural and social impacts which are manifest in
assemblies of buildings and settlements displaying some of
the most important Baroque and Rococo architecture in the
southern hemisphere.

Involvement of the local communities
The local communities in Paraty were involved in
preparing the nomination, being part of the Pro-UNESCO
Paraty Executive Committee formed with the three
different levels of government and the COMAMP (City
Council of Paraty’s Residents - Conselho Municipal de
Associaçöes de Moradores de Paraty).

There are three clear parts to the Gold Route: the old route
from Minas Gerais to Paraty, the new route from the mine
to Rio de Janeiro, and the later diamond route linking in
Diamantina, all traversing dramatic forested mountain
landscapes. ICOMOS considers that any consideration of
the Gold Route and its influence needs to explore this
major canvas. The current nomination includes only a short
part (8.7km) of the old route, which existed for a

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
The status of National Monument of Paraty Municipality
promotes the concept of preservation, which involves
cultural, social and environmental aspects.
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comparatively short time, before it was overtaken by the
new route.
The significance of the small part of the old route currently
nominated needs to be set into the context of the overall
old route, as it is the whole ensemble which is likely to
demonstrate outstanding universal value. ICOMOS does
not consider that the currently nominated short section can
be considered in isolation from the overall structure.
Paraty was the land terminus of the old route, but the town
as it now stands reflects its later prosperity, as a 19th
century port for the export of coffee and sugar (with later
20th century improvements) rather than the 18th century
structure and buildings, associated with the gold trade. As
a 19th century colonial town, although attractive, it is not
exceptional and ICOMOS does not consider that Paraty on
its own justifies inscription on the World Heritage List.
Although landscape is part of the title of the nomination,
very little of the landscape either side of the Gold Route is
included in the boundaries. These areas include extensive
areas protected as UNESCO Biosphere Reserves. IUCN, in
its comments, considers that: “if an extended area was
considered, the evidence presented in the nomination
suggests there may be values that should be considered in
relation to the natural World Heritage criteria. This would
have to be evaluated more closely based on a new
nomination, but the fact that such a diverse assemblage of
features exists in one area is unusual.” IUCN therefore
considers that: “the natural values of the area, including
their potential to support a possible nomination as a mixed
property, or as a cultural landscape with high natural
values, warrants further examination.”
Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the
nomination of the Gold Route in Paraty and its Landscape,
Brazil, to the World Heritage List be deferred in order to
allow the State Party to:
•

Explore the possibility of a wider nomination to
reflect the overall Gold Route and its associated
settlements, buildings, mines and landscape and
the profound impact this route had on the culture,
economics and politics of South America and
Europe.

ICOMOS considers that any revised nomination with
revised boundaries would need to be considered by a
mission to the site.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Trinidade Beach

Paraty – historic centre

Fort Defensor Perpétuo

Part IV of the Gold Route

William H. Isbell and Helaine Silverman, pp. 28-66., New York,
Springer Science+Business Media.

The Sacred City of Caral-Supe (Peru)

Haas, Jonathan and Creamer, Winifred, “Crucible of Andean
Civilization: The Peruvian Coast from 3000 to 1800 BC”, Current
Anthropology, Vol. 47, No. 5 (Oct. 2006), pp. 745-776.

No 1269

Technical Evaluation Mission: 21-27 September 2008
Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
Location:

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 9
December 2008 on the following items: future
development pressures; balancing future archaeological
excavation with protection and care of currently revealed
archaeological remains; wattle and daub conservation
initiatives; time table regarding the adoption and
implementation of the Management Plan and Tourism
Management Plan (or tourism management policies).

Sacred City of
Caral-Supe
District of Supe,
Province of Barranca,
Region of Lima
Republic of Peru

Brief description:

ICOMOS sent another letter on 13 January 2009 to request
the State Party to provide further information to justify the
sacred nature of the site.

The Sacred City of Caral-Supe, an extensive
archaeological site situated on a dry desert terrace
overlooking the green valley floor of the Supe River, is one
of approximately 18 urban settlements in the valley.
Constructed during the Late Archaic Period of the Central
Andes, the site is impressive in terms of the design and
complexity of its architectural and spatial elements,
especially its monumental stone and earthen platform
mounds and sunken circular courts. The site and its related
sites constitute the “rise of civilisation” in the Americas.

ICOMOS received a reply from the State Party (150 pages)
on 27 February 2009, in which almost all of the matters
raised in the letters were satisfactorily addressed. The
responses are included in the report below.
Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

Category of property:

2. THE PROPERTY

In terms of categories of cultural properties set out in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
site.

Description
The Sacred City of Caral-Supe (Caral) was first
constructed five thousand years ago, during the Late
Archaic Period of the Central Andes (3000-1800 B.C.). It
was occupied for approximately 1,000 years.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

During this period of occupancy, Supe society, which had
already obtained the level of a state, built approximately 18
urban settlements within the first 40 kilometers of the Supe
Valley. These settlements, all of which can be seen today,
are in different states of conservation. They allow a good
understanding of the agricultural activities, construction of
cannels and water usage of this society. Caral is prominent
among them because of its high degree of preservation and,
most importantly, because of the complexity, design and
monumentality of its architecture.

8 February 2005

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
None
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

31 January 2008

Background: This is a new nomination.
Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Archaeological Heritage
Management.

Caral is divided into two parts: the upper half and the
lower half. There is also an outlying area and the
archaeological site of Chupacigarro.

Literature consulted (selection):

Upper Half of the City: Within this part of the city are six
large pyramidal structures (platform mounds), five plazas,
an extensive residential complex and several groups of
residences in proximity to one or other of the pyramids. All
the structures are distributed around a huge plaza. The
public buildings, in particular, are constructed of blocks of
stone, which are plastered with clay and painted white,
yellow and red, depending upon the period of occupancy.

Shady Solis, Ruth, Haas, Jonathan, and Creamer, Winifred,
“Dating Caral, a Preceramic Site in the Supe Valley on the Central
Coast of Peru”, Science 292 (27 April 2001), pp. 723-726.
Shady Solis, Ruth, “Caral-Supe and the North-Central Area of
Peru: The History of Maize in the Land Where Civilization Came
into Being”, in Histories of Maize: Multidisciplinary Approaches
to the Prehistory, Linguistics, Biogeography, Domestication, and
Evolution of Maize, ed. John Staller, Robert Tykot, and Bruce
Benz, pp. 381-402, Burlington, MA, Academic Press, 2006.

More specifically, this part of the city includes the Greater
Pyramid, which is the largest architectural complex in the
city in terms of its height (60’) and “footprint” (450’ x
500’). From its top platform, there is a panoramic view of

Shady Solis, Ruth, “America’s First City? The Case of Late
Archaic Caral”, in Andean Archaeology III: North and South, ed.
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both the ancient city and the valley. Given its features and
position (it dominates the large plaza), it has been
suggested that it is probably the most important public
building and the likely seat of political power. Other large
public buildings include the Central Pyramid, the Gallery
Pyramid, the Lesser Pyramid, the Huanca Pyramid, the
Quarry Pyramid, the B1, B2, and B5 Residential Units, the
E2-E3 Buildings, the 12 Elite Residential Group, the
Greater Residential Complex and the Central Plaza. The
Gallery Pyramid is the location of the major find of the
site, the quipu, which was the device created by the
Andean societies to store information. This recording
system is evidence of the development and complexity of
the Caral civilization.

Based on socio-cultural information and dating data, the
theory has been posited that the influence of the social
system of Supe first affected the populations of the nearest
valleys. It then extended further and, by 2200 B.C., its
influence had spread as far south as the archaeological site
of El Paraiso in the Chillón Valley, and to all the valleys
northward as far as the Santa River Valley.
The chronological sequence is summarised as follows:




Lower Half of the City: Within this part of the city, the
buildings are organised differently. Grouped on an eastwest axis, their facades face toward the upper half of the
city. Most of the structures are smaller than those found in
the upper half. The most impressive and largest public
building is the Amphitheatre Temple, which is linked to
the largest sunken circular plaza in the city.




The lower half also includes the Pyramid of the Round
Altar, the Bench Temple, the “Q” Elite Residence, the
Lesser Residential Complex and the Specialized Handicraft
Workshop.

Remote Period (before 3000 B.C.): Land possession by
groups of families/lineages.
Ancient Period (3000-2600 B.C.): “Capital zone”
growth; plazas and impressive buildings constructed.
Final Middle Period (2300-2200 B.C.): Buildings
enlarged in area and volume; large platforms and
plazas constructed.
Initial Late Period (2200-2100 B.C.): Public buildings
remodelled; plazas constructed with quadrangular
platform framework.
Final Late Period (2100-1800 B.C.): Public buildings
remodelled (using smaller stones); occupation of site
reduced.

Throughout the occupancy of the site, there have been
periods of great change, and it is possible to see clear
distinctions in the design and architecture of the city, and
the burial and renewal of buildings. There have also been
minor changes or phases within each of the periods.

Outlying Area: Within this area there are two sectors, D
Sector and X Sector. Both sectors are composed of
residential units, although those in Sector X are located on
the periphery of the city.

Each period is distinguishable from the one preceding it in
several ways: elements of architectural style; building
techniques; materials; and the colour of paint used on
walls. However, the overall design is maintained as well as
the associated cultural traditions and building functions.

Archaeological Site of Chupacigarro: This site, which has
an area of 44.6 hectares, contains 12 structures of different
sizes and shapes, as well as houses on the periphery. The
site is included in the property because it provides
complementary information on the Caral Civilization,
especially in the field of astronomical observation.

In reply to the letter sent to the State Party by ICOMOS on
13 January 2009 asking for further information regarding
the sacred nature of the site, the State Party on 27 February
2009 explained to the satisfaction of ICOMOS the reason
for this descriptor. The archaeological work to date has
enabled researchers to establish the sacred nature of Caral
through both architectural and contextual analyses. Both
the city (in its urban plan) and its component parts
(including, for example, the pyramidal structures and
residences of the elite) show clear evidence of ceremonial
functions, thereby signifying what can be called a powerful
religious ideology.

The site contains the Greater Temple of Chupacigarro,
which is the largest building and which is linked to a
sunken circular plaza. The structure is described as being
very similar to the Greater Pyramid in the upper half of
Caral. The site also contains the Geoglyph, a construction
of various sized angular stones from nearby rock
formations, which depicts a head in profile. Although the
precise meaning and function of the Geoglyph is unclear, it
could have been associated with astronomical observation
or, as a trophy head, it could have played a role in certain
activities that governed social relationships.

Sacred City of Caral-Supe Values
The values of the property are linked to the overall layout
of buildings and structures and related spaces in each of the
property’s four areas (the Upper Half of the City, the
Lower Half of the City, the Outlying Area and the
Archaeological Site of Chupacigarro); and the specific
layout and probable use of individual structures and spaces
in each of the four areas of the site. The major buildings
are constructed primarily of stone, and the rooms of the
smaller and older buildings have walls made of organic
material, wooden poles and woven cane panels covered
with mud. Values of the property are also linked to their
associated archaeological finds, and especially to the
quipu.

History and development
During its period of occupancy, approximately 1,000 years,
Caral was remodelled several times. In fact, almost all of
the buildings show successive periods of occupation.
Research carried out by a cross-disciplinary team has
demonstrated that although the Supe Valley settlements
were occupied in 3000 B.C., it was not until 2600 B.C. that
their occupants became part of an organised social system
with a “capital zone” in the lower middle valley. And it
was this zone that was the centre of the most outstanding
social and cultural tradition of the time.
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3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

Nationally and internationally, Caral, as an ancient site and
society, shares similar features with such Peruvian World
Heritage Sites as Chavin (Archaeological Site) (1500 – 300
B.C.) (inscribed in 1985 on the basis of criterion (iii)) and
the Historic Sanctuary of Machu Picchu (1450 A.D.)
(inscribed in 1983 on the basis of criteria (i), (iii), (vii) and
(ix)), whose layout and stone architecture are similar to
those of Caral. As well, Chan Chan Archaeological Zone
(apogee 15th century A.D.) (inscribed in 1986 on the basis
of criteria (i) and (iii)) reflects the organisation and mud
architecture of Caral, while the Lines and Geoglyphs of
Nasca and Pampas de Jumana (500 B.C. – 500 A.D.)
(inscribed in 1994 on the basis of criteria (i), (iii) and (iv))
have their early beginnings in the Lines and Geoglyph of
Caral.

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity
Caral is remarkably intact, largely because of its early
abandonment and late discovery. Once abandoned, it
appears to have been occupied only twice and then not
systematically: once in the so-called Middle Formative or
Early Horizon, about 1000 B.C.; and once in the States and
Lordships period, between 900 and 1440 A.D. Since both
these settlements were on the outskirts of the city, they did
not disturb the ancient architectural structures. In addition,
since the site lacked gold and silver finds, there was little
looting.

The discovery of the quipu within the site is a significant
attribute of this site in comparative terms. It is the most
ancient implement for recording information to be
recovered in the Central Andean area.

The site has no modern permanent constructions in its
immediate surroundings (except for tourism facilities built
from local materials). It is part of a cultural and natural
landscape of great beauty, relatively untouched by
development. Most development has occurred in low
valley areas near Lima (to the south of the site). The
middle Supe Valley, where the site is located, is an area
dedicated to non-industrialised agriculture.

Internationally, the site holds great importance within the
context of other major early civilisations, notably,
Memphis (2700 B.C.) and Saqqara in Egypt, Moenjodaro
(2600 B.C.) in Pakistan, and Uruk (3200 B.C.) and Eridu
(2900 B.C.) in Mesopotamia.
Closer to the Americas, there are no comparable cities in
the Americas until Olmec society 1,500 years later, and the
development of the Maya society 3,000 years later. The
design of Mayan cities, in particular, is said to recall the
management of constructed space in Caral.

Authenticity
There is little argument about the authenticity of the site.
Radiocarbon analysis carried out by the Caral-Supe Special
Archaeological Project (PEACS) at the Caral site confirms
that the development of the site can be located in time
between the years 3000 to 1800 B.C. and, more
specifically, to the Late Archaic Period.

In looking at Caral within a comparative framework,
ICOMOS considers that its importance is demonstrated at
an international level.

In its treatment of the site, PEACS has endeavoured to
show both the architecture and the urban configuration
within the original outline of Caral. The goals have been to
consider only archaeological evidence, and to show the
characteristics of every period without prejudice to any
period. However, there has been some concern about the
level of intervention in restoration work and about the
interpretation of these works which has varied according to
the professionals involved.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for inscription on the World
Heritage List.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:

ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been generally met, although ICOMOS
expresses concern about the inconsistent interpretation of
restoration.



In association with other settlements within the
Supe Valley, it is seen as the “rise of
civilisation” in ancient Peru.

Comparative analysis



The property has been systematically and comprehensively
analysed by the State Party within regional, national and
international contexts.

The discovery of the quipu (record-keeping
device) attests to, and confirms, the complexity
of Caral’s social formation.



Its early date (as early as 3000 B.C., but certainly
by 2700 B.C.) places it among the earliest
civilisations in the world.



Caral is impressive in terms of the design and
complexity of its architectural and spatial
elements, especially its monumental earthen
platform mounds and sunken circular courts.

Regionally, the cultural developments at Caral were
unprecedented within what is called the Norte Chico or
Near North Coast, which includes four river valleys north
of Lima. The Supe Valley is one of the four and Caral, to
date, is the largest, best planned and most representative
monumental settlement.
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which began the original cultural civilising process that
continued up to the Inca Empire. The use of the quipu for
recording information began in Caral and continued until
the end of the Inca Period.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv).

ICOMOS considers that Caral is the best representation of
Late Archaic architecture and town planning in ancient
Peruvian civilisation. The platform mounds, sunken
circular courts, and urban plan, which developed over
centuries, influenced nearby settlements and subsequently
a large part of the Peruvian coast.

Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the design of the constructed space, the architecture,
the materials and their contexts, as well as the information
about the management of the environment, soils and water,
show the creative genius, the degree of knowledge and
organisational complexity attained by Supe society. In
order to set up this city and its monumental buildings
according to a coordinated design, prior planning, experts
and a centralised government were necessary. The
government, supported by religious coercion, mobilised
enormous numbers of organised labourers.

ICOMOS considers
demonstrated.

that

this

criterion

has

been

Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Caral is an exceptional testimony to the oldest
civilisation in the Americas, which was developed five
thousand years ago, almost simultaneously with the
civilisations of Egypt, India and Mesopotamia. Because of
its great age, the site is a unique laboratory in the Americas
for research into the formation of the state: life in the city;
social hierarchies and distinctions; the roles of trade; and
the importance of religion in social organisation.

The design of the city reflects the ideology of the
population, derived from its world view and its own social
system. In the structures built in the city and on the
surrounding land, the combined application of
contemporary scientific, technological and artistic
expertise can be seen. Research at Caral has changed the
history of urbanism, and since Caral is the oldest centre of
civilisation in the Americas, comparable to the oldest
civilisations identified in the Old World, it has become a
laboratory for one to draw closer, by comparative study, to
the knowledge and understanding of human conduct.

ICOMOS considers that, within the Supe Valley, the cradle
of civilisation in the Americas, Caral is the most highlydeveloped and complex example of settlement within the
civilisation’s formative period (the Late Archaic period).

ICOMOS considers that Caral is the result of practice, a
combination of conscious and unconscious processes in the
context of historically contingent events, which leads to a
particular configuration, and therefore not a masterpiece of
human creative genius, the product of deliberate symbolic
or artistic activity.

ICOMOS considers
demonstrated.

that

this

criterion

has

been

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
demonstrated.
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that, of all the urban settlements identified in the New
World from 3000 to 1800 B.C., Caral is the oldest and the
most outstanding because of its large area (66 ha), its wellplanned design and construction and its architectural
complexity. It has similarities to Maya cities, but it is at
least 3,300 years older.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that in Caral, there is evidence of an exchange of goods
and ideologies between it and societies in different regions
of the north-central area of Peru (coast, Andean highlands
and jungle). There was a sphere of inter-regional
interaction from the Santa Valley in the north to the
Chillón Valley in the south, and between the Pacific Ocean
and the Amazon Basin, in an area measuring 4000 by 300
km during the Late Archaic Period (3000-1800 B.C.).
However, the type of social and political organisation of
these populations and the level of knowledge attained were
projected beyond themselves. Caral’s prestige converted
such organisation and knowledge into an influential model,
parts of which were assumed and continued by other
societies.

ICOMOS considers that Caral is impressive in terms of the
design and complexity of its architectural and spatial
elements, especially its monumental earthen platform
mounds and sunken circular courts, features that were to
dominate a large part of the Peruvian coast for many
centuries.
ICOMOS considers
demonstrated.

that

this

criterion

has

been

ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv) and that the Outstanding
Universal Value has been demonstrated.

Regardless of the diversity in lifestyles, languages and
political entities that existed in the Central Andes, Caral
was present as a sub-stratum for the next four thousand
years, and it may be considered the “mother culture”,
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4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY

ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are environmental pressures, future tourism pressures,
natural disasters and the impact of climate change.

Development pressures
At present, there appear to be few development pressures
as most of the inhabitants of the Supe Valley, and the small
agricultural villages in which they live, do not pose an
immediate threat to Caral and other archaeological sites
within the valley, except for relatively rare cases of
occupation of some of the cultivation terraces near the
archaeological sites. The rare cases of occupation are now
being handled by the Peruvian authorities, and in the case
of illegal occupation of state lands, court action is possible.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The nominated property occupies an area of 626 hectares
with a buffer zone of 14,620 hectares.
The property boundary coincide with the limits legally
approved by the National Institute of Culture (INC), and
the property boundary and buffer zone are clearly
established in official plans and easy to visualise on the site
due to the topography and delimitation of the Supe River
in the northern section.

As to whether any development projects are planned within
the nominated property and its vicinity, a request for
additional information was sent to the State Party by
ICOMOS on 9 December 2008. In the reply to ICOMOS
from the State Party on 27 February 2009, development
projects in the buffer zone and what is called the “shareduse sub-zone” are clearly set out in five distinct categories
of projects (“Lines of action”). The first “Line of action”
contains four identity-related projects; the second “Line of
action” contains three river basin-related management
projects; the third “Line of action” contains two organic
agricultural system-related projects; the fourth “Line of
action” contains eight tourism-related projects; and the
fifth “Line of action” contains six infrastructure- and landuse-related projects. All of these projects appear to be
contained in scale and integrated within the larger context
of protecting and supporting the values of the nominated
property and its buffer zone, including the shared-use subzone.

The property boundary and buffer zone give the site ample
protection and space for the development of supporting
infrastructure, whether for research or for visitors. The
Master Plan for the Integrated Sustainable Development of
Supe and Barranca provide the setting for Caral within a
cultural and natural landscape of great historical value and
scenic beauty.
The property includes sectors where no archaeological
evidence is visible on the surface. These were included to
ensure that potential areas of archaeological importance
were appropriately protected. It is possible, for example,
that such remains as cemeteries may exist beneath the
surface. In general, however, the delimiting of the
archaeological site is defined by the continuity of
archaeological evidence.

Tourism pressures
There is little impact from tourism, although it is
anticipated that, irrespective of the outcome of the
nomination of the property to the World Heritage List,
visitation numbers will increase. Currently, tourism is
well-managed and future planning takes into account an
increase in numbers. Proximity to Lima, and its hotels,
should help to lessen the impact of increased tourist
numbers. However, care must be taken in the design and
placement of any future tourist facilities contiguous to the
site.

The Natural and Cultural Protection Area, which is an
integral part of the Master Plan, contains other important
archaeological sites of the Caral civilisation and these are
delimited and legally protected. This extensive protection
area is clearly marked on maps.
ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property are appropriate.

Environmental pressures

Ownership

Solar radiation, temperature differences and wind laden
with sand are the main causes of structural deterioration,
especially of organic materials. In regard to rain, the El
Nino phenomenon presents a significant risk.

The land is largely state property and is under the
protection of the INC. More specifically, 5,864,293.82 m2
are owned by the state and 399,349.18 m2 are the property
of 18 farmers. To ensure preservation of the Caral site,
land-use restrictions are registered on land ownership titles.
In addition, there are six plots of farmed land without title
holders and this situation is being addressed by regulations
regarding agricultural and housing uses.

Natural disasters
Earthquakes have been a problem since the construction of
the site. In fact, the Peruvian coast has suffered a series of
major earthquakes over the last five thousand years and the
site is located in what is called the Pacific Ring of Fire.

Protection

Impact of climate change

As already stated, both the property and the buffer zone are
within the Master Plan area.

The major impact could be the intensification of the El
Nino phenomenon.
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Legal Protection

Conservation

According to By Law No. 28296, the Republic of Peru is
the owner of the nation’s cultural heritage; by resolution,
under the INC, sites are declared Cultural Heritage of the
Nation. Caral and Chupacigarro were declared as such
under National Directorial Resolution No. 720 18/INC
(August 1, 2002).

Inventories, recording, research

The INC also issues resolutions regarding the approval of
parametric plans of delimitation and demarcation of
archaeological sites. The most relevant resolution is
National Directorial Resolution No. 645/INC (August 27,
2003), which gives approval of the plan of the Caral
archaeological site. It also stipulates that any work project
that may affect or alter the landscape of the site must be
approved by the INC.

Of particular interest is the use of GIS for registration and
documentation. A topographic survey of all archaeological
structures has been undertaken, and plans recording
interventions have been digitalised and geo-referenced. As
a result it is possible to follow interventions at both the
micro and macro levels.

Other important legislation includes:

Given its relatively recent discovery and excavation, the
site is generally well conserved. However, the partial
collapse of terraces and the loss of wall foundations in a
number of structures pose structural problems. Another
problem, perhaps less severe, is the ongoing deterioration
of surface plastering. The first two problems require
stabilisation, while the last problem requires on-going
attention. All three problem areas are being addressed.







Archaeological investigation, including the documentation
process and conservation of objects and archaeological
evidence, has been carried out within a framework of
international best practice.

Present state of conservation

Supreme Decree No. 003-2003-ED (February 10,
2003), which creates the Caral-Supe Special
Archaeological Project (PEACS) as an executing unit
of INC. This grants PEACS administrative, financial
and scientific autonomy, among other things.
National Directorial Resolution No. 688/INC (May 25,
2005), which approves the Master Plan as an
instrument for regulating and planning the sustainable
development of the Supe Valley and the Province of
Barranca.
National Directorial Resolution No. 689/INC (May 25,
2005), which entrusts PEACS with the competences
and attributions of INC for the purposes of protection,
conservation,
research,
value
enhancement,
dissemination, and promotion of the cultural heritage
and of the archaeological sites located in the area
covered by the Caral Master Plan, which includes the
valleys of a number of river basins, including Supe.

Since no information was given in the nomination dossier
regarding future excavation plans, the State Party was
asked by ICOMOS on 9 December 2008 to supply
information as to how excavation in the future will be
balanced with the protection and care of currently revealed
archaeological remains. In the reply to ICOMOS from the
State Party on 27 February 2009, the following information
was supplied:
Caral-Supe Special Archaeological Project (PEACS) has
made the decision not to continue to expose quincha
(wattle-and-daub) architecture; once the period has been
researched and the design of the construction phase
identified, quincha (wattle-and-daub) architecture will be
buried or reburied.

Significantly, and in addition to the above, the Republic of
Peru has promulgated Law No. 28690 (March 18, 2006),
“which declares of preferential public need the registration,
research, conservation, value enhancement, recording,
protection, preservation, and guardianship of the heritage
of the archaeological site of Caral….” It also stipulates that
PEACS is responsible for carrying out a Master Plan for
the Supe Valley.

In addition, since the objective of the archaeological digs is
to understand the construction sequence and function of
structures, once research and documentation have been
completed, decisions will be made regarding the relevance
of each building to “reading” the site. It is at this point that
decisions regarding the burial/reburial of individual
elements will be made.

Traditional Protection
A traditional system of protection does not exist, although
PEACS is indirectly creating a system through related
educational projects.

However, ICOMOS notes that there is no indication as to
how long the excavated quincha will be exposed and there
is no information regarding the decision-making process as
to which buildings/structures should remain exposed for
visitors and the basis for such decision-making.

Effectiveness of protection measures
The protection measures appear to be appropriate, effective
and comprehensive.

ICOMOS noticed also that the site was inscribed on the
2002 World Monuments Watch list of 100 most
endangered sites for one year. The State Party explained
that due to the limited budget available at that time, it was
decided to call the attention of the local and international
community. This listing led the Peruvian government
granting funds for the recording, research, investigation
conservation and presentation of the site.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate.
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Active Conservation measures

Management

Active conservation measures have two objectives: to
stabilise structures in order to prevent further deterioration;
and to rescue the original design of buildings and
structures. PEACS maintains that only anastylosis and
reintegration is carried out in the restoration of the walls
and platforms of pyramids. However, the interpretation of
these works has varied according to the professionals
involved in the work, and in some cases, new materials, in
addition to those used for mortar, have been used. The
latter approach, which is closer to reconstruction, raises the
question about how minimum intervention is defined.

Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

The administration of the site and associated projects of
investigation and restoration are the responsibility of the
Caral-Supe Special Archaeological Project (PEACS). As
previously mentioned, this state entity was created by
decree and operates under the National Institute of Culture
(INC), the official institution responsible for the nation’s
cultural heritage. PEACS operates autonomously in the
areas of administration, finance, and scientific matters. The
INC must approve the structure of PEACS as well as all
archaeological projects, and associated reports, carried out
at Caral and other Supe Valley sites.

Although the conservation of quincha construction is
mentioned in the nomination dossier, more information
was needed on the conservation initiatives directly related
to such construction. Accordingly, the State Party was
asked by ICOMOS on 9 December 2008 to explain what
specific measures are being taken now, and will be taken in
the future, to protect this kind of construction. In the reply
of the State Party to ICOMOS on 27 February 2009, the
following information was provided:

Numerous regulations control the areas of financial
management, acquisitions and services, and resources.
Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
The Master Plan of the Supe Valley and the Management
Plan of Caral are two different but complimentary
instruments for territorial administration. The PEACS
established as its first strategy the integral development of
the Supe Valley, in such a way as to achieve the protection
of the archaeological sites of the valley and integrate them
to the economic and cultural development of the local
population, in coordination with community authorities
and municipalities. For this it drew up the Master Plan.
Subsequently it worked on the Management Plan for the
Sacred City of Caral.

The exposed quincha, when loose, is fixed by injections of
clay (barbotine) containing no other ingredients. If there is
evidence of salts on exterior wall faces, desalinization is
carried out by applying poultices saturated with alcohol
and distilled water. More importantly, PEACS has decided
not to continue to expose quincha architecture once it has
been studied and recorded.
Active preventive conservation objectives have three goals:
avoid solar radiation; minimise wind erosion; and
minimise sand movement. The related measures include
low stone walls, vertical netting and tree hedges. The
removal of surface salts appears to be an on-going task.

PEACS is responsible for leading the implementation of
the Master Plan of the Supe Valley, a plan that has been
drawn up with the participation of local inhabitants and the
involvement of municipal authorities and different
ministries.

Maintenance
Site maintenance activities are not described, but the
ICOMOS evaluation mission found that the property is
well-maintained.

The anticipated Management Plan for Caral will describe
the site in detail, including the buffer zone, establish
management objectives, identify threats, and indicate
management principles for archaeological investigation,
conservation, site interpretation, land management and
relationships with neighbouring populations and
authorities. It will also list major projects that it hopes to
carry out.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
It is probably too soon to assess the effectiveness of the
measures, although rigorous and regular monitoring with
comprehensive indicators should be able to alert staff to
potential problems.

The Management Plan for Caral divides the property into
four management zones:

ICOMOS considers that the conservation of the property is
generally good, although there is concern about the high
level of intervention in some of the restoration work.
ICOMOS would be pleased to receive further information
on the timetable for the burial or reburial of quincha
(wattle-and-daub) architecture and regarding the decisionmaking process as to which buildings and structures should
remain exposed for visitors and the basis for such decisionmaking.
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Intangible Monumental Zone (structures and
archaeological elements);
Special
Treatment
Archaeological
Zone
(archaeological evidence and controlled agricultural
activity);
Shared Use Zone (traditional agricultural activity); and
Landscape Reserve Zone (archaeological evidence and
natural environment).

Since only a preliminary version of the Management Plan
for the Sacred City of Caral is included in the dossier,
ICOMOS, in the letter to the State Party on 9 December
2008, requested information regarding the adoption and
implementation of the Management Plan. In its reply to
ICOMOS on 27 February 2009, the State Party reminded
ICOMOS that the first Management Plan was approved
within the framework of Supreme Decree No. 003-2003ED and that this decree was ratified by Peruvian Congress
Law No. 28690. However, as conveyed by the State Party
in its 27 February 2009 reply, it is only with the
modification of the Management Plan at the end of 2008,
that there are regulations to guarantee the preservation and
conservation of the Sacred City of Caral-Supe.

INC, although these do not seem to compromise the
government’s support of the nomination of Caral.
ICOMOS considers that the management system for the
property is adequate and is especially supportive of the
Master Plan and its objectives. A recently modified
Management Plan (as of late 2008) and a tourism
development plan study were submitted by the State Party.
ICOMOS recommends that the current funding levels from
the national government be maintained, if not increased.
6. MONITORING
Monitoring is focused on discrete architectural and
structural elements, such as the mud and stone walls
associated with platforms, walls of organic material, the
double-faced stone walls or floors and fireplaces.
Indicators include alignment measures, displacement of
material and/or loss of material. Elements are checked, and
the results recorded, every two or six months. The
administrative arrangements for monitoring the site are
under an INC unit.

In regard to visitor management and presentation, there is a
controlled entrance, sensitively designed reception
facilities for visitors, a system of trained group guides and
rock-lined site paths, with discrete signage.
Within the reception facilities, which include visitor
services, the history and values of the site are presented.
Responding to a request for tourism management policies
by ICOMOS on 9 December 2009, the State Party on 27
February 2009 submitted a study entitled Plan for the
Development of Tourism for the Archaeological Site of
Caral and the Supe valley (a 58-page study). The State
Party also submitted, as mentioned above, the recently
modified Management Plan (as of late 2008), which
includes four sections on tourism policy – interpretation,
adaptations to accommodate tourism, handling visitors,
and safety and surveillance.

In addition to on-site monitoring on a regular basis, yearly
reports are sent to INC. A series of technical reports have
also been prepared on the conservation and restoration
work of a number of buildings.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the site is
satisfactory.
7. CONCLUSIONS

Risk preparedness

Although Caral is nominated for its significance as an
archaeological site, it has been framed within the landscape
context within the Supe Valley. This integration of a site
with its greater context is commendable.

Given the risk of earthquake, due to the location of the site
within the Pacific Ring of Fire, conservation and
restoration work has included the stabilisation of platforms
and walls.
There are plans to carry out an evaluation of the structural
stability of the site with support from the Japan-Peru
Center for Earthquake Engineering Research and Disaster
Mitigation (CISMID).

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the Sacred City of Caral-Supe,
Peru, be inscribed on the World Heritage List on the basis
of criteria (ii), (iii) and (iv).

Involvement of the local communities

Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value

Community involvement is being promoted through
involvement with Supe Valley development projects.

The Sacred City of Caral-Supe is the birthplace of
civilisation in the Americas. As a fully developed sociopolitical state, it is remarkable for its complexity and its
impact on developing settlements throughout the Supe
Valley and beyond. Its early use of the quipu as a recording
device is considered of great significance.

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
Some 250 staff is employed by PEACS and approximately
one half of the staff is employed at Caral, including 10
archaeologists, 71 excavations personnel, 29 conservation
personnel, 12 administrators and two guards. Most of the
operating budget comes from the national government,
although other monies flow from self-generated income.

The design of both the architectural and spatial
components of the city is masterful, and the monumental
platform mounds and recessed circular courts are powerful
and influential expressions of a consolidated state.

Effectiveness of current management

Criterion (ii): Caral is the best representation of Late
Archaic architecture and town planning in ancient Peruvian
civilisation. The platform mounds, sunken circular courts,
and urban plan, which developed over centuries,
influenced nearby settlements and subsequently a large
part of the Peruvian coast.

PEACS is well administered with adequate financing from
the national government, and this financing, along with
other sources, has increased each year over the past four
years. There are administrative issues between PEACS and
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Criterion (iii): Within the Supe Valley, the cradle of
civilisation in the Americas, Caral is the most highlydeveloped and complex example of settlement within the
civilisation’s formative period (the Late Archaic period).
Criterion (iv): Caral is impressive in terms of the design
and complexity of its architectural and spatial elements,
especially its monumental earthen platform mounds and
sunken circular courts, features that were to dominate a
large part of the Peruvian coast for many centuries.
Caral meets the requirements for authenticity and integrity,
and the requirements for protection.
The management system in place is adequate, and a
recently modified Management Plan (as of late 2008) has
been implemented. The modified plan includes regulations
to guarantee the preservation and conservation of the
property.
Furthermore, ICOMOS recommends that the State Party
give consideration to the following points:
•

Clarifying the acceptable level(s) of intervention
for consolidating archaeological structures and
once clarified, developing detailed guidelines for
such intervention(s);

•

Providing further information on the timetable for
the burial or reburial of quincha (wattle-and-daub)
architecture and regarding the decision-making
process as to which buildings and structures should
remain exposed for visitors and the basis for such
decision-making.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

View of the Supe Valley

The Great Pyramid and its circular plaza

The Round Altar Pyramid

The Small Pyramid
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2. Refers the proposed modification to the boundary of the
Natural and Cultural Heritage of the Ohrid Region,
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, back to the State
Party for reconsideration;

Ohrid Region (FYR of Macedonia)
No 99

3. Requests the State Party (following the IUCN
evaluation) to consider realigning the boundary of the
property, preferably along topographic or other features
recognisable in the field, to include all of Galičica
National Park and other critical areas, and creating an
appropriate buffer zone to protect the catchment of Lake
Ohrid;

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Former
Yugoslav
Macedonia

Republic

of

4. Notes the ICOMOS evaluation recommending approval
of the minor modification of boundary under cultural
criteria for the Natural and Cultural Heritage of the Ohrid
Region, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia;

Name of property: Natural and Cultural Heritage of the
Ohrid Region
Inscription:

5. Encourages the States Parties of the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia and Albania to cooperate towards
a transboundary extension of the property to include the
Albanian part of Lake Ohrid and its watershed to
strengthen the values and integrity of the property;

1979-1980

Brief Description:
Situated on the shores of Lake Ohrid, the town of Ohrid is
one of the oldest human settlements in Europe. Built
mainly between the 7th and 19th centuries, it has the oldest
Slav monastery (St Pantelejmon) and more than 800
Byzantine-style icons dating from the 11th to the end of the
14th century. After those of the Tretiakov Gallery in
Moscow, this is considered to be the most important
collection of icons in the world.

6. Requests the State Party to submit a detailed scaled map
and figures for the area of the property by 1 February
2009.
On 30th January 2009, the State Party re-submitted the
same modifications, with a request that the Committee
reconsider their decision. Also submitted was a detailed
map, further justification for the proposed boundary and an
explanation as to why a major modification to extend the
boundary to cover the whole Galičica National Park and
other critical areas, and the creation of an appropriate
buffer zone to protect the catchment of Lake Ohrid was not
in their view feasible.

2. ISSUES RAISED
Background
In 2007 the State Party asked the Ministry of Environment
to establish an inter-ministerial expert commission to
define the boundaries of the property. The commission
included representatives of the Department of Nature,
Division of Natural Heritage, Ministry of Culture,
Administration of Cultural Heritage, and the State Agency
on Geodetic Affairs. Through field work and analysis of
cultural heritage and archaeological sites, a logical
boundary for the property was delineated.

Modification
The State Party is suggesting a new boundary for the
property, based on the survey work carried by the expert
Commission. This new boundary is overall slightly smaller
than the inscribed boundary. To the north and west the
boundary is slightly reduced; to the east the boundary is in
part reduced and elsewhere slightly increased, particularly
to the south where it joins the land border with Albania.
The area within the new boundary is 83.350 ha and a
scaled map has been provided.

This proposed boundary was considered by the Committee
at its 32nd session in 2008 (Quebec City). ICOMOS in
principle recommended approval, whereas IUCN requested
the State Party to consider a more major enlargement of the
boundary to encompass the whole Galičica National Park.

The proposals put forward are a rationalisation of the
original boundary so that it better reflects the attributes of
the property.

The Committee referred the proposed modification back to
the State Party for reconsideration (Decision 32 COM
8B.49):

In its 2008 submission, the State Party indicated that the
expert studies so far undertaken will form the basis for the
development of a Management Plan for the property by the
end of 2009 at the latest. In its re-submission, the State
Party confirms that work has started and that a draft Plan
will be submitted for review at the end of 2009.

The World Heritage Committee,
1.
Having
examined
Documents
WHC08/32.COM/8B.Add, WHC-08/32.COM/INF.8B1.Add and
WHC-08/32.COM/INF.8B2,

On the request for the State Party to cooperate with the
State Party of Albania on the possibility of a transboundary
nomination of Lake Ohrid, it is reported that negotiation
procedures have been initiated.
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3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
As in its 2008 evaluation, ICOMOS supported the rationale
for defining the boundary on the basis of detailed mapping
of the attributes of the property and reiterates this support
for the re-submitted proposal.
ICOMOS notes that negotiations have been initiated with
the State Party of Albania on the issue of a possible transboundary nomination of Lake Ohrid. ICOMOS considers
that such a trans-boundary nomination should be for a
mixed property, as is the existing property, and therefore
urges consideration of the cultural aspects of the Albanian
lake shore.
ICOMOS recommends that the proposed boundary for the
World Heritage Site of Natural and Cultural Heritage of
the Ohrid Region, Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, be approved.

2

Map showing the revised boundaries of the property

•
Gather existing research on Loropéni and ruin
sin the wider Lobi area to strengthen understanding of the
relationship between Loropéni and other fortified
settlements in the Lobi area;

Ruins of Loropéni (Burkina Faso)
No 1225

•
Formulate a detailed project to stabilise the
walls of the Loropéni ruin and suggest how this might be
funded.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:
The Ruins of Loropéni
Location:

The World Heritage Committee adopted the following
decision (30 COM 8B.31):

Province of Poni

The World Heritage Committee,

Brief description:

1.
Having
examined
Documents
06/30.COM/8B and WHC-06/30.COM/INF.8B.1,

The imposing, tall, laterite stone walls, up to six metres in
height, surrounding a large abandoned settlement near
Loropéni are the best preserved of ten similar fortresses in
the Lobi area, part of a larger group of around a hundred
stone-built enclosures. They appear to reflect the power
and influence of the trans-Saharan gold trade and its links
with the Atlantic coast. Recent excavations have provided
radio-carbon dates suggesting the walled enclosure at
Loropéni dates back at least to the 11th century AD.

2.
Refers the nomination of the Ruins of Loropéni,
Burkina Faso, back to the State Party in order to:

The Loropéni fortress was probably built by Lohron or
Koulango peoples, who controlled the extraction and the
transformation of gold. They are the ancestors of the
present day Touna chiefs. The area is now mostly occupied
by Gan (in the West) and Lobi (in the East).

a)

Explore further the values and significance of
the site through surveys and targeted
excavations of the ruins and their hinterland, to
establish the role and function of Loropéni and
its association with trade across the Sahara and
towards the West African coast;

b)

Gather existing research on Loropéni and ruins
in the wider Lobi area to strengthen
understanding of the relationship between
Loropéni and other fortified settlements in the
Lobi area;

c)

Formulate a detailed project to stabilize the
walls of the Loropéni ruin and suggest how this
might be funded.

Category of property:
In terms of the categories of cultural property set out in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
site.

3.
Recognizes that it is desirable that the Advisory
Bodies and the World Heritage Centre assist the State
Party in undertaking the tasks mentioned in paragraph 2
above.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

9 April 1996

4.
Invites the State Party to submit an international
assistance request to support the work required and to
provide the information requested.

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund
for preparing the Nomination:
5 April 2004
9 March 2007
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

WHC-

On 23 January 2009, the State Party submitted
supplementary information demonstrating how the
requests of the Committee had been met. This information
is incorporated into this report.

31 January 2005
23 January 2009

Background: This is a referred back nomination (30 COM,
Vilnius, 2006).

Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Archaeological Heritage
Management.

A first nomination dossier for The Ruins of Loropéni was
examined by the World Heritage Committee at its 30th
session (Vilnius, 2006). At the time, ICOMOS
recommended to defer the examination of the nomination
in order to allow the State Party to:

Literature consulted (selection):
Savonnet, G., “Le paysan Gan et l’archéologie ou Inventaire
partiel des ruines de pierres du pays lobi-gan (Burkina et Côte
d’Ivoire)”, Cahiers des Sciences Humaines (ORSTOM), vol 22,
1986.

•
Explore further the values and significance of
the site through surveys and targeted excavations of the
ruins and their hinterland, to establish the role and
function of Loropéni and its association with trade across
the Sahara and towards the West African coast;

Père, Madeleine, Le royaume Gan d’Obiré, Introduction à
l’histoire et à l’anthropologie du Burkina-Faso, Paris, 2005.
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Technical Evaluation Mission: 19-26 September 2005. As
this is a referred back nomination, no further mission has
been undertaken.

together the archaeological results, a trawl of previous
descriptions from the early 20th century, other published
information and oral history.

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: None

Excavation finds including coal and pottery made it
possible to establish the first references for the dating of
the site. Results of radiocarbon dating indicate the
structure was in place in the 11th century and flourishing
from the 14th to the 17th century which gives the site a
much longer history than had been previously suspected.

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 march 2009
2. THE PROPERTY

The finding of the superimposition of certain structures
proves several periods of use and several modifications in
the plan. It is still not possible to know precisely how the
building was used and associations with the gold trade
were not proved by the excavations but nevertheless they
remain a strong assumption – see history below. A
programme of further excavations is planned.

Description
The almost square Ruins of Loropéni encompass a large
settlement some 2 km to the north west of Loropéni, in the
comparatively flat landscape near Gaoua in the south-west
of Burkina Faso, near the borders with Togo and Ghana.
The nominated area covers the walls and the space within,
some 105 by 106 metres, an area of 11,130 sq metres. The
site is surrounded by a large buffer zone of arable and
forest land between the roads from Loropéni to Banfora in
the west and to Obiré in the north-west, in all extending to
278.40ha. The ruins are one of over a hundred in the area
and the best preserved.

The site consists of:

The site is overgrown, which gives it an area of mystery
added to by legends which explain its abandonment. At the
time of the original nomination it was stated that ‘there
was no certainty over its history; the settlement has not
been recently excavated and oral and written traditions
have so far proved inconclusive. The debate it was said
continues as to whether the ruins were associated with the
Gan people or perhaps the Koulango who preceded them
in this area’.

- Remains in the buffer zone;

- External walls;
- Remains of internal partition walls;
- Traces of buildings within the walls;

- Associations with the gold trade.
These are considered in turn:
External walls
The Ruins of Loropéni are part of a complex of over 100
ruins in an area known today as Lobi country distributed
between Burkina Faso, Ghana and the Ivory Coast. These
ruins are divided into two principal groups, one with
circular plans, and the other with square or rectangular
plans. The circular ruins were initially thought to be the
older and were identified with Koulango people, whereas
those of square form were thought to be more recent and
related to the Gan people who moved into the area and
displaced the Koulango. However recent investigations
have challenged this thesis.

It was further stated that ‘Whoever built this settlement,
and many others in the area, seem to have been involved in
the southern part of the trade in gold from the gold fields
in Ghana to the Sahelian towns of Mopti, Djenné,
Timbuktu. The fortifications may reflect conflict between
states controlling the gold trade and the predations of slave
traders from the south’.
The ICOMOS evaluation report suggested that
archaeological excavations could provide evidence to help
understand the genesis of the ruins. In the intervening two
and a half years a major interdisciplinary research project
has considered the archaeological, oral history, historical
and botanical associations of Loropéni and its associated
stone structures. This work was undertaken under the
supervision of the Ministry of Culture and executed by a
scientific team under the supervision and the coordination
of Professor Jean-Baptiste Kiéthéga of the University of
Ouagadougou. Although the team considered that the time
allowed for the research was too little in relation to the
task, the work has allowed a better understanding of the
genesis of the structure, its development, later use and
possible connections to the gold trade. Excavation took
place over 45 days. 11 small discrete areas within the
enclosure were identified for excavation and all but two
were explored.

The majority of the ruins display only vestiges of what
once existed, with walls seldom higher than a metre.
Around Loropéni there are ten fortresses of a similar type.
The Ruins of Loropéni are the best preserved with the
principal external walls rising in place up to 6 metres in
height. The site is called Kpõkayãga by Gan people, which
means "the house of refusal" apparently reflecting the
rejection of the site, following the premature death of a
ruler who lived in this fortified settlement. Because of this,
it has remained abandoned and unexploited and as a result
its archaeology is probably intact. This is in drastic
contrast to many of the other sites which have continued to
be used as dwellings or for cultivation.
At Loropéni, the ruins are almost square in plan with the
lengths of the peripheral walls varying between 105 and
106 m. They enclose an area of approximately 11,130
square metres. Around 80% of the external walls survive
rising to some 6 metres in height. The thickness of the

Overall a synthesis has been provided of the current state
of knowledge of the history and use of the ruins, drawing
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stones some 1km long. A few have domestic remains such
as grind-stones, and there is also evidence of iron working
and stone quarrying. These remains were surveyed as part
of the recent project. Some could be precursors of the
principal ruins.

walls varies considerably from 1.40 metres at the base to
between 25 and 30 cm at the apex. The walls when built
seem to have been almost perfectly rectilinear.
Irregularities are now visible due to the impact of trees and
settlement of the ground. The wall corners are of rounded
form, inside as well as out. There is no convincing sign of
any access gate.

The continuation of survey work and targeted excavations
could make it possible to better understand the geophysical
and historical context of these constructions and provide
dateable evidence in order to establish whether or not there
is a possible connection with the principal ruins.

The walls are built of shaped, rounded, or occasionally
ovoid stones, laid in a mud mortar, strengthened with shea
honey and butter. On the lower inner and outer faces the
stones are laid in courses with a rubble core. The top parts
of the walls are made of shaped rubble alone, a technique
known as bauge. In places small pieces of ceramic have
been inserted in the mortar. There is evidence that the
faces of the walls were plastered both inside and out.

Associations with the gold trade
Lobi country is at the centre of a series of gold bearing
seams which were exploited from the 15th and 16th
centuries. Gold mines are known along the length of River
Mouhoun (formerly known as the Black Volta River) from
those of Ashanti in the south of Ghana, through the Baoulé
country in the south-west of Côte d’Ivoire to Poura in the
north of Lobi country.

The materials were probably extracted not far from the
enclosure. The blocks of stones could have been cut from
the many outcrops of laterite near the enclosure, in the
East and the South. Two places of possible extraction were
identified in the recent survey, one to the West, and the
other to the East of the ruin.

It is however extremely probable that this exploitation
could go back to an earlier period since the populations of
Nabé, Lorhon and Koulango who exploited gold in the
area had previously worked in the area of Kong (to the
south-west of Loropéni in northern Ivory Coast) in the 10th
and 11th centuries.

Remains of internal partition walls
Within the external walls are the remains of two main
dividing walls running in parallel across the space.
Although metal objects were recovered in the northern part
of the site, no metal objects were found in the southern
compartment. It is suggested that if more complete
excavations confirmed this difference, it could be possible
to speculate that this southern compartment, separated
from the northern compartment by a wall as high as that of
the perimeter wall, could, at least for a period of time, have
been the dwelling place of slaves.

The Lorhon were goldsmiths who transformed the gold
into jewellery. The Lorhon seemed to have moved into the
area after the fall of the Songhai Empire (whose capital
was Gao), and the exhaustion of earlier gold mines in other
areas.

Traces of buildings within the walls

The recent inter-disciplinary project has allowed a
reassessment of the history of Loropéni. This has pushed
much further back the date of its construction from around
the 17th century to at least the 11th century AD and
disassociated it from the Gan people, mentioned in the
previous evaluation report.

History and development

Within the three compartments created by the dividing
walls can be seen traces of about twenty rectilinear
structures, also with rounded corners. In some places their
walls rise to 3 metres; elsewhere they can only be traced at
ground level.

Indeed in spite of the many writings on these ruins since
the beginning of the 20th century, no serious archaeological
investigations have been undertaken to support
information from oral traditions and the other documentary
sources. The recent targeted excavations were to thus able
to start to bridge this gap.

In several places can be discerned groups of
compartments, an ‘open’ compartment having of three
surrounding walls between two closed structures, with no
apparent door.
The recent excavations attempted to find the doorway to
the complex but it was not possibly to identify formally a
way-in. The possibility of ladder access, as still exists in
certain local traditional buildings, will be investigated in
the future. Similarly the excavations failed to identify a
water supply.

It is necessary to locate the construction of the Loropéni
ruins in the geopolitical context of the sub-Saharan
kingdoms. They appeared after the fall of the first empires
of Ghana, Mali, and Songhai, when there were migrations
of gold miners and goldsmiths into the Lobi area, and well
before the development to the south of the Akan
kingdoms, such as the powerful Ashanti kingdom, which
caused migrations to the north as people fled slave hunters.
Around Lobi country are the remains of many gold mines
such as Werimitangna, close to Loropéni.

The excavations did make it possible to highlight the role
of certain buildings as dwellings, as spaces were identified
as being rooms, stores or kitchens.
Remains in the Buffer zone

The gold bearing region was connected by caravans to the
large commercial cites to the north on the river Niger, such
as Djénné, Mopti and Timbuktu and from there across the

Within the buffer zone are several remains of buildings,
both circular and rectangular, one site linked to a row of
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of a few years duration to elucidate better the function, use
and historical context of the ruins.

Sahara to north Africa., It was probably later that the gold
was traded south to the Atlantic coast. Lobi country is
crossed by the north-south Mopti - Sore-Dioulasso – Kong
route, and the east-southwest route from Ouagadougou,
through Boromo, Diébougou, Gaoua, to Bondoukou.

The Ruins of Loropéni values
The values of the property are related to the way they
represent the distinctive fortified structures of the area and
their presumed association with the trans-Saharan gold
trade.

The ruins have long been associated with the gold trade
but the evidence for this is circumstantial. It is suggested
that such large and fortified structures need to be
associated with defending a high value product and the
need to house labour. The southern enclose could have
been used for slaves or miners at the gold mines. However
no direct evidence for gold or for the use of the southern
enclosure was forthcoming from the recent excavations.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity

Most oral traditions collected since the “discovery” of the
ruins in 1902 indicate the Koulango people as builders of
fortresses in the area, as well as in Burkina Faso in Ivory
Coast. However, the most recent research shows that the
Koulango were preceded by Lorhon and Nabé peoples
who migrated south into the area and were known to be in
the area of Kong, from the 10th century.

Although the precise history of Loropéni ruins is only
recently coming into focus through the recent research
programme, and their functions still remains in part
speculative, the integrity of the monument in terms of its
status as the largest and best preserved fortified settlement
is satisfactory.

The Gan, who have been attributed as being the builders of
the ruins, simply re-used them from the end of the 17th
century when they left the territory of current Ghana to
escape oppression from the Ashanti. At around the same
time the focus of gold production moved south to the
Ashanti area and the gold trade declined around the Lobi
area. With its decline the fortified buildings were
abandoned to be re-colonised by the Gan.

In time as more evidence emerges, it may be necessary to
consider whether a larger area could encompass more of
the attributes that are linked to its use, function and
history.
Without knowing the precise history or function of the
ruins, it is not possible to say whether sufficient has been
preserved to demonstrate how the totality of the original
structures were used. Nor is it possible to say whether the
fortified enclosure on its own without structures in its
hinterland demonstrates adequately its use and function.

This is contrary to the work of Madeleine Père, recently
published posthumously, who maintained that the
Loropéni settlement would have been built by Tokpã
Farma, ninth king of the dynasty of Gan, towards the end
of his life with the aim of transferring the capital to it from
Obiré. This project apparently did not meet with the
approval of the ancestors and he died three years later.
This explains the name ‘Kpôkayâga’, the house of the
refusal, by which the site is known. In the previous report
it was stated that not all local historians and archaeologists
accept the attributions of the ruins to the Gan. It was
suggested that archaeological excavations could provide
evidence to help understand the genesis of the ruins and
this indeed has been the case.

Authenticity
The authenticity of the stone walls as ruins is not in doubt.
ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have been met.

Comparative analysis
Many large towns, such as Kano and Zaria in what is now
Nigeria, had impressive walls but these were largely built
of mud bricks, albeit sometimes on a stone foundation. To
the south of Loropéni, the Notse kingdom in what is now
northern Togo was said to be a collection of walled
settlements under one ruler. Elsewhere in West Africa, the
slave trade produced the need for forts for housing
columns of slaves as they travelled to the coast. Some
fortified enclosures have been associated with this activity.

Certain versions of oral tradition record that the
quadrangular ramparts were initially built, then the interior
partitions and finally the buildings. Observation of the
junction between the walls corroborates this assertion.
Recent studies and excavations have revealed evidence for
use over a long duration and with possible discontinuities,
or even periods of abandonment. Certain zones present
several coats of plaster (up to five perfectly distinct
layers), and the mortar in the external walls shows clearly
several repairs. The higher levels from the excavation
show a poverty of finds suggesting that the places could
have been looted. Loropéni seems to have fallen out of use
in the early to mid 19th century and before colonial times.
The trees growing out of the ruins confirm this timescale.

Within West Africa, fortifications around towns and
villages became widespread in the 19th century, reflecting
the insecurity that pervaded much of the continent south of
the Sahara at that time. Many were built of vegetable
materials and few of these fortifications have survived in
anything like their original form. Loropéni and the cluster
of ruins in Lobi country are unusual in being built of stone;
Loropéni in particular stands out in having such a large
percentage of its walls surviving to almost full height.
Some of the hundred or so ruins in Lobi country or

The recent research has provided some enlightenment, but
more work is needed. The conclusion of the archaeological
report is that it is necessary to set up a research programme
6

•

rectangular in form, others are circular. It is not clear how
these two groups relate to each other.
Taking Africa as a whole, the best known walled site is
Great Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe, whose stone remains were
inscribed on the World Heritage list in 1986. Great
Zimbabwe together with its successor Khami, also
inscribed in 1986, and its precursor Mapungubwe,
inscribed in 2003, are valued not just as fortifications but
also for what they reflect in terms of the social
organisations of large city states.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of criteria (ii) and
(iv).

In terms of nominating Loropéni as the most outstanding
example of the complex of stone ruins in the area, many of
the extant remains have been surveyed by Henri Labouret
(1920), George Savonnet (1986) and Paul Raymaekers
(1996) and typologies have been drawn up which take
account of the forms, dimensions, materials and
techniques. However it is estimated that as many as 200
enclosures might have survived in Burkina Faso and across
the border in Ivory Coast. It is also acknowledged that an
inventory of these ruins is far from complete. Nevertheless
they do appear to reflect a very specific sub-regional
culture of which the enclosure of Loropéni is one of the
largest quadrangular enclosures and considered to be the
best preserved.

In the previous evaluation ICOMOS considered that
without further knowledge it was not possible to say with
certainty how the ruins relate to the formation of kingdoms
in the area or their relationships with the gold or slave
trade and thus the justification for the criteria could not be
properly assessed. The recent research programme has
allowed a fuller justification for the criteria to be
suggested.
Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for the World Heritage list.

The State Party justifies this criterion on the basis that The
Ruins of Loropéni testify to the strong development of the
gold trade and the paramount importance of gold
extraction from the 11th century. Trade route connected the
gold bearing zones to the large commercial cities of the
loop of Niger and to North Africa. The insecurity and
covetousness generated by this trade led to the
development of strengthened and increasingly imposing
human settlements.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
In the original nomination, the justification put forward by
the State Party indicated that the Ruins of Loropéni were
seen as an important witness of the development of
kingdoms in the area of Lobi during 17th and 18th
centuries. They are associated with ‘the exploitation of
gold in the area and with its trade between the coast and
the Sahel and across the Sahara Desert to North Africa.
The imposing ruins testify to the strong climate of
insecurity which reigned in the area at that time. The Ruins
of Loropéni are also proof of the endogenous capacity of
African people to develop elaborate technical solutions and
to set up complex organizational structures. Difficulty in
interpreting oral traditions for the Ruins of Lobi in general
and of those of Loropéni in particular, mean that the
mystery of the Ruins of Loropéni persists’.

ICOMOS considers that although what has been suggested
can be supported this does not justify this criterion which
needs to show how the property reflects an interchange of
ideas over a wide area. In the current state of knowledge,
although the gold extraction led to diffusion of ideas, it is
not clear how this related to structures.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.

As a result of the recent programme of investigation the
justification has been updated.
The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
•

The construction of the fortress dates back to well
before the arrival of Europeans in Africa. This place
is essential and irrefutable proof of the capacity of
African people and specifically the Nabé, Lorhon,
Koulango, and Touna, to use the materials available
in their environment, in a judicious way to develop
elaborate technical solutions to meet particular
needs.

This criterion was not suggested by the State Party.
However ICOMOS considers that Loropéni can be seen as
the best preserved example of a phenomenon of fortified
settlements in a wide part of West Africa, linked to the
tradition of gold mining, which seems to have persisted
through at least seven centuries. Loropéni, given its size
and scope reflects a type of structure quite different from
the walled towns of what is now Nigeria, or the cities of
the upper reaches of the river Niger which flourished as
part of the empires of Ghana, Mali and Songhai. It thus can
be seen as an exceptional testimony to the settlement
response generated by the gold trade.

The Ruins of Loropéni, dating from the 11th century,
reflect the development and exploitation of gold in
West Africa in connection with the increasingly
flourishing trade between the large cities of the
Sahel (Sore-Dioulasso) and the loop of Niger
(Djénné, Mopti, Timbuktu) and, beyond, towards
North Africa.
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ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.

Natural disasters

Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

The greatest natural disaster risks are from fires and
flooding.
Impact of climate change

The State Party justifies this criterion on the basis that The
Ruins of Loropéni are the most imposing and best
preserved vestige of the impressive typology of the
fortresses which have been identified in the area, created by
the Nabé, Lorhon, Koulango, and Touna peoples from the
11th century onwards. These fortresses, making the best
use of the possibilities offered by local building materials,
enabled the organisation, extraction and transformation of
gold in a safe context.

A dramatic increase in rainfall, or an increase in intensity
at certain times of year, could impact adversely on the
structure of the walls, either from the rain or from
increased flooding.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are lack of regular maintenance and preventative
conservation, both of which are now being addressed.

ICOMOS considers that the current research pushing the
date of the fortress back much further back than previously
suspected makes the Loropéni fortress contemporary with
the early states of Ghana and Mali and with the
foundations of the early cities of what is now Nigeria, such
as Kano and Katsina. What has not been demonstrated
however is how Loropéni can be linked to a significant
stage in human history.

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The boundary of the nominated property encompasses the
walled enclosure and the buffer zone provides protection
for the immediate hinterland. Both boundaries are
satisfactory. Depending on the outcome of further
investigations of the setting of the monument, it might be
desirable in the future to consider enlarging the nominated
property.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criterion (iii) and that the Outstanding Universal Value has
been demonstrated.

Ownership
The ruins and the buffer zone are owned by the Ministry of
Culture, Tourism and Communication.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures

Protection

There are currently no development pressures.

Legal Protection

Tourism pressures

In September 2002 a decree was issued to include the
Ruins of Loropéni as part of the National list of Cultural
Inheritance under an Ordinance for the Protection of the
Cultural Inheritance, 1985. This was signed and came into
force in 2005.

Visitor numbers are currently very low, but showing a
marked increase in 2008 in response to an awakening of
national interest. Two guides are on the site provide a
protective presence.
Environmental pressures

Since the first nomination, two decrees, N°2008-430 of 11
July 2008 and N°2009-010 of 22 January 2009, put in
place a framework to create:

The risks to the ruins are from trees and vegetation.
Although some trees have been cleared from the site,
others remain as their removal would mean conservation of
the surrounding walls. The process of tree clearing needs
to be done on a regular basis to keep vegetation to a small
size.

-

The extremes of climate between the dry and wet season
put pressure on the wall structures over time making the
mortar friable and the walls more prone to collapse. As the
structures get older more small regular maintenance and
repair will be needed to keep the ruins in a stable state.

A conservation base for the Ruins of Loropéni;
A Committee of Protection and Management for
the Ruins of Loropéni,
A Scientific Council for the study, conservation
and development of the Ruins of Loropéni.

A further decree N°2008-075 of December 29, 2008,
created the post of conservator for the site of the Ruins of
Loropéni, in charge of the management of the site as well
as its conservation in connection with the Committee of
Protection and Management.

A programme of preventative conservation which includes
training technicians and craftsmen is planned for 20092010.
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The project is due to start in March 2009 and last two
years. The total cost is $207,148 and this will be met by
contributions from the World Monuments fund ($55K),
African World Heritage Fund ($17.8K), the Embassy of
the Netherlands ($40K) with the government ($64K).

Traditional Protection
The Chiefs of the local villages are charged to deal with
contraventions against the ruins in terms of prohibited
actions. Because of its association with the disease of king
Tokpa Farma, the property benefits from a certain level of
sacrality.

Maintenance
The programme will include training technicians and
craftsmen to undertake regular maintenance work.

Effectiveness of protection measures
The legal and traditional protection together are adequate.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
ICOMOS considers that the legal protection is adequate.

The short and longer term actions in the CraTerre
programme, for which finance is now in place, will
provide effective, on-going, preventative as well as active
conservation measures.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research

ICOMOS considers that the conservation programme
recently initiated is a sound basis for stabilising and
conserving the ruins.

The first stage in recording the ruins has been undertaken
and a scientific committee has been set up to further this
work (see below).
Present state of conservation

Management

Approximately 80% of these original ramparts are still
present and reaching sometimes more than six meters in
height. A large majority of the structures located inside the
main walls have collapsed, and are sometimes present only
in the form of traces at ground level.

Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

The site falls under the responsibility of the Directorate for
Cultural Heritage (DPC) and more particularly of the
department for Sites, Monuments and Traditional
Architecture.

There has been no active conservation of the site, apart
from the clearance of some trees near the stone walls. In
spite of nominal intervention at the ruins the state of
conservation is fair but could quickly reach a critical stage
if no remedial work is done to replace fallen stones, stop
water ingress, remove invasive vegetation and stop
burrowing animals.

The local management committee consists of local
representatives of the Department together with local staff
and representatives of the community. It is responsible for
on-going issues, such as use of funds, the appropriate use
of the Buffer Zone and general protection of the site. This
committee ensures the participation and support of the
local community. Its members have an important role in
controlling the economic activities authorized inside the
buffer zone.

Once started, deterioration on stone structures such as
these, unprotected from the elements, can accelerate
quickly.

The scientific committee is charged with examining,
conceiving and supervising archaeological conservation
and research. This committee is made up of a
representative of the DPC, which assumes the direction of
this committee, and of the Department of Archaeology of
the University of Ouagadougou, the Ministry of Tourism,
the Department of the Environment, and the Committee of
protection and management.

Active Conservation measures
The last evaluation report noted that it was necessary to
activate a conservation and preventative conservation
programme for the ruins as soon as possible and this was
requested by the Committee.
A programme has been drawn up by CraTerre to stabilise
the walls with a preliminary programme of studies to
identify the best approaches, an initial emergency
programme for urgent actions and a longer term
programme that involves capacity building of a
conservation team.

This scientific committee has the role of improving
knowledge on the site and of ensuring its conservation and
development for the benefit of present and future
generations.
Both committees were formally set up under the decree
N°2008-075 of December 29, 2008. This also made
provision for the post of conservator. He will draw up
regular reports/ratios on the state of conservation of the
site, put in place arrangements for visits and manage funds
in dialogue with the Committee of Protection and
Management.

The projects will be carried out by NGO CraTerre under
the direct control of the Directorate-General of Cultural
Inheritance.
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Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

The management of the site is supported by the local plan
for the Commune of Loropéni and also by certain
voluntary associations, such as Association for the
Conservation and the Valorisation of Sites (ACVS), which
‘contribute to the conservation and the valorisation of the
sites in general and those of the ruins of the department of
Loropéni in particular’, and the French Association of the
Volunteers of Progress (AFVP), which was involved with
creating lodgings for tourists.

The modest visitor income, from around 200 visitors a
year, is distributed between the local tourist office, the
tourist guides, the Commune of Loropéni and the Board of
Management.
If the site is inscribed, the Ministry for Culture, Arts and
Tourism will be able to assign an annual budget to the
department of Sites, Monuments and Traditional
Architecture for a minimum of two missions and for taking
part in meetings of the Local Committee. The Directorate
of Cultural Heritage will also be given an objective to
assemble aid and sponsorship in order to launch as soon as
possible the programmes suggested in the management
plan for stabilisation of the ruins and the first stages of
archaeological research.

The realization of a fence delimiting the buffer zone in the
form of a quickset hedge, proposed in the management
plan, was the work of Association for the Development of
Loropéni (ADL).
Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

Professional staffs are employed in the Directorate of
Cultural Heritage, although it is said that these are at a
minimum level. Training in conservation and management is
on-going through initiatives such as Africa 2009
programmes. The Directorate also has close links with the
department of archaeology of the University of
Ouagadougou.

A detailed Management Plan has been prepared. This sets
out a good visitor reception plan for the site which sees the
ruins as playing a prominent role in local development
through visitors and the promotion of the site. The key
objectives of the plan cover protection, preventative
conservation, maintenance, management, threats, promotion
and archaeological investigation, as well as sustainable use
of the buffer zone. The plan includes a 5-year Action Plan
which has started to be implemented. So far the following
progress has been made:
-

-

Effectiveness of current management
The management arrangements in force which combines
protection of the ruins, with further training, research and
exploration and controlled economic activity in the
surrounding area is appropriate for the property.

quickset hedge planted to delimit the perimeter
of the buffer zone;
completion of first excavations in 2008, with
mainly national financing, supplemented by
contributions of the World Heritage Centre and
the Norwegian Government;
Drawing up a plan for the continuation of
excavations;
Drawing up a programme of preventive
conservation – see below;
Plan to improve the reception of the visitors to
be financed mainly by the Government;
Appointment of conservator.

ICOMOS considers that the management arrangements are
adequate.

6. MONITORING
Two guides from the office of Burkinabé Tourism, ensure
a presence and a quasi-permanent monitoring of the site. A
series of indicators has been developed for the ruins and
the buffer zone, related to the effectiveness of
maintenance, conservation and preventing harmful
activities. These are linked to timescales and responsible
authorities.
It would clearly be desirable of this
monitoring could be linked to regular photographic
evidence.

It is envisaged that the management plan will be evaluated
during 2010 and a revised plan prepared for the period 20112015.
Risk preparedness
Arrangements proposed for the buffer zone, keeping an
area outside the walls clear, should provide a fire break
around the ruins. Clearly sustainable management of the
vegetation in the buffer zone is also needed as a prime way
of preventing fires. This is envisaged in the management
plan.

ICOMOS considers that the monitoring regime is
adequate.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The Ruins of Loropéni are dramatic and memorable
structures. They are not unique, reflecting a large group of
fortified enclosures in the Lobi area. They are however
some of the largest and best preserved. At the time of the
first evaluation it was said that ‘tantalisingly little is know
about their history and origins. Although this adds to the
sense of mystery, it does not help to allow assessment of
their full significances. More needs to be determined about
their use and relationship to people, kingdoms and trade,
both south to the coast and north across the Sahara.

It is understood that water washes off a nearby road near
one corner of the structures. This however has been
identified and will be addressed.
Involvement of the local communities
The two local villages, through their chiefs, are involved in
guardianship of the monument. The management of the
property envisages improvements for the villagers through
the provision of a water pump.
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The authenticity of the fortified settlements as ruins is not
in doubt.

... A programme of research needs to be initiated (...) to
establish the role of Loropéni and its associated fortified
settlements in the wider West African social and economic
context.’

Although the precise history of Loropéni is only recently
coming into focus through the recent research programme,
and its function still remains in part speculative, the
integrity of the monument in terms of its status as the
largest and best preserved fortified settlement is
satisfactory.

Such a programme has been started and the results have
pushed back knowledge of Loropéni to the 11th century to
17th century thus establishing it as part of the network of
settlements that developed at that time based on the transSaharan gold trade. The economic centre of these trade
were the kingdoms of the upper reaches of the river Niger,
Ghana, then Mali then Songhai, with their cities of
Timbuktu, Djénné, Mopti. At the same time walled cities
were developed over a wide area as staging posts for the
trade, such as Kano in what is now Nigeria. Loropéni is
different from all of these in first not being a city but a
smaller fortified settlement and secondly being constructed
within a gold mining area. Although definitive links
between Loropéni have not been established, the early date
for the structure and the associated evidence produce a
firm case for seeing the site as part of this extraordinary,
far-reaching and extremely lucrative gold trade that
fostered routes across half a continent and ultimately
contributed to the development of empires far outside its
borders.

In time as more evidence emerges, it may be necessary to
consider whether a larger area could encompass more of
the attributes that are linked to its use, function and
history.
The Committee of Protection and Management for the
Ruins of Loropéni, the Scientific Council for the study,
conservation and development of the Ruins of Loropéni
and the Management Plan which has been implemented
since 2005 form a good basis for management of the ruins
as a focal point for sustainable development within the
local community.
ICOMOS further recommends that the State Party submit a
report to the 35th session of the Committee in 2011 to
provide a progress on the:

The second concern of the first evaluation was the need for
a programme of stabilisation of the walls. Such a
programme has been formulated and funds are in place for
it to commence in March 2009.
Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that The Ruins of Loropéni,
Burkino Faso, be inscribed on the World Heritage List on
the basis of criterion (iii).
Proposed Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
The dramatic and memorable Ruins of Loropéni consist of
imposing, tall, laterite stone perimeter walls, up to six
metres in height, surrounding a large abandoned
settlement. As the best preserved of ten similar fortresses
in the Lobi area, part of a larger group of around a hundred
stone-built enclosures, they are part of a network of
settlements that flourished at the same time as the transSaharan gold trade and appear to reflect the power and
influence of that trade and its links with the Atlantic coast.
Recent excavations have provided radio-carbon dates
suggesting the walled enclosure at Loropéni dates back at
least to the 11th century AD and flourished between the
14th and 17th centuries, thus establishing it as an important
part of a network of settlements
Criterion (iii): Loropéni is the best preserved example of a
type of fortified settlements in a wide part of West Africa,
linked to the tradition of gold mining, which seems to have
persisted through at least seven centuries. Loropéni, given
its size and scope reflects a type of structure quite different
from the walled towns of what is now Nigeria, or the cities
of the upper reaches of the river Niger which flourished as
part of the empires of Ghana, Mali and Songhai. It thus can
be seen as an exceptional testimony to the settlement
response generated by the gold trade.
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•

Implementation of the stabilisation programme;

•

Structuring and implementation of a medium
term research programme

Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Aerial view

Map of the Ruins of Loropéni

Western rampart seen from the outside

View of the ramparts from the inside

Heritage Committee at its 33rd session in 2009. (Decision
32 COM 7B.56)

Tipasa (Algeria)

On 30th January 2009, the State Party submitted a proposal
for a minor modification to create a buffer zone.

No 193

Modification
The proposed buffer zone extends to 71 hectares.
The proposal includes details of the area of the inscribed
property which is given as 44.33 ha. However this includes
the two archaeological parks (27.75. and 16.58 ha) but
excludes the Mausoleum which was given as 7.83ha at the
time of inscription.

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Algeria

Name of property:

Tipasa

Location:

Commune and Wilaya
(province) of Tipasa

Inscription:

1982

The buffer zone extends to the south of the two
archaeological parks, but does not include the modern port
area between the two archaeological parks. The Roman
wall of 2.3km ran between the two Parks and runs through
this buffer zone. To the west and east the buffer zone
includes sensitive archaeological areas. To the south the
buffer zone includes the modern settlement. The
monument of Kbor er Roumia, which is sited to the east of
the other two components is not mentioned in the proposal.

Brief Description:
On the shores of the Mediterranean, Tipasa as an ancient
Punic trading-post conquered by Rome and turned into a
strategic base for the conquest of the kingdoms of
Mauritania. It comprises a unique group of Phoenician,
Roman, palaeochristian and Byzantine ruins alongside
indigenous monuments such as the Kbor er Roumia, the
great royal mausoleum of Mauritania.

No details are provided as to status of the proposed buffer
zone nor the protection offered in terms of how
archaeological remains will be protected nor what
limitations might be established to limit or control modern
development. The port area where proposals for
development are already under consideration is not part of
the buffer zone. It is thus not clear how the proposed buffer
zone will contribute towards the protection of the attributes
of the property.

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED
Background

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS

Tipasa is a serial property of three sites: Tipasa:
Archaeological Park west and Tipasa: Archaeological Park,
east, which are separated by the port outside the nominated
area, and the royal Mauritian Mausoleum, Kbor er Roumia
(Tomb of the Christian woman).

ICOMOS recommends that the proposed buffer zone for
Tipasa, Algeria, be referred back to the State Party to
allow it to:

At the time of inscription, no precise details were provided
of boundaries of the three elements.
In response to the 27 COM 7A.17 Committee decision at
its 27th session (Paris, 2003), requesting the State Party to
delineate the property, a map was provided in 2005 but this
showed only the locations of the archaeological parks and
did not show the location of the Mausoleum.
th

At its 30 session (Vilnius, 2006), at the time that Tipasa
was removed from the World Heritage list in Danger, the
Committee requested the State Party to provide a
‘delimitation of an official perimeter for the inscribed
sectors and the buffer zone based on the new cadastral
plan’. (Decision 30 COM 7A.18)
At its 32nd session (Quebec city, 2008), the Committee
again requested the State Party to submit to the World
Heritage Centre, by 1 December 2008, a map clearly
displaying the delimitation of all components of this serial
property, and its buffer zone, for examination by the World
12

•

Revise the boundary of the proposed buffer zone
to include the port area;

•

Provide details of the status of the buffer zone
and what protection it will afford the inscribed
property as well as what protection will be given
to archaeological remains associated with those
in the property;

•

Clarify whether the Kbor er Roumia will be
provided with a buffer zone.

Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zone

Modification

Medina of Tunis (Tunisia)

The State Party submitted a map marking the limits of the
property and the proposed buffer zone. It indicated that
surface of the inscribed property is 287.73ha and the area
of the buffer zone comprises 198.18ha.

No 36

Although the original nomination could consider that the
property consisted of seven serial sites with a protected
area around them, in the current map it is included as a
whole. However, because no precise boundaries were
submitted at the time of nomination it is difficult to
ascertain to which extent this constitutes a modification on
the boundaries.

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Tunisia

Name of property:

Medina of Tunis

Location:

Governorate of Tunis

Inscription:

1979

ICOMOS notes that the area of the inscribed property was
estimated to 70ha in 1984 and it is covering 287.73ha in
the current proposal. This data needs to be further verified.
It is not clear what the proposed buffer zone responds to
and if the areas under consideration have effective and
adequate arrangements in place to guarantee its
management and regulation. In some areas there is no
buffer zone surrounding the property, in others it
encompasses several blocks and in others it is only a street
wide. The proposed buffer zone does not appear to be large
enough in some areas to ensure an effective protection and
conservation of the property.

Brief Description:
Under the Almohads and the Hafsids, from the 12th to the
16th century, Tunis was considered one of the greatest and
wealthiest cities in the Islamic world. Some 700
monuments, including palaces, mosques, mausoleums,
madrasas and fountains, testify to this remarkable past.
Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
2. ISSUES RAISED

ICOMOS recommends that the proposal for the buffer
zone of the Medina of Tunis, Tunisia, be referred back to
the State Party to allow it to:

Background
The inventory included in the nomination dossier of the
Median of Tunis notes that no maps were submitted
together with the dossier in 1978. It was indicated that the
property comprised 270ha.

•

Clarify the areas of the proposed property
boundary and that of the buffer zone in relation
to those provided with map of 1984 showing 7
areas surrounded by an “area of environment”;

A letter dated 2 July 2004 sent by the Institut National
d’Archéologie et d’Art to the UNESCO Cultural Heritage
Division, provided a “map for the Medina of Tunis
showing the boundary of the property inscribed on the
World Heritage List and the different levels of protection
for the traditional urban fabric”. This map shows 7 areas
surrounded by an “area of environment”, a larger zone of
protection, identified as follows: historic area of the
Medina of Tunis (A), Sidi El Bechír (B), Sebkha (C), El
Morkadh (D), Bab Souika (E), Halfaouine (F) and Tronja
(G), covering an area about 70ha.

•

Review the existing proposal to delineate a buffer
zone so as to ensure the proper conservation and
protection of the property, taking into
consideration its values and its integration with
the setting;

•

Provide information on how the proposed area
will be managed and the regulatory measures
foreseen for the buffer zone. Information on how
these measures articulate with other planning
tools for the place and the mechanisms for
implementation should be provided;

•

Consider requesting a mission to the property to
consider the proposed boundaries in conjunction
with the retrospective Statement of Outstanding
Universal Value, when completed.

During the 1st cycle of Periodic Reporting (29 September
2000), it was stated that the buffer zone was not formally
established. It was also indicated that the Institut National
du Patrimoine and the Association de sauveguarde de la
Médina were developing a safeguard plan.
The retrospective inventory process identified the
information needs regarding the property and requested the
State Party to clarify if the map submitted in 1984 was
showing the boundaries of the World Heritage property
and submit a large-scale topographic or cadastral map to
show the boundaries of the inscribed property and the
buffer zone. It was also requested that the size in hectares
of both the property and buffer zone be provided.
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Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zone

The retrospective inventory process identified gaps in
information and requested the State Party to submit the
largest scale topographic or cadastral map available
showing the boundary of the inscribed property and its
buffer zone and to indicate the size in hectares of the
property and the buffer zone.

Amphitheatre of El Jem (Tunisia)
No 38

Modification
The State Party has submitted a map for the delimitation of
the property and its buffer zone. The surface of the
inscribed property is 1.37ha and for the proposed buffer
zone it is 26.41ha. The circular shape of the proposed
buffer zone does not take into account the urban fabric or
cadastral configurations. However its comparatively large
size encompasses the immediate setting of the property.

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Tunisia

Name of property:

Amphitheatre of El Jem

Location:

Governorate of Mahdia

Inscription:

1979

No details are provided of the protection offered by the
proposed buffer zone nor its relationship to the area within
the 100 metre radius in which construction is prohibited by
Presidential decree.

Brief Description:
The impressive ruins of the largest colosseum in North
Africa, a huge amphitheatre which could hold up to 35,000
spectators, are found in the small village of El Jem. This
3rd-century monument illustrates the grandeur and extent
of Imperial Rome.

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
ICOMOS recommends that the proposed buffer zone for
the Amphitheatre of El Jem, Tunisia, be referred back to
the State Party to allow it to:

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009

•

2. ISSUES RAISED
Background
The decree n°103 dated 16 December 1920 established the
protection of the monument and its surroundings against
modern constructions by creating a building free zone with
a radius of 300 m around the property. In the nomination
file, a plan d’aménagement de la ville d’El Jem was
included where the uses are established for the surrounding
area.
On 9 June 1988, in response to a questionnaire entitled
Information update on the cultural sites inscribed on the
World Heritage List, the State Party reported that: The
buffer zone around the amphitheatre did not undergo any
attack since the proposal for an inscription. However it is
advisable to announce that if the adjustment of this space
is practically finished in the southern sector or in a good
way of completion on the north side, it is not the same for
the two east and west sectors, where the extension of the
buffer zone and development of the building encounters
very complex land and social problems.
During the 16th session of the World Heritage Committee
(16 COM, Santa Fe, 1992), the State Party reported that
new constructions would be prohibited by order of the
President within a radius of 100 meters around the
amphitheatre (16 COM p.13). However, this was not
established formally as a buffer zone. It was also
considered that new construction detracted from the
authenticity of the property and its character.
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Provide information on the institutional
arrangements and regulatory measures to manage
and control development within the proposed
buffer zone.

Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zone

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS

Kerkuane (Tunisia)

ICOMOS recommends that the proposed buffer zones for
Kerkuane and its Necropolis, Tunisia, be referred back to
the State Party to allow it to:

No 332bis

•

Clearly delineate an area that promotes the
integration between the two components of the
inscribed serial property to adequately protect
and conserve the property. Current land uses and
cadastral plans should be considered for the
delimitation of the buffer zone;

•

Provide information regarding the administrative
and regulatory measures for the buffer zone as
well the prescribed policies for its management.

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Tunisia

Name of property:

Punic Town of Kerkuane and
its Necropolis

Location:

Cap Bon,
Governorate of Nabeul

Inscription:

1985, 1986

Brief Description:
This Phoenician city was probably abandoned during the
First Punic War (c. 250 B.C.) and as a result was not
rebuilt by the Romans. The remains constitute the only
example of a Phoenicio-Punic city to have survived. The
houses were built to a standard plan in accordance with a
sophisticated notion of town planning.
Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED
Background
The Punic town of Kerkuane was inscribed in 1985 and the
nomination was revised in 1986 to include the Necropolis.
At the time of nomination only basic maps were submitted.
In maps subsequently submitted the delimitation of the
archaeological site and particularly of the Necropolis was
not precise. The retrospective inventory process
highlighted this situation and requested the State Party to
verify the coordinates of the serial property and to submit
revised topographic maps with precise scales or a cadastral
map showing the limits of the inscribed property, as well as
the indication of the surface in hectares for both elements
and the proposed buffer zone.
Modification
The State Party submitted a map that shows that the
inscribed property has 11.19 ha and two proposed buffer
zones of 61.17 ha.
The delimitation of the archaeological site differs from the
previous maps that were considered for inscription, as it is
marked within the cadastral map. The proposed buffer
zones do not take into account the cadastral elements and
no information has been provided to examine regulatory
measures and management arrangements to assess the
efficacy and adequacy of the proposal for ensuring the
protection and conservation of the property.
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Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zones

ICOMOS considers that the proposed buffer zone is
insufficient to effectively and adequately ensure the proper
conservation of the property. The area is just a narrow strip
surrounding the Medina and does not consider the setting
of the property nor the potential impacts uncontrolled
development or new constructions will continue to have on
the integrity and authenticity of Sousse. A larger buffer
zone could provide the means to ensure the protection of
the Medina and to mitigate the impacts of new
development on the visual integrity of the place,
consequently contributing to the conservation of the
property. To do so, the State Party may wish to extend the
buffer zone to 200m beyond the ramparts, where possible,
thus following the requirements of the Heritage regulations
and the listing of the ramparts as “monument historique”
(decree of 25 January 1922).

Medina of Sousse (Tunisia)
No 498

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Tunisia

Name of property:

Medina of Sousse

Location:

Governorate of Sousse

Inscription:

1988

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
ICOMOS recommends that the proposed buffer zone for
the Medina of Sousse, Tunisia, be referred back to the
State Party to allow it to:

Brief Description:
Sousse was an important commercial and military port
during the Aghlabid period (800–909) and is a typical
example of a town dating from the first centuries of Islam.
With its Kasbah, ramparts, medina (with the Great
Mosque), Bu Ftata Mosque and typical ribat (both a fort
and a religious building), Sousse was part of a coastal
defence system.

•

Consider the enlargement of the buffer zone so as
to effectively and adequately conserve and
protect the property. The State Party may wish to
extend the buffer zone to 200m beyond the
ramparts, where possible, thus following the
requirements of the Heritage regulations and the
listing of the ramparts as “monument historique”
(decree of 25 January 1922);

•

Precisely identified regulatory measures to
mitigate the impact of interventions at historic
monuments and of new developments on the
integrity of the property. Intersectorial
management arrangements should also be
explored to ensure the implementation of said
regulations by all stakeholders involved in the
conservation and management of the property.

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED
Background
The Medina of Sousse was inscribed on the World
Heritage List in 1988. In 1992, the Bureau of the World
Heritage Committee noted that the property comprised
both public and private property and was under townplanning regulations based on those at Tunis. The place
maintained economic and domestic life, with a majority of
residential areas and shops and public activities in about
one-sixth of the districts. Challenges were faced in
balancing function, the needs of the inhabitants and
heritage concerns as well as the implementation of existing
regulations. Additional concerns were raised regarding
legislation for town planning and legal measures to control
new construction and interventions at historic buildings.
The retrospective inventory process identified information
needs, in particular the precise definitions of the
boundaries of the property and the lack of a defined buffer
zone. The State Party was asked to submit the largest scale
topographic or cadastral map available to depict the
boundary of the inscribed property and its buffer zone and
to indicate in hectares the size of the property and its buffer
zone.
Modification
The State Party submitted a map showing the inscribed
property and the proposed buffer zone. The inscribed
property has an area of 32.61ha and the buffer zone 7.40ha.
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Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zone

mechanisms might differ and this would impact the state of
conservation of the property.

Kairouan (Tunisia)

As for the proposed buffer zones, it is not clear how they
contribute to ensuring effective protection of the property
and the criteria for their definition. In some areas they are
apparently ample to include features that are functionally
important as a support to the property and its protection
whereas in other areas the buffer zone is very narrow or
even inexistent (for example Zone III only has an identified
buffer zone at the northeast section). This raises the
question whether they are sufficient and adequate to
conserve the integrity of the property. No information was
provided in terms of the arrangements for the management
of the buffer zones and its articulation with planning tools
for the property.

No 499

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Tunisia

Name of property:

Kairouan

Location:

Governorate of Kairouan

Inscription:

1988

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
ICOMOS recommends that the modification of the
boundaries of the World Heritage property of the Medina
of Kairouan, Tunisia, should not be approved.

Brief Description:
Founded in 670, Kairouan flourished under the Aghlabid
dynasty in the 9th century. Despite the transfer of the
political capital to Tunis in the 12th century, Kairouan
remained the Maghreb's principal holy city. Its rich
architectural heritage includes the Great Mosque, with its
marble and porphyry columns, and the 9th-century Mosque
of the Three Gates.

ICOMOS recommends that the proposed buffer zones for
Kairouan, Tunisia, be referred back to the State Party to
allow it to:
•

Review the existing proposal to delineate a buffer
zone so as to ensure the proper conservation and
protection of the Property. The buffer zone
should also seek to integrate the three
components of the World Heritage property;

•

Provide information on the criteria for defining
the buffer zone, existing regulations and
measures to secure protection and arrangements
for effective management.

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 March 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED
Background:
The nomination file for the property included a map
Kairouan marking the boundaries of the property in a thick
pencil line. The site is a serial property that includes the
Medina, the Zawiya de Sidi Sahab and les Bassins des
Aghlabides. Although the limits could be identified, a
precise delimitation was needed. The retrospective
inventory process further underscored the need for updated
topographic maps or cadastral maps to clearly show the
boundaries of the three inscribed elements that constitute
the World Heritage property as well as the delimitation of
the buffer zone. Indications on the precise size of the
property and the buffer zone were also requested.
Modification:
The State Party submitted a map indicating the limits of the
World Heritage area and the proposed buffer zones. The
total surface of the property is 54 ha and the proposed
buffer zones have 73.04 ha.
Although at the time of inscription the boundaries were not
precisely described, the delimitation of the Medina
(marked as zone I) clearly differs from the area included in
the nomination map. ICOMOS considers that this
reduction on the size of the property is not justified given
that the area currently encompasses features which
substantiate the outstanding universal value of the property
and contribute to its authenticity and integrity. Although
the area is included in the buffer zone, protection
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Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zones

The World Heritage Committee,

Sulaiman-Too (Kyrgyzstan)

1. Having examined Documents WHC-07/31.COM/8B and
WHC-07/31.COM/INF.8B.1,

No 1230 rev

2. Refers the nomination of Sulaiman-Too Cultural
Landscape (Sacred Mountain), Kyrgyzstan, back to the
State Party to allow it to:

Official name as proposed
by the State Party: The Sulaiman-Too Sacred Mountain
Location:

a) Complete the Management Plan.
b) Complete the protection of the nominated property by
incorporating the zone of planning control and zone of
protected natural setting into the city plan to give it effect,
and in order to preclude new interventions on the
mountain, including tree planting.

The Osh Oblast

Brief description:
Sulaiman-Too mountain dominates the surrounding
landscape of the Fergana Valley and forms the backdrop to
the city of Osh. In mediaeval times Osh was one of the
largest cities of the fertile Fergana valley at the crossroads
of important routes on the Central Asian Silk Roads
system.

c) Extend the Buffer Zone to incorporate part of the
adjoining unbuilt plain as a means of protecting the setting
of Sulaiman-Too.
d) Consider how sites on the neighbouring peaks might be
incorporated in a revised buffer zone.

For more than a millennium and a half Sulaiman-Too was
a beacon for travellers along the Silk Roads and has been
revered as a sacred mountain. Its five peaks and slopes
contain a large assembly of ancient cult places and caves
with petroglyphs, all interconnected with a network of
ancient paths, as well as later mosques. Its veneration now
blends pre-Islamic and Islamic beliefs.

e) Complete the survey of the network of paths around the
mountain.
f) Put in place a Tourism Strategy which addresses the
issues of visitor access.
3. Recommends that the name of the property be changed
to ‘Sulaiman-Too Sacred Mountain’.

Most of the nominated property is a relict landscape little
used, although the first peak with some caves, and the
lower parts of the southern slopes of the second and third
peaks, are ritual sites frequented by pilgrims and tourists.

On 1st February 2008 the State Party submitted a
Management Plan and supplementary information on
development pressures and protection. This information
was incorporated into an evaluation report considered by
the World Heritage Committee at its 32nd session (Quebec,
2008). In this report, ICOMOS recommended the
nomination be referred back to the State Party to allow it
to:

Category of property:
In terms of the categories of cultural property set out in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
site. In terms of the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention (January
2008) paragraph 47, it is also nominated as a cultural
landscape.

o

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

o

29 January 2001

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the Nomination:
1st October 2007
Date received by the
World Heritage Centre:

o

30 January 2006
1st February 2008

Stop the construction of an aerial ropeway,
suspend and then revise the project for a new
mosque to reduce its height and impact, and find
alternative solutions to the need for more houses
in the buffer zone to avoid high-rise buildings;
Create a Site Management Council to implement
the Management Plan, and augment the Plan
with an Action Plan;
Put in place the formal protection of the
nominated site through incorporating it and the
Buffer Zone into the city plan to give both of
them effect as part of the overall zoning plan for
the city, through finalising the Protection Zoning
Project document as part of the Urban Master
Plan.

Background: This is a referred back nomination (31 COM,
Christchurch, 2007 and 32 COM, Quebec, 2008).

This recommendation was adopted by the Committee.

A first nomination dossier for Sulaiman-Too Cultural
Landscape (Sacred Mountain) was examined by the World
Heritage Committee at its 31st session (Christchurch,
2007).

On 1st February 2009, the State Party submitted
supplementary information related to the requests of the
Committee. This information is incorporated into this
report.

The World Heritage Committee adopted the following
decision (31 COM 8B.27):
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Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committees on Cultural Landscapes and on
Intangible Cultural Heritage.

Sulaiman-Too has five peaks. Its current name first
appeared in the 18th century and relates to a Muslim legend
of the stay on the mountain by the Prophet Sulaiman, the
biblical Solomon. Prior to that the mountain had been
known by a variety of different names (see History below).

In December 2006, IUCN provided an evaluation of the
natural attributes of the property.

The mountain was formed during the Pleistocene-Holocene
period when pressure from the Indian plate on the Asian
continent squeezed and lifted up the Palaeozoic basement
rocks over the younger rocks. This lifting is still in process
with an average annual raise of 6 mm. Some of the peaks
are highly fractured slates and schist with long smooth
inclines, while others are weathered karst limestone with
niches and caves of various forms and sizes which have
been used since the Stone Age.

Literature consulted (selection):
Report on UNESCO International thematic expert meeting on
Sacred Mountains, Wakayama, Japan 5-10 September 2001.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 25-28 September 2006. As
this is a referred back nomination, no further mission has
been undertaken.
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party:

The five peaks and the mountain slopes contain remains of
ancient cult places and several caves with petroglyphs
dating from the Neolithic to the late Middle Ages, all
interconnected with a network of still legible traces of
ancient paths. The first peak with caves, and the lower
parts of the southern slopes of the second and third peaks,
are frequented by pilgrims and tourists, as are three Islamic
monuments.

As a matter of clarification and in order to check the
understanding of the material submitted by the State Party
on 1st February 2009, ICOMOS sent a letter to the State
Party on 4th March 2009.
Further supplementary information was received on 26th
March 2009 with clarification of zoning arrangements and
protection. This information is included in this report.

In the Middle Ages irrigation channels from the Ak-Buura
River were created along the lower slopes, and one of them
is still functioning on the northern side. In Soviet times
further active irrigation measures were undertaken with the
installation of iron water pipes to support a plantation of
non-indigenous karagach-trees (a type of elm) on the
lower parts of its southern and western slopes.

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 30 March 2009
2. THE PROPERTY
Description

At the north-east, north and north-west foot of the
mountain are modernised vernacular houses, providing
accommodation and ritual services for pilgrims. At the
eastern end of the nominated property is a public garden
and modern buildings related to the site museum complex,
TV centre, and tourist services. There are several new
structures related to the ritual services for pilgrims near
one of the mosques, the Ravat-Abdullakhan, and a large
museum in the main cave. At the western extremity of the
nominated property, near the foot of the mountain, there is
an active frontier post of barracks and houses established
in Soviet times. Also dating from the same period are the
modern visitor path (partly overlapping the earlier pilgrim
path), an observation platform on the top of the first peak,
a TV antenna on the top of the second peak, and still active
military barracks and apartment houses near the western
foot of the mountain.

The Sulaiman-Too Mountain is located in the eastern part
of the fertile Ferghana Valley, on the banks of the AkBuura River, at the foot of the Kichi-Alai ridge.
The mountain overshadows the city of Osh, for centuries
the largest city in the Fergana valley and at the cross-roads
of important routes along the Central Asian Silk roads.
Sulaiman-Too possesses a large concentration of cult
objects – shrines and petroglyphs – as well as later
mosques, and is respected as a sacred mountain blending
pre-Islamic and Islamic beliefs, a veneration which could
date back to the Bronze Age.
The Osh oasis is identified with ancient Davan, where it
was recorded in the 2nd – 1st century BC that the Chinese
mounted campaigns to obtain ‘heavenly’ horses for
military use. The petroglyphs of Sulaiman-Too, and in
particular those of Surottuu-Tash display a collection of
images, dating from the Iron Age and later, which are said
to bear resemblance to the heavenly horses of Davan.

The key aspects of the nominated property are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sulaiman-Too rises to around 200 metres and dominates
the surrounding plain. On three sides it is now surrounded
by the city of Osh. The nominated property extends to a
maximum of 1,663 metres by 820 metres and on its northeast, east and southern sides. It is surrounded by a buffer
zone encompassing some of the city, the plain to the north
and west extending to Orto-Too, and the peaks of
Surottuu-Tash. The nominated area is 112 ha and the
buffer zone is 4,788 ha.

Stone & Bronze Age settlements
Rock engravings - petroglyphs
Ritual sites
Network of paths
Islamic buildings
Museum

These are considered in turn:
Stone & Bronze Age settlements
The Stone Age remains in the Rusha-Unkur cave on the
mountain’s third peak, were discovered in the 1940s and
1950s and date to Neolithic times. Further explorations in
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2000 and 2004 did not reveal any new early sites, thereby
confirming the conclusions of former researchers that
habitation by ancient people in the Stone Age was only
occasional.

footprints, and places for sacrifice. All these sites are
linked by paths weaving round the mountain.
The cult places which are still in use are mainly
concentrated around the first peak and part of the second
and third peaks. The nomination identifies seventeen sites
still mostly in use, including gullies, grottoes, seats and
caves, many ‘labelled’ with petroglyphs whose signs
cannot be read. On nearly all the sites are found traces of
fire, probably for burning aromatic herbs, and some sites
are polished smooth by many centuries of pilgrims sliding
along or touching the rock surfaces. The cult sites are
associated with beliefs in cures of barrenness, headaches,
back pain and the blessing of longevity. The most dramatic
is a cave with polished sloping floor, down which women
would slide to cure barrenness, through simulating a birth
delivered from the mountain.

A Bronze Age settlement was located on the steep southern
slope of the third peak, a site apparently chosen for its
defensive properties. The remains are related to the Chust
culture, which extended over large parts of the Fergana
valley, and for which over 50 river side sites are known.
The Sulaiman-Too settlement of over 2 ha in extent had a
terrace lay-out, with fifteen terraces overlaying one
another. The remains of thirteen buildings have been
found, half dug-out in form with framed walls and a
wooden roof. Analysis of the material remains, also
confirmed by radiocarbon dates, shows the site belonged to
the 15th-7th century BC. The Osh settlement is set apart
from other lowland sites by its mountain top location and
by the wealth of painted ceramic finds. It has been
suggested that this settlement might have had ritual
associations.

Network of paths
Linking the cult sites is a network of paths. On the main
peaks these paths have been partly overlaid by a modern
tourist path.

Rock engravings – petroglyphs
Petroglyphs are found on and around all the five peaks and
also in caves, shelters and karstic tunnels, on horizontal,
vertical and inclined planes. During 2005, the images were
documented and 101 sites indexed.

Besides the still well-used paths to the active shrines, there
are many relict paths, almost invisible, but still traceable
due to polished patches on the natural steps or rock
surfaces. There are also some carved ‘footprints’ found
here and there, ‘showing the way’ to cult places. These
traces of ancient paths, covering all the peaks, have
recently been mapped.

The petroglyphs were engraved using both stone and metal
tools. They can be conditionally divided into three groups:
anthropomorphous, zoomorphous and geometrical signs.
The most numerous group includes images of solar signs
and webs. The animal images are in the minority but
include a realistic group of three horses lassoed by a man
standing at a distance, snakes with open mouths, predatory
birds and goats with bent horns, some of them with their
legs tied. The images of horses bear close similarity to
petroglyphs on nearby peaks of Aravan and Surottuu-Tash
(8 km to the north-west from Sulaiman-Too), dated to the
Iron Age and later and demonstrating a remarkable
collection of some 80 images of beautiful horses possibly
bearing a resemblance to the “heavenly horses” of ancient
Davan, mentioned by Chinese writers in the 2nd and 1st
centuries BC as a source for military horses.

Islamic buildings
There are three standing Islamic monuments within the
nominated property, two of them situated near the foot of
the mountain. The main Islamic sacred place, the little
Mosque of Takht-i-Sulaiman, is on the top of the first
peak. A small domed structure with large portal of burnt
brick, it was built originally in the 16th century, but
destroyed in 1963. In 1988 the Mosque was re-built using
available documentation, on its original foundations,
enclosing in its interior an ancient ritual stone with cupmarks and petroglyphs, as a manifestation of the adoption
by Islam of the ancient sacrality of the Mountain.
The Ravat-Abdullakhan Mosque was also constructed in
the 16th century. Only the main part of the original
complex of building survives. Used as a museum in Soviet
times, it was returned to religious use in 1990. The Asafibn-Burkhiya Mausoleum of portal dome construction was
apparently constructed in the 16th century on the basis of
an earlier, possibly 13th century building.

Many of the Sulaiman-Too rock drawings have not been
dated; those that have, by stylistic association with other
sites, appear to date from around the 15th century BC to the
7th century AD. The majority of images belong to the
Bronze Age (circa 1500 BC to circa 500 AD) such as the
labyrinths, solar signs, geometrical figures, birds,
anthropomorphic and larvae-like images. The Davan
horses and some goat images date back to between the end
of 1st millennium BC and the beginning of the 1st
millennium AD. A considerable numbers of figures were
added in the 20th century and include dates and names.

The Islamic monuments are actively used for religious
practices and maintained by the local religious community.
Museum

Ritual sites
The museum was constructed in Soviet times, as a
restaurant, inside the Rusha-Unkur, or Eagles cave, the
largest two storey cave on the mountain. Its sacred function
has been lost by the interventions. In 2000 it was turned
into a museum, and is now one of the main attractions for
tourists. The ‘Cave Museum’ with its enormous round
‘window’ and concrete front staircase is well visible from
the southern borders of the property.

These seem to have been laid out in three bands (or zones)
around the mountain peaks and are strongly associated
with the petroglyphs. The lower belt displays engravings
on vertical surfaces. Above this are inclined plates with
gullies, accompanied by more petroglyphs, and towards the
top is a third belt that includes religious places with cut
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Although there is no early documentary evidence for the
pre-Islamic ritual practices on the mountain, scholars now
consider that the earliest period when it was regarded as a
sacred place could be the Bronze Age. There is material to
suggest that the earliest cult of Sulaiman-Too could be
Mithraism. Mithra, one of the most ancient Indo-Arian
gods, was later included in the Zoroastrian pantheon. He
was regarded as a God of Light, Union and Agreement.
According to myths, he was born from a rock in a cave.
The Mithraist rites included libation of haoma, the sacred
beverage. The cult places of Sulaiman-Too – stones with
polished gutters for libations, caves and grottoes
(especially those with inclined polished floors, imitating
Mithra’s birth from the cave) might be related to those
cults.

History and development
The location of the city seems to have moved towards the
mountain in mediaeval times. Previously it was further
south at Ak-Buura, a site that has been shown by
excavation to date back to the 3rd century BC.
The earliest written mention of the mountain is in a
Chinese source of the 13th century which refers to ‘a town
at a highly respected mountain’ and one of the Davan
towns (i.e. presumably a supplier of Davan horses). The
name Barak was recorded in the end of the 13th century and
by the 15th century the mountain was know by the Farsi
name Bara-Kukh meaning ‘separately standing’ or ‘a
beautiful mountain’. The modern name relates to an Arabic
legend of a stay on the mountain of the Prophet Sulaiman,
or the Biblical Solomon, and was first recorded in the early
18th century.

Efforts to eradicate religious practices at Sulaiman-Too in
Soviet times led not only to the demolition of several
Islamic buildings, but also to the non-authentic use of the
mountain, which was turned into a kind of public park.
Non-indigenous karagach-trees (a type of elm) were
planted on the lower slopes with water supplied through
iron pipes. In the same period a number of new buildings
and structures were introduced including: the modern
visitor path (partly overlapping the earlier pilgrim path) the
observation platform on the top of the first peak, the TV
antenna on the top of the second peak, the frontier post
with military barracks and apartment houses near the
western foot of the Mountain, the TV-centre, some
administrative buildings, including those related to the
museum complex, cafés and restaurants, and the memorial
stele in front near the eastern foot of the mountain. The
most irreversible intervention was the creation of a
restaurant in the two-storey natural cave of Rusha-Unkur.
This is now a museum and one of the main attractions for
tourists.

Written references to the religious significance of the
mountain do not appear until 19th and early 20th century. In
1812 Mir Izet Ulla, a Pakistani employee of the East Indian
Company wrote in his memoirs that ‘Every spring crowds
of pilgrims of different nationalities come here from all
neighbouring countries.’ A Russian officer, Nazarov,
visited Osh around the same time and mentioned ‘two
ancient buildings, and there is a big cave below…[the]
buildings are called ‘Takh-Sulaiman’, and that every year
the Asians travel to this place to worship it, and they
believe spirits worshipped Solomon in this place.’
In the middle of the 19th century Valikhanov, relying on
the accounts of others wrote: “…Muhammad knew of the
existence of this town and precepted every true believer to
visit the Osh sanctuaries at least once in their life. … To
worship those places, pilgrims with their families come
there every year from Kokand, Margilan, Andijan and
other towns of Fergana valley.”

During the same period, considerable changes occurred to
the surrounding townscape with the demolition of the
major part of the traditional housing areas and the
construction of modern buildings in the historic centre of
Osh, added to during preparatory work for the celebration
of the 3,000-year jubilee of the city of Osh in 2001.

And in 1887 Simonov wrote: “…almost on the top of its
eastern peak, there is a mulushka (a kind of chapel or
mausoleum) …[which] serves as an object of worship for
lots of pilgrims gathering here from all even remote areas
of Turkestan’.
What is clear from all these accounts is the link between
the religious significance of the mountain and Islam.
Simonov was however the first writer to mention the belief
in the curative powers of other shrines on the mountain:
‘natives suffering from various illnesses go there because
all the area around the mulushka is full of memorials (…),
which can heal all possible ailments’.

3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

VALUE,

Integrity and authenticity
Integrity
The integrity of the mountain relates to its intactness in
terms of its relationship to the plain and the town at its
foot. The three aspects, mountain, town and surrounding
landscape need to co-exist in a harmonious relationship.

In the early 20th century Masalskiy, and then Castaniye,
both mentioned the curative properties of cult places as did
several Soviet era authors.
Work on collecting and analysing legends associated with
the mountain was begun in the 19th century by Russian
scientists and students. Studies on folklore continued in the
Soviet period, and in 1987-1989 a special expedition was
organised by the Ministry of Culture to collect information
on the Mountain and on the micro-toponymy of its peaks,
caves, minor cult places and other features, but also on the
worshipping and sacrifice rites practiced there.

ICOMOS considers that the interface between these three
currently creates some cause for concern and impacts on
the visual aspects of the integrity of the property. The
mountain is first and foremost a visual symbol of power,
separate from the plain, hosting in its curious geology
well-used cult sites and offering spectacular views from its
peaks.
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ICOMOS considers that the visual integrity of the
mountain has been partly compromised by modern
interventions and will be compromised further unless there
is a clearer differentiation between town and mountain and
between town and plain with sufficient unbuilt plain to
allow the mountain to be seen to rise from it, at least from
some directions. This unbuilt plain needs protection as part
of the Buffer Zone.

Comparative analysis
The comparative analysis in the nomination for the
property in relation to its region and from the perspective
of similar properties inscribed on the World Heritage List
is weak in parts.
The functioning duration of the Sacred Mountain of
Sulaiman-Too as a sacred site is said to be comparable
with the Tien Shan in China, which for two thousand years
had been “the Heavenly Empire’s” official symbol, visited
by millions of pilgrims. Also mentioned are the Khan
Khentei, the Otgon Tenger, and the Bogd Kahn Mountain,
three worshiped mountains in Mongolia, which since the
13th century have been places of annual worship. The
longevity of their ancient sacral traditions, rituals and
sacrifice practices is said to make them comparable with
those of Sulaiman-Too.

The cult sites on the mountain and particularly the rock
engravings are linked strongly to the sites on neighbouring
peaks of Aravan and Surottuu-Tash. In terms of the
integrity of the cultural sites, ICOMOS considers that the
cult sites on Sulaiman-Too are part of a wider complex of
sites and that in terms of visual images, particularly of
Davan horses, some of the more significant images, in
number and quality, are to be found on neighbouring
peaks. These peaks need protection through the Buffer
Zone.

The significations of sacred mountains and shrines in
China, India, Iran, Mongolia, Korea, Japan, Indonesia and
Afghanistan could have been discussed with more specific
examples of sites and ideological systems and evidence for
their spiritual values.

Authenticity
The sacred associations of the mountain appear to be
linked to its dramatic form rising out of the almost flat
plain, to the contrast between the smooth rocks and its
gullies and caves, and between the bare peaks and the town
huddled at its base. In the past fifty years many
interventions on the mountain and in the town at its foot
have undermined this sense of otherworldliness and of the
visual setting of the mountain in the landscape.

The material in the dossier would have benefited from
more exploration of the conclusions of the UNESCO
expert meeting held in Wakayama, Japan, in 2001, on
Asia-Pacific Sacred Mountains where there was a
comprehensive analysis of Central Asian sacred
mountains, and their classification and beliefs and rituals.

The viewing platforms, antennae, cave restaurant/ museum
and barracks have already been mentioned. The cave
museum in particular is a major scar on the face of the
mountain. The new main museum building at the foot
closes the view towards the first peak from its eastern foot.
From the upper parts of the mountain the modern
structures around its foot are all visible. During the last 1012 years, modern dwellings have been constructed on
fields around the northern side of the mountain foot, and
these have reduced the visual qualities of the mountain and
its relationship with the open landscape of the plain framed
by the mountain ranges of Ayrymach-Too and Kerme-Too.
Currently, the one-storey houses, constituting a major part
of this new built environment of the Mountain, do not
close the important distant views towards Sulaiman-Too
from the valley. ICOMOS considers that protection needs
to be put in place for the unbuilt plains which are the
remaining authentic setting of the mountain.

It would also have been valuable to have had more material
on other active sacred mountains in Central Asia, where
pilgrim paths lead up the mountains to caves and smooth
rocks revered for their healing qualities, and where herbs
are burnt for their special fragrances by visiting pilgrims.
Although other sites in Central Asia (Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan) are not mentioned in
the dossier, Sulaiman-Too can be said, on one hand, to be
typical of Central Asian sacred mountains, for the way its
shrines are laid out and used and have been used over
many millennia.
However on the other hand Sulaiman-Too is also unusual
in Central Asia for its size, shape and concentration of cult
material. Sulaiman-Too mountain can be said to present a
vivid evidence for existing, strong and continuous
traditions of mountain worship, which has spanned several
millennia and been absorbed successfully by Islam.
Moreover its traditions survived in spite of severe
restrictions in the recent Soviet era.

Some petroglyphs have been mistreated by inappropriate
conservation or graffiti (see below). Nevertheless most of
the cult sites retain their authenticity in physical terms and
many retain their active cult practices.

Sulaiman-Too is also one of those very rare mountains,
which corresponds closely to iconic images in the Universe
of Avesta and Vedic traditions: a single mountain with a
peak dominating four others, standing in the virtual centre
of a vast river valley, and surrounded by and related to
other mountains in the landscape system.

ICOMOS considers that the authenticity of the mountain,
its cult places, uses and functions are without doubt, even
given the numerous interventions over the past 50 years.
However since the sacred associations of the mountain are
linked to its dramatic form rising from the surrounding
plain, it is highly vulnerable to continuing new
development on it and around its base. In order to protect
its majesty, spirituality, visual coherence and setting and
thus the full authenticity of the property, ICOMOS
considers that the proposed protection for the buffer zone
needs to be put in place as soon as possible

The rich concentration of material evidence for cult
practices preserved on the mountain from pre and postIslamic times, together with its ‘ideal’ form, present the
most complete picture of a sacred mountain anywhere in
Central Asia.
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landscape with the Sulaiman-Too Mountain standing at its
virtual centre.

ICOMOS considers that Sulaiman-Too is both typical of
Central Asian sacred mountains and also an exceptional
example of an ‘ideal’ mountain with a rich concentration
of cult sites that provides evidence of mountain worship.

ICOMOS considers that the location of Sulaiman-Too on
one of the cross roads of the Central Asian Silk Roads
gives it prominence and influenced the cosmopolitan
development of the town of Osh at its foot. On their own
the petroglyphs are not outstanding as a collection: their
value is related to their specific siting in or near cult places
that are still actively used.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis justifies
consideration of this property for inscription on the World
Heritage List.
Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value

ICOMOS considers that the value of the mountain as a
single monument is linked to its dramatic siting rising out
of the plain and its large spiritual landscape with formal
paths, apparent zoning system, and many cult sites, still in
use and reflecting both Islamic and pre-Islamic beliefs and
particularly the cult of the horse.

The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
be of Outstanding Universal Value as a cultural property
for the following reasons:
•

The Sulaiman-Too is the only sacred mountain in
this part of Central Asia.

•

Its location on a crossing of the migratory and
trading roads from ancient times until today has led
to a symbiosis of various cultures and traditions for
more than three millennia, reflected in rock
engravings and still active cult places, beliefs and
rites.

•

The mountain has a dominating position over the
surrounding Fergana valley. The clear-cut contours
of its five peaks give it a special picturesqueness and
attractiveness.

•

The mountain’s geology and morphology have been
skilfully utilised for three millennia. Visible and
accessible vertical surfaces and cult grottoes and
crevices have been ornamented with petroglyphs in
a triple zoning system matching the ancient idea of
the “World Mountain” and the “World Tree”.

•

•

•

Sulaiman-Too is not unique as a mountain with cult sites
linked by paths and still actively used; it is however the
largest and most prominent mountain in this part of central
Asia and its size, scale and location on one of the major
arteries of the Silk Roads and the economic importance of
the city of Osh, means that it is and for many centuries has
been a significant spiritual landmark.
Furthermore Sulaiman-Too corresponds closely to iconic
images in the Universe of Avesta and Vedic traditions: a
single mountain with a peak dominating four others,
standing in the virtual centre of a vast river valley, and
surrounded by and related to other mountains in the
landscape system.
Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of criteria (iii), (iv)
and (vi).
Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.

The Sulaiman-Too rock paintings have similar
images to other parts of Eurasia, and display types
of universal images such as solar signs, hands and
footsteps.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Sulaiman-Too bears an exceptional testimony to the
cult sites on the mountain and their longevity.

Today, rituals and prayers connected with domestic
animal sacrifice, shamanism ideas of fertility,
ancestors’ cults or magic treatments are still
practiced at the cult sites.

ICOMOS considers that the rich concentration of material
evidence for cult practices preserved on the mountain from
pre- and post-Islamic times, together with its ‘ideal’ form
present the most complete picture of a sacred mountain
anywhere in Central Asia.

The mountain’s sacred and cultural qualities appear
in early Chinese and mediaeval Arabic and Persian
written sources. Western and Russian researchers in
the 19th and 20th centuries noted the mountain’s
sacredness, which attracted the attention of many
pilgrims and visitors.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.

The mountain has been nominated as a sacred cultural
landscape. The sacred landscape apparently goes beyond
the physical limits of the Sulaiman-Too Mountain,
encompassing the neighbouring ranges of Orto-Too
(eastern spur of Aiyrmach-Too) and Kerme-Too (eastern
spur of Chil-Mayram), the open plain they encircle, and
also the separate Aravan Rock. The sites found there are
partly described in paragraph 3c of the nomination dossier.
All of them possess cult places and petroglyphs similar to
those of Sulaiman-Too. The information available allows
them to be regarded as parts of a single whole, a cultural

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that Sulaiman-Too presents a Bronze Age settlement site.
ICOMOS does not consider that this property, on the basis
of present knowledge, can be said to have outstanding
value as an individual site or even as part of the wider
Chust culture of the Fergana valley.
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community (mahalla) voted against the scheme. In the
2008 evaluation, it was stated by the State Party that the
Oblast Governor had plans to approach the President
requesting a special decree to stop this project. On 9 June
2008 a special Presidential Decree came into effect that
prohibited the construction of the ropeway (and enforced
other protection, see below).

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.
Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

The second major proposed project mentioned in 2008 was
the construction of a large new mosque, some 34 metres
square and 35 metres high inside the property boundary, to
the south of the 1st and 2nd peaks, and which it was stated
could become a ‘serious visual disturbance to the
Mountain’. The initiator of the project was the Oblast
Government and the project was said to have been given
permission by an order of the Prime Minister. The need to
revise this project and reduce the height and impact of the
building was acknowledged in the Management Plan (see
below). The Presidential Decree of 9 June 2008 deemed
that the recommendations of the World Heritage
Committee for the proposed Mosque should be respected.
Construction work was suspended in June 2008. The
Mayor’s office subsequently reviewed the permission for
the mosque and recommended that the height of the
proposed minarets be reduced to from 35 metres to 21
metres. A revised plan in accordance with these changes
was submitted to the Ministry of Culture in December
2008. Work may only commence when the revised plans
have been agreed by the relevant authorities.

This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the mountain is reflected in Kyrgyz, Uzbek, and Tajik
historiography and that the mountain’s image is used by
authors and artists.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion can be justified on
the basis that Sulaiman-Too presents the most vivid
evidence for existing strong and continuous traditions of
mountain worship which has spanned several millennia
and been absorbed successfully by Islam, and has had a
profound effect over a wide part of Central Asia.
ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
ICOMOS considers that the nominated property meets
criteria (iii) and (vi) and that the Outstanding Universal
Value has been demonstrated.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures

The third development project mentioned in 2008 was
more generic and concerned the increase in the size of
villages on the plain in the Buffer Zone and the
replacement of one-storey houses with high-rise
apartments. One solution proposed in the supplementary
information was to relocate the apartments to the eastern
boundaries of the Buffer Zone or further to the outside of
the zone.

The robust mountain with its fragile cult sites is vulnerable
to erosion of its spiritual character and to the impact of
intrusive new buildings.
Of existing buildings, particularly damaging is the main
museum which is a visual scar on the mountain and visible
from the plain. It would appear to be impossible to remove
this fully without damaging the cave. Moreover, the
eventual removal of this structure would not turn the cave
back to its original state, as the ground floor has been
considerably reconstructed, further spaces excavated and
interior surfaces plastered with cement. Measures to reduce
the visual impact would be desirable, although these will
require careful consideration to ensure that the authenticity
of the property is not further affected.

The Administration of Osh Region and the Department of
Architecture and Construction of Kara-Suu confirmed in a
letter of 24 December 2008 to the Ministry of Culture that
previous decisions on constructions of high-rise buildings
in the buffer zone have been cancelled. In the future the
zone in the buffer zone delineated for individual house
construction (see below) will have a height limit of twostories.

Three proposed new developments were acknowledged in
the additional information provided by the State Party in
2008 as having the potential to severely affect the site.

More generally there were said to be plans for the
expansion of urban areas to the north and west of the city.
To control this expansion it was suggested that zoning is
needed for the Buffer Zone but this had yet to be put in
place, and the Buffer Zone did not have formal approval at
the time of the 2008 Committee. This has now been put in
place – see below.

One was the aerial ropeway or funicular project. This was
said to have been halted at the time the nomination was
presented to the Committee in 2007. It was then revived.
The aerial ropeway would have extended from a base
behind the Takht-i-Sulaiman mosque to upper stations on
both the 1st and 2nd peaks, and with intermediate stations. It
was noted in the supplementary information provided by
the State Party that this was ‘in discordance to national
legislation’ and would impact on the physical mountain
and on its ‘unique functions and meaning’.

Lack of conservation

Permission appears to have been given for the ropeway by
the Mayor of Osh even though the ‘Academy of Sciences,
scientific, cultural and arts communities, NGO, Oblast
administration and local community’ as well as the

The preparation of the 3000th anniversary of Osh led
apparently to an increase in funding for new buildings and
a diminution in conservation funding, as well as some
inappropriate conservation work (see below).

The Presidential Decree and other decrees of the Mayor of
Osh have therefore given effect to the Emergency
protection measures listed in the Management Plan (see
below) as ways of countering the threats listed above.
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Tourism pressures

ICOMOS considers that the main risks to the property are
uncontrolled development, the expansion of the city to the
west and insufficiently controlled visitor access.

Uncontrolled visitor access for many years resulted in a
damage to petroglyphs found in the lower parts of the first
and second peaks: a number of modern graffiti, mainly
painted, but also those engraved and/or pecked, cover
many rock surfaces. Most of those graffiti were made
before the creation of NIAMK (the Sulaiman-Too National
Historical and Archaeological Museum Complex), mainly
in Soviet times. However, also during the last six years,
after the establishment of a permanent on-site
guardianship, quite a few new painted graffiti have
appeared on some easily accessible surfaces. As mentioned
below, there is currently no local expertise to deal with the
conservation of damaged sites.

Measures under way to incorporate protected areas into the
Town Plan are a major step forward. ICOMOS also
considers that there is an urgent need to define activities
and proposals for a tourism strategy that addresses visitor
access issues and protection of the sacred sites and
petroglyphs from visitor impacts as envisaged in the
Master Plan.
5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

AND

Many visitors come to the mountain both from within
Kyrgyzstan and from other countries. The local
municipality is interested in encouraging tourism as a way
of gaining income. The current paths and visitor facilities
and guarding arrangements are inadequate for a major
increase in numbers.

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

These issues are acknowledged in the Management Plan,
which foresees the development and extension of the
existing public parks/recreational areas along the Ak-Bura
river, both within the city boundaries and beyond,
upstream. This would include ecological revival/ recovery,
landscaping, planting trees and providing improved visitor
facilities in those areas for both pilgrims and local
teenagers, who are identified as the main affecting factor to
the Mountain.

ICOMOS understands that some intrusive buildings have
already been demolished during the last 5 years, and there
are plans to remove other modern structures, replacing
them with movable traditional structures (yurtas) for
seasonal visitor services. For the present however the
Kyrgyz authorities consider the problem of transferring the
military unit elsewhere and the removal of its buildings
from the foot of Sulaiman-Too insolvable, because of its
importance as a post in the vicinity of the Uzbek frontier.

In order to welcome and host foreign pilgrims whose
numbers grow gradually year by year, alternative
possibilities for low-cost accommodation, services and
facilities for pilgrims in the adjacent parts of the city (not
disturbing the nominated area) are foreseen in the new
Master Plan.

On its north-east, east and southern sides, the nominated
property is surrounded by a buffer zone encompassing
some of the city. To the north and west the buffer zone
includes within its boundaries the Kerme-Too and OrtoToo mountain ranges, with their archaeological sites and
petroglyphs, situated west and north-west of the city, along
with the rural landscape of the valley that they and
Sulaiman-Too encircle. This buffer zone has been much
enlarged since the nomination was first submitted and now
has adequate boundaries.

The nominated property includes not only the open
mountain, with shrines, rock art and access paths, but also
at lower levels, built up areas in the town, plantations,
military barracks, TV station and tourist facilities.

Environmental pressures
There is a need for measures which limit environmental
degradation from uncontrolled access and this is
acknowledged. There is also a need to limit strictly the
planting of trees on the mountain which could affect the
ecological balance.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
area of Sulaiman-Too, and that the enlarged buffer zone
adequately encompass the extent of the mountain’s
unspoiled setting to the north and west, and the related
peaks of Kerme-Too and Orto-Too.

Natural disasters
There are no perceived natural disasters.
Impact of climate change

Ownership

Increased dryness could have the effect of increasing
erosion from visitors walking the paths and severe, heavy
rainfall could be equally problematic.

The nominated property is a national property of the
Kyrgyz Republic.
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The supplementary information provided by the State Party
in January 2009 reported that development of the new
Master Plan had started in January 2008 with national
funding. It also reported that work on developing
protection zones for the historic centre of Osh, and the
adjacent Kara-Suu region of Osh oblast, within the Master
Plan, had been started in May 2008 by Kyrgyzrestoration
(Scientific Research and Design Bureau under the Ministry
of Culture).

Protection
Legal Protection
The nominated property is inscribed within a larger
Protection Zone formally established by the Decision of
the Kyrgyz Government No 638 of the 8 September 2006.
Sulaiman-Too is one of two exceptional cultural reserves
in Kyrgyzstan having not only the status of National
Cultural Heritage Reserve, but also clearly defined and
legally approved boundaries. This Zone comes under the
responsibility of the Sulaiman-Too National Historical and
Archaeological Museum Complex, and any new
constructions within its extended boundaries are
prohibited, unless a special agreement is obtained from the
relevant national authorities responsible for the protection
of cultural heritage and natural environment.

On 19th December 2008, local and national authorities
agreed that Protection Zones for the nominated property
and the Buffer Zone should be included in the new Master
Plan and that these will respect the proposed boundaries. It
was further agreed that restrictions and regulations for
every sub-zone within the nominated area will be put in
place. These sub-zones include:

The nominated property is also inscribed on the National
List of Properties and given a formal status of National
Historical and Archaeological Museum Complex. It is also
covered by the provisions of:
i.

Use of the Historical and Cultural Heritage, No
91 (with Amendments of 2005)

ii.

2002 Regulations on the Inventory, Protection,
Restoration and Use of the Historical and
Cultural Heritage, No 568 (with Amendments of
2006)

iii.

-

Sulaiman-Too legal protection zone
Zone of planning control, within the City of Osh
Zone of archaeological protection for KermeToo and Orto-Too
Existing village zones
Planning control zones in the rural area
Zones of protected agricultural landscape
Protected areas for further archaeological
surveys.

To protect the property and its buffer zone against modern
developments during the period before the completion and
final approval of the Legal Protection Zoning Document
and the Osh Urban Master Plan, a map showing the agreed
boundaries of the nominated area, of the buffer zone and
its sub-zones have been distributed as a reference to the
responsible agencies of the Osh oblast, Osh city, Karasu
district and Kyzylkyshtak rural area.

1999 Law On the Protection of Nature

According to (i) and (ii), in order to provide proper
protection and use of the cultural properties, zones of legal
protection (Protection Zone, Zone of Planning Control and
Zone of Protected Natural Setting) need to be established
and incorporated in regional and urban development plans
and projects.

As well as the proposals above, it is also agreed at the
December meeting that activities on protection and revival
of traditional dwelling quarters and their infrastructures
(mahalla) are to be foreseen, that continuation of works on
the removal of existing unsightly modern structures from
the nominated area will be planned, as suggested in the
Management Plan and that removal of existing unsightly
modern structures from the Buffer Zone will be continued.

The Protection Zone for Sulaiman-Too had already been
established at the time of nomination but the boundaries
and regulations for the Zone of Planning Control and for
the Zone of Protected Natural Setting to provide extra
physical and visual protection around the property were
still at the stage of preparation work in 2008 and had not
yet been incorporated in the regional development plans of
Osh oblast, nor in the urban development master plan of
the city of Osh. This urban master plan was approved in
the Soviet times, but it still serves as formal guidelines for
developers. According to this plan, the traditional housing
in the area surrounding the Sulaiman-Too Mountain is to
be demolished and replaced with new public and apartment
buildings up to 5 storeys in height. This master plan is no
longer valid, and a need for its revision has been
recognised.

It is stated that the revised draft and progress achieved will
be reported to the State Agency on Construction and
Architecture, the Ministry of Culture, the Public Council
for consideration by March 2009.
It is understood that the Master Plan will be finalised at the
end of 2009 and come into force in 2010. In the meantime
the zoning arrangements will be respected under the terms
of the Presidential decree. (see above)
Traditional Protection

In 2008, the Committee requested that formal protection of
the nominated site should be put in place through
incorporating it and the enlarged Buffer Zone into the city
Master plan to give both of them effect as part of the
overall zoning plan for the city, through finalising the
Protection Zoning Project document as part of the Urban
Master Plan.

The sacredness of the shrines is a key attribute of the
mountain and one that should be seen as part of traditional
protection.
Effectiveness of protection measures
The current and anticipated protection measures are
adequate.
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Management

ICOMOS considers that although the nominated area has
legal protection, this needs to be incorporated into the city
plan to give it effect as does the buffer zone as part of the
overall zoning plan for the city. Considerable progress has
been made on establishing protection zones, which will
come into effect under the Protection Zoning Project
document as part of the Urban Master Plan. In the
meantime they are given effect under the Presidential
decree.

Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

The management of the nominated property is the
responsibility of the Sulaiman-Too National Historical and
Archaeological Museum Complex (NIAMK), which comes
under the aegis of the Ministry of Culture, and is financed
from the national budget. The Management Plan sets out
the intention to further upgrade the status of NIAMK,
through subordinating it directly to the Government which
would apparently improve its funding. The office of
NIAMK is situated on the property.

Conservation
Inventories, recording, research

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

During Soviet times although the mountain was despiritualised, it was protected. After independence and
before alternative systems were put in place some damage
was done in the form of new petroglyphs and burials.

A Management Plan was submitted as supplementary
material in January 2008. This was approved by the
Ministry of Culture on 24th January 2008. The Plan was
prepared by a multidisciplinary Project Team headed by
the archaeologist from the National Academy of Sciences
and composed of NIAMK staff members, specialists from
universities and representatives of national and local
organisations. Advice was provided by two external
experts from Kazakhstan and Japan. The Plan was financed
by the World Heritage Fund.

Between 1997-2000 a protection programme was begun.
Defensive enclosures were put up on the northern-eastern,
eastern and partially on the southern mountain sides,
conservation of the petroglyphs started, and partial
restoration works on the Rafat-Abdullakhana mosque and
the Asaf-ibn-Burkhiya Mausoleum were conducted. Work
was also undertaken on the main visitors’ routes. Since
national protective status was gained in 2004, visitor
protection and conservation have been funded as on-going
activities.

The Plan is an aspirational document that sets out strategic
direction for the nominated property and its buffer zone.
These respond to key management issues. What is not set
out however is the outstanding universal value of the
property and thus what is being protected. A Section on
this needs to be added. The need to protect not only the
mountain’s physical heritage but also its intangible
heritage is however stressed.

Present state of conservation
In spite of the many negative interventions on the
mountain, a large part of it remains unspoiled and still
retains its spiritual qualities respected by visitors.
Active Conservation measures

The Plan sets out a detailed list of Emergency Protection
measures such as cancelling the aerial ropeway project,
revising the proposed mosque, finalising legal protection,
approving the buffer zone and prohibiting further new
construction within he nominated area.

The property is now actively protected and the
Management Plan sets out a strategic approach for ongoing preventive conservation measures as well as for
remedial measures to tackle damage to the petroglyphs at
certain sites, and on-going maintenance of the paths.
Implementing this approach will need improved decisionmaking (see below).

The need for capacity building within NIAMK and
improved decision making is highlighted. The creation of a
Site Management Public Council foreseen in the Plan was
established on 20th June 2008. This involves 20
representatives of all responsible agencies and stakeholders
concerned as the main coordination body on the
management of the site and its Buffer Zone. It is cochaired by the Vice-Governor and the supervising Deputy
Minister of Culture. Statutes for the Council’s activities in
four main fields are being developed, and corresponding
groups formed, one of which will be responsible for
monitoring the execution of recommendations of the
World Heritage Committee and the activities included in
Management Plan. The new Council is said to demonstrate
the increasingly active participation of scientists, the
National Committee of ICOMOS and the local community
in the property.

Maintenance
On-going maintenance needs to be improved and this is
envisaged in the management plan.
Effectiveness of conservation measures
The effectiveness of the overall conservation of the
mountain and its shrines, paths and other structures will
rely on the combined efforts of authorities, local residents
and visitors.
ICOMOS considers that conservation of the property is
stable but needs to be supported by delivery of the
conservation approaches set out in the Management Plan.

In order to raise awareness of the value of the nominated
area, including its visual aspects and relationship to its
setting, and to encourage visitors to respect its fragility, an
outline of a project is set out which would re-organise the
cave museum and turn it into an exhibition on the history
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Sciences. A solid package of documentation of the
petroglyphs has been produced during last three years,
within the framework of a UNESCO Project on the
creation of the Central Asian Rock Art Database. The
documentation of petroglyphs and ancient cult places
continues at the adjacent sites of Surottuu-Tash (Orto-Too)
and Kerme-Too, with the aim of providing the necessary
documentation and justification for the establishment of
enlarged zones of legal protection.

of the mountain and its sacral organisation. Delivering
such a plan is not currently the responsibility of any of the
partner organisations, whose roles are identified in the
plan.
An Action Plan for 2008-2010 has been developed by a
Working Group jointly with the Ministry of Culture, the
Academy of Sciences, and the State Administration of Osh
region. This was approved by the Ministry of Culture on
26th June 2008. It consists of immediate actions to be taken
according to the Management Plan and its two sub-plans.
The Action Plan consists of the following parts:
I.

II.
III.
IV.
V.

Detailed mapping of the paths on the property and their
relationship to the cult sites has begun. There are no other
approved plans for further research work, due to a lack of
funding.

Legal
and
Organizational
measures
(development and approval of a state program,
development and approval of a new Master Plan
for Osh city, to incorporate protective zones and
buffer zones of the property, tourism
management programs, etc)
Improvement of the structure of the museum, and
capacity building
Improvement of conservation and protection
Improvement of on-site facilities
Publications and promotional activities

A few monitoring indicators have been put in place,
including temperature, vegetation, visitor numbers and
sedimentation. The most valuable is an annual
photographic record of the main archaeological and
architectural monuments.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring is adequate.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Risk preparedness

Sulaiman-Too is a spectacular site and one that deserves
protection and full understanding.

This is an area were little planning has yet been put in
place.

ICOMOS considers that the property has Outstanding
Universal Value as a spiritual landscape with formal paths,
apparent zoning system, and collection of cult sites
reflecting both Islamic and pre-Islamic beliefs (particularly
the cult of the horse), many of which are still in use, as
well as for its associations with cult practices that had a
profound effect over a wide area of Central Asia.

Involvement of the local communities
There is some engagement of the local community and the
possibility for more engagement, particularly of local
young people.
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

ICOMOS commends the State Party for its strategic
approach set out in locally developed Management Plan
and for enlarging the Buffer Zone to incorporate the wider
setting in the plain and its neighbouring peaks, both as
requested by the Committee when the nomination was
referred at its 31st Session.

NIAMK is headed by a Director-General recently
appointed by the Governmental Commission for Cultural
Heritage with the agreement of the Governor of Osh
Oblast. The permanent staff of NIAMK includes two
Assistant Directors, clerical staff, several specialists of
different professions (including historians and biologists),
and also site personnel. Currently there is no expertise
available on the conservation of petroglyph sites.

In response to the requests made by the World Heritage
Committee at the 32nd session, ICOMOS commends the
State Party for putting in place a presidential decree that
effectively stops the aerial ropeway, aims to reduce the
impact of the proposed mosque, reverses decisions on
high-rise buildings in the buffer zone and agrees that the
boundaries of the property and its buffer zone shall be
incorporated into the Master Plan, currently being redrafted protective zoning of both should be implemented in
line with the Committee recommendations.

The municipal police have been involved in patrolling the
property since July 2006, as a necessary measure against
visitors (mainly local teenagers) leaving graffiti on the
rocks with petroglyphs.
The annual budget allocations for NIAMK are limited. It is
anticipated that the proposed upgrading of the NIAMK’s
status will bring benefit in respect of funding, staffing and
increased possibilities for capacity building.

ICOMOS further notes that the proposed zoning addresses
the needs of the property and its buffer zone. .

ICOMOS considers that the strategic approach set out in
the Management Plan is to be commended and the creation
of a Site Management Council and a short-term Action
Plan.

ICOMOS also notes that a Site Management Council has
been set up to take forward the Management Plan and a
two year Action Plan developed.
ICOMOS considers that considerable progress has been
made to ensure the protection of the wider landscape which
is so necessary to ensure the spectacular visual and
spiritual aspects of the property, through the Presidential
Decree which ensures that governmental decisions must be

6. MONITORING
All archaeological reports from the 1940s to the present are
kept in the Institute of History of the National Academy of
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in conformity with the recommendations of the Committee
and progress with the Master Plan and defining protection
for specific zones.

agreed zoning arrangement within the Osh Master Plan. To
protect the property and its buffer zone against modern
developments during the period before the completion and
final approval of the Legal Protection Zoning Document
and the Osh Urban Master Plan, a map showing the agreed
boundaries of the nominated area, of the buffer zone and
its sub-zones have been distributed as a reference to the
responsible agencies of the Osh oblast, Osh city, Karasu
district and Kyzylkyshtak rural area.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that Sulaiman-Too Sacred
Mountain, Kyrgyzstan, be inscribed on the World Heritage
List on the basis of criteria (iii) and (vi).

ICOMOS recommends that the State Party should give
consideration to the following:

Proposed Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
Sulaiman-Too Mountain dominates the surrounding
landscape of the Fergana Valley and forms the backdrop to
the city of Osh. In mediaeval times Osh was one of the
largest cities of the fertile Fergana valley at the crossroads
of important routes on the Central Asian Silk Roads
system, and Sulaiman-Too was a beacon for travellers.
For at least a millennium and a half Sulaiman-Too has
been revered as a sacred mountain. Its five peaks and
slopes contain a large assembly of ancient cult places and
caves with petroglyphs, all interconnected with a network
of ancient paths, as well as later mosques.
The mountain is an exceptional spiritual landscape
reflecting both Islamic and pre-Islamic beliefs and
particularly the cult of the horse.
Sulaiman-Too corresponds closely to iconic images in the
Universe of Avesta and Vedic traditions: a single mountain
with a peak dominating four others, standing in the virtual
centre of a vast river valley, and surrounded by and related
to other mountains in the landscape system.
Criterion (iii): The rich concentration of material evidence
for cult practices preserved on Sulaiman-Too mountain
from pre- and post-Islamic times, together with its ‘ideal’
form present the most complete picture of a sacred
mountain anywhere in Central Asia.
Criterion (vi): Sulaiman-Too presents exceptionally vivid
evidence for strong traditions of mountain worship which
have spanned several millennia and been absorbed
successfully by Islam. It has had a profound effect over a
wide part of Central Asia.
The authenticity of the mountain, its cult places, uses and
functions are without doubt, even given the numerous
interventions over the past 50 years. However, since the
sacred associations of the mountain are linked to its
dramatic form rising from the surrounding plain, it is
highly vulnerable to continuing new development on it and
around its base. In order to protect its majesty, spirituality,
visual coherence and setting and thus the full authenticity
of the property, great vigilance will be needed in enforcing
protection of its setting.
The integrity of the mountain relies on protection of the
cult places and their connecting paths as well as their
visual linkages and views to and from the mountain.
The management of the mountain and its setting is
coordinated by a Site Management Council who oversees
the implementation of the Management Plan and Action
Plan. Its effective protection relies on approval of an
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•

Define urgently a tourism strategy that addresses
visitor access issues and protection of the sacred
sites and petroglyphs from visitor impacts;

•

Ensure that the proposed upgrading of the
Sulaiman-Too
National
Historical
and
Archaeological Museum Complex’s status will
bring benefit in respect of funding, staffing
(expertise on the conservation of petroglyph
sites) and increased possibilities for capacity
building.

Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

General view of the Sulaiman-Too Mountain

Stone and Bronze Age site on the 3rd peak

Petroglyph representing a labyrinth

Ancient sanctuary

Gate at the starting point of the main pilgrim path

The protective buffer zones were different in the World
Heritage extension nomination files from those mentioned
in the National Periodic Report (2003). The mission also
noted that ‘In its recommendation of December 1994, the
World Heritage Committee requested the Chinese
authorities to consider an extension of the Potala Palace to
include the Lukhang Temple and the DZongyab Park (also
called Willow Park) and the Chapori Hill. The mission
members found out that the Lukhang Temple and the
surrounding Park behind the Potala Palace were included,
at least on the maps, in the nomination file of 1993. The
Chapori Hill was included in the buffer zone of the 1993
World Heritage nomination of the Potala Palace’. The
mission recommended that the original boundary of the
Potala Palace World Heritage protected area and its buffer
zone, delineated in the first nomination dossier in 1993
should be maintained, which means that the DZongyab
Lukhang Park area to the north of the Potala Palace should
remain within the nominated area, and the Chapori
Mountain (Yuewang Shan) area to the southwest of the
Potala Palace should remain within the boundary of the
buffer zone’.

The Potala Palace, Lhasa (China)
No 707ter

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

China

Name of property: Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace,
Lhasa
Location:

Province, autonomous region or
municipality directly under the central
government
of
Lhasa,
Tibet
Autonomous Region

Inscription:

1994, 2000, 2001

For the Jokhang Temple the mission noted ‘There has been
a slight misunderstanding about the World Heritage
boundaries and buffer zones (construction-limitation zone
in Chinese terms) of the Jokhang Temple Monastery,
because several different demarcations existed, as stated
previously. The mission confirmed that ‘The nominated
area and buffer zone of the Jokhang Temple World
Heritage Site should be reaffirmed and the nominated area
should include not only the Jokhang Temple compound but
also Barkhor Street, with the buffer zone covering inside
the whole circle of the Lingkor kora, a total area of 1.3
square kilometers’.

Brief Description:
The Potala Palace, winter palace of the Dalai Lama since
the 7th century, symbolizes Tibetan Buddhism and its
central role in the traditional administration of Tibet. The
complex, comprising the White and Red Palaces with their
ancillary buildings, is built on Red Mountain in the centre
of Lhasa Valley, at an altitude of 3,700m. Also founded in
the 7th century, the Jokhang Temple Monastery is an
exceptional Buddhist religious complex. Norbulingka, the
Dalai Lama's former summer palace, constructed in the
18th century, is a masterpiece of Tibetan art. The beauty
and originality of the architecture of these three sites, their
rich ornamentation and harmonious integration in a striking
landscape, add to their historic and religious interest.

For Jokhang Temple: the buffer zone should encompass
the whole circle of Lingkhor Kora and the new boundaries
of the buffer zone could be therefore demarcated as East:
Lingkhor East Road; South: Jiangsu Road; West:
Duosenge North Rd and South Road; North: Lingkhor
Beilu, amounting to a total area of 1.3 square kilometres of
the historic centre.

2. ISSUES RAISED
Background

Norbulingka, the mission noted ‘The Western and
Southern sides of the nominated area are being rapidly
redeveloped. Since the lot size of these areas is
considerable, relatively severe height control should be
enforced to protect the green landscape area of the
property’.

In 1994 the Potala Place was inscribed; in 2000 and 2001
first the Jokhang Temple and then the Norbulingka were
added.
Since 1994, there has been some unclear demarcation
regarding the nominated area and buffer zones of Potala
Palace as there was a difference between details in the
1994 and later dossiers and in the Periodic Report, 2003.
The 2006 joint UNESCO/ICOMOS Reactive Monitoring
Mission to Lhasa, asserted that the original boundary,
delineated in the first nomination dossier in 1993, still
stands as approved by the World Heritage Committee at its
18th session. ’The other delineation should be corrected in
due course by Chinese authorities’.

The mission also recommended that the overall zoning
delineation for the three World Heritage sites in Lhasa be
drawn up on a single map so as to avoid any possible
misunderstanding about the boundary of each site of the
property.
Furthermore, since the development pressure in the historic
centre of Lhasa is increasing, the mission recommended
that an extension of the buffer zone for the three sites
should be seriously considered in order to protect the
traditional urban fabric, while taking into consideration the
heritage values of the surrounding landscape and
environment.

At the time of inscription the Jokhang Temple was said to
have a buffer zone of 7.5ha and a further wider protective
zone of 130ha; and Norbulingka was said to have a
construction control zone of 200m from its surrounding
wall.
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At its 29th Session in Durban (29 COM 7B.50), in order to
strengthen the protection of the Potala Palace, the
Committee requested the State Party to evaluate and
possibly redefine the buffer zones pertaining to the Potala
Palace, Jokhang Temple and Norbulingka and submit
detailed maps indicating the World Heritage boundary and
protective buffer zones to the World Heritage Centre for
the examination by the Committee at its 31st session
(2007).

Palace. However, this is the area that the mission
considered should be part of the property, as was indicated
in the 1993 dossier. The overall buffer zone is smaller than
that shown in the 1993 nomination file.

In January 2007, as part of its State of Conservation
Report, the State Party submitted location maps for three
new buffer zones and descriptions of their extent. The
maps provided were however not to scale and no
coordinates or areas had been submitted. The buffer zones
put forward did not appear to increase the protected zones
around each property and in the case of Norbulingka, there
seemed to have been a slight decrease.

The area is said to be 40,000 sq. metres. The area is
considerably smaller than that shown in the 2001
nomination and as recommended by the 2006 mission
which described a buffer zone of 1.3 square kilometres.

2.

East: Lingkhor East Road; South: Jiangsu Road; West:
Duosenge Road; North: Lingkhor North Road.

3.

Norbulingka Buffer Zone

The buffer zone extends around the inscribed zone by 150
metres to the east and 200 metres to the north, south and
west.

Three separate maps were provided rather than the one
recommended by the mission. No information was
provided as to the restrictions in force in the buffer zones
and therefore whether height restrictions were in place
around the Norbulingka.

The area is said to be approximately 1.3 million square
metres. This is smaller than in the 2001 nomination –
particularly to the south.

The Committee considered these modifications at its 30th
session and adopted the following recommendation
(Decision 31 COM 8B.58):

The areas proposed are similar to that put forward in 2007
for the Potala Palace and Norbulingka, but considerably
smaller for Jokhang Temple. These proposals rationalise
the buffer zones, reducing them from the 2001 plans where
the areas have been developed, for instance to the south of
Norbulingka and to the north of Jokhang Temple.

The World Heritage Committee,
1. Having examined Documents WHC-07/31.COM/8B.Add
and WHC-07/31.COM/INF.8B1.Add,

Annotated aerial photographs have been provided but these
are not scaled.

2. Refers the minor modification to the boundaries of the
Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa, China,
back to the State Party to allow it to supplement the
information provided on the proposed buffer zones for the
three properties by providing:

Protection
The Master Plan for the City of Lhasa (1995-2015) is said
to provide protection for the buffer zones through limiting
height in levels I, II and III areas to 8, 15, and 21 metres
based on an analysis of the vision corridors to Sera and
Deprung monasteries to the north against Mount Wuzi. It is
not clear how these three levels relate to the buffer zones.
Within the buffer zones buildings are said to be in harmony
with traditional appearance in terms of form, size, colour
and layout.

a) areas and coordinates of the three buffer zones;
b) details of the protective policies in place;
c) rationale for the suggested buffer zones and whether
consideration was given to enlarging the area protected.
Modification
On 20th March 2008, the State Party submitted revised
proposals as part of their State of Conservation report. This
stated that new buffer zones had been drawn up by experts
from the Cultural Heritage Bureau, the Department of
Construction of Tibet autonomous region, and the Lhasa
Municipal Government. The new buffer zones had been
approved and encompassed the following areas:
1.

Jokhang Temple Buffer Zone

It is said that the latest Urban Development Plan for Lhasa,
which is being revised, includes further instructions on
World Heritage Site and protected sites.
The report also provides information on protection of the
inscribed areas. Measures for the Protection of the Potala
Palace drawn up in 1997 have been revised and in 2007 the
Cultural Heritage Bureau of the Autonomous Region
invited the Chinese Academy of Cultural Heritage and the
Henan Research Institute to draw up Conservation Plans
for the Potala Palace and Norbulingka and is discussing the
protection of Jokhang Temple. It is said that these plans
and the revised Urban Plan for Lhasa will be implemented
through appropriate laws and regulations, but no timetable
has been provided.

Potala Palace Buffer Zone

North: Lingkhor North Road
West: Lingkhor West Road and area of Mount Yaowang
South: Northern wall of government building
East: Niangre Road, including Beijing Middle Road in the
north section and Kang’ang East Road in the southern
section.

Within the old city, it is stated that certain blocks are
protected for their traditional architecture (these are to the
east of the Potala Palace and Norbulingka and around
Jokhang Temple).

The area is said to be approximately 1 million square
metres. This is said to increase the original buffer zone to
include Zongjiao Lukang Park, a garden related to the
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3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
The buffer zones show a reduction in the protected area
compared to the boundaries shown in the 2000 and 2001
nominations for Jokhang Temple and Norbulingka, and in
the case of Potala Palace, an area, Zongjiao Lukang Park,
now proposed for the buffer zone was originally shown as
in the property in the 1993 map and the 2006 mission
confirmed that this area was an integral part of the Potala
Palace and should be within the property.
ICOMOS considers that the recommendations of the 2006
mission, as endorsed by the Committee, should be
respected for the boundaries of the property and its buffer
zones.
For protection, it is not yet precisely clear how
development will be regulated in respect of height
restrictions within these buffer zones. Further information
is needed on ‘levels’ within these buffer zones, along
similar lines to that provided in the 2001 nomination.
ICOMOS recommends that the minor modification to the
boundaries of the Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace,
Lhasa, China, be referred back to the State Party in order
to allow it to:
•

Reconsider to supplement the delineation of
information provided on the property and the
buffer zone for the Potala Palace, to bring the
boundaries in line with the 1993 nomination
map;

•

Bring the buffer zone for Johkang Temple in line
with that shown in the nomination file;

•

Bring the buffer zone for Norbulinka in line with
that shown in the nomination file;

•

Provide a scaled map of the three buffer zones;

•

Provide details of height restrictions for the
buffer zones, related to the protected vision
corridors;

•

Submit, when, completed, a copy of the revised
Urban Plan for Lhasa.

to allow the proposals to be considered at the 34th session
of the World Heritage Committee in 2010.
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Map showing the revised boundaries of Norbulingka

Map showing the revised boundaries of Potala Palace

Map showing the revised boundaries of Jokhang Temple Monastery

recommendation and adopted the following decision
(Decision 30 COM 8B.44):

Causses and Cévennes (France)

The World Heritage Committee,

No 1153 rev

1. Having examined Documents WHC-06/30.COM/8B
and WHC-06/30.COM/INF.8B.1,
2. Refers the nomination of The Causses and the
Cévennes, France, back to the State Party.

Official name as proposed
by the State Party: The Causses and the Cévennes
Location:

A supplementary nomination was submitted by the State
Party on 27 January 2009. This relates to the same
boundaries as the original nomination, but sets out a new
justification based on a new comparative analysis.

Languedoc-Roussillon, Midi-Pyrénées
and Rhône-Alpes Regions
France

Brief description:

Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Cultural Landscapes.

The shale and granite Cévennes mountain chain,
interspersed by wide deep valleys, rises above the plains of
Languedoc and the Mediterranean and is the southern end
of the Massif Central. Its dispersed farms on the mountain
slopes, oases of green set amidst deep terraces and thick
woodlands of chestnut and pine, are linked by high level
tracks across the undulating plateaux of the mountain
summits. In distinct contrast are the limestone uplands of
the Causses to the west and granite uplands of Mont
Lozère to the north. Both are open almost treeless
expanses of grazed grassland supporting scattered farms,
the limestone areas dissected by deep gorges which carry
the torrents of the western Cévennes down to the
Mediterranean.

Literature consulted (selection):
Extensive literature on many aspects of the landscape such as
transhumance, archaeology, history, the Templars, vernacular
buildings, silk production etc; Transhumance and Biodiversity in
European Mountains. Report from the EU-FP5 project
Transhumount. Edited by R.G.H.Bunce, M. Pérez Soba, R.H.G.
Jongman, A. Gómez Sal, F. Herzog and I. Austad.

Date of the Technical Evaluation Mission: A joint
ICOMOS/IUCN mission visited the site from 18 to 23
September 2005. As this is a referred back nomination, no
further mission has been undertaken.
Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: None

Category of property:
In terms of the categories of cultural property set out in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
site. In terms of the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention
(January 2008) paragraph 47, it could also be a cultural
landscape.

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009
2. THE PROPERTY
Background
In its evaluation of the 2005 nomination, ICOMOS noted
that the nominated area was large and diverse and its three
natural units have led to the development of quite different
traditional practices, reflected in grasslands shaped by
agro-pastoralism and wooded valleys shaped by chestnut
and mulberry cultivation. It further noted that the area was
an interesting example of where there is great local support
for sustaining the landscape and trying to reverse the trend
in movement of farmers away from the area.

1. BASIC DATA
Included in the Tentative List:

1st February 2002

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the nomination:
No
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

25 January 2005
27 January 2009

ICOMOS considered that what had not emerged clearly
from the nomination was the rationale for nominating the
area as a whole and how the property might be perceived
as an entity nor why it should be considered to have
outstanding universal value.

Background: This is a referred back nomination (30 COM,
Vilnius, 2006).
The original nomination was submitted in 2005 and
considered by the Committee at its 30th session in 2006. At
that time ICOMOS recommended that “the examination of
The Causses and the Cévennes, France, be deferred to the
World Heritage List to allow the State Party to consider
further the qualities of the property.”

ICOMOS recommended deferral and suggested that the
State Party consider further the qualities of the property.
The supplementary information re-focuses the justification
for inscription on the persistence of agro-pastoralism and
the way this has shaped the landscape. This new focus is
supported by a new comparative analysis.

The World Heritage Committee chose to refer the
nomination back to the State Party without any
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In contrast the Causses to the west is a high altitude grazed
grassland steppe of karst limestone, one of the largest
expanses in Europe. The area is sharply dissected by steep
often wooded valley with Gorges that channel the water
from the western Cévennes to the Mediterranean Coast. On
the grasslands, substantial stone-built farm complexes
support sheep farming, their sitting and boundaries
reflecting the development of large-scale agro-pastoralism
by the Knights Templars and then the Hospitalers between
the 12th and 14th centuries, made possible as in the
Cévennes by the control of water. The Causses became the
centre of trade between the Mediterranean and the flat
lands to the north.

Description
The nominated area covers the Parc national des Cévennes
(PNC), the Parc naturel régional des Grands Causses
(PNR), and the Causses méridionaux and Centre
permanent d’initiatives pour l’Environnement des Causses
méridionaux (CPIE), in all an area of 4,764 sq km. It is
surrounded by a Buffer Zone of 1,626 sq km.
Four towns, (Millau, Mende, Alès, and Ganges lying
within the buffer zone to the west, north, east, and south
respectively, are nominated as villes portes (gateway
towns) where tourist and educational facilities will be
installed for the benefit of visitors.

Both the Cévennes and the Causses landscapes reflect
wars, pestilence, periods of high level prosperity followed
by rapid decline and most markedly the migration of
people away from the hills in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Between 1846 and 1975 the area lost two thirds of its
inhabitants.

The Cévennes, Mont Lozère and the Causses together form
a large upland region in the southeast of the French Massif
Central. The Cévennes range forms part of the
Mediterranean-Atlantic watershed. West draining streams
join rivers such as the Lot and the Tarn which drain to the
Atlantic. On the east and southeast sides of the range,
streams drain into rivers which join the Ardèche and the
Gard, part of the Rhône drainage system which flows into
the Mediterranean through the delta of the Camargue. The
nominated area is thus made up of two opposites: the northwestern granite and shale slopes that face towards the Atlantic
to which their water drains, and the southeast limestone slopes
of the same uplands that face towards Mediterranean. Yet the
development of the area has been marked by ceaseless
relations between these two slopes, based on agropastoralism. The uplands with their farming culture are
quite distinctive from the surrounding comparatively
urbanised plains.

Like many uplands areas of Europe, the Cévennes and
Causses were discovered in the 19th century first by
scientists, in this case geologists and geographers
recording distinctive gorges, ‘swallow-holes’ and caves,
and then by writers and tourists appreciating picturesque
features. Robert Louis Stevenson’s book of his travels with
a donkey at the end of the 19th century brought the
Cévennes landscape to wide attention, through his
depiction of a pilgrimage to Protestant sites.
In detail the nominated property consists of the following:
Structures related to water collection and management

The nature of the precipitation – much in winter and a
shortage in summer led to the need to collect and store
water. A mastery of water management was a precondition of settled agriculture and this is reflected in a
range of different solutions and complex solutions for
channelling and storing water.

The influence of Abbeys which controlled many valleys of
the Cévennes in the 11th and 12th centuries transformed the
landscape from small-scale, isolated, subsistence farmers
into a well ordered and structured landscape of mixed
farms with irrigated terraces growing grain, hay and
chestnuts, and with chickens, goats, sheep and cattle
grazed on the high pastures and pigs and bees kept in the
forests.

High level roads passing along the summits of the
mountains mark out the drove roads that in many cases
followed even more ancient track ways. Along these roads
diffused ideas, particularly Protestantism, which gained a
foothold in the mountains and led to religious wars with
Catholics in the 17th century, still reflected in the remains
of fortifications in some villages.

The water flowing off the mountains was directed into
conduits or underground mined channels, which when they
reached the farm branched into feeder channels for steep
stone walled terraces. Below the farmhouse these terraces
were used for grain and hay; above for chestnut trees,
pollarded to keep them to a manageable height. The
summits of the mountains above the tree line were grazed
by sheep and cattle.

The shale and granite Cévennes mountain chain,
interspersed by wide deep valleys, rises above the plains of
Languedoc to the south and is clothed in dense woodlands
of chestnut and pine. The villages and substantial stone
farmhouses perched on deep terraces midway down the
valleys reflect the organisation of the large abbeys of
Languedoc and Ardèche from the 11th century, particularly
in water irrigation, and the later prosperity brought by
intensive chestnut and then silk cultivation, between the
16th and early 19th centuries. To the north around Mont
Lozère the more open granite landscape supports cattle and
sheep farming and is one of the last places where summer
transhumance is still practiced.

In the Causses the Knights Templars provided the
organisational impetus for the development of agropastoralism in the 12th century, systematically exploiting
the resources of the areas over which they gained control.
Huge quantities of grain were produced, in stone walled
fields, and then stored in towers such as at Tour du Viala
du Pas de Jaux. Water resources were organised for large
farms – roof cisterns and ponds - and for the vast flocks of
sheep which moved to into the Causses pastures in the
summer months from the plains and traversed back again
on the autumn along drailles or drove roads.
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inside and outside. They are characterised by dressed stone
lintels and door jambs and by the use of fine stone arches
over doors and to support roofs in houses. The vaulted
ground floors of houses often contained water storage
cisterns.
Villages

Drailles or Drove roads
The northern part of the Cévennes National Park
encompasses the grazed granite uplands around Mont
Lozère. Here year round cattle farming is supplemented on
the good summer grazing by large flocks of sheep
travelling north from farms to the south of the National
Park in Languedoc near the coast, a system of
transhumance that has persisted since the 12th century and
is still worked by a few farmers today.

Villages in the Cévennes reflect their founders: many
names begin with Saint reflecting the various Abbeys that
owned land in the 12th and 13th centuries. The houses
cluster together along narrow streets.

300 kilometres of drove roads criss-cross the area. These
high level routes are said to be related to early high level
Bronze Age tracks, which later were developed into an
extensive network linked to monastic establishments in
mediaeval times. There is now a somewhat simplified
network based on three main drove roads: Aubrac,
Margeride and Gévaudan, which link together subsidiary
routes for 28 major mountain pastures and are used by 125
stockbreeders and their 25,000 ewes when they move to
summer pastures.

The limestone of the Causses has resulted in the
impressive medieval military architecture of the Templar
and Hospitaller towns such as La Cavalerie, La
Couvertoirade, and Sainte-Eulalie de Cernon.
Chestnuts cultivation
In the 16th century a rapid expansion of chestnut farming
led to the creation of many new terraces rising up the
hillsides sometimes at considerable distances from their
farms. Trade in chestnuts contributed to an increasing
prosperity in the area, reflected in the re-building of more
substantial farmhouses and two-storey buildings for drying
the shelled nuts. For around 150 years chestnuts where the
main cash crop. The creation of new terraces, the
improvements to farmhouses and the creation of buildings
for processing the chestnuts all contributed to establishing
the bones of the Cévennes landscape as they exist today.

Sheep housing
The vast flocks of sheep keep on the Causses were in the
winter housed in long low stone buildings known as les
Jasses. Often more than 10 metres in length and containing
water tanks and hay stores, they have come to be seen as
the emblematic buildings of the Causses. Milk from the
sheep goes largely to the making of Roquefort cheese –
outside the nominated area to the west.

Silk cultivation
Forest
After a particularly severe winter in 1709 which decimated
many of the chestnut trees, many farmers change to
growing silk worms and planted their terraces with
mulberries, particularly in the warmer valleys that faced
south to the Mediterranean Sea. Mulberries where the last
addition to the landscape, together with the large multi
storey buildings, magnaneries, with regular rows of
windows and many chimneys constructed to grow and
process the silk worms. These were often built as
extensions to the existing farm complexes.

The grazed areas have been created over millennia through
the clearing of forests. In the east of the area, remnants of
beech forest survive as well as considerable areas related
to chestnuts and later mulberry cultivation. Some areas in
the Cévennes landscape reflect the impact of recent small
plantations of exotic species. In other areas indigenous
species have been planted over larger areas, resulting in an
incongruous monoculture. In recent years attempts have
been made to introduce mixed-species planting in order to
achieve landscapes that are closer to the natural forest
cover in appearance and species diversity.

Memories of Religious wars
In the 16th century Protestantism spread into the Cévennes
along the trade routes from Geneva. Many merchants,
traders and craftsmen became converts, forming islands of
Protestantism amidst Catholic farmers.

In the 20th century, there has been limited reforestation of
the Causses. In the Causse Méjean, in particular, there are
stark, rectilinear plantations of conifers.
Farmhouses

An explosion in numbers and the development of bastions
of the faith in towns in the west, led to increasing tension
which erupted into guerrilla type warfare over a period of
60 years with many defensive structures being erected,
particularly in towns and villages.

The traditional buildings of the southern Cévennes are
characterised by dry rubble shale stone construction
plastered on the inside and sometimes on the outside too.
Roofs are of shell-shaped slates with rows of slates
interlocking to protect the ridge. To the north around Mont
Lozère the granite buildings are built of shaped square
stones and are much squatter in character. Barley straw
was widely used on roofs until the 17th century when it
was replaced by slate.

Conflict again in the early 18th century centred on the
Camisards Protestants of the Cévennes who revolted
against the forces of Louis XIV, after the Revocation of
the Edict of Nantes which had brought an uneasy peace
between Protestants and Catholics. The clandestine
meetings of the Camisards were known as assemblées du
Désert. The fighting was brought to an end in 1706 but the
rebellion came to be seen as the symbol of the fight for the
liberty of conscience and the rights of man and many

The wide open Causses landscape has some remarkable
examples of fine stone farmhouses such as the farm
complexes of Les Monziols. Farmhouses and farm
buildings were built of dry limestone blocks plastered both
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By 1975, at the end one hundred twenty-five years of
decline, only around 11,500 inhabitants remained - a loss
of two thirds, the losses being most strong on the Atlantic
slopes. Ruins invaded the territory, and many hamlets
died.

claimed that this sowed the seeds for the revolution that
destroyed the Ancien Régime in France in 1789, and was to
spread over much of Europe and North America.
History and development

Gradually the trend is reversing: in the last thirty years
people have slowly begun to move back to some areas and
reclaim the lands.

During the Bronze Age there appears to have been largescale clearance of the forest to create pastures for sheep
and cattle. Roman rule touched the areas comparatively
lightly. The Romans did not impose social organisation on
the small scale farmers. However the landscape was
exploited for its resources, minerals and particularly timber
and the breeding of cattle and sheep. During Roman rule
much of the Causses was cleared of its pine trees. Pliny
mentions cheeses from the area being marketed through
Nîmes along trade routes across the summits of the hills,
probably of much earlier origin and which have by and
large persisted to the present day.

The traditional transhumance of vast flocks of sheep
seasonally from the plains of Languedoc to the uplands of
the Causses and the Cévennes has now dwindled
drastically. However there is now a determined move to
support agro-pastoralism which is beginning to have a
marked effect on its revival.
3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

The end of Roman rule heralded hostile incursions from
Visigoths and then the Franks in the 6th and 7th centuries
which seem to have prompted the development of
settlements in areas that could be defended readily.

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity

The fundamental changes to the landscape that can still be
perceived today took place between the 12th and 14th
centuries when several monastic orders, including
Benedictines, Hospitaliers and Knights Templars gained
control of extensive lands and put in place strong social
systems in order to harness water supplies and exploit
more systematically the forests and particularly grazing
lands.

In terms of how the boundaries encompass all the
attributes necessary to demonstrate outstanding universal
value, this has not been demonstrated in sufficient detail to
allow an understanding of whether the boundary is entirely
rational or of appropriate size. The attributes that reflect
the agro-pastoral landscape need to be defined more
clearly – in order to define a boundary that reflects fully
where these are strongest.

In the Causses, the landscape structures put in place in the
12th and 13th centuries are still reflected in the commune
boundaries of today. By the 16th century trade in sheep and
cloth put the area at the centre of trade between the plains
to the south and north.

The wholeness or intactness of the cultural landscape is
related to the survival of the forces that shaped the
landscape as well as to the symptoms that those forces
produced. The aim is to maintain these through the
perpetuation of traditional activities and the support of
those activities through Park staff and external grants.

The golden age of the Cévennes economy, was between
the 16th and 18th centuries when prosperity first from
chestnuts and sheep and then later also silk fostered the
building of large farmhouses and established trade and
permanent relations with the plains, the valley of the
Rhone and the Mediterranean. In the 1840s the longest
railway line of the time connected Grand Combe to
Beaucaire. Silk production brought another boom era at the
end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries. By
1810 the number of peoples living in the region reached its
apogee. The re-distribution of land after the Revolution of
1789 to the farmers added to the economic impetus: new
techniques were introduced and successful farms absorbed
others, leading to the demise of many smallholdings.

In many places the landscape is almost relict – particularly
the terraces in the Cévennes, where only a fraction are
actively managed. In some place, the systems of
transhumance along drove roads barely survives – only a
few flocks make the long journeys each year and many of
the tracks are beginning to be covered with scrub.
However there is now increasing attention being paid to
supporting and reviving these processes. The water
systems that once were the lifeblood of the fields and
bergeries are now only maintained in places.
Where integrity has been compromised is in the peripheral
areas of the PNC, where new building has impacted on the
farmed landscape.

Boom was quickly followed by decline: disease amongst
the silk worms in the mid 19th century started migration
away from the mountains to the towns. Between 1856 and
1914, Cévennes lost 40% of its population to the urban
centres and the mines. The war of 1914-1918 accentuated
the demographic loss and this continued after the
armistice. 20% of the men and 25% of the women between
20 and 40 years old left the area to find work in the cities.
Sericulture and silk production finally came to an end in
the 1950s.

Authenticity
The key structures of the landscape: buildings, terraces,
walls and watercourses retain a high degree of authenticity
in terms of their built fabric, but many particularly the
terraces need conservation.
As for the authenticity of the processes that shaped the
landscape, these are just about surviving but not across the
whole of the nominated area and are vulnerable.
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ICOMOS considers that the conditions of integrity and
authenticity have not so far been entirely justified.

legacy is well represented in drove roads, water
management, buildings, etc. The landscape also has
aesthetic qualities that are highly valued.

Comparative evaluation

The conclusion drawn is that the Causses and the
Cévennes can be seen to illustrate particularly well one
aspect of the diversity of Mediterranean cultural landscapes
worked by the activities of breeding. It also constitutes an
emblematic example of experimental techniques for the
management of such landscapes.

For the revised nomination a new comparative analysis has
been prepared. This has been based on the conclusions of
an expert meeting on agro-pastoralist cultural landscapes
of the Mediterranean region held at the property in
September 2007.

Currently there are no sites inscribed on the List that
reflect large-scale agro-pastoralism of the Mediterranean
region. The current state of research does not allow for an
over-view of what other sites might come forward in the
future.

−
This meeting defined a Mediterranean agropastoralism as a discrete system of land management based
on the Mediterranean climate, (dry summer with very dry,
soft winter cold); soil of relatively low productivity, changes
in altitude that allowed transhumance, proximity to the sea;
system largely based on sheep but also associated with cattle
and in place camels and other animals, and shaped by
monotheistic religions and the common use of resources. The
system has high immaterial values and delivers high
environmental values. It also has considerable diversity within
different areas.

ICOMOS considers that the comparative analysis sets out
well the rationale for considering Mediterranean agropastoralism as a major type of pastoralism within which
there are significant variations. It also shows that in many
parts this agro-pastoralism is externally vulnerable. The
Causses and the Cévennes can be seen to represent one
specific response. It is a response that is still viable and
crucially is reflected in the landscape.

The analysis suggests that Mediterranean agro-pastoralism is
one of the great agro-pastoral systems of the world, the others
being:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

On the issue of other sites that might be nominated in the
future, ICOMOS considers that there would be room on
the List for other properties that might be exemplars of
other variations of Mediterranean pastoralism - which may
reflect distinctive and outstanding cultural responses.

the nomadism of the tundra, based on reindeer;
the civilizations of Central Asia, which have
domesticated the horse;
transhumance in semi-arid context of the
Mediterranean basin and the Middle-East;
Bedouin civilization of the Saharan desert and Arabia
based on the camel;
the nomadism of sub-Saharan Africa;
Short transhumance such as in the Alps, the Pyrenees,
Tatras, Carpathians;
Andean pastoralism;
Ranching of the New World, e.g. US, Australia, New
Zealand;
Small scale distinctive pastoralism in discrete areas e.g.
Scotland; Hungary or with distinctive animals such as
the two-humped camel.

For these reasons, ICOMOS considers that the analysis
justifies consideration of this property for the World
Heritage List, but also considers that the specific attributes
that reflect the distinctive agro-pastoral system need better
defining.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value
The revised justification by the State Party has changed the
focus away from the area being part of the wider common
rural inheritance of southern Europe to a focus on agropastoralism and its impact on the way the landscape has
developed. The justification is based on the exceptional
representativeness and rich inheritance of landscapes
worked by three millennia of agro-pastoralists and
structured by medieval monastic activity. The landscape
evolution has been underpinned by three emblems:
Pasture, Lamb and Earth. Threatened by decline a hundred
years ago, it has in the last four decades become a model
for agricultural management that respects its cultural and
natural qualities.

Having established that Mediterranean pastoralism is one
of the major systems world-wide, the analysis considers
how the Causses and the Cévennes compare with other
areas within the Mediterranean. Four sub-regions with
discrete characteristics are defined. These are put forward
as an initial analysis which will be further refined at future
meetings on the Mediterranean area. The Causses and the
Cévennes is seen as part of the southwest of Europe which
includes areas of Spain, North Africa, France and Italy.
These regions are described in terms of their topography,
cultural systems, types of pastoralism – robustness and
stability, whether evolving or declining, whether still on
foot, architectural attributes – buildings, tracks, wells etc.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed
The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criterion
(v) but it is suggested that criteria (iii) and (vi) might also
be relevant.

In comparison with other areas, the analysis shows that the
Causses and the Cévennes has shorter transhumance routes
than in other places, but they are still used on foot, the
landscape show well the evolution of the system, there is a
vitality to the agro-pastoral system in comparison to many
other areas, local sheep breeds persists, the architectural

Criterion (iii): bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which
is living or which has disappeared.
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This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the agronomy of the Causses and the Cévennes can be
seen as an exceptional testimony to the tradition of
Mediterranean agro-pastoralism.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Development pressures
- Construction

ICOMOS considers this criterion could be justified in
terms of the Causses and the Cévennes, or parts of the
area, manifesting an outstanding example of one type of
Mediterranean agro-pastoralism, but that the effects of this
socio-economic system on the landscape needs defining
more closely in order to set out more clearly the specific
physical attributes and rational boundaries.

The area has recently come under greater pressure for
development as a result of the greater access permitted by
the construction of a “meridian” highway, the A75.
- Farming regression
The farming community has declined over the past half
century, particularly in the Cévennes area. Many
properties are now only inhabited in summer months as
holiday homes. Some farmers are moving back but the
long-term stability of farms is in question. The income of
many farmers has been supplemented by grants for
landscape maintenance. The wide ‘morale’ support
demonstrated currently by the different authorities might
not be sufficient in the future to ensure the maintenance of
activities which sustain the cultural landscape with its
richness and diversity.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion could be justified if
the attributes were more clearly defined.
Criterion (v): be an outstanding example of a traditional
human settlement, land-use, or sea-use which is
representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment especially when it has
become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change.
This criterion is justified by the State Party on the grounds
that the landscape of medium height mountains
demonstrates a unique example of the practice of
Mediterranean agro-pastoralism persisting over three
millennia, which became vulnerable but which is now
being regenerated through adapting to new political,
economic and social considerations.

In the Causses farming depends on the existence of cheese
making companies (Roquefort, Feta, etc) which collect the
milk from more than 1,600 family farms. The dependence
on a few big external (to the region) owned and
commercially orientated companies constitutes also a risk;
a slight change in the marketing condition could lead to a
large scale abandonment of the traditional activities with
severe consequences for the landscape and the rich
biodiversity.

ICOMOS considers that the Causses and the Cévennes, or
parts of the area, could be said to be an exemplar of
Mediterranean agro-pastoralism and specifically to
represent a response common to the south-west of Europe.
It considers, however, that the specific response in terms of
how the socio-economic system is reflected in the
landscape needs to be better described and recorded and
related to a discrete part of the landscape that manifests
exceptional responses.

In the Causses, the sheep farmers still manage to survive
largely through supplying ewes’ milk for Roquefort cheese
production. There has however been a marked increase in
the size of farms needed to create viable units and this
means there are many less people per hectare to manage
buildings and the landscape generally. In places in the
Causses, some land is turning back to scrub and trees
where transhumance paths are no longer use or the land
has been acquired for hunting. As with the Cévennes, the
economy of sheep farmers is fragile. The nomination of
the site for World heritage statues is seen as a way to boost
tourism particularly in the Causses. It is also seen as a way
to strengthen the resolve to sustain the agro-pastoral
traditions.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion could be justified for
the Causses and the Cévennes, or part of the area, based on
a more detailed inventory of those aspects of the landscape
related to agro-pastoralism in order to justify the
boundaries of a discrete area encompassing exceptional
responses.
Criterion (vi): be directly or tangibly associated with
events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with
artistic and literary works of outstanding universal
significance.

The transhumance system involves animals coming from
outside the area into the Causses and Mont Lozère in the
summer months and then heading back to the southern
plains of Languedoc in the winter. This system is therefore
to a degree outside the control of those working in the
nominated area. There is also the movement of sheep
within the nominated areas, particularly in the north, up to
summer pastures.

This criterion was initially justified in connection with the
association of the area with memories of struggles related
to the diffusion of Protestantism. In its original evaluation,
ICOMOS did not consider that this criterion had been
justified and no new justification has been proposed.

- Afforestation

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

In certain areas extensive planting of exotic species by
private landowners has introduced a discordant note. In
others indigenous species have been planted over large
areas, resulting in an incongruous monoculture. In recent
years attempts have been made to introduce mixed-species
planting in order to achieve landscapes that are closer to

ICOMOS does not consider that the criteria and the
Outstanding Universal Value have been fully demonstrated
at this stage.
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establish a global commitment on the part of those
communes.

the natural forest cover in appearance and species
diversity. The more limited reforestation of the Causses,
has followed a similar development. The Causse Méjean,
in particular, with its stark, rectilinear plantations of
conifers, is less pleasing aesthetically and equally
unacceptable in terms of biodiversity.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
area and buffer zone have not so far been satisfactorily
defined in relation to the proposed outstanding universal
value and attributes.

- Wind energy
Threats from large-scale windfarms have been identified in
the supplementary information.

Ownership
Nearly all the nominated property is in private ownership.

Tourism pressures
World Heritage recognition might lead to a significant
increase of visitors in some parts of the sites which are
already overcrowded in summer for instance St Guilhem,
Gorges du Tarn, etc.). Measures might need to be taken to
control car and visitor flows, which might prove to be
quite unpopular. The public transportation system is
almost non existent within the site, and this has not been
addressed in the nomination file.

Protection
Legal protection
The whole of the nominated areas is protected either for
natural or cultural heritage but only the core of the
Cévennes National Park is protected for both. This is a
weakness as outside the core area of the park there is less
control over changes to buildings and new development.

Natural disasters

The totality of the nominated area is protected in a variety
of different forms, but only part is protected for cultural
attributes. The Parc national des Cévennes (PNC), with its
headquarters at Florac, is a public national administrative
body (établissement public national à caractère
administratif) created in September 1970 under the
provisions of the Law of 22 July 1960. There are 117
communes within its 321,380ha. It has been a biosphere
reserve as part of the UNESCO Man and the Biosphere
programme since 1985. In the core area of the park,
cultural property is protected and no new building is
allowed. In the peripheral area there is no protection for
cultural property.

Forest fires are a threat to all parts of the nominated area,
but particularly the coniferous plantations in the Cévennes.
The large areas of chestnut trees that are no longer
maintained and thus cleared at ground level are also
vulnerable. Since 1995 a fire prevention plan has been put
in place to minimise fires and contain those that do break
out.
ICOMOS considers that the main threat to the property is
farming regression, but there is a concerted effort to
encourage and support farming activities through a
structured approach.
5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

CONSERVATION

The Parc naturel régional des Grands Causses (PNR) was
founded in 1995 under the provisions of the Law of 5 July
1972 which established the category of Regional Natural
Parks. At 315,949ha and covering 94 communes it is
almost as large as the PNC. Its status and powers are
broadly comparable with those of a national park. Its
policies are determined by a Syndicat de collectivités, a
public body which brings together communes and other
entities with the objective of carrying out works and
providing services for the communities involved. The park
exists to protect natural attributes.

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
The precise boundaries for the first nomination were the
result of studies carried out by representatives of the public
administrative authorities involved working closely with
the three major state-run management agencies (PNC),
(PNR) and (CPIE). The nominated site excluded areas
where the cultural and natural values were said to have
largely disappeared or where potential threats could be
foreseen as a result of unavoidable infrastructural
developments.

The Centre permanent d’initiatives pour l’Environnement
des Causses méridionaux (CPIE), set up in accordance
with 1901 legislation and representing 28 communes in the
Départements of Gard and Hérault, is a body which
enables these collectivities to prepare and implement
policies and activities of common interest.

However in re-defining the value of the property as an
exemplar of agro-pastoralism, there has been no
reassessment of boundaries in relation to attributes, with
the result that it is not clear how the entire property can be
said to reflect the processes of agro-pastoralism in an
exceptional way.

These regulations do not extend to all private property,
which represents some three-quarters of the area
nominated for World Heritage inscription. Landowners in
France have virtually absolute rights over the development
and management of their own properties, unless these are
covered by specific legal instruments such as the
classement of historic monuments which override the
rights of private landowners

The main objective in defining the buffer zone boundaries
in the original nomination was to ensure that entire
communes are linked with the site, and not just those parts
of them which lie within the nominated area, in order to
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watercourse and chestnut trees. Many of the terraces are
now not maintained at all: walls are beginning to crumble,
water course channels are little maintained and the
chestnut trees suffering from lack of pruning. As a result of
this, and the resulting natural processes of recolonization,
terrace systems are difficult to discern, except where they
have been brought back into active use for growing
chestnut trees and in the few green areas around
farmhouses where some are used for hay and grazing.
Maintenance of the terraces presents a huge conservation
problem. The active encouragement given to farmers to
return to this area has helped with the maintenance of the
landscape associated with the farms still farmed, but this is
a very small proportion of the whole. Sustaining the
traditional farming practices with so few people and with
comparatively low prices being paid for farm products
makes maintaining the landscape increasingly difficult to
achieve. Many of the medieval and early modern buildings
and settlements within the nominated site have been
maintained or conserved with care and respect for their
historic values. There are also some cases of what must be
judged to be poor restoration, involving the use of
inappropriate materials and unsympathetic extensions or
conversions, particularly in the peripheral zone of the
PNC, in the nominated area, where buildings are not
protected and it is difficult to impose conditions.

The Gorges du Tarn and de la Jonte, which extend over
some 29,000ha, were classified as protected sites on 29
March 2002, as a result of which any proposed changes in
their condition or character must be approved by the
relevant Minister or by the Prefect of Aveyron. At the
present time active consideration is being given to the
designation of this site as one of the Grands Sites de
France. This initiative has three objectives – the creation
of a sustainable and autonomous management policy,
restoration from the ecological and landscape point of
view, and ensuring that any measures that are adopted will
benefit local development. This designation would
supplement existing ones.
In addition, a large number of historic buildings and
architectural ensembles are protected under the provisions
of the 1913 historic monuments legislation. A number of
architectural groups and small villages are designated as
Zones de protection du patrimoine architectural, urbain et
paysager (ZPPAUP). These are listed in detail in Annexe 1
of the dossier. There are also a considerable number of
measures for the protection of areas of special natural
interest.
The supplementary information acknowledges the need for
tighter protection for the overall landscape in response to
the shift in emphasis of the nomination and the identified
threats and sets out a range of complementary measures to
coordinate and strengthen existing protection. This will be
put in place by 2015.

There have been some new recent interventions in this area
and also notably along the Gorges du Tarn, where tourism
over the past half-century has led to the appearance of
hotels, restaurants, and the like along the roads linking the
small towns and villages.

ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
weak in parts in terms of protecting the cultural attributes.
This is acknowledged by the State Party who has initiated
complementary protective measures for the property to be
put in place over the next 6 years.

Conservation

Steps are being taken in parts of the proposed site: for
example, the Conseil d’Architecture, d’Urbanisme et de
l’Environnement du Gard (CAUE 30) selected the
Rieutord Valley in 2000 as a case-study for developing
detailed practical recommendations regarding the
conservation of the architecture and the landscape.

Inventories, recording, research

Active Conservation measures

The property is well researched from the point of view of
stock-breeding. It is acknowledged that more research is
needed on physical aspects of the landscape such as
prehistoric remains in the Cévennes and also field
structures in order to have more precise understanding of
landscape history. The Strategic Plan (see below) sets out a
programme to record the material and immaterial attributes
of the agro-pastoral system..

The conservation of the landscape is encouraged through
support for the farmers who are its custodians.
Maintenance
Maintenance of drove roads, water storage ponds, walls etc
is largely the responsibility of farmers. In the case of
protected buildings, grant aid is available for some aspects
of their repair. More details on materials and methods of
maintenance need to be collected – as envisaged in the
Strategic Plan – see below.

Present state of conservation
On the more open, flatter Causses, field boundaries dating
back to the Middle Ages (and in some cases even earlier)
are well maintained and still in use. Similarly, the ancient
pools known as lavognes (some natural, some man-made)
used for watering stock are for the most part kept in
excellent condition by local communities working
collectively or by individual landowners. With the gradual
disappearance of transhumance many of the ancient
droveways (drailles) are now barely visible, but certain
stretches that are still in seasonal use are well cared for.

Effectiveness of conservation measures
The effectiveness of the conservation measures is difficult
to measure in the absence of detailed inventories and
monitoring arrangements
ICOMOS considers that the overall conservation of the
agro-pastoral landscape relies almost entirely on the
farming community and that its effectiveness and targeted
support need to be more clearly defined and monitored in
more detail.

In the Cévennes the decline of population has led to the
decline in traditional active management of terraces,
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The management structure put in place is a collaborative
one bringing together the key main players from all the
main organisations to allow coordination and shared aims
and objectives. This is very much in line with similar
arrangements for other large scale expansive World
Heritage sites which encompass several units of local
control such as such as Hadrian’s Wall (United Kingdom),
the Route of Santiago de Compostela (Spain), the Loire
Valley (France), and the Upper Middle Rhine Valley
(Germany), where a number of local administrations at
different levels have been involved.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

including

With the objective of preparing the nomination to the
World Heritage List, and following the successful
precedent established by the Val de Loire in 2001, an ad
hoc structure was set up, known as the Conférence
Territoriale, to oversee the preparation of the nomination.
Under the chairmanship of the Préfet of La Lozère (the
Préfet coordonnateur), its membership consisted of the
presidents of the relevant Conseils généraux and
régionaux, the presidents of the PNC and the PNR des
Grands Causses, and representatives of the CPIE, the
Grands Sites, the association of mayors, and the four villes
portes. Specialist advice was provided by the Comité
d’Orientation, made up of experts in a wide variety of
fields, whilst the Préfet coordonnateur headed the mission
responsible for setting up the partnerships and contracts
between the different stakeholders.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation
A management plan was drawn up for the original
nomination with the support of the five principal
stakeholders and with the agreement of the others. This has
the following main objectives:
•

The PNC is governed by a Conseil d’Administration of 52
people (civil servants, representatives of local
administrations, and specialists). It employs some sixty
staff, working either from its Florac headquarters or
around the Park. The PNR is governed by a Syndicat Mixte
made up of representatives of collectivities, the state, and
private property owners. Its management team is divided
into six sections, including heritage and landscape,
maintenance of the rural environment, and socio-economic
development. Analogous but smaller structures exist for
the CPIE and the Grands Sites. All these bodies have
structure plans of some kind governing their actions in the
short and medium term.

•
•
•
•

Conservation, restoration, and management of
the cultural and natural heritage;
Making this heritage available for the benefit of
the general public;
Contributing to the social and economic
development of the area;
Coordination of the work of the various
authorities involved in the management of the
area;
Creating a management structure for this
purpose.

For the revised nomination this has been supplemented to
identify the characteristics of the pastoral landscape. These
are seen as:

It is envisaged that, in the event of the site being inscribed
on the World Heritage List, the Association de
Valorisation des Espaces des Causses et des Cévennes –
AVECC – that was set up on 15 September 2005 will
function as the overall coordinating body for policymaking and overall management.

-

Valley and gorges
Landscapes of the high plateau
Landscapes of the peaks and summits

However these are only defined in very general, visual
terms rather than in relation to how the agro-pastoral
system, in a specific way, has shaped these areas and thus
what needs to be managed in physical terms as well as
through sustaining the agro-pastoral way of life.

While these three main authorities (PNC, PNR, CPIE)
have a very good collaboration, they have a limited power
on land use and even cultural heritage conservation, most
of the land being private property. Even on nationally
owned land, the Park has not been able to prevent reforestation with exotic species for wood production. In
some areas, particularly the outer zone of the national Park
in the nominated area there is evidence of development
with houses being constructed on former fields for tourism
purposes.

The threats are said to be:
-

pressure of construction and installation
demise of agricultural and pastoral life
development of new energy landscapes

The response to these threats is through the structures
listed above: no detailed action plan has been provided but
an action plan for 2006-8 sets out the progress so far.

Many of the key built features of the landscape such as
buildings terraces, stone walls and the water distribution
systems, based on numerous dams and lengthy
underground channels (known as béals) need continuous
maintenance and reconstruction, and this work is carried
out not by a central authority but by the communities
whose needs they serve. As the communities are now
much reduced from their numbers a century ago, it is not
possible to maintain more than part of what remains.

However a Strategy for 2007-2013 has been drawn up
which encompasses key themes related to improving and
sharing knowledge, promoting an understanding of the
living landscape and encouraging the participation of all
the key players. The Strategy includes completing an atlas
of the landscape, drawing up an inventory of attributes of
the landscape; developing knowledge of the landscape;
acquiring a common language for the landscape;
developing a decision-making tool for the restoration and

The same applies to many of the natural aspects of the
landscape such as chestnut trees.
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as an outstanding example of a regional variant of
Mediterranean pastoralism, through the workshop
organised by the State Party on agro-pastoralism in the
Mediterranean area and the revised comparative analysis.
Furthermore this focus on agro-pastoralism has led to an
increased visibility for this traditional system and the need
to optimise support for its products.

the management of the landscapes; and identifying
emblematic sites of the cultural landscape.
This Strategy should deliver, through the necessary
research, the much needed detailed knowledge of the agropastoral landscape, its structures and intangible heritage, as
a basis for defining the boundary, for restoration and
protection, and for monitoring this large complex, and in
some respects vulnerable, landscape to ensure its value is
being sustained.

What are eligible for inscription on the List are the
physical manifestations of such an agro-pastoral system. In
this regard, ICOMOS does not consider that the
manifestations of this system for its impact on the
landscape have been sufficiently clearly identified in terms
of specific features and attributes. The area nominated is
large and diverse. It reflects many other features besides
those associated with agro-pastoralism – such as those
associated with silk and chestnut production and semiurban areas that have not been shown to have tight
associations with agro-pastoralism. In order to determine if
the boundaries adequately reflect the disposition of
attributes related to the exceptional manifestation of agropastoralism and to link management to those attributes, it
is essential that they are more clearly defined.

Involvement of the local communities
There is huge involvement and support of the local
farming communities in sustaining the agro-pastoral
landscape.
Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training
The Strategy for 2007-2013 anticipates EU support
funding of up to 7 million euros over its five years
duration.
Effectiveness of current management

The nominated area is very large and complex and not
without threats. Managing the attributes will present
considerable challenges over and beyond fostering the
agro-pastoral way of life which is being done at the
moment. ICOMOS considers that more work is needed on
defining the attributes that need managing and in putting
place a more detailed management plan with an associated
action plan. The basis for this has been set out in the
Strategy.

|Implementation of the Strategy is urgently needed to
underpin the whole rationale for identification, protection
and management of the agro-pastoral landscape.
ICOMOS considers that currently the management system
for the property lacks the level of knowledge necessary to
define clearly what needs to be protected, managed and
monitored. Such knowledge will emerge from the Strategy
and this should form the basis for a more targeted
management system.

The original nomination dossier has been supplemented
with new information on the agro-pastoralism aspects of
the landscape but without withdrawing any of the initial
information. What is now needed is an overall coherent
nomination dossier that sets in more detail the
manifestations of agro-pastoralism and provides a clear
main focus on its history and development and attributes.

6. MONITORING
Major projects that might impact on the project are
monitored by a coordination service established under the
local authority of Lozère. No detailed monitoring
indicators are set out for the agro-pastoral attributes of the
landscape and these needs to be put in place.

Recommendations with respect to inscription
ICOMOS recommends that the examination of the
nomination of The Causses and the Cévennes, France, to
the World Heritage List be deferred in order to allow the
State Party to provide:

ICOMOS considers that more detailed monitoring needs to
be developed based on inventories of the attributes.

7. CONCLUSIONS

•

The supplementary information submitted does present a
quite different justification for the nomination than the
original dossier in terms of its emphasis on the areas as an
exemplar of Mediterranean pastoralism. Although this is
supplementary information, it does in effect supplant some
of the information in the original nomination, such as the
value of the area as a focus of Protestant resistance and its
specific cultivation systems related to chestnuts and silk.
We thus do not now have one coherent nomination dossier.
•

ICOMOS supports this new approach and considers that
agro-pastoralism is the force that binds together the quite
different faces of the overall mountain areas – the northwest facing shale and granite and the south-eastern
limestone uplands. Moreover this system has been shown

A more detailed inventory of the attributes of the
property that relate to agro-pastoralism, in order
to:
o

Justify the boundary of the property;

o

Provide a basis for managing and
sustaining the attributes, including
processes and practices, that relate to
agro-pastoralism.

Provide an overall nomination dossier that
reflects the revised focus on agro-pastoralism
and its manifestations.

ICOMOS considers that any revised nomination would
need to be considered by a mission to the site.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Village in the Cévennes

Roof of shell-shaped slates

Cros Roux – Causse Méjean

Roof shaped for collecting water (Saint Jean de Balme)

2.
Recognizes that the nomination entitled “Triple
Arch Gate at Dan” brings to the attention of the
Committee one of the elements of a technological
innovation that has Outstanding Universal Value on the
basis of criterion (ii);

The Triple-arch Gate at Dan (Israel)
No 1105

Official name as proposed
by the State Party:

The Triple-arch Gate at Dan

Location:

Upper Galilee region

3.
Refers the nomination entitled “Triple Arch Gate
at Dan”, back to the State Party to present further
information and legal and technical data to enable its
formal inscription by the Committee at its 33rd session in
2009.
The State Party submitted additional information on 27
January 2009.

Brief Description:

Consultations: ICOMOS has consulted its International
Scientific Committee on Archaeological Heritage
management.

The nominated property is the archaeological remains of a
gate formed of three arches in sun-dried mudbrick. The
arches are semicircular and have a span of 2.5 metres.
They form part of city rampart fortifications dating back to
the 18th century BCE, i.e. the Middle Bronze Age.
Amongst the earliest known arches, they are the most
complete with the largest span. The arches make partial use
of the voussoir system.

Literature consulted (selection):
Oates, D., Early Vaulting in Mesopotamia, in D. E. Strong, ed.
Archaeological Theory and Practices, 1973.
Sauvage, M., La brique et sa mise en œuvre en Mésopotamie des
origines à l’époque achéménide, Paris 1998.

Category of property:

Van Beek, G.W., “Pre-classical developments in domical
construction”, Domes from Antiquity to the present, 1988.

In terms of the categories of cultural property set out in
Article 1 of the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this is a
monument.

Technical Evaluation Mission: 4-8 September 2007. As
this is a referred back nomination, no further mission has
been undertaken.

1. IDENTIFICATION
Included in the Tentative List:

Additional information requested and received from the
State Party: ICOMOS sent a letter to the State Party on 10
December 2007 concerning the following points:

30 June 2000

International Assistance from the World Heritage Fund for
preparing the nomination: No
Date received by
the World Heritage Centre:

- The need to produce a detailed and definitive plan
covering the nominated property and to confirm the area of
the nominated property.

28 July 2003
1st February 2007

- The need to produce a detailed and definitive map of the
buffer zone indicating in particular the paths, parking
areas, visitor reception buildings and annex buildings, and
confirming the area of the buffer zone.

Background: The nomination was examined by ICOMOS
in 2005 and withdrawn by the State Party before the 30th
session of the World Heritage Committee (Vilnius, 2006).

- The guarantee that the part of the buffer zone outside the
natural park is used only for agricultural purposes.

A new nomination dossier was submitted on 1st February
2007 and was examined by the World Heritage Committee
at its 32nd session (32 COM, Quebec, 2008).

- The need to confirm the implementation of a
conservation plan in line with the best international
standards in force, and to indicate the timetable for such
implementation.

At the time, ICOMOS recommendation was as follows:
ICOMOS recommends that the Triple-arch Gate at Dan,
Israel, should be inscribed on the World Heritage List on the
basis of criterion (ii).

In reply, ICOMOS received additional documentation on
11 February 2008.

The World Heritage Committee adopted the following
decision (32 COM 8B.34):

Date of ICOMOS approval of this report: 10 March 2009

The World Heritage Committee,
1.
Having
examined
Documents
08/32.COM/8B and WHC-08/32.COM/INF.8B.1;

2. THE PROPERTY
WHC-

Description
The triple-arch gate is at the south-eastern end of the
fortified ensemble of Tel Dan dating from the Middle
Bronze Age. This is a large tell where there was a
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settlement over a long period at the start of historic time,
but this settlement was not continuous. The fortified
ensemble constituted the Canaanite town of Laish or
Leshem, which is mentioned on several occasions in the
Bible. It is surrounded by a region made naturally fertile by
the presence of water.

of plaster that covered the cobblestone floor. These traces
provide compelling evidence that the gatehouse was
originally plastered and painted.

Tel Dan is at the foot of Mount Hermon and the Golan
Heights, near one of the three sources of the River Jordan,
in the upper valley of the river, forming part of the SyroAfrican Rift Valley.

The land known as Canaan was situated in the territory of
the southern Levant, in what is now Israel, the Palestine
Authority, Jordan, Lebanon and southwestern Syria. The
inhabitants of Canaan were never ethnically or politically
unified as a single nation. They did, however, share
sufficient similarities in language and culture to be
described together as "Canaanites."

History and development

Nowadays, the Tel Dan site as a whole has a nearrectangular shape with rounded corners, with a basically
oblong crater-like interior, a shape that is the result of the
early fortifications that are underground for the most part.
The total dimensions of the tell are roughly 400 m x
500 m.

City-states developed in Syria-Palestine around 3100,
serving as mediators between the cultures of Mesopotamia
and Gerzea in Egypt. At this time the dominant town was
Ebla. Texts from the Egyptian Middle Kingdom (2040–
1786) show that Egypt exercised a degree of political
control over the area between 2040 and 1786 BCE, ruling
through local vassal kings. This led to much dislocation
and a decline in urban settlements.

The nominated property consists solely of the triple-arch
gate and the immediately adjacent area. The gate is situated
in a corner of the ramparts. Its own overall plan is close to
a square (external dimensions: 15 m x 13.5 m), two sides
of which join it to the ramparts. The two other sides consist
of thick walls, one facing outside and the other inside the
town, through which two great access arches have been
opened up. They are set back from the main walls, whose
four corners form defensive salients. A third arch passes
through an inner separating wall. The span of the arches
allowed a passageway of about 2.5 metres in width, which
is considerable, and about 2.5 metres high to the top of the
arch, and the thickness of the arches is around 2 metres.
The built structure of the gate also contains four inner
chambers.

The Golden Age of Canaan was between 1800 and 1450
BCE when strong urban centres were re-established, towns
such as Hazor, Qatna, and Ugarit flourished as centres of
power in the region and the Canaanites became famed as
traders across the Near East, particularly for purple dye
obtained from sea-molluscs found along the Mediterranean
coast.
The gate and ramparts of Tel Dan were constructed, it is
now believed, in the 18th century BCE, when Canaan was
at the height of its power and influence.
A second period of Egyptian control between 1450 and
1365 BCE preceded the break-up of the Egyptian Empire
that enabled the Hebrew invasion into the land of Canaan
around the 12th century BCE and, in time, the creation of
the ancient Kingdom of Israel. According to Biblical
evidence, Laish was conquered and renamed by the
Hebrew tribe of Dan. Tel Dan flourished as the
northernmost city of ancient Israel and is mentioned many
times in the Old Testament. Excavations have been carried
out on the northerly part of the site.

The three arches have a massive appearance, and their
shape is a slightly flattened half-circle. They are made up
of three arcs of sun-dried mudbricks on top of each other,
which pass on the loading to the piers. The bricks are sundried clay mud bricks. Two types of brick are present on
the site. One is whitish because of the presence of
calcareous aggregate, and the other is brownish. The shape,
hardness and constructive use differ depending on the type
of brick, and so does the state of conservation. The built
structure of the gate probably had a roof, and thanks to the
arch system it ensured the continuity of the fortified
enclosure.

Laish (Dan) was strategically situated on the road from
Damascus, in Syria, to Tyre on the coast of the
Mediterranean Sea. The north-south route from Hazor to
Lebanon passed through Abel-beth-maachah, just west of
Dan. At the northern end of the upper Jordan Valley, Dan
was sited in one of the most productive parts of the region
where there is abundant rainfall. At the foot of the tell
mound are extensive springs that represent one of the
sources of the River Jordan.

The imposing earthen ramparts that encircled the town
were built on foundations consisting of basalt boulders;
above them was the sun-dried mudbrick wall. A large part
of these fortifications still exists: two short sections next to
the gate are included in the nominated property. The rest of
the fortifications are located in the buffer zone.
From the outside, the gate was approached by twenty
basalt steps rising from the plain. On the town side, a short
cobbled way led to stone steps descending towards one of
the town's cobbled streets.

Tel Dan was destroyed when the city was captured by
Tiglath Pileser, king of Assyria, in 732 BCE. It was
partially restored, but never regained its former
importance. By the 4th century BCE it was described by
Eusebius as being a village (Onomasticon 369).

Excavations revealed the presence of the gateway (see
below). None of the three arches has been entirely exposed
in the interest of conservation. No evidence survives for
the structure of the roof, which could have been either of
cedar beam or of mud brick vault construction, overlain
with mud plaster. Traces of mud and lime plastering on the
wall surfaces have been found and remains of a thick layer

Rescue excavations began at Tel Dan in 1966 by the Israeli
Department of Antiquities and Museums, as there was a
potential threat from military activities because of
proximity to the Syrian frontier. Excavations in the southeast sector did not begin until 1977, and the top of the first
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arch was discovered in 1979. The two other arches, and
then the passageways were uncovered in the ensuing years.

Authenticity
The authenticity of the excavated arches is not in doubt.
However the precise dating of the gate is based on indirect
elements. Many vestiges have been found in the
excavations of the tell settlement area, near to the gate.
They provide evidence of dates going back to the 18th
century BCE. Furthermore, the use as an urban passageway
gate of the three arches seems to have been limited in time.
The gate was blocked up with earth, to ensure the
continuity of the ramparts, which in fact ensured its
conservation up until the contemporary excavations.

The excavations were then developed into a full research
project, which continued until 1999, covering both the gate
of the Canaanite town and the later "Biblical" city. After
more than 30 years of work, less than 10% of the site has
been excavated. The digs were interrupted in 2006 because
of the war between Israel and Lebanon. They are scheduled
to restart in 2008.
The Triple-arch Gate at Dan values
The fortified ensemble of Tel Dan constitutes an example
of the architectural techniques of the Middle Bronze Age
and of the urban development of the Canaanite civilisation.

Furthermore, for the arches to be fully authentic, their
immediate architectural environment must also be fully
authentic, which again raises the issue of the recent process
of decay and how to overcome it. Elements of
reinforcement for the structures undergoing decay have
been applied, taking care to ensure reversibility. Elements
of restoration have also been considered.

The nominated arches demonstrate great accomplishment
in arch building techniques at this period. This is a
consummate example of an architectonic principle of great
technological value through the way the forces of gravity
are converted into lateral thrust. The arches are the largest
and the best conserved of the ancient vaults and arches
discovered by archaeologists.

The main challenges in the future will be to keep
interventions to a minimum, without any significant
reconstruction, to ensure the authenticity of the gate and
the arches.

The triple-arch gate shows the diffusion of the true arch
technique, and was built using sun-dried mudbricks and
partially using voussoirs (trapezoidal bricks made to fit
together).
3.
OUTSTANDING
UNIVERSAL
INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

ICOMOS considers that the triple-arch gate at Tel Dan
meets the criteria of integrity and authenticity. ICOMOS is
however concerned about the process of decay of the
immediate built environment of the three arches, which has
set in motion a process of decay of the property's integrity
in a way that is difficult to reverse.

VALUE,

Integrity and Authenticity
Integrity

Comparative analysis

The built part of the gate is complete. It includes in
particular the three true arches on which its value is
founded. Despite the lack of superstructure, even in the
form of archaeological traces, the gate's overall integrity
has been maintained, both in terms of its architectural plan
and elevation views.

The key elements at the heart of the nomination are the
three arches of the gate, which constitute a very ancient
and technically accomplished example of the true arch.
These are the rationale for the nomination.
The true arch differs from corbel arches and other older
types of arches in that its arch-shaped structure converts
the naturally downward pressure of gravity of the upper
built structure into lateral thrust against the piers, solely by
compression exerted on the construction elements.

Sun-dried mudbrick constructions are furthermore
relatively fragile over time, and a process of deterioration
of the immediate built environment of the arches (spandrel
and side walls) has begun since they were uncovered by
the excavations. For about 25 years now this has raised
significant conservation problems. The integrity of the
construction has been affected at certain points, as the
natural elements (water, wind, sun) have removed portions
of material and made the structure fragile to the north-east.
(See 5, conservation).

The oldest examples of primitive vaults and arches
appeared in the 4th millennium BCE in Mesopotamia
during the Uruk period (Tepe Gawra about 3300 BCE).
They are also present in the first dynasty in Egypt, c. 3000
BCE and under the fourth dynasty, c. 2580-2560 BCE. The
true arch was found in the development of the city states of
the Middle East during the 3rd millennium, for openings,
vaulted ceilings, tombs, etc.

With regard to the integrity, in the sense of completeness,
of the nominated property, a question is also raised
concerning the relationship of the gate to its environment
of fortifications; the fortifications are in the buffer zone but
not in the nominated property zone.

A move towards a more accomplished architectural form,
the true semi-circular vault, took place as early as the 3rd
millennium ceramic relief in Tell Asmar, period Ur I).
Vaults and arches made of square or rectangular hewn
brick, with mortar in the extrados, were quite widely
present at the start of the 2nd millennium in the Middle
East (Tell el-Rimah).

ICOMOS recommends that the State Party should give due
consideration to this aspect, particularly bearing in mind
that another later gate exists inside the archaeological
ensemble included in the buffer zone.
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•

Simultaneously, the semicircular arch was improved by the
voussoir system (trapezoidal bricks made to fit together);
this is sometimes referred to as the true radial vault. The
first genuinely accomplished vaults and arches of this type
have spans of 0.8 m to 1 m, and the function of supporting
the weight of the superstructure is fully expressed.

They bear witness to the apogee of the art of
massive earthen fortifications during the Middle
Bronze Age II, including sophisticated gateways
with arches, and to the urban development of this
period.

Criteria under which inscription is proposed

Some authors (Heinrich, for example) consider that true
arches were built over gates from the end of the first
dynasties in Egypt, and above the gates of cities and
temples from ancient times in Babylonia.

The property is nominated on the basis of cultural criteria
(i), (ii) and (iv).
Criterion (i): represent a masterpiece of human creative
genius.

The construction technology of the three large arches at
Tel Dan is relatively sophisticated and expert, rather than
experimental. The openings and elevations are large. This
suggests the existence at the same period of other arches,
probably in a relatively large perimeter from Mesopotamia
to Egypt, which have either been destroyed or are as yet
undiscovered.

For the State Party, although the three arches of the gate at
Tel Dan are not the earliest known examples, they are the
first example of a complete true arch. They meet all the
criteria of this principle of construction. They are an
exemplary representation of human creative genius in the
technical and architectural mastery of the true radial vault
and arch.

One similar arch does exist at Ashkelon, Israel, from the
same period (Middle Bronze Age IIA), but this is damaged
and less complete. It also forms part of a fortification
system, and was rebuilt twice during the Middle Bronze
Age. No absolute dating has been achieved for the Dan
arches or for the Ashkelon arch, but the arches at both sites
appear to be very close in period. In the case of Dan, the
gatehouse is linked to the city's 18th century BCE defence
system.

ICOMOS considers that the three arches of Tel Dan
demonstrate complete mastery of the true arch technique,
using the combined method of rectangular bricks and
trapezoidal bricks, in the context of massive fortifications
and the urban development of the Middle Bronze Age or
slightly later.
The three arches of Tel Dan demonstrate how man adapts
to his environment by the use of sun-dried bricks, made of
mud and clay.

Two arch gateways, built of brick and forming part of a
fortification system, also exist at Mumbaqat in Syria. They
too date from the Middle Bronze Age, but their
construction technique is slightly different.

However, this technical expertise is neither unique at the
time nor the earliest known. Clearly the earliest examples
of voussoir arches were built earlier than at Tel Dan, in the
3rd and 4th millennia, in Egypt and in Mesopotamia. It
seems that the arches of Tel Dan are not the oldest example
of a complete true radial arch, nor the oldest example of a
voussoir arch. The dating of the Tel Dan gate moreover is
indirect, and its monumental and defensive use seems to
have been of short duration.

ICOMOS considers that, in the light of the above, the
arches of Tel Dan do not represent the earliest example of
the true radial arch or the earliest example of the brick
voussoir type arch. However, in the current state of
archaeological excavations, the Tel Dan arches are the
largest early arches and demonstrate an early use of the
voussoir type arch.
ICOMOS considers that the comparative information
known about vestiges of the earliest true radial arches and
vaults justify consideration of the inscription of the
property as an outstanding example of the diffusion and
flourishing of a construction technique at the start of the
2nd millennium.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

Justification of the Outstanding Universal Value

For the State Party, the three arches of Tel Dan represent a
new architectural principle originating from Mesopotamia
and largely disseminated in the Mediterranean and the
Middle East. As there is no complete architectural example
in Mesopotamia, it is the Tel Dan site which is the most
significant example of mastery of this architectural
principle and its dissemination. More generally, most
mudbrick arches collapsed and disappeared as early as the
Iron Age.

Criterion (ii): exhibit an important interchange of human
values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the
world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design.

The nominated property is considered by the State Party to
have outstanding universal value as a cultural property for
the following reasons:
•

The three arches of the gate at Tel Dan are the only
complete arches forming part of a fortification
system known at the present time for the Middle
Bronze Age (18th century BCE).

•

They bear witness to a knowledge of the principles
of construction of true radial vaults at the period in
question in the Middle East.

•

Their span is exceptionally large (2.5 metres).

Since this initial dissemination of which Tel Dan is an
example, the architectural principle of the true radial arch
has been widely adopted in the Mediterranean world and in
Western civilisation.
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ICOMOS considers that Tel Dan bears witness to the early
diffusion of the architectonic principle of the vault and the
voussoir arch, in the Middle East during the Middle and
Late Bronze Age, and in particular its developed version
including trapezoidal bricks for significant spans.

Military risk

The integrity of the arches is however threatened by the
intrinsic difficulty of conserving sun-dried mudbrick
architecture for future generations, particularly for a
structure as elaborate as an arch. The initial excavation
periods, which re-exposed the edifice to the elements, did
not fully allow for this consideration and have
compromised chances for conservation in the long term.

Tourism

Situated close to the border with Lebanon and the border
with Syria, the Tel Dan region could be affected by war
risk.

Up to now tourism has been kept well under control, and
relatively limited numbers of tourists have visited the
three-arch gate itself. Tourism could grow significantly
inside the Reserve, without posing a particular threat to the
archaeological site.
Any risks of vandalism are prevented by the presence of
wardens on the archaeological site and the physical
protection of fragile or dangerous archaeological elements.
Routes inside the Reserve are indicated and signs are
installed to encourage good behaviour. The real
quantitative limit at the moment is the capacity of the
parking area (up to 1,000 visitors at any one time). The
annual average number of visitors for the Reserve is
around 200,000, but only 80 days a year are considered to
be peak days for visits.

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has been justified.
Criterion (iv): be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history.
In the view of the State Party the Tel Dan gate is the only
conserved example of gates of massive fortifications, a
defensive system that was used during the development of
the civilisation of the city-states of the Middle Bronze Age.
It is a unique example of a very important feature of
civilisation, which is widely encountered in the Middle
East.

Natural factors and impact of climate change
The main natural risk threatening the nominated property is
torrential rainfall. There is also a certain degree of
earthquake risk in this zone. In view of the dominant
vegetation cover, a brush fire could, in the dry season,
spread as far as the site. It is not however directly exposed
to this risk as vegetation is cleared aware on the
approaches to the site. There is no pollution in the site
environment, and there are no climatic particularities.

In the view of ICOMOS, the nominated property is the
triple-arch gate alone; the fortified ensemble is not
nominated and its outstanding universal value does not
seem to be justified. The nominated property does not
present all the characteristics of the feature of civilisation
referred to, i.e. the flourishing of fortified city states in the
Middle Bronze Age in the Middle East.

Risk preparedness

ICOMOS considers that this criterion has not been
justified.

In the short term, the conservation plan aims to ensure
better protection for the nominated property against
torrential rain, and in a longer-term perspective it aims to
include earthquake risk in the protection of the property.

ICOMOS considers that the nominated property does meet
criterion (ii) and that outstanding universal value has been
demonstrated, but ICOMOS considers that the expression
of the outstanding universal value could be compromised
by problems of conservation of the nominated property, if
these problems are not dealt with thoroughly in a long-term
perspective.

The natural park personnel are trained to deal with the
various everyday risks mentioned. In the case of brush fire,
equipment is in place, it is regularly inspected and the
personnel are trained in its use.
ICOMOS considers that the main threats to the property
are torrential rainfall, possibly combined with the action of
the wind and sun.

4. FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTY
Human factors

5.
PROTECTION,
MANAGEMENT

Economic development is not exerting any pressure on the
Tel Dan site. All projects must moreover be authorised by
INPA, the Israeli Nature and Parks Authority. There are no
inhabitants either in the nominated property zone or in the
buffer zone.

CONSERVATION

AND

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
Nominated area:

In response to the request by ICOMOS, the State Party has
given guarantees that the area (about 6 hectares) of the
buffer zone that does not form part of the natural reserve
will be used exclusively for agricultural purposes.

The nominated property consists of the triple-arch gate and
its immediate surroundings: the connections to the north
and south-west rampart wall, and the external and internal
gate access staircases. The property boundary is a rectangle
of approximately 4,800 sq.m. around the gate.
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Buffer zone:

Conservation

The Tel Dan archaeological site forms part of a protected
nature reserve that represents the bulk of the buffer zone.
Since the 2005 nomination and the ensuing
recommendations, the buffer zone has been extended to the
south-east beyond the nature reserve zone, to include an
agricultural zone belonging to the Snir kibbutz, to a depth
of at least 150 metres. The total area of the buffer zone is
37.2 hectares.

Inventories, recording, research
The archaeological study has been underway since the late
1970s. The archaeological documentation thus gathered on
the site is considerable. It consists of several types of
documents:
- Excavation reports for each campaign.
- The Tel Dan reserve annual report, published since
2001. This is a sort of log book compilation of all
actions and observations on the site.
- The site dossier, which brings together all basic
documents, plans and decision relating to the site. It is
regularly updated.

ICOMOS considers that the boundaries of the nominated
property are adequate. ICOMOS considers that the revised
buffer zone boundaries are adequate.

Ownership
The nominated property is owned by the State of Israel. It
is situated in the nature reserve of Tel Dan. It therefore has
the legal status of a nature reserve and an archaeological
site.

The IAA/Getty Report provides an in-depth study of the
archaeological situation of the property and any changes in
its state of conservation since the property was uncovered
at the start of the 1980s. It provides a solid technical basis
for the updating and improving of the property's
conservation plan.

Protection

Present state of conservation

Legal protection

This monument is made of sun-dried mudbricks, which by
their very nature are fragile, and the state of conservation
of the arches and the mural elements of the gate is not
good. Its survival since its creation was only possible
because the site was buried quite rapidly, probably in the
8th century BCE. Once the structure was uncovered, in
around 1980, it began to deteriorate because of the nature
of its material of construction.

The nominated property is defined and protected by the
following legal texts:
- The Israel Lands Administration Law of 1960.
- The 1965 Planning and Building Law and its
amendments.
- The 1978 Antiquities Law and the 1989 Antiquities
Authority Law (IAA).
- The 1963 National Parks, Nature Reserves, National Sites
and Memorial Sites Law, amended in 1992.

Recent excavations show the very probable presence of
plastering on the surface of the joints between the bricks,
and perhaps over the whole of the facades. This again
attests that this construction was sophisticated and well
mastered, rather than being a still experimental
construction.

Under the law of 1960, the property is governed by the
powers of the state vested in the Nature Reserves Authority
(Act of 18 September 1987), and the confirmation of a 49year transfer of rights dated 7 May 2006.

Active conservation measures
Following the uncovering of the gate in the late 1970s and
early 1980s, an initial shelter was constructed above the
gate in 1982. This protection however turned out to be only
partial and inadequate. From 1985 to 1988 moreover, the
protective roof deteriorated, and water penetrated into the
north-east tower.

Buffer zone:
Most of the buffer zone (84%) is under the protection of
the natural reserve. The rest is a zone exclusively reserved
for open-field agricultural activities. All requests for a
waiver from this allocation rule (e.g. for a building) have
been made impossible in view of the guidelines for the
implementation of land use planning.

In 1992 the western facade and the interior of the gate were
filled in, as a preventive conservation measure. A new and
more complete roof was built in 1993, and another layer of
protective fill was added.

ICOMOS consiers that the buffer zone protection measures
are adequate.

From 1997 to 1999, the IAA (Israeli Antiquities Authority)
and the Getty Conservation Institute drew up
documentation of the archaeological structure, and
analysed its conservation. Their report was completed in
2000. It provides a detailed chronology of the
deterioration, with some examples of serious losses on the
north-east tower. The report draws a distinction between
intrinsic factors (linked to materials and construction
technology) and extrinsic factors (recent preservation
history). This report is comprehensive, and provides a

Effectiveness of protection measures
The legal measures taken to protect the nominated property
seem to be adequate.
ICOMOS considers that the legal protection in place is
adequate.
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thorough analysis of the causes and rates of deterioration
of the monument.

Management
Management structures and processes,
traditional management processes

The report suggested some reburying, some areas filled
with sandbags to prevent access, some parts to be covered
with geo-fabric textile, and basalt stones to provide support
in some places.

including

The three-arch gate of Tel Dan is managed as part of the
Natural and Archaeological Reserve of Tel Dan. It is the
responsibility of the Israeli Nature and Parks Authority
(INPA), in accordance with its hierarchical organisation
chart: national directorate, professional divisions, Northern
District and Golan Region, and finally the Tel Dan Reserve
echelon.

In response to this report, in 2000-2005, discrete structural
support elements were designed, in accordance with
international reversibility standards, as appropriate for a
monument of such fragility. Some structurally supportive
reconstruction in limited areas, especially to the East tower
or the gate, was undertaken. Discussions are under way
about the replacement of the present shelter structure with
a more minimal one, and then by a complete system in
future years.

The site is managed in accordance with several national
plans and programmes. As a result funding and personnel
are allocated to the Nature Reserve.
The Israeli Council for the Preservation of Monuments and
Archaeological Sites is also involved, and cooperates with
the management authority.

This programme however illustrates the current
difficulties, at an international level, of recommending
long-term conservation methods for sun-dried mudbrick
structures.

All projects for site management and archaeological works
are supervised by the IAA (Israeli Antiquities Authority)
from a scientific viewpoint.

In addition to observation of the state of the property, the
everyday surveillance of the site by guards involves the
checking of water drainage during rainy weather, and the
action of the protective roof.

Policy framework: management plans and arrangements,
including visitor management and presentation

ICOMOS, in its 2005 evaluation, stated that the
conservation measures undertaken at the time were
inadequate. The technical appraisal mission in 2007
indicates that substantial progress has been made in this
area. Work is in progress to put in place structural support
and stabilising elements; the work is carried out with great
care, paying attention to issues of quality and possible
reversibility.

Conservation plan: A master research plan for the
conservation of the archaeological site was requested when
the 2005 nomination was examined. It was presented in
2006 under the name "Conservation Plan". It was to be
based on the IAA/Getty evaluation report and on
experience gathered during recent work. It will take over
from the existing conservation measures, which have
moreover improved markedly over the last two years (see
Conservation). The plan must however retain a degree of
flexibility in order to deal with the unpredictability of
changes in the condition of the structure.

ICOMOS considers that recent efforts concerning the
scientific and technical management of the process of
deterioration of the sun-dried mudbrick architecture of the
property have been substantial, and in some cases
exemplary. ICOMOS recommends however that a very
stringent conservation plan should be put in place, in line
with the best international standards for the preservation of
sun-dried mudbrick architecture. The changes occurring in
the structure remain however partly unpredictable, and call
for a flexible and adaptable action plan, without sacrificing
scientific rigour.

Archaeological excavation and visitor presentation plan:
After a two-year break in excavations, a master plan for
future excavations is to be started up in 2008. It will
complement and assist the conservation plan. It has been
drawn up by the Gluek School of Biblical Archaeology, in
conjunction with the Reserve and the INPA. It also
concerns other elements of the fortification wall and the
interior of the town. It involves work both for conservation
and for presenting the site to visitors.

In response to ICOMOS's request concerning the
conservation plan, the national authorities in charge of
management of parks (INPA) and management of
antiquities (IAA) have provided details of the
implementation schedule and given guarantees about their
long-term commitment to the process of conserving the
property.

The Natural and Archaeological Reserve management
plan: it manages the organisation of the site and the
facilities for accommodating the public, including:
- Daily inspection of the site,
- Annual drainage system maintenance work,
- Seasonal cleaning of vegetation and prevention of
bird nesting.

ICOMOS considers that a substantial conservation effort is
being made, and that the trends show a positive
development since the recommendations made when the
property was first nominated (2005). Guarantees have been
given
concerning
planning
of
conservation
implementation, and its permanency.

A detailed plan indicating the roads and access paths, the
car park and the reception facilities has been provided in
response to the request made by ICOMOS.
ICOMOS considers that a detailed site conservation
management plan is necessary, while considering that this
plan must remain flexible in order to be adaptable to
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changes in the structure and improvements in conservation
techniques (See Conservation).

over the whole spectrum of tasks required in managing a
nature reserve receiving a significant number of visitors, in
which the nominated property is only one part among
others.

In a long-term perspective, ICOMOS recommends that the
presentation of the three-arch gate should be more closely
linked to the rest of the fortifications and urban centre of
Tel Dan. In particular, there is on the site another gate with
arches, which is made of stone, dating from the Iron Age,
enabling interesting comparisons with the sun-dried
mudbrick gate. This would involve enlarging access
around the nominated property and a stabilised situation in
terms of protection – conservation.

Personnel are all recruited following appropriate academic
training. They are given short complementary training at
INPA and they are only taken on definitively after a twoyear trial period.
Temporary employees are hired during periods of high
frequentation.
Workers and contractors are required for maintenance and
cleaning work.

The three-arch gate is located in a nature reserve that
receives a relative large number of visits and is popular in
Israel, but its entrances are strictly controlled. The Reserve
is entirely fenced in, and the archaeological site of the gate
has an additional protection, with an access gateway. The
archaeological site is only accessible to a limited number
of visitors at any one time, but this point is basically
positive in view of the current state of conservation,
excavations and work on the site. It is not however
possible for people with disabilities to access to the site.

At regional and national level INPA has a number of
professionals specialising in the various questions that
arise in the management and conservation of the site: a
scientific director for the site, specialist archaeologists and
architects.
Furthermore, the site can call on the national specialists of
the IAA.
The IAA provides a 2-year course to professionals
recruited by the INPA, who are then put in charge of
monitoring sites such as Tel Dan.

Routes are proposed to visitors, together with large
numbers of signs and interpretation points, with the
following objectives:

As far as earthen architecture conservation is concerned,
the IAA specialists have taken international courses at the
Getty Institute of Conservation and CRATerre in Grenoble
(France).

- Presentation and interpretation of the site's
major features;
- Encouragement of good visitor behaviour and
protection of the site itself;
- Visitor guidance and safety.

Depending on the difficulties encountered, external
institutes and consultants are called in, as was the case of
the Getty Institute to evaluate the structure in the late
1990s.

The signs and information are in three languages: Hebrew,
English and Arabic. They were completely renewed in
2004, but on the basis of the visit plan drawn up in 1995.

Architects and conservators specialising in the devising
and conservation of architectural vestiges intervene on the
site. The reproduction of sun-dried mudbricks was
undertaken in this way.

Involvement of local communities
There is no institutional programme with local or regional
communities. However, the Tel Dan local authority is
active in that it organises regular educational visits for
school groups, and provides information to the population
about the archaeological and natural site.

The excavations are guided by archaeologists of national
and international reputation, both from the INPA and from
the Hebrew Union College (HUC).
ICOMOS considers the training of the personnel with
scientific responsibilities to be of a good level, in line with
international standards for the subject concerned. ICOMOS
recommends however the stepping up of continuing
education of the other INPA personnel working in fields
related to the nominated property, on the conservation and
preservation issues with which they are specifically
concerned.

Archaeological research partnerships
As regards the excavations, various educational institutions
are in regular contact with the site: the Nelson Glueck
School of Biblical Archaeology, the Hebraic Union
College of Jerusalem. These institutions play a substantial
role in funding excavations and publishing their results.
ICOMOS notes that no management plan is proposed with
regard to the nominated property. However, ICOMOS
considers that the property is included in the larger context
of a Natural and Archaeological Reserve whose
management rules are long-established and well-defined.
The measures in place are those of a state organisation
whose operation has been tried and tested. They are under
the scientific control of the IAA.

ICOMOS commends the measures in place constituting the
management plan, and considers that the management
system for the nominated property is adequate. ICOMOS
recommends that the continuing education of personnel
should be extended.

6. MONITORING

Resources, including staffing levels, expertise and training

The visual monitoring of the condition of the nominated
property takes place at least once a day, and often twice a

The Natural and Archaeological Reserve currently has
eight full-time employees. Their activities however range
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•

day, by the Reserve personnel. The personnel is trained for
this purpose, as part of the overall surveillance of the site.
The basic monitoring indicators are as follows:

Through its integration in massive fortifications, it
bears witness to the importance of the move
towards urbanisation in the Middle Bronze Age
and to its technical advances.

- Observe the appearance of brick debris at the foot of
the arches.
- Very rapidly locate incipient signs of damage to the
arch surface to prevent them from becoming
irreversible.

Criterion (ii): The Triple-arch Gate at Dan bears witness to
the early diffusion of the architectonic principle of the true
radial arch, in the Middle East during the Middle and Late
Bronze Ages, particularly in its most complete version,
including voussoir bricks, for wide spans.

Under the conservation plan, the INPA team of
professionals carries out regular scientific monitoring of
the site. This monitoring includes systematic photographs
of the gate from fixed points, and regular comparison of
the photographs taken. The conservation plan monitoring
reports are approved by the INPA and the IAA.

The authenticity of the Triple-arch Gate at Dan is proven.
However, the integrity of its sun-dried mudbrick structure
raises considerable conservation problems with regard to
the presentation of its outstanding universal value in a
long-term perspective. A substantial conservation effort
has been planned and begun by the State Party to achieve
this aim. It must be continued with great determination, in
view of the still imperfect state of expertise in the
conservation of such structures. This calls necessarily for a
stringent conservation management plan.

Site water drainage and cleanliness are monitored annually.
ICOMOS considers that the monitoring of the property is
adequate. In view of the fragility of the property and the
speed of changes that can occur, monitoring could be
improved by permanent surveillance using a laser
theodolite and 3D digital display.

The legal protection in place is adequate. The site is
managed by the authority of the Natural reserve of the Tel
Dan Park, which is attached to the governmental
organisation for nature and parks (INPA). Conservation
management is conducted under the authority of the
governmental antiquities organisation (IAA). The set of
measures presented forms a satisfactory management plan
for the expression of the property's outstanding universal
value.

7. CONCLUSIONS
ICOMOS considers that the changes made since the
property was first nominated for the World Heritage List in
2005 have been positive, particularly with regard to the
enlargement of the buffer zone and the marked
improvement in property conservation work.

ICOMOS recommends that the State Party should give
consideration to the following point:
•

ICOMOS took note of the additional documentation
submitted by the State party on 27 January 2009.
Recommendations with respect to inscription

ICOMOS also recommends that:

ICOMOS recommends that the Triple-arch Gate at Dan,
Israel, should be inscribed on the World Heritage List on the
basis of criterion (ii).

•

In view of the fragility of the property and the
rapidity of possible changes in its state of
conservation, monitoring could be improved by
permanent surveillance using a laser theodolite and
3D digital display.

•

Consideration should be given to the relationship
of the nominated property, as defined in the
dossier, i.e. the three-arch gate only, with the
fortified and urban ensemble of the archaeological
site of Tel Dan.

•

The continuing education of the non-scientific
INPA personnel working on the nominated
property should be stepped up, with regard to the
conservation and preservation issues with which
they are specifically concerned.

Recommended Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
The three-arch gate of the Triple-arch Gate at Dan has
outstanding universal value:
•

It bears witness to great mastery of the technique
of building a true arch with a significant span
(2.5 metres) during the Middle Bronze Age or
slightly later.

•

It was built using sun-dried mudbricks, with the
arch bricks making partial but unquestionable use
of the innovative voussoir system.

•

In the current state of archaeological knowledge, it
constitutes a unique example of a gate with three
complete arches, each with three successive arcs of
brick, both for its early date and its state of
conservation.

Make sure that an exacting conservation
management plan, in accordance with the best
international standards for the preservation of sundried mudbrick architecture, is implemented.
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Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property

Map of the Gate

The Eastern Façade

Steps leading up from the city to the gate

buffer zone comprises 15 specified areas of which maps
and pictures are provided. In brief the State Party reports
that the areas to the west and south west include the city’s
commercial and cultural centre with the town hall, library,
theatre and business areas. The building stock is mostly
post-war but the area was laid out in the late 19th C. The
areas in the north are both residential and commercial
including public buildings, blocks of flats and a recently
built major shopping centre close to the commercial centre.
The visual impact of the shopping centre development was
carefully considered in relation to Old Rauma’s silhouette
and the church tower. Height limits were imposed as well
as restrictions on advertisements, and careful attention was
paid to the design of car parking and landscaping. The area
between the shopping centre and Old Rauma is a
homogenous and well-maintained residential area of the
1950s. The buffer zone includes fourteen individually
protected monuments and areas, two of which areas are
identified as being of historic and cultural significance
nationally, and many other protected buildings and smaller
areas.

Old Rauma (Finland)
No 582

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Finland

Name of property: Old Rauma
Location:

Region of Satakunta, Province of
Western Finland (formerly Province of
Turku-Pori)

Inscription:

1991

The surface area of the inscribed site is 29 ha.

Brief Description:

The surface area of the proposed buffer zone 142 ha.

Situated on the Gulf of Botnia, Rauma is one of the oldest
harbours in Finland. Built around a Franciscan monastery,
where the mid-15th-century Holy Cross Church still stands,
it is an outstanding example of an old Nordic city
constructed in wood. Although ravaged by fire in the late
17th century, it has preserved its ancient vernacular
architectural heritage.

ICOMOS notes that no mention is made of specific view
points within, or from outside the buffer zone - for instance
the approach from the harbour.
ICOMOS notes also that there is no mention of
archaeological remains of fortifications or waterways
around the old town, although there appear to be remnant
waterways/canal system in several of the parks (State party
report appendix XV – map of parks).

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED

Protection:

Background

Under the regulations of the Local Master Plan all
constructions (buildings and roads) and activities within
the buffer zone have to be planned “in conformity with the
safeguarding of the integrity and historic urban setting of
old Rauma”. When detail plans for areas within the buffer
zone are revised they will have similar regulations, and
inventories will be updated in conjunction with the
National Board of Antiquities, who will be required to
review all plans and projects within the buffer zone.

The site was inscribed in 1991 on the basis of criteria (iv)
and (v) as an outstanding example of an old Nordic city
constructed in wood, typical of the architecture and
urbanism of old North-European cities. No buffer zone was
included in the nomination although a plan showing a
buffer zone was subsequently provided by the State Party
in 1991. During the 1st Cycle of Periodic Reporting in
2005, documentation was received from the State Party
with an attached plan showing the buffer zone established
nationally in 2003. This buffer zone had different
boundaries from that shown in the 1991 plan. In the
context of the Retrospective Inventory process and the
clarification of Boundaries of World Heritage Properties, it
was realized that the buffer zone established by the State
Party for the World Heritage Site in 2003 had not been
submitted for consideration by the World Heritage
Committee. In January 2009 the State Party submitted a
request for approval of the current national buffer zone as
the buffer zone for the World Heritage Site.

Management:
The State Party reports that the Local Master Plan is the
steering instrument for detail planning processes, which
also involves the Ministry of Environment. Building
permits within the World Heritage Site are reviewed by a
special advisory committee, which includes the National
Board of Antiquities. This committee also reviews detail
plans in the buffer zone.
ICOMOS notes that there is apparently no Management
Plan as such for the World Heritage Site and its buffer
zone.

Modification
The State Party reports that the proposed buffer zone,
which is as established in the Local Master Plan of 2003, is
intended to “preserve a large enough urban zone around the
World Heritage Site, with special aim to preserve the
visual integrity and urban fabric of Old Rauma”. The
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3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
ICOMOS recommends that the proposed buffer zone for
Old Rauma, Finland, be approved.
ICOMOS also recommends that the State Party clarify
whether the proposed buffer zone includes all remnants of
Old Rauma’s original canal system, and to provide
information on this (such as a map showing the original
canal system) and its relationship to the harbour, to the
World Heritage Centre.
ICOMOS further recommends that the State Party give
consideration to the following:
•

The designation of viewpoints within and outside
the buffer zone from which view corridors will
be protected in the case of development within
the buffer zone.

•

The development of a comprehensive
Management Plan to cover the nominated area,
the buffer zone, and view corridors from any
designated locations outside the buffer zone,
such as the approach to Old Rauma from the
harbour.
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Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zone

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS

Chartres Cathedral (France)

ICOMOS recommends that the proposed buffer zone for
Chartres Cathedral, France, be approved.

No 81

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

France

Name of property: Chartres Cathedral
Location:

Département of Eure-et-Loire,
Centre Region

Inscription:

1979

Brief Description:
Partly built starting in 1145, and then reconstructed over a
26-year period after the fire of 1194, Chartres Cathedral
marks the high point of French Gothic art. The vast nave,
in pure ogival style, the porches adorned with fine
sculptures from the middle of the 12th century, and the
magnificent 12th- and 13th-century stained-glass windows,
all in remarkable condition, combine to make it a
masterpiece.
Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED
Background
During the 1st cycle of Periodic Reporting for Europe in
2005, the State Party noted that although the limits of the
site were adequate, there was a need to define a buffer
zone.
It was noted that although legislation in place protected the
surroundings of the Cathedral since 1964, a new area was
under review in 1991 to address potential concerns.
Modification
The inscribed property encompasses 1.064 ha and the State
Party is now proposing a buffer zone of 62.412 ha which
coincides with the area safeguarded by current urban
codes. No further information is provided about the
specific legislative or management arrangements that are
either in place or will be implemented for the buffer zone.
The proposed buffer zone is large enough to protect
character-defining features surrounding the property and its
integrity.
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Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zone

The State Party submits that the focus of the proposed
enlarged property would reflect the Carolingian
significance of Aachen Cathedral and its ‘significance as a
coronation church and one of the key medieval pilgrimage
churches, as well as the site’s place in the history of
architecture’.

Aachen Cathedral (Germany)
No 3

Therefore the State Party also requests a modification to
the name of the property, which would become ‘Aachen
Cathedral with the Carolingian Palace Complex’.
1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

ICOMOS notes that it is difficult to explicitly define the
boundaries of the Carolingian Palace remains as these have
not been fully investigated.

Germany

Name of property: Aachen Cathedral
Location:

State of North Rhine-Westphalia

Inscription:

1978

The State Party proposes to defer the revision of the
Statement of Outstanding Universal Value to the next
Periodic Reporting cycle in order to allow all the latest, so
far unpublished, research findings to be incorporated.
No information is provided by the State Party on protection
and management of the proposed enlarged area.

Brief Description:
Construction of this palatine chapel, with its octagonal
basilica and cupola, began c 790–800 under the Emperor
Charlemagne. Originally inspired by the churches of the
Eastern part of the Holy Roman Empire, it was splendidly
enlarged in the Middle Ages.

Anticipated Buffer Zone
The buffer zone anticipated by the State Party includes the
area of the old town around the Cathedral within the inner
ring road (presumably the line of the medieval wall). No
justification for the boundary is provided. The proposed
buffer zone also includes view corridors extending out
beyond the inner ring road, along the major approaches and
connecting other monuments with the World Heritage Site.
No information is provided on how the buffer zone and
view corridors will be protected and managed.

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED
Background

Ownership

Aachen Cathedral was inscribed in 1978 as the Palace
Chapel and Shrine of Charlemagne, a unique artistic
achievement and key edifice of the Carolingian
Renaissance. At the time of inscription no buffer zone was
defined for the World Heritage Site.

The State Party reports that while the Aachen Cathedral
World Heritage Site is owned by the Cathedral Chapter,
parts of the extended site would be either in joint
ownership of the Cathedral Chapter and the Aachen City
Council or solely owned by the Aachen City Council.

The State Party has now requested a modification to the
World Heritage Site boundary under paragraphs 163 and
164 of the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation
of the World Heritage Convention, with the required plans,
and also a modification to the name under paragraph 167.
The State Party has also advised that a buffer zone
proposal is being prepared and has submitted the draft plan
showing its proposed boundary, although is not asking for
approval at this stage. The buffer zone is expected to be
established by the Aachen City Council by mid 2009.

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
ICOMOS considers that the extension of the boundaries of
the property to include the palace would change the focus
of the nominated area. At the time of inscription the
ICOMOS evaluation was focused on the exceptional nature
of Charlemagne’s palatine chapel and the justification for
the four criteria are all related to this building.

Modification

If the boundaries were extended to include the palace, the
value extended to include the significance of the ensemble
as a Coronation church and the focus of pilgrimages, and
the name changed to reflect these new significances as well
as the existing, this would in effect be introducing a new
justification for the property.

The proposed modifications to the boundary are aimed at
including the area of archaeological remains of the
Carolingian Palace to the north of the Cathedral, including
the royal throne room beneath the existing Town Hall and
the long porticos and adjacent square that originally linked
it to the Cathedral. To the immediate north and south of the
Cathedral the boundary modification includes the areas of
archaeological remains of original chapels/annexes off the
Cathedral. To the west the boundary modification includes
the area of the Cathedral’s atrium. The total area of the
World Heritage Site will be 12,869°square meters.

Such a modification would not be minor, as it would
involved proposing revised justification for the criteria and
a statement of Outstanding Universal Value that brought in
new significances and new attributes.
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Such a major modification would need a new nomination
with details of protection, management, authenticity and
integrity.
If the State Party wishes to consider a minor modification
to create a buffer zone for the existing property, ICOMOS
suggests the proposal should provide information on
protection and management and on how the view corridors
to the property will be sustained.
ICOMOS recommends that the modification of the name
‘Aachen Cathedral’ to ‘Aachen Cathedral with the
Carolingian Palace Complex’ should not be approved.
ICOMOS recommends that the proposed modification to
the boundary of the World Heritage Site of Aachen
Cathedral, Germany, should not be approved as a minor
modification.
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Map showing the revised boundaries of the property

criterion (iv). The destroyed part has been reconstructed,
generally maintaining its medieval morphology and
preserving archaeological evidence, but with some
widened streets. No buffer zone was included at the time of
inscription, although the ICOMOS evaluation in 1987
expressed the wish that the peripheral areas extending
beyond the Trave and the Wakenitz rivers should constitute
a buffer zone governed by specific urbanization regulations
compatible with those of the historic city.

Hanseatic City of Lübeck (Germany)
No 272 rev

The creation of a buffer zone at the national level for the
World Heritage Site was reported in the 1st Cycle Periodic
Report received in 2005. The State Party was subsequently
advised that for this buffer zone to be accepted by the
World Heritage Committee as the buffer zone for the
World Heritage property, it should be formally submitted
to the World Heritage Centre as a "minor" boundary
modification, so that it can be reviewed by ICOMOS and
adopted by the Committee. The State Party submitted this
request in January 2009, together with the required maps.
However no additional information such as pictures or
plans of the Hanseatic town’s former fortifications in the
proposed buffer zone was provided.

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Germany

Name of property: Hanseatic City of Lübeck
Location:

Sate of Schleswig-Holstein

Inscription:

1987

Brief Description:
Lübeck – the former capital and Queen City of the
Hanseatic League – was founded in the 12th century and
prospered until the 16th century as the major trading centre
for northern Europe. It has remained a centre for maritime
commerce to this day, particularly with the Nordic
countries. Despite the damage it suffered during the
Second World War, the basic structure of the old city,
consisting mainly of 15th- and 16th-century patrician
residences, public monuments (the famous Holstentor brick
gate), churches and salt storehouses, remains unaltered.

Modification
The State Party reported the following objectives for the
proposed buffer zone:
-

-

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 March 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED

-

Background
The Hanseatic City of Lübeck is a serial inscription of
three historic parts of the old town of Lübeck that
exemplify the power and the historic role of the Hansa:

-

The historically developed city view and city
silhouette of the old part of town with the seven
towers and the en bloc old part of town quarters are
to be preserved.
In the buffer zone, protection must be given to the
view perspectives and vista correlations towards the
old part of town which constitute the particular
monument value of the old part of town.
The three dimensional view of the historic old part of
town is to be protected. It is decisive for the height
development and the proportions of the development
structuring in the buffer zone.
Also archaeological interests must find consideration
when establishing the buffer zone.

This last objective presumably refers to the remains of the
former bastion and moat fortifications that surrounded the
town in the 16th and 17th centuries, as shown in early
images (Frans Hogenberg / Georg Braun 1572, Civitates
Orbis Terrarum and Matthäus Merian, 1641 - Lübeck
Germany).

Zone 1- Burgkloster – Aegidienstrasse contains a
Dominican convent (the Burgkloster) including the original
foundations of the castle built by Count Adolf von
Schauenburg on the Buku isthmus; Koberg late 18th
century neighborhood built around a public square
bordered by two important monuments, the Jakobikirche
and the Heilig-Geist-Hospital; medieval structures between
the Glockengiesserstrasse and the Aegidienstrasse.

The proposed buffer zone includes the central part of the
old town around Zone 3 that suffered destruction in World
War II, and thereby unites the three parts of the World
Heritage Site. It also extends around the whole old town
island, taking in its rampart bastion embankments, the
surrounding Trave and Wakenitz waterways and canal, and
adjacent urban area, and it takes into account open view
lines, especially in the Trave river valley from the northern
and southern directions, and also along key access routes
into the city.

Zone 2 - Petrikirche to the north and the Cathedral to the
south with rows of patrician residences from the 15th and
16th centuries between them; the enclave on the left bank
of the Trave including salt storehouses and the Holstentor.
Zone 3 - Marienkirche, the Rathaus and the Marktplatz at
the heart of the medieval city.
The inscription excludes the part of the old town (the
central business area around Zone 3) that was destroyed
during World War II, due to concerns about authenticity
and integrity in relation to the Outstanding Universal Value
of the site, which was inscribed on the basis of

The surface area of the inscribed site is 81.1 ha.
The surface area of the proposed buffer zone is 693.8 ha.
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ICOMOS notes that information on the archaeological
remains and urban area within the buffer zone should be
provided by the State Party to the World Heritage Centre.
Protection
The buffer zone within the municipal area is protected
legally as a preservation area according to §172 of the
Federal Building Code. It will also be protected under the
monument protection law in the Federal State of
Schleswig-Holstein.
The State Party reports that it has also considered views of
the World Heritage Site from outside the buffer zone from
11 key viewpoints and appropriate designations have been
made in the town’s zoning map for four sites located inside
the municipal area and in local and regional development
plans for seven sites located outside the municipal area.
This enables restrictions on height and use to be decreed in
the case of building projects within the field of vision.
Management
The State Party reports that a Management Plan is to be
compiled for the World Heritage Site.
ICOMOS notes that the Management Plan should
encompass the buffer zone as well as the World Heritage
Site, and also the view corridors from locations identified
by the State Party that are outside the buffer zone.
3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
ICOMOS recommends that the proposed buffer zone for
the Hanseatic City of Lübeck, Germany, be approved.
ICOMOS recommends that
consideration to the following:

the

State

Party

give

•

The Management Plan currently being prepared
for the World Heritage Site should be
comprehensive and cover the nominated areas,
the buffer zone and the view corridors from the
designated locations outside the buffer zone;

•

Information should be provided to the World
Heritage Centre on the archaeological remains
and urban area within the buffer zone,
particularly in relation to the bastion
fortifications, which make an important
contribution to the understanding of the power
and historic role of the Hansa.
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Map showing the boundaries of the proposed buffer zone

1)
2)
3)

Völklingen Ironworks (Germany)

The ‘ore silo and timber yard’ represent an extension of the
current World Heritage Site boundary to the east. The ‘slag
granulation’ represents an extension of the current World
Heritage Site boundary to the south-west. The ‘remains of
the benzene plant’ represent an extension to the south of
the World Heritage Site. The surface area of the current
inscribed property is 7.46 ha. The proposed additional
surface area in hectares has not been provided.

No 687

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Ore silo and timber yard
Slag granulation
Remains of the benzene plant (1907)

Germany

The State Party also reports that a buffer zone proposal for
the Völklingen Ironworks World Heritage Site is currently
being prepared.

Name of property: Völklingen Ironworks
Location:

Sate of Saarland

Inscription:

1994

ICOMOS notes that the currently proposed boundary
modification is more extensive than indicated in the
periodic report, which nominated areas (1) and (2) above.
It now includes the remains of the benzene plant to the
south (area (3)). No justification is offered for any of the
areas. Nor is information provided on protection and
management of the extended area, but protection,
management and the Management Plan for the World
Heritage Site were all reported as effective in the 2005
periodic report.

Brief Description:
The ironworks, which cover some 6 ha, dominate the city
of Völklingen. Although they have recently gone out of
production, they are the only intact example, in the whole
of western Europe and North America, of an integrated
ironworks that was built and equipped in the 19th and 20th
centuries and has remained intact.

ICOMOS notes that there is still no buffer zone to protect
the surroundings and that there is decay and a lack of
maintenance in certain areas (power station 1; dry gas
purification plants I, II, III).

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009
2. ISSUES RAISED

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS

Background
The extension of the boundary for the World Heritage Site
was suggested in the 1st Cycle of Periodic Reporting
received in 2005. The State Party reported that the current
boundaries of the property were not considered adequate to
reflect the site’s significance:

ICOMOS considers that it is necessary to have a full
description of the additional components submitted for
inclusion in the boundary to justify their relevance as part
of the attributes that reflect outstanding universal value,
together with details of their protection and conservation
and how they will be managed as part of the property.

‘The area of the World Cultural Heritage Site ought to be
extended to cover no. 1 ore silo and the timber yard - as a
historically functional component of the industrial plant.

As a buffer zone is being prepared for the property, it
would be desirable to consider this element of protection at
the same time as an extension of the boundary.

This area is already part of the Völklingen Ironworks
monument complex, but was excluded at the time of
application on account of some road planning which was
being done. Besides the area around the basins of slaggranulation ought to be part of the world culture heritage.’

ICOMOS recommends that the proposed modification to
the boundary of the World Heritage Site of Völklingen
Ironworks, Germany, be referred back to the State Party to
allow it to provide:

The State Party was subsequently advised that for this
modification of the original delimitation of the World
Heritage Site to be accepted by the World Heritage
Committee, it should be formally submitted to the World
Heritage Centre as a ‘minor’ boundary modification, so
that it can be reviewed by ICOMOS and adopted by the
Committee. The State Party submitted this request on 26
February 2009, together with the required maps.
Modification
The State Party submitted a request in February 2009 for a
boundary modification that includes the following:
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•

Descriptions of the ore silo, timber yard, slag
granulation basins and remains of the benzene
plant to justify how they are attributes of the
outstanding universal value of the property;

•

Details of the protection and state of conservation
of these additional areas and how they will be
integrated into the management plan;

•

The area of the proposed extension to the
property;

•

Details of the proposed buffer zone, including
how it will provide protection for the property.

Map showing the revised boundaries of the property

At the 31st session, the Committee considered a proposal
put forward by the State Party for an extension of the
nominated area to encompass six churches and for a buffer
zone that encompassed the three extra mural churches
which were part of the original inscription and six further
churches.

Old Town of Ávila (Spain)
No 348 rev

The Committee approved the extensions to the boundary,
and requested that an adequate buffer zone be established
and submitted for approval to the Committee, and that
further explanations for the choice of the boundaries to
protect the setting of the town and its extra muros churches
and views to and from it should be provided.

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Spain

At its 32nd session, the Committee considered a proposal
for a buffer zone submitted by the State Party. This buffer
zone encompassed the old town, the three extra mural
churches which were part of the original inscription, and
the six further churches approved at the 31st Session.

Name of property: Old Town of Ávila with its Extra-Muros
Churches
Location:

Province of Ávila, Autonomous
Community of Castilla y León

Inscription:

1985

Although the Committee asked at its 31st session for a
justification for the way a buffer zone would offer
protection to the property and views to and from it, no such
justification was provided.

Brief Description:
Founded in the 11th century to protect the Spanish
territories from the Moors, this 'City of Saints and Stones',
the birthplace of St Teresa and the burial place of the
Grand Inquisitor Torquemada, has kept its medieval
austerity. This purity of form can still be seen in the Gothic
cathedral and the fortifications which, with their 82
semicircular towers and nine gates, are the most complete
in Spain.

The Committee agreed to refer the decision on the
proposed buffer zone back to the State Party (Decision 32
COM 8B.66) to allow it to provide more details on the
justification for the boundaries for the close surroundings
of the property and visual identity as well as for the
protective policies in place in its buffer zone.
Update

Date of ICOMOS’ approval of this report: 10 April 2009

On 30 January 2009, the State Party submitted a report on
progress with meeting the requirements of the Committee.
This report listed the legal instruments on urban planning
and cultural heritage available to protect the inscribed area.
It also set out details of the development a strategic plan
for the Historic Heritage of the Community of Castilla y
León that would address the comprehensive management
of historic heritage, and would be based on the ‘conceptual
and physical link between heritage and territory’. This
strategic plan would include consideration of an urban
heritage system that acknowledges ‘fundamental elements
or nodes and their relationships, which define the value of
the heritage of a city, regardless of the degree in which
they manifest themselves from a visual point of view’.

2. ISSUES RAISED
Background
At the time of inscription a buffer zone was not
established. The vulnerability of one of the extra mural
churches was demonstrated by developments in the Plaza
of Santa Teresa between the town walls and the extra
mural church of San Pedro. This was discussed by the
Committee at its 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th sessions. As a
result of concerns for the setting of the extra mural
churches, at its 29th session, the Committee requested an
updated report on the designation of buffer zones, in the
context of the Periodic Reporting exercise.

A management plan for Ávila would be part of this
strategic framework. To take forward this management
plan, the Department of Culture and Tourism for the
Regional Government of Castilla y León and the Ávila
Town Hall signed a framework agreement in September
2006. The plan process was launched in September 2008. It
is stated that the Plan will ‘enable the city to be governed
in a flexible way with regard to the incorporation of new
values, as long as they make way for global improvement
without compromising any existing values’.

At its 30th Session (Decision 30 COM 7B.79) the
Committee noted that the State Party had reported that it
had designated a buffer zone, and requested the State Party
to submit detailed maps presenting the boundaries of the
property and its buffer zones, and ICOMOS to review the
boundaries of the property once the boundary
modifications have been presented. The Committee further
requested the State Party to provide the World Heritage
Centre with a progress report on the legal status and the
implementation of the protection zones by 1st February
2007 for examination by the World Heritage Committee at
its 31st session (2007).

The State Party proposes to consider the appropriateness of
the boundaries of the property and its buffer zone as part of
the development of this management plan – which should
be completed at the end of 2009 – and then submit a
proposal to the Committee.
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3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
ICOMOS recommends that the Committee takes note of
the information provided by the State Party with regard to
the development of a management plan, as a precursor to
the delineation of an appropriate buffer zone with adequate
protection, as requested at the 31st and 32nd sessions.
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Map showing the boundaries of the buffer zone

development of ecclesiastical building and mural painting
in the Balkans between the 14th to the 16th centuries, in
the
discrete
Balkan
Palaiologian
Renaissance
architectural style, which reflects a fusion of eastern
Orthodox Byzantine with western Romanesque styles.

Medieval Monuments in Kosovo
(Serbia)
No 724 bis

Criterion (iii): The wall paintings in the three churches
are an exceptional testimony to the manifestations of the
cultural tradition of the Palaiologian Renaissance of
Byzantium in the Balkans. They show the height of the
development of Balkan art from the first half of the 14th
century in Gračanica and Ljeviša, similar only to the
church of the Holy Apostles in Thessaloniki and the
Monastery of Protaton at Mount Athos, while the
paintings at the churches at Peć, dating from around 1300
until 1673/4, are a powerful demonstration of the
emergence of this style and its aftermath.

1. BASIC DATA
State Party:

Serbia

Name of property: Medieval Monuments in Kosovo
Location:

Autonomous province of Kosovo

Inscription:

2004, 2006

Criterion (iv): The Patriarchate of Peć Monastic Church,
the Gračanica Monastic Church and the Church of the
Virgin of Ljeviša reflect the development of a discrete
Palaiologian Renaissance style of architecture and mural
decoration in the Balkans in the 14th century, when the
combined forces of Church and State were harnessed to
create a strong identity for Serbia, in line with its political
orientations.

Brief Description:
The four edifices of the site reflect the high points of the
Byzantine-Romanesque ecclesiastical culture, with its
distinct style of wall painting, which developed in the
Balkans between the 13th and 17th centuries. The Dečani
Monastery was built in the mid-14th century for the
Serbian king Stefan Dečanski and is also his mausoleum.
The Patriarchate of Peć Monastery is a group of four
domed churches featuring series of wall paintings. The
13th-century frescoes of the Church of Holy Apostles are
painted in a unique, monumental style. Early 14thcentury frescoes in the church of the Holy Virgin of
Ljevisa represent the appearance of the new so-called
Palaiologian Renaissance style, combining the influences
of the eastern Orthodox Byzantine and the Western
Romanesque traditions. The style played a decisive role
in subsequent Balkan art.

Modification
The State Party is proposing a Statement of Outstanding
Universal Value for all four properties, as follows:
The Serbian mediaeval monuments in Kosovo and
Metohija constitute a unified group of churches built
within the Byzantine spiritual domain, but with an
outstanding mark of unified spiritual and secular
authorities of the mediaeval Serbia which was turned to
both the Orthodox East and Catholic West, not only in
the geographical and political sense, but in cultural, as
well.

2. ISSUES RAISED
Hence two styles developed simultaneously in Serbian
mediaeval architecture, and their final accomplishments,
in their integral and authentic form, have been preserved
in Kosovo and Metohija. The complex architectural unit
of churches and exonarthex of the Peć complex, serving
numerous both religious and secular functions, came to
be under the influence of the so-called Ras style,
representing a special synthesis of Byzantine and West
European architecture, a combination of an Orthodox
ground plan and spatial building construction with a
Romanesque and Gothic exterior decorations, and the
greatest and most imposing expression of the style is
manifested in the church of the Dečani monastery.

Background
Dečani Monastery was inscribed in 2004 on the basis of
criteria (ii) and (iv), as follows:
Criterion (ii): Dečani Monastery represents an
exceptional synthesis of Byzantine and Western medieval
traditions. The monastery and particularly its paintings
also exercised an important influence on the development
of art and architecture during the Ottoman period.
Criterion (iv): Dečani Monastery represents an
outstanding example of the last phase of the development
of the Serbian-Slav architecture. The construction has
integrated Eastern Byzantine and Western medieval
traditions.

The second style, taken from Byzantium – cruciform with
five domes – characteristic of the renaissance of
Palaiologos, is manifested in its initial stage in the church
of the Virgin of Ljeviša, whereas in the Gračanica
monastery the style reached its peak, with ideal rhythm of
proportions and volumes and extraordinary harmony
accomplished in cascading façades.

In 2006 three further properties were added to form a
serial nomination under the name of Medieval
Monuments in Kosovo and inscribed under criteria (ii),
(iii) and (iv) as follows:

Frescoes in all the four temples represent an outstanding
testimony to the late Byzantine painting, manifesting all
the leading style tendencies (Gračanica, Patriarchate of
Peć, Dečani), unique works of the renaissance of

Criterion (ii): The Patriarchate of Peć Monastic Church,
the Gračanica Monastic Church and the Church of the
Virgin of Ljeviša played a decisive role in the
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Palaiologos (Virgin of Ljeviša) and the best preserved
treasury of iconography (Dečani). Apart from particular
subject and composition features, the wall paintings and
largely preserved interior elements of these churches
(floor paved with differently coloured stone with
incrustations, church furniture) yield exceptional
information on all the aspects of the mediaeval life in
Byzantium.

and architecture in this part of Europe throughout the
Ottoman period.
Criterion (ii): Dečani Monastery, the Patriarchate of Peć
Monastic Church, the Gračanica Monastic Church and
the Church of the Virgin of Ljeviša played a decisive role
in the development of ecclesiastical building and mural
painting in the Balkans, between the 14th to the 16th
centuries, and reflect in the discrete Balkan Ras and
Palaiologian Renaissance styles, a fusion of eastern
Orthodox Byzantine with western Romanesque styles.

Closely related to the most prominent persons and events
concerning the 14th century Balkans, a direct influence of
these four monuments could have for centuries been
traced in art and architecture in this part of Europe during
the Ottoman period

Criterion (iii): The wall paintings in the four churches
are an exceptional testimony to the manifestations of the
cultural tradition of the Palaiologian Renaissance of
Byzantium in the Balkans. They show the height of the
development of Balkan art from the first half of the 14th
century in Gračanica and Ljeviša, similar only to the
church of the Holy Apostles in Thessaloniki and the
Monastery of Protaton at Mount Athos, while the
paintings at the churches at Peć, dating from around 1300
until 1673/4, are a powerful demonstration of the
emergence of this style and its aftermath. At Dečani the
paintings are the best preserved treasury of Byzantine
iconography.

3. ICOMOS RECOMMENDATIONS
ICOMOS recommends that the following Statement of
Significance for the Medieval Monuments in Kosovo,
Serbia, be approved:
The Serbian mediaeval monuments in Kosovo constitute
a unified group of churches built within the Byzantine
spiritual domain, but strongly reflecting the unified
spiritual and secular authorities of mediaeval Serbia,
which faced both the Orthodox East and Catholic West,
not only in the geographical and political sense, but in
cultural, as well.

Criterion (iv): The Dečani Monastery, the Patriarchate of
Peć Monastic Church, the Gračanica Monastic Church
and the Church of the Virgin of Ljeviša reflect the
development of a discrete style of architecture and mural
decoration in the Balkans in the 14th century, when the
combined forces of Church and State were harnessed to
create a strong identity for Serbia, in line with its political
orientations.

Two styles developed simultaneously in Serbian
mediaeval architecture, and their final accomplishments,
have been preserved in Kosovo. The complex
architectural unit of churches and exonarthex of the Peć
complex, serving numerous both religious and secular
functions, reflects the so-called Ras style, representing a
special synthesis of Byzantine and West European
architecture, a combination of an Orthodox ground plan
and spatial building construction with Romanesque and
Gothic exterior decorations. The greatest and most
imposing expression of this style is manifest in the
church of the Dečani monastery.
The second style, taken from Byzantium – cruciform plan
with five domes – characteristic of the of Palaiologos
renaissance style, is manifested in its initial stage in the
church of the Virgin of Ljeviša, whereas in the Gračanica
monastery the style reached its peak, with ideal rhythm of
proportions and volumes and an extraordinary harmony
accomplished in its cascading façades.
Frescoes in all the four churches represent an outstanding
testimony to late Byzantine painting. Gračanica,
Patriarchate of Peć, and Dečani manifest all the leading
style tendencies; the church of The Virgin of Ljeviša
displays unique examples of the Palaiologos Renaissance
style, and the best preserved treasury of Byzantine
iconography is at Dečani. The wall paintings and largely
preserved interior elements of these churches (coloured
stone floor paving, church furniture) yield exceptional
information on all the aspects of mediaeval life in
Byzantium.
The churches were closely related to many of the most
prominent people and events in the 14th century Balkans,
and these four monuments had a direct influence on art
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